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ORDER
OF THE

PIKE COUNTY FISCAL COURT

January 6, 2009

ORD. NO. 01.06.09.006

AUTHORIZATION FOR SALAR Y RATE FOR
MOUNTAIN WATER BOARD MEMBERS

Upon motion by Judge/Executive Wayne T. Rutherford and second by Magistrate

Chris Hams, THE PIKE COUNTY FISCAL COURT HEREBY AUTHORIZES

payment of $300 salary per person or $500 if the member has attended class, to be nunc

pro tune at the same rate as previously paid for many years until changed in the future by

the Judge/Executive for members of the Mountain Water Board.

VOTE WAS TAKEN AS FOLLOWS

Judge/Executive Wayne T.Rutherford
Magistrate JeffAnderson
Magistrate Vernon "Chick" Johnson
Magistmte Leo Murphy
Magistrate Kenneth Robinson
Magistrate Hilman Dotson
Magistrate Chris Harris

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

MOTION PASSED BYUNANIMOUS ROLL CALL VOTE.
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Tammy Olson

To:
Subject:

Farley, Rose (Pike County) [Rose.Farleyky.gov]
Monday, October 27, 2014 9 45 AM
Tammy Olson
January 6, 2009 Fiscal Court Minutes

PIKE COUNTY FISCAL COURT

MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING

Pike County Courthouse
Pikeville, Kentucky

January 6, 2009, at 5:30p.m.

PRESIDING: Judge/Executive Wayne T. Rutherford

OTHER MEMBERS OF COURT PRESENT:

Magistrate Jeff Anderson
Magistrate Vernon "Chick" Johnson
Magistrate Leo Murphy
Magistrate Kenneth Robinson
Magistrate Hilman Dotson
Magistrate Chris Harris

ALSO PRESENT:

Deputy Judge John Doug Hays
Johnda -Billiter/Treasurer ——-

Bobby Branham/Executive Assistant
Roland Case/Asst. County Attorney
Rose Farley/Clerk
Roger Ford/Energy and Technology
Frank Hatcher/Roads
Rhonda James/Finance
Jimmy Kiser/Floodplain Coordinator
Mike Lyons/Solid Waste
Carrie Moore/Exec. Asst.
Carol Napier/Social Services/Seniors
Jeanne Robinson/Executive Assistant
Jimmy Dale Sanders/PRIDE
Frankie Stacy/Purchasing/Finance
Melanic Stephens/Big Sandy ADD
Obie Tackett/Public Works



A regular meeting of the Pike County Fiscal Court was held on January 6, 2009, at 5:30 p.m., in the Pike

County Fiscal Courtroom of the Pike County Courthouse with Judge/Executive Wayne T. Rutherford presiding.

ty Judge John Doug Hays led the opening prayer and Magistrate Leo Murphy led the Pledge of Allegiance. Both

in the prayer and during Judge Rutherford's remarks following, the Court remembered and expressed condolences to

Jimmy Kiser upon the death of his father. Judge Rutherford said he had known Jimmy's father well and stated, "You

were blessed to have the father that you had."

Upon motion by Magistrate Hilman Dotson and second by Magistrate Leo Murphy, THE PIKE COUNTY

FISCAL COURT HEREBY APPROVES the court meeting minutes for November 18, 2008.

(Ref. Court Ord. No. 01.06.09.001)

MOTION PASSED BYUNANIMOUS ROLL CALL VOTE.

No one came forward for Public Comment at this meeting.

Both the county sheriff and the county clerk run budgets on a calendar year rather than fiscal year so their

budgets must be presented to the Court and filed in Frankfort in January. Judge Rutherford stated to Lillian P. Elliott,

County Clerk, and Charles F. "Fuzzy" Keesee, Pike County Sheriff, "Your tenure means you have done an

excellent job for the people of Pike County." Ms. Elliott came first to present her budget. She said she might not have

the fees that she normally has and would return to Court if she needed more money but wanted to submit this budget

with a lesser amount. Upon motion by Magistrate Vernon "Chick" Johnson and second by Magistrate Hilman Dotson,

THE PIKE COUNTY FISCAL COURT HEREBY APPROVES and ACCEPTS the budget of Pike County Clerk

Lillian P. Elliott for 2009 as submitted to the Fiscal Court on this date in the total sum of $2,108,755.

(Ref. Court Ord. No. 01.06.09.002)

MOTION PASSED BY UNANIMOUS ROLL CALL VOTE.

Sheriff Keesee came forward to present his budget for 2009. Upon motion by Magistrate Vernon "Chick"

Johnson and second by Magistrate Kenneth Robinson, THE PIKE COUNTY FISCAL COURT HEREBY APPROVES

and ACCEPTS the budget of Pike County Sheriff Charles F. Keesee for 2009 as submitted to the Fiscal Court on this

h the total sum of $1,610,533.

(Ref. Court Ord. No. 01.06.09.003)



MOTION PASSED BY UNANIMOUS ROLL CALL VOTE.

Several retiring employees were to be honored today and Judge Rutherford presented a resolution for each. He

ined that because of the new retirement act by the legislature, many employees had to retire earlier than planned.

Sandy Hunt was secretary in the Road Department for twenty-six years. The Resolution reads as follows:

RESOLUTION OF

THK PIKE COUNTY FISCAL COURT

In Honor ofSandy Hunt

WHEREAS, Sandy Hunt has faithfully and honorably served the citizens of Pike County, Kentucky, as a 26-
year employee of the Pike County Fiscal Court; and,

WHEREAS, through her service as a Secretary and Computer Operator in the Pike County Finance Department
an Office Manager in the Pike County Purchasing Department and an Office Manager in the Pike County Road
Department, Sandy Hunt has exemplified a strong work ethic and devotion to the progress and wellbeing of the citizens
of Pike County; and,

WHEREAS, Sandy Hunt will be sorely missed by her fellow county employees and the members of the Pike
.ty Fiscal Court; and,

WHEREAS, on behalf of the people of Pike County, the Fiscal Court wishes Sandy Hunt a prosperous, healthy
and happy retirement;

NOW, THEREFORE, BK IT RESOLVED by the Pike County Fiscal Court to honor Sandy Hunt for
meritorious service upon her retirement as a loyal county employee.

Witness our hands this the 6th day of January, 2009.

Signed by Wayne T. Rutherford, Judge/Executive and All Six Magistrates, as well as Frank Hatcher, Road
Commissioner.

A longtime employee, Rex Lockhart, of the Solid Waste Department was over the landfill for fifteen years and

was of great assistance in dealing with the people about the biomass plant. The Resolution to honor him reads as

follows:

RESOLUTION OF

THE PIKE COUNTY FISCAL COURT

In Honor ofRex Lockhart



WHEREAS, Rex Lockhart has faithfully and honorably served the citizens of Pike County, Kentucky, as a 15-
year employee of the Pike County Fiscal Court; and,

WHEREAS, through his services as a Heavy Equipment Operator in the Pike County Road Department, and a
fill Operator and Special Crew Supervisor in the Pike County Solid Waste Department, Rex Lockhart has

exemplified a strong work ethic and devotion to the progress and wellbeing of the citizens of Pike County; and,

WHEREAS, Rex Lockhart will be sorely missed by his fellow county employees and the members of the Pike
County Fiscal Court; and,

WHEREAS, on behalf of the people of Pike County, the Fiscal Court wishes Rex Lockhart for meritorious

service upon his retirement as a loyal county employee.

NOW, THKRKPORE BE IT RESOLVED by the Pike County Fiscal Court to honor Rex Lockhart for
meritorious service upon his retirement as a loyal county employee.

Witness our hands this the 6th day of January, 2009.

Signed by Wayne T. Rutherford, Judge/Executive and All Six Magistrates, as well as Mike Lyons, Solid Waste
Commissioner.

Glen Childers was also an employee of Commissioner Mike Lyons of Solid Waste for twenty-six years,

working as scalehouse operator, handling money and Judge Rutherford said never at any time was there a question

'he money whatsoever. The Resolution reads as follows:
I

RESOLUTION OF

THE PIKE COUNTY PISCAL COURT

In Hoiior of Glen Childers

WHEREAS, Glen Childers has faithfully and honorably served the citizens of Pike County, Kentucky, as a 26-

year employee of the Pike County Fiscal Court; and,

WHEREAS, through his service as a Truck Driver, Foreman, Landfill Operator and Scalehouse Operator in the

Pike County Solid Waste Department, and a Crew Chief in the Road Department, Glen Childers has exemplified a

strong work ethic and devotion to the progress and wellbeing of the citizens of Pike County; and,

WHEREAS, Glen Childers will be sorely missed by his fellow county employees and the members of the Pike

County Fiscal Court; and,

WHEREAS, on behalf of the people of Pike County, the Fiscal Court to honor Glen Childers for meritorious

service upon his retirement as a loyal county employee.

Witness our hands this the 6th day of January, 2009.

.d by Wayne T. Rutherford, Judge/Executive and All Six Magistrates, as well as Mike Lyons, Solid Waste

Commissioner.



Donnie Scaggs worked for twenty-four years in different districts and was once a union steward. The

Resolution reads as follows:

RESOLUTION OF

THK PIKE COUNTY FISCAL COURT

In Honor ofDonnie Scoggs

WHEREAS, Donnie Scaggs has faithfully and honorably served the citizens of Pike County, Kentucky, as a

24-year employee of the Pike County Fiscal Court; and,

WHEREAS, through his service as a Light Equipment Operator and a Heavy Equipment Operator in the Pike

County Road Department, and a Compliance/Enforcement Officer in the Pike County Solid Waste Department, Donnie

Scaggs has exemplified a strong work ethic and devotion to the progress and wellbeing of the citizens of Pike County;

and,

WHEREAS, Donnie Scaggs will be sorely missed by his fellow county employees and the members of the Pike

County Fiscal Court; and,

WHEREAS, on behalf of the people of Pike County, the Fiscal Court wishes Donnie Scaggs a prosperous,

healthy and happy retirement;

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Pike County Fiscal Court to honor Donnie Scaggs for

'orious service upon his retirement as a loyal county employee.

)
Witness our hands this the 6S day of January, 2009.

Signed by Wayne T. Rutherford, Judge/Executive and All Six Magistrates, as well as Frank Hatcher, Road

Commissioner.

Road work was presented. Upon motion by Magistrate Jeff Anderson and second by Magistrate Vernon

"Chick" Johnson, THE PIKE COUNTY FISCAL COURT HEREBY ACCEPTS the road work recommendations of

the magistrates as presented in the court meeting of this date which read as follows:

ROAD WORK RECOMMENDATIONS

ROAD NO. ROAD NAME RECOMMENDATIONS

District One:

1402 Millers Creek/Upper Johns Crk

1042 Maynard Branch/Sycamore
1315 Flutty Branch/Rt. Fork Brushy

Sycamore Mt. and Mill Fork/

Sycamore
1107 Big Branch/Lower Brushy

Pull section of ditch

Pull section of ditches

Pull section of ditch; fix end of drain;

gravel turnaround spot
Shoulder section with gravel

Pull section of trees; cut trees out of



1034
Oak View Drive/N. Mayo Trail
Sycamore/Lower Johns Creek
Flutty Branch/Rt. Fork Brushy
Mullins/North Mayo Trail

roadway
Cut tree out of roadway and unblock it
Pull section of ditches
Fix driveway that garbage truck tore up
Gravel around mailboxes

District Two:

3835 Cabin Fork
5990 Wolf/Belcher
3205 Douglas Drive
3225 Whispering Hills
3432 Buck Tackett Road
911¹ Dorton Hill

911¹ Blackburn Lane
911¹ Colley Hill

911¹ Hughes Lane
3514 Anderson Fork
3060 Sookey Creek
3522 Osborne Fork
3205 Douglas Drive
3620 Orchard Branch
3264 Right Fork/Dry Fork
3265 Tackett Road
3060 Sookeys Creek

Dry Branch at Shelby
Left Fork/Island Creek

2809 Coon Branch
2934 Ray Branch
2809 Coon Branch
911¹ Prater Branch
911¹ Buzzard Roost
911¹ Rays Branch
5985 Kelly Mountain
5983 Anderson Road
3890 Big Shelby
3864 Blaze Branch
3858 Fleming Branch
3079 Deadning Fork
3060 Sookey Creek
3156 Little Fork/Little Robinson Creek
CMTY/2 Mitchell Cemetery Road

Remove fallen tree
Remove fallen tree
Removal fallen rock
Open ditches
Install five (5) ton weight signs
Replace sign

Cold patch
Cold patch
Remove fallen tree
Remove fallen tree
Gravel road
Open ditches

Open ditches

Open ditches
Remove fallen tree

Open ditches and drains

Gravel road
Open ditches

Open drains, ditches

Replace 911 sign

Open ditches

Remove fallen tree
Shoulder road
Shoulder road; remove tree
Open drains

District Three:

1604

s gni

1573.
5512

Ramey Fork Road

Grassy Fork
Big Card Road
Knob Fork
River Road Draffin

Fix three (3) breaks and rechannel

creek (FEMA 07)
FEMA 07 - Repair breaks
Remove fallen tree
Clean up small slide

DGA



5530
6622

1579
5593

Jessie Branch Road
Peddler Fork Road
Kettlecamp Road
Grassy Road
Motley Fork Road
Bevins Lane
Trace Fork

Clean out underpass and DGA
Gravel
Clean drains
Clean up brush

Repair break
Repair end of bridge
School House Hollow - gravel portion
of road at Nettie Wallace'

District Pour:

5930
3007
5101
5360

5466

5030
5433
5335
5159
5402

5159
4n

~191
5144
5437
5113
5455
5143
5270
5118

Sycamore Road
Dry Fork/Sycamore
Water Plant Road/Marrowbone
Hays Duty Road/Poorbottom/

Marrowbone
Hellier Bottom/Hellier/

Allegheney
Wolf Road/Marrowbone
Maynard Branch/Bowling Fork
Lookout Street/Marrowbone
Ratliff Elkhorn/ Marrowbone
May Tackin Road

Marrowbone
Ratliff Elkhorn Marrowbone
May Tackin Road/Bowling Fork
Wolfpit/Marrowbone
Henry Clay Street/Henry Clay Hill
Senior Citizens Road/Marrowbone
Meade Road/Bowling Fork
Willow Tree Hollow; Marrowbone
Hardwood Road/Hellier
Wild rose Drive/Marrowbone
Ratliff Road/Marrowbone
James Coleman Road/Marrowbone

Fix potholes and gravel
Remove fallen tree from creekbed
Clean out drains; dip ditches
Clean out drains; dip ditches

Clean out drains; dip ditches

Clean out drains; dip ditches
Clean out drains; dip ditches
Clean out drains; dip ditches
Clean out drains; dip ditches
Clean out drains; dip ditches

Clean out drains; dip ditches
Clean out drains; dip ditches
Clean out drains; dip ditches
Clean out drains; dip ditches
Clean out drains; dip ditches
Clean out drains; dip ditches
Clean out drains; dip ditches
Clean out drains; dip ditches—
Clean out drains; dip ditches
Clean out drains; dip ditches
Clean out drains; dip ditches

District Five:

Working on current projects

District Six:

8225
x6]n

)

&615
7536

Narrows Branch
Harve Varney Road
Six Camp
May Fork
Old Coburn Mt. Road

Repair break
Clean drain

Clean drain
Clean road
Clear tree from road



8225 Narrows Branch
7841 Lowe Street
7806 Carl Shelton Road

Lowe Street
Fonso Stanley

7704 Stratton Fork
8110 Booth Hill
7158 Bevins Road
7158 Bevins Road
8339 Davis Branch
8110 Booth Hill
7600 Dix Fork
7172 Smith Cemetery

Pull ditches
Gravel road
Gravel road
Dip creek
Install drain
Cut trees
Grade road
Grade road
Repair breaks
Dip creek
Pull ditches
Cut trees
Install drains

(Ref. Court Ord. No. 01.06.09.004)

MOTION PASSED BY UNANIMOUS ROLL CALL VOTE.

Magisterial comments were called for.

Magistrate Vernon "Chick" Johnson of District Two praised Sandy Hunt for her great work during her years in

the Road Department and said she was very cooperative to work with.

Magistrate Murphy of District Three added his praise of Ms. Hunt as well.

Magistrate Murphy brought up the large electric bill at his home and Judge Rutherford said he had gone to the

Public Service Commission after Carol Napier, Commissioner of Social Services and Senior Citizens Program, had

spoken with him about this. Magistrate Murphy noted the fuel adjustment is very high on the bills. Judge Rutherford

said he had served with Commissioner David Armstrong of the Public Service Commission as county judge and tried to

see him. He reported that Mountain Water Dish'ict had requested an increase in the various fees it charges. Judge

Rutherford wrote a letter about this because of the economic situation of the nation and counties.

He reported many calls from the public. He stated he told the Commission that Pike County people should not

have to choose between purchase of food, medicine or paying their utility bills. He found out the fuel adjustment

clause cannot be adjusted by the Commission; they must have a public hearing. He said the escalation in electric bills

is caused by the fuel adjustment clause. He will ask the Commission to put on hold any requests for any increase in

rates at this time.



Magistrate Jeff Anderson said he discussed several options with the water board last week. He asked if there

was any discussion about the situation north of Pikeville and Judge Rutherford said he was informed no one knewf~
iing about that.

Magistrate Chris Harris said he and Magistrate Hilman Dotson went to the meeting where Mountain Water

stated its costs have risen to provide water and that is the reason for the increase. He hopes this can be prevented.

Judge Rutherford said at their request he and Deputy Judge Hays met about a month ago with the attorney, CPA and

chairman of the board. He said the company reported its mandatory reserve is gone. Judge Rutherford felt this was

because $126,000 had to be paid because the houses were counted incorrectly. He also found no employee looking out

for the water district's interest. He declared he has met every other month with a representative he thought was from

Mountain Water but who turned out to be an employee of a contractor. He said the City of Pikeville has a contract. He

spoke with Ms. Akers at the City and told her about the fuel clause and she agreed with him. Ms. Napier said some

emergency money would be coming this month through CAP (Community Action Program). She stated that money

could be used for low-income people to help with bills.

Magistrate Harris of District Six reported several calls from people who wanted to know why the County had

put an insurance premium tax on their bill. People are receiving letters from an insurance company stating local

government can tax insurance premiums and he stressed Pike County is the only one around which does not have this

tax. Judge Rutherford said he and Rhonda James, Finance Commissioner, were aware of this. Magistrate Harris said

the Court could, through legislative permission, tax the insurance premium but he avowed this County did not do that

and has no payroll tax. He said, "We do a good job on this Court of being good stewards of the taxpayers'ollars."

Judge Rutherford said he has contacted KACO and the county judges'ssociation and informed them of this very fact.

He reiterated a public hearing must be held first before any fuel adjustment may be made.

Assistant Pike County Attorney R. Roland Case asked Magistrate Harris to explain what the Davis family trust

donation in his district means. Magistrate Harris responded that complaints had been received about a house near the

mouth of Turkey Creek at the hospital and upon investigation it was found the owner is a retired serviceman living in

.ado. He offered to donate the property to the County if it would bear the expense of tearing down the building.

The property is held in a Davis family trust and the owner offered to serve as trustee to donate it. Upon motion by

9



Magistrate Chris Harris and second by Magistrate Jeff Anderson, THE PIKE COUNTY FISCAL COURT HEREBY

AUTHORIZES Judge/Executive Wayne T. Rutherford to execute any documentation necessary to formally accept a

..n piece of property as a gift to Pike County; the property is located at the mouth of Turkey Creek near the

Appalachian Regional Hospital and is to be donated by the Davis Family Trust to Pike County from a family member

living in Colorado.

(Ref. Court Ord. No. 01.06.09.005)

MOTION PASSED BY UNANIMOUS ROLL CALL VOTE.

Attorney Case continued his report by saying that the Mountain Water Board members'ate of compensation

was set under Judge/Executive Karen F. Gibson when the members felt they were not being paid enough to serve.

Attorney Case at that time researched the rate and found by statute, members were being paid the maximum. He said

he thought there was an order of the Court setting the rate and at a later point in this meeting, Treasurer Johnda Billiter

did find such 1998 court order. He read aloud KRS 74.020(6) and he suggested a salary of $3,600 or $6,000 and the

court order should read "nunc pro tune" to clarify the record and have the Court approve it. Judge Rutherford said there

I;tter in the file from Ms. Toni Akers, Chairman of the Mountain Water District Board and he said this has been

paid for many years. Attorney Case said the rate would hold until the Judge re-sets the rate. (Clerks Note: Court

Order No. 10-16-98.018states authorization for "...restoration ofpay of the Commissioners to 5300.00per month,

depending upon the financial condition of the Board" with unanimous vote.J Upon motion by Judge/Executive Wayne

T. Rutherford and second by Magistrate Chris Harris, THE PIKE COUNTY FISCAL COURT HEREBY

AUTHORIZES payment of $300 salary per person or $500 if the member has attended class, to be nunc pro tune at the

same rate as previously paid for many years until changed in the future by the Judge/Executive for members of the

Mountain Water Board.

(Ref. Court Ord. No. 01.06.09.006)

MOTION PASSED BY UNANIMOUS ROLL CALL VOTE.

Treasurer's business began. Upon motion by Magistrate Vernon "Chick" Johnson and second by Magistrate

/Iurphy, THE PIKE COUNTY FISCAL COURT HEREBY AUTHORIZES the Treasurer to make any necessary

transfers and interfund transfers for bills, payroll and health and life insurance if needed.

10



(Ref. Court Ord. No. 01.06.09.007)

MOTION PASSED BY UNANIMOUS ROLL CALL VOTE.

Upon motion by Magistrate Leo Murphy and second by Magistrate Vernon "Chick" Johnson, THE PIKE

COUNTY FISCAL COURT HEREBY AUTHORIZES issuance of a check in the sum of $300 for registration fees for

Roger Ford to attend the Twelfth Annual LMOP (Landfill Methane Outreach) Conference.

(Ref. Court Ord. No. 01.06.09.008)

MOTION PASSED BYUNANIMOUS ROLL CALL VOTE.

Upon motion by Magistrate Vernon "Chick" Johnson and second by Magistrate Kenneth Robinson, THE PIKE

COUNTY FISCAL COURT HEREBY AUTHORIZES issuance of a check in the sum of $600 for registration fees for

the Twelfth Annual LMOP Conference for Commissioner of Solid Waste Mike Lyons and Gerald McNamee at $300

each to repay Commissioner Lyons who had earlier placed the charge on his credit card.

(Ref. Court Ord. No. 01.06.09.009)

MOTION PASSED BY UNANIMOUS ROLL CALL VOTE.

Judge Rutherford explained that the County currently has 1.2 million tons in the landfill and is trying to be in

compliance with the rule that once one million tons is reached, there must be a plan to do something with the methane.

He said Roger Ford and Commissioner Lyons are working with Kellogg's to try to pipe the methane up to it.

Upon motion by Magistrate Leo Murphy and second by Magistrate Kenneth Robinson, THE PIKE COUNTY

FISCAL COURT HEREBY AUTHORIZES issuance of a check to the Hilton Baltimore in the sum of $712.78 for two

(2) rooms at the Twelfth annual LMOP Conference.

(Ref. Court Ord. No. 01.06.09.010)

MOTION PASSED BY UNANIMOUS ROLL CALL VOTE.

Magistrate Johnson asked why the following amount for the Shelby Creek Rescue Squad was not $ 10,000 as it

always been but $30 short. Upon motion by Magistrate Vernon "Chick" Johnson and second by Magistrate Kenneth

Robinson, THE PIKE COUNTY FISCAL COURT HEREBY AUTHORIZES the sum of $9,970 to be passed on to the

y Creek Rescue Squad upon receipt of the LGEDF funds.

(Ref. Court Ord. No. 01.06.09.011)
11



MOTION PASSED BYUNANIMOUS ROLL CALL VOTE.

Attorney Case asked for authorization to pay some bills related to the new, proposed Judicial Center for Pike

.ty. He said the condemnation actions had resulted in costs that needed to be paid now: 1) The Sheriff of Pike

County for service of summons; 2) the Fayette County Sheriff for service of summons on the U.S. Attorney; 3)

issuance of three separate checks to the commissioners who were appointed for seven actions and three

commissioners; 4) Warning Order Attorney Fee to Steve Hogg. Documentation for these bills will be submitted to

Jeff Lilly, Project Manager, at the next AOC meeting on January 15, 2009, for reimbursement to the County. Upon

motion by Magistrate Jeff Anderson and second by Magistrate Vernon "Chick" Johnson, THE PIKE COUNTY

FISCAL COURT HEREBY AUTHORIZES the issuance of checks by the Treasurer and Finance Commissioner as

outlined below for costs of filing condemnation lawsuits pertaining to the construction of the new Judicial Center for

Pike County:

1. Pike County Sheriff for service of summons

2. Fayette County Sheriff for service of summons
on the U.S. Attorney for $30

3. Three separate checks to the commissioners who were appointed
at the sum of $250 each with seven (7) actions and three (3)
commissioners for a total sum of $1,750

4. Warning Order Attorney Steve Hogg

(Ref. Court Ord. No. 01.06.09.012)

MOTION PASSED BY UNANIMOUS ROLL CALL VOTE.

Judge Rutherford called for Executive Session. Upon motion by Magistrate Chris Harris and second by

Magistrate Leo Murphy, THE PIKE COUNTY FISCAL COURT HEREBY APPROVES moving into Executive

Session pursuant to KRS 61.810(1)(fjto discuss specific personnel matters.

(Ref. Court Ord. No. 01.06.09.013)

MOTION PASSED BY UNANIMOUS ROLL CALL VOTE.

12



Following roll call after Executive Session, Judge Rutherford asked Deputy Judge Hays to read the personnel

recommendations. Upon motion by Judge/Executive Wayne T. Rutherford and second by Magistrate Jeff Anderson,

PIKE COUNTY FISCAL COURT HEREBY AUTHORIZES the following personnel action:

1. Authorization to place Samuel Newsome as fulltime mini-packer
driver in Solid Waste Area Three at Robinson Creek at a 3-H
pay rate. Mr. Newsome was the only fulltime employee to bid.
He does have a CDL permit but not license and is given 60 days
to obtain his license.

2. Authorization to transfer Dehna "Shae" Tackett from the Solid
Waste Department as Temporary Monitor to the Animal Shelter
as Animal Shelter helper at a 3-H pay rate effective
December 22, 2008

3. Authorization for Jack Hopkins to fill in for Chris Bunch from
December 17 through December 26, 2008, at a 4-A pay rate.
He returned to his original position on December 29, 2008.

(Ref. Court Ord. No. 01.06.09.014)

MOTION PASSED BYUNANIMOUS ROLL CALL VOTE.

Upon motion by Judge/Executive Wayne T. Rutherford and second by Magistrate Jeff Anderson, THE PIKE
)

COUNTY FISCAL COURT HEREBY AUTHORIZES the transfer of Collene Chancy, currently Executive Secretary

to Judge Rutherford in his office, to the position formerly held by Sandy Hunt as secretary of the Road Department at a

3-A pay rate.

(Ref. Court Ord. No. 01.06.09.015)

VOTE WAS TAKEN AS FOLLOWS:

Judge/ Executive Wayne T. Rutherford
Magistrate Jeff Anderson
Magistrate Vernon "Chick" Johnson
Magistrate Leo Murphy
Magistrate Kenneth Robinson
Magistrate Hilman Dotson
Magistrate Chris Harris

Yes
Yes

Yes
No
Yes
No **

MOTION CARRIED.

Magistrate Johnson explained his vote by stating he had always been
treated nicely by Mrs. Chancy but he felt there was much political
influence and it would be difficult to receive fair treatment with
road situations. He expressed his feeling that her husband was one

13



of his political enemies and this could hurt District Two.

Magistrate Harris explained his vote by stating he felt Mrs. Chancy
had been courteous and professional to everyone but her appointment
in the Judge's office was a political appointment and by this, a
political employee would be moved to a permanent county job which
would stay from administration to administration. He said this has
never been done before and he did not feel comfortable with it.

Upon motion by Judge/Executive Wayne T. Rutherford and second by Magistrate Hilman Dotson, THE PIKE

COUNTY FISCAL COURT HEREBY AUTHORIZES the placement of Stephanie Clevinger to replace Collene

Chancy as Executive Secretary in Judge/Executive Wayne T. Rutherford's office at a 3-A pay rate.

(Ref. Court Ord. No. 01.06.09.016)

VOTE WAS TAKEN AS FOLLOWS:

Judge/ Executive Wayne T. Rutherford
Magistrate Jeff Anderson
Magistrate Vernon "Chick" Johnson
Magistrate Leo Murphy
Magistrate Kenneth Robinson
Magistrate Hilman Dotson
Magistrate Chris Harris

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

MOTION CARRIED.

There being no further business to come before the Court at this time, Judge Rutherford ADJOURNED the

meeting.

PIKE COUNTY FISCAL COURT BYAND THROUGH
JUDGE/EXECUTIVE WAYNE T. RUTHERFORD

ATTEST:

FISCAL COURT CLERK



PIKE COUNTY FISCAL COURT

MINUTES OF REGULAR MEET

Pike County Courthouse
Pikeville, Kentucky

January 6, 2009, at 5t30 p.m.

PRESIDING: Judge/Executive Wayne T.Rutherford

OTHER MEMBERS OF COURT PRESENT:

Magistrate Jeff Anderson
Magistrate Vernon "Chick" Johnson
Magistrate Leo Murphy
Magistrate Kenneth Robinson
Magistrate Hilman Dotson
Magistrate Chris Harris

ALSO PRESENT:

Deputy Judge John Doug Hays
Johnda Billiter/Treasurer
Bobby Branham/Executive Assistant
Roland Case/Asst. County Attorney
Rose Farley/Clerk
Roger Ford/Energy and Technology
Frank Hatcher/Roads
Rhonda James/Finance
Jimmy Kiser/Floodplain Coordinator
Mike Lyons/Solid Waste
Carrie Moore/Exec. Asst.
Carol Napier/Social Services/Seniors

, Jeanne. Robinson/Executive Assistant
Jimmy Dale Sanders/PRIDE
Frankie Stacy/Purchasing/Finance
Melanic Stephens/Big Sandy ADD
Obie Tackett/Public Works

A regular meeting of the Pike County Fiscal Court was held on January 6, 2009,

at 5:30 p.m., in the Pike County Fiscal Courtroom of the Pike County Courthouse with

Judge/Executive Wayne T. Rutherford presiding. Deputy Judge John Doug Hays led the

opening prayer and Magistrate Leo Murphy led the Pledge of Allegiance. Both in the

prayer and during Judge Rutherford's remarks following, the Court remembered and

expressed condolences to Jimmy Kiser upon the death of his father. Judge Rutherford

said he had known Jimmy's father well and stated, "You were blessed to have the father

that you had."
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Upon motion by Magistrate Hilman Dotson and second by Magistrate Leo

Murphy, THE PIKE COUNTY FISCAL COURT HEREBY APPROVES the court

meeting minutes for November 18, 2008.

(Ref. Court Ord. No. 01.06.09.001)

MOTION PASSED BYUNANIMOUS ROLL CALL VOTE.

No one came forward for Public Comment at this meeting.

Both the county sheriff and the county clerk run bu'dgets on a calendar year rather

than fiscal year so their budgets must be presented to the Court and filed in Frankfort in

January. Judge Rutherford stated to Lillian P. Elliott, Pike County Clerk, and Charles F.

"Fuzzy" Keesee, Pike County Sheriff, "Your tenure means you have done an excellent

job for the people of Pike County." Ms. Elliott came first to present her budget. She

said she might not have the fees that she normally has and would return to Court if she

needed more money but wanted to submit this budget with a lesser amount. Upon

motion by Magistrate Vernon "Chick" Johnson and second by Magistrate Hilman Dotson,

THE PIKE COUNTY FISCAL COURT HEREBY APPROVES and ACCEPTS the

budget of Pike County Clerk Lillian P. Elliott for 2009 as submitted to the Fiscal Court

on this date in the total sum of $2,108,755.

(Ref. Court Ord. No. 01.06.09.002)

MOTION PASSED BY UNANIMOUS ROLL CALL VOTE

Sheriff Keesee came forward to present his budget for 2009. Upon motion by

Magistrate Vernon "Chick" Johnson and second by Magistrate Kenneth Robinson, THE

PIKE COUNTY FISCAL COURT HEREBY APPROVES and ACCEPTS the budget of

Pike County Sheriff Charles F. Keesee for 2009 as submitted to the Fiscal Court on this

date in the total sum of $1,610,533.

(Ref. Court Ord. No. 01.06.09.003)

MOTION PASSED BY UNANIMOUS ROLL CALL VOTE.

Several retiring employees were to be honored today and Judge Rutherford

presented a resolution for each. He explained that because of the new retirement act by

the legislature, many employees had to retire earlier than planned. Sandy Hunt was

secretary in the Road Department for twenty-six years. The Resolution reads as follows:
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RESOLUTION OF

THK PIKE COUNTY FISCAL COURT

In Honor ofSandy Hunt

WHEREAS, Sandy Hunt has faithfully and honorably served the citizens of Pike
County, Kentucky, as a 26-year employee of the Pike County Fiscal Court; and,

WHEREAS, through her service as a Secretary and Computer Operator in the
Pike County Finance Department an Office Manager in the Pike County Purchasing
Department and an Office Manager in the Pike County Road Department, Sandy Hunt
has exemplified a strong work ethic and devotion to the progress and wellbeing of the
citizens ofPike County; and,

WHEREAS, Sandy Hunt will be sorely missed by her fellow county employees
and the members of the Pike County Fiscal Court; and,

WHEREAS, on behalf of the people of Pike County, the Fiscal Court wishes
Sandy Hunt a prosperous, healthy and happy retirement;

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Pike County Fiscal Court to
honor Sandy Hunt for meritorious service upon her retirement as a loyal county
employee.

Witness our hands this the 6th day of January, 2009.

Signed by Wayne T. Rutherford, Judge/Executive and All Six Magistrates, as well as
Frank Hatcher, Road Commissioner.

A longtime employee, Rex Lockhart, of the Solid Waste Department was over the

landfill for fifteen years and was of great assistance in dealing with the people about the

biomass plant. The Resolution to honor him reads as follows:

RESOLUTION OF

THK PIKE COUNTY FISCAL COURT

In Honor ofRex Lockhart

WHEREAS, Rex Lockhart has faithfully and honorably served the citizens of
Pike County, Kentucky, as a 15-year employee of the Pike County Fiscal Court; and,

WHEREAS, through his services as a Heavy Equipment Operator in the Pike
County Road Department, and a Landfill Operator and Special Crew Supervisor in the
Pike County Solid Waste Department, Rex Lockhart has exemplified a strong work ethic
and devotion to the progress and wellbeing of the citizens of Pike County; and,

WHEREAS, Rex Lockhart will be sorely missed by his fellow county employees
and the members of the Pike County Fiscal Court; and,

WHEREAS, on behalf of the people of Pike County, the Fiscal Court wishes Rex
Lockhart for meritorious service upon his retirement as a loyal county employee.

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED by the Pike County Fiscal Court to
honor Rex Lockhart for meritorious service upon his retirement as a loyal county
employee.

Witness our hands this the 6th day of January, 2009.
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Signed by Wayne T. Rutherford, Judge/Executive and All Six Magistrates, as well as
Mike Lyons, Solid Waste Commissioner.

Glen Childers was also an employee of Commissioner Mike Lyons of Solid

Waste for twenty-six years, working as scalehouse operator, handling money and Judge

Rutherford said never at any time was there a question about the money whatsoever. The

Resolution reads as follows:

RESOLUTION OF

THE PIKE COUNTY FISCAL COURT

In Honor of Glen Childers

WHEREAS, Glen Childers has faithfully and honorably served the citizens of
Pike County, Kentucky, as a 26-year employee of the Pike County Fiscal Court; and,

WHEREAS, through his service as a Truck Driver, Foreman, Landfill Operator
and Scalehouse Operator in the Pike County Solid Waste Department, and a Crew Chief
in the Road Department, Glen Childers has exemplified a strong work ethic and devotion
to the progress and wellbeing of the citizens of Pike County; and,

WHEREAS, Glen Childers will be sorely missed by his fellow county employees
and the members of the Pike County Fiscal Court; and,

WHEREAS, on behalf of the people of Pike County, the Fiscal Court to honor
Glen Childers for meritorious service upon his retirement as a loyal county employee.

Witness our hands this the 6th day of January, 2009.

Signed by Wayne T. Rutherford, Judge/Executive and All Six Magistrates, as well as
Mike Lyons, Solid Waste Commissioner.

Donnie Scaggs worked for twenty-four years in different districts and was once a

union steward. The Resolution reads as follows:

RESOLUTION OF

THE PIKE COUNTY FISCAL COURT

In Honor ofDonnie Scaggs

WHEREAS, Donnie Scaggs has faithfully and honorably served the citizens of
Pike County, Kentucky, as a 24-year employee of the Pike County Fiscal Court; and,

WHEREAS, through his service as a Light Equipment Operator and a Heavy
Equipment Operator in the Pike County Road Department, and a
Compliance/Enforcement Officer in the Pike County Solid Waste Department, Donnie
Scaggs has exemplified a strong work ethic and devotion to the progress and wellbeing of
the citizens of Pike County; and,

WHEREAS, Donnie Scaggs will be sorely missed by his fellow county
employees and the members of the Pike County Fiscal Court; and,

WHEREAS, on behalf of the people of Pike County, the Fiscal Court wishes
Donnie Scaggs a prosperous, healthy and happy retirement;
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NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Pike County Fiscal Court to
honor Donnie Scaggs for meritorious service upon his retirement as a loyal county
employee.

Witness our hands this the 6th day of January, 2009.

Signed by Wayne T. Rutherford, Judge/Executive and All Six Magistrates, as well as
Frank Hatcher, Road Commissioner.

Road work was presented. Upon motion by Magistrate Jeff Anderson and second

by Magistrate Vernon "Chick" Johnson, THE PIKE COUNTY FISCAL COURT

HEREBY ACCEPTS the road work recommendations of the magistrates as presented in

the court meeting of this date which read as follows:

ROAD WORK RECOMMENDATIONS

ROAD NO. ROAD NAME

District One:

RECOMMENDATIONS

1402 Millers Creek/Upper Johns Crk
1042 Maynard Branch/Sycamore
1315 Flutty Branch/Rt. Fork Brushy

1036 Sycamore Mt. and Mill Fork/
Sycamore

1107 Big Branch/Lower Brushy

Oak View Drive/N. Mayo Trail
1034 Sycamore/Lower Johns Creek
1315 Flutty Branch/Rt. Fork Brushy

Mullins/North Mayo Trail

Pull section of ditch
Pull section of ditches
Pull section of ditch; fix end of drain;

gravel turnaround spot
Shoulder section with gravel

Pull section of trees; cut trees out of
roadway

Cut tree out of roadway and unblock it

Pull section of ditches
Fix driveway that garbage truck tore up

Gravel around mailboxes

District Two:

3835 Cabin Fork
5990 Wolf/Belcher
3205 Douglas Drive
3225 Whispering Hills
3432 Buck Tackett Road
911¹ Dorton Hill
911¹ Blackburn Lane
911¹ Colley Hill
911¹ Hughes Lane
3514 Anderson Fork
3060 Sookey Creek
3522 Osborne Fork
3205 Douglas Drive
3620 Orchard Branch
3264 Right Fork/Dry Fork
3265 Tackett Road
3060 Sookeys Creek
3263 Dry Branch at Shelby
2900 Left Fork/Island Creek
2809 Coon Branch
2934 Ray Branch
2809 Coon Branch
911¹ Prater Branch
911¹ Buzzard Roost

Remove fallen tree
Remove fallen tree
Removal fallen rock
Open ditches
Install five (5) ton weight signs
Replace sign

Cold patch
Cold patch
Remove fallen tree
Remove fallen tree
Gravel road

Open ditches

Open ditches
Open ditches
Remove fallen tree
Open ditches and drains

Gravel road

Open ditches
Open drains, ditches
Replace 911 sign
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911/I
5985
5983
3890
3864
3858
3079
3060
3156

Rays Branch
Kelly Mountain
Anderson Road
Big Shelby

Blaze Branch
Fleming Branch
Deadning Fork
Sookey Creek
Little Fork/Little Robinson Creek

CMTY/2 Mitchell Cemetery Road

District Three:

Open ditches

Remove fallen tree
Shoulder road
Shoulder road; remove tree
Open drains

1604

1601
6701
1573
5512
5530
6622
5823
1601
6610
1579
5593

Ramey Fork Road

Grassy Fork
Big Card Road
Knob Fork
River Road Draffin
Jessie Branch Road
Peddler Fork Road
Kettlecamp Road
Grassy Road
Motley Fork Road
Bevins Lane
Trace Fork

Fix three (3) breaks and rechannel
creek (FEMA 07)

FEMA 07 - Repair breaks
Remove fallen tree
Clean up small slide
DGA
Clean out underpass and DGA
Gravel
Clean drains
Clean up brush

Repair break
Repair end ofbridge
School House Hollow - gravel portion
of road at Nettie Wallace'

District Four:

5930
3007
5101
5360

5466

5030
5433
5335
5159
5402

5159
5402
5121
5391
5144
5437
5113
5455
5143
5270
5118

Sycamore Road
Dry Fork/Sycamore
Water Plant Road/Marrowbone
Hays Duty Road/Poorbottom/

Marrowbone
Hellier Bottom/Hellier/

Allegheney
Wolf Road/Marrowbone
Maynard Branch/Bowling Fork
Lookout Street/Marrowbone
Ratliff Elkhorn/ Marrowbone
May Tackin Road

Marrowbone
Ratliff Elkhorn Marrowbone
May Tackin Road/Bowling Fork
Wolfpit/Marrowbone
Henry Clay Street/Henry Clay Hill

Senior Citizens Road/Marrowbone
Meade Road/Bowling Fork
Willow Tree Hollow; Marrowbone
Hardwood Road/Hellier
Wild rose Drive/Marrowbone
Ratliff Road/Marrowbone
James Coleman Road/Marrowbone

Clean out drains; dip ditches

Clean out drains;
Clean out drains;
Clean out drains;
Clean out drains;
Clean out drams;

dip ditches
dip ditches
dip ditches

dip ditches
dip ditches

dip ditches

dip ditches
dip ditches
dip ditches
dip ditches

dip ditches
dip ditches
dip ditches
dip ditches

dip ditches

dip ditches

Clean out drains;
Clean out drains;
Clean out drains;
Clean out drains;
Clean out drains;
Clean out drains;
Clean out drains;
Clean out drains;
Clean out drains;
Clean out drains;
Clean out drains;

Fix potholes and gravel
Remove fallen tree from creekbed
Clean out drains; dip ditches
Clean out drains; dip ditches

District Five:

Working on current projects
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District Sixt

8225 Narrows Branch
8610 Harve Varney Road
8389 Six Camp
8615 May Fork
7536 Old Coburn Mt. Road
8225 Narrows Branch
7841 Lowe Street
7806 Carl Shelton Road
7841 Lowe Street
7718 Fonso Stanley
7704 Stratton Fork
8110 Booth Hill
7158 Bevins Road
7158 Bevins Road
8339 Davis Branch
8110 Booth Hill
7600 Dix Fork
7172 Smith Cemetery

Repair break
Clean drain
Clean drain
Clean road
Clear tree from road
Pull ditches
Gravel road
Gravel road
Dip creek
Install drain
Cut trees
Grade road
Grade road
Repair breaks

Dip creek
Pull ditches
Cut trees
Install drains

(Ref. Court Ord. No. 01.06.09.004)

MOTION PASSED BY UNANIMOUS ROLL CALL VOTE.

Magisterial comments were called for.

Magistrate Vernon "Chick" Johnson of District Two praised Sandy Hunt for her

great work during her years in the Road Department and said she was very cooperative to

work with.

Magistrate Murphy of District Three added his praise of Ms. Hunt as well.

Magistrate Murphy brought up the large electric bill at his home and Judge

Rutherford said he had gone to the Public Service Commission after Carol Napier,

Commissioner of Social Services and Senior Citizens Program, had spoken with him

about. this. Magistrate Murphy noted the fuel adjustment is very high on the bills. Judge

Rutherford said he had served with Commissioner David Armstrong of the Public Service

Commission as county judge and tried to see him. He reported that Mountain Water

District had requested an increase in the various fees it charges. Judge Rutherford wrote

a letter about this because of the economic situation of the nation and counties.

He reported many calls from the public. He stated he told the Commission that

Pike County people should not have to choose between purchase of food, medicine or

paying their utility bills. He found out the fuel adjustment clause cannot be adjusted by

the Commission; they must have a public hearing. He said the escalation in electric bills

is caused by the fuel adjustment clause. He will ask the Commission to put on hold any

requests for any increase in rates at this time.
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Magistrate Jeff Anderson said he discussed several options with the water board

last week. He asked if there was any discussion about the situation north of Pikeville and

Judge Rutherford said he was informed no one knew anything about that.

Magistrate Chris Harris said he and Magistrate Hilman Dotson went to the

meeting where Mountain Water stated its costs have risen to provide water and that is the

reason for the increase. He hopes this can be prevented. 'Judge Rutherford said at their

request he and Deputy Judge Hays met about a month ago with the attorney, CPA and

chairman of the board. He said the company reported its mandatory reserve is gone.

Judge Rutherford felt this was because $126,000 had to be paid because the houses were

counted incorrectly. He also found no employee looking out for the water district's

interest. He declared he has met every other month with a, representative he thought was

from Mountain Water but who tumed out to be an employee of a contractor. He said the

City of Pikeville has a contract. He spoke with Ms. Akers at the City and told her about

the fuel clause and she agreed with him. Ms. Napier said some emergency money would

be coming this month through CAP (Community Action Program). She stated that

money could be used for low-income people to help with bills

Magistrate Harris of District Six reported several calls from people who wanted to

know why the County had put an insurance premium tax on their bill. People are

receiving letters from an insurance company stating local government can tax insurance

premiums and he stressed Pike County is the only one arbund which does not have this

tax. Judge Rutherford said he and Rhonda James, Finance Commissioner, were aware of

this. Magistrate Harris said the Court could, through legislative permission, tax the

insurance premium but he avowed this County did not do that and has no payroll tax. He

said, "We do a good job on this Court of being good stewards of the taxpayers'ollars."

Judge Rutherford said he has contacted KACO and the county judges'ssociation and

informed them of this very fact. He reiterated a public hearing must be held first before

any fuel adjustment may be made.

Assistant Pike County Attorney R. Roland Case asked Magistrate Harris to

explain what the Davis family trust donation in his district means. Magistrate Harris

responded that complaints had been received about a house near the mouth of Turkey

Creek at the hospital and upon investigation it was found the owner is a retired
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serviceman living in Colorado. He offered to donate the property to the County if it

would bear the expense of tearing down the building. The property is held in a Davis

family trust and the owner offered to serve as trustee to 'donate it. Upon motion by

Magistrate Chris Harris and second by Magistrate Jeff An'derson, THE PIKE COUNTY

FISCAL COURT HEREBY AUTHORIZES Judge/Executive Wayne T. Rutherford to

execute any documentation necessary to formally accept a certain piece of property as a

gift to Pike County; the property is located at the mouth of Turkey Creek near the

Appalachian Regional Hospital and is to be donated by the Davis Family Trust to Pike

County from a family member living in Colorado.

(Ref. Court Ord. No. 01.06.09.005)

MOTION PASSED BY UNANIMOUS ROLL CALL VOTE.

Attorney Case continued his report by saying that the Mountain Water Board

members'ate of compensation was set under Judge/Executive Karen F. Gibson when the

members felt they were not being paid enough to serve. Attorney Case at that time

researched the rate and found by statute, members were being paid the maximum. He

said he thought there was an order of the Court setting the rate and at a later point in this

meeting, Treasurer Johnda Billiter did find such 1998 court order. He read aloud KRS

74.020(6) and he suggested a salary of $3,600 or $6,000 and the court order should read

"nunc pro tune" to clarify the record and have the Court approve it. Judge Rutherford

said there is a letter in the file Rom Ms. Toni Akers, Chairman of the Mountain Water

District Board and he said this has been paid for many years. Attorney Case said the rate

would hold until the Judge re-sets the rate. fC!erk's Note: Court Order No. 10-16'-

98.018states authorization for "...restoration ofpay ofthe Comtnissioners to $300.00per

month, depending upon the financial condition of the Board" with unanimous vote.j

Upon motion by Judge/Executive Wayne T. Rutherford and second by Magistrate Chris

Harris, THE PIKE COUNTY FISCAL COURT HEREBY AUTHORIZES payment of

$300 salary per person or $500 if the member has attended class, to be nunc pro tune at

the same rate as previously paid for many years until changed in the future by the

Judge/Executive for members of the Mountain Water Board.

(Ref. Court Ord. No. 01.06.09.006)

MOTION PASSED BY UNANIMOUS ROLL CALL VOTE.
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Treasurer's business began. Upon motion by Magistrate Vernon "Chick" Johnson

and second by Magistrate Leo Murphy, THE PIKE COUNTY FISCAL COURT

HEREBY AUTHORIZES the Treasurer to make any necessary transfers and interfund

transfers for bills, payroll and health and life insurance if needed.

(Ref. Court Ord. No. 01.06.09.007)

MOTION PASSED BY UNANIMOUS ROLL CALL VOTE

Upon motion by Magistrate Leo Murphy and second by Magistrate Vernon

"Chick" Johnson, THE PIKE COUNTY FISCAL COURT HEREBY AUTHORIZES

issuance of a check in the sum of $300 for registration fees for Roger Ford to attend the

Twelfth Annual LMOP (Landfill Methane Outreach) Conference.

(Ref. Court Ord. No. 01.06,09.008)

MOTION PASSED BYUNANIMOUS ROLL CALL VOTE.

Upon motion by Magistrate Vernon "Chick" Johnson and second by Magistrate

Kenneth Robinson, THE PIKE COUNTY FISCAL COURT HEREBY AUTHORIZES

issuance of a check in the sum of $600 for registration fees for the Twelfth Annual

LMOP Conference for Commissioner of Solid Waste Mike Lyons and Gerald McNamee

at $300 each to repay Commissioner Lyons who had earlier placed the charge on his

credit card.

(Ref. Court Ord. No. 01.06.09.009)

MOTION PASSED BY UNANIMOUS ROLL CALL VOTE.

Judge Rutherford explained that the County currently has 1.2 million tons in the

landfill and is trying to be in compliance with the rule that once one million tons is

reached, there must be a plan to do something with the methane. He said Roger Ford and

Commissioner Lyons are working with Kellogg's to try to pipe the methane up to it.

Upon motion by Magistrate Leo Murphy and second by Magistrate Kenneth

Robinson, THE PIKE COUNTY FISCAL COURT HEREBY AUTHORIZES issuance of

a check to the Hilton Baltimore in the sum of $712.78 for two (2) rooms at the Twelfth

annual LMOP Conference.

(Ref. Court Ord. No. 01.06.09.010)

MOTION PASSED BY UNANIMOUS ROLL CALL VOTE.

10
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Magistrate Johnson asked why the following amount for the Shelby Creek Rescue

Squad was not $10,000 as it always been but $30 short. Upon motion by Magistrate

Vernon "Chick" Johnson and second by Magistrate Kenneth Robinson, THE PIKE

COUNTY FISCAL COURT HEREBY AUTHORIZES the sum of $9,970 to be passed

on to the Shelby Creek Rescue Squad upon receipt of the LGEDF funds.

(Ref. Court Ord. No. 01.06.09.011)

MOTION PASSED BY UNANIMOUS ROLL CALL VOTE.

Attorney Case asked for authorization to pay scime bills related to the new,

proposed Judicial Center for Pike County. He said the condemnation actions had resulted

in costs that needed to be paid now: I) The Sheriff of Pike County for service of

summons; 2) the Fayette County Sheriff for service of summons on the U.S. Attorney;

3) issuance of three separate checks to the commissioners who were appointed for seven

actions and three commissioners; 4) Warning Order Attorney Fee to Steve Hogg.

Documentation for these bills will be submitted to Jeff Lilly, Project Manager, at the next

AOC meeting on January 15, 2009, for reimbursement to the County. Upon motion by

Magistrate Jeff Anderson and second by Magistrate Vernon "Chick" Johnson, THE PIKE

COUNTY FISCAL COURT HEREBY AUTHORIZES the issuance of checks by the

Treasurer and Finance Commissioner as outlined below for costs of filing condemnation

lawsuits pertaining to the construction of the new Judicial C~enter for Pike County:

1. Pike County Sheriff for service of summons

2. Fayette County Sheriff for service of summons
on the U.S. Attorney for $30

3. Three separate checks to the commissioners who were appointed
at the sum of $250 each with seven (7) actions and three (3)
commissioners for a total sum of $1,750

4. Warning Order Attorney Steve Hogg

(Ref. Court Ord. No. 01.06.09.012)

MOTION PASSED BY UNANIMOUS ROLL CALL VOTE.

Judge Rutherford called for Executive Session. Upon motion by Magistrate Chris

Harris and second by Magistrate Leo Murphy, THE PIKE COUNTY FISCAL COURT

HEREBY APPROVES moving into Executive Session pursuant to KRS 61.810(1)(f)to

discuss specific personnel matters.

(Ref. Court Ord. No. 01.06.09.013)

11
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MOTION PASSED BY UNANIMOUS ROLL CALL VOTE.

Following roll call after Executive Session, Judge Rutherford asked Deputy Judge

Hays to read the personnel recommendations. Upon motion by Judge/Executive Wayne

T. Rutherford and second by Magistrate Jeff Anderson, THE PIKE COUNTY FISCAL

COURT HEREBY AUTHORIZES the following personnel action:

1. Authorization to place Samuel Newsome as fulltime mini-packer
driver in Solid Waste Area Three at Robinson Cr'eek at a 3-H
pay rate. Mr. Newsome was the only fulltime employee to bid.
He does have a CDL permit but not license and is given 60 days
to obtain his license.

2. Authorization to transfer Dehna "Shae" Tackett from the Solid
Waste Department as Temporary Monitor to the Animal Shelter
as Animal Shelter helper at a 3-H pay rate effective
December 22, 2008

3. Authorization for Jack Hopkins to fill in for Chris Bunch from
December 17 through December 26, 2008, at a 4-A pay rate.
He returned to his original position on December 29, 2008.

(Ref. Court Ord. No. 01.06.09.014)

MOTION PASSED BY UNANIMOUS ROLL CALL VOTE.

Upon motion by Judge/Executive Wayne T. Rutherford and second by Magistrate

Jeff Anderson, THE PIKE COUNTY FISCAL COURT HEREBY AUTHORIZES the

transfer of Collene Chancy, currently Executive Secretary to Judge Rutherford in his

office, to the position formerly held by Sandy Hunt as secretary of the Road Department

at a 3-A pay rate.

(Ref. Court Ord. No. 01.06.09.015)

VOTE WAS TAKEN AS FOLLOWS;

Judge/ Executive Wayne T. Rutherford

Magistrate Jeff Anderson
Magistrate Vernon "Chick" Johnson
Magistrate Leo Murphy
Magistrate Kenneth Robinson
Magistrate Hilman Dotson
Magistrate Chris Harris

Yes
Yes
No **
Yes
No
Yes
No **

MOTION CARRIED.

Magistrate Johnson explained.his vote by stating he had always been
treated nicely by Mrs. Chancy but he felt there was much political
influence and it would be difficult to receive fair treatment with

road situations. He expressed his feeling that her husband was one
of his political enemies and this could hurt District Two.

Magistrate Harris explained his vote by stating he felt Mrs. Chancy
had been courteous and professional to everyone but her appointment

in the Judge's office was a political appointment and by this, a

12
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political employee would be moved to a permanent county job which
would stay from administration to administration. He said this has
never been done before and he did not feel comfortable with it.

Upon motion by Judge/Executive Wayne T. Rutherford and second by Magistrate

Hilman Dotson, THE PIKE COUNTY FISCAL COURT HEREBY AUTHORIZES the

placement of Stephanie Clevinger to replace Collene Chancy as Executive Secretary in

Judge/Executive Wayne T. Rutherford's office at a 3-A pay rate.

(Ref. Court Ord. No. 01.06.09.016)

VOTE WAS TAKEN AS FOLLOWS:

Judge/ Executive Wayne T. Rutherford
Magistrate Jeff Anderson
Magistrate Vernon "Chick" Johnson
Magistrate Leo Murphy
Magistrate Kenneth Robinson
Magistrate Hilman Dotson
Magistrate Chris Harris

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

MOTION CARRIED.

There being no further business to come before the Court at this time, Judge

Rutherford ADJOURNED the meeting.

Aaa li fZi~iwsnA/
PIKE CSIJNTY FISC~ COLOf BYAND THROUGH
JUDGE/EXECUTIVE WAYNE T. RUTHERFORD

ATTEST:

FISCAL COURT LERK
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MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT:

June 30,. 20)4

PROFORMA FINANCIAL STA'fEMENTS AND ACCOUNTANTS'EPORT



Michael R. Spears, C.P.A., P.S.C.
Certified Public gccounfatlt
To tHe Board ot Commissioners
IVlountain Water District
Pikeville, KY 41501

We have compiled the accompanying pro form balance Sheet of Mountain Water District as of June 30,
2014, and the related statement of pro forma income for the fiscal year then ended, with the

application of Public Service Commission's required Exhibit B, under PSC regulations. We have not

audited or reviewed the accompanying pro forma financial information and, accordingly, do not express
an opinion or provide any assurance about whether the pro forma financial information is in accordance
with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.

The accompanying presentation and this report were prepared for the Water District's application to the
Commonwealth of Kentucky before the Public Service Commission to increase rates to fund

improvements to existing facilities.

Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the pro forma financial

information in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America
and for designing, implementing, and maintaining internal control relevant to the preparation and fair
presentation of the pro forma financial information.

Qur responsibility is to conduct the compilation in accordance with Statements on Standards for
Accounting and Review Services issued by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. The
objective of a compilation is to assist management in presenting financial information in the form of pro
forma financial information without undertaking to obtain or provide any assurance that there are no
material modifications that should be made to the pro forma financial information.

The objective of this pro forma financial information is to show what the significant effects on the
historical information might have been had the application of Exhibit B occurred at an earlier date.
However, the pro forma financial information is not necessarily indicative of the results of operations or
related effects on financial position that would have been attained had the above-mentioned
transaction actually occurred earlier.

Management has elected to omit the statements of retained earnings, cash flows and a complete
summary of significant accounting policies. If the omitted pro forma financial statements and
disclosures were included in the pro forma presentation, they might influence the user's conclusions
about the District's results of operations for the period... Accordingly, this pro forma is not designed for
those who are not informed about such matters.

We have also compiled the Statement of Income Pro Forma -Water and compiled the Statement of
Income Pro Forma —Sewer and, accordingly do not express an opinion, or any other form of assurance,
on such information.

We are not independent with respect to Mountain Water District because we perform certain monthly
accounting services that impaired our independence.

Prestonsburg, KY

October 30, 2014

P.O. Box I 270, Prestonsborg, KY 4I653 ~ (606) 886-8040 ~ FAX (606) 886- l408
Toll Free l(800) 29l-8040



MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT
BALANCE SHEET- Pro Forma

June 30, 2014

ASSETS

Pro Forma
30-Jun-14

Application Extension after
of Exhibit B Application of Exhibit B

Current Assets
Cash in Bank
Cash in Bank - Restricted
Accounts Receivable
Receivable UMG Repair and Maintenance
FEMA Receivable - 2010 Flood
Other Current Assets

Total Current Assets

Non Current Assets
Plant in Service
Less: Accumulated Depreciation
Net Plant in Service

Bond Refinancing costs - net~ Construction in Progress
Total Non Current Assets

353,287
2,549,677

703,801
103,367
14,562

625
3,725,319

130,591,674
(46,190,486)
84,401,188

92,316
6,008,417

90,501,921

$ (485,028) $

(485,028) $

(131,741)
2,549,677

703,801
103,367
14,562

625
3,240,291

130,591,674
(46,190,486)
84,401,188

92,316
6,008,417

90,501,921

Total Assets $ 94,227,240 $ (485,028) $ 93;742,212

See Summary of Significant Assumptions and Accountants'eport



MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT
BALANCE SHEET- Pro Forma

June 30, 2014

LIABILITIES & EQUITY

Current Liabilities:
Accounts Payable
Current Portion Due - Notes Payable
Customer Deposits
Accrued Payroll and Related Expenses
Accrued Interest on Long Term Debt
Other Current Liablilities

Total Current Liabilities

Pro Forma
3%un-14

613,931
747,605
309,252

4,935
171,278
21,616

1,868,617

Application Extension after
of Exhibit B Application of Exhibit B

613,931
747,605
309,252

4,935
171,278
21,616

1,868,617

Long-Term Liabilities:
Notes Payable
Notes Payable - Ky Infrastructure Authority
Bonds Payable - Rural Development
Less: Current Portion Due
otal Long-Term Liabilities

Net Assets

Total Equity & Liabilities

6,259,524
3,348,008
3,851,500
(747,605)

12,711,427

79,647,196 (485,028)

$ 94,227,240 $ (485,028) $

6,259,524
3,348,008
3,851,500
(747,605)

12,711,427

79,162,168

93,742,212

See Summary of Significant Assumptions and Accountants'eport



MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT
Statement of Income -, Pro Forma (Combined)

Fiscal year ended June 30, 2014

)perating Revenue
Metered Sales - Residential Water
Metered Sales - Commercial Water-
Metered Sales - Industrial Water
Metered Sales - Public Authority Water
Metered Sales - Multi Family Water
Fire Protection Revenue
Customer Late Payment Charges
Other Water Service Revenue
Service Connection Fees Water
Sewer Revenues - Residential
Sewer Revenues - Commercial
Service Connection Fees Waste Water
Total Operating Revenue

Operating Expenses
Depreciation Expense
Amortization Expense
Depreciation Expense - Sewer
Payroll Taxes
Commissioners Salaries
Salaries
Materials and Supplies
Accounting
Legal.
Contract Service- UMG Management
Contract Service- UMG Electric

contract Service- Repair and Maintenance
contract Service- Expenses Assumed by UMG

Rate Case Expense
Sewer Contract Services - UMG Management
Sewer Contract Services - UMG Electric
Sewer Contract Services - Repair and Maintenance
Sewer Contract Service - Expenses Assumed by UMG
Rental of Building - Real Property
Advertising
Other Legal PSC Expense
Education, Dues and Meetings
Settlement Expense
Service Fee Expense
Bank Service Fees
Retirement Expense
Tank Painting and Repair Contract
R & M Overage (Underage) Water
R & M Overage (Underage) Sewer
Total Operating Expenses
Operating Income (Loss)

Pro Forms"
30-Jun-14

$ 6,396,413
676,112
44,366

239,040
264,966

1,200
165,153
244,741
146,700
672,652
215,842

1,245
9,068,430

2,673,688
3,444

970,013
11,816
30,000

124,224
20,077
72,550
39,034

5,812,428

465,864
(350,460)

1,224,409

98,136
(73,830)

100
3,963
4,918

31,397
3,010
3,730

23,857
20,760

(40,056)
213,168

11,386,240
(2,317,810)

Application
of Exhibit 8

$

58,124
29,762
4,659

41,500
12,245
3,526

981

334,231

485,028
(485,028)

Extension after
Application of Exhibit 8

6,396,413
676,112
44,366

239,040
264,966

1,200
165,153
244,741
146,700
672,652
215,842

1,245
9,068,430

2,673,688
3,444

970,013
11,816
30,000

124,224
20,077
72,550
39,034

5,870,552
29,762

470,523
(350,460)

41,500
1,236,654

3,526
99,117

(73,830)
100

3,963
4,918

31,397
3,010
3,730

23,857
20,760

334,231
(40,056)
213,168

11,871,268
(2,802,838)

Other Income (Expense)
Interest Income Water
Interest Income Sewer
Gain(Loss) on Sale of Fixed Assets
Interest Expense Water
Interest Expense Sewer

Total Other Income (Expense)

anges in Net Assets

3,040
19

2,800
(375,237)
(52,296)

(421,674)

$ (2,739,484) $ (485,028) $

See Summary of SlgniAcant Assumptions and Accountants'eport

3,040
19

2,800
(375,237)
(52,296)

(421,674)

(3,224,512)



Mountain Water District
Notes to the Pro Forma Financial Statements

As of June 30, 2014

Note 1 —Summary of Significant Assumptions Underlying the Pro Forma

The June 30, 2014 pro forma financial information is based upon actual income and
expenses for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2014 and financial information extracted from
Exhibit B, stated on the pro forma basis.

~ Contract Services- UMG Management is adjusted for a 1% increase as per the
current management contract in the amount of $58,124, which represents
approximately 83% of the increase allocated to the Water Department. The 1%
increase is the amount the district is currently contractually obligated to under the
last contract signed in 2014.

~ Contract Services- UMG Electric is adjusted by 3%, the lowest rate increase
available per AEP to be adjusted January of 2015. The amount adjusted is
$29,762, which represents approximately 83% of the increase allocated to the
Water Department.

~ Contract Services- Repair and Maintenance is adjusted for a 1% increase as
per the current management contract for repair and maintenance in the amount of
$4,659, which represents approximately 83% of the increase allocated to the
Water Department.

~ Rate Case Expense is adjusted for the estimated amount of $41,500, the expenses
associated with the filing of this Rate application to the PSC.

~ Sewer Contract Services- UMG Management is adjusted for a 1% increase as
per the current management contract in the amount of $12,245, which represents
approximately 17% of the increase allocated to the Sewer Department. The 1%
increase is the amount the district is currently contractually obligated to under the
last contract signed in 2014.

~ Sewer Contract Services - UMG Electric is adjusted by 3%, the lowest rate
increase available per AEP to be adjusted January of 2015. The amount adjusted
is $3,526, which represents approximately 17% of the increase allocated to the
Sewer Department.

~ Sewer Contract Services- Repair and Maintenance is adjusted for a 1%
increase as per the current management contract for repair and maintenance in



IVIountain %'ater District
Notes to the Pro Forma Financial Statements

As of June 30,2014

Note 1 —Summary of Significant Assumptions Underlying the Pro Forma
(continued)

the amount of $981, which represents approximately 17% of the increase
allocated to the Sewer Department

~ Tank Painting and Repair Contract is adjusted by $334, 231, which is the
annual payment on the Southern Corrosion contract which is currently on hold
due to financial constraints as agreed upon. The contract is to be continued as
soon as the cash flow will allow. The repair and maintenance of these tanks is
vital to the ongoing ability to provide water to the customers of Mountain Water
District. This amount is allocated to the Water Department.



MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT
Statement of income - Pro Forma (Water)

Fiscal year ended June 30, 2014

Operating Revenue
Metered Sales - Residential Water
Metered Sales - Commercial Water
Metered Sales - Industrial Water
Metered Sales - Public Authority Water
Metered Sales - Multi Family Water
Fire Protection Revenue
Customer Late Payment Charges
Other Water Service Revenue
Service Connection Fees Water
Total Operating Revenue

Operating Expenses
Depreciation Expense
Amortization Expense
Payroll Taxes
Commissioners Salaries
Salaries
Materials and Supplies
Accounting
Legal
Contract Service- UMG Management
Contract Service- UMG Electric
Contract Service- Repair and Maintenance

contract Service- Expenses Assumed by UMG
Ate Case Expense

Rental of Building - Real Property
Advertising
Other Legal PSC Expense
Education, Dues and Meetings
Settlement Expense
Service Fee Expense
Bank Service Fees
Retirement Expense
Tank Painting and Repair Contract
R & M Overage (Underage) Water
Total Operating Expenses

Operating Income (Loss)

Other Income (Expense)
Interest Income Water
Gain(Loss) on Sale of Fixed Assets
Interest Expense Water
Total Other Income (Expense)

Pro Forma
30-Jun-14

$ 6,396,413
676,112
44,366

239,040
264,966

1,200
165,153
244,741
146,700

8,178,691

2,673,688
3,444

11,816
30,000

124,224
20,077
72,550
39,034

5,812,428

465,864
(350,460)

100
3,963
4,918

31,397
3,010
3,730

23,857
20,760

(40,056)
8,954,344

(775,653)

3,040
2,800

(375,237)
(369,397)

Application
of Exh>b<t B

$

58,124
29,762
4,659

41,500

334,231

468,276

(468,276)

Extension after
Application of Exhibit B

6,396,413
676,112
44,366

239,040
264,966

1,200
165,'I53
244,741
146,700

8,178,691

2,673,688
3,444

11,816
30,000

124,224
20,077
72,550
39,034

5,870,552
29,762

470,523
(350,460)

41,500
100

3,963
4,918

31,397
3,010
3,730

23,857
20,760

334,231
(40,056)

9,422,620

(1,243,929)

3,040
2,800

(375,237)
(369,397)

Changes in Net Assets $ (1 ~ 145,050) $ (468,276) $ (1,613,326)

See Summary of Significant Assumptions and Accountants'eport



MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT
Statement of Income - Pro Forma (Sewer)

Fiscal year ended June 30, 2014

Operating Revenue
Sewer Revenues - Residential
Sewer Revenues - Commercial
Service Connection Fees Waste Water
Total Operating Revenue

Operating Expenses
Depreciation Expense - Sewer
Sewer Contract Services - UMG Management
Sewer Contract Services - UMG Electric
Sewer Contract Services - Repair and Maintenance
Sewer Contract Service - Expenses Assumed by UMG
R & M Overage (Underage) Sewer
Total Operating Expenses

Operating Income (Loss)

Other Income (Expense)
Interest Income Sewer
interest Expense Sewer

Total Other Income (Expense)

Pro Forms
30-Jun-1 4

$ 672,652
215,842

1,245
889,739

970,013
1,224,409

98,136
(73,830)
213,168

2,431,896

(1,542,157)

19
(52,296)
(52,277)

Application
of Exhibit B

$

12,245
3,526

981

16,752

(16,752)

Extension after
Application of Exhibit 8

672,652
215,842

1,245
889,739

970,013
1,236,654

3,526
99,117

(73,830)
213,168

2,448,648

(1,558,909)

19
(52,296)
(52,277)

Changes In Net Assets $ (1,594,434) $ (16,752) $ (1,611,186)

See Summary ot Significant Assumptions and Accountants'eport



MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT
INCOME STATEIIENT

Trend Analysis - Most Recent 12 Months

J

7/31/13 8/31/13 9/30/13 10/31/13 11/30/13 12/31/13 1/31/14 2/28I14 3/31/14 4/30/14 5/31/14 6I30/14 Total

Sales

METERED SALES - REBID

METERED SALES - COMM

METERED SALES - INDUS

METERED SALES - PUBLI

METERED SALES - MULTI

FIRE PROTECTION REVE
CUSTOMER LATE PAYME

OTHER WATER SERVICE
SERVICE CONNECTION F
SERVICE CONNECTION F
SEWER REVENUE -REBID
SEWER REVENUE - COM

Less Returns & Allowances

547,513
52,220
3,024

19,869
20,608

100
13,720
12,627
12,449

165
59,188
18,450

0

534,302
60,461
3,397

25,575
22,012

100
15,204
14,904
14,825

60
59,975
20,628

0

529,762
62,085
3,161

26,262
20,259

100
13,106
14,395
12,335

90
62,078
20,396

0

510,447
61,466

3,117
28,308
20,944

100
13,319
19,353
13,640

60
61,721
16,724

0

523,434
59,614
3,932

22,888
25.659

100
11,713
12,438
9,840

60
61,729
20,130

0

499,667
58,994
3,138

14,190
23,592

100
12,099
14,506
9,810

60
53,859
16,702

0

589,105
66,889

3,602
15,487
25,981

100
15,486
25,370
16,002

0
66,476
11,593

0

551,968
63,421
4,280

16,956
23,084

100
17,387
16,125
13,829

150
59,456
18,809

0

500,606
46,925

4,548
16,750
19,965

100
11,062
19,268
9,625

390
50,545
17,184

0

505,831
46,505

4,859
16,108
19,929

100
13,493
16,545
9,275

90
55,991
17,478

0

526,881
47,887

2,823
17,321
20,139

100
13,694
19,149
13,415

0
49,417
18,705

0

576,897
49,645

4,485
19,326
22,794

100
14,870
60,061
11,655

120
32,217
19,043

0

6,396,412
676,112
44,365

239,040
264,965

1,200
165,155
244,741
146,701

1,245
672,652
215,841

0

Total Sales

Gross Profit

759,933

759,933

771,443

771,443

764,029

764,029

749,199

749,199

751,537.

751,537

706,717

706,717

836,091

836,091

785,565

785,565

696,968

696,968

706,204

706,204

729,531

729,531

811,213

811,213

9,068,429

9,068,429

Operating Expenses

DEPRECIATION EXPENSE
AMORTIZATION EXPENSE
DEPRECIATION EXPENSE
PAYROLL TAXES - FICA &

COMP COMMISSIONERS-
COMPENSATION - ADMINI

MATERIALS AND SUPPLIE
CONTRACT SERVICE - AC

CONTRACT SERVICE - LE
CONTRACT SERVICE - UM

CONTRACT SERVICES - R
CONTRACT MGMNT EXP
CONTRACT SERVICES - U

CONTRACT SERVICES - R
CONTRACT MANAGEMEN

RENTAL OF BLDG - REAL

ADVERTISING

OTHER LEGAL PSC EXPE

222,807
287

80,834
975

2,500
10,257
1,673
8,325
3,843

484,369
38,822

(15.237)
102,034

8,178
(6.152)

0
0
0

222,807
287

80,834
975

2,500
10,257
1,673
6,285
3.212

484,369
38,822

(13,294)
102,034

8,178
(6,152)

0
237

0

222,807
287

80,834
975

2,500
10,257
1,673
3,980
2,030

484,369
38,822
(7,801)

102,034
8,178

(6,152)
0

1,029
0

222,807
287

80,834
975

2,500
10,257
1,673

26,621
1,994

484,369
38,822

(15,272)
102,034

8,178
(6,152)

0
352

0

222,807
287

80,834
975

2,500
10,257
1,673
4,212
6,706

484,369
38,822
(8,311)

102,034
8,178

(6,152)
0
0

4,918

222,807
287

80,834
975

2,500
10,257
1,673
3,040
2,393

484,369
38,822

(122,652)
102,034

8,178
(6,152)

0
884

0

222,807
287

80,834
994

2,500
10,447
1,673
3,422
2,668

484,369
38,822

301
102,034

8,178
(6,152)

0
0
0

222,807
287

80,834
994

2,500
10,447
1,673
3,828
2,864

484,369
38,822
(6,257)

102,035
8,178

(6,152)
0
0
0

222,807
287

80,834
994

2,500
10,447

1,673
3,982
4,350

484,369
38,822

(15,547)
102,034

8,178
(6,152)

0
636

0

222,807
287

80,834
994

2,500
10,447
1,673
2,884
3,190

484,369
38,822

(11,076)
102,034

8,1?8
(6,152)

0
96

0

222,807
287

80,834
994

2,500
10,447

1,673
2,521
2,936

484,369
38,822

(18,043)
102,034

8,178
(6,152)

100
0
0

222,811
287

80,839
996

2,500
10,447
1,674
3,450
2,848

484,369
38,822

(117,271)
102,034

8,178
(6,158)

0
729

0

2,673,686
3,440

970,014
11,815
30,000

124,221
20,077
72,550
39,032

5,812,428
465,864

(350,459)
1,224,412

98,136
(73,826)

100
3,963
4,918

Restricted for Management'9 Use Only



MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT
INCOME STATEMENT

Trend Analysis - Most Recent I2 Months

7I31/13 8/31/13 BI30/13 10I31I13 11/30/13 12/31/13 1/31I14 2/28/14 3/31/14 4/30/14 5I31I14 6/30/14 Total

EDUCATION, DUES, MEET

SETTLEMENT EXPENSES
SERVICE FEE EXPENSE
BANK SERVICE FEES EXP
Retirement Expense
R & IN OVERAGE/UNDERA

R & M OVERAGE SEWER

2,285
0

311
1,680
1,721

(3,338)
17.764

3.270
10

311
1,556
1,721

(3,338)
17.764

3,084
0

311
2,927
1,721

(3,338)
17.764

5,695
0

311
1 237
1,721

(3,338)
17.764

2,564
500
311

2,507
1,721

(3,338)
17.764

1,300
0

311
1,334
1,721

(3,338)
17.764

1,678
0

310
2,058
1,739

(3,338)
17.764

4,586
0

311
1,644
1,739

(3,338)
17.764

1,107
0

311
2,058
1,739

(3,338)
17.764

2,397
0

311
2,756
1.739

(3,338)
17.764

1,387
2,500

310
1,220
1,739

(3,338)
17.764

2,044
0

311
2,880
1,739

(3,338)
17.764

31,398
3,010
3,726

23,858
20,758

(40,056)
213.168

Total Operating Expens

Operating income (Loss

964,318 968,291 983,669 976,138 849,341 973,395 969,935 959,855 963,516 955,889

(204,005) (192,875) (204,282) (234,470) (224,601) (142,624) (137,304) (184,370) (262,887) (257,312) (226,358)

857,955

(46,742)

11,386,233

(2,317,804)

Other Income (Expense)

INTEREST INCOME

INTEREST INCOME

Gain (Loss) on Sale of Fixed

INTEREST EXPENSE - TE
INTERESTEXPENSE-TE

201
0
0

(31,269)
(4.358)

197
0
0

(31,269)
(4.358)

324
0

(31,269)
(4.358)

207
0

2,800
(31,270)
(4.358)

197
0
0

(31,269)
(4.358)

313
2
0

(31,270)
(4.358)

168
2
0

(31,270)
(4,358)

158
15
0

'(31,270)
(4.358)

315
0

"-0
(31,270)

(4.358\

162
0
0

(31,270)
(4.358)

175
0
0

(31,270)
(4.358)

623
0
0

(31,271)
(4.358)

3,041
19

2,800
(375,236)

(52.297)

Total Other Income (Exp (35,430) (35,303) (32,621) (35,430)

Net Income (Loss) Befor (239.431) (228.305) (239.565) (267.091) (260.031)

(35,313) (35,458) (35,455) (35,313)

(177.937) (172,762'I (219.825) (298,200)

(35,466) (35,453)

(292.778) (261,811)

(35,006)

(81.748)

(421,673)

(2.739.477)

Net income ( oss) (239.431) (228,305) (239,565) (267.091) (260.031) (177.937) (172,762) (219.825) (298.200) (292.778) (261,811) (81.748) 6 (2,739,477)

Restricted for Menegement'8 Use Only



Basis: Adjusted

MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT
Trial Balance Worksheet

iliNVDRIC

Page 1

11/04/14 02:46 PM

.ccount

900

901

902

903

904

905

906

907

908

909

! 910

911

912

913

914

1003.02

1003.03
1003.04
1003,05
1004.02
1004.03
1004.05
1005.02
1005.17
1011.02
1011,17
1020.03
1020.17
1030.04
1031,04
1033.04

1033.17

1034.04

1034.17

Jun 30, 2013 Jun 30, 2014
UnadiustedT Description

A WATER DEPREC. - CLEARING
R42 WATER DEPRECIATION

A SEWER DEPREC. - CLEARING
R43 SEWER DEPREC

A AMORT. EXP - CLEARING
R44 AMORT

A WATER INT EXP - CLEARING
R45 WATER INT EXP

A SEWER INT EXP - CLEARING
R46 SEWER INT EXP

A WATER MGMNT FEE - CLEARING
R47 WATER MGMNT FEE
R54 RECLASS BETWEEN PERIODS
R55 TO ADJUST CLEARING ACCTS

A SEWER MGMNT FEE - CLEARING
R48 SEWERMGMNT FEE
R54 RECLASS BETWEEN PERIODS
R55 TO ADJUST CLEARING ACCTS

A SEWER CONT MGMNT EXP ASSUMED
R49 SEWER EXP ASSUMED
R54 RECLASS BETWEEN PERIODS
R55 TO ADJUST CLEARING ACCTS

A COMMISSIONER PR CLEARING
R50 COMMISSIONER PR
R54 RECLASS BETWEEN PERIODS

A CONT MGMNT EXP ASSUMED
R51 CONTRACT MGMNT EXP

ASSUMED
R54 RECLASS BETWEEN PERIODS
R55 TO ADJUST CLEARING ACCTS

A BANK FEES - CLEARING
R52 BANK FEES

A OVERAGE CLEARING
R53 OVERAGE

A MAT & SUPPLIES CLEARING
R54 RECLASS BETWEEN PERIODS

A SERVICE FEE EXP CLEARING
R54 RECLASS BETWEEN PERIODS

A R & M OVERAGE CLEARING
R56 TO ADJUST CONT SERVICES
R56 TO ADJUST CONT SERVICES
R57 TO ADJUST OVERAGE

A LAND AND LAND RIGHTS
C4 TO RECLASS EASEMENT

R36 TO RECLASS EASEMENTS
A LAND AND LAND RIGHTS
A LAND AND LAND RIGHTS
A LAND AND LAND RIGHTS
A STRUCTURES AND IMPROVEMENTS
A STRUCTURES AND IMPROVEMENTS
A STRUCTURES AND IMPROVEMENTS
A COLLECTINGCMPOUND RESERVOIRS
A COLLECTION SEWERS
A PUMPING EQUIPMENT
A PUMPING EQUIPMENT
A WATER TREATMENT PLANT
A TREATMENT AND DISPOSAL EQUIP.
A DISTRIBUTION RESERVOIRS/STANDS
A TRANSMISSION/DISTIBUTION MAINS

A WATER SERVICES
13 new water hookups for June 2014
C6 TO RECLASS TAPS FROM CIP

A SEWER SERVICES
C7 TO RECLASS SEWER TAP FEE

FROM CIP
A WATER METERS & INSTALLATIONS

13 new water hookups for June 2014
A SEWER METERS & INSTALLATIONS

Adjustments

0.00 (193,029.87)

0.00 (157,448.50)

0.00 (3,153.37)

0.00 (33,072.37)

193,029.83

157,448.50

3,153.33

33,072.33

(1,701.0$)
0.00 1,701.12

0.00 1,201,287.58
(594,813.58)

55,143.00
(661,617.00)

0.00 (1,212,325.13)
605,850.67
(55,143.00)
661,617.00

0.00 67,667.38
(56,557.38)

1,017.00
(12,127.00)

0.00 (8,497.00)
9,065.00

(1,033.00)
107,822.00i, 0.00

(118,932.00)
(1,017.00)
12,127.00

0.00 (13,888.59)

0.00 (151,950.01)

0.00 (19,423.00)

13,888.59

151,950,01

19,423.00

(310.55)
310.950.00

0.00 (6,741.00)
(8.00)
8.00

6,740.00
37,942.57 37,942.57

1,540.00
11,167.00

2,400.00
381,193.87
113,33$.51
20$,258.75
116,996.68
390399.31

59,137.31
23,204,925.60
3,105,266.41

26,000.00
9,114,957.10
4,392,745.83
7,875,172.98

65,623,910.14
6,118,702.66

2,400.00
381,193.87
113,338.51
204,308.75
116,996.68
390399.31

59,137.31
23,204,925.60
3,105,266.41

26,000.00
9,114,957.10
4,392,745.83
7,875,172.98

65,576,996.84
5,993,878.50

9,041.31
58,579.55

279,762.51 313,360.69

10,172.27

4,520.66
3,931,627.39 3,966,023.09

123325.43 128,911.60

Jun 30, 2014
Adjusted

(0.04)

0.00

(0,04)

(0.04)

0.04

0.00

(0.46)

0.00

(465.00)

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.40

(1.00)

50,649.57

2,400.00
381,193.87
113,338.51
208,258.75
116,996.6$
390,299.31

59,137.31
23,204,925.60
3,105,266.41

26,000.00
9,114,957.10
4,392,745.83
7,875,172.98

65,623,910.14
6,186,323.52

323,532.96

3,970,543.75

12$,911.60
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1035.04 A

1040.05 A
1040.17 A
1041.05 A
1041.17 A
1043.05 A
1043.17 A
1044.05 A
1045.05 A
1045.17 A

1046.05 A
1047.00 A
1050.00 A

1055.00 A

1057.17 A

1104.02 A

1104.03 A

1104.04 A
1104.05 A

1105.02 A

1105.17 A

1111.02 A

Jun 30, 2013 Jun 30, 2014
Unadjusted

1,213,509.53 1,218,628.81

271,081.84
54,5'06.70

1,160,980.24
12,5,79.54

136,207.24
51,581.12
11,524.82

383,549.25
0.00

271,081.84
54,506.70

1,160,980.24
12,579.54

136,207.24
51,581.12
11,524.82

383,549.25
0.00

1,967,969.30
92,316.17

1,534,148.85

1,967,969.30
92,316.17

3,332,157.01

0.00 14,871.59

2,396,324.87 2,842,553.05

(170,804.36) (177,810.70)

(114,010.82) (119,482.44)

0.00
(245,015.00)

0.00
(260,028.46)

(59,135.56) (61,804.60)

(3,510,209.23) (4,053,866.41)

(2,116,472.02) (2,259,934.90)

Description

HYDRANTS
14 Capitalize Fire Hydl. E. Big

Creek Rd
OFFICE FURNITURE & EQUIPMENT
OFFICE FURNITURE & EQUIPMENT
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
TOOLS, SHOP & GARAGE EQUIPMENT
TOOLS & MISC. EQUIPMENT
LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
POWER OPERATED EQUIPMENT
POWER OPERATED EQUIPMENT
R40 TO RECLASS FIXED ASSET

COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT
Bond Refinancing Cost
CONSTRUCTION IN PROGRESS

C2 TO RECLASS TAPS
C3 RECLASS INV. 73690 & 73695
C4 TO RECLASS EASEMENT
C6 TO RECLASS TAPS FROM CIP

RI I TO RECLASS PAYMENTS
S3 RECLASS WW REHAB CHECK
S4 RECLASS FASTENAL FORREST

HILLS
CIP-MATERIALS & SUPPLIES

9 R/C Deposit to 2nd Maj. Various

Project
C3 RECLASS INV. 73690 & 73695

R32 TO RECLASS MATERIALS
R36 TO RECLASS EASEMENTS
R38 TO ADJUST

CONSTRUCTION IN PROGRESS
C2 TO RECLASS TAPS
C7 TO RECLASS SEWER TAP FEE

FROM CIP
SI TO RECLASS WW DRAW
S2 RECLASS MAJESTIC
S3 RECLASS WW REHAB CHECK
S4 RECLASS FASTENAL FORREST

HILLS
A/D STRUCTURES & IMPROVEMENTS

2 EXPENSE DEPRECIATION FOR
JUNE 2014

R24 TO ADJUST ACCUM.
DEPRECIATION

A/D STRUCTURES & IMPROVEMENTS
2 EXPENSE DEPRECIATION FOR

JUNE 2014
R24 TO ADJUST ACCUM.

DEPRECIATION
A/D STRUCTURES & IMPROVEMENTS
A/D - STRUCTURES & IMPROVEMENTS

2 EXPENSE DEPRECIATION FOR
JUNE 2014

R24 TO ADJUST ACCUM.
DEPRECIATION

A/D COLLECT/MPOUND RESERVOIRS
2 EXPENSE DEPRECIATION FOR

JUNE 2014
R24 TO ADJUST ACCUM.

DEPRECIATION
A/D COLLECTION SEWERS

3 ACC.DEPRECIATION FOR WW

FOR JUNE 2014
R25 TO ADJUSR SEWER ACC

DEPREC
A/D PUMPING EQUIPMENT

2 EXPENSE DEPRECIATION FOR

2,751.41

45,750.00

(1,972.33)
(10,901.15)
(1,540.00)

(58,579.55)
(91,890.18)

(610.00)

(29.88)

271,081.84
54,506.70

1,160,980.24
12,579.54

136,207.24
51,581.12
11,524.82

383,549.25
45,750.00

1,967,969.30
92,316.17

3,166,633.92

0.00

11,368.43
10,901.15

(14,605.74)
(11,167.00)
(11,368.43)

2,841,782.99
1,972.33

(10,172.27)
4,435.00
2,355.00

610.00

29.88
(175,821.26)

(636.94)

2,626,38

(497.42)

4,065.82

(1,364.86)

5,516.08

(115,914.04)

0.00
(255,877.24)

(59,135.56)

(242.64)

2,911.68
(4,250,734.47)

(49,423.38)

(147,444.68)
(2,201,579.03)

Jun 30, 2014
Adjustments Adjusted

1,221,380.22
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.ccount T Description

JUNE 2014
R24 TO ADJUST ACCUM.

DEPRECIATION
A A/D PUMPING EQUIPMENT

R25 TO ADJUSR SEWER ACC
DEPREC

A A/D WATER TREA~ PLANT
2 EXPENSE DEPRECIATION FOR

JUNE 2014
R24 TO ADJUST ACCUM.

DEPRECIATION
A A/D TREATMENT 4 DISPOSAL EQUIP

3 ACC.DEPRECIATION FOR WW
FOR JUNE 2014

R25 TO ADJUSR SEWER ACC
DEPREC

A A/D DISTRIB RESERVOIRS/STANDS
2 EXPENSE DEPRECIATION FOR

JUNE 2014
R24 TO ADJUST ACCUM.

DEPRECIATION
A A/D TRANS/DISTRIBUTION MAINS (

2 EXPENSE DEPRECIATION FOR
JUNE 2014

R24 TO ADJUST ACCUM.
DEPRECIATION

A A/D SERVICES
2 EXPENSE DEPRECIATION FOR

JUNE 2014
R24 TO ADJUST ACCUM.

DEPRECIATION
A A/D - SERVICES FOR SEWER

3 ACC.DEPRECIATION FOR WW
FOR JUNE 2014

R25 TO ADJUSR SEWER ACC
DEPREC

A A/D METERS/METER INSTALLATIONS
2 EXPENSE DEPRECIATION FOR

JUNE 2014
R24 TO ADJUST ACCUM.

DEPRECIATION
A A/D - METERS/INSTALLS SEWER

3 ACC.DEPRECIATION FOR WW
FOR JUNE 2014

R25 TO ADJUSR SEWER ACC
DEPREC

A A/D HYDRANTS
2 EXPENSE DEPRECIATION FOR

JUNE 2014
R24 TO ADJUST ACCUM.

DEPRECIATION
A A/D OFFICE FURNITURE/EQUIPMENT

2 EXPENSE DEPRECIATION FOR
JUNE 2014

R24 TO ADJUST ACCUM.
DEPRECIATION

A A/D OFFICE FURNITURE/EQUIPMENT

3 ACC.DEPRECIATION FOR WW
FOR JUNE 2014

R25 TO ADJUSR SEWER ACC
DEPREC

A A/D TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
2 EXPENSE DEPRECIATION FOR

JUNE 2014
R24 TO ADJUST ACCUM.

DEPRECIATION
A A/D TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
A A/D TOOLS, SHOP, GARAGE EQUIP

(13,042.08)

71,397.95
1111.17 (15,578.63) (15,578.63) (20,778.63)

(5,200.00)
1120.03 (1,631,317.65)(1,403,773.74) (1,412,114.60)

(758.26)

(218,444.79)
(1,876,786.82)

(16,787.87)

(7,201.58)
(4,198,335.69)

(20,473.02)

1120.17 (1,668,130.80) (1,852,797.37)

1130.04 (3,990,612.06) (4,215,815.28)

37,952.61
(23,794,147.05)1131.04 (23,442,953.69)22,158,460.92)

(116,772.07)

(234,421.29)
(2,164,610.23)

(12,890.42)

4,396.18
(30,501.15)

(167.97)

(5,835.17)
(1,886,234.04)

(10,615.64)

27,423.60
(15,665.40)

1133.04 (2,014,321.37) (2,156,115.99)

1133.17 (22,650.34) (24,498.01)

1134,04 (1,786,269.96) (1,903,042.00)

1134.17 (12,492.14) (13,416.36)

(84.02)

(2,165.02)
1135.04 (490,223.66) (521,918.84) (521,090.89)

(2,881.38)

3,709.33
1140.05 (261,725.37)(257,420.38) (282,442.96)

(2,274.78)

22,992.37
(31,132.60)1140.17 (30,012.31) (30,181.16)

(15.35)

(936.09)
1141.05 (1,004,410.43)(923,929.00) (1,074,064.48)

(13,648.68)

83,302.73
(12,579.38)

(126,071.35)
(12,579.38)

(131,736.53)
1141.17
1143.05

(12,579.38)
(120,059.37)

Jun 30, 2013 Jun 30, 2014 Jun 30, 2014
Unadjusted Adjustments Adjusted
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.ccount T

1143.17

Description

2 EXPENSE DEPRECIATION FOR
JUNE 2014

R24 TO ADJUST ACCUM.
DEPRECIATION

A/D TOOLS dt MISC. EQUIPMENT

Jun 30, 2013 Jun 30, 2014
Unadjusted Adjustments

Jun 30, 2014
Adjusted

(1,061.56)

6,726.74
(26,159.35) (26,621.90) (29,647.78)

1144.05

1145.05

1146.05

A

A

A

(42.05)

(2,983.83)
(8,585.36) (9,252.62) (8,839.77)

(60.66)

473.51
(393,642.15) (383,527.81)

(5,762.78)

61,627.12
(45,750.00)

(1,128,001.66)(1,032,888.20)

3 ACC.DEPRECIATION FOR WW
FOR JUNE 2014

R25 TO ADJUSR SEWER ACC
DEPREC

A/D LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
2 EXPENSE DEPRECIATION FOR

JUNE 2014
R24 TO ADJUST ACCUM.

DEPRECIATION
A/D POWER OPERATED EQUIPMENT (376,001.57)

2 EXPENSE DEPRECIATION FOR
JUNE 2014

R24 TO ADJUST ACCUM.
DEPRECIATION

R40 TO RECLASS FIXED ASSET
A/D COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT (1,007,857.48)

1147.00

1250.00

1255.00

1261.00
1262.00
1263.00
1268.00
1269.00
1271.00
1272.00
1272.17
1273.00
1274.00
1276. 17
1280.00
1285.17
1290.00
1293.17
1311.00
1312.00
1314.00
1319.17
1323.17
1324,00
1326.00
1341.17

A

A

A

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

2 EXPENSE DEPRECIATION FOR
JUNE 2014

R24 TO ADJUST ACCUM.
DEPRECIATION

A/AMORT - BOND REFINANCING COST
R26 TO ADJUST ACC AMORT

MWD INTERCOMPANY TRANSFERS
4 RECLASS EMPLOYEE

RETIREMENT
5 RECLASS EMPLOYEE

INSURANCE
7 RECLASS BOND PAYMENT
9 R/C Deposit to 2nd Maj. Various

Project
10 R/C Mike Spears Acct. Service for

June 2014
11 R/C Elect.Sewer Cust. Deposit
12 R/C Elect. Customer Dept.

R38 TO ADJUST
Regions Bank Escrow

R6 TO RECORD DEPOSITS IN

REGIONS
R7 TO RECORD DISBURSEMENTS

IN REGIONS
BBdt T - DEPRECIATION RESERVE
CTB - SHELBY COAL DEVELOPMENT
BBdt T - Sinking Fund

CTB - JOHNS CREEK WATER PROJ.
BBdtT - Special Projects
CTB - CUSTOMER DEPOSIT ESCROW
CTB - FEMA Receivables
CTB-SEWER CUSTOMER DEPOSIT ACC
CTB - 0 & M RESERVES
Community Trust Bank - Misc Line Extensi<

CTB - PHELPS SEWER PROJECT
CTB - DIST. WIDE TAP FEES
CTB - R ik M RESERVE
CTB - Phelps Water Line Extension
CTB - Cowpen Sewer Project
Petty Cash
CTB - Operating Account
CTB-MWD Payroll Account

CTB - Dist Wide WW Tap Fees
CTB - Phelps/Buskirk WW RD
WATER TEATMENT PLANT UPGRADE
CTB. Water Treatment Raw Water Intake Pr
BIG CREEK SEWER-COAL SETTLEMEN

(2,580.23) (2,580.23)

(2,275.52)

(92,837.94)

(3,440.35)
0.00 60,481.38

(2,316.61)

(794.86)
(44,344.27)

(11,368.43)

516,209.88
61,024.26

167,797.54
2,271.84
1,466.42

386,976.74
90.00

16,984.68
16,525.29
7,960.87

14,636.47
224,354.69
497,208.75

(99.95)
1,860.10

320.18
276,415.16

8,642.77
43,178.56

8.52
(9.50)
25.00

24,134.24

635,183.41
61,207.59

131,301.41
2+71.84
1,327.00

374,632.36
90.00

18,661.97
16,541.82
23/64.46
14,636.47

214,872.16
633,849.51

(99.95)
1,860.10

320.18
1,206.43
8,238.02

35,624.77
8,52
0.50

25.00
24,134.24

532,863.70

(359,493.76)

(2,200.00)
(584.00)

(3,750.00)
4,876.79

267,920.10 267,920.10

(6,020.58)

0,00

441,290.04

635,183.41
61,207.59

131,301.41
2,271.84
1,327.00

374,632.36
90,00

18,661.97
16,541.82
23/64.46
14,636.47

214,872.16
633,849.51

(99.95)
1,860.10

320.18
1,206.43
8,238.02

35,624.77
8.52
0.50

25.00
24,134.24
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1342.00
1343.00
1345.00
1346.00
1347.00
1348.00
1349.17
1350.00
1350.17
1351.00
1360.00
1360.17
1381.00
1382.00
1383.00
1400.00
1411.00

1413.00

1418.00

1425.00

1427. 17

1431.00
1&47.00

1862.00
2000. 00

2012.00

2013.00

2014.00

2150,00
2167.17
2200.00

2202. 00

2205. 00
2206. 17
2213.17
2218.00
2219.00
2220.00

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

A

A

A

A

A
A

A
L

L

L

L

L
L
L

L

L
L
L
L
L
L

Jun 30, 2013 Jun 30, 2014
Unadjusted

44,867.77
656.08
90.96

100.00
100.00
85.00

100.00
0.00

100.00
(50.00)

1,261.81
100.00

191,080.84
473.39

23,550.16
14,561.72

(92@&7.26)

Description

44,867.77
656.08
62.17

100.00
100.00
85.00

100.00
(20.00)
100.00
'.00

924.71
I'00.00

226, 1>72.94

45.01
57,953.24
14,5'61.72

642,694.41

18,770.701,172 97

11,323.49 (42,827.13)

105,258.03 (34,571.70)

22,450.0875,292.49

(49,0„19.37)
', 0.00

(37,661.95)
18,169.13

1125.00

(395,&61.04)
625.00

(412,570.69)

(81,002.49)(81,002.49)

, 0.00 0.00

0.00.0.00

17,046,526.28
1,804,895.00
(629,000.00)

17,046,526.28
1,804,895.00
(629,000.00)

(6,270,000.00) (5,781,763.03)

(1,512,000.00)
(668,000.00)
(377,500.00)

(2,136,803.48)
(140,885.50)

8,000.00
I

(1,534,000.00)
(678,500.00)
(384,000.00)

(2,329,679.17)
(153,527.55)

0.00

Penny Rd Water and Sewer
CTB-LMI Service Connection 08-09
CTB-Various Short Line Ext.
CTB-Various Water Line Ext.
CTB,M.W.D. Telemetry Project
CTB-M.W.D. Watson Hill Waterline Ext. Pr
CTB.Long Fork Of Virgie Sewer Project Acr
M.W.D. Jonican Project
M.W.D. Belfry Pond Sewer
M.W.D. 2nd Magistrial-Various
CTB- Recycling Revenue Acct.
CTB-Smith Fork WW Phase Il
CTB. PCFC Projects
CTB - R & M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT.
CTB.-M.W.D. Rehab Project
FEMA REC. 2010 FLOOD
RECEIVABLE - WATER SALES

8 Customer Billing June 2014
8 Customer Billing June 2014

15 Customer late charges for june 2014
Rl TO ADJUST A/R TO ACTUAL

RECEIVABLE - RETURNED CHECKS
R3 TO ADJUST RET CHKS TO JUN

BAL
RECEIVABLE - OTHER FEES, ETC..

8 Customer Billing June 2014
R2 TO ADJUST REC. OTHER FEES
R4 TO RECLASS POSTING ERROR

RECEIVABLE- UMG R AND M
6 RECLASS R & M AND AEP FOR

JUNE 2014
R39 TO ADJUST REC UMG

RECEIVABLE - SEWER REVENUE
8 Customer Billing June 2014

Rl TO ADJUST A/R TO ACTUAL
PROVISION FOR UNCOLLECTIBLES
CLEARING - TRANSPORTATION

R4 TO RECLASS POSTING ERROR
OTHER DEFERRED DEBTS
Accounts Payable

R39 TO ADJUST REC UMG
A/P UMG R&M OVERAGE 2012
R34 TO RECORD OVERAGE ETC

A/P - UMG OVERAGE (JUL TO DEC 2013
R33 TO COMBINE ACTIVfIY AND

FORGIVENESS
R34 TO RECORD OVERAGE ETC

A/P - UMG OVERAGE 2014
R35 TO RECORD 2014 OVERAGE

RETAINED EARNINGS (DEFICff)
RETAINED EARNINGS (SEWER)
RD Loan -WTP

RS TO RECLASS PAYMENT
Note Payable Ky. Rural Water

7 RECLASS BOND PAYMENT
R27 TO ADJUST NOTE

R6 TO RECORD DEPOSITS IN

REGIONS
R7 TO RECORD DISBURSEMENTS

IN REGIONS
R& TO ADJUST NOTE

RD Bond 91-33
RD Bond - Shelby Sewer Project
RD Bond - 91-01 Phelps Sewer
KIA LOAN B291-07MULTI AREA
KIA LOAN B291-01 INDIAN CREEK
RD Loan 9140 Water Treatment Upgrade

RS TO RECLASS PAYMENT

Adjustments

25,725.61
681,960.57

15,344.24
24,179.97

Jun 30, 2014
Adjusted

44,867.77
656.08
90.96

100.00
100.00
&5.00

100.00
0.00

100.00
(50.00)

1,261.81
100.00

191,080.84
473.39

23,550.16
14,561.72

654,923.13

1,154.78

129,313.30
8,625.14

80,671.71
(28,464.73)

(18,169.13)

(8,625.14)

81,002.49

(98,350.53)
(19,133.14)

(74,765.49)

8,000.00

44,344.27
(14,618.23)

(532,131.24)

74,657.06

(37,661.95)
0.00

625.00
(421,215.83)

0.00

(117,483.67)

(74,765.49)

17,046,526.28
1,804,895.00
(621,000.00)

(6,100,000.00)

257,709.38
(73,541.15)

(8,000.00)

(1,512,000.00)
(668,000.00)
(377,500.00)

(2,136,893.4&)
(140,885.50)

0.00

(17,615.92)
10,728.19

7,766.54
27,619.65
18,169.13

103,366.74
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2221.00 L
2223.00 L
2224.17 L
2225.17 L
2231,00 L
2248.00 L
2248.17 L
2283.00 L

2284,00 L

2285.00 L

2300.00 L

2301.00 L

2303.00 L

2304.00 L

2305 L

2306,00 L

2307.00 L

2308.00 L

2309.00 L

2311,00 L

2312.00 L

2314.00 L

2328.00 L
2328.17 L
2350.00 L

2350.17 L

2371.00 L

2371.17 L

Jun 30, 2013 Jun 30, 2014
Unadjusted

(652,020.25)
(673,000.00)
(101,547.$1)
(316,661.43)

0.00
747,605.00

16,923.00
(92,229.40)

AdiustmentsDescription

KIA LOAN F01-07 WATER PLANT
RD BOND 91-24 RUSSELL FK WTP
KIA LOAN A03-06 SO WMSN III
KIA Shelby III Phase ll
CTB-FEMA loan 60100599434-N
LESS AMOUNT DUE WITHIN ONE YEAI
LESS AMT DUE WITHIN I YR
Note (500,000) paid from UMG 2009
R10 TO RECORD PYMNTS BY UMG

AND ADJUST NOTES
R10 TO RECORD PYMNTS BY UMG

AND ADJUST NOTES
CTB- WTP line of credit
R I I TO RECLASS PAYMENTS
Rl I TO RECLASS PAYMENTS
R12 TO RECLASS DRAWS ON WTP

LOC
N/P - WTP LOC NEW

Cl TO RECLASS LINE DRAWS
N/P - CTB VEH.¹124
R13 SEE ¹10
R13 SEE ¹10

N/P - CTB VEH. ¹125
R14 SEE ¹10
R14 SEE ¹10

2011 Silberado 388340
R15 SEE ¹10
R15 SEE ¹10

¹1352011 Nissan
R16 SEE ¹10
R16 SEE ¹10

¹1362011 Silverado
R17 SEE ¹10
R17 SEE ¹10

¹1372012 Colorado
R18 SEE ¹10
R18 SEE ¹10

N/P - CTB VEH.¹138 2012 SILVERADO
R19 SEE ¹10
R19 . SEE ¹10

N/P - CTB VEH. ¹ 1392012 SILVERADO
R20 SEE ¹10
R20 SEE ¹10

N/P - CTB VEH.¹140 2012 SILVERADO
R21 SEE ¹10
R21 SEE ¹10

A/P - UMG PER CONTRACT
R34 TO RECORD OVERAGE ETC

N/P - CTB VEH.¹141 2012 SILVERADO
R22 SEE ¹10
R22 SEE ¹10

N/P - CTB VEH ¹142
R23 SEE ¹10
R23 SEE ¹10

TERM NOTES - CURRENT PORTION DU
SEWER NOTES - CURR PORTION
CUSTOMER WATER DEPOSfl'S

12 R/C Elect. Customer Dept.
Customer Sewer Deposit

11 R/C Elect.Sewer Cust. Deposit
ACCRUED INTEREST

1 ACCRUE INTEREST ON RD
BONDS 8c KIA LOAN JUNE14

I ACCRUE INTEREST ON RD
BONDS 4 KIA LOAN JUNE14

R28 TO ADJUST ACC INTEREST
ACCRUED INTEREST - SEWER
R28 TO ADJUST ACC INTEREST

(711,024.48)
(688,000.00)
(110,675.79)
(333,668.88)

0.00
747,605.00

16,923.00
(92,229.40)

94,366.20

(2,136.80)

91,890.18
(288.44)

(44,174.87)

(47,426.87) (47,426.87)

'.00 0.00
(45,750.00)

(2,356.23) (2,386.23)
2,376.76

(20.53)

2,376.76
(20.53)

8,278.80
(544.44)

8,133.24
(279.40)

8,278.80
(544.26)

5,540.88
(314,15)

7,661.16
(894.21)

7,661.16
(886.37)

6,030.96
(786.66)

57,062.65

7,510.40
(828.43)

5,457.81
(732.54)

l

(2,356.23)(2,3:56.23)

(15,744.51) (15,744.51)

(9,848.47) (9,848.47)

(15,740.46) (15,740.46)

(12,895.46) (12,895.46)

(27,151.74) (27,151.74)

(26,951.74) (26,951.74)

(21,$10.25) (21,810.25)

(57,062.65) (57,0i'12.65)

(22,7.18.71) (22,718.71)

(19,654.92) (19,654.92)

(747,605,00)
(16,923.00)

(294,742.93)

(747,605.00)
(16,923.00)

(301,469.71)
3,750.00

5$4.00
(16,630.25) (18,843.19)

(155,818.00) (266,759.57)

(27,681.00)

(4,035.00)
149,818.57

(2,656.67)
(23,004.00) (19,964.33)

Jun 30, 2014
Adjusted

(652,020.25)
(673,000.00)
(I01,547.81)
(316,661.43)

0.00
747,605.00

16,923.00
0.00

0.00

(45,750.00)

0.00

0.00

(8,010.15)

(1,994.63)

(8,005.92)

(7,668.73)

(20,384.79)

(20,176.95)

(16,565.95)

0.00

(16,036.74)

(14,929.65)

(747,605.00)
(16,923.00)

(290,992.93)

(18,259.19)

(148,657.00)

(22,621.00)
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Jun 30, 2014
Adjusted

Jun 30, 2014
Unadjusted

Jun 30, 2013
Adjustments.ccount T

2411.00 L

2412.00 L

2413.00 L

2414.00 L

2415.00 L

2416.00 L

2421.00 L

2423.00 L

2520.00 L

2527.17 L

2711.00 L
2711.17 L
2712.'00 L

2712.17 L
2713.00 L
2717.17 L
2820.00 L
2820.17 L
3900.00 L
4030.00 E

4030.02 E

4030.17 E

4083.00 E

4191.00 R

4191.17 R
4273.00 E

Description

FICA TAXES WITHHELD
r30 TO ADJUST ACC TAXES

FEDERAL INCOME TAX WITHHELD
r30 TO ADJUST ACC TAXES

KY INCOME TAX WITHHELD
r30 TO ADJUST ACC TAXES

ACCRUED SUTA
r30 TO ADJUST ACC TAXES

ACCRUEDFUTA
r30 TO ADJUST ACC TAXES

Accrued CERS
4 RECLASS EMPLOYEE

RETIREMENT
SPECIAL CHG COLLECTED - S.W.D.

8 Customer Billing June 2014
R29 TO ADJUST SPECIAL CHARGE

COLLECTED
TAXES COLLECTED ON CUST. BILLS

8 Customer Billing June 2014
8 Customer Billing June 2014

r37 to adjust acc sales tax
ADVANCES FOR CONSTRUCTION

C I TO RECLASS LINE DRAWS
C5 TO RECLASS OTHER INCOME
C8 TO RECLASS GOV'T GRANT

R12 TO RECLASS DRAWS ON WTP
LOC

ADVANCES FOR CONSTRUCTION - SEY
Sl TO RECLASS WW DRAW
S2 RECLASS MAJESTIC

TAP ON FEES - CUSTOMERS
TAP ON FEES -WASTEWATER CUST
CONTRIBUTIONS - GOVT GRANTS

C8 TO RECLASS GOVT GRANT
CONTRIBUTIONS IN AID - SEWER
CONTRIBUTIONS - OTHER AID
CONTRIBUTION IN AID - SEWER
INTERFUND TRANSFER (AUDIT)
INTERFUND TRANSFER (AUDIT)
Retained Earnings
DEPRECIATION EXPENSE

2 EXPENSE DEPRECIATION FOR
JUNE 2014

R24 TO ADJUST ACCUM.
DEPRECIATION

R42 WATER DEPRECIATION
AMORTIZATION EXPENSE
R26 TO ADJUST ACC AMORT
R44 AMORT

DEPRECIATION EXPENSE - SEWER
3 ACC.DEPRECIATION FOR WW

FOR JUNE 2014
R25 TO ADJUSR SEWER ACC

DEPREC
R43 SEWERDEPREC

PAYROLL TAXES - FICA & U.C.
r30 TO ADJUST ACC TAXES

R50 COMMISSIONER PR
R54 RECLASS BETWEEN PERIODS

INTEREST INCOME

R6 TO RECORD DEPOSITS IN

REGIONS
INTEREST INCOME
INTEREST EXPENSE - TERM DEBT

I ACCRUE INTEREST ON RD
BONDS & KIA LOAN JUNE14

I ACCRUE INTEREST ON RD
BONDS & KIA LOAN JUNE14

(3,069.74), 0.00 6,955.58
(10,025.32)

(392.06) 0.00. 0.00
392.06

(546.84) (556.44)(563.69)
I

(1,394.05)
7.25

0.000.00
1,394.05

0.00 (247.62) 0.00
247.62

(1,308.79)(2,333.97) (3,625.40)

2,316.61

(709.99)

8,655.33

0.00(7,945.34)0.00

(21,615.68)5,451.71(20,224.78)
(19,852.41)
(5,063.21)
(2,151.77)

(3,718,768.15)(2,114,286.17) (3,859,690.96)
45,750.00
4,084.14

46,913.80

44,174.87

(4,435.00)
(2,355.00)

(2,291,397.28) (2,741,243.14)
I

(2,748,033.14)

(5,685,936.20)
(427,396.83)

(66,224,041.18)

(5,580,1.13.78)
(403,229.22)

(66,177,127.38)

(5,685,936.20)
(427,396.83)

(66,177,127.38)
!

(23,374,605.41)
(8,464,988.88)
(1,883,509.26)
(1,991,673.56)
1,991,673.56

12,701,541.33
1,114,034.40

(46,913.80)
(23,374,605.41)
(8,464,988.88)
(1,883,509.26)
(1,991,673.56)
1,991,673.56
9,937,090.92
1,315,483.51

(23,374,605.41)
(8,464,988.88)
(1,883,509.26)
(1,991,673.56)
1,991,673.56

12,701,541.33
1,336,845.20

205358.71

210,581.92
(193,029.83)

1,720.371,706.04 1,433.35
3,440.35

(3,153.33)
465,681.95 404,170.70 485,009.21

66,520.64

171,766.37
(157,448.50)

5,967.112,995.44 6,0)4.77
7,984.34

(9,065.00)
1,033.00

(1,377.76) (1,3j8.65) (1,601.11)

(282.46)
(17.05)

156,348.35
(17.05)

187,618.97
, 0.00

205,009.47

27,681.00

4,035.00
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4273. 17

4611.00

4612.00

4613.00

4614.00

4615.00

4621.00

4710.00

4718,00

4741.00
4741.17
5211.17

5212.17

6031.00
6031.09
6200.08

6320.0$

6330.08
6360.08

E

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R
R
R

R

E
E
E

E

E
E

ccount T Description

RI0 TO RECORD PYMNTS BYUMG
AND ADJUST NOTES

RI I TO RECLASS PAYMENTS
R13 SEE ¹10
R14 SEE ¹10
R15 SEE ¹10
R16 SEE ¹10
R17 SEE ¹10
R18 SEE ¹10
R19 SEE ¹10
R20 SEE ¹10
R21 SEE ¹10
R22 SEE ¹10
R23 SEE ¹10
R27 TO ADJUST NOTE
R28 TO ADJUST ACC INTEREST
R45 WATER INT EXP

R7 TO RECORD DISBURSEMENTS
IN REGIONS

Rg TO ADJUST NOTE
INTEREST EXPENSE - TERM DEBT
R28 TO ADJUST ACC INTEREST
R46 SEWER INT EXP

METERED SALES - RESIDENTIAL
8 Customer Billing June 2014

Rl TO ADJUST A/R TO ACTUAL
R29 TO ADJUST SPECIAL CHARGE

COLLECTED
R3 TO ADJUST RET CHKS TO JUN

BAL
r37 to adjust acc sales tax

METERED SALES - COMMERCIAL
8 Customer Billing June 2014

METERED SALES - INDUSTRIAL
8 Customer Billing June 2014

METERED SALES - PUBLIC AUTH.
8 Customer Billing June 2014

METERED SALES - MULTI FAMILY
8 Customer Billing June 2014

FIRE PROTECTION REVENUE
8 Customer Billing June 2014

CUSTOMER LATE PAYMENT CHARGES

15 Customer late charges for june 2014
OTHER WATER SERVICE REVENUE

8 Customer Billing June 2014
C5 TO RECLASS OTHER INCOME
R2 TO ADJUST REC. OTHER FEES

SERVICE CONNECTION FEES
SERVICE CONNECTION FEES FOR WAS
SEWER REVENUE -RESIDENTIAL

8 Customer Billing June 2014
R I TO ADJUST A/R TO ACTUAL

SEWER REVENUE - COMMERCIAL
8 Customer Billing June 2014

COMP COMMISSIONERS - AUTO DIST
COMPENSATION - ADMINISTRATOR
MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES USED

6 RECLASS R & M AND AEP FOR
JUNE 2014

R32 TO RECLASS MATERIALS
R38 TO ADJUST
R54 RECLASS BETWEEN PERIODS

CONTRACT SERVICE - ACCOUNTING

10 R/C Mike Spears Acct. Service for
June 2014

CONTRACT SERVICE - LEGAL
CONTRACT SERVICE - UMG MANAGEh

R41 TO ADJUST MANAGEMENT

2,136.80
288.44
20.53
20.53

544.44
279.40
544.26
314.15
894.21
886.37
786.66
$2$.43
732.54

14,618.23
(149,818.57)
(33,072.33)

86,009.38
73,541.15

25,255.00
I

21,790.40
2,656.67
1,701.08

(3,187,016.98) (2,673,329.55)
(564,890.18)
(24,179.97)

(8,655.33)

17,615.92
2,151.77

(351,129.31) (271,627.66)

(21,701.76) (20,111.81)

(131,904.21) (82,623.02)

(49,644.93)

(4,485.44)

(19,325.89)

(22,794.43)

(100,00)

(15,344.24)

(109,097.18)

(500,00)

(127,916.89)
I

(600.00)

(113,733.27) (70,648.24)

(15,092.37) (96,22$.06)
(28,586,24)
(4,084.14)

(27,619.65)
(90,769.13)
(1,495,00)

(321,652.61)

(73,801.81)
(750.00)

(280,997.84)
(61,569.01)
28,464.73

(19,102.70)
(114322.06) (83,708.43)

15,000.00
62,680.80
76,027.01

15,000.00
61,539.96
20,898.01

(67,662.01)
14,605.74
6,491.64

(19,423.00)
17,887.001$,438.00

2,200.00
18,855.00

3,066,284.87
18,472.75

3,800,534.25

Jun 30, 2013 Jun 30, 2014
Unadjusted Adjustments

Jun 30, 2014
Adjusted

26,148.15

(3,251,287.34)

(321372.59)

(24,597.25)

(101,948.91)

(131,891.61)

(600.00)

(85,992.48)

(156,518.09)

(73,$01.81)
(750.00)

(314,102.12)

(102,811.13)

15,000.00
62,680.80
10,039.38

20,087.00

18,855.00
2,906,213.94
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.ccount T

6360.09 E

6361.08 E

6362.17 E

6363.17 E

6364.17 E

6410.05 E
6500.08 E
6600.08 E
6701.00 E
6752.08 E

6758,09 E
6759.00 E

6759.08 E

6800,00 E
7000.06 E

7001.06 E

Description

FEES TO SEWER
R47 WATER MGMNT FEE
R54 RECLASS BETWEEN PERIODS
R56 TO ADJUST CONT SERVICES

CONTRACT SERVICES - R & M
R56 TO ADJUST CONT SERVICES

CONTRACT MGMNT EXP ASSUMED
13 new water hookups for June 2014
14 Capitalize Fire Hydl. @E. Big

Creek Rd
R10 TO RECORD PYMNTS BY UMG

AND ADJUST NOTES
R13 SEE ¹10
R14 SEE ¹10
R15 SEE ¹10
R16 SEE ¹10
R17 SEE ¹10
R18 SEE ¹10
R19 SEE ¹10
R20 SEE ¹10
R21 SEE ¹10
R22 SEE ¹10
R23 SEE ¹10
R34 TO RECORD OVERAGE ETC
R41 TO ADJUST MANAGEMENT

FEES TO SEWER
R51 CONTRACT MGMNT EXP

ASSUMED
R54 RECLASS BETWEEN PERIODS

CONTRACT SERVICES - UMG MANAGE
R41 TO ADJUST MANAGEMENT

FEES TO SEWER
R48 SEWER MGMNT FEE
R54 RECLASS BETWEEN PERIODS
R56 TO ADJUST CONT SERVICES

CONTRACT SERVICES - R & M
R56 TO ADJUST CONT SERVICES

CONTRACT MANAGEMENT - EXP ASSI.
R41 TO ADJUST MANAGEMENT

FEES TO SEWER
R49 SEWER EXP ASSUMED
R54 RECLASS BETWEEN PERIODS

RENTAL OF BLDG - REAL PROPERTY
AUTO & TRANSPORTATION EXPENSE
ADVERTISING
OTHER LEGAL PSC EXPENSE
EDUCATION, DUES, MEETINGS, ETC.

5 RECLASS EMPLOYEE
INSURANCE

SETTLEMENT EXPENSES
SERVICE FEE EXPENSE
R54 RECLASS BETWEEN PERIODS

BANK SERVICE FEES EXP
R52 BANK FEES
R6 TO RECORD DEPOSITS IN

REGIONS
R7 TO RECORD DISBURSEMENTS

IN REGIONS
R7 TO RECORD DISBURSEMENTS

IN REGIONS
R7 TO RECORD DISBURSEMENTS

IN REGIONS
Retirement Expense

Major Equipment R & M
6 RECLASS R & M AND AEP FOR

JUNE 2014
Hand Tools R & M

6 RECLASS R & M AND AEP FOR

Jun 30, 2013 Jun 30, 2014
Unadjusted

0.00 194,110.00

(188,259.32) (50,620.92)

0.00 510,172.15

0.00 40,890.00

0.00 (30,757.90)

0.00
5,955.77
4,963.19
3,657.00

20,900.56

100.00
0.00

1,461.50
0.00

12,403.51

2,500.00
1,552.25

, 0.00
3,966.21

17,477.73 11,180.64

11,027.31
0.00

10,432.0$
1,814.31

99.940.00

118,932.00
1,017.00

612,205.99

660,927.51
(605,850.67)

55,143.00
(8,186.00)

8,178.00

(61,698.53)
56,557.38
(1,017.00)

794.86

310.55

(13,888.59)

(450.00)

7,768.75

7,556,25

49,068.00

(36,916.05)

100.00
0.00

1,461,50
0.00

13,198.37

2,500.00
1,862.80

12,617.05

450.00
10,432.08

0.00

(1,$14.31)
0.00

Jun 30, 2014
Adjustments Adjusted

(660,927.51)
594,813.58
(55,143.00)
(38,814.00)

232,932.00
38,822.00

(167,891.70)
(13,561.97)

(2,751.41)

(94,366.20)
(2,376.76)
(2,376.76)
(8,278.80)
(8,133.24)
(8378.80)
(5,540.88)
(7,661.16)
(7,661.16)
(6,030.96)
(7,510.40)
(5,457.81)

(118,932.00)

61,698.53
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recount T Description

JUNE 2014
E Hnad Tools R & M Sewer

6 RECLASSR& MANDAEPFOR
JUNE 2014

E PS/LSR&M
6 RECLASS R & M AND AEP FOR

JUNE 2014
E PS/LS R & M Sewer

6 RECLASS R & M AND AEP FOR
JUNE 2014

E Vehicle R & M
6 RECLASS R & M AND AEP FOR

JUNE 2014
E Vehicle R & M Sewer

6 RECLASS R & M AND AEP FOR
JUNE 2014

E General R & M
6 RECLASS R & M AND AEP FOR

JUNE 2014
E General R & M Sewer

6 RECLASSR&MANDAEP FOR
JUNE 2014

E R & M OVERAGE/UNDERAGE
R33 TO COMBINE ACTIVITY AND

FORGIVENESS
R35 TO RECORD 2014 OVERAGE
R53 OVERAGE
R57 TO ADJUST OVERAGE

E R & M OVERAGE SEWER
R57 TO ADJUST OVERAGE

7001.17

7002.06

7002.17

7003.06

7003.17

7006.06

7006.17

7008.06

7008. 17

Jun 30, 2013 Jun 30, 2014 Jun 30, 2014
Unadiusted Adjustments Adjusted

(99.94)
43.54 0.000.00

(43.54)
0.000.00 7,818.59

(7,818.59)
'.00 37,365.23

(37,365.23)
0.00 2,811.68

(2,811.68)
0.00 505.85

(505.85)
0.00 9,230.52

(9,230.52)
'0:00 1,961.63

(1,961.63)
0.00 (16,689.26)

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

(20,027.25)

98,350.53
74,765.49

(151,950.01)
(24,504.00)

0.00 88,820.00
17,764.00

106,584.00

Total 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Profit/(Loss) (1,352,091.48) (2,032,972.69) 705,852.26 (1,327,120.43)

Current Year:

Prior Year:

Current Profit/(Loss)

Current Profit/(Loss)

(81,745.10) . Year To Date Profit/(Loss) (1,327,120.43)

(303,326.01) Year To Date Profit/(Loss) (1,352,091.48)
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keference

Date
Account

Tvpe Number

Adjusting 06/30/14

Description Debit Credit
Net Income

Effect Workpa per

4273.00
4273.00
2371.00
2371,00

INTEREST EXPENSE - TERM D
INTEREST EXPENSE - TERM D
ACCRUED INTEREST
ACCRUED INTEREST

27,681.00
4,035.00

27,681.00
4,035,00

ACCRUE INTEREST ON RD BONDS
& IGA LOAN JUNE14

(31,716.00)

Adjusting 06/30/14

4030.00
1104.02
1104.03
1104.05
1105.02
1111.02
1120.03
1130.04
1131,04
1133.04
1134.04
1135,04
1140.05
1141.05
1143.05
1144.05
1145.05
1146.05

DEPRECIATION EXPENSE
A/D STRUCTURES & IMPROVE
A/D STRUCTURES & IMPROVE
A/D - STRUCTURES & IMPROV
A/D COLLECT/IMPOUND RESE
A/D PUMPING EQUIPMENT
A/D WATER TREATMENT

PLA'/D

DISTRIB RESERVOIRS/ST/
A/D TRANS/DISTRIBUTION M/
A/D SERVICES
A/D METERS/METER INSTALL
A/D HYDRANTS
A/D OFFICE FURNITURE/EQUH
A/D TRANSPORTATION EQUIP
A/D TOOLS, SHOP, GARAGE E(
A/D LABORATORY EQUIPMEh
A/D POWER OPERATED EQUIP
A/D COMMUNICATION EQUIPI

205,258.71
636.94
497.42

1,364.86
242.64

13,042.08
758.26

20,473.02
116,772.07

12,890.42
10,615.64
2,881.38
2,274.78

13,648.68
1,061.56

60.66
5,762,78
2,275.52

(205,258.71)
EXPENSE DEPRECIATION FOR
JUNE 2014

Adjusting 06/30/14

4030.17
1105.17
1120.17
1133.17
1134.17
1140.17
1143.17

DEPRECIATION EXPENSE - SE
A/D COLLECTION SEWERS
A/D TREATMENT & DISPOSAL
A/D - SERVICES FOR SEWER
A/D - METERS/INSTALLS SEWI
A/D OFFICE FURNITURE/EQUII
A/D TOOLS & MISC. EQUIPMEI

66,520.64
49,423.38
16,787.87

167.97
84.02
15.35
42.05

ACC.DEPRECIATION FOR WW'FOR

JUNE 2014

(66,520.64)

Adjusting 06/30/14

2416.00 Accrued CERS
1250.00 MWD INTERCOMPANY

TRAN.',316.61
2,316.61

RECLASS EMPLOYEE
RETIREMENT

0.00
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Date
t Account
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Effect Workpaper

Adjusting 06/30/14

6752.08 EDUCATION, DUES, MEETING
1250.00 MWD INTERCOMPANY

TRAN.'94.86 794.86

RECLASS EMPLOYEE INSURANCE
(794.86)

Adjusting 06/30/14

7000.06
7001,06
7001.17
7002.06
7002.17
7003.06
7003.17
7006.06
7006.17
6200.08
1425.00

Major Equipment R & M
Hand Tools R & M
Hnad Tools R & M Sewer
PS/LS R & M
PS/LS R & M Sewer
Vehicle R & M
Vehicle R & M Sewer
General R & M
General R & M Sewer
MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES U!
RECEIVABLE- UMG R AND M 129,313.30

1,814,31
99.94
43.54

7,818.59
37,365.23
2,811.68

505.85
9,230.52
1,961.63

67,662.01

RECLASS R & M AND AEP FOR
JUNE 2014

129,313.30

Adjusting 06/30/14

1250.00
2202.00

MWD INTERCOMPANY; TRANI
Note Payable Ky. Rural Water 44,344.27

44,344.27

0.00
RECLASS BOND PAYMENT

Adjusting 06/30/14

4611.00
4612.00
4613.00
4615.00
4614.00
2423.00
2423.00
5211.17
5212.17
4621.00
2421.00
4718.00
1411.00
1411.00
1427.17
1418.00

METERED SALES - RESIDENTI
METERED SALES - COMMERC
METERED SALES - INDUSTRI/1

METERED SALES - MULTI FAb
METERED SALES - PUBLIC AU

TAXES COLLECTED ON CUST.
TAXES COLLECTED ON CUST.
SEWER REVENUE -RESIDENTI
SEWER REVENUE - COMMER(
FIRE PROTECTION REVENUE
SPECIAL CHG COLLECTED - S.
OTHER WATER SERVICE REVl
RECEIVABLE - WATER SALES
RECEIVABLE - WATER SALES
RECEIVABLE - SEWER REVEN
RECEIVABLE - OTHER FEES, E

25,725.61
681,960.57
80,671.71

7,766.54

564,890.18
49,644.93
4,485.44

22,794.43
19,325.89
19,852.41
5,063.21

61,569.01
19,102.70

100.00
709.99

28,586.24

Customer Billing June 2014
770,498.82
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xeference Type Number

9 Adjusting 06/30/14

Description Debit Credit
Net Income

Effect Workpaper

10

1055.00 CIP-MATERIALS Ec SUPPLIES
1250.00 MWD INTERCOMPANY

TRAN'/C

Deposit to 2nd Maj. Various
Project

Adjusting 06/30/14

11,368.43
11,368.43

0.00

6320.08 CONTRACT SERVICE -
ACCOL'250.00

MWD INTERCOMPANY TRAN'

R/C Mike Spears Acct. Service for. June
2014

2,200.00
2,200.00

(2,200.00)

Adjusting 06/30/14

2350.17 Customer Sewer Deposit
1250.00 MWD INTERCOMPANY

TRAN'84.00
584.00

12

R/C ElectSewer Cust. Deposit

Adjusting 06/30/14

0.00

2350.00 CUSTOMER WATER DEPOSITS
1250.00 MWD INTERCOMPANY

TRAN.',750.00
3,750.00

13

R/C Elect. Customer Dept.

Adjusting 06/30/14

0.00

1033.04
1034.04
6361.08

WATER SERVICES
WATER METERS dt

INSTALLA'ONTRACT

MGMNT EXP ASSI

9,041.31
4,520.66

13,561.97

13,561.97

14

new water hookups for June 2014

Adjusting 06/30/14

1035.04 HYDRANTS
6361.08 CONTRACT MGMNT EXP ASSI

2,751.41
2,751.41

Capitalize Fire Hydl. E. Big Creek

Rd

2,751.41
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lceference

15

Date
Account

Type Number

Adjusting 06/30/14

Description Debit Credit
Net Income

Effect Workpa per

1411.00
4710.00

RECEIVABLE - WATER SALES
CUSTOMER LATE PAYMENT C

15,344.24
15,344.24

Cl

Customer late charges for june 2014

Adjusting 06/30/14

15,344.24

2520.00 ADVANCES FOR CONSTRUCT)
2285.00 N/P - WTP LOC NEW

45,750.00
45,750.00

TO RECLASS LINE DRAWS
0.00

C2 Adjusting 06/30/14

1057.17
1050.00

CONSTRUCTION IN PROGRES!
CONSTRUCTION IN PROGRESI

1,972.33
1,972.33

)

C3

TO RECLASS TAPS

Adjusting 06/30/14

0.00

1055.00
1050.00

CIP-MATERIALS & SUPPLIES
CONSTRUCTION IN PROGRES!

10,901.15
10,901.15

RECLASS INV. 73690 & 73695
0.00

C4 Adjusting 06/30/14

1003.02
1050.00

LAND AND LAND RIGHTS
CONSTRUCTION IN PROGRESI

1,540.00
1,540.00

0.00
TO RECLASS EASEMENT

C5 Adjusting 06/30/14

2520.00
4718.00

ADVANCES FOR CONSTRUCTl
OTHER WATER SERVICE REVI

4,084.14
4,084.14

TO RECLASS OTHER INCOME

Adjusting 06/30/14

4,084.14

1050.00
1033.04

CONSTRUCTION IN PROGRESI
WATER SERVICES 58,579.55

58,579.55
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Account

1ceference Type Number Description Debit Credit
Net Income

Effect Workpa per

TO RECLASS TAPS FROM CIP
0.00

C7 Adjusting 06/30/14

1057.17
1033.17

CONSTRUCTION IN PRQGRESI
SEWER SERVICES 10,172.27

10,172.27

TO RECLASS SEWER TAP FEE
FROM CIP

0.00

C8 Adjusting 06/30/14

2520.00 ADVANCES FOR CONSTRUCT)
2712.00 CONTRIBUTIONS - GOVT GRA

TO RECLASS GOV'T GRANT

46,913.80
46,913.80

0.00

Rl Adjusting 06/30/14

1411.00 RECEIVABLE - WATER SALES
4611.00 METERED SALES - RESIDENTI
1427.17 RECEIVABLE - SEWER REVEN
5211.17 SEWER REVENUE -RESIDENTI

TO ADJUST A/R TO ACTUAL

24,179.97

2$,464.73

24,179.97
28,464.73

(4,284.76)

R10 Adjusting 06/30/14

2283.00 Note (500,000) paid from UMG 2(
6361.08 CONTRACT MGMNT EXP ASSl
2283.00 Note (500,000) paid from UMG 2(
4273.00 INTEREST EXPENSE - TERM D

TO RECORD PYMNTS BY UMG
AND ADJUST NOTES

94,366.20

2,136.80

94/66.20
2,136.80

92,229.40

Rl 1 Adjusting 06/30/14

2284.00 CTB- WTP line of credit

1050.00 CONSTRUCTION IN PROGRESI
2284.00 CTB- WTP line of credit
4273.00 INTEREST EXPENSE - TERM D

91,890.18

288.44

91,890.1$
28$.44

TO RECLASS PAYMENTS

(288.44)
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Date
Account

Keference Type Number

R12 Adjusting 06/30/14

I

Description Debit Credit
Net Income

Effect Workpaper

2284.00 CTB- WTP line of credit
2520.00 ADVANCES FOR CONSTRUCTl

TO RECLASS DRAWS ON WTP LOC

44,174.87
44,174.87

0.00

R13 Adjusting 06/30/14

2300.00
6361.08
2300.00
4273.00

N/P - CTB VEH.¹124
CONTRACT MGMNT EXP ASSl
N/P - CTB VEH.¹124
INTEREST EXPENSE - TERM D

2,376.76

20.53

2,376.76
20.53

SEE ¹10
2,356.23

R14 Adjusting 06/30/14

2301.00 N/P - CTB VEH. ¹125
6361.08 CONTRACT MGMNT EXP ASSt
2301.00 N/P - CTB VEH. ¹125
4273.00 INTEREST EXPENSE - TERM D

SEE ¹10

2,376.76

20.53

2,376.76
20.53

2,356.23

R15 Adjusting 06/30/14

2303.00 2011 Silberado 388340
6361.08 CONTRACT MGMNT EXP ASSI
2303.00 2011 Silberado 388340
4273.00 INTEREST EXPENSE - TERM D

8,278.80

544.44

8,278.80
544.44

SEE ¹10
7,734.36

R16 Adjusting 06/30/14

2304.00 ¹1352011 Nissan

6361.08 CONTRACT MGMNT EXP ASSl
2304.00 ¹1352011 Nissan

4273.00 INTEREST EXPENSE - TERM D

$,133.24

279.40

8,133.24
279.40

SEE ¹10
7,853,84

R17 Adjusting 06/30/14

2305 ¹1362011 Silverado

6361.08 CONTRACT MGMNT EXP ASSl
2305 ¹1362011 Silverado

4273.00 INTEREST EXPENSE - TERM D

8,27$.80

544.26

8,278.80
544.26
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Date
Account

Type Number Description Debit Credit
Net Income

Effect Workpaper

SEE ¹10
7,734.54

R18 Adjusting 06/30/14

2306.00 ¹1372012 Colorado
6361.08 CONTRACT MGMNT EXP ASSl
2306.00 ¹1372012 Colorado
4273.00 INTEREST EXPENSE - TERM D

5,540.88

314.15

5,540.88
314.15

SEE ¹10
5,226.73

R19 Adjusting 06/30/14

2307.00
6361.08
2307.00
4273.00

N/P - CTB VEH,¹138 2012 SILVI
CONTRACT MGMNT EXP ASSl
N/P - CTB VEH ¹1382012 SILVI
INTEREST EXPENSE - TERM D

7,661.16

894.21

7,661.16
894.21

SEE ¹10
6,766.95

Adjusting 06/30/14

141&.00 RECEIVABLE - OTHER FEES, E
4718.00 OTHER WATER SERVICE REVI

27,619.65
27,619.65

I

TO ADJUST REC. OTHER FEES,
27,619.65

R20 Adjusting 06/30/14

2308.00 N/P - CTB VEH. ¹ 1392012 SILX

6361.08 CONTRACT MGMNT EXP ASSl
2308.00 N/P - CTB VEH. ¹ 1392012 SILW

4273.00 INTEREST EXPENSE - TERM D

7,661.16

886.37

7,661.16
886.37

SEE ¹10
6,774.79

Adjusting 06/30/14

2309.00 N/P - CTB VEH ¹140 2012 SILVI
6361.08 CONTRACT MGMNT EXP ASSl
2309.00 N/P - CTB VEH.¹140 2012 SILVI
4273.00 INTEREST EXPENSE - TERM D

6,030.96

786.66

6,030.96
786.66

SEE ¹10
5,244.30
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Date
Account

Type Number

Adjusting 06/30/14

Description Debit Credit
Net Income

Ef1'ect Workpa per

2312.00 N/P - CTB VEH 8141 2012 SILVI
6361.08 CONTRACT MGMNT EXP ASSI
2312.00 N/P - CTB VEH //I41 2012 SILVI
4273.00 INTEREST EXPENSE - TERM D

7,5 10.40

828.43

7,5 I0.40
828.43

SEE //10
6,681.97

Adjusting 06/30/14

2314.00 N/P - CTB VEH t/142
6361.08 CONTRACT MGMNT EJ(P ASSI
2314.00 N/P - CTB VEH tI142
4273.00 INTEREST EXPENSE - TERM D

SEE $10

5,457.81

732.54

5,457.81
732.54

4,725.27

Adjusting 06/30/14

1104.02
1104.03
1104.05
1105.02
1111.02
1120.03
1130.04
1131.04
1133.04
1134.04
1135.04
1140.05
1141.05
1143.05
1144.05
1145.05
1146.05
4030.00

A/D STRUCTURES & MPROVE
A/D STRUCTURES & IMPROVE
A/D - STRUCTURES & IMPROV
A/D COLLECT/MPOUND RESE
A/D PUMPING EQUIPMENT
A/D WATER TREATMENT PLA
A/D DISTRIB RESERVOIRS/ST/
A/D TRANS/DISTRIBUTION M/
A/D SERVICES
A/D METERS/METER INSTALL
A/D HYDRANTS
A/D OFFICE FURNITURE/EQUIi
A/D TRANSPORTATION EQUIP
A/D TOOLS, SHOP, GARAGE E(
A/D LABORATORY EQUIPMEh
A/D POWER OPERATED EQUIP
A/D COMMUNICATION,EQUIPI
DEPRECIATION EXPENSE

2,626.38
4,065.82
5,516.08
2,911.68

71,397.95

37,952.61

4,396.18
27,423.60
3,709.33

22,992.37
83,302.73
6,726.74

473.51
61,627.12

210,581.92

218,444.79

234,421.29

92,837.94

TO ADJUST ACCUM.
DEPRECIATION

(210,581.92)

Adjusting 06/30/14

1105.17
1111.17
1120.17
1133.17
1134.17
1140.17
1143.17
4030.17

A/D COLLECTION SEWERS
A/D PUMPING EQUIPMENT
A/D TREATMENT & DISPOSAL
A/D - SERVICES FOR SEWER
A/D - METERS/INSTALLS SEWI
A/D OFFICE FURNITURE/EQUD
A/D TOOLS & MISC. EQUIPMEI
DEPRECIATION EXPENSE -

SE'O

ADJUSR SEWER ACC DEPREC

171,766.37

147,444.68
5,200.00
7,201.58
5,835.17
2,165.02

936.09
2,983.83

(171,766.37)
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Date
Account
Number Description Debit Credit

Net Income
Effect Workpaper

Adjusting 06/30/14

1147.00
4030.02

A/AMORT - BOND REFINANCH
AMORTIZATION EXPENSE 3,440.35

3,440.35

TO ADJUST ACC AMORT
(3,440.35)

Adjusting 06/30/14

2202.00 Note Payable Ky. Rural Water
4273.00 INTEREST EXPENSE - TERM D 14,618.23

14,618.23

TO ADJUST NOTE
(14,618.23)

R28 Adjusting 06/30/14

2371.00 ACCRUED INTEREST
4273.00 INTEREST EXPENSE - TERM D
2371.17 ACCRUED INTEREST - SEWER
4273.17 INTEREST EXPENSE - TERM D

149,818.57

2,656.67

149,818.57
2,656.67

TO ADJUST ACC INTEREST
147,161.90

Adjusting 06/30/14

2421.00 SPECIAL CHG COLLECTED - S.
4611.00 METERED SALES - RESIDENTI

TO ADJUST SPECIAL CHARGE
COLLECTED

8,655.33
8,655.33

8,655.33

Adjusting 06/30/14

1413.00 RECEIVABLE - RETURNED CH
4611.00 METERED SALES - RESIDENTI

TO ADJUST RET CHKS TO JUN
BAL

17,615.92
17,615.92

(17,615.92)

r30 Adjusting 06/30/14

2411.00
2412.00
2413.00
2414.00
2415.00
4083.00

FICA TAXES WITHHELD
FEDERAL INCOME TAX WITHI
KY INCOME TAX WITHHELD
ACCRUED SUTA
ACCRUED FUTA
PAYROLL TAXES - FICA & U.C

392.06
7.25

1,394.05
247.62

7,984.34

10,025.32
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Date
Account

Type Number Description Debit Credit
Net Income

Effect Workpa per

(7,984.34)
TO ADJUST ACC TAXES

Adjusting 06/30/14

TO GROSS UP PAYROLL

Adjusting 06/30/14

0.00

1055.00 CIP-MATERIALS & SUPPLIES
6200.08 MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES U!

TO RECLASS MATERIALS

14,605.74
14,605.74

(14,605.74)

Adjusting 06/30/14

2013.00 A/P - UMG OVERAGE (JUL TO I

7008.06 R & M OVERAGE/UNDERAGE

TO COMBINE ACTIVITY AND
FORGIVENESS

98,350.53
98,350.53

(98,350.53)

R34 Adjusting 06/30/14

2012.00 A/P UMG R&M OVERAGE 2012
2311.00 A/P - UMG PER CONTRACT
6361.08 CONTRACT MGMNT EXP ASSI
2013.00 A/P - UMG OVERAGE (JUL TO1

TO RECORD OVERAGE ETC

81,002.49
57,062.65

118,932.00
19,133.14

118,932.00

Adjusting 06/30/14

2014.00 A/P - UMG OVERAGE 2014
7008.06 R & M OVERAGE/UNDERAGE

TO RECORD 2014 OVERAGE

74,765.49
74,765.49

(74,765.49)

Adjusting 06/30/14

1003.02 LAND AND LAND RIGHTS

1055.00 CIP-MATERIALS & SUPPLIES

TO RECLASS EASEMENTS

11,167.00
11,167.00

0,00
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r37

Date
Account

Type Number

Adjusting 06/30/14

Description Debit Credit
Net Income

Effect Workpa per

2423.00 TAXES COLLECTED ON CUST.
4611.00 METERED SALES - RESIDENTI

to adjust acc sales tax

Adjusting 06/30/14

2,151.77
2,151.77

(2,151.77)

1055.00 CIP-MATERIALS & SUPPLIES
1250.00 MWD INTERCOMPANY

TRAN.'200.08

MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES U!

TO ADJUST

4,876.79
6,491.64

11,368.43

(6,491.64)

Adjusting 06/30/14

1425.00
2000,00

RECEIVABLE- UMG R AND M
Accounts Payable

8,625.14
8,625.14

0.00
TO ADJUST REC UMG

R4 Adjusting 06/30/14

1847.00 CLEARING - TRANSPORTATIO
1418.00 RECEIVABLE - OTHER FEES, E 18,169.13

18,169.13

TO RECLASS POSTING ERROR
0.00

R40 Adjusting 06/30/14

1145.05 A/D POWER OPERATED EQUIP
1045.17 POWER OPERATED EQUIPMEJ

TO RECLASS FIXED ASSET

45,750.00
45,750.00

0.00

R41 Adjusting 06/30/14

6360.08 CONTRACT SERVICE - UMG M

6362.17 CONTRACT SERVICES - UMG I

6361.08 CONTRACT MGMNT EXP ASSI
6364.17 CONTRACT MANAGEMENT - I

TO ADJUST MANAGEMENT FEES
TO SEWER

660,927.51
61,698.53

660,927.51

61,698.53

0.00
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R42

Date
Account

Type Number

Adjusting 06/30/14

Description Debit Credit
Net Income

Effect Workpa per

4030.00 DEPRECIATION EXPENSE
900 WATER DEPREC. - CLEARING

WATER DEPRECIATION

193,029.83
193,029.83

193,029.83

R43 Adjusting 06/30/14

4030.17 DEPRECIATION EXPENSE -
SE'01

SEWER DEPREC. - CLEARING

SEWER DEPREC

157,448.50
157,448.50

157,448.50

R44 Adjusting 06/30/14

4030.02 AMORTIZATION EXPENSE
902 AMORT. EXP - CLEARING

AMORT

3,153.33
3,153.33

3,153.33

R45 Adjusting 06/30/14

4273.00 INTEREST EXPENSE - TERM D
903 WATER INT EXP - CLEARING

WATER INT EXP

33,072.33
33,072.33

33,072.33

R46 Adjusting 06/30/14

4273.17 INTEREST EXPENSE - TERM D
904 SEWER INT EXP - CLEARING

1,701.08
1,701.08

SEWER INT EXP
(1,701.08)

R47 Adjusting 06/30/14

6360.08 CONTRACT SERVICE - UMG M 594,813.58
905 WATER MGMNT FEE - CLEARI 594,813.58

WATER MGMNT FEE
(594,813.58)

Adjusting 06/30/14

6362.17 CONTRACT SERVICES - UMG I

906 SEWER MGMNT FEE - CLEARI 605,850.67
605,850.67
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Date
Account

Type Number Description Debit Credit
Net Income

Effect Workpaper

SEWER MGMNT FEE
605,850.67

R49 Adjusting 06/30/14

6364.17
907

CONTRACT MANAGEhkNT - I
SEWER CONT MGMNT EXP AS

56,557.38
56,557.38

SEWER EXP ASSUMED
(56,557.38)

R5 Adjusting 06/30/14

2220.00
2200.00

RD Loan 91-40 Water Treatment I
RD Loan -WTP 8,000.00

8,000.00

TO RECLASS PAYMENT
0.00

R50 Adjusting 06/30/14

908 COMMISSIONER PR CLEARIN(
4083.00 PAYROLL TAXES - FICA & U.C

9,065.00
9,065.00

COMMISSIONER PR
9,065.00

R51 Adjusting 06/30/14

6361.08
909

CONTRACT MGMNT EXP ASSI
CONT MGMNT EXP ASSUMED

118,932.00
118,932.00

CONTRACT MGMNT EXP
ASSUMED

(118,932.00)

R52 Adjusting 06/30/14

6759.08 BANK SERVICE FEES EXP
910 BANK FEES - CLEARING

BANK FEES

13,888.59
13,888.59

13,888.59

R53 Adjusting 06/30/14

7008.06 R & M OVERAGE/UNDERAGE
911 OVERAGE CLEARING

OVERAGE

151,950.01
151,950.01

151,950.01
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Date
Account
Number Description Debit Credit

Net Income
Effect Workpa per

R54 Adjusting 06/30/14

6360.08
905
6362.17
906
6364.17
907
6361.08
909
4083.00
908
6200.08
912
6759.00
913

CONTRACT SERVICE - UMG M

WATER MGMNT FEE - CLEARI
CONTRACT SERVICES - UMG I

SEWER MGMNT FEE - CLEARI
CONTRACT MANAGEMENT - I
SEWER CONT MGMNT EXP AS
CONTRACT MGMNT EXP ASSI
CONT MGMNT EXP ASSUMED
PAYROLL TAXES - FICA & U.C
COMMISSIONER PR CLEARIN(
MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES UJ

MAT & SUPPLIES CLEARING
SERVICE FEE EXPENSE
SERVICE FEE EXP CLEARING

55,143.00
55,143.00

1,017.00
1,017.00

1,033.00

19,423.00
310.55

55,143.00

55,143.00
1,017.00

1,017.00

1,033.00
19,423.00

310.55

RECLASS BETWEEN PERIODS
'8,079.45

R55 Adjusting 06/30/14

905
906
907
909

WATER MGMNT FEE - CLEAIU

SEWER MGMNT FEE - CLEARI
SEWER CONT MGMNT EXP AS
CONT MGMNT EXP ASSUMED

661,617.00

12,127.00

661,617.00

12,127.00

TO ADJUST CLEARING ACCTS,
0.00

R56 Adjusting 06/30/14

6360.08
6360.09
914
6362.17
6363.17
914

CONTRACT SERVICE - UMG M
CONTRACT SERVICES - R & M
R & M OVERAGE CLEARING
CONTRACT SERVICES - UMG I

CONTRACT SERVICES - R & M

R & M OVERAGE CLEARING

38,822.00

8,178.00
8.00

38,814.00

8.00
8,186.00

TO ADJUST CONT SERVICES
'.00

R57 Adjusting 06/30/14

7008.06 R & M OVERAGE/UNDERAGE
7008.17 R & M OVERAGE SEWER
914 R & M OVERAGE CLEARING

TO ADJUST OVERAGE

17,764.00
6,740.00

24,504.00

6,740.00



Prepared by

Reviewed by

IIOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT
Adjusting Journal Entries

MWDRIC
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Reference

R6

Date
Account

Type Number

Adjusting 06/30/14

Description Debit Credit
Net Income

Effect Workpaper

4191.00 INTEREST INCOME
2202.00 Note Payable Ky. Rural Water
6759.08 BANK SERVICE FEES EXP
1255.00 Regions Bank Escrow

TO RECORD DEPOSITS IN

REGIONS

532,863.70

282.46
532,131.24

450.00

732.46

R7 Adjusting 06/30/14

2202.00
6759.08
4273.00
6759.08
6759.08
1255.00

Note Payable Ky. Rural Water
BANK SERVICE FEES EXP
INTEREST EXPENSE - TERM D
BANK SERVICE FEES EXP
BANK SERVICE FEES EXP
Regions Bank Escrow

257,709.38
7,768.75

86,009.38
7,556.25

450.00
359,493.76

(101,784.38)
TO RECORD DISBURSEMENTS IN

REGIONS

Adjusting 06/30/14

2202.00 Note Payable Ky. Rural Water

4273.00 INTEREST EXPENSE - TERM D 73,541.15
73,541.15

TO ADJUST NOTE
(73,541.15)

Sl Adjusting 06/30/14

1057.17 CONSTRUCTION IN PROGRES!
2527.17 ADVANCES FOR CONSTRUCT)

4,435.00
4,435.00

TO RECLASS WW DRAW
0.00

S2 Adjusting 06/30/14

1057.17 CONSTRUCTION IN PROGRESI
2527.17 ADVANCES FOR CONSTRUCTI

RECLASS MAJESTIC

2,355.00
2,355.00

0.00

Sa

)

Adjusting 06/30/14

1057.17
1050.00

CONSTRUCTION IN PROGRESI
CONSTRUCTION IN PROGRESI

610.00
610.00

0.00



Prepared by

Reviewed by

MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT
Adjusting Journal Entries

MWDRIC

Page 16
11/04/14 02:46 PM

Iteference

Date
Account

Type Number Description

RECLASS WW REHA13 CHECK

Debit Credit
Net Income

Effect Workpaper

S4 Adjusting 06/30/14

1057.17 CONSTRUCTION IN PROGRES!
1050.00 CONSTRUCTION IN PROGRES!

29.88
29.88

RECLASS FASTENAL FORREST
HILLS

0.00

TOTAL 7,763,219.73 7,763,219.73 705,852.26
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REGIONS BANK
KRWFC PUBUC PROJECTS REVENUE
BONDS FLEXfBLETERM PROGRAM
SERIES2012 E
PIIOUNTAIN WATER DIST. REVENUE)

Statem4nt.Pertoa
Account Numbar

04~14 through QB/30/2014

CASH
roTAL casH a RECEIvaBLEs

4'S OF 0'4/01/2014 AS OF 08/30/2014
COST VALUE NARKE>T VALUE COST VALUE MARKET VALUE

Q,QQ Q,QQ Q.QQ Q.QQ
6 66 6.66 o. 66 D. 06

CASH:AND EQUIVALENTS
SHORT TERM INVESTMENTS
TOTAL CASH akD EQUIVALENTS

To'rAL HGLDINGs

308>134.62
368,13'4 .52

308,134.52

308,1'34.52
36;8.> 'I 34.52

308>134.52

441>290.04
441,290.64

441,294.64

441 '90.04
441,296.64

441,296.64
rorAL ABBErs

TOTAL LIABILITIES

TOTAL NET ASSET VALUE.

TO'I AL LIABILITIES AND EOUITY

308.134.52

368,.'I34,52

368 1'34 52

368, 134.,52

441,296.64

441,296.64
441,296.ea

441,290..64

:a68,134.52 368.13>t.52 441>296.64 441,290. 64

0,'00 6'. 0'6 0.60 6 ..66

0?/02/20t4 0f2



~
Raccoons'EGIONS

BANK.
KRWFC PUBUC PROJECTS REVENUE
BONDS FLEXIBLETERM PROGRAM
SERIES 2012E
(MOUNTAIN WATER DIST. REVENUE)

Statement Pettoct
Account Number

04IDt/2014 through 0$30i2014

ACCOUNT STATEMENT

Summarv Of Fund

'MARKET VALUE AS'OF 0401I2014

INTEREST

GTHEFIRECEIPTS

REALIZED QAIM OR LOSS

UNREALIZED 8AIN GR'LOSS

122.71

138,032.81
'0. 00

Q,OD

300,,134.52

TOTAL.MA'RKEf VALUE AS OF 0@3It4 441,290.04

07AI$2014 012



REGIONS.BANK
KRWFC PUBUC PROJECTS REVENUE
BONDS FLEIOBLETERM PROGRAM
SERIES2012 E
(MOUNTAIN WATER DIST. REVENUE)

Asset Summa~, As Of 06130/20't 4

M IllllllllllllllllllllfllllllllllllllHlllllNtltlllllHlllllllliIIllllllltll
ACCOUNT STATEMENT

Sfitclriarif Psltad 04ID1I2014 Ihrbugh.06f30fd014
Accaurit Numbers

DESCRIPTION MARKET VAL'UE
'%F

COSI'ORT

SHORT TERM.INVESTMENTS

TOTAL INVESTbIEMTS

CASH

DUE FROll BROKER

DUE TO BROKER

4'41, 290'. 04

441,2'90.04
0.00
'0.60

441,200 ..04 1'00

'4.4 I, 2 90 .04

TOTALMARKETVALUE 44'1
~ 290.04

07N2/2014 II12



REGIONS BANK
KRWFC PUBLIC PROJECTS REVENUE
BONOS.FLENBLE TERM PROGRAM
SERIES'2012 E
(MOUNTAIN'WATER OIST. REVENUE)

Asset Detail As Of 08/30/2014

Statement Period
Account Number

04/01/20T4 through 06fdO/2014

ACCOUNT STATEMENT
Page 4

UNITS/BOOK VALUE DESCRIPTION
MARKET VALUE

%OF
COST PORT

SHORT TERM INVESTMENTS

441,290.04
CUSIP 0:999990302
REGIONS TRUST CASH SWEEP III 441,,290.04 441,290.04 100

TOTAL INVESTMENTS

CASH

OUE FROIlt BROKER

OUE TO BROKER

NET ASSEI'S

441,.280:.04

441,:200 i.04
0'.00
0.00
0 '0

441,200.04

441i200.04 100

TOTA'l. MARKET VALUE 44'1,"200: 04

OT/02/2014 /It 2



REGIONS BANK
KRWFC PUBUC PRbJECTSREVENUE
BONDS FLEXIBLETERlk PROGRAM
SERIES'2012 E
(MOUNTAIN WATER DIST. REVENUE)

Summary Of Earnings

3 lllllllllllllllllllllllllll|llllllllllllllllllillllllllllflllllltl
AGCOUNT STATEMENT

Statornint'Pariod 04I0112014 Ihtaugh OSI30I2QT4
Account Ntnnber.

INCOME EARNED

INTEREST

TOTAL INCOME EARNED

OTHER RECEIPTS

TOTAL INCREASES IN FUN& VALUE

122.71

122.T1

'133,032.81

15$ ,.155,52

TOTAL DECREASES IN FUND VALUE

NET CHANGE IN NET A'SSET VALUE
0.00

133,155,52

07I02/201'4 012



W
RxcroNs'EGIONS

SANK
'KRWFC PUSUC PROJECTS REVENUE
8ONDS FLHOBLE TERII PROGRA16
SERIES2812 E
(INOUNTAIN WATER 'DIST. REVENUE)

Statement Pedod
Aecour» Number.

04/Ot/2014 Ihrobgh 08/30/2014

ACCOUNT STATEMENT Page 8

Chronoloaical Schedule Of Transactions
DATE DESCR I PT I ON CASH

04/ot /381 4 BEQIIISNSALANCE

04/01 /20'1 4 INTEREST'ON REGIONS TRUST CASH
SWEEP III PAYABLE 0401/2014
CUSIP ¹999990302

04/01/2014 PURCHASED 35.79SHS.REGIONS
TRUST CASH SWEEP'III ON
04/01/2014 AT 1.00
CUSIP ¹'999990302

o.oo

35.T9

35.79-

303,.184.62'.

00'5.79

04 /21 /2014 RECEIVED FROM COMMUNITY TRUST
BANK, NA. CHECKING ACCT¹
0109988001 ACH RECEIVED FROM
COMMUNITY-TRUST BANK A/C¹
010998800'I MGIJNTAIN WATER
DISTRICl

44,344.27 0.00

04/21 /2014 PURCHASED 44 344 27 SHS REGIONS
TRUST CASH SWEEP III ON
04/2t/2014 AT 1.00
CUSIP ¹'9999903'02

05/01 /2014 INTEREST'ON REGIONS TRLIST'CASH
SWEEP III PAYABLE 05/01/2014
GUS IP ¹999990302

05/Ot/2014 PURCHASED39,82SHS REGIONS
TRLIST CASH SWEEP III ON
05/Ot/20't4 AT 100
CUSIP ¹999990302

44,344.27-

39.82

39;82-

44,,344.2T

0.00

3'9 82

05/20/2014

0'5/20/2014

08/02/2014

RECFJVED FROM COMMUNITYTRUST
BANK) N4; CHECKING

ACCT'109988001ACH RECEIVEO FROM
COMMUNITY TRUSI'ANK AIC¹
0109988061 MOUNTAIN WATER
DISTRICT

PURCHASED 44,344%7;SHS REGIONS
TRUST'GASH SWEEP'III'ON
05/20/201 4 AT.'1.00
CUSIP ¹999990302

INTERESTQN:REGlONS TRUST CA'SH
SWEEP III PAYABL'E 0801/2014
CUSIP ¹'999990302

44,3'44.27

44,344.21-

47.

10'.
00

44.,844.27

O.On

.OTI02/201 4 ¹12



REGIONS'SANK
KRwFc pUSUc pRoJEGTs REYENUE
eONDS FLEOeLE TERM PROSRAM
SERIES 2012 E
IMOUNTAIN'WATER DIST. REVENUE)

Statemint Petlod
Accaurit Nuinber

04/01/20 1'4~00gh 66/30/2014

IlllilllllflllfllIflllllllllllllllllllllllIflllfflflllllfllllllfllIllllllfffllf

ACCOUNT STATEMENT
Page 7

Chron@logical Schedule Of Transactions
DATE DESCR I PT ION

CASH COST

06/02/2014 PURCHASED 47;1 SHS REGIONS TRUST
CASH SWEEP III ON 06/02/2014 AT
1.00
CUSIP It'999990302

06/20/2014 REGEIVED FROM COMMUNITY TRUST
HANK, N.A. CHECKING ACCTII
010998800TACH RECEIVED.FROM
COMMUNITY TRUST BANK A/CP
0109988001 MOUNTAIN WATER
DISTRICT

06/20/2014 PURCHASED 44344.27 SHS REGIGNS
TRUST CASH SWEEP III'ON
06/20/2014.AT 1.00
CUSIP It 999990302

00./30./.2D1 4 ENDINC SAUNCE

4'7. 10-

44,344.27

44,344.27-

a. 00

47.10

Oi00

44,344.27

07/02/2014 II12



REGIONS BANK
KRWFC PUBLIC PROJECTS REVENUE
BONDS FLEXIBlETERM PROGRAM
SERIES20t2 E
(MOUNTAIN WATER DIST. REVENUE)

Table Of Contents
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Period
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REGIONS BAIIK
KRWFC PUBLIC.PRCLIECI'S REVENUE
BONDS FLEXIBLETERM PROGRAM
SERIES:2612E
(MOUNTAIN WATER DIST. REVENUE)

Balance Sheet

~ll

ACCOUNT STATElNENT
StatsIIuult Purled '01/01/2014 'through 03/31/2014
Ac'cuuht Number

II IIIIIIIIIIIIItl

Page 1

CA'SH
TOTAL CASH 8 RECEIVABLES

AS OF 01'l61/2014 AS OF 03 I'3:1 l 2014
COST VA'LUE MARKET VALUE COST VAL'UE MARKET VALUE

'0. 00. .0.00 0,00 0.00
0.60 lI. Oa 0.60 0.60

CASH AND EQUIVALENTS
SHORT TERM INVESTMENTS
TOTAL CASH AND EQUIVALEN1'S

288,574'.48
268,574 .46

288,574.48
288 ~ 5/4.46

308,134.52
308,'l34. 52

30S,134..52
308,13'4.S2

TOTAL HOLDINGS

TOTALASSETS

TOTAL I IABILITIES

TOTAL NET ASSET VALUE

TOTAL UABIUTIES AND EQUITY

268.574.46

268,574.48

268, 574..4'6

268,574.46

308,13'4.52

308„134.52
308,134.52'08,13'4.52

268i5'74..46 288,574.46 308.,134.52 308,f34. 52

288,574.46 268,574.46 3'08,134.52 368,'l34.52

0.60 0.00 0 F 06 0 ~ 0'0

04/02/2014 ¹12



REGIONS SARK
KRWFC PUBLIC PROJECTS REVENUE
BONDS FLEXIBLETERM PROGRAM
SERIES'2012 E
(MOUNTAIN. WATER DIST. REVENUE)

Summarv Of Fund

Stetement PerIed
Accauut Number

01/01/2014 fhraugh 03/31 /2014

ACCOUNT STATEMENT Page 2

MARKET VALUE AS OP 01IOt/2014

INTEREST

OTHER RECEIPTS

REALIZED GAIN OR LOSS

UNREALIZED GAIN OR LOSS

ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES

OTHER DISBURSEMENTS

92.88
133 482 8'1

o.,oa

0 ..0.0

450.00-

93,665..83-

2,60;.574 .4'0

TOTALMARKETVALUEASOF03131/2014 308, 134.52

04/02/2014 ¹12



REGIONS BANK
KRWFC PUBLIC PAOJECTS REVENUE
BONDS FLEXIBLETERM PROGRAM
SERIES 2012 E
(MOUNTAIN'WATER DIST. REVENUE)

Asset Summary As Of 0361/2014

IIIIIII III lllllllllllllllllllHIIIIIINII

Steternent Pertod
Account Number

OTi01/2014 through 03IB1I2014

ACCOUNT STATEMENT Psge 3

OESCRIPTION MARKET VALUE

OF
COST PORT

SHORT TERM INVESTMEI4TS

'TOTAL INVESTMENTS

CASH

BUE FROLI BROKER

DUE TO BROKER

308.134.52
300, 3 8'4. $2

0.00
.0 ..00

308 134 5> 100

300 434 S2

TOTAL MARKET VALUE 305,1"34.52

04$$2014 412



REBIONS BANK
KRWFC PUBUC PROJECTS REVENUE
BONDS FLEXIBLETERM PROGRAM
SERIES2012E
(MOUNTAIN WATER. DIST. REVENUEI

RacioXs'tatement
Petlod

Account 'Number
/2014 Ihlaugh.03l31I2014

ACCOUNT STATEINENT

Asset Detail As Of 03/31i2014

UNfTSIBOOK VALUE DESCRIPTION MARKET VALUE
%OF

COST PORT

SHORTTERM INVESTMENTS

CUSIP ¹999990302
308, 134.52 REGIONS TRUST CASH SWEEP III 308, 1'34.52 308, 134 52 100

TOTAL INVESTMENTS

CASH

DUE FROM BROKER

DUE TO BROKER

NET ASSETS

'308, 154- 52

$0'8,,154. 52
.0.00
0.00
0.00

308,134.52

308,,134,'52'00

TOTAL MARKET VALUE

308,18¹.52'¹I02/2014

¹12'



REGIONS BANK
KRWFC PUBLIC PROJECTS REVENUE
BONDS FLEXIBLETERM PROGRAM
SERIES 2012 E
(MOUNTAIN WATER DIST. REVENUEI

Summary Of Earrings

ACCOUNT STATEMENT
Stateinent Period 0ti01f2014 through 03i31I2014
Account Number

I Il II
Page 5

INCOME EARNED

INTEREST

TOTAL INCOME EARNED

OTHER RECEIPTS

TOTAL INCREASES IN FUND VALUE

92.88
92.88

133,482.61
133,575.8$

FEE'8 AND OTHER EXPENSES

ADMINISTRATIVE. EXPENSES

TOTAL FEES AND OTHER EXPENSES

OTHER DISBURSEMENTS

TOTAL DECREASES IN FUND VALUE

NET CHANGE IN NET ASSET VALUE

450.00
45'0.00

93,665.83
94,015.83

39,560.06

04I02/2014 $12



W
RsGIoNs'EGIONS.

BANK
KHAKI/FC PUBLIC PROJECTS REVENUE
BONDS FLEXIBLETERM PROGRAM
SERIES2012 E
(MOUNTAIN IITATER GIST. REVENUEI

.Statement Perlart
Account Number

~0@P1„:4 through 03/31/2014

ACCOUNT STATEMENT Page 6

Chronological Schedule Of Transactions
DATE OESCR I PT I'ON CASH COST

01 /01 /20%4 BEGINNING BALANCE

01/02/2014 PURCHASED-30.75 SHS'REGIONS
TRUST CASH SWEEP III ON
01/02/2014 AT 1.00
CUSIP tr 999990302

01/07/2014 INTEREST ON REGIONSTRUST CASH
SWEEP. III PAYABLE 01/01/2014
CUSIP 0 999990302

0.00

30:75-

30 ..'75

268,674.48

30.75

0.00

01/21/2014 RECEIVED FROM COMMUNITY TRUST
SANK, NA..CHECKING ACCT/I
0109988001 ACH RECEIVED FROM
COMMUNITY TRUST BANK A/CP
0109988001 MOUNTAIN WATER
DISTRICT

44,344..27 0.00

01/2'1/2014 PURCHASED 44:344.27 SHSREGIONS.
TRUST CASH BEEP III ON
01/21/2014 AT 1.00
CUSIP tr999990302

44,344.27- 44,344.27

01 /29/2014 TRANSFERRED TO ACCOUNT
2080014996KY PROG PSl DEBT
SERVICE PAYABLE

2/1/201'4'8,009-.38- pp'lg ~ 0.00

01 /'29/2014 SOLD 86,009.38SHS REGIONS,
TRUST'ASH

SWEEP llf ON'0 I/29/2014
AT'.00

CUSIP It.999990302

02/03/2014 RECEIVED FROM COMMUNITY TRUST
BANK, N.A. CHECKING ACCT
0109988001 ANNUAL TRUSTEE FEES

02/03/2014 INTEREST ON REGIONSTRUST CASH
SWEEP 'III'PAYABLE.02/01/2014
CUSIP tt.999990302

02/03/'2014 TRANSFERRED TG ACCOUNT
2080014852 KY PROG ADM FEE P8 I
PAYMENT FROM BORFIOWER DUE 2/2014

86,009',38

450:.00

35'.6

7,556',25-

86,.009 38-

0 00

0.00

0.00

04%2/2014 N 2.



REGIONS BANK
KAWFC PUBLIC PAOJECTS REVENUE
BONDS FLEXIBLETERM PROGRAM
'SERIES 2912 E
(MOUNTAIN WATER DIST. REVENUE]

Statement Period
Account Number

01/01/2014 through 03/31/2074

ACCOUNT STATEMENT
IIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII II

Page 7

Chronological Schedule Of Transactions
DATE DESCAIPTION CASH

02/03/2014 SOLD 7,106;25SHS REGIONS TRUST
CASH SWEEP III ON 02/03/2014 AT
'1.00
CUSIP ¹999990302

02/03/2014 PURCHASED 35.16SHS REGIGNS
TRUST CASH SWEEP III ON
02l03/2014 AT 1.00
CUSIP ¹999990302

'02/13/2014 FEE TO REGIONS BANK ANNUAL FEE

02/13/2014 SOLD450 SHS REGIONSTRUST CASH
SWEEP lll ON 02/I 3/2014 AT 't.00
CUSIP ¹999990302

7, 10'6.25

35.16-

450.00-

450,00

7 ~
1'06.25-

35.16

450..00-

02/20/2014 RECEIVED FROM CCMMUNITYTRUST
BANK, N.A'. CHECKING ACCT¹
0109988O01 ACH RECEIVED FROM
COMMUNITY TRUST BANK AIC¹
0109988001 MOUNTAIN WATER
DISTRICT

44,344.27 0.00

02/20'/2014'URCHASED 44,3'44;27 SHS REGIONS
TRUST CASH SWEEP III ON
02/20/201 4 AT 1.00
CUSIP ¹999990302

03/03/2014 INTEREST ON RESIGNS TRUST CASH
SWEEP lll PAYABLE03et/2014.
CUSIP ¹999990302

03/03/2014'URCHASED 26%7 SHS REGIONS
TRUST'CASH SWEEP III ON
03/03/2014 AT t;00
CUSIP ¹999990302

44,344.27-

26.97

26'.97-

44,344.27

0.00

26.97

03 /2'0/'201 4 RECEIVED FROM COMMUNITY TRUST
BANK, NA. CHECKING ACCf¹
0109988001 ACH RECEIVED FROM
COMMUNITY TRUST BANK.A/C¹
0109988001 MOUNTAIN WATER
DISTRICT

44,.344 .27 0.00

04/02/2014 ¹12



~REGIONS
REOIONS BANK
KRWFC PUBUC PROJECTS REVENUE
BONOS FLEXIBLETERM.PROGRAM
SERIES 2012 E
[MOUNTAIN WATER DIST. REVENUE)

Ststenient Period
Account Number

O'I/01/20'l4 through 03/31/2014

ACCOUNT STATEMENT
Page 8

ChronolocLlcal Schedule Of Transactions
OATE OESCR.I PT ION CASH COST

03/20/2014 PURCHASED 44,344;27'SHS REGIONS
TRUST'CASH SWEEP III QN
03/20/2014'AT 1.00
CUSIP If 999990302

03/31 /2014 ENONQ BALANCE

44,34'4.27- 44,344.27

308„134.52

04/02/201 4 412
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REQIOHS bAHK
KRWEW PQUL!O PROSPECTS REVENUE
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M RECtOXS'CCOUNT
STATElIEMT

-Ot/Ot Jp01F fnauQII 12/3 t/2013

COST

REIQONS bANK
scsCWeC SKIBUO PROJECtS REVENUE
QONOS FLEXEILE TERN PIIOORAll 94ta
SEIOES 2012E Account
(AIOVNTAIN 9/ATER OCTET REQENVEt

Chronological Schedule Of Transactioras
l1ATE OESCR IPf ION

09J 20/201 9

10/01 /20 13

10'/01 /2013

PORCHASEO 44,$44Z? St IS HEQIONS
TRUST CASH SWEEP II ON
OQ/20/EetSAT t/OO
CUSIP k 999999112

WTERESI QNRESIONSTAUST.CASH
SWEEP Il F.'AYABLC IOl01/2013
CUSIP'9099999112.

SOLD 10.47'SHS'RESIONS THUSI
CASH SWEEP It ON 10el/20t3 AT
I;00
t3LRP

9'9990001t2'4:,344

2? 44,344.27

19..4?.

I 0/0 I /20 I3

I 0/Ot /ZO1 3

>0/OI/20J3

10/rt/2013

10?Zl:/2013

1 1 /01:/20t3

Saul 135>45h.49 SHS REGIONS
TRtLWa C/SHSWEEP II QN
tact/2015 AT1;OO
CUSIP 4

'999980112'URCHASED

%%,405'AQ. Std% RFGIOIIS
TRUSI:CASH SWEEP.III GN
1GOf%013AT; IAN
CUSIP' 99999030P

,PURCI IASED,.32.?'t 8HS'REGIONS.:
TAUST CASH~IS QN
10/Ot/20t3 A'I t,OO
cUstp 90999$0302-

FKCEIVED+HOIS COMMUNITY. TFIUST
QANK„NA, GHECKSVCHNC? 9 ...
0109999001AL21:RECC4tED,FRQltl
eaaMUttttV TRWSTEQQ4K:ACB

'I'09999091'MOUIlTAINWATEIT
.DISTRICT

PURCHAIIELI'44~4M~,fKGIOhJS
TREF,CASH:SWEt Pmt3III
10/2t/ZItt3AT-1;0'0
CUSlf f.:-999990302"-

,INTERESl eye8&SIONS7%lmCASH
:%h%EPSIINA'll'jib.L'Alt/20tb:
CURD 9 999%XL102

135- 495 49

135 46n.40-

'32 7 I-

4'4".34+;2?

4<. 3'4'4 '21'-

IO:;2?

tm.<BS.49-

13>,4/IE 49

3P./1
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RECIONS SANK.
JQIWFC FUSUC FROJRCfS REVENUE
ROHDS FLEIIEILETERM FRQGRAN
SERIES2012 E
IeOUHTAIH RATER DISI; REVKHUt)

REGIONS

ShbinantPodad.Aa~ Humor
0fiOIJ2013 thiDuqh f2i3 IM13

ACCOUNT STATEMENT

IMPORTANT JHFORQATJOH FOR:REGIONS CORPORATE TRVST CUSTOIIfERSI
ItetESTMFNT AMJ HSURANCE PRODUCTS 'ARE t4% FDIC INSURED„ARE Nol' ULPf)81 f, AH& NOT BANK QUAHAN I EEJJ, AHL
NOT NSUFIED HY ANY FEOGWLGOVDINMENT..'AGENCY AhKk MAY GO CKHiVN'JN VALVE.
FOR lifORE Llt='I AI EO INI ORMAVION RHBARDAS.FFFS;.Pt FASF..CQhAJI.T THL. RJHQ PflOSPECTUS OR CONTACT YQUA

'DMINISTRATOR,

IlfPORTAL OISCLOSUFIE INFORMATION FOR ALL FLORIDA ACCIXJNTS
AN ACTION FQN UHEACff QF TRLIST AASCA ON MATTEBSOGCI;CAFE IN A ~TiACCGUNllNQ Oft OTHER Demi i LN lILPCXW
Of I I IE'TALISTCE MAY BF'RUFLIFCY TEA SIXMCMTH Sf'ATUA OF LIMITAI IQNS f HDhl I IWH~f OI'tilE THIJSI AIL @XX/NI ING.
Off'Ql HEFI WRITTEN:fICPORT.. IF YOU I'VE:QLIESTJONS, PLEASE CONSULT YOUR'A'I:I OHNEY.
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Jeff Reed

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kevin Lowe [kevin@umgllc.net]
Wednesday, August 20, 2014 3:29 PMjreedsetel.corn

Bank Recs

Jeff,

FYI, Mike had Carrie print a trial balance for June 2013 and 2014 and had me verify the balances from the trail balance and my bank recs matched instead ofsending all the bank recs to you.

Kevin Lowe
Office Manager
Utility Management Group
Mountain Water District Division



I LINE AGING 384,985.08 19,557.96 14,033.38 126,712.77 (60,183.51)

PRORATA ADJUSTMENT 244,474.51

MWD
ACCTS RECEIVABLE ( WATER & SEWER)

6/30/2014

!
CUSTOMER

CURRENT 31-60 61-90 OVER 90 (OVERPAYMENT) TOTALS

485,105.68

244,474.51

CYCLES NOT ON A/R

TOTALS 629,459.59 19,557.96 14,033.38 126,712.77 (60,183.51)

Le 55 '.

729,580.19

+oI Gal.1I



Customer Billing
June 2014

Description
Residential Water
Commercial Water
Industrial Water
Multi User Water
Other Water
Public Authority Water
School Tax
Sales Tax
Residential Sewer
Commercial Sewer
Fire Hydrant
Mall Charge
Invoice Billing

4611-00
4612-00
461340
4615-00
461440
4614-00
242540
242340
5211-17
5212-17
4621-00
2421-00
4718-00

6/1 1/2014
SV

Cycle 1
132,618.47
14,535.90

0.00
8,468.18

0.00
5,764.59
4,839.66
1,498.39

18,431.32
6,352.40

50.00
0.00
0.00

6/16/2014
M

Cycle 2
69,185.30
8,134.75

0.00
1,068.55

0.00
782.14

2,372.88
528.34

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

6/20/2014
PC

Cycle 3
68,923.46

8,836.45
0.00

2,996.58
0.00

2,652.96
2,523.85
1,148.94

10,113.79
&,508.35

0.00
709.99

0.00

6/25/2014
GV

Cycle 4
?6,259.80
5,909.24

0.00
1,057.66

0.00
2,760.05
2,578.11

397.57
948.72

14.00
50.00
0.00
0.00

7/3/2014
BC

Cycle 5
64,317.03

2,709.06
0.00

5,207.21
0.00

982.13
2,194.33

428.20
2(764;18

286.32
0.00
0.00

20,819.70

6/1 1/2014
SV

Cycle 6
13,340.39

1,893.47
0.00

322.86
0.00

370.21
477.77
120.66

1,132.82
14.00
0.00
0.00

7,766.54

6/16/2014

Cycle 7
23,282.28

580.85
0.00

980.18
0.00

40.04
746.44

68.61
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

6/16/2014
M

Cycle 8
30,121.32

1,942 69
0.00

889.16
0.00

1,185.91
1,023.89

155.22
204.50

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

6/20/2014
PC

Cycle 9
15,421.58

24.30
0.00

386.99
0.00

791.56
505.77
76.83

6,888.15
1,197.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

6/30/2014
GV

Cycle 10
71,420.55
5,078.22
4,485.44
1,417.06

3,996.30
2,589.71

640.45
21,085.53
2,730.63

0.00
0.00
0.00

TOTALS
564,890.18
49,644.93
4,485.44

22,794.43
0.00

19,325.89
19,852.41
5,063.21

61,569.01
19,102.70

100.00
709.99

28,586.24

Total Taxes and other
Charges 1411-00

.%we'ig4tjk~"-',~~i"4~~
Total not Including
Invoice Billings

6,388.05 2.901.22 4,382.78 3,025.68 2,622.53 598.43 815.05 1,179.11 582.60 3,230.16 25,725-61

424'E~~JS."&8;62%$4%&962~'M;050WB4-,t46'S2, ~~~0 IOK~~MX65XM23'4%-.16'!~.~60'.67%74

192,558.91 82,071.96 106,414.37 89,975.15 99,708.16 17,672.18 25,698.40 35,522.69 25,292.18 113.443.89 788,357.89

Invoice Totals
Total Billing

Total Adjustments

Total After Adj.

1418-00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 7,766.54 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 7,766.54
192,558.91 82,071.96 106,414.37 89,975.15 99,708.16 25,438.72 25,698.40 35,522.69 25,292.18 113,443.89 796,124.43

Page 1



Customer Billing
July 2014

Description
Residential Water
Commercial Water
Industrial Water
Multi User Water
Other Water
Public Authority Water
School Tax
Sales Tax
Residential Sewer
Commercial Sewer
Fire Hydrant
Mall Charge
Invoice Billing

4611<0
4612-00
4613-00
4615-00
4614-00
4614-00
2423-00
2423-00
5211-17
5212-17
4621-00
2421-00
4718-00

7/1 1/2014
SV

Cycle 1
129,038.61

14,904.07
0.00

9,439.45
0.00

4,398.31
4,729.20
1,594.45

17,734.77
7,230.31

50.00
0.00
0.00

7/16/2014
IN

Cycle 2
64,600.86
6,667.78

0.00
1,076.98

0.00
653.52

2,188.49
444.25

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

7/21/2014
PC

Cycle 3
68,555.95
8,507.54

0.00
2,587.50

0.00
2,530.19
2,486.78
1,061.52

12,204.82
7,521.43

0.00
709.99

0.00

7/25/2014
GV

Cycle 4
81,712.14
5,338.39

0.00
976.94

0.00
3,773.58
2,752.51

358.22
1,019.97

14.00
50.00
0.00
0.00

8/4/2014
BC

Cycle 5
58,013.14
2,783.83

0.00
5,515.39

0.00
1,078.87
2,020.54

445.29
2,694.75

294.90
0.00
0.00

18,642.60

7/11/2014
SV

Cycle 6
14,621.40
2,050.01

0.00
458.71

0.00
150.02
518.32
133.57

1,264.29
14.00
0.00
0.00

9,751.25

7/16/2014
M

Cycle 7
23,507.57

357.92
0.00

1,556.65
0.00

40.04
763.82
68.97
0.00
0.00
0,00
0.00
0.00

7/16/2014
M

Cycle 8
30,275.19
2,026.74

0.00
959.48

0.00
621.32

1,015.71
160.05
219.08

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

7/21/2014
PC

Cycle 9
14,378.58

27.87
0.00

380.80
0.00

673.44
474.59

80.81
6,296.75
1,263.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

7/30/2014
GV

Cycle 10
78,750.90

5,345.56
4,609.84
1,592.82

0.00
5,645.00
2,875.35

663.88
21,988.55
2,960.68

0.00
0.00
0.00

TOTALS
563,454.34
48,009.71
4,609.84

24,544.72
0.00

19,564.29
19,825.31
5,011.01

63,422.98
19,298.32

100.00
709.99

28,393.85

Total Taxes and other
Charges 1411-00 6,373.65 2,632.74 4,258.29 3,160.73 2,465.83 651.89 832.79 1,175.76 555.40 3,539.23 25,646.31aa."-~::::-'::,-.'.::: !!:':,:-
Total not Including
Invoice Billings 189,119.1775,631.88 106,165.72 95.995.75 91,489.31 19,210.32 26,294.97 35,277.57 23.575.84 124,432.58 787,193.11

Invoice Totals
Total Billing

Total Adjustments

Total After Adj.

1418-00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 9,751.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 9,751.25
189,119.1775,631.88 106,165.72 95,995.75 91,489.31 28,961.57 26,294.97 35,277.57 23,575.84 124,432.58 796,944.36

Page 1



Mountain Water District

Aging Report

Include Service Detail D
Breakdown Route/Report Totals Q
Aging Amounts To include Qa All Charges/Arrears p Airears o 1 Period Q Arrears > 2 Periods

g Bad Debt Q Pending

Q Straight Name Without Route Tciais
06/30I2014 11:59:59PM

Q All Arrears

Q Inactive

Q Name Within Route
Historical Cutoff Date

Service Status to Include Qz Active
Sort Orcler g Account Number
Run Report For Historical Aging

Print Budget Amount 0
Last

Service Cyc Pmt Current

010400102-001 Hobert Johnson 1 05/06/14

0104-00381-005 GARRIA SMITH 1 06/11/14
0104-00590402 JUDY NiYERS 1 06/03/14

0104-00801404 ALLEN & DELORI'1 06/03I14
010441201-006 JOSEPH TACKET 1 06/18/14

010441301-002 RHONDA ROBER'1 08/10/14

010441501-002 BUTLER ADKINS 1 06/19/14

0104-01701-002 RHONDA (14)At 1 02/18/14

0104-01801-001 Jayson Bryant 1 06/23/14

010441902405 ERNIE OR TERE51 05/28/14

010442001402 JUSTIN SULLIVAI' 08/09/14

0104-02375-002 STEPHANIE & DE 1 06/10/14

010442401-001 Gregory Compton 1 06/03/14

010442801403 Myrtle Damrcn 1 OB/04/14

0104-02701-002 RHONDA ROBER'1 06/10/14

0104-02951-002 JAMES '~ BARTL 1 06/13/14
0104-03101-001Carol Mulllns 1 06/05/14

010443201-002 EDWARD MEADC 1 06/02/14

0104-03301-001 Ernie Roblnette 1 05/28/14

0104-03501-001 Gerakiene Rcbinei 1 0928/14
010443702411 BRADIE BEGLEY 1 06/02/14

010443802405 Janlce '(13) Isaa 1 09/04/12

0104-03902-011 BECKIE RATLIFF 1 05/16/14

010444001402 VIOLET BONN 1 05/22/14

010444435-002 TAMMY & KERNlt 1 08/03/14

010444551401 Chipper McPeek 1 05/28/14

0104-04601-001 Brian Tackett 1 06/12/14

0104-05002-006 MARY MEEKS 1 06/02/14

0104-05101-006 TERESA TOOMAI 1 06/10/14

0104-05203-002 Rosevelt Blair 1 06/24/14

010445250401 JIMMY WRIGHT 1 08/02/14

0104-05301-002 JEANIE BARTLEY 1 06/23/14

0104-05315402 Virgie Christian Mi.1 05/30/14

0104-05601403 VIRGIE ALUANCt'1 05/30/14

0104-05701401 Kenneth Tackett 1 06/02/14

010445801403 JUSTIN (13) SMAI1 11/19/13

0104-05902-004 Traci Caudill 1 06/20/14

0104-08001-001 HAROLD DYE 1 06/03/14

0104-05201-004 GREG STEWART 1 08/03/14

010446301-005 MIRANDA (14,'1 12/13/'l3

Unapplied
CashPeriod 2 Balance

$0.00

$82.41

$41.37

$54.17

$0.00

$21.82
$45.99

$532.89

$0.03

$81.13
$58,31

$57.10

$36.87

$34.62

$270.68

$59.21

$76.13
$54.05

$62.02

$34.62

$53.65

$479.23

$34.62

$78.11

$34.62

$69.53

$51.01

$34.62

$34.62

$0.00

$45.20

$0.00

$34.62

$34.62

$34.62

$240.98

$90.09

$34.62

$63.17

$135.72

Period 1

$0,00

$0.00
$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$20.29

$0.00

$7.11

$5.83

$0.00
$0.00

$0.00

$137.31

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$2.77

$0,00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$a.aa

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$s.aa

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

Period 3

$0,00

$0.00

$0,00

$0.00

$0.00
$0.00

$0.00
$280.94

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00
$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$479.23

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.0a

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$240.9S

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$135.72

$0.00

$82.41

$41.37
$84.17

$0.00

$21.82
$45.99

$0.00

$0,03

$74.02

$50,48

$57.10

$36.87

$34.62

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$251.88

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0,00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$a.aa

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

($22.58)

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

($25.51)

$0.00
$0.00
$0,00

$0.90
$0.00
$0.00

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

$133.37 ($137.31)
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

$a.aa
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00
$0.00

($5.11)
$0.00

($0.96)
$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$59.21

$76.13
$54.05

$59.25

$34,62

$53,65

$0.00
$34.62

$78.11

$34.62

$69.53

$51.01

$34.62

$34.62

$0.00

$45.20

$0.00
$34,62

$34.62

$34.62

$0.00

$82.09

$34.82

$63.17

$0,00

Service Type
Cycle
Beginning Account
Ending Account
Aging Report Options Q Detail g Summary Q Totals Only
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Service

SEWER

Customer Unapp Cash

Last
Cyc Pmt

Unapplied
Current Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 Balance Cash

$190.96 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $190.96 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 ($119.08)

$507.47 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $507.47

NetBalance:

Total Customers:

($119.08)

$388.39
13

WATER

SEWER
MALL CH

FIRE HY

Service Charge

Installment Biiifng

Customer Unapp Cash

Report Totals

$332,454.69 $15,016.62
$47,622.34 $3,672.50

$731.26 $17,54

$38.63 $0.00

$0.88 $22.80

$4,137.30 $828.50

$0.00 $0.00

$9,088.22

$4,229.90

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00
$715.28

$0.00

$55,855.82

$67,081.47

$46.50
$0.00

$0.00

$3,728.98

$0.00

$412,415.35

$122,806.21

$795.30

$38.63

$23.66

$9,410.04

$0.00

($3,280.39)

($426.98)
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

($56,476.14)

$384,985.08 $19,557.96 $14,033.38 $126,712.77 $546,289.19
NetBalance:

Total Customers:

($60,183.51)

$485,105.68
10,146
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( -3o-tY
Prepared By

Approved By

initials Date

li i~a~ ~s

10

12

13

15

16

17

16

19

20

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

32

36

37 3/

39 39

40 40



Mottntain Water D+trigt
Unpaid!nvoicert 26%4

Date
invoiced

Invoice
Number
111721
111679
112210
112957
113157
1 leans
115704
117164
118591
119868
119480

Name
Ky Dent of Transnorlalion
Pike Co, Fkrcrd Court
Pike. Co. Fiscal Court
Pike.County Fiscal Court
Cures 5 Colleen Moore
Yike co. Fiscal court
Kv. Gent: ofTarnsnortatkn
Ky Grot ofTransnortation
Pike Co, Bscal Court
Kv Dent ol Transnortation
AMKC

Amount
$311.44
$478.03
$153.36
203.37

$ 783.01
S 138.88
$ 1.999.47
$ 224.44

490;97
.$ 140.87
$ 5,795,25.

$10,'728.19

Date Payment.Received.

oats or oats or Payment
Second Third Rertuest Legal
Notice. Notice Letter Action Comments



MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT
P. O. Box 3157

Pikeville KY 41502

Date: 2-Jul-14

Invoice Number 2014-12

UMG, LLC
158 Town Mountain Road
Suite 101
Pikeville, KY 41501

RE: Amount due per Contract effective January 1, 2011

For the Period: June 16- 30

Repair and Maintenance Invoices
Capital Items Heat Pump for Office
Utilities Invoices

Total Amount Due
i

$ 47,034.09

56,332.65

$ 103,366.74

f2~ X>d ' g

f37 I

Qf iaaf- '5



Mountain %ater District
PO Box 3157, Pikeville, KY 41502-3157

Payable/Payment List

From 06/I 5/14 To 06/30/14 - As of AP Date 06/30/14

By Vendor ID

Pbl Datq Due Date Payable Number Vendor ID Vendor Name

Pmt Date Pmt Relerence Source Credit
Net Balance Disc Date Disc Offered Gross Amt

Amt Paid Disc Taken Total Paid

Vendor ID / Name: AKP 100 American Electric Power
06/16/14 07/16/14 03022781201JU l4 AEP100 American Electric Powe

Disc Terms: net30 Non-Disc Amt: 0.00 Sort Code: In-State

A/P Acct ¹: 2000.00 Memo to Payee: Broadhead Hoiw.

48.38 .06/30/14

PO¹:
0.00 48.38

Distributions: 6200.08 Electric Expense 1099: 48;38

06/30/14 1527 R ¹t M.REIMBURSEMENT ACCT.

06/16/14 07/16/14 03115372207JU14 'AEI 100 .American Electric Powe

Disc Terms: net30 Non-Disc.Amt. '0.00 Sort Code: ln-State

A/P Acct ¹: 2000.00 Memb to Payee: Collins Ls,

48.38

89,47

0.00

06/30/14 0.00

FO¹:

48.38

89.47

Distributions: 6200.08 Electric Expense 1099:. 89.47

06/30I14 1527 R &, M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT.

06/16/14 07/16/14 03125834303JU14 AEP100 Atqerican Electric Powe

Disc Terms: neQO Non-Disc Amt: 0.00 Soit Code: In-State"

AIP Acct ¹.'000;00 Memo.to Payee: Mall Rd.

89.47

102.25 06/30/14

PO¹:

0.00

0.00

89,47

102.25

Distributions: 6200.08 Electric Expense 1099: 102.2$

06/30/14 I527 R dt M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT, 102.2S

'06/16/14 07/16/l4 0313'7392407JUI4 AEP 100 American Electric Powe 101.41

Disc Terms.'eQO Non-Disc. Amt: 0.00 Sort Code: In-'State

A/P Acct ¹: 2000.00 Memo to Payee,'flex ofBuniwell

06/30/14

Po

¹,'J,000.00

102.2$

101AI

Distributions'. 6200.08 Electric Expense 1099:

06/30/14 1527 R & M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT.

06/16/14 .07/16/14 03300665100JU14 AEPIOO American Electric Powe

Disc Terms: net30 Non-.Disc Amn 0.00 Sort Code: In-State

A/P Acct.4: 2000.00'emo to Payee; Little Creek

101.41

100,59'6/30/14
PO¹:

0.Oo

0.00

IOI.4/

100.59

Distributions: 6200.08 Electric'Expense 1099.'00$9

0600/14 1527 R 8c M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT.

06/16/14 07/16/14 03541127209JV14 AEP100 American Electric Powe

Disc Terms; neQO Non-Disc /unt: 0.00, Sort Code.'In-State

A/P Acct ¹: 2000.00 Memo to Payee: Taylor Hts

100.$9

16.06 06/30/14

PO. ¹t

0.00

0.00

100$9

16.06

Distributions: 6200.08 Electric Expense, 1099: 16.06

06I30/14 1527 R dt M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT.

06/16/14 07/16/14 03544652500JU14 AEPI'00 American Electric Powe

Disc Terms: net30 Non-Disc Amt: 0.00 Sort Code: In-State

A/P Acct ¹: 2000.00 Memo to Payee: Deadening Pork

16.06

22.75 06/30/14

PO'¹;
0.00

Distributions: 6200.08 Electric Expense 1099: 22.7$

06/30/14 1527 R 8t M REMBURSEMENT ACCT.

~06/I7/14 07/17/14 03049559903JU14 AEP 100 American Electric Powe

22,7$

139.56

D.OIJ

06/30/14 0.00

22.7$

139.56
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Mountain %ater District
PO Box 3157, Pikeville, KY 41502-3157

Payable/Payment. List

From 06/15/14 To 06/30/14 - As of AP Date 06/30/14

By Vendor ID

Pbl Date Due Date Payable Number Vendor ID Vendor Name

Pmf Date Pmt Reference Source Credit
Net Balance Disc Date Disc Offered Gross Amt

Amt Paid Disc Taken Total Paid

Disc Terms: uet30

A/P Acct II: 2000.00
Non-Disc Amt: 0.00 Sort Code: In-State

Memo to Payee: Penny Rd Lift St.
PO II:

Distributions: 620Q,QS Electric Expense 1099: /39.56

07/14/14 1559 R & M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT.

06/17/14 07/17/14 03134533201JU14 AEP100 American Electric Powe

Disc Terms; net30 Non-Disc Amt: 0.00 Sort Code: In-State

A/P Acct ai: 2000.00 Memo to Payee: Robinson Cre'ek

139.56

&4.98 06/30/14

PO ft:

O.OO

0.00

/39.56

84.98

Distributionsi 6200.OS Electric Expense 1099.'4.98
07/14/14 1559 R k, M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT;

06/17/14 07/17/14 03297042800JU14 AEP100 American. Electric Powe

Disc Terms: net30 Non-Disc Amt: 0,00 Sort Codei In-State
A/P Acct ft: 2000.00 Memo to Payee; Ky Hwy, 610W

84.98 O.OO

50;52 06/30/14 0.00

PQ ft:

84.98

50,52

Distributions: 6200.08 .Electric Expense 1099.'0;52
07I14/14 1559 R & M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT.

06/1 I/14 07/17/14 03326624800JU14 AEP I Qil Ameriban Electric Powe

Disc Terms:. net30 Non-Disc.Amt: 0.00 Sort Code: Jn-State
A/P Acct tf: 2000.00 Memo to Payee: 425 Sunny Fork

50.52

32.29 0'6/30/14

PO

O.OO

0.00

$0.$2

32,29

Distributions: 6200.08 Electric Expense 1099 32.29

07/14/14 1559 R db M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT. 32.29

06/17/14 07/17/14 03355694708JU14 AEP100 American Electric Powe 55.19
Disc Tetms; net30 Non-Disc Amt: 0.00 Sort Code: In<tate
A/P Acct ti: 2000.00 Memo to Payee: Little fork of Little Robinson

O.OO 32.29

06/30/14 0.00 5S,19
PO/f:

Distributioiis: 6200.08 Electric Expense 1099: 55.19

07/14/14 1559 R k, M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT.

06/17/14 07/17/14 03973604105JU14 AEP100 American Electric Powe

Disc Terms: nct30 Non-Disc Amt: 0.00 Sort Code: In-State

A/P Acct ft: 2000.00 Memo to Payee: GW Newsome

55.19

105,02

O.OO

06/30/14 0.00

PO8

SS.19

105.02

Distributions'. 6200.08 Electric Expense 1099: 105.02

07/14/14 1559 R dt, M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT.

06/18/14 07/I 8/14 Q3300042102JU14 AEP)00 American Electric Powe

Disc Terms: net30 Non-Disc Amt: 0.00 Sort Code.'n'-'State

A/P Acct II. 2000.00 Memo to Payee: Cabin Fork

IOS.Q2

21.63 06/30/14

POX

105;02

21.63

Distributions: 6200.08 Electric Expense 1099: 21.63

07/14/14 1559 R k, M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT.

06/18/14 07/18/14 03350421404JU14 AEP100 American Ele'ctric Powe

Disc Terms: neQO Non-Disc Amt: 0.00'ort Code: In-State~ A/P Acct ft: 2000.00 Memo to Payee: ElswickBr.

21.63

49.34 06/30/14

P08t:

O.OO

0.00

21.63

49.34
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Mountain Water District
PO Box 3157,Pikeville, KY 41502-3157

Payable/Payment List

From 06/1$ /14 To 06/30/14 - As of AP Date 06/30/14

By Vendor ID

Pbl Date Due Date Payable Number Vendor ID Vendor Name

Pmt Date I'mt Reference Source Credit

Distributions: 6200.08 Electric Expense 1099:

Net Balance Disc Date Disc Offered

Amt Piid Disc Taken

49.34

Gross. Amt

Total Paid

07/14I14 1559 R st M REIMBURSEMENT AccT.
I

06/18/14 07/18/14 03411823309JU14 AEP100 American Electric Powe

Disc Terms'net30 Non-Disc.Amt: 0.00 Sort Code: In-:State

.AIPAcct¹: 2000.00 Memo toPayee: Big Shelby BPS

Distdbutions: 6200.08 Electric Expense

49.34

24,92 06/30/14

PO¹:

o.oo

0.00

49;34

24.92

07/14/14 1559 R k M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT.

06ll8/14 07/18/14 03510998432JU14 AEP100 American Electric Powe

Disc Terms: net30 Non-Disc Amt: 0.00 Sort Code: In-.State

A/P Acct ¹, 2000.00 Memo to Payee'ons. Billing for June 2014

24.92 .

657.18

0.00

06/30/14 0,00

PO¹:

24,92

657.18

Dis'tributiobs: 6200.08 Electric Expense 1099: 657.18

07/14/14 1559 R k, 1v1.REIMBURSEMENT ACCT.

06/18/14 07/18/14 03782640100JU14 AEP100 American Electric.Powe

Disc Terms: nct30 Non-Disc Amc 0,00 Sort Cod'e: In-State

A/P Acct ¹: 2000.00 Me'mo to. Payee: Dorton Creek BPS

+Distributions: 6200.08 Eiectrfq Expense 1099:

07/14/14 1559 R dr. M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT.

06/19/14 07/19/14 03156041125JU14 AEPIOS .Ainerican Electric Pow'e

Disc Terms',. net30 'Ron-Disc Amt; 0,00 Sort Code: .In-'State

A/P Acct ¹! 2000.00 Memo to Payee: DanielsBr,

19;73

428.71 0930/14

PO¹:

657.18

19,73 06/30/14

PG¹

0.00

0.00

19.73

IJ.DD

0.00

19,.73

19.73

428,71

Distributions: 6200.08 Electric Expense 1099: 4'.71
07/14/14 1559 R dt M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT.

06/19/14 07/19/14 03170191104JU14 AEP100 American Electric Powe

Dish Terms." net30 Non-Disc Amt: 0.00 Sort Code: In.State

A/P Acct¹ 2000.00 Memo to Payee: Lower Pompey Rd.

2,191.1l, 0690/I4

PO¹:

0.00

'0.00

428.71

2,191.11

Distributions 6200.08 Electric Expense 1099: 2,191.11

07/14/14 1559 R k, M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT.

06/19/14 07119/14 03395887403JU14 AEP100 American Electric Powe

Disc Terms: net30 Non-Disc Amc 0.00 Sort Code: In-State

A/P Acct ¹t 2000.00 Memo to Payee: Jcnkins bps

2,191.11

34,71 06/3P/I4

PO¹:
0.00

2,191.11

34.71

Distributions: 6200.08 Fjectric Expense 1099: 34.71

07/14/14 1559 R Ik M REIMBURSEMEMI'ACCT.

06/20/14 07/20/14 03111091405JU14 AEP 100 Am'erican Electric Powe

Disc Terms: nc00 Non-Disc Amt: 0.00 Sort Code: In-State

A/P Acct ¹: 2000.00 Memo to Payee: poor btm

Distributions:, 6200.08 Electric Expense 1099:

07/14/14 1559 R gt M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT;

34.71

186.84 06/30114

PO¹;

186.8'4

0.00

0,00

34.71

186.84

186.84

0.00 186.84
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Mountain %ater District
PO Box 3157, Pikeville, KY 41502-3157

Payable/Payment List

From 06/15/14 To 06/30/14- As ofAP Date 06/30/14
By Vendor ID

Pbl Date Due Date Payable Number Vendor ID Vendor Name

Pmt Date Pmt Reference Source Credit
Net Balance Disc Date Disc Offered Gross Amt

Amt Paid Disc Taken Total Paid

06/20/14 07/20/14 03252039403JU14 AEP100 American Electric Powe

Disc Terms: neQO Non-Disc Amt: 0,00 Sort Code: In-State

A/P Acct.¹: 2000,00 Memo to Payee: left fork rockhouse creek

15.74 06/30/14 0.00

PO¹;
15.74

Distributions: 6200.08 Electric Expense 1099: 1$.74

07/14/14 1559 R 8r, M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT. 15.74

06/20/14 07/20/14 03311410900JU14 AEPIOO American Electric Pave 20,089.60

Disc Terms: neQIt Non-Disc Amt: 0.00 Sort Code: In-State

A/P Acct ¹: 2000.00 Memo to Payee: 43 Harless Creek

06/30/14

P..00

O.DD

IS.74

20,089.60

Distributions:. 6200.08 Electric Expense 1099: 20,989.60

07/1411 4 1.559 R A. M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT, 20,089.6P

06/20/14 67/20/14 03318345307JU14 AEP.1.DO America'n Electric Powe 4;096.98
Disc Terms: nct30 Non.-Disc Amt.',00 Sort Code: In-.State

A/P Acct ¹: 2000.00 Memo to Payee:. 43 Harless Creek

06/30/14

PO¹t

o.no

0.0'0

20,089;60

4,096;98.

Distributions: 6200.08 Electric Expense 1099; 4,096.98

07/14/14 1559 R 8t M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT,

~06/20/14 07/20/14 033296/9207JU.I4 AEP100 American Electric Powe

Disc'Terms: net30 Non-Disc Amt: 0.00 Sort Code: Irt-State

A/P Acct ¹: 2000.00 Memo to Fayee: Jimmies Creek

4,096.98

15.90 06/30/14

PO¹;

0.00

0.00

4,096.98

15.90

Distributions: 6200.08 Electric Expense 1099: 1$,90

.07/14/14 1559 R 4 M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT.

06/20/14 07/20/14 036S2715S04ju14 AEP100 American Electric Powe

Disc Terms: net30 Non-Disc Amt: 0.00 Sort Code: In-State

A/P Acct,¹: 2000.00 Memo to Payee: Honey Fork

1$,90

27.7& 06/30/14

PO'¹:

0.00

0.00

1$
.90'7.78

Distributions: 6200.08 Electric Expense 1099: 2?.?8

07/14/14 1559 R dt M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT. 27.78

06/20/14 07/20/14 0369486100JU14 AEPIOQ American Electric Powe 5,408.92

Disc Terms: net30 Non-Disc Amt: 0.00 Sort Code: In-State

A/P Acct ¹: 2000.00 Memo to Payee: Consolidated for June

0;00

06/30/14 O.QQ

PO¹:

27,78

5,408.92

Distributions'. 620D.OS 'Electric Expensa 1099: S,408.92

07/14/14 15S9 R 8t I%4 REIMBURSEMENT ACCT.

06/20/14 07/20/14 03695786206JU14 AEP IOQ American Electric Powe

Disc Tertns: neQO Non-Disc Amt: 0.00 Sort Code: In-State

A/P Acct ¹: 2000.00 Memo to Payee: dry fork bps

$,408.92

48.51 06/30/14

PO¹:

5,408.92
I

48.SI

Distributions: 6200.08 Elechic Expense 1099: 48.$1

07/14114 1559 R Ik M REIMBURSEMENT ACCI;

06/20/14 07/20/14 03842629200JU14 AEP I 00 American Electric Powe

Disc Terms: neQO Non-Disc Amt: 0.00 Sort Code: In-State

A/P Acct ¹: 2000.00 Me'mo to Payee: Harless Creek

48.$1

59.89 06/30/14

PO¹:
0.00

48.S1

59.89
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Mountain Water Bistrict
PO Box 3157, Pikeviile, KY 41502-3157

Payable/Payment List

Fr'om 06/15/14 To 06/30/14 - As of AP D'ate 06/30/14

By Vendor ID

Pbl Date Due Date Payable Nuinber Vendor'D Vendor Name

Prot Date Pmt Reference Source Credit
Net Balance .Disc Date Disc Offered Gross Amt

Amt Paid Disc Taken Total Paid

Distributions: 6200.08 Electric Expense 1099: $9.89

07/14/14 1559 R & M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT.

06/20/14 07/20114 038S3154001JU14 AEP100 American Electric Powe

Disc Terms! nct30 Non-Disc Amt: 0,00 Sort Code: In-State

A/P Acct ¹; 2000,00 Merho to Payee: linumes Creek

Distributions: 6200.08 Electric Expense 1099:

07/14/14 1559 R & M REIMBURSEMENT AC&.

06/23/14 07/23/14 02426307514JU14 AEP100 American Electric Powe

.Disc Terms.'neQO Non-Disc Amt: 0.00 Sort Code: In-State

A/P Acct ¹: 2000,00 Memo to Payee: HatfieldBtm

$9,89

18.41 06/3OII»

PO¹:

18.41

9.7Q 06/30/14.

PO¹:

0.00

0.00

18.41

0.00

0.00

$S.89

18.41

18..4/ j

9.70'istributidns;

6200,08 Electi'ic Expense .1099'. 9;70

07/14/14 1559 R & M REIMBURSEMENT AC+'; 9.70

06/23/14 07/23/14 03114937208JU14. AEP 100 American Electric Powe 4 2l4.27

Disc Terms: net30 Non-Disc Amt: 0.00 Sort Code: In-State

A/P Acct ¹: 2000.00 Memo to Payee'. Blair Adkins St

Distributions: 6200.08 Electric Expense

1099,'16130/I»Pg.¹:

0.:oo 'u. 7o

O.IIO 4,21'4;27

4,2l4:27

07/I'4/14 1559 R & M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT.

06/23/14 0793/I» 03S62076233JU14 AEPIOO American Electric Powe

Disc Terms: net30 Non-Disc Amt: 0,00 Sort Code:.In-State

AIP Acct ¹t 2000.00 Memo to Payee: 351 River Rd.

4,214.'27

41,64 06/30/I4

PO¹:

0.00

0.00

4;014.27

41.64

Distributions: 6200.08 Electric Expense 1099: 41.64

07/14/1'4 1559 R & M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT. 41.64

06/24/14 Q7/24/14 03060437S07JU14 AEPIOO American Electric PoWe 174.48

Disc Terms: net30 Non-Disc Amt: 0.00 Sort.Code:. In-State

A/P Acct ¹: 2000;00 Memo to Payee: anderson br.

06/30/14.

PO¹:

000

0.00

41,6'4

174,48

Distributions: 6200,08 Elecn ic ExpenSe 1099: /74.48

07/14/14 1559 R.& M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT

06/24/14 07/24/14 03255032207JU14 AEPIOO American Electric'Potve

Disc Terms: nc00 Non.-Disc Amt; 0.00 Sort Code: In-State

A/P Acct ¹: 2000.00 Memo to Payee: Elkhorn unit

15.76 0&/30/14

PO¹::

0.00

0.00

174.48

15.76

Distributions: 6200.08 Electric Expense 1099; 1$.76

07/14I14 1559 R & M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT.

06/24/14 07/24/14 03709717700JU14 AEP 100 Americaa Eleclric Powe

Disc Terms: net30 Non-.Disc Amt: 0.00 Sort Code: In%tate

AIP Acct ¹: 2000.00 Memo to Payee: keetlecamp bps
j

Distributions: 6200.08 Electric Expense 1099:

102.06 06/30/14

PO¹:

0.00

0.00

102.06

15.
76'02.06

07/14/]4 1559 R & M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT. 102.06 0.00 /02.06
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Mountain %ater District
PO Box 3157„Pikeville, KY 41502-3157

Payable/Payment List

Prom 06/15/14 To 06/30/14- As of AP Date 06/30/I4
By Vendor ID

Pbl Date Due Date Payable Number'endor ID Vendor. Name

Pmt Date Pint Reference Source Credit
Net Balancb Dbc Date Disc Offered Gross Amt

Amt Paid Disc Taken Total Paid

06/25/14 07/25/1 4 030327742Q4JU14 AEP 100 Anierican Electric Powe

Disc Terms: net30 .Non-Disc Amd 0.00 Sort Code In-State

A/P Acct ¹: 2000.00 Memo. to Payee; Adams br.

27.78 06/30/14 0.00 27.78

PO¹:

Distributions: 6200.08 Electric Expense

07/31/14 1562 R & M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT.

06I25/14 07/25/14 0303S005705JU14 AEP100 American Electric Powe

Disc Terms: ncDO Non-Disc Amt: 0.00 Sort Code: In-State

A/P Acct ¹: 2D00.00 Memo to Payee ridelline rd

27.78

66.07 06/30/14

PO ¹i

27.78

D.DD

0.00

27.78

66,07

Distributions: 6200.08 Electric Expense 1099: 66207

07I14/14 1559 R & M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT.

06/25/14 07/25/14 08111652602JU14. AEPIOO American Electric:Powc

Disc Terms." ne00 Non-6isc Amt: 0.00 Sort Code: In-State

A/P Acct.0. 2000.00 Memo to Payee: joes creek

104.39 06/30/14

POP:

D.DD 66,07

0,00 104.39

1099Distributions: 6200.08 Electric Expense

07/31/1 4 1562. .R & M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT.

li!25/34 07/25/I4 032572I4407/UI4 AEPI00 AcCCAccc2lcCI/icPCc/4,

Disc.Terms: nct30 Non-Disc Amt: 0.00 Sort Code: In-State

A/P Acct ¹: 2000.00 Memo to Payee: left fork ofjoes creek

104.39

16,90 06/30/14

PO'¹:

ID4.39

D.DD

0,00

I04.39

16.90

Distributions: 6200.0$ Electric Expense 1099: /6.90

07/31/14 1562 R & M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT.

06/25/14 07/25/14 03277429100JU14 AEP100 American Electric Powe

Disc Terms;:nct30 Non-Disc Amt 0.00 Sort Code: In-State

A/P Acct ¹: 20'00.00 Memo to Payee: Smitb fork

I6,90

24.10 06/30/14

D.DD

O,OD

/6.90

24.10

Distributiotis: 6200.08 Electric Expense 1099: 24./D

07/31/14 1562 R & M REMBURSEMENT ACCT. 24./D D.DD 24,ID

,06!25/14 07/25/14 03440712606JU14 A'EP 100 American Electric Powe

Disc Terms: net30 Non-Disc Amti 0.00 Sort Code; In-State

A/P Acct ¹: 2000.00 Memo tirt Payee: ridge line

56.63 06/30/14
PO.¹.'400

S6.63 !

Distributions: 6200.08 Electric Expens'e 1099:

07/31/14 1562 R & M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT.

06/25/14 07/25/14 03478$73601JU14 AEPIDO American Electric Powe

Disc Terms: nct30 Non-Disc Amt: Oc00 Sort Code: In4tata

A/P Acct ¹: 2000.00 Memo to Paya: joes creek bps

$668

36;27 06/30/14

PO¹:

ODD

36.27

Distributions: 6200.08 Electric Expense 1099: 36.27

07/31/14 1562 R & M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT.

~6/25/14 07/25/14 03565580200JU14 AEP100 American Electric Powe

Disc Terms: net30 Non-Disc Amt: 0.00 Sort Code: In-State

A/P Acct ¹: 2000.00 Memo to Payee; Raccon Rd.

175.01 06/30/14

PO¹:

D.DD

0.00

36;27

175;Oi
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Mountain Water District
PO Box 3157, Pikeville, KY 41502.-3157

Payable/Payment List

From 06/15/14 To 06/30/14 - As of AP Date 06/30/14

By Vendor ID

Pbl Date Due Date Payable Number Vendor ID Vendor Name

Pmt Date Pmt Reference Source Credit
Net Balance Disc Date Disc Offered Gross Amt

Amt Paid Disc Taken Total Paid

Disiributions. 6200.0S Electric Expense 1099: /75.0/

07/31/14 1562 R & M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT.

06/25/14 07/25/l4 0359873S502JU14 AEP100 American Electric Powe

Disc Terms: net30 Non-Disc Amt: 0.00 Sort Code: In-State

A/P Acct.4: 2000.00 Memo to Payee: Grassy Ibps.

Distributions: 6200.OS Elect'ric Expense 1099:

175.d/

286,82 06/30/14

PO¹:

0,00

0.00

286.82

/75.0/

2$6.82

07/31/14 1562 R ¹t M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT.

06/25/14 07/25/14 03704794308JV14 AEPIOO American Electric Powe

Disc Terms.'et30 Non-Disc Amt; 0.00 S'ort Code.'in-State
A/P Acct¹! 2000.00 Memoto Payee: scott fork bps

286.82 0.00

30.95 06/30/14 0.00

PO ¹c

286.82

30.95

Distributions: 6200.08 Electric Expense 1099;

07/14/14 1559 R dt M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT. 30.95 30,95

06125/l4 07/25/14 03708003565JU14 AEPIOO American Electric'Powe

Disc Terms: net30 Non-Disc Amt: 0.00 Sort Code: In4tate
A/P Acct ¹: 2000.00 Memo to Payee: Office/downstairs

"Isa¹ Distributions: 6200.08 Electric Expense 1099:

07/14/14 1559 .R4 M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT.

06/25/14 07/25/14 0379$388017JU14 AEP 100 American Electric Powe

Disc Terms: net30 Non-.Disc Amt: 0.00 Sort Code: In-State

A/P Acct ¹t 2000.00 Memo to Payee: dry br.

491.74 06/30/14

Po¹:

491.74

94,42 0680/1.4

PO¹:

0.00 491,74

4%A74

94.42;

Distributions: 6200.0$. Electr'ic Expense .1099:

07/3'I/14 1562 R dh.M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT.

06/25/14 07/25/14 03879051'005JU14 AEPIOO American Electri'c Row'e

Disc Terms; net30 Non-'Disc Amt: 0,'00 Sort Code: In-Sfate

A/P Acct ¹: 2000.00 Memo to Payee; Winns br.

94.42

113.08 06/30/14

PO¹:
0.00 1,13.08

Distributions: 6200.08 Electric Erpense 1099,'/3./J8
07/14/14. ISS9 R dt M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT.

0925/14 07/25/14 0390143502JUI4 AEP100 American. Electric Powd

Disc Terms." het30 Non-Disc Amt: 0.00 Sort Code: In@tate

A/P Acct ¹: 2000.00 Memo to.Paycc: Ridgeline tank

/./3.08

17.60 06/30/14

PO¹;
O,OO

l/3.08

Distributions: 6200.08 Electric Expense 1099; 17,60

07/31/14 1562 R dt M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT.

06/25/14 07/25/14 03961884214JU14 AEPIOO American Electric Powe

Disc Terms: net34 Non-Disc Amt: 0.00 Sort Code: In-State

A/P Acct ¹: 2000.00 Memo to Payee: dry br. tank

Distributions: 6200.08 Electric Expense 1099:

17.60

16.75 06/30/14

PO¹:
0.00

/6.75

l7; 60

16,75

07/31/14 1562 R dt M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT. /6.75 0.00 16.75
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Mountain %ater District
PO Box 3157,Pikeville, KY 41502-3157

Payable/Paymeat List

From 06/15/14 To 06/30/14 - As of AF Date 06/30/14

By Vendor ID

Pbl.Date Due Date Payable Number'endor'.D Vendor Name

Pmt Date Pmt Reference Source Credit
Net Balance Disc Date Disc Offered Gross Aml

Amt Paid Disc Taken Total Paid

06/26/14 07/26/14 03198561007JU14 AEP100 American Electric Powe

Disc Terms: nct30 Non-Disc Amt: 0.00 Sort Code: In-State

A/P Acct¹: 2000.00 Memo to Payee: cons. biilling

14,166.35 06/30/14

PO¹:
Q.Q'0 14,166.35

Distributions: 6200,08, Electric Expense 1099: 14,166.3S

07/31/14 1562 R & M REIMBVRSEMENT ACCT.

06/26/1'4 07/26/14 03406562904JU14 AEP100 American Electric Pow'e

Disc Terms: net30 Non-Disc Amt: 0,00 Sort Code: In-State,

A/P Acct ¹; 2000.0Q Memo to Fayec: Hurricane BPS

/4,16635 O.OO

165.46 06/30/14 0.00

PO¹:

14;166.35

165.46

Distributions;: 6200.08 Electric Expehse 1099! 165.46

07/31/14 .1562 R & M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT.

06/26/14 07/26/14 03542522408JU14 AEP100 American Electric Powe

Disc Terms: net30 Non-Disc Amt: 0.00 Sort Code: In-State

A/P Acct ¹: 2000.00 Memo to Payee: caisson br.

/6$ .46

196.16 06/30/14

PO¹;

O.OQ

0.00

I'65.4'6

196.16

Distributions: 6200.08 Electric Expense 1099: 196,16

07/31/14 1562 R & M REIMBVRSEMENT ACCT.

~6/27/J4 07/27/14 03202291500JU14 AEP100 American Electric Powe

Disc Teims: net30 Non-Disc Amt".0.00 Sort Code'! In-State

A/P Acct ¹: 2000,00 Memo to Payee: State Hwy.

194E'96.16984.94 06/30/14

PO¹:
0,00

I96.16

984,94

Distributions: 6200.08 Electric Expense 1099: 984;94

07/31/14 1562 R & M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT.

06/27/14 07/27/14 03565547209JU14 AEP100 American Electric Powc.

Disc Terms, net30 Non-Disc Amt: 0.00 Sort Code: In-State

A/F Acct ¹! 2000.00 Memo to Payee:

984.94

358.95 06/30/14

PO ¹!.

O.OO

0.00

984.94

358.95

Distributions: 6200.08 Electric Expense 1099.'58.95
07/3]/1'4 1562 R & M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT.

Total for vendor AEP100:

358,9S

56,332.6¹

O.OO

0.00

358.95

56,332.65

Vendor ID / Name: BAR100 Bartley II'ardwar~ Iiic.,
06/17/14 07/17/14 061714 BAR100 Bartley IIardw'are, Inc.

Disc Terms: nct30 Non-Disc Amt: 0.00 Sort Code: Local

A/P Acct ¹: 2000.00 Memo to Payee: grass seed

37.98 06/30/14 0.00

PG ¹! 4842

37.98

Distributions: 7006.06 General R & M 1099: 37.98

06/30/14 1528

06/20/14 07/20/14 4850

Disc Terms: net30

M'cct ¹: 2000.00

Distributions: 7006.06

R & M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT.

BAR100 Bartley Hardware, Inc.

Non-Disc Amt: 0.00 Sort Cdde.'ocal
Memo to Payee: Fittings

General R & M

37,98 O.OO

19;67

19.67 06/30/14 0.00

PO ¹: 4850

37.98

19.67

07/31/14 1563 R & M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT. 19.67 O.OO 19.67
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Mountain %ater District
PO Box 3157, Pikeville, KY 41502-3157

Payable/Payment List

Froin 06/15/14 To 06/30/14 - As ofAP Date 06/30/14

By Vendor ID

Pbl Date Due Date Payable Number Vendor ID Vendor Name

Pmt Date Pmt Reference Source Credit
Net Balance .Disc Date Disc Offered

Amt Paid Disc Taken

Gross Amt

Total Paid

Total for v'endor BAR100: 57.65 o.oo 57.65

V'endor'D / Name; CON200 Consolidated Pipe 8) Supply Co., Inc.
06/18/14 07/18/14 2840914-000-000 CON200 ConsOlidated Pipe 8t Su 2,356;42

Di'sc Terms: net30 Non-Disc Amt; 0.00 Sort Code: Out-of-State

A/P Acct 8: 2000.00 Memo to Payee: adapters, coupling, cts pj, gate valve, bashing reducers

Distributions: 7002.06 PS/LS R 0, M 1099i

06/30/14 0.00

PQdr 4809

2,356.42

2,356.42

2,356.42 0 00

104.00 06/30/1¹ 0.00

PO 8'&1?

07/31/14 1570 R k, M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT.

06/18/14 07/18/14 2840922-000-000 CON200 Consolidated Pipe /L Su.

Disc Terms:. net30.,Non-.DiscAmt: 0.00 SortCode: Out~f-State

A/P A'c'ct 0; 2000,00 Memo to Payee meter box ext.

2,356.42

104.00

Distributions: 7006.17 Gcncnd R 8t M Sewer 1099'/0400
0.00/04,00

820.00 06/30/14 0.00

PQ k 4&l9

820.00

06/30/14 0.00

POk 4830

07/31/14 1570 R 8i M REIMBURSEMENT. ACCT.

06/18/14. 07/18/14 ?840943-;000-000 CON200 Consolidated Pipe 8t Su

Disc Terms; net30 'Non-Disc Amti 0.00 Sort Code: Outwf-State

A/P Acct 0: 2000.00 Memo to Pay'ee: sleeve arid valve

istributions: 7006.06 General R k, M 1099:

07/3'1/14 1570: .R Ik M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT, 820,00

06/18/I¹ 07/18/14 2840990 CON200 Consolidated Pipe 8t Su 260.00

Disc Terms: net30 Non-Disc Amt: 0,00 Sort Code: Outwf-State.

A/P Acct 9: 2000.00 Memo to Payee'. Valve box,coupling, adapters

l04.00

820.00

820;0 7

260,00

Distributions: 7006.06 General'R 8i M 1099: 260.00

07/31/14 1570 R k. M. REIMBURSEMENT ACCT 26'0.00

Total for v'endor CON200i 3,540.42 0.00 3)840.42

Vendor ID / Namei FAS200 FASTXNAI*

06/1,8/14 06/1 8/14 KYPIK23286 FA8200. FASTENAL

Disc Terins: Non-Disc Amt: 0.00 Sort Code:
A/PAcctk 2000.00 McmotoPayee: El wireconnectors:

Distributions. '/002.1? FS/L'S R 8t, M Sewer

l099r'8.97

06/i&/I¹ o.oo

Pot. 4847

48.97

48.,97

06I30/14 1536 R4 M REIMBURSEMENT ACCt 48.:97 48.97

Total fot vendor FAS200: 48.97

General R 8r; M

Vendor ID / Name: GRO100 Grott Locksmith Center, Inc;
0924/14 07/24/14 311577 GRO1 X Grott Locksmith Center,

D!scTerms: net30 Non-Disc. Amt: 0.00 Sort Code: ln-State

AIPAcctk 2000.00 Mano toPaycc: 6keys
't

Distributions: 7006.06 1099:

07/31/14 1574 R 8r, M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT. 19./6

/9. /6

0.00

19.16 06/30/14 0.00

Pod: 486i

19.16

I9./6

8/28/2014 1 1:17 am Page 9



Mountain Water District
Po Box 3157, Pikeville, KY 41502-3157

Payable/Payment List

From 06/1 5/14 To 06/30/14 - As of AP Date 06/30/14.

By Vendor ID

Pbl Date Due Date Payable Number Vendor tft Vendor Name
Pmt Date Prnt Reference Source. Credit

Net Balance Disc Date Disc Offered Gross Arnt
AmtPald Disc Taken Total Paid

Total for vendor GRO100: 19.16 0.00 19.16

Vendor ID / Name: HA Y100 Hayes Pipe Supply, Inc.
06/23/l4 07/23/14 539032 HAY100 Hayes Pipe Supply, Inc.
Disc Terms: nct30 Non-Disc Amt: 0.00 Sort Code: Out-of-State
A/P Acct k 2000.00 Memo to Payee: lock and pin seals

780.72 06/30/14

PO¹:
0.00 780;72

Distributions: 7006.06 General R &'M 1099: 780.72

07/31/14 1575 R & M.REIMBURSEMENT. ACCT. 780.72

Total for'vendor HAY100: 780 72

O.O0

0.00

780.72

780.72

Vendor ID / Name! HER100 Herman West
06/23/14 06/23/14 062314 HER100 Herman %est, 1,87S.QO 06/23/14
Disc Terms: RCPT Non-Disc Amt! 0.00 Sort Code'. Loc'al PQ ¹'.
A/P. Acct ¹: 2000.00 Memo to Payee: Paving at ( Kenne Village,Brushy,Dry Fork)

0.00. 1,875.00

06/30/14 I540. R &M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT,

D!stributions: 7006.06 General R & M 1099: (Accountant l3efault)

/,87S.00

/,875.0'0

/,875.00

Total for vendor HER100: 1,875.00 O.QO 1.875.00

Ven'dor ID / Name; JATIOO J 4 A TRUCK PARTS
06/23/14 06/23/14 98347 JAT100 J &.A TRUCK PARTS

Disc Terms. Nori-Disc Amt: 0.00 Sort Code:
A/P Acct ¹'2000.00 Memo to Payee: hook for trailer

9.95 06/23/14 0.00

PO¹: 4845

9.95

Distributions;. 7000.06 Major Equipment R & M 1099: 9.95

07/31/14 1578 R & M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT.

Total for vendor.JAT100:

9.9S

9.95

0,00

9,9S

Vendor ID / Name: JVSI00 Justice Supply. Company
06/23/14 07/23/14 0130935 JUS100 Justice Supply Company

Disc Terms: nc00 Non-Disc Amt: 0.00 Sort Code.'ocal
A/P Acct ¹: 2000.00 Memo to Payee: pipe and fittings

Distributions 7006.06 General R &M

25.48 06/30/14 0.00

PO¹; 4851

25.48

25.48

07/31/14 1580 R & M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT.

Total for vendor JVS100:

25.48

25,48

0.00

2S.48

Vendor ID / Name: LEOIOO Leon'i Auto Parts
06/17/14 07/17/14 363093 I.EO100 Leon's Auto Parts

Disc Terms: neo0 Non-Disc Amt: 0.00 Sort Code: Local
A/P Acct ¹: 2000.00 Memo to Payee: ¹113Flush Clean, AC oil, compressor

505,8S 06/30/14 0.00

PO¹i 4855

505.85

Distributions: 7003.17 Vchiclc R & M Sewer

07/31/14 1581 R & M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT.

06/17/14 07/17/14 363111 LE0100 Leon's Auto Parts

1099.'05.85
505.85 0.00

36.50 06/3Q/14 0.00

505.85

36.50

8/28/2014 11; 17 ain Page 10



MOIIntaia Water District
PO Box 3157, Pikeville, KY 41502-3157

Payable/Payment List

From 06/15/1'4 Ta 06/30/I 4 - As of AP Date 06/30/14

By Vendor ID

Pbl Date Due Date Payable Number Vendor ID Vendor Name

Pmt Date Pmt Reference Sourc'e Credit
Net Balance Disc Date Disa Offered

AmtPald Disc Taken

Gross Amt

Total Paid

Disc Terms." net30

A/P Acct ¹! 2000.00
Non-Disc Amt: 0.00 Sort Code: Local

Memo to Payee: ¹131 U Joints

PO¹: 485¹

Distributions: 7003.06 Vehicle R & M

07/31/14 1581 R 8r, M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT.

06/17/14 07/17/14 363112 LEOIOO Leon's Auto Parts

Disc..Terms: net30 Non-Disc Amt: 0.00 Sort Code: Lacal

A/P Acct ¹: 2000.00 Mano to Payee: .air hose for ¹14S

36.50

0.00

29:00 06/30/14 0.00

PO¹: 4857

36,$0

29.00

DIstributions: 7003,06 Vehicle R & M 1099:

07/31/14 1581 R a M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT

06/25/14 07/25/14 363291 LEO100 Lean's Auto Parts

isc Terms'. net30 Non-Disc Aint: 0.00 Sort Codtc Local
A/P Arct ¹i 2000.00 Memo to Payer.'. salvcrit, oil and filters

07/31/14 1581 R,&, M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT;

06/24/14 07/24/14 363260 LEO IOO Leon's Ant'a Parts

Disc Terms: net30 NOn-DiSa.Amt; 0.00 Sort Cddci Local

A/P Acct ¹ 2000.00 Memo to Payee: solvent, filters and'oil

Distnbutions: 7003.06 Vehicle R &,M 1099

2900 0,00

Ig'7;49 06/30/14 '0;00

PO¹; 4870

I.37,49

.164.6806/30/14 0.00

PO ¹: 4869

29 00:

137i49'37;49

164;68

Distributions: 7003.06 Vehicle R & M 1099.'64.68
07/31/14 1581 R & M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT.

06/25/14 07/25/14. 363299 LEO100 Leon's Auto Parts

Dis'c Terms: net30 Non-Disa Amt'.00 Sort Code: Local

A/P Acct ¹: 2000.00 Memo to Payee: break pads ¹131

I'64.68

45.15 06/30/14 0.00

PO¹!: 4668

16468
f

45.15

Distributions: 7003.06'ehicle R & M 1099 45, IS

07I31/14 1581 R dt M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT.

06/27/14 07/2//14 363361 LEO IOO Lean's Auto Parts

Disc Terms: nct30 Nan-Disc Amt!'.90 Sort Code; Local

A/P Acct ¹: 2000.00 Memo to Payee:. ¹135Bondo &.sandpaper

45./S 0.00

40.20 06/30/14 0.00

PO¹t 4881

Distributions: 7003,06 Vehicle R & M 1099.'0.20
07/31/14 1581 R & M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT. 0.00 4020

06/27/14 07/27/14 363362 LEO100 Leon's Auto Parts

Disc.Terms: ncQO Non-Disc Amt: 0;t}0 Sort Code: Local

A/P Acct ¹i 2000.00 Memo to Payee: Filters for greco generator

119.24 06/30/14 '0.0tl

PO ¹'4880
I 1924

Distributions: 7003.06 Vehicle R gr M 1099: I/9.24

07/31/14 1581 R,&, M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT.

Total for vendor LEO100i

I/9.24

1,078.11

0,00

0.00

I/9.24

1,078.11

Mndor ID / Name: LQWZOD LOWE'S HOME CENTER

06/26/14 06/26/14 98001946954JU14 LOW200 LOWE'S HOME CENT 897.98 06/26/14 0.00 897.98

8/28/2014 ll: 17 ain Page ll



Mountain Water District
PO Box 3157, Pikeville, KY 41502-3157

Payable/Paysnent List

From 06/15/14 To 0'6/30/14 -'s of AP Date 06/30/14

By Vendor ID

Nct Balance Disc Date Disc Offered Gross Amt.

Amt Paid Dbc Taken Total Paid

PQ¹;

Pbl Date 'Due Date Payable Number Vendor ID. Vendor N'arne

Pmt Date. Pmt Reference Source Credit

Disc Terms: Non-Disc Amt: 0.00 Sort Code:.

A/P Acct ¹: 2000.00 Memo to Paycc: dchumidflcr, tool boxs,paint@esp,.light bulbs

Distributions. 7006.06 General R & M 1099: 897.98

07/31/14 1582 R & M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT 897.98 897.98

To'tal for vendor LOW200t 897.98 0.00 897.9&:

V'en'dor ID /Name: MIC100 MicroComm

06/16/14 07/16/14 .0036946. MIC100 MicroComm

Disc Terms,'eQQ Non-Disc Aint: 0.00 Sort Code: Contractor

A/P Acct ¹:.2000,00 Memo to Payee.'odel 1500w/miod600

1,594,00 06/30/14

POk
0.0Q 1,594.oo

Distributions: 7002.06

07/31/14 1583

PS/LS R & M

R & M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT.

1099:

/.594.00

1,594.00

1,59400

Total for'endor MIC100; 1;594.00 0.OO lp94;oo

Vctidor ID / Name: NOR100 I<orthside Plumbing and Supply, Inc.
06/25/14 07/25/14 008529 NOR100 Noithsidc'Plumbing and

isc Terms; nct30 Non-Disc Amt: 0.00 Sort Code: Local

A/P Acct ¹l 2000.00 Mana to Payee: fittings for Mills BPS

Distributions. 7002.06 PS/LS R &M

80.01 06/30/14 0.00

PO ¹: $864

80.01

80.01

07/31/14 1585 R & M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT.

Total for vendor NORlotlt

80.01

80.01

0.00

0.00

80.01

80.01

Vendor ID /Name: NOR200 Northern Tool & Equipment
06/19/14 07/19/14 111722 NOR200 Northern Tool & Equipn

Disc.Terms: net30 Non-Disc Amt: 0.00 Sort Code: In-State

A/P Acct ¹: 2000.00 Memo to Payee: tool box for 145

717.44 06/30/14 0.00

PO¹: 4837

717;44

Distributions: 7003,06

07/31/14 1584

VehicleR& M

R k M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT.

1099:

71744

717;44

717.44

Total for vendor NOR200: 717.44 0.00 717;44

Vendor ID/Name: POP100
06I25/14 06/25114 S5914

Disc Terms:

A/P Acct ¹: 2000.00

POP'S CHEVROLET.
POP100 POP'S CHEVROLET

Non-Disc Amt: 0.00 Sort Code:

Memo to Payee: mass air flow sensor

89.78 06/2S/14 0,00

POk'S63
89.78

Distributions: 7003.06

07/31/14 1586

Vehicle R & M

R & M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT.

Total for vendor POP100:

89.78

89,78

89.78

0,00 89.78

89.78

d or ID / Name: RIV100
6/24/14 07/24/14 0135151

Rivcrsidc Supply, LLC
RIV100 Riverside Supply, LLC 51.25 06/30/14 0.00 51.25

8/2S/2014 11:17 am Page 12



Mo'IIritain Water Distr|et
PO Bax 3157, Pikeville, KY 41502-315"I

Payable/Payment List

From 06/15/14 To 06/30/14- As ofAP Date 06/30/14

By Vendor ID

Pbl Date Due Date Payable Number Vendor ID Vendor Name

Pmt Date, Pmt Reference Source Credit
Net Balance Disc Date Disc Offered Gross Amt

Amt Paid Disc Taken Total Paid

Disc Terms: net30

A/P Acct': 2000.00

Distributions: 7000.06

07/31/14 1588

Non-Disc Amt: 0.00 Sort Code: Local

Memo to Payee: Hose for air compressor wtp

Major Equipment R 8t M 1099:

R k M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT. $1.2$

PO8: 4860

S/.,2$

0.00 $/.2$

1099

06/26/14 07/26/14 0135097 RIVI 00'iveisid'e Supply„.LLC

Disc Terms'. nct30 Non-Disc Amt: 0.00 Sort Code: Local

A/P Acct 8: 2000,QO Memo to Payee: suinp pumps

Distributions'7006,06 General.R 8t.M

739,00 06/30/1.4 0.00

PON:

73%00

739.00

07/31/14 1588 R 8r, M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT. 739.00

Total:for vendor RIVIQL 790.25

739.00

790.25

Vendor ID / Name: SESIQQ SES Small Engine Solutions
06/20/14 06/20/14 SOQ00419 SESI.QQ SES Small Eng|ne Solu

Disc Terms: Non-Disc Ant: .O,QQ Sort Code:
A/P Acct 8: 2000.00 Memo to Payee: clcancd and repaired water pump

81.05 06/20/14 Q.QQ

POP'2044
81.05

1099: (Accountant Default)

78.50 .06/20/14

PO8:

Distributions: 7006.06 Gegcral R 8t M

07/31/14 1590 R 8t M REIMBURSEMENT, ACCT. 8/.0$

06/20/14 06/20/14 SO-000418 SESIOO SES Small Engine Solu

Disc Teinis: Non-Disc Am@ '.00 Sort Code;

A/P Acct g.'2Q00.00 Memo to Payee: spark plugs,oil for northstar water pump

Distributions: 7001.06 Hand Tools R 8t M 1099: (Accountant Default)

8/.0$

0.00

0.00 78.50

.07/31/14 1590 'R 8t M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT. 78.$0

Q6/24/14 06/24/14 SO-000433 SESIOO SES Small Engine Sold 1844

Disc Terms: Non-Disc Amt Q.QQ Sort cade:
AIP Acct//: 2000.00 Memo to Payee: weedeater,line

O.nn

06/24/14 0.00

PO 8'. 4859

7&$0

18.44

Distributions: 7001.06 Hand Tools R8k M 1099: (Accountant Default)

/8.44

43.54: 06/27/I4

PO8:

07/31/14 1590 R k M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT.

06/27/14 06/27/14 SMN0442 SES100 SES Small Engine Solu

Disc Terms: Nori-Disc Amt'. 0.00 Sort Code:

AIP Acct 8: 2000.0Q Memo to Payee: wecdeater str|ng

/K44

000'.00

I&44

43.54

Distributians: 7001.17 Hand Tools R h, M Sewer 1099: (Accountant Default) 43.S4

07/31/14 1590 R 4 M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT; 43$4

Total for veiidor SES100! 221.53

0.00 43.S4

221.53

Vendor IS / Name: STA IOQ State Electiic Supply Company

06/23/14 07/23/14 10170967-OQ STA,100 State Elect'ric Supply Coi 118.21

Disc Terms: net30 Noh-Disc Amt: 0.00 Sort Code: Ont-uf-State

~-tutsdtA/P Acct 8: 2000.00 Memo to Payee: light bulbs,

Distributions: 7006.06 General R 4 M

06/30/14 0.00

POP'824

I/8.2/

118.21

8/28/2014 11:17 am Page 13



Mottntain%ater District
PO Box 3157,,Pikeville, KY 41502-3157

Payable/Payment List

From 06/15/14 To 06/30/14 - As of AP Date 06/30/I 4
By Vendor ID

Pbl Date Due Date Payable Number Vendor ID Vendor Name

Pmt Date Pmt Reference Source Credit
Net Balance Disc. Date Disc Offered Gross Amt

Amt Paid Disc Taken Total Paid

07/31/14 159l R & M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT

Total for vendor. STA100:

118.21

.118.21

0.00

0.00

//8.21

118.21

Vendor ID /Name: USA100 USA BLUEBOOK
06/17/14 0//17/14 374172 USAIOO USA BLUEBOOK 500.03 06/30/14 0.00

Disc Terms: neQO 'Non-Disc Amt: 0.00 Sort Code: Out-of-State PO ¹: 4844
A/P Acct ¹: 2000.00 Memo to Payee: floats.

500,.03

Distributions: 7006.17 General R & M Sewer 1099:

07/31/14 1593 R & M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT. $00;03 Soo.ni

Total for vendor VSA100'. SOO;03 0.00 500.03

1,067.87 06/20/14 0,00

FOR: 4843.

Vendor'D / Name: VER100 VERMEER SALES & SERVICE
06/20/14 06/20/1.4 20076120 YER100 VERMEER SALES & S
Disc Terms: Non-Disc Amt: 0.00 Sort Code:
A/P Acct ¹: 2000.00 Memo to Payee; rings, studs vilve replacement,shalt,head asy.hose for bullet I„067;87'istributions:

7000.06

07/31/I4 1594

Major Equipment R & M 1099.'

& M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT. 1,067.87

Total. for vendor VER100: 1,067.87

1,06Z87

1,06'7.87

1,067;87

Vendor ID / Name; WAS100 Wascon, Inc.
06/19/14 07/19/14 39243 WAS I 00 Wascon, Inc. 18,154.91

Disc Terms: ncQO Non-Disc Amt: 0.00 Sort Code: Out.of-State

A/P A'cct ¹'. 2000.00 Memo to Payee:

06130/14

PO¹:
0.00 18.154.91

Distributions: 7002.17 PS/LS R & M Sewer 1099: 18./$4.9J

07/31/14 1596 R & M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT. 18,154.91

06/27/14 07/27/14 39352 WAS 100 Wascon, Inc; 12,962;3,4

Disc Terms: neQO Non-Disc Amt: 0.00 Sort Code: Out-of-State

A/P Acct¹; 2000.00 Memo to Payee: E- I Repair. parts

0,00

06/30/14 0.00

PO ¹'4846

18,154.91

12,962.34

Distributions: 7002.17

07/31/14 1596

06/30/14 07/30/I4 39361

Disc Terms; net30

A/P Acct ¹: 2000.00

PS/LS R & M Sewer 1099:

R & M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT. 12,962.34

WAS 100 Wascon, Inc. 2,364.28

Non-Disc Amt: 0.0'0 Sort Code: Out-of-State

Memo to Payee: E- I repairs

06/30/14

PO¹:

J2,962;34

0.00

0.00

/2,962.34

2,36.4.28

Distributions: 7002.17 PS/LS R & M Sewer 2,364.28

07/31/14 1596 R & M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT. 2,364.28

Total for vendor WAS100: 33,481.S3

ann

0.00

2,364.28

33,481.53

dor ID / Name: ZEB200
M6/26/14 06/26/14 229119

ZEBULON STARTER SERVICES, INC.

ZEB200 ZEBULON STARTER 8 40.00 06/26/14 0.00 40.00

8/28/2014 ll: 17 am Page l4



Mountain %ater District
PO Box 3157,PIiteville, KY 41502-3157

Payable/Payment List

Froin 06/15/14 To 06/30/14 - As of AP Dati. 06/30/14
By Vendor ID

Pbl Date. Due Date Payable Number Vendor ID Vendor Name

Pmt Date Pmt Reference Source Credit
Net Balance Disc Date. Disc Offered Gross Amt

Amt Paid Disc Taken Total Paid

Disc Terms'.

A/P Acct I: 2000.00

Dist'ributionS: 7000;06

07/31/14 1597

Non-Disc Amt: 0.00 Sort Code:

Memo to Payee: hyd. hose for 83 Excavator

Major Equipment R & M

R &.M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT.
1099.'0.00

PO k 48'66.

40.00

0.00 40.00

Total for vendor ZEB200: 40;00 .0.00
40.00'ompany

Total: 103,366,74 o,oo 103,366.74

Pavment Summarv

Checks. R &; M REIMBURSEMENT ACGT.
. Total Paynteuts R & M REIMBURSEMENT ACCT.

Total Payments

GL Account Distribution Summarv

6200.08 MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES USED

7000.06 Major Equipment R & M
7001.06 Hand Tools R & M
001.17 Hand Tools R & M Sewer

7002.06 PS/LS R &M
7002;17 PS/LS R & M Sewer

7003.06 Vehicle R & M
7003.17 Vehicle R & M Sewer

7006;06 General R & M

7006.17 .General R & lvf Sewer

103;366.74

103,366.74

S6,332.&5
1,169,07

96.94
43,54

4,030.43
33,S30.5tl

1,379.48
505.85

5,674<25

604,03

103,366.74

8/28/2014 11:17 am Page 15
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Mountain Water District I'f

'ecap

of R & M Bills
2014

January
February
March
April

May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Actual
$ 69,398.98
$ 61,472.22
$ 58,796.12
$ 66,025.45
$ 33,789.97
$ 67,282.75
$ 56,797.00
$
$
$
$
$

Budaet
47,000.00
47,000.00
47,000.00
47,000.00
47,000.00
47,000.00
47,000.00
47,000.00
47,000.00
47,000.00
47,000.00
47,000.00

Over/(Under)
22,398.98
14,472.22
11,796.12
19,025.45

(13,210.03)
20,282.75
9,797.00

(47,000.00)
(47,000.00)
(47,000.00)
(47,000.00)
(47,000.00)

YTD
22,398.98
36,871.20
48,667.32
67,692.77
54,482.74
74,765.49
84,562.49
37,562.49
(9,437.51)

(56,437.51)
(103,437.51)
(150,437.51)

Wascon
23,196.38
11,358.81
11,590.21
36,861.16
15,931.70
33,481.53
21,334.48

% of R/M

33.42%
18.48%
19 71o/

55.83%
47.15%
49.76%
37.56%

¹DIV/0!
¹DIV/0!
¹DIV/0!
¹DIV/0!
¹DIV/0!

Total $ 413,562.49 $ 564,000.00 $ (150,437.51) 153,754.28
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REPOSE.

,OD
usoa RD tarmac + pgrl0' ~ 02I/04 .

1/11/2001

Alngufit of loan
Number of Intttal Interact Onty

Paymerte
Payment Frequency
Pttnctfwrl Payment Unite

EDHD SCHEDULE, 1I11ISOOS
Nwna ot 6~6—.It)ountelg Water Dtetrfa)

850000 Annual I 8 nmmea /atra O.046
Numbe ot prtnctpel endor Interae)
Payrnenta

Annual 7hta te a epN paymenl boncL hteej

1004 Interee) Payrnenl UnNa

I %EAR I

2009 1

2010
2011 1

'2012 1
WI 1
20l4 1

20t5 1
2010 1
2011 I
ROID 1

2019 1

2020 1

2IO) 1

2022 1

2023 l
2024 1

2025 I
2020 1

2029 1

2020 1
202$ 1

20)0 1
2O31

2052 1
20)3 1
2034 1

2035 1

205d 1

20$'7 1

2030
2039 Il.

2040 Ii

204I

20441

204) I

2044
2045
2tt44 1
2041 1

M40 ii
TOThLS

PERIOD 'Uh9)ER
1
2

5

1
0

10
ll

1$
14
l5
ld
11
I!
l9
20
21
22

24

P
2!
2$

II I

Hlj;

)BI
)'I
)Il
)g
)d
21
)I
39

en I

i'9250

29250 .

29250
AN)5
2)820 ~

'7)r45

27585
27225
2da20

)d4)5
259N
25515
2502k
24525.
24050
22490
229e)
22520
21090
2)odO

20)05
I9dN
$9945
10100
)7274
10515
15dl5
l4715
IN70
ISN
11745
IMdi
9540
)370
7114
f)05
4455

30)5
1534

,7')29$

PAVM

0250
)025tl

)5955'5020

)4905
)5945
)5505
)CRS

. 35NO
)d4)5
359d9
305)$

)5525
34030

'

)0490

%5090

)0000
)N05
35005
)5945
)0)N
)0970
)051$
)5d)$
)5715
)alt)
)NQ
)5145
)5ddI
)5548
35370
30110
)SIN
)d455
)d015
)5530
1420290

RRSX'iUNCIP
0
0
7000
1QN
10N
OON

NO)
9000
90M
90N

'''0000
100N
110M
)1000
))000
12000
t3000
; l50N
.",4000

,'40N
150M

. 10000
'000
. 17000

IIIOOO

19000
200N
20000
210N

' 2?000
22000
24ON

250N
200N.
230N
29to)
)00O)
)2000
)309)
3400O

,'950000

AL akameI:
650000
550000
N43000

MON
52900O Pg
QI000 Poh
913000
605000
590000
$07000
@1000
507000
550000
5450N
$$40N
522000
SUARlll

AWNO

f0000O
4550N
OWN
4210N
lOIION

)QIO00
)dri 000
)47000
fklWP
)OIMOI

20)00t I

2rflOOr

2!I700tl

2I20NI
1Nootl.
IfllÃI
t29000
N}00
NCN
)4000
0

tl3l> ~
lt>l>'t

vamtny Thte schedute tean esttmate of peymenta Rural Oevetopment crt)cutetee tntereel emounte end prtnctpta
rwtrrottcn M of the date the payntenk te p1~~ Neoeusa ON% tha It@of ttl ~ loan payrrnarte WIN be p6~~s62ad
on detae other therl the due dale, Ihe acfrrs) Interest emounte End pAxtpta reducttcn will not mrdch Ihe schedute
prcvtded hera
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WILSON JONES G7204 GREEN

Prepared By

Approved By

Initials Date

/„(L~ 23D2 . EJa

1$4fUOO 42 (n

20

24

25

27

)
36





KAWFC Flealble Term Prodrant Serlea 10128
SlnblsS Fend Payment Ochedele

Sorrows Mosntals Water Olatrtet
CtoelnO Oat» 08/29/12

MonthlF
~rlsetpal

MontUF
Interest

MonthIF
AdmbtAPees

Total Monthll
SlnUsS Feed

PaFments

10/IR-VQ
2/Q-7/13
8/Q-VL4
2/Lb 8/14
8/14-I/15
2/H.l/1$
8/15-V14
2/Ibl/Id
8/16-V17
2/17-7/17
8/17-I/Id
2/18-1/1$
8/IS.V19
7/19-7/19
8/141-20
Rflblflo
Sflbtflf
Rfli-lfli
8/RI-Ifll
1/Q-7/22
8fll-IP3
2/23.7fl3
8/23-Ifl4
2/2+ 7@4
Sfl+VRS
l/25 7/25
Sfl5.1/16
Rflblfld
8/Rbl/V
Rfll-7/V
Sfl7-I/24
2/RblflS
8/lO I/29
2/29 lfl9
8/19 I/30
2/347/30
8/30 2/3I
2/31.7/31
8/31-I/32
2/32.7/32
8/32 I/33
2/33 7/33
8/33.V34
2/34 7fl4
8/34V35
I/347/3$
8/3$ I/34
2/347/34
8/34 V37
2/37.7/37
8/37-V38
2/341/38
8/34V3S
2/348/39

17,000.00
VPOOLOO

2$,150.00
IS@SO.N
29,58333
RSP58333
30,0NAO
30,OOO.N
30,416.67
30P416.d7
31,250.00
3IPRSLOO
31,66L67
31,666,dl
32,916.dl
31,916.67
20,000.00
ROPOOLN

Id@3333
18+3333
1$,750.00
1$,750.00
19,5N33
I9PI633
RO,ON.OO

RO,OOO.N

20,41L67
10,416.dl
21,250.00
RIPRSLOO

19,SSS33
19P58333
20,0N.N
ROPOOLN

ROP416.67
20,41IL67
14,16L61
14,ISL87
I4PN33
14,SN33
Q,08333
Q,ON33
Q,ON33
Q,ON33
QQOLN
KOLN
1,ON33
1,0N33
l,IOL00
7,%EN
7PSSLOO

1,5OLN
1,91L67
7P9IL47

d,VO,OOLN

IS,SIL42
14,d18.23
14+34,90
14334.90
Q,759.90
13,759.90
13,16LRS
Q,16823
12,56L23
I +6L13
11,95890
11,9$9.90
II,RSL77
IIP25L77
1030L77
1030L77
MLS.V
SPIV
8,719,V
$,119.V
$,169,27
8,169,V
1,60L71
7,60d.77
7,019.V
7,0ILV
6,419.V
d,419.17
5,$0L77
5,8N.77
5,169.V
$,169.V
438L77
4PSL71
3,95A77
3,95L77
33IL7$
3PRIL75
R,SSL33
RPSSL33

lPS438
RPH38
L97L54
l,91L56
I,553,65
IPSQ.SS
IPIILIS
IPIILQ

85%38
d5%38
578,Q
57L13
RSLhO

RSLSO

1,440.07
IP294.79
I.RS938
IP25938
IP 187.50
LI8730
IPIQ.54
I,11334
1,03LS4
1,03L54

96L$0
962.50
68438
89438
NLRI
$05.11
722.92
722.92
672.92
672.92
6V.M
6V.M
SISLRI

53L2$
531.2$
48LRS
481.25
430.21
430.21
377,08
377.M
31LQ
32LL3

VLQ
2V.OS

191.67
ISL21
15532
QS.N
QSAS

94.79
N34
SL54
4183
4%N
30SS
3LN
1583
158$

37,1$L49
32,9Q.OR
44344.V
44344,V
44,530.73
44PSIIL73
44PRSL77
44,lSL77
44P023.44
44P023.44
44,VL40
44,17L40
43,N1,81
43P80731
44PORLSS

44,028,65
30,042.19
3L04L19
V,72LSl
27,125,52
27,54436
V,S4436
V,77031
V,77031
V,550,$1
27,$5LSR
27+V.19
273VPIS
27,4$LOS
V,48L98
RSP ASS
25,Q9.69
24,90980
24,909I90
24,65134
14,d5LSS
V,TQ.SO
V,7Q30
17,61333
V,SQ33
14,62292
14PSRI
14,184.90
14,164.90
14,14L44
14,14L44
LlNAIR
LRNAIR

SP4ILLRR

L40LRL
LLOLSS
ILLCLSS

L22938
L22938

S,N3,63930

I ItPPcPPc/5 )
~g» I

gpss
I .J-

u,, V
i>) ~~ il ~

g 3.)d/OOIO

(t w(>'(6



7/01/28
1/01/29
7/01/29
1/01/30
7/01/30
1/01/31
7/01/31
1/01/32
7/01/32
1/01/33
7/01/33
1/01/34
T/01/34
1/01/35
7/01/35
1/01/38
7/01I38
1/01/37
7/01/37
1/01/38
7/01/38
1/01/39
7/01/39
1/01/40
7/01/40
1/01I41
7/01/41
1/01/42
7/01/42
1/01/43
7/01/43
1/01/44
7/01/44
1/01/45
Tl01/45

22,068.75
22,068.75
21,181.88
21,181.88
20,253,75
20,253,75
19,284.38
19,284.38
18,273.75
18,273.75
1'7,201.25
17,201.25
16,087.50
18,087.50
14,932.50
14,932.50
13,715.83
13,715.63
12,438.8S
12,438.8S
11,118.88
11,118.88
9,735.00
9,735.00
8,291.25
8,291.25
6,785.63
8,785.83
5,19T.50
5,19'7.50
3,547.50
3)547.50
1,815.00
1,815.00

43,000.00

45,000.00
W

47,oao.ao

49,000.00

52,000.00

54,000,00

58,000.00

59,000.00

62,000.00

64,000.00

87,000.00

T0,000,00

73,000.00

T7,000.00

80,000.00

84,000.00

88,aao.ao

22,088.75
65,068.75
21,181.88
68,181.88
20,253.75
67,253.75
19,284.3S
68,284.38
18,273.T5
70,273.75
17,201.25
71,201.25
18,087.50
72,087.50
14,932.50
73,932.50
13,715.83
T5,715.83
12,438.88
78,438.88
11,118.88
78,118.88
9,735.00

79,735.00
8,291.25

81,291.25
8,785.83

83,785.83
5,197.50

85,197.50
3,547.50

87,547.50
1,815.00

89,815.00

1,070,000.00
1,027,000.00
1,027,000.00

982,000.00
982,000.00
936,000.00
936,000.00
888,000.00
888,000.00
834,000.00
834,000.00
780,000.00
780,000,00
724,000.00
724,000.00
665,000.00
665,000.00
603,000.00
BO3,OOO.OO

539,000.00
539,000.00
472,000.00
472,000.00
40? 000,00
402,000.00
329,000.00
329,000.00
252,aao.ao
252,000.00
172,000.00
172.aao.ao
88,aao,ao
88,000.00

TOTALS 1,637,790.00 1,650,000.00 3,287,790.ao
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OUE
DATE

1/01/08
7/01/08
1/01/07
7/01/07
1I01/08
7/01/08
1/01/09
7/01/09
1/01/10
7/01/10
1/01/1 1 g'Aylio

7/01/11
1/01/1 2
7/01/12
1/01/1 3
7/01/13
1/01/14
7/01/14
1/01/1 5
7/01/15
1/01/16
7/01/18
1/01/17
7/01/1 7
1/01/18
7/01/1$
1/01/19
7/01/19
1/01/20
7/01/20
1/01/21
7/01/21
1/01/22
7/01/22
t/01/23
7/Ot/23

1/01/24
7/01I24
1/01/25
7/01/25

1/01/28

7/01/28

1/01/27

7/01/27
1/Otne

INTEREST
OUE

34,031.25
33,660.63
33,680.63
33,309.38
33,309.38
32,917.50
32,917.50
32,505.00
32,505.00
32,071.88
32,071.88
31,638.75
31,638.75
31,185.00
31,165.00
30,710.63
30,710.83
30,215.83
30,215.63
29,679,38
29,679.38
29,122.50
29,122.50
28,545.00
2$,545.00
27,948.88
27,948.88
27,328.13
27,328.13
28,888.13
28,888.13
25,N7.50
25,987.50
25,265.83
25,285.83
24,523.13
24,523.13
23,739.38
23,739.38
22,914.38
22,914.38

i

PRINCIPAL
DUE

17,000.00

16,000.00

19,000.00

20,000,00

21,000.00

21,000.00

22,000.00
W

23,000,00

24,000.00

26,000.00

27,000.00
W

28,000.00

29,000.00

3O,QOO.OO

32,000,00

33,000.00

as,oao.ao

38,000.00

38,000.00

40,000.00

4t,oao.oo,

SOUTHERN WATER ANO SEWER DISTRICT
1,650,000 8OND ISSUE
OATEO 09-27-2005

GI~-~ P>
TOTAL

PAYMENT

51,031.25
33,660.e3
51,680.63
33,309.38
52,309.38
32,917.50
52,917.50
32,505.00
53,505.00
32,071.68
53,071.88
31,638.75
53,638.75
31,185.00

'4,185.00
30,710.63
54,710.83
30,215.83
56,215.83
29,879.38
se,er9.38
29,122.50
57,122.50
28,545.00
57,545,00
27,948,68
57,948.88
27,3Z8.13
59,328,13
2$,888.13
59,888.13
25,987.50
80,987.SO
25,285.83
B1,285.83
24,523.13
62,523.13
23,739.38
63,739,38
22,914.38
63,914.38

I

ig cP
PRINCIPAL
8AlANCE
1,850,000.00
1,650,000.00
1,eso,ooo.oo
1,650,000.00
1,650,000.00
1,833,000.00
1,633,000.00
1,615,000,00
1,615,000.00
1,598,000.00
1,598,000.00
1,578,000.00
1,sre,000.00
1,555,000.00
1,555,000.00
1,534,000.00
1,534,000.00
1,512,000.00
1,512,000.00
1,489,000.00
1,489,000.00
1,465,000.00
1,465,000.00
1,439,000.00
1,439,000.00
1,412,000,00
1,412,000.00
1,384,000.00
1,384,000.00
1,355,000.00
1,355,000.00
1.325,000.00
1,325,000,00
1,293,GOO.OO

1,293,000.00
t,280,00O.OQ
1,28O,OOO.OO

t,zzs,ooo.oo
1,2Z5,000.00
1,t89,000,00
t.ta9,OOO.aO

t,tst,oao.ao
1,151,000.00
1,1 t 1,000,00
1, 1 t 1,000.00
1,070,000.00

i

Pg i(z(i~
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Mountain Water District
Revenue Bonds

Series 2001
Fedscreek-Mouthcard Project

agatl37. „$, z9;aao,aa, y, „,s,sey,vq g .. 34,sy8.7s, $„., z4
or.attar ..s:: 4.970.83 S'..:4.970.83 S'-. 24,, o'I'ijt!3s:'..'. s ., „.: 3dqaroao,;S ';.'„'..„.r 4))oem'.,',;j4'<iii<8:s;,„.."'f
0 r38',' ..': S':: 4,3SI.8$ S:: 4,3St,88 S. ':, 2t

.i.59...tr . ~ . R ..tiqo
t,cca Go ', 499.QGO;ao
t",cga|t,k'."."-5Cj'Pyjjo
t,oco,aa, s''-; -. 529,aco.aaJ J01

',,atIati3%„,::,.$.:;;;.,J3t,sJ0000 ';:,';:g'.."$,$Q IIS

,
'a'rio't.39'.." .,

' ' s'" ",';702,'t9J
.'".atilt)4tt.",.'S:".,:;::r„',,'3y;a(O.OO g 5'..- -„,47'0+if,
cr'01'i=:,'-:,';, .af s5t',eb, g.;:-":,".,')'N,si@od g.-'.;.'.::;sqo,:$qg.yo'' ''; 58O,Saa.oor$,;-:.347ttZrt9. S. tl9.Saa.ao,t

F,'..":::+YoX~K .a;...::.94lNftt .'..f.',:.-,;::,'08$0o.qp
593,50d.ao,4J3,-...,S, 3.02t.se', K. 3,0zt 58 S 148,50OQQ

';. 't(gf(4t "i f a",J< "g4'>30600r 'O','.J.,'<,:,- 30'it,;pi',,', 375Zt;Q
Or:air4t:

'- ' ' ''
' " "

2,3to.aa'::S,.":Z,ita'.Oa,i
';;,:.;Iiig,liglf„:;,..jt~,agIt.cd; '. y .00,:

ezs,aao;ao.;
'".,p'.t", 'g4 /if jf.';„'

$ ':.'-;.,884;aoo;co -'--'---"
I 12.000'.05, . S',

f~'".:g';",,38;Od00tf jfj„'-'r';,".,-':;.'.-'$3@II".fg~y».".-.".'3$gfb.de,'.$ "":=rtq..:)If'gQ
S,;:";:,: ': ..i;S87';:So i«"',:" -,i,eei.'SOJ'"i-:'-':-':"'78,"aa,aa.

;,,'q'VOti<i,
07IOI'l42

;: ",',.',-",:-',,:gK)a'gN i'-". 0:"''!';f rtF Sit ',L, g:."3Ner $!t:.p:"'i!l-:'!,ilF5iif g rr,,';:,,i+„iT@'dg i
s-'.':.:J .. '.7940tt „s-',.'"'.', '',:: 7N08 ',S';.': '$ 5000d .s","'701>sag;co "

',

".i ibid'>Qg-
.' Orrct/43i .

'-'ojijilg.':"'.'"„"!J;,.;.':jeJsco,.'py 'i:,-'.,:"'.;,gjgjjir;$ ;87; =~59ffggd K",'::"='p-":"-".;g'I'.".:-"j'f6djp:,00.,

Tgtat, $ 740,000'00''... 783,020.41 j" 1,803,020,4ik='

I
Principal Balance - Principal Paid to

Oue Oaie'. principal Pavrnent Interest pavinent' 'otal Payment" to Oale " - Oate-.
'I ta .a S:::-.'49'aa ..;

C





Mountain Water District
Revenue Bonds

Series 2003
Phelps-Buskirk Sewer Project

Due
Date

Principal
Payment

Principal Balance Principal Paid to
Interest Payment Total Payment to Date Date

PT.'Pl>26 5
01/0)/27:$ ,"'. ' 11'>00I)'00

0,.01i27 5

S 6.198 75 S 6 198 75 S 275.500.00 S 150,500.00
0'.:-."'6,'7)If./0, 5.':.;"'; ":1g,'195:;75';$ "'",„:2tlg)050II.",$ :;";.,';.:":f6);650.0q'

5 951.25 S 5,951.25 S 264 500 00 $ 161.560.00
'0 f/01i27j

'" '...:. 1f",50005 ''..5,95$:.25;:';,:,'"..:",';„'.,'.17,,45$;0p.,:$ ,:;.;,'",.','.*'2(3',qgg00:.'.CI.:;.„::,,J'''', ..f)goop'g>
OT.Ol/28 S - $ 5,692.50 S 5.892.50 $ 253,00000 $

*
173,000.00

:.gfi'of/S P'..':."-"l.':Vz:,QoO,do".$';"" -".,;.'.;::;:;s",69gEq"4:.':":."i,P.';,".ff,i@fg;y.:.",',"''„"'".,.";PQ).'„dggdeIf~~/-"fjsalj)IK
Q7!01/29 S - S 5,422.50 S 5,422.50 S 24'l,000.00 $ 185,000.00
,d)/p|'/30,:S-;:,:"!t:yS;QOO:Oi|', 'y,'y.-;,:;,,'.S$&d5; .ggf-;.„-:-„-.,"1'q,~'@'.yY.'.g-",.r:"@gbgg@lyg,-,3jgmgm;qyLdg-..
Q7/01/30 $ - S 5,130.00 S 5,130.00 $ 228,000.00 $ 198,000.00
atlyfi'ii,:':$ "::,".-"".:j>':<Qaaa";;k~.,'-,:: .%<3ref".:4,"'".~":;""i%i.":KH3rri~9"-'k!'~74%MKC%:<f".'4',-h","IÃNN03iN'T;P

l '3 l 5 - S 4,826.25 S 4,826.25 S 214,500.00 $ 211,500.00
'd gy1/'N; S .".;.-:-. ''14;doo.do '):;;:;,;,4(45',2X':;$;"':~'."...:::.7:„''-.;.~5II$5'gg.-"$;.„-',",.',"-",:,'299@QZq':".N~"'-.".::;,';.$4~@0 "g:;
P7>Q1!32 S - S 4511.25 $ 4511.25 S 20050000 $ 22550000

I0$]0)I35.:.Sir',..:,'' 14,500;06,:..:S.:::.'I'.,:;,'."' fife;:',"$ ,:!"',"",",)i"-';..19;5ff,25. g i'..".'.IIN.ggO.;Q4„4,::..~$,-'>'„"!24gggg.g'.
P /Ol/33 $ - $ 4,185.QO S 4,185.QQ $ 186,000.00 $ 240,000.00

."",d1ijk)g,'y.'":.',""!'„;.„'--'fgggo',o'0',.'.$;,':"';, .'"::('7785„:bg!"$!g':,,"".„g'„19'F8P',oo,''!,"'f.'.";,':,"'k'7%gggmg'j".$
'-

";",:.',"j''2$$gfgad"
p->01j 34 $ - S 3,847.50 $ 3.847.50 S 171,000.00 S 255.000.00

"Q)'j5'j/$ 5 's::,":."-'"":.'."-"i6'Ooag0'S.",''.'38/$ 55,;,$ ."; >; '*,„.>,'1'0d4$50':"5".'".''.,f$$b'ON00'! g';::;-"g".'.27$tie))'d$
'Ti01!35$ - S 3.487.50 S 3,487.50 S 155,000.00 S 271,000,00

, o]iifi'qe.':g.':::<., ':18,"Sjdao:j,",;.':::.8'460 fo: '$„'.,'",, ';: qadi q 9ej5d-, ".j'ii'-,'".:,'jds'$fggf,. '$':; '.i;: ..';;„'ifiZSq1'.oq':
07/01/36 $ - S 3,116.2a S 3.115.25 S 138,500.00 S 287,500.00

'gigl3'T; . 0;:!,:.,'17I509.alan.'. s,': .';".",,8I,.'f1$j25,::;0,">:>',>>.'.",i'~Ra',6/6$5;6;".'.';.„::",'if„jt(55/"g. -'',,"i ';,'f)faug.gg
07/01I37 $ - S 2,722.5a S 2,722.50 S 121,000.00 S 305.000.00

:o)!Of/38:;S': "".18.000'00:;;.s':;::.'.2;7>k~9.:;3;':i '-::>~:;447745K;Ã'.':;IKKOPXCL;4:,",.'!.,';~44409>'00'.
OT/01/36 $ S 2,31T 50 S 2.317.50 S 103,000.00 $ 323,000.00

'o'i/aj'ij'9: 4';: "." '19;000.QO 5'.">~: 'g 3tjflo $="":: r'.-'. Qf 3/7,„:50. $ ,.!.'.>.';.",g;dogiw.';; f 'j:;:.'-„'i;
942jg5)g'7!O1!39$ - S l,890.00 S I,890.00 S 84,000.00 $ 342,000.00

oI'ig f/jC|,':0;;:.;:"'.go;aoo5o'5"::„",,i',59ftfg,. f:".-.;",';I:rg f',89olm. ',j!..'..".-8gjofgd;:;: ":«g,,.''." 5$"g;"";
0?/I) I!40 5 - S 1,440.QO S 1 440.00 S 64,000.00 S 362,000 00
0'j/Of/4). $. " '0,500.00 . f "", ','$,440;54'',=;:i', '"

":"2tg4(};df $ '""-':',l '.4fpg4'05'g '.: '",', 3)$)Qjl7-
07/OI/41 $ - 3 978.75 S 9TB.T5 S 43.500.00 $ 382 500 ao
oiifj<42''g...z1',5ao,aa s '..: 078:"t) f"",; ':.r.'"22',47'8;Ti '5: ':"'::zg'od6„'d5 -g.:-":':;;.'4',qfj;jo
07 l I/42 $ - 3 495 00 5 495 Qo 5 22,000.00 S 404.000.00
oiinl/43, $..zd.oop:Go- s'..':::495'oo, $ "..'2,495.00','S ".'"'..''-'' "=:::.,'$ '28;d'OQ.gb,

Total $ 426, 000.00 $ 492 826 44 S 918:826 44 4 Payrnenta 79



jIilountaln Water District
Revenue Bonds

Kentucky Infrastructure Authority

hlui ti.Area l Interest Rate 290"~ i Loan Number 8291-ar

Principal Total Principal S Servlclns Principal Science Principal Paid to
Due Date Patment interest Payment Interest Fee Total Pa'/ment to Date Date

5 5.185.693.00
Ca/Oti94'. 5458553.3 '89432b 5;",'123528 frL 5:btobg0 $ '.=.12i)893'd0 If;':"df'fif/SOT'47:;.I',':,.',.:.'545ftd.$3
12;01,9J 3 ii.)TTC2 5 14,102.38 5 129.479.38 5 5,11051 5 l34.%9)9 5 5055,130.45 S 109.)82.55

,; Gej<PS., s db,P'999 5 ..'., Z32$11'ja..fj,':.)'IItjjrt 3tt:Y:.,TlI}SMO."','4: f)KQOA'j i', A'ki'9N4V>':.4'. ';.".':1etf'„.142/'54
'12'ot 95 5 '58 S4% 3 12.484.18 5 129 4/79.38 5 4'9%LQS 5 134478.33 5 4,941 98588 5 223,13T.IJ

'.a@aim -:"S.l '5152tip.;.5,'..; tidcit)8.''S': ,..'120<fd3S;",0'.:r«'p}ha':rf .: tikqj'j;g..$ ',, '«leg>Nei.„;"g',;;,'„';,.-'.;.:Zaj'938'Ii
12/Glrga S ia,ii9.42 3 70,819.98 5 179,479.38 S 4,8Q 13 5 l34,3LLSt $ r'4aa25,47542 $ 339,ii'r.sa
a@at@i" $ , . 5'i'ij .$

- - 80 sells); "S .. 14',4z'ajar'." $ '.".«'"jfS'off,';$ ;-:";Wfbi) ji,"y.',~'<Zij'<SIf'@,5 s,', 3bd„'i27'87.
120191 5 60,372.)8 5 89.1Ce.ia S 129,479.38 5 4"1%97 5 le,245"Ã 5 4705,592.55 $ 459,500.45
~T/oi'-'.5;-';,:it 5'.zing 29'/ff. ' eft,23K oi:;$::::.-;:fiiLii3N"5'.l"BI48'ÃÃ<R'Nk,'eeb'a" "98%N>it!„r,'"0:8ki@t)r748,'>«
12lQI,'98 5 82,1)8.39 3 81,342.99 5 129,479.38 5 4,84i.34 $ 134.12%72 5 4,582,&1 87 5 582,885.13

:;gab'i'isa,:; 5 ',83O47 g:".0::-;:ae09 Q;..:S,.''';.,'re'jrk3j/.";fr) kl jli+'„.,igni}g Nr:;;r g st~ ffjf4,;g'Ol~j;OS':ag
1201l99 5 83,)ii Jt 5 85,527.97 5 129,47938 5'519 17. 5 133998.55 5 4485,219.10 $ 769,873.90
os>W;„5,:,::.8«aryan:e ..;.efeW iff',: 0 ""

'; IqfgtCsiVS:."".fik@iAVX'NBOgkN C I;,sksd"!@yZI 4 9> gg@Py2<q:
12i01/60 5 85,819.44 5 83,859.94 5 129,479.38 5 4,39IL34 5 133,M9.72 $ 4 324,520.95 5 840,572.05
q@)7dt....:;4.,:;Se'~i+ ~$:.;;,>: +gals'4 f.":,",;,-„',t<fg&'f5,,";f,', jgj</IN/'$>.',i'~$ $jfjfgf y~-, gjg!fj$QQg)/dg,'rjlghf@$ fj
IZOtei 5 er,r«205 S 81~ 737.33 5 129.479.38 5 4,25775 5 133.arst3 5 4,190,005.08 5 915,Oar.92
ddt)dz-',s ";-.','.: 38 tgi2f t!f,"'@igy'<2-',".:.$,-„:::',/ 1k'j'95.': X„LsdJNl4Ã INWQ%4:iE'%'5)RNNVWY> aeiN<t$ 1'4)$

.'201/O'25 89.720.51 s 59,73857 5 129479.38 $ 4,121,28 5 133860M 5 4651>55997 5 1,113,53303
oiDIA3"':.i.":,': ..:7k74f;N.'XI:""!./.5Ãik~NXS"r.'r '.jid'4)%)4;".A~,;3 NW",9,/:.'.NNSiN".'.::.'34@.CAR,I!RKS'f8'.2N~rii:
ijoiio3

'"
rt rsri37 'i" irr. "s 'im«mrna '5" '39ioi's "s Ium2I 5

" 39asoros3''.)sa/Oui't'7
'oijiojh4",:,s }.-',7g/gki5:;e.'.;:,r'",'ebf 55" .'p': '':,'20 «tf} gd '5)","5'kjs dials;,'."f $$5sig4$ si',: O'O)'Q~.„'Sj'jFj$ d2s 82$

o)'2/01/04$ 13,853.42"s 5iA~Zaa8, 5 129,479.38 5 3,S3L27 5 I33,315.N $ 3,782,419.58 ~ $~I,402,873.44
: ay+/j}5. S.',": }"".«ig>3b';5: ';.':-'.SWfiS':.S."::.',,';i,t>ghee".g'; $,;;2'gQl"'JI".Pf@N',iii q l,"'4'eag~fjg'P-., P:i,'y>Lsjji'ij

12/Qt/G5 3 7801070 5 53,4%88 5 129,479.38 $ 3,88150 5 133,1NN 5 3,811,484.58 5 l,sa3,%8 44
g84f/9$ ',:;S,.i .-..g'J;,t]$8$ ", 5' „'",,@568'd3.„-5<':;.12$$7S )g„.-/<a,'3 Il~-''Pjl;",fgd$ 0jwt', br'.'p'>$ 'le)7)Pf~, f, I;;,)'l(3$'Qt:29
t2ati/ce s rsu23059 s 51.24839 5 i29,419.38 5 3,53437 5, 1%013'75 $ 3,«N,tea.n 5 thraa,952.is

7

atfor'. s ":fs3$$ 3$ s.-.'..gdIt)b4';4.'. ~;::fkt470g. $",$«sit'f9~ }525+52,34'%337$7TQI, Q"...;$78//3fl
g''Zi;/Cr

'
8O.5'Ie.'4 'S'S,N3.'24 g 'IZS'4m3S 5 3'Sra'ri'

" 'i'32,iie.ie'5'tN 2ia,2«r 'S ."'I,aN,a3a.re
.Odi9l@e:;.:5 "',; gran Si:,S',

';:,0'fleer'>)<

g,: gjigeda.';;.'4gSgg ..0';.',J@)g+g .gjtggeqg: 4.-„:.".q'f
9+4@3a'iai/CS

5 a288863 5 ~831.35 5 12947938 5 32t458 $ 1328N9e 5 S,I31"TOT/59 5L, 203338a4i
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Mountain Water District
Revenue Bonds

Series 2001
Fedscreek-Mouthcard Project pe 5,0o

1

Due Date
1/I/2003 5
7it/2003 5
li1/2004 5
7/1/2004 5
1/1/2005 S
7/1/2005 5
1/1/2006 5
7i1/2006 5
1/1/2607 5
7!t!2007 5
I/I/2008 5
7/1/2008 $
I/1/2009 5
7/I/2009 5
I/I/2010 5
7/I!2010 $
I/1/2011 $
7/1/2011 $
I/1/2012
7/1/2012 5
1/1/2013 $
7/1/ZOI3 5
I/1/2014 5
7/1/20 f4 5
I/1/2015 5
7/1/2015 $

I/I/2QI6 $

7/I/20I8 5
I!I/ZOI7 5
7!I/20I7 5
I!I/20 18 j
7!I/2019 5
I'I!ZCI9 S
7 I/ZQI3 5
I I!2.20 j

I'2!.20 5

I: 2'.2 I

:/2. i I

I l!3!g7 j
l2'22 j

''F23 j
'I'7 .11

g/I7 I j
''7: Zli

Principal
Payment

S
5
5
5

I I.OIMAII 5
5

1 1,000.00 5
5

12,000 CQ $
5

12,000.00 5
~ 5

12,000 00 5
$

I 3,000.00 5
5

13,000.00 5
~ S

I 4,000 Co 5
$

14,000.GQ 5
5

15,000,GO 5
5

15,000.00 5
5

I6,0CQ.CC $
5

to, 00P.PO 5
5

I 7,000 CO 5
$

17000 30 5
$

13 '.00 30 5
)

1)
I9:r.~ ".0

'i )ri iI

3 ~ 7, 7j
> QI7
~ gt

7: 726 ii
84I: 53

g n!I.I~ g I a,!

= gI-rir,.;i P7, !~I <in) I

232,3,-.,- n!

i Bond Issue Date 7/26/20021

interest I Princfpal Balance
I Principal Paid I

Payment Total Payment to Date r'o Date
13,000.00 5 'I 3,000.00 5 jKQ Co~0. '„5
13,000.00 $ 13,000.00 5 800,000,00 5
13,CCQ.CO 5 13,000.00 5 800,000.00 $
13,000.00 $ 13,000.00 $ 800,000.00 5
13,000.00 5 24,000.00 $ 789,000.00 S 11,000.00
12,821.25 $ 12,821.25 $ 789,000.00 $ 11,000.00
12,821.25 .S 23,821 25 $ 778,000.00 $ 22,000.00
12,642.50 . $ 12,642.50 $ 778,000.00 5 22,000.00
12,64K% 5 24,642.50 $ 766,000.00 5 34,000.00

. f 2 447.50 5 12.447.50 $ 766,000.00 5 34,000.00
12,447.50 $ 24,447.50 5 754,000.00 $ 46,000.00
12,252.50 $ 12,252.50 5 754,000.00 $ 46,000.00
12,252.50 ' 24,252.50 $ 742,000.00 $ 58,000.00
12,057.50 5 I 2,057.50 S 742,000 00 5 58,000.00
12,057.86 S 25.057.50 5 729,000.00 5 71,Q00.00
t1,846.25 S f 1,848 25 5 729,000 00 5 71,000.00
11,846.25 5 24,846.25 5 716,000.00 $ 84,000.00
11,635.'00 $ 11,635.00 5 716.000.00 5 84,000.00
11,635.00 5 25,635.00 S 702,co0.00 5 98,000.00 ftl < I >/ ~~
1 f,407.50 $ 11,407.50 5 702,000.00 5 98,000.QO
I 1,44)T50 5 25,407.50 $ 688,000.00 S 112,000.00 (~ ( Pli~
11,180.00 5 1 t.fao.oo 5 888,000.00 s 112,000.00
1 f,180.00 S 26,180.00 $ 873,000.00 5 f 27,000.00 f b a

I
+)

10,936 25 S 10,936 25 5 673,000 00 5 1 27,CCQ.QQ
I 0,936.25 5 25,936.25 5 658,000.00 $ 142,000.00
10,692.50 $ f 0,692.50 S 658,000.00 5 142,000.00
10,692.50 $ 26,692.50 5 642,000.00 5 158,000.00
10 432 50 $ 1 OI 432 50 $ 642 000 00 5 I 58,0OO.PO
10,432 50 $ 26.432.50 $ 826,000.00 S f 74,000 00
10 172.50 5 I 0,172.50 5 626.000.00 S f 74,000.00
f 0, I72.50 $ 27, f72.50 $ 809,000 00 5 I9 t,000.00
9,896.25 5 9,896.25 5 K9,COQ 00 $ 191.00000
9,8go.25 $ 26,896.25 5 '92.000 OO S 208.000.00
9 o20 CO 5 9,620 Oo $ 592.000 00 5 208.OQQ PQ
9.920 CO 3 27,320 CO $ 574 000 00 $ 229.000.00
9,327 50 $ 9.32»O 5 -.4.r0000 5 226.000 00
":327 „=0 $ 27,32 50 5 -6 "0000 $ 244.00000
y,.3„jQ j 9,33 30 S:6.'00 00 3 244 riM,PO
9 035 OO j 28,)3j iP $ 73: I rip OO j 263 P!3~i.PO

3 77 ]5 j 8 72 2= ):j"Crioprj g,63 3>,ri "..0



Mountain VIa ter District
Revenue Bonds

Series 200'i

Fedscreek-Mouthcard Project

Due Date
I/ I /2025 8
7/1/2025 8
I/1/2G26 8
7/1/2026 8
I/I/2G27 8
7/ I/ZG27 8
I /1/2028 8
7/1/2 028 8
1/1/2029 8
7/1/202 9 8
lit/2Q3G 8
7/1/203 G 8
1/1/203 1 8
?/1/203 1 8
I/ I/2032 8
7/ I /2032 8
1/ 1/2033 8
7/ I i2033 8
I/O/2034 8
7/1/2034 8
1/1/2Q35 8
7/Ii2Q35 8
I/ li2G36 8
?/I/2G36 8
1!1/2G37 8
7/1/2037 8
I/ I/2O38 8
?i 1!2038 8
I/ I/2Q39 8
7/t/2Q39 8
t:I 2G40 8
?i I!2Q4O $
Ii t)204 I 3
it'ZC4 I

I/ tiZC42
j

P rlncl pal
Payment

21 Caa GG 8
8

21,coa GG

22,GGG CG 8
e

23,CQG. GO $
.$

24.000 co 8
~ $

24,QGG QO 8
8

25,000.00
8

26,GGG OO 8

2?,GGG Go 8
8

Zs,OGG GO i
8

Zs,oco. GQ 8
8

30,GOO.GG 8
$

30,CQO. GG

8
3Z.QQQ Co 5

~ 5

32,QGQ, co 8

34,CGO CQ 5

35.CGO CO 8
'I 8

.c6'i') 'io
) 5

Interest
Payment To

8,092.50 $

, 7,?H.25-,$
7,751.25 8
7,41/.gg 8
7410 00 8
7,052.50 $
7,052.50 $
6,678.75 $
6,678.75 $
6,288.75 8
6,288.75 8
5,89S.75
K89K?5" 8
5,492.50 8
5;4%23o $
5,070.Go 8
5,070,CQ $
4„831.25 8
4,831.25 8
4,176.25 $
4,176.25 8
3,721.25 $
$,72T25 8
3,233.7$. 8
3,233.75 8
2,746~ 8
2,746.25 8
2,226.25 S
f 228 Xo 8
t,7GB.Z5. 8
I,706.25 8
t I 53.75. 8
t. 153.75 8

S8S.Oq 8
5:5'Gn 8

Pr
ta I Payment

29,092 5Q $
7,751.25 $

28,751.25 $
7,410 00 $

29,410.00 S
7,052.50 $

30,052.50 $
6,678.75 $

30,678.?5 $
6,288.75 $

30,288.75 8
5,898.75$

30,898.75 8
5,492.50 8

31,492.50 8
5,070.00 8

32,07O.QO 8
4,631.25 8

32,631.25 S
4, 176.25 8

32, 176.25 8
3,721.25 8

33,721.25 8
3,233.75 8

33,233.75 8
2, 746.25 8

34,746.25 8
2,226.25 8

34.226.25 8
I, ?QB.25 5

35 7GB 25 5
1,153 75 8

36 I 53.75
585 QO 5

6 535 QO

inclpal Balance Principal Paid
to Date
323,000.00
323,000 OO

344,000.00
344,000 00
366,000.00
366,000.00
389,000.00
389,000.00
413,000.00
4 13,000.00
43?,000.00
437, COO. 00
462,000.00
462, GOO. 00
488,000.00
488,000.00
515,000.OO

5 15,000.00
543,ooo.Q0
543 000.00
571,000.00
571,000.00
601,000.GO

60 I,OOQ.QO

631,000.QO

631,000.00
663,000.00
663,000 QO

695,000.00
695,000.OO

729,0Q0.00
729,000.00
764,OOn. QO

764,OOO QO

Boo.ooo Qo
j

to Date
477,000.00 8
477,QQO 00 8
456,GQO.QO 8
456,GOO.OO $
434,GQO.OO $
434,GOO.QQ $
41 1,GQO.QQ $
41 1,ooo.ao
387,GGO.QO 8
387,aoo.oo 8
363,G GO. 00
363,GGO.QG 8
338,aao, 00 $
338,GQQ.OQ 8
312,aoo.oo S
312,000.Qo 8
285,GOO.QO 8
285,000,00 8
257,QQO.OQ 8
257,QQQ.QO 8
229,ooa.oo $
229,OOG.OQ 8
1 99,OGQ.OQ $
199,000,00 8
169,000.00 8
169,000.00 8
137,OQQ.OO $
137,OG0.00 $
105,QGQ.GO 8
105,0QQ.OO 8
71,000 00 8
? I,QQQ.QO S
36,QQO 00 8
36,GOO OO 8

j
5

rotgut 8 8GG,GGG.GO 5 843,922.50 $ 1,443,922.50 4 Payments 79
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View Loan Transaction History - 60100599434-3 Note - Bank 524 Page 1 of I

Mountain Water District

601005994344 Note

6 items: Previous calendar year from 01/01/2013 to 07/28/2014

Effective I
Posted
0$21/2013
05/21/2013
0$10/2013
05/10/2013
04/12/2013
04/1 2/201 3
03/14/2013
03/14/2Q1 J
02/12l2013
02I12/20'l3
01/1.1/2013
01/1 1/2013

Igloo
610 - Regular
payment
610- Regular
payment
610- Regular
payr'nent

610 - Regular
payment
610 - Regular
payment
610 - Regular
payment

Amount Prtriclial
27,087.63 27,052.85

2,744.0Q 2,596.19

2,744.00. 2,577.07

2,744.00 2,581.98

2,744.00 2,551..82

2;744.00 2,537.87

Interest
34.78

147.81 27,052.85

166.93 29,649.04

162.02 32,226.11

192.18 34,808.09

206.13 37,359.91

Balance Part or Fee
0.00

https://insight.rnetavante.org/opstopb 1/OpstopServlet/LnView TransHistoryListMote 7/28/2014



Oesuipilon

Loon Amount::
Interest Rate:
Term (Months):
Loan Date:
Monthly Payment:
Lender.

t.oan: UM3 to MWO

$50O,Ot D.oo
LDD'5

80"
4/V/2000

$9,43L82

) Month)
Bee lnntnr

1
2
3

5
8
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
18
17
18
10
20
21
22
23
24
26
28
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
43

47
48
49
50
61
52
53
54
55
58
67
58

Pmt Data )
bsfsncs

6/1/2009
8/1/2009
7/1/20oQ
BIV/2009
9/1/2009

10I1/2009
11/1/2001
12/1/2001

1/1/2OV0
2/1/2010

'/1/2010
4/1/2010'/1/2010

6/1/2010
7/1/2010
6/1/2010
QIVn010

1WnoVO
11/1I2010
12/1/2010
1/1I2011
2/1/2011
3/1/2011
4/1IZ011
6/1/2011
8/1/2011
7/VI2011
8/1I2011
0/1IZ011

10/1/2011
11/1/2011
12/1I2011

1/1/2012
2/1/2012
3/1/2012
4/1/2012
6/1/2012
5/1/2012
7/1/2012
8/1/2012
IVn012

10/1/2012
VVIVn012
12/1/2012

3/1/2013
2/1/2013
3/1/2013
t/1/2013
6/1/2013
8/1/2013
7/1/2018
6/1/2013
9/1/2013

10/1/2013
11/1/2013
12/1/2013

1/1/2014
2/1/2014
8/1/2014
r.ennea

$9,436.82
$9,436.62
$9.435.82
$1,43S.62
$0,436.82
$1.436.82
$0A3L82
SQA36.82
$9,435,62 ':
$9,435.82 .

$9.43L82 .

$0.43LSZ
$0,435.82
$9,436.82 ~

$1,438.82 .
$1,438.82
$1,436.82 .
$0.438.82
$0.438.82 ~

$1,43d.82
$1,438.82 ~

$1,435.82 ~

$1,438.82 ~

$1,436.82 ~

$1,436.82 ~

$1.43L82 ~

$1,438.82 ~

$0ASL82 ~

$0,435.82 ~

$0,435.S2 ~

$0A38.82 .
SQA38.82 i
$0,436.82
$1.438.82
$0,43S.SZ
$9,436.62
'39,435.82
$1,435.82
$9.43LBZ

'9.438.82

$9,'43L.SZ

$1,435.82
$9.43KSZ-
$9.43IL02 .

$9.43LN .
S9.436.82
SQA3L62 ..
59,485.62 ..
39,485.62 .
$9,435.62,.-
$9.'435.62,
$9,435.82;
89,486.82 r

$9,436.82
'9.435.62-

'39,436.82
'j9,435.82

$9,435.82 ~

'39,436.62
to k'ra av

$2,083.33
$2,052.70.
$2.021.94
$1,911.0d
$1,160.03
$1,928.88
$1,897.80
$1,88L19
$1,834,86
$1,802.98
$1.7?1.18
$1.731.Z4
$1,707.18
$1,87497
$1.842.84
$1.810.17
SV.STT.SS
$1.544.82
$1.511.04
$1,478.13
SV;44LTT
$1.412.48
$1.371.06
$1,346AS
$1.311.77
$1.277.08
$1.243.94
$1,201.80
$1.176.63
$1.141.11
$1,108.6d
$1.071.8d

37.00
$1.002.00

$968.88
$931.58
$898.V'4

$880.65
$824.83
8788,95
$752.93
$718.?d
$880A2
M43;94
$807.31
'IN0.62
$5msl
QQlL49

$469.26
$421.6d
$884.29
$845.68
$805,70
..3270.68
g82A9

$16d,s4
$116.97

$78.14
s.'Lo 4a

$7,362.28
$7,382.92.
$7,413.88
$7.44467
$

7.475.69'7'.608.74

$7,538.02
$7,681A2
$7,800.98
$7,832.83
$

7,684A4'7,808.37

$7.728.44
$7,780.64
$T.712.98
$7.828.4S
ST,BSB.OS
$7,890.80
$7,023.8S
$7.968.81
$7,181.84
$8,023.13
$8.O88,88
$8,090.13
$S,123.84
$8.187.89
$8.191.88
$8,226.81
$8.280.09
$8.294.60
$8,321;17
$8.383.77

~rr.aaB.SZ
$L433;Sl
$8,488.7d
$8,50404
$8.539.4'7
lIS.S?d.06
: S.810,78

'6,848isd
$8.882.89
StLTVS.BT

N,755.20
38,791.85
38.82&.31
3s.estL09
18.902.03
38.939.12
$5.975.3T
$9,018.77
$9,06M3
)9,089.04
$9,125.91
89,164.94
$9,2N.V3
39,24V;47

$9,279.96
$9,315.86
39,367AB
co soa aa.

PrntAmt ) IntarExp ) Principal Batanca
$800,000.00
$492,847.72
$485,284.80
$477,861.12
l t470,40LSS
l t482,930.98
l t465A24.22
lt447,886,20
$440,3VL?d A
$432,715.8Z
$425,ON.VB
$417.418,75
$409r?22.37
$401,193.13
I $394,23349
'68tL440.3V
, ~378.814.88
$370 758.81
$382.868.01
$384 142.34
$348.18Lbd
$338,905.80
$3M,972.87
$322.918.11
$314,825.17
$308,702,13
$298.644A4
$219.362.78
$282,128,14
$273.888.88
$285,S72.3S
$287,243.29
$246.S79.52
$240,480,10
$232.047,28
$223.578,63
$215.07440
$208.636.02
$197.969.98
$'t89,34Lt 5
$180.702.52
$172.019.8$
$183,300,98
$164,64tL78
$145ii9
't13tf,92tLTS
I t128,060.69
ItVV9,168.65

$110.219.N
IV01,24MT
$92i229,40
$83,.1?SN
$74,069.08
SS4,952.1).
'366,797,17

$48,59404
$37,352.67
'f28,072.69

$16,753.94
$9.398AS

EXHIBIT
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View Profile - 6010061808$-3 Note - Bank 524 Page 1 of2

Mountain Water District

801006180884 Note

29 items; Previous. calendar year from 01/0'l/2013 to 07/14/2014

Effective I
Posted
03/07/2014
03/07/2014
01/14/2N4
01/14/2014
01/14/2014
01/14/2014
12/20/2013
12/20/20i3
12/19/2013
12I2$20)3
11/2'7/201 3
1'l/27/2Q13
11/21/2013
11/22/2013
10/24/201 3
10/24/2013
09/30/2013
09/30/2013
09/19/2013
.09/19/2013
08/23/2013
08/23/2013
08/23/2Q13
08/23/2013
I/01/2013
OSI01/2013
07/19/2013
07/19/2013
07/19/2013
07/19/2613
08/26/2613
08/2@2|i13
0930/2P13
QSi30/2013
05/30/2013
Q5/30/2013
05/21/2013
05/21/2013
05/21/2013
05/21/2013
05/03/2013
05/06/2013
44/2&013
04I25/2013
04/)7/2013
04/19/2013
04/05/2013
04/17/2013

Ibm Amount
610- Regular ~ 5,433.18
payment
668- System ~ 62,774.46
giinerated payment
81.0-Risgular ~23,682.54
payment
610-Regular 342.22
payment
760 ~ Nate increase ~4,514.10

610-
Regular'ayment

750- Note
increase'10-

Regular
payment
750- Note. increase

6'10- Regular
payment
688 -" System-
generated payment
830- Regular
payment
750- Nots increase

319.60

~ 3>979.04

277.04

m 28,683.57

208.61

315.32

200.03

v 7,018.16

Prtnclnal
4,849.67

62,774.46

23,328.97

Interest
0.00

18.00~+)- 324.22

4,514.10 Ql 0,00

0.00 31960

3,979.04 Di O,OO

0,00 @7577.04.

26,6e3.S7 (g 0.00

O.OO, O>208.61

315.32~ O.OO

0.00 Og 200.03

7,018.16;Q) '0.00

Balance Part or Fea
0.00

4>849,67

87,824.13

90;953.10

90,971,.10

86„457.00

88,457.00

82,47>7,96

82,477.98

53,814;39

53,S'14.39

54,$29>l1

54,129.71

868- System-
generated payment
610- Regular
oavment
810- ReguIar.
payment
868 - Sy'tem-
generated payment
610-Regulai
payment
688- System-
jenerited payment
S10 - Regular
payment
750 - Note increase

610-Regular
payment
760- Nate Increase

161.29

6,705,99

797.77

0,00

$65„788.75

12,012.38

53,118.71

593.47

24,455.08

0.00 @181,29 47,426.87

5,500.00~@205;99

797;77 ~ 0.00

47,428.B7 P"

52;926,8T

,724.84

53,T2464-.

0.00 0.0Q

185,788>7$ V (t.00

»,5>4.51<@75777

53,118.71 Dl 0.00

0.00 02 593.47

24,455.08 Oi 0,00

019,51'1.39

230> /28.00

177>609.29

)7l,800;29

661 - Renewal
payment

0.00 0.00 0.00 163,154.21

315.32 315.32 i 0.00 47, t11.55

https;//insight.nietavante.org/opstopb1/OpstopServlet/Ln View TransFHstoryI.istNote 7/14/2014



View Profile - 60100618088-3 Note - Bank 524 Page.2 of 2

03/28/2013
03/28/2013
03/05/201 3
03/06/2013
02/22/2013
02/22/2013
01/28/2013
01/20/2013
01/17/2013
01/1 7/2013

610 - Regular
payment.
750- Mote increase

610-Regular
payment
750 - Note increase

610 - Regular
payment

533.8$ 0.00 g .533.8S 153,154.21

1,431.81 1,431.818 0.00 153,154.21

554.37 0.00 g 554.37 151,722.40

38,355.14 38,355.14 (g 0.00 151,722.4l

453.12 O,OO @453.12 113,362.26

>a~

https://insight.metavante.org/opstopbl/Opsto pScrvlet/LnV iewTransHistorJJListNote 7/14/2014



It~a Legal Version 1.0C

Loan/Annuity Amortixation Schedule

Annual'eroentage Rate s 5.22$ - PrinCipal ~ $ 3 '51.24

Payment

Number

Payment

Date

Pr inc ipal
Payaent

Interest
Payment

Total
Payment

Remaining
.Principal
Balance

Total
Loan

Balance

10/1 5/2 0 0 9

11/i5/1009
11/15/1009

543.21
445.01
54S. 41

148.9$

146.1$

143.37

791.19 31961.01

792.19 31313.20

35440.74
35644.55

791.19 3350$ .03 37231.93

Subtotal 2009 193$.04 ~ 3$ ~ 53 1375.57

10

12
13

15

01/15/2010
oi/15/1010
03/2$ /2010
04/15/2010
0 5/2 5/1 010
06/25/2010
07/iS/2010
OS/15/1010
09/15/1010
10/2$ /2010
11/25/2010
Li/25/2010

651.64
654.47
657.32
660.18
653.05
665.93
66$ .83
571.74
674.64
677.50
5$0.54
6$3.50

140.55
137.71
134,47
131.01

119.14

126.26

113.36

120.45
117.S3

114.59
111.65

10$.69

792.19
292.19
791;19.
792.19
791.19
792.19
791.19
792.1$
'792. 19
791.19
792 ~ 19
791.19

31661.56

31007.09

30349.77
29689.59
19025.54
18360.61
17691.7$
27010.04

16345.38
25557.7$
149S7.14
24303.74

3485d.36
34054. 17
33271.98
31479.79

31687.60

30895.41
i0103.22

29311.03

2851$.84

17715.55

id934.45
26142.27

2010 $009.44 1496.82 9506.2$

17
1$
19
20

21

id
17

01/25/1011
02/15/2011
03/25/1011
04/15/iol1
05/25/1011
06/1$ /2011
07/25/2011
0$ /25/2011
09/15/i011
10/15/2011
11/25/2011
12/25/2011

S$5.4S
689.46
692. 46

695.47

594.SO

701.54
704.59
707.55
710.73

7L).$2

716.93

7io.os

105.71
loi. 73

99.73
96.72

93.69

90.6$

87.50

84. 54

81.46

78.37
75.1d
72. 14

792 ~ 19
791.19
792.19
792.19
792.19
792.19
791.19
792.19
792. 19
792.19
791.19

791.19

23617.16

12927.80
22135.34

21539.87

10841.37
20139.43

19435.14
18727.$9

18015.86

17303.04
16586.L1
15866.05

15350.0$
14557.89
23745.70
21973.51
21181.32

11349.13
20596.94
19804.75
19012.54
18210.37
1741$.1$

16535.99

>total 2011 $437.5~ 105$ .do 9504. 28

ls
ls

01/15/2012
01/15/1011
0 3 / i5/1 011
Oh/2$ /2012

05/1$ /2012

Od/1S/iali
07/25/2012

0$/25/2012~~9/2$ /2012

0/25/2012

713.1$

7'2d. 31

72$ .4~

732,6d

735.$4

73 9.04

741.25

74$ .49

74$ .7)
7$1.99

69.01

65.$7

dl. 71

59.$ 3

55.35
$3.15
49.93
45.70

43.45
40.10

792.19
792.19
792.19
791.19

791.19
792.19
791.19

792.19
792.19
79l. 19

15141.8 ~

14414.$4

13687.08
12954.41
11214.$$

11479.$4

10737.3$
9991.79
9243.06

8491.07

15843.80
15051.dl
14259.42

13467.23
1147$.04

11482.85
11090.dd

10198.47

9505.2$
8714.09

Page 1

June 3, lolo



It's Legal Version 2.0C

Loan/Annuity Amortization Schedule

Annual Percentage Rate ~ 5.23i - Principal i 534151.24

Number Date

Payment Payment

payment Payment Payment

Pr inc lpal Interest Total
Remalnlng

Prlnclpal
Salance

Total
Loan

Salance

3511/15/2012
3 9 12/25/1011

755.16
75$ .54

36.93 79'3. 19 7735. $1
33.65 792. 19 6977.17

7921.90

7129.71

subtotal 1011 $0$$ .79 d17 ~ ~ 9 9506.2$

40

44

47
4$

01/25/2013
02/25/2013
03/25/1013
04/15/2013
05/25/2013
06/25/2013
07/25/1013
od/25/2013
09/25/2013

761.$4

765.16
76$ .4$
171.$3

775.1$
77$ .55
781.94

1$5.34

7$ $ ~ 95

30.35
27.03
23.71
10.36

17.01

13.d4

10.25

6. $5

3.43

792.19
792.19
792.19
791.19
791.19
792.19
792.19
792. 19
792.3$

6215.43

5450.1I

4601.79
3909.96

3134.7$
2356.23
1574.29

7$8.95
0.00

6337.51

5545.33
4753.14
3960.95
316$.76
2376.57
1564.3$
792.1S

0.00

Subtotal 2013 d977. 17 151.63 7129.90

Repo>~ Totals 34251.24 3774.07 38025. 31

Page 2

June 3, 2010



It's Legal version 2.0C

Loan/Annuity Amortization Schedule

Annual percentage Rate i 5.224 - Principal ~ S)425l. lh

Payment

Number

Payment

Date
Principal
Payaent

Interest
Payment

Total
Payment

Remaining

Principal
Balance

Total
Loan

Balance

1 10/25/2009
2 11/15/2009
3 ll/25/2009

443.21

)46.01
44$ .$2

14$ .9$

146.1$
1'.37

792.19
792.19
792.19

3360 '03
319dl. 02

32313.20

37232. 93

)6440.74
)S64$ .SS

Subtotal 2049 1938.04 438.53 2376.$7

10

12
13
14

15

01/15/2014
02/25/2010
03/25/2410
04/25/2010
45/2$ /2010
06/25/2010
07/25/20LO

0$ /25/2010
0 9/2 5/2 010

10/2$ /20LO

11/25/2410
12/25/2010

451.64
654.47
657. 32

660.1$
663.05
665.93
66$ .83

671.74

674.66
677.60
dso.sh
6$3.50

140.55

137.72
134.$7

132.01
129.14
12d. 26

123.36

120.45

117.S3
114.59
ill.ds
10$ .69

792.19

792.l9
791.19
791.19

791.19
792.19
792.19
792.19
792.19
792. 19

792.19
792.19

31661.56

31007.09
30349.77
29689.59
29026. 54

28360.61
27691.78
27020.04
26)4$ .)8
25667.7~

24987.24
24303.74

348Sd.36
34064.17
33271.9$

32479.79
31687.60
30895.41
30103.22

19311.03

28SLS.$4

17726.65

16934.4$

26142.27

17
LS

L9

20

21

24

25

16

27

2010

01/2$ /2011
02/25/2011
03/25/2011
04/25/2011
0 5/2 5/2 0 11
06/2$ /2011
07/25/20LL

08/25/2011
49/2$ /2011
10/25/2011
11/2$ /2011
12/25/2011

8009.46

686.4$
689.46

692.46
695.47
69$ .50
701.$4

704.59
707.65
7L0.73
71).82

716.93

720. 0$

1496.81

105.71
lol. 73

99.73
96.72

93.69
90.65
87.60
84.S4
81.46
78.37
75.26
72. 14

9506.28

792.19
792.19
792. 19
792.19
792. 19
791.19
792.19
792.19
792. 19

792.19

792.19
792.19

23617 ~ 26

22927. $0

21235.34
21539.87
108~ 1.37
20139.$3

19435.24
18727.59
18016.86
1730).04
16586.11
15866.06

15350.08
24557.$9
23765.70
l2973.51
22181.)2
21389.13
20596. 94

19804.75
19011.56

18220.37

1742$ .18
16635.99

btotal 2011 $437.6$ 106$ .60 9S06.2$

2$ Ol/2S/)Oil
29 02/25/1012

)0 03/25/2012

) L 04/25/2012

Il 0$/25/2012

1) 06/25/2012

ih 07/2 S/loll
S 0$ /15/2013

09/25/20)2
l~0/25/20)2

723.1$
7l6. )2
729. 48

732.d6

73 S.$ 4

739,04

742. 26

74 5.49

74$ .73
751.99

69.01

65.87

62.7L
59.53
56.3$
S).LS

46.70
43.46
40.20

792.19
792. 19

792. L9

791.19

792.19

791.19

792. L9

792. 19

792.19
792.19

)5142.8~

14416.56

13687.0~

12954.42

1221~ .5$

11~ 79.$4

107)7.2$
9991.7 9

9243.06

8491.0')

1584).80
15051.61
14159.42

L)467.13
12675.04

11662.$5

11090.Sd

1029$ .47
9506.18

~714.09

Page l

June ), 3010



It's Legal Version 2.0C

Loan/Annuity Amortization Schedule

Annual Percentage Rate s 5.22$ - Principal i 534151.24

lumber Date

?ayment payment

Payment Payment

Principal Interest Total
Payment

Remaining

Principal
Balance

Total
Loan

Balance

3$ 11/25/2012
39 11/15/2011

755.'16

75 '54 33.65 791.19 6977.17 7119.71

36.93 792.19 7735.$1 7921.90

subtotal 1011 8686. 79 617.49 9506.1~

40

44

46

4$

01/25/2013
02/25/2013
03/25/2013
04/25/2013
05/25/2013
06/25/2013
07/25/2013
08/15/2013
09/25/2013

761.$4

765.16
76$ .4$
771.$3

775. 1$

77$ .55
781.94
785.34
78$ . 95

30.35
27.03
13.71

10.36

17.01
13.64

10.25
6.$5

3.43

792.19
792.19
791.19
792.19
791.19
792.19
792.19
792.19
791.3$

6115.43

5450.27
4681.79
3909.96
3134.7$

2356.23
1574.29

7$$ .95
0.00

6337.52
5545.33
4753.14
3960.95
316$.76
1376.57
1584.38
791.19

0.00

lubtotal 1013 6977.27 152.63 7129.90

Totals 34251.24 3774.07 36015.31

Page 1

June 3, 1010



View ProQe - 60300031585-3 Note - Bank 524 Page 1 of 1

Mountain Water District

60300031585-3 Note

18 items: Previous calendar year from 01/01/2013 lo 07/01/2014

Effective I
Posted
06/26/2014
06/26/2014
05/23/2014
05/23/2014
04/24/2014
04/24/2014
03/28/2014
03/28/2014
02+7/2014
02/27/2014
01/23/2014
01/23/2014
12/19/2013
12/19/2013
11/26I2013
11/26/2013
10/25/2013
10/25/2013

09/27I2013'9/27/2013

08/22/2013
08/22/2013
07/31/2013
07/31/2013
06/28/2013
06/28/2013
05/31/2013
05/31/2O13
04/28/2013
04/26/2013
04/02/2013
04/02/2013
02/28/2013
02/28/2013
01/31/2013
01/31/2013

Ima
610 - Regular
payment
610 - Regular
payment
610 - Regular
payment
610 - Regular
payment
610 - Regular
payment
610- Regular
payment
610 - Regular
payment
610- Regular
payment
610 - Regular
payment
810-Regular
payment
610 - Regular
payment
610 - Regular
payment
610 - Regular
payrne'nt

610 - Regular
payment
B10-Regular
payment
610 - Regular
payment
610 - Regular
payment
610-Regular
payment

Amount
689.90

Principal
653.67

Interest
36.23

Balance Part or Fee
S,010.15

689.90

B89.90

656.65

658.76

33.25 8,663.82

33.14 9,320.47

689.90 651.98 37.92 9,977.23

689.90

689.90

641.37 48.53

838.63 51.27

10;629.21

11;270.58

689.90 654.35 35;55 11;909:21

689.90 637.94 51,96 12,563.56

689.90 642.21

689.90 625.83

689.90. 848.98

47.69 13,201,50

64'07 13,843.Tl

40;92 14,469;54.

689.90

B89.90 ~

689.90

625.99 63.91

633.48 56 42

616.73 73.17

15„1i8;52

15;744.51

16,377.99

689.90 624,89 65.01 18448.39

689.90 i 608.45 81,45 18,S7328

689.90 ~ 637.85 52.05. 16,994.72

689;90 ~ 615.82 74;08 17,632.57

V
I

J~

https://insight.metavante.org/o psto phd/Opsto pServlet/LnViewTransHistorjjListNote 7/1/20)4



CTB VEH f134

Btllet values
Loon amount::.;~I3L24Q,2

hnnud Inleresl role j%~~4,'/sr%
Loon period In yens H~i+~~4j

Number ot paymenls per year ';ff~@g.lg
Start dale ot loon 'f@jggldl2ttg

Optional exlro paymenh t.~~g~~j
Lender name:t Community Trust bank

Loan summary
Scheduled payment:

~Ajar.569.90t

Scheduled number ot payments Q"-Wg.„'T~~Jg „4tb
hctuol number ot paymenls ."'g~e+'4!sf5;4L:

Total eorly poymenh:, fjwtlrg~pNp
Total Inlerest $~'Rdg,ost'.

I'mt
tlo.

1
2
3.
4
5
8
7
5
9
10"
11
12
13'4

15
18
17.
18:
19

2d

28'9""

31
32

37
38'9

4t.
42'd

4T.
48':

tayment Oate

8/15/2011
9/15/2011

10/15201 t
11/152011
12/15/2011

1/152012
2/152012
3/152012
4/152012
5/152012
8/15I2012
7/152012
5152012
51520'12

10/152012
11/152012
12/152012
1/152013
V1$2013
3/152013
4/1 BI2013
5/15I2013
SI152013
7/td/2013
5152013
9/152013

10/152013
11/152013
1V1$2013
1/152014
2/152014
3/152014
4/16/2014
5/152014
6/152014
7/15/2014
8/152014
9/152014

10/152014
11/15I2014
12lt52014 ''

'/152D1d
'1$201d s

3I1$201d
4/15I201d
$1$201d
6/15I2015
7/152015

beslnnlno
balance

30,250.20 b
29.883.52
29.104.89
28.523.68
27.94ILdt
27.355.15
28.7$7.80
2L17T.N
25,5N.QO
24,991:74
24.3N.34
23.798.72
23.195.88
22.S92 7d
21.957.38
21.379.75
20.789.$4
20<187.M
19,64218
18,92L40
18.307.3t
17.88L91
17.08218
18A3$.12
td.807.72
15;178.97
14.64LSS
13,N8.37
13,270.d1
12.830.2$
11.987.81
11.342.57
10.895.10
10.045.22
9.39290
8.73Ltd .

8,08K94
TA21.28
$.75L14
5.094.53-
K42743 ."'

4;757.84'.
4.08%74
3A11'.12
273299

'0543t'.37210

887.33

5cheduled
tayment

889.90
859.90

889.90
889.90
Baiso

'SLQO
'69.90

SSLQ0
869.90

'aiso

S89.90
889.90
689.90
BSS.SO
Baieo
BbiSO
889.90 .

Sae.eo
Bee.so
BSQ.SO
SBQ.N
BSLQD
BSQ.SO
889.90

. Bae.so
BBQ.N
889.90
BS9.N

'SS.SO

BS9.N
889.90
689.90
Bas.so
689.90
SSQ.N
BS9.N .

889.90
'89.N

BBLQD
~ . BBLQO '.
'.-::Baaeo: .
'aaso-

.68RQD .
aaa90
889.90
889,90

tayment Total Payment

5 BSL90 5
889.90
aae.so
889.90
Bas.so
BBQ.SO
689.90
889.90
Bae.so
889.90
889.90
BaieO
BBQ.SO

889.90
889.90

889.90
S89.90 '

869.90 .

889.90
889.90
88Q.SO
BSQ.N .'

889.90.
BSLN

889.N
N9.90

889.90
Saiso
Bae.so
BBQ.SO
Baaso

Baaeo
Baaso
aaaso
aaa90
88RQO

s8R90
867.33

bncHng

htnctpal Interest bolance
OIL 2286/L 640
STLM S 113.22 S 29.M3.52
578.$4 11'I.OT
581.00 106.90
583.18 108.73
5S5.38 104.$4
587.5d 102.35
689.75 'otL18
691.96 97.95
594.17 ' 95.73
5N.39 93.d1
698.52. 91.28
IOLM '9.04
BCL11 '.79
805.37 '4.53
807.83 82.27
609.91 ".

' 9 . So.oo
812.'19 ' 71.71
814AB'5A2
818.TB lb.12
Bts.os To.az
821AO SL50
$23.73 ' BL17
$2L08::, 83.84
628AO 81.50
SILTS' . -.-. 59.15
833.'l1 " SLTQ
NSAS 54A2
837.N '2.04
840.25 . —>n $5
642.84 47.25
845.05 " '. 44.85
847.48 42A4
849.SS.,'0.02
852.32 . 37.59
854.7d ~. """.35.1d
BBT.21 ': 3270

'd9.8730.24
882 13 27.77.

'9.104.89

28.523.68
27.940.d1
27.355.15
28.7ST.BD
28.177.S6
2d.585.90
24N1.74
24.39L34
23.798.72

23.19KBB'2592.75'1.N7.38

2'1.379.75
20.789.84
20.157.M
19.54K'I5
1S.92$AO
1$.307.31
17.885.91
17.N2.18
18A38.12
15.807.72
1d,t7$.97
14.543.N
13.90L37
13.270.51
12.830.28
11.9$7.61

it 1.342.57
10.895.10
10.045.22
9.39290
$.73L15
8.08IL94
7A21.26
L76L14

879.67:-':"'.'."N23
682.22: ',69
68477' 5.13
684.78 " 267.

20543t
1.372.10

Ba7.33

684.dt . 2K29'."$.094.83
Nato ~ 228D ':." SA27.43
689.5Q ':. '0.31 " ."4.757.$4
872'to ",i '. 'IT.SO: .': 408K74-

'i:874.$1':"": 15.29 '. '.41.1.12'.
"

S77.14 " ..!..12.7d

Cutlwlathre
Interest

113.22
224.29
333.19
43S.SZ

848.$1
748.97
844.92
940.65

1.034.18
1.125A4
1.214AS

'-.. 1.301.27
1.3S6.81
1A68.08
1.548.07
1.82LTQ
1.701.21.
1.774.33
1.$45.15
1.913.65

" ': 1.979.82
'.'043.87

2.105.18
2184 31
2.221.10
2275.52
2327.58
2.377.21
2A24A7

2.51'1;7$
2.551.7$
2.589.37
2.824.d1
2.857.21
2.587.44
2.715.21
2.740.50
2.783.30

e'.'783.dt
'.801.'41

2.618.70
2.82L47
2.83LSQ .

2.S47.3S
2,S6252
286L09





VEH ¹135

Enter values
loan anaunt ",gfggTQ@p

Annual Interest rate rtg~~gj„:k&2@K!
l.oon pertod kt yecvs,~@Fgjg@~@

Number of payments per yea 4%4%Nt4
stat date at taan ~$~reflRV2gg

optional extra payments,,~l55M~

loan summary
Scheduled payment $t>~-„:!.ST@<77;;

Scheduled number ot paymenh /~i:.i~! 4r<f ~4~>36r,

Actual number ot payments ~';O',.''Q'$.-,3tlj
Total rraty payments ", $$~<g%@+g

Total Interest: Sigil;@i+St

lender nome:[Community Trust Sank

2
3
4
6
8
7
8

10
11
12
13
14
15
18'7

18:.
( 19

(4 22

27
28
20

31
32
33
34
35
38

10/23/2011 S
tt/23/201 1 "
12/23I2011

1/23/2012
2/23/2012
3/23/2012
4/23/201 2
5/23/2012
6/23/2012
7/23/2012
6/23/2012
9/23/2012

't0/23/2012
11/23/2012
12/23/2012

. t/23/2013
2/23/2013
3/23I2013
4/232013
$232013
N23/2013
7/23/2013
N23/2013
9/23I2013

10/23I2013
'1/23/2013

12/23/20'13
1/23/2014

3/23/2014
4/23/20t4
5/23/2014
8/23/2014
7/23/2014
8/23/20'l4
9/23201 4"

Pml
No. Payment Oote

le9tnnlnN
Satan ce

22.742.80 8
22.152.62
21,560.05
20.965.38
20.386.34
10.760.03
19.187A1
18,583A7
17.957.20
t?.348.80
1S.73?.M
18.124.38
1d.SM.TO
14.890.87
14.270.2d
13.84T.45
13.022.25
12,394.84
11.784.82
tt.t32.17
10A9T.25
0.859.94
0.220.18
6,577.90
l.033.18
7.285.97
6.838.28
d.064.08
5.32$.34

',872.10

4.012.33
3,350.02
2,BSL16

'.01?.73

1,347.74
875.17

5chedutert
Payment

877.77
877.77
877.77
en.n
en.n
877.77
877.77
877.77
677.77

877.77
877.77
877.ll
877.77
677.77
877.77
en.n
877.77
en.n
877.77
er/.77

e??.n
877.77

677.77
en.n
877.77

en.n

Payment Tolal Payment

S 877.77 S
en.?7
en.n
877.77
877.77
877.77

877.77
877.77
en.n
677.77
877.77

877;7?
877.7l
en.n
877;77
877.77

en;77
el?.n
877.77
877.77
877.77

en.n

875.17

Prtnclpat
OIL 225
500.17
592.44
594.72
507.01
590.31
801.82
803.94
606.27
608.60
610.04
813.30
815.88
818.03
820A1
822.80
825.20
827.81
830.03
832AS
834.69
83T.33
830.70

'42.25
. 844.73

847.21
64L?0
852.21
854.72

BS7.24'50.77

662.31
M4.M, .

ee?.42
689.90
872.57
872.58

Interest

S 67.60
55.32
$3.04
$0.75
78A6
78.14

71.50
89.17
66.82
84AT
82.11
59.73
57.35

52.57
50.18
47.74
4d.31
42.88
40A3
37.08
35.51
33.04
30.58
25.06
2d.58
23.tte
20.83
1S.OO
tdA5
12.90
10.34
7.77
5.10:
2.50

Endtny
Solance.

9 22.152.52
21.560.0S
20.98d.38
20.3SS.34
10.780.03
10.18?A1
1S.553AT
17.057.20
1?.345.80
18.737.88
18.124.38
15.508.70
14.S90.87
14.270.25
13.847.48
13.022.25
12.304.84
11.T84.82
11.132.17,
10.497.28
'.859.94

0.220.18
8.577.90
7.033.1S
7.285.97
e.e36.26
5,0S4.08
5.320.34
4.872.10
4.012.33
3.350.02
2.856.16
2.017.73
1.347.74

8?d.t?
0.00

Cumutottve
tnterest

S 87.80
172.02
255.98
338.72
415.17
491.31
685.14
838.64
706.60
772.82
837.09
59i20
056.93

1.018.20
1.071.25
1.123.82
1.173.07
1.221.71

. 1.28?.03
1.300.90
1.350.34.
1.388.31
1A23.83
1A58.M
tA87A2
1.51dAS
1.541.04
1.584.00
1.5$4.82
1.602.82

1.818,07'.630.0?

1.841.32
1.849.09
1.654:2S
1.85S.BS



iI a
View Profile - 603000315S3-3Note - Bank 524

Mountain Water District

60300031583-3 Note

0o Page I of I

$0

18 items: Previous calendar year from 01/01/2013 lo 07/01/2014

Effective /

Posted
06/26/2014
06/26/2014
05/23/2014
05/23/2014
04/24/20.14
04/24/2014
03/28/2014
03/28/2014
02/27/2014.
02/27/2014
01/23/2014
01/23/2014
12/19/2013
12/1 9/2013
11/26/2013
11/26/20.13
10/25/2013
10/25/20,1 3
09/27/2013:
09/27/2013
08/22/2013
08/22/2013
07/31/2013
07/31/2013
06/28/2013
06/28/2013
05/31/2013
05/31/2013
04/26/2013
04/26/2013
04/02/2013
04/02/2013
02/28/2013
02/28/2013
01/31/2013
01/31/2013

Ime
610 - Regular
payment
610- Regular
piyment
610- Regular
payment
610 - Regular
payment
610-Regular
payment
610- Regular
payment
610- Regular
payment
610-Regular
payment
610 - Regular
payment
610 - Regular
payment
610-Regular
payment
610 - Regular
payment
610 - Regular
payment
610- Regular
payment
610 - Regular
payment
610 - Regular
payment
610-Regular
payment
610- Regular
payment

Amount
889.90

Princlnal
653.68

interest
36.22

889.90

689.90

656.67

656.77

689.'90 652.00

33;23 8,659.60

33.13 9,31B.27

37,90 9,973.04

889.90

689;90

841.39

63S.64

48.51

51.28

10,825.04

11,266;43

889.90 654.37

689.90- 637.95

689,90 642.23

889.90 '25;84

35..53: 11;905.07

51.95

47.67

12,559A4

13,197.39

64.08'3,839;62

40.90689.90 6¹9.00 14,465 46:

15,1<4.46826,00 63.90689.90

889.90 633.50 56.40 15,740.46

73.16 16,373,96

52.05 16,990,71

74.06 17,62L56.

64.99 'l8;244AO

81,44 1S,869.31

689.90 618.75

689,90 637.85

689.90 '15.84
62¹.91689.90

'89.90 608.45

Salanee Part or Fee
8,005,92

https://insight.metavante.org/opstopbl/OpstopServlet/LnViewTransHistoryListNote 7/l/201 4



CTB VEH ¹136
I"" M«values

Loon amounl::,$
jl'„stL'nnual

Interest rate $'ggq 4)+.gj
Loon period ln yecxs '~~jtigjggi;4)1

Number ot poymenh per year g5$~tl}$)t'ai
Start dote ot loan g~i~4gg Jp61 f

Opitonot extra paymenh,.'*.$ +rt~%@g

lender name: [Community Trust Bonk

loan summary
Scheduled payment: $tjr,„.g.'+,Rp

Scheduled number ot Poymenh rg~xkg<- 'rl.4t}r
Actual number ot poymenh .xr@g'.~i,4t}j

Total eorty poymenh '; $.@'gv'r<<~-'j:.
Total interest re@ 2,855.Qfj

1
2
3

5
8
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
18
17
1$
19
20

24

25'8

30
31
32

37"

39

41
42

47
48

8/21/2011 1
9/Zt/20t 1

10/Zt/ZO11
11/21I2011
12/21/2011

t/Zt/2012
2/21/2012
3/21/2012 .

4/Zt/Zot 2
5/21/2012
N21/2012
7/21/2012
N21/2012
QI21/2012

tNZt/2012
11/21/2012
12I21/2012

1/21/2013
2/Zt/Zota
3/21/2013
4/Zt/2013
5/21/2013

'/21/2013

7/21/2013 .
N21/2013
NZt/Zots

10/Zt/Zots
11/21/2013
12I21/2013

1/21/2014
ZIZt/2014
3/21/2014
4/21/2014
$21/2014
8/21/2014 .
7/21/2014
N21/2014
NZt/2014

10/21/Zot4
t t/ZtnO»
12/Zt/2014
t/Zt/20td
2/21/2015:
3/21/Zotd
4/Zt/Zotd .:

6/Zt/Zotd
$21/201 d
7/21/2016

Pm}
tto. Payment Date

beelnnlno
Salarlce

30.280.20
29.883.62
2$.104.89
2$,523.8S
27.940.51
27.355.15
28.787.60
28.177.88
25,58L90
24.991.74
24.39&34
23.798.72
23.195.88
22.592.75
21,9S7.38
Zt.s?$.76
20.TS9.84
20.1d7.88
19.543.18
18.128AO
16.307.3'l
17.888.11
17.052.18
18A3L12
15.S07.72
15.178.$7
14.543.85
13,90&37
13.270.51
12.830.28
11.987.e1
11,342.57
10,895.10
10.04L22
9.392.90
8.73&1d
LoatL94
TA21.28
8,751.14
8.094N
SA2TA3
4757.84
4.06L'74
3A11 12
2.733.1$.
2.054.31
1.372.10

887.33

Scheduled
Payment

1 869.90
esiso
ass.so
saiso
889.90
see.so
689.90
eeiso
ess.so
889.90
ese.so
889.90
869.$0
setLQO

'S9.90

esS.So
eae.so
Bae.eo
ass.so
ese.so
889.90

sas&so

as&so
Bas.so

869.90
S89.90.
869.90
68$,90
aaiso
861.90
ess.so
eas.eo
889,$0
889.10.
eas.so
669.90
889.90
669.10
sas.so
661.90
859.90
689.90
ess.so
BSS.SO

as&so
889.90
ca&so

as&So
S81.90

Prtnctpal
t}lt.225
578.88 1
678.64
581.00
5N.18
58&38
587.65
581.75
591.96
594.17
598.39
598.62
800,88
803.11
805.37
807.83
809.11
eti19
814AB
818.78
S19.09

'21AO

823.73 .
828.08
82&40
83tLTd
833.11
essAS
837.68
840.25
842.84:

'81.90'45.05

869.10
86&90
881.90
869.90
88&90 "
88$,90
Sas.so
BBQ.N
as&so
eaieo-

as&so
68&90
867.33

ease
862.32
854rls
857.21

882.13
884.et
857.10
SSLSQ ."..

872.10
e74.61
817.14 .
e?LBT
682,22

68476

Payment lotol Payment

1 88$.90
669.90
eaS.Qo
889.90
889.90
as&so
889.90
889.90
889.90
889.90
689.90
eae.so
ess.so
889.90
689.90

889.90
889.90
889.90
ess.so
see.so
6SQ.QO

Encdno
Safance

Cumulative
tnferest

113.22
224.29
333.19
439.92

84$.81
746.17
844.92

.1.034.18
1.12dA4
1.214AB
1.301.27
1.385.81
1,488.08
t.54S.OT
1.82d.71-

28.177.SS
2d.585.90

24.1st;74'4.395.34'.774'.33.

t.848.15
1.913.65

17.082.18
18A38.12
15.807.72
15.17$.97
14.543.dd
13.908.37

2.847.3S

interest
t}lt.540
113.22 1 29.8N.S2 1
111.07 29.104.89
10S.SO 2S.623.88
108.73 27.940.d1
104.54 27.355.1d
102.35 so.ror.utJ
100.18
S?.96

93.61
11.28 23.79&72
89.04 23.195.88
8&7122.592.7d
84.53 21.987.38
82.27 21.379.75
SO.OO.

- 20.76$.84
77.71 20.15?.sd
7dA2 19.643.16, '.701.21
73.12 1S.QIL40
70.82 18.30T.31
88.50 'I7.885.9'l
8&1? . 1.971.82
83.84 isis.el
et.so 2.105.18
59.15 2,184.31
58.71 2.221.10
54A2 XZ?5.82
52.04 13.270.51 ';327 55
49.ed 12.830.242.377.21
47.28 11,9al.st 2A24A7
44.N. 11.342.d7 2A89.32

'2.44 10.895.10 2.d11.7$
40.02 10,04d.22 Z.ddt.?8
37.51: 9.392.90 2.58&3?
3L1d ~::.&738 1d 2.82461
32 70 'OBTL94: ' 2.85?at
30.24 ' 7A21.28 '.88?A4
27.77 8.75%t4 2;7152%
25.21 8,094.53 2.740.N
22.60 6.427;43 2.78&30
20.31';757.$4: 2.?SXdt
17.eo 4.08&74: 2.NtA1
15.2$ X4tt.t2 . '.514.70
12.74 2.TQ.91 2,82$A7
10.23' 2.83&89
TSQ

'13 ',852.52„
2.57 2.855.09



View Profile - 60300047294-3 Note - Bank 524 Page 1 of I

Mountain Water District

60300047294-3 Note

18 items: Previous calendar year from 01I01/2013 to 07/01/2014

Effective /

Posted
06/1 1/2014
08/'l 1/2014
05/14/2014
05/14/2014
04/11/2014
04/11/2014
03/1 7/2014
03/17/2014
02/12/2014
02/12I2014
01/1 7/2014
01/1 7/2014.
12/1 1I2013
12/1 1/2013
11/12/2013.
11/12/201 3
10/1 1/2013
10/11/2013
09/1 3/2013
09/1 3/20'13

OS/12/2013
08/12I2013
07/11/2013
07/11/2013
08/12/2013
06/12/2013
05/07/2013
05/07/2013
04/09/2D13
04/09/2013
03/14/2013
03/14/2013
02/12/2013
02/12/2013
01/18/2013
01/18/2013

~T

610 - Regular
payment
610 - Regular
payment
610-Regular
payment
610-Regular
payment
610-Regular
payment
610 - Regular
payment
610- Regular
payment
610- Regular
payment
61' Regular
payment.
610- Regular
payment'10

- Regular
payment
610 - Regular
navment

610 - Regular
payment
610 - Regular
payment
610 - Regular
payment
610 - Regular
payment
610.- Regular
payment
610 - Regular

payment'nterest

18,61
Balance Part or Fee
1,888.73

461.74 438.83

481.74 443.32

461.74 436.24

461,74 440.72

461.74 430.52

461..74 436.23

461.74 432.48:

461,74 435.12

461.74 430.19

46.1.74 429.07

23.11 8,1'l 1.86

18.42 8,550.49

25.50 8,993.81

21.02',430:05

31;22 9,870.77

25.51
10)301;29'5,28'|l,737.52:

28;82

31.55

11,169.9tt

11,665.10

32.67 12,035.29

481.74

481.74

431.10

422.47

30.64

39.27

12,464.36

12;895.48

461.74 430.20

461.74 ~ 431.54

461.74 ~ 425.85

31.54 13,517.93

3o.2o 13,748.13

35.89 14,179.67

461.74

46.1,74

430,95 30.79

425.05 36.69

14,805.52

15,03647.

Amount Principal
461.74 443.13

https://insight.metavante.org/opstopbl/OpstopScrvlel/Ln View TransHistoryListNote 7/l/2014





View Profile - 60100620005-3 Note - Bank 524 Page 1 of 1

Mountain Water Olstrlct

80100620005-3 Note

21 items: Previous calendar year from 01/01/2013 to 07/01/2014

Effective I
Posted
06/1 1/2014
06/1 1/2014
06/1 1/2014
06/1 1/2014
05/14/2014
05/1 5/20)4
04/29/2014
05/01/2014
04/14/2014
04/1 6/2014
03/1 7/2014
03/1TI2014
02/12/2014
03/06/2014
01/17/2014
01/17/2014
12/1

'l/2013'2/12/2013

11/12/2013
11/13/2013
10/11/2013
10/30/2013
09/'l3/2013.
10/02/2013
09/13/2013
09/1 3/2013
08/12/2013
08/14/2013
07/11/2013
07/17/2013
06/1 2/20'I 3
06/14/2013
05/07/2013
05/14/2013
04/09/2013
04/1 0/2013
03/14/201$
03/19/2013
02/12/2013
02/1 3/20'l 3
01/18/2013
01/1 8/2013

Inm
688 - System-
generated payment
810 - Regular
payment
612 - User defined
reg payment
86) - Renewal
payment
612- User defined
reg payment
610 - Regular
payment
612 - User defined
reg payment
810 - Regular
payment
612- Useidefined
reg payment
61.2- User defined
reg payment
612 - User defined
reg payment
612 - User defined
reg payment
610- Regular
payment
612 - User defined
reg payment
612 - User defined
re oav'~nt
612- User defined
reg payment
612- User delned
reg payment
612- User defined
reg payment
812- User defined
reg payment
612- USei Sefined
reg payment
610- Regular
paymerit

0.00 0.00

638.43 567.11

0.00

638.43

0.00

563.81

838.43 587.80

638,"43. 669.85

638;43 556.40

638.43 558.19

638.43 553.49

638.43 554.50

638.43 ~ 550,55

0.00

638.43 ~ 546.89

638.43

638.43

638.43

638,43 ~

549.93

544.36

54425

638.43 ~ 548.98

S38.43 536.23

638.43 i 534.27

Amount Prlncioat
638.43 63S.43

interest Balance Part oi Fse
0.00 20,3S4,79

0.00 21,023.22

T1.32 21,023.22

0.00 2't;590.33

?4.62,21,'690;33

70,83
22,154.14'8i58,,22)721.94

82.d3 .23>81.79.

80-24 23,838.19

$4.94 24;398.38

83.93'4,949.87

87.88 25,504.37

0.00; 28,054,92

91.54 26,054.02

88;50 28,801,81

94.07 27,151.74:

94.08 21,898,10

97.86 28,240.45

89.47 28,781,02

102;20 29,329.98

104.16 29,866.21

~ /e a ~Jg

es ~

https://insight.metavante.org/opstopb 1/OpstopServlet/LnViewTransHistoryListNote 7/1/2014



CTB VER. 4138

Loan amount $
Annual interesl rate

Loan period in yean
Number ot paymenls per yeor

Stort date of loan .

Optional extra payments

lender nome: <~

Enter values
'4.625.24.

4.048'%

12
4/25/20l2

loan summary
Scheduledpayment $:,' 638.43.

Scheduiednumberolpaymenls,', ". 60
Actuat number ot payments '.', 60

Total early payments: $
Totalinterest $ '.660.37

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

38
37
38
39
40
41
42

45

47

49
50
51
52
53

60

5/25/2012 8
6/2 $2012
7/25/2012
8/2$ 2012
9/25/2012

1O/2$ 2O12
11/2$2012
1325/2012
1/2$ 2013
2/25/2013
3/25/2013
4/25/2013
5/25/2013
$25/2013
7/25I2013
$25/2013
9/25/2013

10/25/2013
11/25/2013
12/25/2013

1/25/2014
2/25/2014
3/26/2014
4/25/2014
5/2S/2014
$25/2014
7/2 $2014
$25/2014
9/25/2014

10/25/2014
11/25/2014
12/25/2014
1/2$ 2015
2/2$ 2015
3/25/2015
4/2$ 2015
5/25/2015
8/25/2015
7/2$ 2015
8/26/2015
9/2$ 2015

10/25/2015
11/25/201S
12/25/2015

1/25J2018
2I2S/2016
3/25/2018
4/25I2016
5/25/201 8
$2$2018
7/25/2016
8/25/201 S
9/25/201 8

10/25/2018
11/25/2018
12/25/2016

1/25/2017
2/2$ 2017
3/25/2017
4/25/2017

Pmt
No. Payment Date

beginning
balance

34.625,24 S
34,103.62
33,580.23
33.055.08
32.528.16
31.999.46
31.468.98
30.936.71
30,402.64
29,868.77
29.329.10
28.789.81
28,248.30
27,705.18
27.180.19
28.613.39
26.064.74
25.514.23
24.961.88
24.407.65
23,851.56
23.293.59
22.733.75
22.172.01
21.60S.37
21,042.84
20.475.40
19.906.04
19.334.78
i8.7ei.se
18.188.42
17,609.34
17.030.32
18.449.34
15,868AO
15,281.50
14.894,62
14,105.76
13,514.92
12.922.09
12.327.25
11.730A1
1'l.131.55
10.530.87
9,927.77
9,322.83
8,715.88
8.108.83
7.495.75
8,882.61
8.267.40
5,650.11
5.030.75
4,409.29
3,785.74
3,160.08
2,532.32
1,902.43
1.270.42

638.28

Scheduled
Payment

638.43
638A3
638.43
638.43
638A3
838.43
838A3
638A3
638A3
638.43
838.43
638.43
638.43
838.43
638A3
838.43
638.43
638A3
838.43
638A3
638.43
638.43
638A3
638A3
638.43
838.43
638A3
638A3
638A3
838A3
638A3
638A3
836A3
838.43
638A3
838.43
63SA3
638A3
838A3
638A3
638.43
63SA3
638A3
63SA3
838.43
836.43
S38A3
638A3
638.43
838.43
838A3
638A3
638.43
838A3
838.43
638.43
638.43
638.43
838.43
638,43

Payment Tolol Payment

838.43 $

638.43
638.43
638.43
838.43
638.43
638.43
638A3
638.43
63S.43
638.43
638.43
638.43
838.43
638.43
638.43
838.43
638.43
638A3
638.43
638.43
638A3
638A3
838A3
63S.43
638A3
638A3
$38A3
638A3
638.43
638.43
838.43
638A3
838A3
638.43
638.43
838A3
638A3
838.43
838A3
63SA3
$38A3
636.43
838A3
83SA3
83$A3
$38A3
838A3
638.43
838.43
638.43
638.43
638.43
838.43
638.43
838A3
638A3
63SA3
636.28

Prlnclpal
0/L 22b
521.82 b
523.3S
525.15
528.92
528.70
530.4$
532.27
534.07
535.87
537.68
539.49
541.31
543.14
544.97
548.81

550.50
55236
554.22
558.09
557.97
559.85
561.74
563.63

587.44
569.3S
571.28
573.20
575.14
577,08
579.02
580.98
582.94
584.90
588.8S
588.88
590.84
592.84
594.84
598.84
596.88
800.88
802,90
604.94
608.98
609.03
$11.0$
S13.14
815.21
617.28
819.37
621.48
823.55
625.68
827.77
629.88
832.01
834A4
634.13

Endtntt
balance

116.80
115.04
113.28
111.51
109.73
107.94
108.16
104.3S
Iuc oo
100.75
98.94
97.12
95.29
93AB
91.82
e9.78
87.93
88.07
84.2D
S2.34
80.48

34.103.62
33,580.23
33.055.08
32,526.16
31.999A6
31,48S.BS
30.936.71
30.402.84
29.886.77
29.329.10
2$.789.81
28,248.30
27.705.18
27.180.19
28.813.39
28.084.74
25.514.23
24.981.88
24.407.85
23.861.58
23.293.59

7e.eb
74.79
72,$9
70.9$
69.07
67.15

83.29
61.35
59.40
57AS
55.49

22.172.01
21,608.37
21.042.84
20,475.40
19.908.04
19.334.76
18.781.56
18.188A2
17.609.34
17.030.32
16.449.34
15.868.40

53.52 15.281.50
51.55
49.57
47.5S
46.59
43.59
41.58
39.57
37.55
35.52
33.49
31A5
29AO

25.29
23.22
21.14
19.08
1S.97
14.87
12.77
10.68
S.54
S.42
4.29
2.15

14.694.82
14.105.78
13.514.92
12.922.09
12.327.25
11.730A1
11.131.55
10.530.87
9.927;77
9.322.83
8.715.88
8.108.83
7.495.75
S,882.81
8,287.40
5.850.11
5.030.75
4.409.29
3,7S5.74
3.160,08
2,532.32
1.90243
1.270A2

838.28
0.00

78.58 22,733.75

Cumulattve
Interest

8 iieeo
231.85
345.12
456.63
568.36
674.30
780;46
884.S2
987.38

1.088.13
1,187.06
1.2$4.18
1.379A7
1A72.93
1.584,65
1,854.33
1.742.25
1.828.32
1.912.52
1.994.86
2,075.32
2.153.89
2.230.58
2.305.38
2.378.27
2.449.25
2.518.32
2.585.47
2,650.70
2.713.99
2.776.33
2.834.74
2.692.19
2.947.67
3,001.20
3,052.75
3,102.32
3,149.90
3.195A9
3.239.08
3,280.88
3,320.24
3.357.79
3.393.31
3,42B.SO
3.458.25
3.487.65
3.515.00
3,540.28
3,583.50
3,5S4.S4
3.803.70
3,820.67
3.835.55
3,848.32
3,858.98
3,687.52
3,873.94
3,878.22 i

3,680.37



View Profile - 60100620004-3 Note - Bank 524 Page 1 of l

Mountain Water District

60100620004-3 Note

22 items: Previous calendar year from 01/01/2Q13 to 07/01I2014

Effective /

Posted
OB/11/2014
OB/11/2014
06/1 1/2014
06/11/2014
05/14I2014
05/15/2014
04/29/2014
05/01/2014
04/14/2014
04/1 5/2014
03/17/2014
03/17/2014
02/12/2014
03loB/2014
01/17/2014
01/1.7/2014
12I11/2013
12/1 2/2013
11/1&013
)1/1 3/2013
10/11/20,13
10/30/2013
09/1 3/20'l3
10/02/2013
09/1 3/2013
09/1 3/2013
08/1 2/2013
08/1 4/2013
OT/1 1/2013
07/1 T/2013
05/12/2013
08/14/2013
06/12/2013
06/14/0013
05/07/2013
05/14/2013
04/0$ 2013
04/1 0/2013
03I14/2013
03I19/201 3
02l12/2013
02/13/2013
01/1 8/2013
01/18/2013

turn
688- System-
generated payment
610- Regular
payment
812 -. User defined
reg payment
681 - Renewal
paymant
612 - User defined
reg payment
810 - Reguial
payment
6)2 - User defined
reg payment
610 - Regular
payment
612 - User defined
reg payment
612 - User defined
reg payment
812 - Usher defined
reg payment
612- User defined
reg payment
810-Regular
payment
612- User defined
reg payment
612- User defined
feg pa~aoL
668 - Systam-
generated

paI/in'ent'12

- User defined
reg payment
812 '- User defined
reg payment
612-.User defined
feg payment
S12 - User defined
reg payment
612 - User defined
reg payment
610- Regular
payment

Amount
638.43

Prlncloal
638.43

tnterset Balance Part or Fee
0.00 20;176.95

o.oo

838.43 567.81

0,00 0.00

638.43 584.5!

638.43 568.44

638.43 560,56

638.43 557.11

638.43. 558.85

638.43, 554.20

638.43 '55.17
638;43 ~ 551.24

O.oo 0.00

838,43 . 547.59

0.00 20,815,Q

70.82
20,815,38'.00

21;383.19.

7:3.92

69;99

77.87

21;3S3..19:

21,947.70

22,515.14

81.M 23;078.70

79.58. 23,633;81

84.2'3 24,192.66

83.26

.St;.19

24,746.86

25,302.53

0.00 25,853,27

9O.S4 25;853.27

638.43

200.00

550.88

200.00

87.55

0;00

26i400.86

26)951.:74

638.43 . 544.36

838.43, 544.35

838.43

63S.43.

540.57

94.0't 27, 1.$$.74

94;08 2i,Bge;1o

97.86'8/40A5

89.47 28,781.02

838.43

638.43 ~

536.23 102.20 29,329.98

534.27 104.18 29,SBS.21

https://insight.metavante.org/opstopb1/OpstopServlet/LnViewTransHistogyListNote 7/1/20]4



CTS VEH. ¹139

Enter values
loan amount $ ; 34,625.Z4.

Annual interest rote - . 4.048%
Loan period ln years ".5

Number of payments per year, '".'..:I 2:
Slarl date ot loan, "

4/25iZD12
Optional extra paymenls $',"':.;.'.:"

Loan summary
Scheduled poyment $,',':.,'638;43

!

Scheduled number ot payments::.,',","",'." -',: 60»

Actual number ot payments - ':.,'-:.,'.:..:,'.:.60
Total eorly payments ":$'"*".»',-."',".:„'",,~;,l,'

Totol interest,$ ;.',: 3,68037':

'ender name: I

1
2
3'

5,'

7- .
8

9'0.

11
12

'3'4»

15:
18
17.
18
19.

'5

28:
27
28 .

29
30,
31

32'?

'8.

39

41
'2,»

45

4?
48
49
50-
51
52'3

. 55'6:

'7

58'9

60

5/25/2012 d
6/25/2012
7/25/2012
8/25/2012
9/25/2012

10/25/2012
11/2$2012
12/2 $2012

1/2$ 2013
2/25/2013
3/25/2013
4/2$ 2013
5/25/2013
8/25/2013
7/25/2013
8/25/2013
9/25/2013

10/2$ 2013
11/25/2013
12/25/2013

1/25/2014
2/25/2014
3/25/2014
4/25/2014
5/25/2014
6/25/2014
7/25/2014
8/25/2014
9/25/2014

10/25/2014
11/26/2014
12/25/2014

1/25/2015
2/25/2015
3/25/2015
4/25/2015
5/25/2015
6/2$ 2015
7/2$ 2015
$25/2015
9/25/2015

10/25/2015
11/2$2015
12/2$ 2015

1/25/2018
2/2$ 2018
3Q$2018-
4/2$ 2018
5/25/2016
6/25/2018
7/25/2018
8/25/2018
9/25/2018

10/2$ 2018
11/25/2016
12/25/2018

1/25/2017
2/25/2017
3/25/2017
4/25/2017

Pmt
No.:. Payment Date

beglnnfng
balance

34,825.24 d
34,103.62
33,560.23
33.055.08
32.528.18
31.999AB
31.468.98. ~

30.938.71
30.402.84
29,868.7?
29.329.10
28,789.81
28,248.30
27.705.18
27,160.19
28.S13.39
28.064.74
25.514.23
24,981.88
24.407.65
23.851.58
23.293.59
22.733.7S .',

22.172.01
21.808.37
21.042.84
20.475.40
19,908.04 .

19.334.78 .
18,781.56
18,I66.42
17.609.34
17,030.32
18,449.34
15.868.40
fs,zat.so
14.894.82
'f 4,105.76
13.514.92
12,922.09
12327.25
11.730At
11.131.65
10,530.87
9,927.77
9,32283
s,?15.68
IL108.$3
7.495.75
6,88261

',zs?AO

5,650.11',030.75

4,409.29
3,785.74
3, f 60.08
2,53232
1,902.43
1,2?OA2

638.28

638.43
838.43
638.43

'38.43

638.43
638.43
638A3
638A3
638.43
838A3
638A3
838.43
838.43
63S,43
836A3
638.43
638.43
63S.43
638.43
638A3
838.43
63S.43
63S.43
638A3
838A3
63SA3
838A3
638.43
838A3
838.43
838.43
838.43
638.43
838A3
83S.43
638.43
838A3: .

638.43
838A3
838A3

838A3 l,

638.43
838;43
838A3
63SA3

638A3
638.43
638A&
838A3
S3$.43
83S.43
838A3

838A3 9
838.43
838.43
838.43
638A3
638A3::
838A3 "
638A3
838.43

83SA3'38A3

838A3
836A3
838.43
838.43 .

63&A3
638A3
838.43
838.43
838A3:.
638A3
638.43 ..
838A3
838A3
63SA3

'3IL43

838A3
838A3
838A3:
838A3
838A3 ..
838A3

838A3'3SA3:

83SA3.
83BA3 '..
838A3
838A3
63IL43

838A3: .
83$A3
838A3. ':

838.43: ...
838A3
83&.43:- ..
838A3 '.

838A3

83SA3
638A3

I'rlncfpat
G/L

22d.'21.82

d
523.38
525.15
526.92
52IL?0
530.48
532.27
534.0?

535.87'3?.sa

539A9
541.31
643.14
544.97

'48.81

54a.es
550.50..
552.38
554.22

557.97
559.85
581.74 ':
565.d3
58?A4

571.28
. 573.20

5?IL14
577.08
579.02 .:
5$0,98:...
58294
6$4.90 .

588.88.
588.88, "
590.84
592.84: .-

598.84
'.

598.88
800.88'

. 802.90 . ':
808.96:
609.03
811.0$
613»14
815.21
817.2&

'19.37'21.48

823.55
838.43 . 625.68

636A3
638.43
638.43
63$A3
635.43

S3&A3

838.28

627.77
629.88
832.01
634.14
834.13

Scheduled' Extra
Payment Payment Totof Payment Interest

G/L
540'16.80

$

Endlny Cumulative
balance fnterest

34.103.82 $'-. 118.80

102.56 29.868.77 987.38
100.75 29.329.10' '.088.13
98.94 . 28.?89.81

1.18?.08'7.12.

2S.248.30: 1.284.18
95.29 27,705;18 1,379A7
93AB 27.180 19 1A7293
91.82 2S.61339 ' 1.58455
89.78:'

28,084;.74 - 1.854»33
S?.93, 25.514.23

1.742.25'8.07

24.961.SB ': 1,828!32.
84.20 . 24.407.SS: 1,912.52
S2,34 ..23.851.58. 1,994.88
&0.48 23.293.59 2.075;32
78.58
?s.ea-
74.79
72.89

22.733.75
22.172.01
21.608.37.
21.042.84

2.153.8IL
2.230.58
2.306.3S
2.378.27

70.9S
69.07
87.15
65.22
63.29

20.478AO, 2A49.25
19.908.04 - 2.518.32
19.334.78 '.585A7
18.781;68 '" 2.S50.70

2.713.9918.186;42
61.35 17.809.34: . 2,775.33
59.40, 17.030.32 ..;, 2,834.74
57.45 .: 16.449»34»:. 2.892.19'
55A9 . 1d.866.40» . 2.947;67
53.d2 ', . 15;281.50 3.001.20
S1.55
49.57
47.5$

14.894»62
14.106.76
13.514.92

3,052.75
3.102.32
3.149.90

45.59
43.59

12,922.09 . 3.195.49
12.327.25: 3.239.06

41.58:
11,730,41'9.5?"- ».11.13155

37.55. " .10,531KB?

3,280.86
3,320.24,:
3.357:.79

35.5Z 9,92?fn:. '. 3.393.31
33.49 9.32283
31.45 $,715.88
29.40 .:8;108.83
27.35 7.495;75
25.29 8.88281

3.428.80
3.458.25
3,487.65
3.S15.00
3,540.2S

23.22 6.2$?AO 3,583.50
21.14 .. 5.85IL'11',584.84
19.0S . " " 5.03R?5 " 3.603.70
18.97 - 4A09.29 3.620.87
14.87::3,785.74' 3.835.55

10.6S
3,180.08
2,532.32

3.848.32
3,658.98

8.5'4

6.42
4.29
2.15

1,90243-, 3,687.52
1.2?OAZ. 3,673.94
836.28',67S.22
, ILOO',680.37

115.04 33.580.23 231.85
113.28 33.055.08 . 345.12
111.51 32.528.18'58.63
109.73 .. 31.999.48'86.36.
107.94» - 31ASS.98 674.30
10IL18 - 30.938;71= -

' - 780.46,;.
104;36 .".30.402.84"" " 884.82;



View Profile - 60 l 00620026-3 Note - Bank 524
l .1 i.

Paje I of

1'ountain

Water District

60100620026-3 Note

+ +$01.

19 items: previous calendar year from 01/01/2013'o 07/01/2014

Effective I
Posted
OBI26/2014
06/26I2 014
05/14/2014
05I14/2014
05/09/2014
05/30/2014
04/1 1/2014
04/11/2014
03/17/2014
03/17/2014
02/12/2014
02/12/2014
01/1 0/2014
01/1 OI2014
12/1 1/2013
12/1 1/2013
11/12/2013
11i12/2a13
10/11/2013
10/11/20'l3.
09/1 3/2013
09/1 3/2013
08/1 2/2013:
08/12/2013
07/11/2013
07/11/2013
06/1 2/2013
06/1 2/2Q13
05/07I2 013
05/Q7/201.3
04/09/2013
04/09/2013
03/1 3/2013
03/13/2013
02/1 2/2013
02/12/2013.
01/1 0/2013:
01/10/2013

Ime
610- Regular
payment
610- Regular
payment
661 - Renewal
payment
B10- Regular
payment
610 - Regular
payment
610 Regular
payment
610.-Regular
paymetlt
610-Regular
payment
610 - Regular
payment
610- Regular
payment
610- Regular
payment
610- Regular
payment
610- Reg War
asvmeat
610 -

Regular'ayment

610 - Regular
payment
610 ~ Regular
payment
610- Regular
payment
610 - Regular
payment
610-Regular
payment

Amount Prlncloal
502.58 443.99

502.58

0.00 0.00

502.58 440.80

502.58 445.62

502.58
(

502.58

438.10

502,58 i 437.19

502.58, 433.56

502.58 ~ 434.26

502.58,

502.58

'02.58

430.55

429.12

430.01

502.58, 426.37

502.58 '27.31
502.58 ~ 423.17

502.58 - 429.55

502.,58 ~ 420.38

502.58 '18.90

Interest Balance Part or Fee
58.59 16,565,95

5S.04 17,009.94

0.00 17,454.48

61;78 17,454.48

56;,96 17,S95.2S

6448
18;340.90'6i02

18,779.00

65.39 19215.56:

69.02 19,652.75

68,32. 20,086.31

72.03 20,620.57

73;46 ZO;951.12

72,57 21,380;24

76.21
21,810.25'5.27

22,236AQ

7941 22,683.93:

73.03 23,087.10

82.20 23I516.65,

83.68 23,937,03'

4'ttps://insight.metavante.org/opstopb

1/OpstopServlet/LnViewTrrtnsHistoryListNote 7/1/2014

~ r



CTB VEH. ¹140

Enter values
Loon amount $ , '7.255.98

Annual Interest rate 4.05 %;
Loon pertod in years

''
Number ot payments per year '" ':.', I2

Start date ot loon: ''5/11/2012
Optional extra poyments $ .':

'endername: t

loan summary
Scheduled payment $ ., ",.50258

Scheduled number ot paymenls
'

&0
Actual number ot payments, . &0

Total early payments i $
Total Interest i $ 289%5&'

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
28
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
38
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
48
4/
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

8/1 1I2012 b
7/11Q012
N11/2012
9/1 1/2012

10/1 1/2012
11/11/2012
12/1 1/2012

1/1 1/2013
2/1 1/2013
3/11/2013
4/1 1/2013
6/11/2013
6/1 1/2013
7/11/2013
8/1 1/2013
9/1 1/2013

10/1 1/2013
11/1 1Q013
12/11/2013

1/1 1/2014
2/1 1/2014
3/1 1/2014
4/1 1/2014
5/11/2014
6/1 1/2014
7/1 1/2014
N11/2014
9/1 1/2014

10/1 1/2014
11/1 1/2014
12/11/2014

1/11/2015
2/11/2015
3/1 1/2015
4/1 1/2015
5/11Q015
6/1 1/2015
7/1 1/2015
8/11/2015
9/11/2015

10/11/2015
11/11/2015
12/11/2015

1/11/2018
2/11/201S
3/1 1/2018
4/11/201S
5/11/2018
6/11/2016
7/11/2018
8/11Q018
9/11/2018

10/1 1/2018
11/11/2018
12/11/2018

1/11/2017
2/11/2017
3/11no17
4/11/2017
5/11Q017

tmt
No. faymenl Dale

beglnnln9
balance

27.255.98
26.845,39
28,433.42
28.020.08
25.805.30
25.189.14
24.771.58
24,352,61
23.932.22
23.510.42
23.087.19
22.662.53
22.235.45
21,808.92
21.379.95
20.949,53
20.517.68
20,064.33
19.649.54
19.213.28
1$,775.55
18.338.34
17.895.85
17.453A7
17.009.80
18.564.64
18.117.97
15.669.79
15.220.10
14.788.89
14.318.18
13.881.90
13,406.11
12948.78
12.489.91
12.029.48
11.58'7.51
11.103.97
10,838.87
10.172.20
9,703.98
9,234.13
8.762.72
$,289.72
7.81512
7.335.93
8.881.12
8.3S1.7O
5.900.68
5.41$.00
4.933.71
4.447.79
3,950.22
3,471.01
2,950.15
2,487.63
1.993.45
1.497.61
1,000.09

500,89

Scheduled
tayment

502.58
502.5$
502.58
502.58
502.58
502,58
502.58
502.58
502.5S
502.58
502.58
502.58
502.58
502.58.
502.58
502.5$
502.58
502.58
502.58
502.58
502.5S
502.5$
502.58
502.58
502.68
502.68
502.58
502.58
5025$
502.5$
502.58
502.5S
502.58
50256
502.58
502.58
502.5$
50258
502.68
502.58
502,58
502.5S
5025$
502.5S
502.58
502.58
502.58
502.6$
502.58
502.58
SOZ.SS

502,58
502.5S
502.58
502.58
502.58
502.58
502.58
502.58
50258

I'ayment Total faymenl

502.58 b
502.58
502.5$
502.58
502.58
502.58
502.58
502.56
502.58
502.58
502.58
502.58
502.5S
502.58
502.5$
502.58
502.5S
60258
502.5$
502.58
502.5S
502.58
502.58
502.58
502.5$
502.58
502.58
502.58
502.58
502,5$
502.58
502.5S
502.58
502.58
502.58
SOZ.SS
502.5$
50258
502.58
502.58
502.58
50258
50258
502.5$
502.58
502.58

502.58'02.58

502.58
502.5S
502.58
502.SS
50258
502,58
502.58
502.58
502.58
502,58
502.58
500.89

yrtnclpol
ail. 22$
«oS9 6
411.97
413.38
414.78
418.18
417.58
418.97
420.39
421.80
423.23
424.88
428.09
427.53
42$.97
430.42

'31.87

433.33
434.79
438.28
437.73
439.21
440.69
442.18
443.87
445.17
446.87
44$.18
449.69
451.21
452.73
464.28
455.79
457.33
458.87
460A2
481.98
483.54
485.10
41.87
468.24
489.82
471A1
473.00
474.80
478.20
477.S1
479A2
481.04
482.68
484.29
455.92
487.58
4$9.21
490.$6
492.62
494.18
49S.BS
497.52
499.20
499.19

Interest
C/L 640

91.99
90.60
89.21
87.82
88.42
85.01
83.60
82,19
80.77
79.35
77.92
78.49
75.05
73.81
72.18
70.70
69,2S
87.78
68.3+

63.37
81.89

5S.91
57.41
55.91

Ending
balance

26.845.39
26.433A2
28.020,08
25.605.30
25.189.14
24.771.58
24.352.61
23.932.22
23.510.42
23.087.19
22.682.53
22.238.46
21.808.92
21.379.95
20.949.53
20.517.66
20,0$4.33
19.849.54
19.213.28
1S,775.55
16.336.34
17.895.65
17A53.47
17.009.80
16,584.64
18.117.97
15.869.79

48.32
48.78

13.881.90
13,408.11

45.25 12.948.78
43.70
42.15
40.60
39.04

12A89.91
12.029AS
11.587.61
11.103.97

37.48 10.838.87
36.91
34.33
32.75

10.172.20
9.703.98
9.234.13
S,78272
8.289r72.
7.815.12
7.33S.93
8.681.12

31;17

26.38

21.54
19.91
18.29
18.5S
15.01
13.37
11.71
10.08
8.40
$.73
5.05
3.3$
1.89

6.381;70
5.900.68
SA18.00
4.933.71
4,447.79
3.980.2Z
3A71.01
2.980.15
2.487.83
1.993.45
1,497.81
1.000.09

500.89,
0.00

52.89 15.220.10
51.37 14.788.89
49.85 14.318.16

Cumulottve
Interest

91.99
182.59
271.80
359.62
446.04
531.05
814.68
696.85
777.62
$58.97
934.89

1.01'I.37
1.086A2
1.180.03
1.232.18
1.302.89
1.372.13
1.439.92
1.506.24
1.571.08
1,834A6
1.698.33
1.768.73
1.818.84
1.873.05
1.928.95
1.983.35
2.038.23
2.087.60
2137.45
2185.78
2.232.55
2,277.79
2.321.50
2,383.85
2.404.25
2.443.29
2,480.77
251L87
Z,551.00
2,583.75
2814.92
2.84449
2.872A7
2.698.85
2.723.82
2,748.77
2.768.31
2,78S.22
2.808.61
2,823.18
2,836.17
2,851.54
2,883.25
2,873.3'I
2,881.71
2,888A4
2.893A9
2.896.86
2,898.56



View Profile - 60100622346-3 Note - Bank 524 Paje l of 1

Mountain Water District

60100622346-3 Note

pgi 3.i
rn'8

items: Previous calendar year from 01/01/2013 to 07/01/2014

Effective I
Posted
06/11/2014
06/11/2014
05/14/2014
05/14/2014
04/1 1/2014
04/11/2014
03/17/2014
03/17/201 4
02/1 2/2014
02/12/2014
01/10/2014
01/10I2014
12I11/2013
12/11/2013
11/26/20.13
11I26/2013
10/11/2013
10/1 1/2013
09/13/2013
09I13/2013
08/12/2013
08/12/2013
07/11/2013
07/11/2013
06/1 2/2013
08/12/2013
o5/O7/2013
05/07/2013
04/22/2013
04/22/2013
03/14/2013
03/14/2013
02/12/2013
02/1 2/2013
01/1 0/2013
01/10/2013

TGR
610 - Regular
payment
610 - Regular
payment
610 - Regular
payment
610- Regular
payment
610 - Regular
payment
610 - Regular
payment
610-Regular
payment
610- Regular
payment
610 - Regular
paylnent
610 - Regular
payment
610- Regular
payment
610 - Regular
payment
610 - Regular
payment
610 - Regular
payment
610 - Regular
payment
610 - Regular
payment
610 - Regular
payment
610 - Regular
payment

Amount
623.27

Princtoal
566.10

623.27 588.25

623.27 562.03

623.27 566,49

623.27 558.61

623.27 556.83

654.43 558.01

623,27.; 552.83

623.27... 553.13

623.27 539.42

623.27 ',

623.27

623.27 .

556.74

547.73

543.65

823.27, 543.52

62327 539.50

623.27 ~ 546.02

623.27, 538.03

623.27, 533.60

Interest
57.17

57.02 16,802.84

81.24 17;169.09

56.78 17,731.12

64.66 18,297.61

66.64 18,856.22

6,7,26

70 44

19 412.85

19,968.88

70.14 20,521.69

83.85 Q1,074.82

21,614.24

75.54 22,1,70.98

79.62 22,718;71

79.75 23,262.38

83.77 23,805.88

77.25

87,24

$
4,345.38'4,891.40

89.67 25,427.43

Balance Part or Fee
16,036.74

https://insight.metavante.or8/opstopb 1/OpstopServlet/Ln ViewTransHistoryLIstNote 7/1/2014



CTS VEH. ¹141

1

I

L

Enter values
Loon amount $ 27,580.04;.

Annual Interest rate ' 4.0445.
Loon period In yeors

Numberotpoymenhperyeor
'' -: 12.

Start date of loon 9/f12/2012

Optional exlra paymenls $

Loon summary
Scheduled paymenl $';.:'23.21.;

Schedulednumberolpoymenls '';. '''4S
Acluol number of payments... '. 4$ ,

Total early payments $
Total Interest $ 2336.$4

Lender name:

1
2
3
4
5
8
1
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
18
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
38
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
48
47
48

10/12/2012 $
11/12/2012
12/12/2012

1/1 2/201 3
2/12/2013
3/12/2013
4/12QD13
5/1 2/2013
6/12I2013
7/12/2013
8/12/2013
9/12/2013

10/12/2013
11/12/2013
12/1 2Q013

1/1 Zl2014
2/12/2014
3/12/2014
4/1 2I2011
5/12/2014
8/1 2/2014
1/12/2014
8/12/2014
9/12Q014

10/12I2014
11/12/2014
12/12/2014

1/12/2015
2/12/2015
3/12Q015
4/12Q015
5/12/2015
8/12/2015
7/1 2/2015
8/12I2015
9/12/2015

10/12/2015
11/12/2015
1?l12/2015

1/12I2018
2/12/2018
3/1?f2018
4/12I2018
5/12I2018
8/12/2018
7/12/2018
8/12I2018
9/12/2018

27.580.04
27.040.71
26.517.58
25.983.67
25.44/.05
24.910.43
24,371.10
23.829.06
23.288.90
22.742.18
22.195.55
21.647.07
21,098.74
20.544.56
19.990.52
19.434.81
15.876,$3
18.317.17
17.755.62
17.192.18
16.828.84
18.059.60
15.400.45
14.019.38
14.348.38
13.771A5
13.194.59
12.815.78
12,035.02
11.452.31
10.867.83
10.280.08
9.692.35
9,101.T5
$.509.15
7.914.55
7.317.95
8.719.34
8.118.11
5.518.08
4011.38
1,304.6S
3.895.90
3.085.0$
2.472.21
1,$57.27
1.240.26

621.1$

Pmt begInnIng
No. Paymenl Dole balance

Scheduled
Payment

623.27
823.27
823.27
623.27
823.27
823.27
623.27
823.27
623.27

623.27
823.21
823.27
823.27
623.27
623.27
623.21
823.21
823.27
823.27
623.27
823.27
623.27
623.27
823.27
823.27
823.27
823.27
623.21
623.27
823.27
623.27
623.27
623.27
823.27
823.27
823.27
623.27
623.27
823.27
623.27..
823.21
823;2T
823.2T
823.27
623.27
823.21
S23.27

Payment Total Payment

623.27 $
823.27
623.27
623.27
823.27
823.27
823.ZT
823.27
623.27
623.27
823.27
823.27
823.27
823.27

823.27'23.27

823.27
823;27
823.27
623.27
823.27
823.27
823.27
623.27
823.27
823.27
823.27
S23.27
623.27
823.27
623.27
823.27
823.27
823.27
623.27
823.Z7
823.27
623.27
823.27
823.21
823,21

. 623.27.
823.27,
823;21
623.27
823.27
823,27
e21.18

. Prlnclpal
IS/L 225
530.33 S
532.12
533.02
535.71
537.52
530.33
541.15
542.07
544.80

548AS
550.33
552.18
554.04
SS5.91
S57.78
$59.ee
561.56
583.44
565.34
587.24
580.15
571.07
573.00.
574.03
sle.se
578.$1

580.78
582.72
584.88
sse.ee
5$8.83
590.S1
592.80
504.80
506.60
598.81

604.BS
806.72
6OS.7&'10,$

1;
812.8T.
814.04
817.01
619.09
819.OS

Interest
IS/L 540

0293 b
91.15
80.35
87.55
65.75
$3.94
82.12
80.30
78.47
78.83
74.70
72.04
71.09
80.23
67.38
85.40
83.61
81.72
59.$3
57.93
58.03
54.11
52.20
50.27
48.34
48.40
44.4S
42.51
40.55
3S.50
38.62
34.84
32.M
30.87
28.87
28.87
24.68
22.84
20.82
18.59
.1e.ss
14.50
12.45
IOAO

8.33
8.28
4.18
2.09

Endtng
balonce

27.049.71
28,517.58
25.0$3.87
25A47.95
24.010.43
24.371.10
23.820.98
23,2$8.99
22.742.18
22.19S.55
21.847.07
21.098.74
20.S44.58
10.900.52
19A34.81
18.878.83
18.317.1T
17.755.62
17.192.1S
16.626.84
1e,o50.8o
15.400.45
14.010.3S
14.346.38
13.771.45
13.104.59
12.816.78
12.035.02
11A52.31
10.$87.83
10.280.08
S.e0235
0,101.75
8.500.15
7.9».55
7.317.05
8.710.34
8.11$.71
5;518.08 .
4.011.38
4.304.88
3.895.00
3.085.08
2.472.21
1.851.27
1.240.28

621.18
0.00

Cumulative
Interest

92.93
184.08
273A3
360.99
448.74
530.67
612.70
693.09
771.58
84S.19
022.98
995.02

1.087.01
1.136.24
1.203.60..
1.269.08
1.332.69
1,304.41
1.454.24
1.512.17
1,56S.20
1.822.31
1.674.51
1.124.78
1.773.12
1.810.52
1.883.9$
1.908.49
1.947.05
1.985.64
2.022.28
2.05S.90
2.080,68
2.120.23
2.148.00
2.175.57
2.200.23
2.222.87
2.243.48
2.282.07
2.27ILBZ
2.293.13
2.305.58
2,315.97
2.324.30
2.330.56
2.334.74
2.33S.S4



Loan Amortization Schedule

Enter values
Loan amount;, $;"'.ij

20.039.00'nnual

interest rate i",P '~
„'~>r4A/2%r'umber

ot payments per year:jf~.".:;-."$~<jl,"'„'ii'-12"

Start dale of loan '>pi~„-,5I25/20@
Optional extra poymenls $>~f';!~j;,I,l:,',":.~:::~"'-',;

Lender name:ACTS VEH 0142

Loan summary
Scheduled payment ':$;:~tgg~+2Q',

Scheduled number of payments 'gyj'j,"?~-;,I!'!,"'.Q;.
Actual number of payments %~<Pj$

~~r'„"j~.'„.";48'otal

early payments '.;,$g'.+Pp~s gj~j
Total interesl

.'„'$„':„'$:„:l''7P)'W,'mt

No.

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
0
10
11
12
13
14
15
18
17.
18
Q4

ACR
23
24
25
28
27
28
20
30
31
32
33
34
35
38
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
48
47
48

Payment Date

8/25/2013 $
7/25/2013
8/25/201 3
0/25/2013

10/25/201 3
11/26/2013
12/25/2013

1/25/2014
2/25/2014
3/25I2014
4/25/2014
5/25/2014
8/25/2014
7/25/2014
8/25/2014
9/25/2014

10/25/2014
11/25/2014
12/25/2014

1/25/2015
2/25/2015
3/25/2015
4/25/2015
5/25/2015
8/25/201 6
7/25/2015
8/25/2015
9/25/2015

10/26/2015
11/25/2015
12/25/2015

1/26/2018
2/25/2018
3/25/2018
4/25/2018
5/25/2018
8/25/2018
7/25/2016
8/25/2018
9/26/2018

10/25/2018
11/26/2018
12/25/201 8

1/25/20'l?
2/25/201 7
3/26/2017
4/26/2017
$25/2017

beglnnlng
balance

20.039.00
19,853.74
19,267.17
18.879.30
18,490.12
18.099.83
17,70?.82
17.314.89
18,920.22
16,524A3
18,127.30
15,728.83
15.320.01
14,927.S4
14,525.32
14,121A4
13.718.19
13,300.58
12,901.80
12,492.23
12.0S1A9
11,680.35
11.255.83
10.840.01
10,424.59
10.008.88
0,587.72
0.187.17
8.745.19
8,321.79
7.898.97
7A70.70
7,043.00
8,813.85
8,183.28
6,751.21
5.317.70
4,882.73
4.446.20
4,008.37
3,588.08
3.128.10
2.855.74
2.241.88
1,798.52
1,349.88

901.20
451AO

Scheduled
Payment

452.93
452.93
452.93
452.03
452.93
452.03
452.93
452.93
452.03
452.93
452.03
452.93
452.03
452.93
452.93
452.93
452.93
452.93
452.93
452.93
452.93
452.93
452.93
452.93
452.93
452.03
452.93
452.93
452.93
462.93
462.93
452.93
452.93
452,93
452.93
452.93
452.03
452.93
452.93
452.93
452.93
452.93
452.93
452.93
452.93
452.93
452.93
452.93

$

Payment Total Payment

452.93 $
452.03
452.93
452.03
452.03
452.93
452,03
452.93
452.03
452.03
452.93
452.93
452.03
452.93
452.93
452.03
452.03
452.93
452.03
452.03
452.03
452.03
452.93
452.03
452.93
452.93
452.03
452.03
452.03
452.93
452.03
452.93
452.93
452.93
452.93
452.93
452.93
452.03
452.93
452.03
452.93
452.93
452.03
452.93
452.93
452.93
452.93
451AO

Prlnclpat

385.28
388.58
387.87
389.18
390AQ
391.81
393.13
394AB
395.79
39?.13
398A7

'99.82
401.17
402.52
403.88
405.24
408.81
407.90
400.38
410.75
412.13
413.52
414.92
418.32
417.73
419.14
420.55
421.07
423AO
424.83
428.28
427.70
429.15
430.80
432.05
433.51
43407
43S.44
437.91
439.30
440.N
442.37
443.N
446.38
448.88
448.37
449.88
440.88

Interest

87.87
SS.38
65.08
83.75
62A3
81.12
59.79
58A7.

. 6'7.13
65.80

63.11
61.78
50A1
40.05
47.88

. 48.32
"44.0'4.

42.18
40.80
39AO
38.01
38.81
35.20
33.79
32.37
30.95
29,53
28.10
26.87
25.23
23.78
22.33
20.88
10;42
17.08.
18A9
15.01
13.63
12.05
10.68
9.07
7.57
8.07
4.N
3.04
1.52

Ending
balance

10.853.74
10,287.17
18.870.30
18A90.12
18.090.63
17.707.82
17,314.80
18.920.22
18.524A3
18,127.30
15,728.83
15.320.01
14,027.84
14,525.32
14.121A4
13.718;10
13.300.68
12,001;60
12.492.23
12.081A9
11.689.35
11.255.83
10.840.01
10A24.60
10,006.88
9,587.72
0,187.1?
8,746.10
8,321.79
7.808.07
?A70.?0
7.043.00
8,813.85
8.183.26
5,751.21
6.317.70
4.882.73
4A48.20
4.008.37
3,568;08
3;128.10
2.885.74
2.241.88
1.708.52
1.349.N

001.29
451AO

Or00

Cumulative
Interest

87.87
134.03
109.09
282.84
328.27
388.30
448.1S
604;85
681.78
817..68
872.04
725.15
778.91
827.31
878.38
924.04
970;38

u '1.015.30
1.058.87
1.101.05
1 ~ 141.64
1.181.25
1.219.25
1.256.N
1.201.08
1.324.85

s: 1.357.22
1.388.18
1A17.71
1,445.81
1,472A7
1.49770
1,521AB
1,543.81

, 1.684;80
i"'1.5S4.11

1.802.07
1.818.58
1.633.57
1.847.11
1,850.18
1,N0.72
1,878.79
1.6N.38
1.892A2
1.898.98
1.700.03
1,701.55



l
View Profile - 60l 00620690-3 Note - Bank 524

Mountain Water District

60100620690-3 Note

Page I of )
7

J(C

15 items: Previous calendar year from 01/01/2013 to 07/01/2014

Effectivi I
Posted
06/26/2014
06/26/2014
05I23/2014
05/23/2014
04/24/2014
04/24/2014
O3/28/2014
03/31/2014
02I21/2014
02/21/2014
01/1 7/2014
01/21/2014
12/19/2013
12/19/2013
11/28/20't 3
11/26/2013
10/18/2013
10/1 8/2013
09/23/2013
09/23/2013
08/21/2013
08/21/2013
02/31/20,1 3
g7/31/2013
06/2572013
06/25/2013
06/23/2013
05l23/2013
05/20/2013
05/23/20.<3

Ima
610 - Regular
payment
610 - Regular
payment
.B10- Regular
payment
613 - User defined
reg payment.
6)0 - Regular
payment
B13-,User defined
reg payment
610-

Regulai'ayinent

610 - Regular
payment
610 - Regular
payment
610 - Regular
payment
610 - Regular
payment
610 - Regular
giayment

610 -
Regular'ayment

402 - FASB imse rate
chg - sys gen
310 - New note

452.93 397.16

452.93, 401.59

55.77 15,730.23

51.34 16,127.39

452.P3

452.93

452.93

394.92 68'.01 16,528;98

393.4? 69.46'6~3;90

393.78 59;15 17„317.'37

452.93. 390.82

452.93. 391.31

62.11 17,731.15

61.62 18,101.97

452.93

475.68

388.02

386.26

64.91 18,493.28

18,881.30

462.95

452.93

387.36 65.67

384.08 68.85

19,267,66

19,654;92

1.462690'Yo 0.00 0.0000000 20,'03k

00'0,039.00

20,039.00 0.00;20,039.00.

Amount Principal tntereet Balance Part or Fee
452.93, 400.13 52.80 14,929,65

452.93 400.45 52.48 15,329.78

htt ps'/insight.metavante.org/opstopb l/OpstopScrvlet/LnV iewTransHistoxyListNote 7/I/2014
c



BRUCE %ALTERS FORD LINCOLN MERCURY KIA

S KV

Sos. Bcc)tcd IDI

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

~

~

wwwbrucewaltersford.net
I WALTIRSJ 302 S.Mayo Trail. Pikovillc, KY 41501.(606)437-9641»acuev l I N c o L H

UtU) Pere - (606) 437-6200 sevlecd606) 437-5307 Body shop/606) 437-5333

gL6%i
RETAIL BUYERS ORDER

Peesash HOUNTAIN MATER DISTRICT D¹s 05/09/2013

Strcct hddnec PINm(606)631-9162 W

bhdtkshdd PO DOX 3157 Call

City PIKEVILLE Zip 41502 Cseety PIKE

Scc, SsL)pcd'iltthd¹e
Email Address

I hcteby agree lo purchase Sum you under the terms and condltkus specttkd, tbc Ibllowiag:

%II (
'%51 PICKUP i Mff . T633V

1FT1Ff500FC28732 I TEHP
MILL GB COLOR

Price of Car 31274.00
Dcakr Insmllcd Spltpmcnt N/A

Dealer Thadc Cbarka

Rcctudbtk Fed
N/A

743msfcr,Mkc,ust4)mcrscrvkm p l 7- 7.3 f) F, —AE
Tl)cR Guard

Extended Eervke Phm

XZILON

OAP

Usage Tax

Total Cosh Dsllvcred Prke

Discount

31673.00

11507-00 ACCT NQI

ADDRESS:
PHONE 6'

IA
Payolf Bxplrsa

li/A

TBADB ICI df'.

Yp Mabo .. Cnl<a

Model tl / Cyl.

VIN

Odt)m¹e / i
Llcchse /

~0 KAe dao hacK¹ambes sa oagl¹c ced cscheflc st¹ce000e ofos iilels st thcgcaeoe rd~¹te thsishpacuas cocclcdNsnkp csTASL oR5HRFHALL
~Ssae

Nof BEcohtBssete tstILhcKPINDBYDEALERILHIshttIIIDRRRDIINREEEttf ANDIH HERYEHTDPATN4IR ALE EHALLHIII Bs
OBLIOATEDTO SELLUIIIILAPPILOYAL Ot THS TBtthN HEREOF IS LEVEN SYA SANE OR FIHAHCE COtdphHY WRLNO TO tURCHASSARSTAIL BISIALL
MSHTCOHllthCT SBIY)BENlltS PARTIES HERETO BASED ON SUCII TBRLCL ALL vrARRANIIEE Ip/ lY, SVA FIANUFACIURSR Ott SUptLIER DINER
TIIAN DEALER ARE YHEDLS0 NOT DEALER'ShhND ONLY SUal hthNUSACIURER OR DIRER SUFFUSE SHALL R LLLSLS POR PERPORFIANCE
UHDER SUCH lrhRRANITER DEALER HERESY DEICLAIMSALLlrhRRANIIES EXPRESSEU OE~NCLUDDIC ANY IBIPLIEDVIAIIRAIrfIES
Oy hlERCIIJMIELBILITY OR fllltESS FORA PARTICULAR tURPOSE tht ONALL COODS Ale SERVICES SOLD SY DEALERS AIID ON ALL

VS'tcLEBTYHICHAREEEREsvsoLD ths Is". ruawe Idc~ Jthb thd cat)a A¹ hob a NNetch-'- - ~ that luke aod Rs taecc sed~sal hai tccldccd s aec copy sfBbgdcc lhs lnS)oe¹toe yca tte os Accltcdo)o S)oa Sr Ab ccQds Is tbtt af AB
by KI0Bd sec hhldtsa)cstlsca Nhta.Sate aid

ccehecL Sele¹tca os Ss 00hldo00 bna scccddcs aly caaay cecwhtclu le thc ce¹0od sslL
Aaurrahvtoa cLAUBE

Tht Beycltch hy ctsldeg At Rtcta seyclc ocdclh hcrchy serac sec ccsecelcasc tsN cey a)spats sctstep IctlrccalsleoeE iho terna of aey ngaca stscccca
Iectedteg. het sN n¹Rat la, thc vcBdtty efAs codtcecL chckhs cehalthd Io tdal¹hs slhttrclloe sed t)tr ther Act cay dh'FNs ches sot hc Enacted la ceyeoor brea
If ihc pcr NN 0m cN cslcc ee ~ pc0cce ta ctree ss ss sr Nestor «I tale sacce llsj dcys st lelNal cottRcs sos tc csy pcltr tfocdbpetsh oceTIN psrdsc Becca Ast thd

plhc Grceu cccrt shaN cepclet ee schaceior epee lecnca oey ecrty to pccltdt ster cey crbttlence. Aey crhitredce erweNe chcB hc holds ptitcshh
KSNecttp Thc pcrilcc tcrtecr cslcc oct eey dtcpetc shcB hc cd na Is st the ceaeloeldccto KES44techy. Iform

uschsscfs SISncaue Ut.; >, lt LX+~
M

Ccccptclh DcstcASIS)Blade I SAsmaANan)s EPL INQ TERRY

Rebate
N/A

Deferred Down Paymanl
NIA

Cash cm Delivery
N/A

Used Car Allowance S
N/A

Less BaL Duc corny'Car 1
Llcnbohkr Namcthddrcse I I 607.00.

TRAM SI Balince Due 19767.00
Yr Molte .- Color

Model I / Cyl Slnkk in!ere¹ N/A

VIN Cr. Lkb Ina N/A~m /~ Atb H IBL NIA

License J Exp. Q,QQ

Annual Percentage Rata 0 00 Total Coa TTnts Side 19767 QQ

Contract To Ba Paid la + Monthly paymsnte of 6 19767.00 Staitbtg, 06/23/2023 II 2023
pccchssa th¹AbthdabedsdmsSaN»tae¹000d ccedlSsmdahcAOc SeecsdAc000¹ccNt dat

~ IB ~ Nal



'008010082089000003012006202013'e(Pl>>r
ASSOCIATION RESOLUTION

BPN3 FarJISD

References In the boxes above ere for Lendbr's use only and do not limit the ippgcabigty ol this document to eny particular loan or Itim.
Any Item above containing "' hss been omitted due to text length Nmltotlons.

Assoc)st)on: MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT ITIN: 81-1088806)
P.O. SOX 3157
PIKEVILLE. KY 41502

Lender: Community Trust Sank, Inc.
Main Ofgco
348 North Maya Trsg
P.O. Sox 2847
PlkovNlo, Ky 41502.2847

WE, THE UNDERSIGNED, DO HERESY CERTIFY THAT:

THE ASSOCIATIONS EXISTENCE. The complete end correct nemo of the Association Is MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT I'Asaoctatton )
Association is sn organization which ls, snd st ag times shag be, duly organized, vegdly existing, and In good standing under and by virtue of the
lowe of the Commonwealth of Kentucky. The Association Is duper author)zed to transact business In sg other states In which tha Association la
doing business, having obtained aN necessary )Kings, governmental Ncsnses and approvals for each state in which the Aasoctstton lo doing
bustrieae. specifically, the Association ls, and et sg times shag be, duty qusgflsd es a foreign association In ag states in which the faguro to sa
qu Nfy would hove o inatertsl adverse effect on Ita business or financial condition. The. Association hes tl» full )tower ond,'outhUafR)) to ovtfh Iti-
piapertlea end tO tranaaat the bualneaa In WhlCh It IS preaently engaged ar proeendy prapaaea tO engog'a, T))O AeiaOtatrtan «uttntatn» )ta pft p
allies sL 3332 EEEULUN NBBL PIKEUILLE, KY at EBI. Unless the Aseoelstlon hss dealanaled otherwrse In erdBnB Erlh la BN Brlnataal dltlhasN
st which the Association keeps Ita books end records, The Association wgl notify Lender prior to any. ohongrz In 'the location z)f'
Association's state of organization.or eny change In the Association' name. The Association shall do sg things necessary to preserve and to
keep In fug force snd affect tts existence, rights end prlvgeges, snd shag comply with eg rsgu)stlons, rules. ordinances,.etatutesa orders snd
dsorees of eny governmental or qussl~ovsrnmentst authority or court sppgcsble to the Association ond tha Association's business activities.

RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED. At a meeting of the officers of ths Association, duly ceiled and held on Msy 20, 20'13, at which a quorum wsa
present snd voting, or by other duly authorized ection In lieu of a meeting, the resolutions set forth ln this Resolution were adopted.

OFFICER. The fogowlng named person la an officer of MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT;

NAMES TITLES AUTkORIZEO ACTUAL SIGNATURES
4

ROY SAWYERS District Admlnlstr'ator

ACTIONS. AUTHORIZED. The authorized person Noted above msy enter Into any agreements of sny nature with Lender, end those agreements
wgl bind the.Association, Speclflcsgy, but without limitation, the authorized person Is authorized, empowered„snd directed to do ths fagowlng
for and on behalf of the Association:

Sorrow Money. To borrow, es ~ cosigner or otherwise, from time to time from Lender, on such terms es may ba agreed upo«bsNisen the
Association snd Lender, such sum or sums of money es in his or her judgment should be borrowed; however, not sxcesjllng ot eny on ~
time the emaunt of Twenty Thousand Thtrty~k» 83 00/100 Dogers 1820,039.00), ln addition to such sum or sums of money as msy b~
currently borrowed by tho Association from Lender.

Execute Notes. To execute snd degvar to Lander the promissory note or notes, or other evidence of the Association'a crsditoo

aocommodellone, on Lender's farms, st such rates of interest end on such terms ss may be agreed upon, evidencing the sums of money so
bo d

'

of the Assocts)ton's Indebtsdnais to Lender, snd also to execute and'dolfver to Lendii one oi more ranilw'its, extehajono,
modlgcatlons, reftnsncings> consolidations, or substitutions for one or more of the notes, any portion of the notes, or a y o

rrowe or en 0
n other vidence af

credit sccammodstlono.

Grant Security. To mortgage, pledge, transfer, endorse, hypothecate, or otherwise encumber and del)ver to Lender ony property;.now or
hereafter belonging to the Association or in which the Association now or hereafter may have an interest, including without llmltattan PI at,
the Association' reel proparty sixl sg of the Assoc)stion's personal property Itengible or intangible), ss secwlty far tha paytnsnt o any
loons or credit accommodations ao obtained, eny promissory notes ao executed ilncluding eny smsndmenta to or modifications> renewale,
snd extensions of such promissory 'notes), or any other or further Indebtedness of the Asaocla'tlon to Lendih at any dmo owing, howe'ver

the acme msy ba evidenced. Such property may be mortgaged. pledged, transfei'rad, ends)sod, hypothoaafad ai ehcltmbaisd jt the time
such loon ~ are abtslned or such Indebtedness ls Incwrsd, or ot sny other time or times, and may be elthir In addttlim ta ai In ljou af sny
property theretofore mortgaged, pledged, transferred, endorsed, hypothecated or encumbered,

Exoauto Sscwlty Docwnents. To execute ond deliver to Lender the forms of mortgs'ge, deed of trust, pledg ~ ogroamint, lfypbthoaitton
Sgreemant, Snd Other SeCWlty Sgreementa and ttnanatng Statomentz WhlCh Lender may riqulie ihd Wrhtah Shel eV)de«bi tha tefeli S«4
conditions under snd pursuant ta which such gens snd encumbrances, or any af them, are ghrsn; and s)ao.ta execute and I)st)var to LpAder

any other written Instruments, any chattel paper, or sny other collateral, at any kind or nature, wh)ch Lender msy deem necessary or ptppoz .
in connection with or pertaining to tha giving of the gens snd encumbrances.

N tl t It To draw endorse snd discount wtth Lender og drafts, trade acceptances, promissory notes, or other evidences of
indebtedness payable to or belonging to the Association or In which the Assoc)ation mey have an Interest, and -'ther t ec
same or to cause such proceeds ta be credited to the Association's account with Lender, or to cawe such other dlsposltlan of the
proceeds derived therefrom ee he or she may deem edvlsablo.

Fwther Acts. In the case of Nnes of credit, to designate additions) or alternate Individuals as being authorized to request advances under

~uch linea, snd In ag cases, to do ond perform such other acts and things, to psy any and aN fees and coats, snd to execute snd deliver

such other documents snd agreements, Including agreernants waiving the right to a trial by jury, as the ONaer may In his or her aration

deem reasonably necessary or proper In order to sorry Into effect the provisions of this Resolutkm.

ASSUMED BUSINESS NAMES. The Association has filed or recorded sg documents or tglngs required by Iaw relating to eg assumed business
names used by the Association. Excluding the name of the Association, the following is a complete list of ag assumed bwiness names under

which the Association does business: Mone.



ASSOCIATICIN RESOLUTION
Paya 2Loan No: 6010062069000003.! tContlhL)ed)

NOTICES TO LENDER. The Association will promptly notify Lender. Iri'riting at Lender'i address shown above for such other addresses as;-
Lender mey designati. from time to tithe) prior to any. IA) change ln the. Association's name; (8). Change In the AESOciatlon's sistktted
business namsls);. ICI change in the structure of'he Asioclstlonr ID) change In the authorized aignerli); IS chsngi In the Association's.
principal oNce iddresi; IF) change In the Association'i stats of organlsstlont IG) converslcn of the. Association to ~ new or different.type of
business entity; or IH) change ln ariy other aspect of the Assoclatiori'that dliectly or Indirectly relates tu any agreemanta between thi:
Association ari'ender. No change In the Assoclition'iname or stite of organlzsrion wig take effect untN aftek Lender lfas recelvadrnotlci- ..
cERTIFIcATloN coNcERNING oFF)cERE, AND AEsoLUTIDNL'he officer named sbovi ls duly elected; appointed. or employed by or for the
Asioclstlori, si the cais msy, bs, ind o'ccuplsa the position iit opposite his or hir, iespactivi: name.;: This Rsiolutlon now standi of record on
the b!ooki of the Association, ls In lug foio ~ and effsct', and hsi not been 'modif)ed or revoked In any manner whstsceverr

coNTINUING vALIDITY." Any. snd sg. acta author)zed puriuant to this flsaolutlon and 'perfonried prior to the passage ttf this Resoiu'tlon
sre'irsby,ratified.end. approved.. This Resolution shill be. cbntlnultigt shell remilii. In full: force and effect and Lender- may!rely. on It Itntil written

notice ot lts.rivocstkur shag have been dsilveied tii snd. teciivsd by Lander st Lender'i sddrssi, shown above Ior iuch addresses Ss Landep may:
dialgnate Iram time tO tlmelr Any. auCh nOtlCe ihall nOt SffeCt any bf thi AaacolatlOn.'i agr'aimerita Of COmmltminti ln elfaCt it the time nONCa '.

Is glvin.

IN TESTINONY WHEREOF. wa hav ~ h«eunto sst o'ur hind arid attest that the algnatu'f' iet opposite the nims Estsd above ia his or har gsnuha
~Ignature.::

1,
We each Iulvs read sll ths Provisions of th)s Rsaotudonr snd wi each Personally ind on behalf of ths Assoclatlofr ceidty that ag atatamenta and
rePrsssntatloni made In. this Rasoluthri «i true and correct; This Assoclatkm Rsaokfdon ls dated lf)iy 24r 201,8.',

!
- ~ . - " - - ' —- ~ - - -.- =----- CERTIFIEDrTOANDATTEBTEDBYE-"- -.

Authorised Signer for INOUNTAIN wATER Dig TRIGT

N0TE: 'lt Ihe ottieet'alanlna vln aee'ohr'don le deeIgnei'ed bj lhe foreardns door!meta ee one of d» ottrcere errrlrorbred lo eil o'n v» 'Adierdeilin'e behelt, i a Jrhrhitdi 'lo hnri drtr hetehrhobn.

~laned br el Ieeir one non-irrrhirbnrd otlh»r of. the eeelevoir.

Ir»e n» rI!!em ver relnrnr ere!, rr!rr!!en!nnsl rrrn!a!a, nI, I»l, tern re rrorrr rrr!!r!L w'rrrrrren corn eon!ere» rnrer» torero, . i
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OF FINAL AGREEMENT

References in the boxes above sre for Lender's use only snd do not Iknlt ths applicability of this document to any particular loan or item.
Any Item above coritsining "' hss been omitted due to text length Ilmitetians.

Borrower: MDUNTAIN wATER DISTRIcT ITIN: 51-1088805) Lender:
P.O. BOX 3157
PIKEVILLE. KY 41502

Community Trust Sank, Inc.
Main Oflice
348'North I)aye Trail
P,O. Box 2847
P)kevgls. KY 41502-2847

BY SIGNING THIS DOCUMENT EACH PARTY REPRESENTS AND AGREES THAT) (AI THE WRITTEN LOAN
AGREEMENT REPRESENTS THE FINAL AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE PARTIES, (B) THERE ARE NO
UNWRITTEN ORAl. AGREEMENTS BETWEEN THE PARTIES, AND (C) THE WRITTEN L'OAN AGREEIIENT
IIAY NOT BE CONTRADICTED BY EVIDENCE OF ANY PRIOR, CONTEMPORANEOUS, OR. SUBSEQUENT
ORAL AGREEMENTS OR UNDERSTANDINGS OF THE PARTIES.

Aa used lri this Notice. the following terms have ths fogcwlng meanings:

Loan. Tha term "Loan" means the fallowing described loan: s Fixed Rate )3,990%) Nondlsclossble Loan to sn Unincorporated
Association far i20,038.00 due on Msy 20, 2015.
Loan Agreement. The term 'Loan Agreement" means cns or more promises, promissory notes, sgreemants, undertakings> Security
agreements, deeds of trust or other documents, or commltmeots, ar any comblnatlan of those actions or documents. relating te-:the
Loan, including without limitation the following:

LOAN DOCUMENTS

Assaciatlan Resalutlan: MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT Promissory Nate
KY Commercial Security Agreamsnt; 2013 Ford F150 Pickup Power of Attorney: 2013 Ford F160 Pickup {VIN
IVIN 1FTMF1EMODFC2S732); owned by MOUNTAIN WATER 1FTMF1EMODFC28732)
DISTRICT KY Lien Statement: 2013 Ford F150 Pickup IVIN
Agreement ta Provide Insurance: 2013 Ford F150 Pickup 1FTMF1 EMODFC28732)
IVIN 1FTMF1EMODFC28732); owned by MOUNTAIN WATER Notice of Inswence Requ)rements: 2013 Ford F150 Pickup IVIN

DISTRICT 1FTMF1EMODFC2S732)
Disbursement Rsqusit and Authorization Notice of Final Agreement

Parties. The term 'Parties" mesne Community Trust Bank, Inc. snd sny and ell entitles or Individuals who sre obligated to repay
the laen or hove pledged property es security for the Loan, including without )imitation the fallowing:

Borrower: MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT
Grantor)a): MOUNTAfN WATER DISTRICT

Each party who signs bskrw, other than community Trust Bank, Ino., acknowledges, represents, and warrants to Comnxmlty Trust hank. Ino.
that It has reoelvsd, read and understood thb Moths of Fina) AgrsemenL This Not)ce ls dated May 20. 2013. ~ s

BORROWER:

MOUNTAIN WATER DISTIIICT

Bye
ROY SAWYERS, 0)strict Admkdstrstar of
MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT
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REOUEST AND AUTHORIZATION

~f43'O0'"=-' 40%48- 0 4NRt5 -'"eAM@OSSONteef " ':-'- '-'-""SfL'-"t=-'"-=4 " "'-""> -"N -"'W-f'm4
References In the boxes above sre for Lender' use only and do not limit the applicability of this document to any particular loan or item.

Any item above containing ''"" has been amltted due to text length limitations.

Borrower: MOUNTAIN WAl'EA DISTRICT ITIN: 81-1088605I
P.O. BOX 3157
PIKEVILLE, KY 41502

Lendar: Cohanunlty Trust Bank, Inc.
Main Office
348 North Maya Tral
P.O. Box 2947
Plksvllls, KY 41602-2847

LOAN TYPE. This le s Fixed Rate (3.990%I Nondlsclosable Loan to sn Unincorporated Association for 420,039.00 dus on Msy 20, 2015

PRIMARY PURPOSE OF LOAN. The primary purpose ol this loan ls for:

[3 Personal, Fimgy, or Howahold Purposes or Personal Investment.

5 Business (Inclurgng Assi Estate
Invsstmentl'PECIFIC

PURposE. The specific purpose of this loan ie: purchase 2013 Ford F150 Pickup.
DISBURSEMENT INSTRUCTIONS. Borrower understands that no loan proceeds will be dlsbwsed until all of Lender's condidans for making the
loan have bean satisfied. Please disburse the loan proceeds of 420,039.00 es follows;

Amount paid ta others cn Borrower's behalf:
419,767.00 to Bruce Walters Ford Lincoln Mercury Kls

Other Charges Rnanced: I

422.00 Recording

Total Rnanced Prepaid Finance Charges:
4250.00 Origination Fee

419,787;00

422.00

4260.00

Nots Principal: .420,039.00

FINANCIAL CONDITION, BY SIGNING THIS AUTHOAIZATION, BORROWER AEPflESENTS AND WARRANTS TO LENDER THAT THE
INFORMATION PROVIDED ABOVE IS TRUE AND COARECT AND THAT THERE HAS BEEN NO MATERIAL ADVERSE CHANGE IN BORROWER'8
FINANCIAL CONDITION AS DISCLOSED IN BORROWEA'6 MOST RECENT FINANCIAL STATEMENT TO LENDER. THIS AUTHORIZATION IS.
DATED MAY 20, 2013

BORROWER:

MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT

By:.
AOY SAWYERS, Oistrlot Admkdstratar of
MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT

LAWIIIO~Ar u1+lOI Cel Ilelaral&eaeel44Aal leo ISlx SIIS, lIgfsslaahvaL ~ n I~IPL CO~IC %&IAhl tllm

rn



MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT
RECONCILIATION OF INTEREST
JUNE 30, 2014

ACCOUNT

NUMBER

6/30/2013
ACCRUED

INTEREST

INTEREST INTEREST
ACCRUED PAID

DURING YEAR DURING YEAR

6/30/2014
ACCRUED

INTEREST
BONDS

91-33
91-40
91-24
LESS CAPITALIZED

INTEREST

2,205
2,200
2i223

31,639
14,310
11,180

63,278
28,463
22,360

63,732
28,800
22,604

31,185
13,973
10,936

0
0

BONDS TOTAL 57, 129 114,101 115,136 56,094

KIA LOANS

F01-07
B291-07
B90-11
B291-01
KIA SERVICING FEES
Less: Capital Int.

2,221
2,218
2/217
2,219

1,067
5, 630

0
384

0

0

12,534
66,173

4, 512

12, 623
66, 639

4,544

978
5, 164

352
0
0

KIA TOTALS 7, 081 83,219 83,806 6,494

BANK LOANS

CTB VEH 138
CTB VEH. ¹134
CTB VEH ¹124
CTB VEH ¹124
CTB VEH ¹135
CTB VEH.¹ 136
CTB VEH.¹ 139
CTB VEH.¹ 140
CTB VEH.¹ 141
CTB VEH.¹ 137
KY RURAL WATER

CTB FEMA

CTB DUMP TRUCK

CTB - NEW ueh 142
UMG

CTB - WTP LOC

2,307
2,303
2,300
2,301
2,304
2,305
2,308
2,309
2I 312
2,306
2,202
2I231
2,266
2i 313
2,283
2,284

91, 608

894
544
21
21

279
544
886
787
797
314

86,009

710
2,127
1,864

894
544
21
21

279
544
886
787
797
314

91,548

710
21127
1,864

86,069

VENDORS & SERVICE FEES
Less:

Capitalized Int.

OTHER TOTALS 91,608 95, 797 101,336 86,069

TOTALS FOR 4273-00 155, 818 293, 117 300,278 148, 657

OTHER INTEREST

METER DEP

VENDORS

4,274
4,275

TOTALS FOR OTHER

GRAND TOTALS FOR WATER 155, 818 293,117 300,278 148,657



MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT
RECONCILIATION OF INTEREST
JUNE 30, 2014

2206-17

2225-17

TOTALS FOR 4273-17

SEWER NOTES

92-20 2213-17
92-35
A03-06 2224-17
SHELBY III
KIA SERFVICING FEES
INTERIM FINANCING 2299-17
CHRYSLER ¹89 2284-17
LESS: CAPITALIZED

INTEREST

6/30/2013
ACCRUED

INTEREST
8,640

13,994
92

278
0
0
0

INTEREST
ACCRUED

DURING YEAR

17,280
27, 988
1,084
3,294

I 23,004 I 49,646 I

INTEREST
PAID

DURING YEAR

17,426
28,204
1,091
3,308

6/30/2014
ACCRUED

INTEREST
8,494

13,778
85

264
0
0
0

0 (

50'29 I 22~621 I

OTHER INTEREST

METER DEP

VENDORS I

4274-17
4275-17

TOTALS FOR OTHER
I

GRAND TOTALS FOR SEWER 23, 004 49,646 50,029 22,621



F., 941 fer 2014: Employer's QUARTERLY Federal Tex
IRev. January 2014) Deparhnenl ol the Treaeu>y —Internal Revenue Service

Employer identlsoason number IEINI~~
Name (no( your (rode namel

Trade name (((anyi MOUntairL Water DiStriCt

P.O. Box 3157
Number'lnssl Sulli sr roam number

Pikeville

Return ')503 I iI

ORB Na. 1545-0029~~
~~ ~~ ee \ fiiRI iTKKelym e~i aueiaE

grsliTII &ii(4

p 1:January, Februery, March

pX 2.'April, May, June

p 3:July; August> September

p 4:October, November, Decelnbsr

Instructions snd prior yssr'orms are.
available at >Nww,(rs.goVIform94f.

$lare ZIP cade

Foreigrr counlry ns>ne Fore>on pav>nodcduhry Far>don postal oodil

Read the separate, instructions before you complete Form 941.Type or piint within the boxes.

~uTe Iw Answer these questions for this quarter.

Number of employees who received wages, tips, or other compensation for th» pay period
including: Man 12 (Quarter 1),June 52 (Quarter 2)i sept. 12 (Quarter 3), cr Dec..12 (Quarter 4) 1 1

2 Wages> tips, and.other compensation 2I 37385 4 90(

3 Federal income tax withheld from wages, tips, and other compensation 3l 3489 ~ I 5l

4 If no wages, tips, and other compensation are subject to social security or Medicare tax p Check and go to line.8.

5s Taxable social. security wages .
Bb Taxable.social.security tips .
5c Taxable Medicare wageS 5 tips.

Taxable wages 5 tips subject tc.
Additional Medicar» Tax withholding I

5e Add Column 2 from lines 5a, Sb, 6c, and 5d

Column 1

37385.. 90j ..124= I

I x.124ic [

3»8S. 90l x.ogg= I

~ I .Oogic j

COIUITln 2

4635. ~ 86(

ios4 , 2if

...,.5.I 5720 ~ 07)

5f section 3121(q) Notice and oemand-Tax due on unreported tips (see Instructiorls)

5 Total taxes before adjustments.. Add lines 3, 5», and 5f .

7 Current quarter's adjustment for fractions of cents .

8 Current quarter's adjustment for sick pay

9 Current quarter's adjustments for tips and group-term life insurance

10 Total taxes after adjustments. Combine lines 5 Iflrough 9

Bfl

71

Bl

gl

10!

~ I

9209 22l

9209 . 22!

11 Total deposits for this quarter, Including overpayment applied I'rom a prior quarter and
overpayments applied from form 941-X, 941-X (PA)> 944-X, 944-X (PR), or 944-X (SP) flied'n

the current quarter...................,...11 ( 9209.22 ~ I

12 Balance due. If line 10 is more than line 11, enter the difference and see instructions 121

ISRKM
CSL No. 170012 Form 941 Inev. 1-2014i

13 Overpayinent. If line 11 Is more than llne10, enter the difference I ~ )Check one: Q Aadyloncrdna>s>L 0 send eielund.

> You MUST complete both pages of form 941 and SIGN it.
For Privacy Act and Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, ses the back of the Payment Voucher.



k/IKr tg g/tstA tn LaJP~ BiSZti(
Tell us about your deposit schedule and tax liability for this quarter.

950214
Smployy'degttincstion nuinh'sr (auii

It you are unsure about whether you are a monthly schedule depositor or a semiweekly schedule depositor, see Pub. 15
(Circular E), section 11.

14 check one; Q LItts 10 on this rstum ls lass thsn 52p500 cr Ilns 10 on the rstum tsr Ihs prior quarter wss less than 52d500, snd you did nst incur s
5100,000 mlt<sy dsposit obsgsson dwing Ihs cwrsnt qusrtsr. If rttw 10 for the prior quater wss lssS than 52,500 but Iitw 10 cn this return

is 5100,000 or more, you must provide a ntrAXd of your Isde'ral Isx Ilsbiky. II you are a monthly schedule dspositcr. ccmpists the deposit.
schsdUIs bsktw; it y'ou sre s ssmlttttssldy schsduis depositor, aiisch schsduls B (Fomt 041).Go Io part s.

px You were a monthly schedule depositor for the entire quarter, Enter your tax liability for each month and total

liability for the quarter, then go to Part 3.

Tax liability: Month 1 3069m 74I

3069m 74)
mi2

g

monm S I 'gdg'di

Totat liability for quarter I 9209" 22 I Total must, equal line 10.

Q Ycu were a serh(week(y'schedule depositor for any part of this quarter. Complete Schedule B (Form 941),
Report of Tax Liability for Semiweekly Schedule Deposit'I's, and attach. It to Form 941,

~~s4m Tell us about your business. If a question does NoT apply to your business, leave It blank

15 If your business has closed or ycu stopped paying wages .

enter the final date,you paid wages I / / .. I.

Q Check ilare, and

16 If you are a seasonal emp(oyer and you do not have to flic a return for every quarter of.th» yeai ..Q Check here.

~uTsam May we speak with your third-party designee?

Do you want to allow an employeet a paid tax prep»rer, or another'erson to dl'scuse this return with the IAS? Sse the instructions

for details.

CI Yes, Designee's riame and phone number

0 No.

Select a S dlgll Personal Iden tlllcstton Number lPtad to use when talhlng ts the tRS.

~ rhTssem Sign here. You MUST complete both pages of Form 941 and SIGN It.

Under psrialties cf perjury, I dsc(ars that I have examined this rshjrh, Including accompanying schedules and siaisinsnts, and tc the best ot my knowisdgst
snd belief, it is true, ccrrsct, and complete. Declaration of preparer (oihsr than taxpaysr) is based on ail Information of which prs'psrsr has any kncwisdge.

Print your

Sl,...., name here I tthohda lamas

L
name here Print your

t(t(0 here I ChairPerson

Date I 7 / I

Paid Preparer Use Only

Preparer's name I

Preparer's signature I

Firm's name (or yours
IIt sell-employed)

Address

City

Best daytime phone I

Check if you are sa(f-amp(oyed... Q
I

I Data I / / I

I EIN I

I Phone I

Stats I I z(P code

Page 2 Form 94'I (Asv. 1-2014)



41602

+08: / 17 /~2014
(MMC/ ari/YYYY)

Fo m 94'1 -X". Adjusted Employer's QUARTERLY Federal Tax Return or Claim for Refund
IRev. April 2014)

~

m ~ ~ 4 ~ u

Depaitment oi the. Treasuby' Internal Revenue Seivice civic No, 1645C0029

~bra%i% ll%'TTXefTiiPR
(HNI 6 1

Check the type or return you ere correcentp

Name (net your trade name) Mauntain Water DiStriCt QX 941

Q 941<S
Trade name fir Tmy)

Check the ONE quarter ycu are correctintp

Address P.G. Box 318)
QX 1: JanuaY, February, March

. Stree Q 3; duly, August; September

ger: Oclcber, Mcvember, December
Foreign countly name Feeign provlncercounty Foreign postal code

Read the instructions befara completing this form. Use this form to car'rect errors you
made crt Form 941 or 941-SSc Use a separate Form 941.-X for each quarter that needs
correction. Type or print within the boxes. Yau MUsT.complete all three pages. Do not I 2013 l(YYYY}
attach this farm.ta Foim 941 or 941-SS.
9JT4Im Select ONLY one process. See page 4 for additional guidance.

0 Wll Faa ITbl e rnl o aef el Iel Ik I el e vie in e su l Ie I kbe
A,djustsd employment tax return. Check this box if yau underreported amounts. Also
check this box il you ovsi'repoited amount9 and yau would like to uss the adjustme'nt
p'rcdess ta correct the a/rois, You must check this box if you are correcting both
uhdaileparted and OVeriepartedramauntS On thla farm. The a@cunt ShaWh'On line 20, if
Ies's thari ieia, fhsy only. be applied as a credit ta y'aui farmc 941, Foim 94t-SS, or
For'm 944 for the tsx period ih whhh.you are flllng this farm.0 Claim. Check this box if you averreported amounts only snd you would like to.use the
claim process to ssk for a refund or abatement of the amount shown on line 20. Do Rot
check this box.if you are correcting ANY unden'sport'edbamaunti on thii foie.

a~sam Complete the certiflcationa,

g 3' certify that' have fllsd or will file Forms vl-2, wage and Tax statement, oi Forms w-2c, corrected wage and Tax Statement
as required.

Nate. It you are corr'ecting ltnderiepofted amounts only,.gIy to Part 3 on page'2.and. skip lines 4'nd.5, If you are correcting overreported
amounts; fai purposes of the certiflcitibns on lliiss 4 and 5, Medicare tax da'es nat ireiudi Additional. Medicare Tax. Form 941-X cannot be
baaed tb CO'n'eCt OVerrepOrted MOuntS Ol Additianai MediCSra rTak unlSSS the amOunta Were nOt Withheld frem emplayee WageS ar an
adjueetmant IS beirig niade fOi the Current yearl

4. If you checked line 1 because you aie adju'sting ovsriepor'tsd amounts„check all that apply..Yau must check at least one box.
I certify that,'

a. I repaid or reimbursed. each affected employee for. the overcoliectsd federal income tacx oi A'dditional Medicare Tax for tha'current
year and the oysrcollected social security and Ivledicere taXea for curient snd Prioi yearsr For adjustinents Of emPlay'ss social
security and Medicare taxes overcolketed in prior.years, I have i written statement from each entployee stating that hs or she his
not claimed (or the claim was rejected) and will nat,clalrn s refund or credit for the ove'rcollection.

b. The adjustments of saclsi security tax and Medicare tax ars for the employer"s share ority. I could not find ths affected employees
or each employee did not give me a written statemerit that he or she has iet claimed (or tlie cia}in was rejected) and will nat claim
a refund or credit for ths overcallection.

D o. The adjustment is for federal income tax, social security tsx, Medicare tax, or Additional Medicare Tsx that I did not withhold from
emplay'ee wages;

5. If you checked line.2 because you are claiming a refund or abatement of overrsported employmeiit taxes, check all that applye
Yau must check at least one box;
I certify that:

D s. I repaid or reimbursed each affected emphyee for, the overcoilected social security snd Medhafs tax, Foi claims of employee
social security and Mexflcare.tax ovsrcollectsd in prior years, I have awritten statemerit fram each employee st'sting that hs. ar she
has not claimed (or the claim was rejectedj, and will not claim a refund or cisd}t for the overcoilectiari,

D. I have 6 written consent from each affected employee staflng that I may file this claim for the employee's share of social security
and ftisdicare tax. Far refunds of employee social security and Medicare tax overcollectsdr in pr'lor years> I also have a written
statement from each employee stating that he or she has nat claimed (ar the claim was rejected) and will ret claim a refund. or
credit for the:overcollection.

c.

d.

Tha'claim for sodal security lax and Medicare tates is for tha employer'6 share. only. I couldnot.flnd the affected employees; or
eaCh emplOyee did ret giVe me a Written COnSent'IO'r file a Claim far life'emplayee'S Share Of SOCiai Segurity and MediCare taXee,'r
each empio'yse did not give me a writtsn statemept that he ar she hae not claimed (or the claim was rejected} and vill not claim a
refund or credit foi'he oveiaollecticri,

The 'ciairri is for federal income tax, social security tsx, Medicare tax, or Additional Medicare Tax that I did not withhold from

emphyes wages.

For Paperwork Reducthn Act Notice, see the instructions. IRS,gov/Icrmget s Cat No. 17026J Form 941-X IR~. 4-2at4}



Name (nol your lmde name) Employer identlscatlcn number (E(pi) Correcting quater 1 (4, 2, 3. 4)

Correcting calender year (YYYYI

Tdud conecllon

Wages, tips end other
compensation (Farm 941, line 2)

Federal income tax withheld
from wages, tips, and other
compensation (Farm 941, line 3).

Taxable social security wages
(Form 941 ar 94,1-SS.line 5a,
Column 1)

Tanabrs snnlal aannrlhr nina (Farm
941 or 941cIS, line 5b, Column 1)

329 ~ 093360 ~ 06 3489 ~ 15 -129" 09 ahem>

r

36843 . 96 .. 37385 90 -541 . g4 U ,124 -67 20
nil ycu am chlreCUng a 20 I I or 2012 retuin, use .104, ll ycu ara Cmrecgrig ycul emah2yed share only, uss J$2.Sae Insuucuana.

'll ycu are cdmcling a 2011 or 2o)2 Felmn, use.204. It yance cclrecgng yc2s emplcym ahala only, uas.gLL sea Indnndcacns.

36843 . 96 37385 90 -541 94 n .029'm -15 72
Taxable Medicare wages ahd tips
(Farm 941 ar 941 cI, line 50, Calumn 1)

10.

Mountain Water District 2013
~~caela Enter the COrreCtianS fOr thiS quarter. If any line daeS nOt apply, leaue it SlaaK

Column f Column 2 Column 3 Column 4
Total ccn ected Aniounl originally I)Terence
amount (lch ALL ~ reported or as (ll this amount (s a
employees) previously conected negaddre number,

(for ALL emplnyees) use a minus sign)
L j, ! I ! Uselheamcunlincdumnl whiny

36843 ~ 96! ' 3)385 ~ 901 "
1 -541 ~ 941 pFepam yeda penna W.ads Fcdma W-ac

12.

13

14.

17.

19e

Taxable wages dtipa subject tg
Additional Medicare Tax wkhbbldlhg
(Fons.941 or 94l4S, Ing 5d: only for
riuatgia baglrwfhg alter Declyrbsr 31, 201 2)

nssdan nlnrte Nnle ~ 2nd Demand-
Tax due on Unraporfad lips
(Farln 941 or 941-SS„ling 5( (Iire 50 for
quartgla ending bafcra Janixiry I, 2013))

Tax adjustmenta (Forin 941 or
941-SS, lines 7-9)

Special addition to wages for
federal Income tax

Special addition ta wages for
social security taxes

Special addltlon to wages for
Nfedicara taxes

Special additlarl to wages far
Additional hiledlcare Tax

5637 . 15

8997 ~ 19

Combine the amounts on lines 7-17 of Column 4

COBRA premium assistance
payments (see ihstructians)

5720 07

9209,'.

22'cpy Gctumn
-82 . 92

212' 03: ahead'

n n

~212 ~ 03

-SOS. 96

n

ltnpe are CCnenang yme Smpluyed Shale Cnly, uea.014L See hlalnisgunS

19b. Number of Individuals provided
COBRA prenlium assistance
(sse instructions)

20

Page 2

-506 96Total. Combine the amounts on lines 18 and 19a of Column 4.
If line 20 Is less than zero:
~ It yau checked line 1. this is the.amount yau want applied as a credit ta your Form 941 for the tax perlad in which yau are Ning this

form. (If you are currently filing' Form 944, Employer's ANNUAL Federal Tax Return, see the instructions.)

~ If you checked line 2, this is the amount you want refunded or abated.

If line 20 Is more than zero, this Is the amount you owa. pay this amount by the time yau tile this return. For information an haw ta
pay. see Amount Vcu Owe Iri the instructions,

LDS32
Form 941 X {Rey.4-2014I



Emproyir ldensfloeeon number (EIIYJName, (no( ro'ur trade nainel Correcting quarter 1 (1.2, 3. 4)

Coireceng calender year (YYYYj

Mountain Water District 2013
~~em% Explain your corrections for this quarter.

Q< 21. Check here if any corrections you entered on a line include both underreported and overreported amounts. Explain both

your underreported and overreported amounts on line 23.

Q 22. Check here if any corrections involve reclassified workers. Explain ori line 23.

23. You must give us a detailed explanation of how you determined your correcttona. See the instructicns.

Please Remove 1st Qt 2013 Federal Return sou have on file. Theone vou have needs to be aoolied to 1st Ct..2014. The wronrt .N
year return was used for the 2014 return.

4 I

4 4 i

4

4

4

4l 4 «4 4

~44 4 I '4
4

h

4 4 ti4 i

4 4» '' 4

~~earn Sign here. You must complete all three pages of this form and sign jt
Under penalties of perjury. I declare that I have filed an original Form 941 or Farm 941;ss snd that I have examkred this adjusted return or claim, includirig

accompanying s'chedujas and statements, and to ihe.best of my knowledge and belief, they a'e true, con'ect, andlcomplete. Declaration of pieparer (other
than taxpayer) is based on all information of which pre paiar has sny kriowledge.

Print your
name here > 8y ply jjayY~k I

Print your

Ititle hera

D.t. I i l I

Paid Preparer Use Only

Preparer's name

Preparer's signature I

Firm's name (or yours
Iif self-employed)

+ Address

City

Page 3

State

Best daytlnte phone I

Check if you are self-employed .

I pnN I

Date I z r

I EjN I

Phone I

I ap.~. I

Fo'm 941 Xlnev 4-2014)



42A801 (3 20Q7)

KENTUCKY EMPLOYER'8 INCOME TAX WITHHELD WORKSHEET

Keep top portion for your:records.

fnstructions on Reverse

Taxpayer lIiame Account Number
r

Period Beginning
l

Pe/cd Ending
I c
Due ate

Total number of employees for the period....
2. Total wages paid for the period .
3. Income tax withheld this period,.
4. Adjustments or credits (explain on reverse; see instructions)

7,r'nrem)

5. Penalty $ + interest.$
6; "Total-amount due (Make check payable to:.Kentucky State Treasurer.) .....

NEEO HEUlp Telephone assistance is available from 8:QQ a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Mondaythrough Friday; Assistance and forms are also availablefrom taxpayer service centers.

(502) 664.-7287
(602) 564-3058

Louisville (502) 696-4512.
Gwensbora (27Q) 687-7301
Paducah (270) 675-.7148
Pikeville (606) 433-7676

N6thhalding Tax Assistance4k Teleca'mmunlca'tian Device for the Deaf
Taxpayer Service Center Locations
Ashland (606) 920-2037
Bowling Green. (270) 746-747Q.
Carbin (606) 628-3322
Florence (859) 37'l-9Q49
Frankfort (602) 664-4581
Hopkinsville {270)8854521

internet Access.
www.revenue.ky.gov

fyiailing Address for Assistance
Kentucky Department of Revenue
Withhoidirig Tax
PO Box 181,Station 57
Frankfort, KY 40602-0181

Detach return below and submit with payment on or before the due date.



42A801 (3-2007)

KENTUCKY EMPLOYER'S INCOME TAX WITHHELD: WORKSHEET

Keep top portion far your records;

Instructions on Reverse.

Taxpayer Name Account Number

O/Og Oi Pi
Period Beginning Period Ending Due Date

1. Total number.af employees for the period........„..............
2. Total wages. paid for the period

3. Income tax withheld this period

4. Adjustments or credits (explain on reverse; see instructions) .
5. Penalty 4 +- lnterest$

6. Total amount due (Make check payable to:,Kentucky State Treasurer..) ...............,..............

NEED HEUsp Telephone assistance is available from 8:00a,m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday,. Assistance and forms are also availablefrom taxpayer service centers.

Nithholding Tax Assistancekh (502) 564-7287
Telecommunication Device for the. Deaf (502) 564-3058

Taxpayer Service Center Locations
Ashland (608) 920-2037 Louisville (502) 5964512
Bowling. Green (270) 746-7470 gwensboro. (2?0) 687-7301
Corbin (606) 528-3322: Paducah (270).575-.7148
Florence (859) 371-9049 Pikevllle (606).433-7675
F'rankfort (602) 5644581
Hopkinsville (270) 889-6521

.Internet Access
www.reyenue.ky.gov

Mailing Address for Assistance
Kentucky Department of Revenue
Withholding Tax
PO Box 'l81, St'ation 57
Frankfort, KY 40602-0181



K-'j
42A801 (3-2007)

KENTUCKY EMPLOYER'8 INCOME TAX WITHHELD WORKSHEET.

Keep top portion for:your records.

Instructions on Reverse

Taxpayer Name Account Number

~l~z
Period Beginning Period. Ending Due Date

'I. Total number of employees for the period.

2. Total wages paid for the period

3. Income tax withheld this period

4. Adjustments or credits (explain on reverse; see instructions)

6. Penalty 5 + Interest 5
'6. Total amount due (Make check payable to: Kentucky State Treasurer.)

7, QQQ.oQ''>~6.4V

NEED HELPS Telephone assistance is available from 8:00:a.rn. to 5:00p.m. Monday through Friday. Assistance and forms are also availablefrom. tax payer service cehters.

Withholding Tex Assistance (502}564-7287
Telecommunication Device for the Deaf (502) 564-3058

Taxpayer Service. Center. Locations
Ashland . (606}:820-2037 Louisville (502).585<512
Bowling Green (270) .746-7470 Owensboro (270) 687.-73Q1
Corbin (606):528-3322'aducah (270) 575-7148
Florence (859).371 ce49 Rikeville '(606) 433-7675
Frankfort (502)."564-4581
Hapkinsville (270)'889-6521:

Internet Access
www.r'avenue;ky.gov

Mailing Address for Assistance
Kentucky Department of Revenue
Nfithholding Tax
PO Box "l81 Station 57
Frankfort, KY 40602-0181

Detach return below and submit with payment on or before the aue date.



42A801 (3-2007)
KENTUCKY EMPLOYER'S INCOlVIE TAX WtTHHELD QEORKSHEET

Keep: top portion Rr,your records.
instructions on Reverse

6 li r74irt ) )we v
Taxpayer Name

G-:
Account Number Period Beginning Period Ending Due Date

1. Total number of employees for the period....,....,....,...............
2. Total wages paid for the period .
3. Income tax withheld this period

4. Adjustments or credits (explain on reverse; see instructions) ....

"7,('u(M

5. Penalty 4 + Interest $
6. Total amount due (Make check payableto: Kentucky State Treasurer.) .............

NEED HELpp Telephone assistance is available from 8:00a.m. to 5.00 p.rn. Monday through Fri'day. Assistance and forms are.also availablefram taxpayer service. centers.

(502) 564-?287
(502).564-3058

Withholding Tax.Assistance4h Telecomtnunlcation Device. for the Deaf
Taxpayer. 3erv!ce Canter Locations
Ashlan.d (606) 9?0-2037 Louisville (502) 595-4512Bowling Green (2'70),.746-7470 Owensboro (27Q) 687-7301.Corbin .(808) 528.-3322 Paducah (270):575-7148Florence (859) 371-9049 Pikeviile (606) 433-7675Frankfort (502):5844581
Hopkinsville. (2?Q).889-6521

Internet Access
www.revenue,ky;gov

IyiatltngAddress for Assistance
Kentucky Department of Flevenue
Withholding Tax
PO Box 181,.Station 57
Frankfort, KY 40602-0181

Detach return below and submit vrith payment on or before the due date.



42A801 (3-2007)

KENTUCKY EMPLOYER'8: INCOME TAX WITHHELD WORKSHEET

Keep top portion for your records.
Instructions on Reverse

I/ 4/Qo 3
4/>Irk'axpayerName

Account Number Period Beginning
W

Period Ending Due Date

1. Total number of employees for the per)od..
2. Total wages paid forthe period

3. Income tax withheld this period .
4. Adjustments or credits {explain on reverse; see instructions),
5. Penalty $ + Interest 8
6. Total amount due (Make check payable to: Kentucky State Treasurer.} ............,.................

Internet Access
www.revenue,ky.gov

Madrng Address for Ass>stance
Kentucky Department of Revenue
Withhol'ding. Tax
PQ Box 181,Station 57
Frankfort, KY 40602. 0181

Florence (859) 371-9049 Pikeville (606).433-7675Frankfort {SO2)'5644581
Hopkinsville {270)889-6521

EEp HELpp Telephone assistance is available.from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00p.m. Monday through Friday.. Assistance and forms are also available.from taxpayer service centers.

Withholding Tax Assistance (502) 564-?287Telecommunication Oevlce far the Deaf (502) 564-3058
Taxpayer Service. Center locations
Ashland (666) 920-2037 louisville (502) 595~12BoWiing Green (270) 746-7470 Qwensboro (270) 687-730Corbin (606).528-3322 Paducah (270) 575-7148



K-1
42A801 (3-2007)

KENTUCKY EIVlPLOYER'8 INCOME TAX INITHHELD WORKSHEET

Keep top portion for.your records.

Insrrucrione on Reverse

~ll/ i +h ilaw s/A
Taxpayer Name Account: Number Period Beginning Period Ending Due Date

1. Total number af employees for the period..

2. Total wages paid for the period .
3. Income tax withheld this period

4. Adjustments: or credits (explain on reverse; see instructions) .
5. Penalty $ + Interest $
6. Total amount due (ivlaIce check payable to: aentucky State Treasurer.) ...........................;. %DC~ 4&

NEED HELpp Telephone assistance is available from 8:00'a.m. to 5'.00 p.m. Monday through.Friday. Assistance and forms are also available
from taxpayer service centers.

Nithholding Tax Assistance
Telecommunication Device for the Deaf

(502) 564-7287
(502) 664-3058

Internet Access
www.revenue.ky.go v

Tax'payer Service Center. Locations
Ashland (606) 920-2037
Bowling Green (270) 746-7470
Corbin (606) 528-3322
Florence (859) 371-9049
Frankfort (602) 564-4581
Hopkinsville (270) 8$t4621

Lauisville (502) 595-4512
Owensbaro (270) 687-730'I
P.aducah (270) 575-7148
Pikeville (606) 433-7675

Madtng Address for Assrstance
Kentucky Department of Revenue
Withholding Tax
PO Box 181,Station 57
Frankfort, KY 40602%181

I

Detach return below and submit with payment on or before the due date



51A102 (07/2013) KENTUCKY SALES AND USE TAX WORKSHEET

NAME AND ADDRESS

Period 8'eginning:

Period Ending:

Account No.:

ect to tax on Ta avoid penalties mell
e by the due date. by the due date.

D»ills re Cents

,:,'..';::ii(,();,j',I,-i;i:,0';,;:--

Step 1-Compute Net Receipts
1. Total Receipts-Grass sales ant(/ar rental and lease receipts including

tax collected (antsy here artd on line 1 below)

Deductions -Eri ter applicable codes eqd amounts on refu'rd below
Deductions must be ltemlked snd th'e appropriate Kentucky
e>remptian ciitlficqfek are required to be kept ori file. unless
otherwise indlceled'.

2. Sales foi'which resale certificates received (Rev'enue Farm 61A106) .......,
3. Sales fof which agricultural c'ertificstes received (Revenue Farms

6'IA158 and 51A159 ......"--~-.~-'"~---- ~"- ~-- ~-- ~-«-"-------- -"-"

V» Codes '/

- 0 ~)3 ""0 '.-

) J; ".—
»e .

4. Salis fat'hich purchase exemption certificates'received (Rev'e'nus .:.,' ~t 4 j~

Form 61A'128) .....,.................,....,.......---.,-».------------------""-"-~--

OI,:::,

Op4

6. Sales of tax-exempt 0racery store foods-See KRS 139.485.forexamples,;: Q '; 5:j
of tax-exempt food „..............,.......,.....,....'------.-----.-..------" -- '~lr,:.~<~~!~~'";i";~

8. Salesto government units-.you lnust maintain acapyof the e>(emption' 0 >t 6 ~»

authorhatian letter on file for sales to governments ind'special districts

7. Sales in interitate commerce delivered to an out-of. state location by;":. 0 g 7Y

4
rr>t'f>

O~j7
your vehicle, co'mman carrier ar, U.S. mail

8. Sales of gasoline or special fuelc on which Kentucky rhat»ar fuels taX has ~': 0
been paid .......„...,......;,...........,...............„,............;;...,........'.........................,.;~>:

9 Trade-in allawances-For accrual filers w'ith tradeqt'fts of like-kind ~Q
property that reported the entil e siles price on tine:1 ...........,,,,...„,.„;.......

~6:,0(
89f»0q<

(f during this per/od yau did not tnake any sales. and didnot purchase any items subi
One 23(a) or 23(b), sign theraturn on the back and mail to the Department of Revenu

10. S'ervlce and installation charges-Enter the amount of esrv)ce ahd
installation included in line 1.(Must be separately stated on customeVs

1'l. Returned merChandise-Enter the amount refunded ar credited to your
customer provided tsx was priviously reported in prior months.........,;....

12. Bad debts and fepossessions, (accrual method only)-Deduct bad debts
if tax was. previously p'ild and the debt written aff for income tax

13.

14, Cash discounts (accrual method only)-Line 1 must include the amount
of taxable sales before discount .......,............,........,.......,...,.................,...,.....

16. Sales of prescription medicines, medical oxygen, prosthetic devices and
medical items per KRS 139.472............„..........,....,.......;................................
Sales of motor vehicles snd motorcyclss if they are to be iiceneed for
use on the public highway and the appropriate usage tsx was paid
under KRS 138A80, except out of stats residents per KRS 139.470......

17. Other-Use Code 170 for other deductions not listed on lines 2 through
18. 5pecify type(s) and amount(s) in the apace belaw.

18. Other-U'se Code 180 if additional space is required ........,..........,............

19. Other-Use Code 190 if additional space is required .....

r.
, 1'fI 0 q»

Kr» ~»>ÃJ@

;>»

-;1)2
1

1!

0(10

0 "lf3
'"'s4

<3+.
tk:.':Mgr!

)4,
1

;r».."'»F.

8)03 318!1-'s V >0.=,'".
17

1
'"?pS»f

9)
'0(

e.,'j18

;(19
~%M"'»3

»

Other Deductions-List type(s) snd amcunt(s) here snd in the description bcx on the reverse

side of'the return.
'f70

NORKSHEET
if»!an tno nrtrrinn fnr vn!»r rar!nrrf!



Line 1

Line 18

Line 19

Line 20

Line 21

Line 22

Line 24

Line 25

Line 26

Line 27

SALES TAX

$740,317.76

$657 251.85 Residential 8 Public Authority 8, Mall Charge 8 Sexier

$ 1,853.46 Penalties, Qverpayments

$659,105;3t

$ 81,212.45

$ 76,615;52

$ 76,61:5.52

$ 4,596.93

$ '50.00

$ 4.546.93 To 8e Submitted

Tax Collected= no

Oifference $ 309.71



Kentucky: Department of Revenue Page 1 of I

ri™-IT-
r v 3 Jr:0::; 'f serr'< l Iaeelci'

er I I ,I ~

hv ~~~vrerewmw r r
'

a'. i>~i

Home Security Contect

"io'r, F1=rt ' "".=,; '" Peyment

Demographics
Taxpayer Information
Payment Complete

l

Payment Schedule Confirmation

Your payment has been scheduledl You will receive an email when the payment ls processed. Please print a copy
of this receipt for your records.

Payment Details

Payment ID: 1374962
Payment Date: 7/18/2014

Account Holder Details

mountain Water Mountain Water
P 0 BGX 3157
PIKEVILLE, KY 41501

Payment
Method

KY Dept of Revenue Tax
License Tax, Tax Period

Kentucky Department of Revenue
501 High Street
frankfort, KY 40601
(502}564-4581

Make Another Payment

l
lbescription,

Payment'fol'ax Type 095 - Utility Gross Receipts
6/30/20/4

Payment
Amount

17068.75

rgugp Copyrlsht 0 3033 - 30te cammenvreeKh cf Kentucky,

3ul rights reserved.

https://epayment.ky.gov/EPAY/Home/Payment 7/1 8/2014



SCHOOL TAX

Line 1

Line2d

Line2e

Line 2g

Line 3

Line 4

Line 5

$ 722,657;81

$ 17,51700

$ 4,28?.22

$ 131,895.,24 School Tax, Mall Charge, Overpay, Penalties, Sales Tax, Governmental Agencies
$ 153,699.46

$ 568,958.35

$ 17,068.75

Tax Collected = Tax Paid

Difference $ (59'l.20)



Jeff Reed

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Carrie Hatfield [chatfieldOmtwater.org]
Friday, September 05, 2014 12:15PM
jreed61762@gmail.corn; Jeff Reed (jreedosetel.corn)
school tax
chatfieldomtwater.org 20140905 121356.pdf

941 deposit paid 07/1

Carrie Hatfield
Mountain Water District
Financial Administrator
P.O. Box 3157
Pikeville, KY 41502
(606) 631-6349
cell(606) 791-9989
chatfield($ mtwater.ore

This e-mail message and any attachments are confidential and may be privileged. Ifyou are not the intended recipient, please notify the senderimmediately by. replying to this message and destroy all copies of this message and any attachments.



PSC Request No 3 (a)

Yes, per contract July 3, 2005.



MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS SPECIAL MEETING

JUNE 6, 2005
10:00AM

ATTENDANCE
Jack Sykes, Summit Engineering, Inc.
Greg May, UMG, LLC
Dan Stratton, MWD Legal Counsel
Will Brown, Superintendent, MWD
Moss Keesee, Operations Manager, MWD
Kim Hunt, Executive Assistant, MWD

CALL TO ORDER AGENDA ITEM I
The Mountain Water District Board of Commissioners Special Meeting was held on Monday, June
6, 2005 at 10:00a.m.

Commissioners present for the meeting:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Terry Spears
Commissioner Earl Sullivan

All Commissioners were present for the meeting.

CONSIDERATION OF AGREEMENT FOR CONTRACT OPERATIONS,
MAINTENANCE AND MANAGEMENT BY UTILITIES MANAGEMENT GROUP,

——LLC.-- ——- — -AGENDA-ITEM-II.

Chairperson Akers requested a motion be made to go into Executive Session to discuss the
contract for management services. Commissioner Litafik made the motion. Commissioner
Sullivan seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Terry Spears
Commissioner Earl Sullivan

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 05-06-001

Chairperson Akers requested a motion be made to Reconvene from Executive Session.
Commissioner Spears made the motion. Commissioner Sullivan seconded the motion.
Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Terry Spears

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye



Commissioner Earl Sullivan Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 05-06-002

Chairperson Akers requested a motion be made to Approve the Agreement for Operation,
Maintenance 8 Management Services with Utility Management Group, LLC pending changes as
outlined in Executive Session. Commissioner Litafik made the motion. Commissioner Collins
seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Terry Spears
Commissioner Earl Sullivan

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 05-06-003

ADJOURN MEETING AGENDA ITEM IX
Chairperson Akers stated that if there were no further comments, she requested a motion be
made to adjourn the meeting. Commissioner Sullivan made the motion. Commissioner Litafik
seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Terry Spears
Commissioner Earl Sullivan

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 05-06-004



MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS REGULAR MEETING

September 24, 2008
10:00AM

ATTENDANCE
Herman Napier, Resident, Phelps, Ky.
Brenda Napier, Resident, Phelps, Ky.
Don Adkins, Resident, Millard, Ky.
Jennifer Mounts, Resident, Freeburn, Ky.
Russ Cassady, Appalachian News Express
Tracy Hillman, Griffith, Delaney, Hillman 8 Co.
Duane Boyles, Griffith, Delaney, Hillman 8 Co.
Tim Campoy, Environmental Designs, Inc.
Jody Hunt, Summit Engineering, Inc.
Mike Spears, Spears Management
Jerry McNamee, Inspector
Greg Dotson, Inspector
Ross Anderson, Inspector
Bob Meyer, UMG
Dan Stratton, Stratton, Hogg 8 Maddox
Will Brown, Manager, UMG
Tammy Olson, Executive Assistant/Office Manager, UMG
Kevin Lowe, Executive Assistant/Office Manager, UMG

CALL TO ORDER AGENDA ITEM I

The Mountain Water District Board of Commissioners Regular Monthly Meeting was held on
Wednesday, September 24th, 2008 at 10:00a.m.

Commissioners present for the meeting were as follows:

Toni Akers, Chairperson
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins

New Commissioner Rhonda James was not present for this meeting.

VISITORS AGENDA ITEM II
Chairperson Akers inquired if there were any visitors for today's meeting. The chair recognized
Jennifer Mounts, who stated that she is in the process of purchasing a business in Phelps, Ky. She
stated that the sewer has already been run by there, and the business was signed up on the list to
receive sewer but was never installed. She has contacted Lais Smith about the property who told
her that the property was not big enough for a conventional system, and she needed to come to the
District and find out what can be done for her. She stated that the business was vacant at the time
the sewer system went through there and was probably why it was bypassed during the project.
.Manager Brown stated that she just needs to apply for service. Ms. Mounts was escorted to the
Customer Service department at that time. The chair then recognized Don Adkins from Millard who
stated that he owns a business there. He inquired if there was any prospect of sewer coming
through the area because he is being asked to install a wastewater treatment plant at a cost of
about thirty-six thousand dollars ($36,000). Manager Brown stated that it would be coming, but it
was probably two (2) to four (4) years away. Mr. Adkins asked if it was two (2) or four (4) years.
Chairperson Akers stated that the District has no way of knowing how much funding will be
obtained any future budgets. Manager Brown inquired from Mr. Adkins if he would be allowed to
install a holding tank. Mr. Adkins stated that he had asked that question and had been denied that
option. Mr. Adkins also stated that he had received an estimated bill for about thirty-two hundred
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dollars ($3,200). He stated that he has a meter that has not been hooked up and is not being used,
and he does not understand why he received this bill when there is no usage on the meter.
Executive Assistant & Office Manager Kevin Lowe stated that Mr. Adkins had been put on a
payment plan for three (3) payments of about two thousand dollars ($2,000). He had paid a
payment of two thousand dollars ($2,000) which left two (2) more payments. Mr. Adkins stated that
his bill was estimated and he didn't feel he should have to pay an estimated amount when the
meter is not being used and he operates off of a well. Mr. Lowe stated that the current bill was only
one hundred twenty-three dollars and fifty-one cents ($121.51).The previous balance was the
payment agreement that he had signed for and asked Mr. Adkins when he had checked the
reading on the meter. Mr. Adkins stated that he had checked the reading this morning and it had
read zero (0). Mr. Lowe stated that we can send someone out to check the reading with regard to
the current bill, but the previous amount is still owed. Mr. Adkins stated that he did not owe that
amount either because he has been on the well system not the city water. Mr. Lowe stated that
when the meter crew went out to turn the meter off, there was not a reading on the meter, so an
average was calculated and billed. Chairperson Akers stated that as long as he has a meter set, he
will be billed monthly for that meter. Mr. Adkins stated again that he had been utilizing his well as
his primary source of water and he didn't owe an estimated bill. Mr. Lowe stated that the meter
crew found a bypass around the meter base when they went to disconnect the meter. Mr. Adkins
stated that he had no knowledge of any bypass around his meter base. Legal Counsel, Dan
Stratton, stated that his bill is what it is and it is understood that he is protesting the bill, however,
the District does not agree with his position and both parties are at an impasse and as of now,
based on the District's findings, he owes the amount stated on the bill. Mr. Adkins responded that
he didn't understand legal counsel's statement. Mr. Stratton stated that basically the District
discovered a bypass around the meter base, which is why the meter is reading zero (0), even
though there was previous evidence of usage through the water line, prior to the new meter being
set. Mr. Adkins stated that a bypass was not discovered. Mr. Lowe responded that "yes" a bypass
was found at the site of where the old meter base was set. Mr. Adkins stated that he had no
knowledge of any bypass hooked to the District's water line and that he does not believe that he
owes this bill. Legal Counsel Dan Stratton stated that he and Kevin would meet with Mr. Adkins
after the meeting. Mr. Adkins agreed to the meeting but stated that he had another appointment
this morning and inquired if he could meet with Mr. Stratton in his office on another day. He stated
that he would call Kevin and set up a time for the meeting. The Chairperson then recognized
Sabrina Wolford of Abe's Branch. She inquired if a sewer availability letter for her could be
obtained so she can get power. The sewer line does not go that far up the hollow. Chairperson
Akers inquired if she had room to set a holding tank. Manager Brown stated that she may be better
off to go ahead and have the sewer run to her house if it is not too far away. Chairperson Akers
stated that someone would come out and check the property to find out what the cost would be to

—-run the sewer-to her home;—

Chairperson Akers recognized Tracy Hillman of Griffith, Delaney, Hillman & Co. who was present
to present the financial audit information for 2007. Mr. Hillman distributed a copy of the audit to the
Board of Commissioners. He introduced Mr. Duane Boyles, who works closely with the District in
order to gather the information needed for the audit. He also expressed his appreciation for Carrie
Hatfield, Mike Spears and Will Brown for all the help that they give in compiling the audit every
year. He called the Board's attention to the balance sheet which shows that the District's current
assets are up about twenty percent (20%) primarily due to receivables from new construction
customers that were not on the books in 2006. He stated that the restricted cash is down about
forty-five percent (45%) from the prior year. That makes the District underfunded for the
depreciation fund. He also stated that the required budgets for the depreciation fund and in the
repairs and maintenance reserve funds are almost gone. The rate increase will help to get those
funded again, but it needs to be a priority in order to get the District back into compliance with the
agreements that are in place. Capital assets are continuing to increase due to construction as the
District continues to grow and expand. Current liabilities are down from the previous year due to a
line of credit that was paid off. Overall liabilities are up about three point three million dollars
($3.3M) mostly due to construction debt. Net assets are up about three and a half percent (3.5%).
Total operating revenues are up about eight point eight percent (8.8%) from the previous year.
Total operating expenses are up about four point eight percent (4.8%) from 2006. There was an
operating loss for 2007 in the amount of one point two million dollars ($1.2M) with the accounting of
depreciation. Legal Counsel Dan Stratton inquired where the District needs to be funded to be in

compliance with the reserves. Mr. Hillman stated that the District needs to concentrate first on
having an operating plus instead of operating at a loss. Eventually the District needs to be in the
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position of showing an operating income even after depreciation. The system is wearing out and
the depreciation fund is to necessitate those improvements that will inevitably need to be done. Mr.
Hillman recommended that the District needs to consider small incremental rate increases each
year in order to help with the funding needed to get the District where they need to be. Chairperson
Akers requested a motion to approve the 2007 audit as presented. Commissioner Collins made the
motion. Commissioner Litafik seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litaflk
Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 08-09-001

APPROVAL OF MINUTES AGENDA ITEM III
Chairperson Akers requested a motion to approve the minutes from the August 27th, 2008 Board
meeting as presented. Commissioner Sullivan made the motion to approve the minutes as
presented. Commissioner Litafikseconded the motion. Commissionervoting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 08-09-002

PAYMENT OF BILLS AGENDA ITEM IV
- Chairperson Akers —requested a- motion--to approve —the —payment- of bills as ..presented..

Commissioner Sullivan made the motion to approve the payment of bills as presented.
Commissioner Litafik seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 08-09-003

CUSTOMER ADJUSTMENTS AGENDA ITEM VI
Chairperson Akers requested a motion to approve Customer Adjustments in the amount of three
thousand, six hundred twenty-six dollars and twelve cents ($3,626.12) as presented. Commissioner
Litafik made the motion. Commissioner Sullivan seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as
follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik

Commissioner Earl Sullivan

Aye
Aye
Aye



Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 08-09-004

CONSTRUCTION REPORT AGENDA ITEM VII

Update by Summit Engineering —Jody Hunt, P.E.—on the following projects:

1. Dorton Creek Water Project:
Update by Jody Hunt, Summit Engineering.
Mr. Hunt stated the project is completed and service is available.

2. Forest Hills Sewer Project, Phase II:
Update by Jody Hunt, Summit Engineering. Mr. Hunt stated that Phase II is complete and
record drawings have been presented this morning to the District. Another set will be sent
over later this week. An addendum for Phase III has been approved for Forest Hills and the
plans are ready for submittal to the Division of Water with the Board's approval.
.Chairperson Akers requested a motion to approve Summit Engineering to submit the
design plans for Forest Hills, Phase III to the Division of Water. Commissioner Sullivan
made the motion. Commissioner Litafik seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as
follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

. Upon Commissioner voting, the. motion. was.carried.and.passed.
Resolution No. 08-09-005

3. Shelby Valley Sewer Project, Phase III:
Update by Jody Hunt, Summit Engineering. Mr. Hunt stated that construction is going
along very well and the contractors are ahead of schedule. The contractor is setting
residential grinders and all the main line is installed.

4. Long Fork of Virgie Sewer Project:
No new progress on this project at this time.

5. Belfry/Pond Creek Sewer Project:
This project is currently in the design phase. The property for the possible location of the
treatment plant is being investigated as well as line layouts.



6. Pond at Draffin AML Water Project:
Construction is proceeding well and the contractor is ahead of schedule. There is an issue
with the encroachment permit that is being addressed at this time,

COAL SEVERANCE PROJECTS REPORT

Update by Tim Campoy, Environmental Design Consultants:

WTP Raw Water Intake:
Update by Tim Campoy, EDC, Inc. Mr. Campoy stated that the pad has been completed in
the river to set the machine on that will drill the holes for the structure to go in. The
contractor has a drilling contractor coming in to drill the holes. This project requires
additional Coal Severance funding to complete it. Mr. Campoy also stated that this contract
was initially set for one hundred and eighty (180) days due to having to acquire the
additional funds. Those funds have not yet been received and a contract extension may
need to be addressed later due to the lack of funding received in a timely manner.

WTP Expansion/Upgrades:
Update by Tim Campoy, EDC, Inc. Mr. Campoy stated that the valve and the pump should
be shipped this week. The contractor is ready to proceed when these items arrive.

3. Big Shelby Branch:
Mr. Campoy stated that this project is completed except for the pump station. The pump
station will be completed when the Coal Severance funds are released.
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GW Newsome Line Extension:
This project has been completed.

Update by Doug Griffin, Kenvirons, Inc.....ln the absence of Mr. Griffin, Greg Dotson,
Inspector will provide the update.

Smith Fork of Phelps Sewer Project:
Commissioner Earl Sullivan passed around photographs of the work that has been done in
the previous month on the Smith Fork Sewer Project. Greg Dotson stated that this is the
one hundred and ninety-sixth (196'") day of the contract and the contractor is twenty-seven
percent (27%) complete with fifty-four percent (54%) of the contract time expended. There
have been ten (10) grinders installed so far of one hundred and thirty (130).They still have
five thousand feet (5,000') of 1 lie PE pipe left to be installed. Legal Counsel Dan Stratton
inquired if there were any quality issues with the contractor's work. Mr. Dotson stated that
there was a concern with the line being too shallow, but the contractor went back and



corrected it. Mr. Stratton stated that there has not yet been a response to the letter that
they were sent last month.

DRAWS:
Chairperson Akers requested a motion to approve the draws as submitted. Commissioner
Litafik made the motion. Commissioner Collins seconded the motion.

FOREST HILLS SEWER PROJECT, PHASE II

Contract 2 Coal Severance Funds
Contract 2 Coal Severance Funds

SHELBY VALLEY SEWER PROJECT, PHASE III
Contract 3 Coal Severance Funds
Contract 3 Coal Severance Funds
Contract 3 Coal Severance Funds

$ 1,371.01
$ 13,048.02

$ 1,483.67
$ 4,711.90
$ 83,702.26

BIG SHELBY BRANCH
Contract 1
Contract 1
Contract 1

Coal Severance Funds
Coal Severance Funds
Coal Severance Funds

$ 5,151.60
$ 37,800.00
$ 7,226.92

SMITH FORK OF PHELPS SEWER PROJECT
Contract 1 Coal Severance Funds
Contract 1 Coal Severance Funds

BIG CREEK SEWER PROJECT
Contract 1 PRIDE Funds
Contract 1 Sidney Coal Funds
Contract 1 Sidney Coal Funds

FERRELLS CREEK AML —POND AT DRAFFIN
Contract 5 AML Funds
Contract 5 AML Funds

$ 42,236.87
$ 3,260.80

$ 97,020.00
$ 7,226.92
$ 5,151.60

$ 4,907.50
$ 63,018.90

WTP UPGRADE PROJECT
Contract 1
Contract 1

RD Funds
RD Funds

$ 11,516.00
$ 5,047.00

Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike I itafik
Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 08-09-006



MANAGER'S REPORT AGENDA ITEM VIII
1. Monthly Operating Report:

Chairperson Akers requested a motion to approve the monthly operating report as
submitted. Commissioner Litafik made the motion. Commissioner Collins seconded the
motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 08-09-007

NEW BUSINESS

Legal Issues-
Update by Dan Stratton, Stratton, Hogg & Maddox. Mr. Stratton stated that the Beatrice
Wright property condemnation has been resolved out of court. The Irvin Smith case is
going to trail on October 20 . The two (2) Daniels cases are in the process of discovery.
The agreement with the City does not bear on this case. We may need to relocate the line.
A settlement offer on the Steven Dodd case has been made and we are awaiting their
reply. With regard to the agreement with the City of Jenkins, they have approved and
signed it. The Board needs to acknowledge that the City of Jenkins has signed the
agreement and the Board needs to approve it for signature also. Chairperson Akers
requested a motion to acknowledge that the City of Jenkins has approved and signed the
agreement and to authorize the execution of the agreement by the Board of
Commissioners. Commissioner Sullivan made the motion. Commissioner Collins seconded
the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner....Mike Litafik ....
Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 08-09-008

Mr. Stratton stated that Mr. Brown was handing the situation with the Division of Water and
requested Mr. Brown to take over from there. Manager Brown inquired if the Board wanted
to fight the civil penalty in Franklin Circuit Court or pay it. Mr. Stratton stated that it would
cost more than the six thousand dollar ($6,000) penalty to fight it in court than to pay it.
Manager Brown stated that the Division of Water wanted the District to guarantee that
there would never be another overflow ever. He told them that he could not guarantee that
because some of the stations are forty-five (45) minutes to an hour away from the office.
However, they (DOW) don't object to another system discharging raw sewage into the river
above our intake, which is a much more serious matter. And this station was being
tampered with and vandalized or it would not have had a problem. Chairperson Akers
stated that we needed to pay the penalty but send a letter disputing the penalty to the
Division of Water.

Cowpen Sewer Project-
Manager Brown stated that there is still an outstanding balance on that project of eighteen
thousand, five hundred thirty-nine dollars and nine cents ($18,539.09).Rural Development



is requesting a final agreement regarding the transfer of Mossy Bottom before this project
can be closed out. Mr. Brown stated that he didn't believe that the District should sign it

until the City of Pikeville pays for the over run on the project. Mr. Stratton stated that he
would contact Donovan Blackburn regarding this issue. Chairperson Akers stated that this
issue will be discussed again at the October Board meeting.

3. LMI Project—
Funding may be available in October or early November.

Short Line Extension Projects-
Manager Brown stated that as with the LMI taps, the Memorandum of Agreement (MOA)
may not be received until October or November and can not be bid out until that assurance
is received.

Administrator for the Coal Severance Projects-
Manager Brown stated that whoever the Board decides to do this job needs to be
independent of the District. Commissioner Litafik inquired how this person or firm would be
paid. Manager Brown stated that the administrator's fee would come out of each project
that he/she administers. Mike Spears has offered his services as an administrator for Coal
Severance Projects. Chairperson Akers requested a motion to approve Mike Spears, CPA
as the administrator for the Coal Severance projects. Commissioner Collins made the
motion. Commissioner Litafik seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik

Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 08-09-009

Execute IIOA, Raw Water Intake-
Manager Brown stated that a resolution is needed authorizing the Chairperson to execute
any and all documents with regard to the Raw Water Intake Project. Chairperson Akers
requested a motion to that effect. Commissioner Sullivan made the motion. Commissioner
Litafik seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik

Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 08-09-010

Disposal of Mossy Bottom Sewer Plant-
Jody Hunt, Summit Engineering, stated that they have researched the cost of renovating
and moving the current plant to the Belfry area versus building a new one and found them
to be approximately the same cost. Jody Hunt, Summit Engineering, is to get definite
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numbers on the cost of moving this plant as opposed to building a new one. With this in

mind, the decision was made to advertise the plant for sale with the right to reject any and
all bids, pending the outcome of Summit's report. After further discussion, Chairperson
Akers requested a motion to approve the advertisement for sale "as is" of the Mossy
Bottom sewer plant with the right to reject any and all bids. Commissioner Litafik approved
the motion. Commissioner Sullivan seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 08-09-011

8. Mossy Bottom Transfer-
This issue was discussed previously in the meeting.

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Petition for Service —Coon Branch of Island Creek-
A letter of petition for service was distributed to the Board members from residents of the
Coon Branch of Island Creek. Manager Brown stated that it would serve about three (3)
homes and cost approximately twenty thousand dollars ($20,000) to extend the line. The
line would also have to be extended onto private property to serve them because the
county road ends where the end of the line is currently. The residents are only about three
or four hundred feet (300'-400') from the current end of the line, but due to pressure
constraints in the area, a booster pump station would have to be installed to provide
adequate pressure. Grondall Potter, Operations Manager, stated that he had offered to set
a base at the end of the line and they could dig their own lines and hook to it, but he was
told that they did not want to maintain that much line themselves. After further discussion,
Chairperson Akers requested a motion to authorize a letter be drafted to the residents of
Coon Branch of Island Creek stating that there is currently no funding available for this
extension, but it will be considered for future funding. Commissioner Sullivan made the
motion. Commissioner Collins seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 08-09-012

10. Award of Coal Severance Grants - Projects
Chairperson Akers requested a motion to authorize the Chairperson to sign the
Memorandum of Agreement for each of the Coal Severance Projects as follows; Water
Treatment Plant Expansion, LMI Services, PRIDE on the River Sewer Project, Waterline
Extension Project, Short Line Extension Project, Long Fork of Virgie at Indian Creek Sewer
Project, Telemetry Equipment Project, Water Treatment Plant Upgrades (Intake) Project.
Commissioner Litafik made the motion. Commissioner Sullivan seconded the motion.
Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik

Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye



Commissioner Rhonda James Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 08-09-014

11. Sale of Three (3) Vehicles As Surplus
Manager Brown stated that a bid was received in the amount of sixty-five hundred dollars
($6,500) for all three (3) surplus vehicles from Shibby Garnes. Chairperson Akers
requested a motion to approve the award of surplus vehicles to the high bidder, Shibby
Garnes, in the amount of sixty-five hundred dollars ($6,500). Commissioner Litafik made
the motion. Commissioner Sullivan seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 08-09-013

12. Cornrnlssloner Training-
Chairperson Akers stated that the dates for training are October 15'" and 16'". Ms. Olson
stated that if any Commissioner wished overnight accommodations to let her know and she
would make the arrangements. Mr. Stratton and the Board directed Ms. Olson to make
arrangements for the new Commissioner, Rhonda James, to be enrolled in the training and
make sure that she is aware of the dates and the agenda for the training.

13. Financial Report
Michael Spears, CPA, stated that Carried Hatfield, Accountant, would be mailing out the
August- financial-report-to-the Board next week;-and-the September financial-report will be-
presented at the October board meeting.

14. Executive Session
Chairperson Akers requested a motion to convene the Executive Session. Commissioner
Sullivan made the motion. Commissioner Litafik seconded the motion. Commissioner
voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 08-09-015

Chairperson Akers requested a motion to reconvene from executive session.
Commissioner Sullivan made the motion. Commissioner Litafik seconded the motion.
Commissioner voting as follows:
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Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 08-09-016

Legal Counsel, Dan Stratton, stated that a motion was needed to appoint Toni Akers,
Chairperson; Mike Litafik, Vice Chairperson; Mike Spears, CPA; and Dan Stratton, Legal
Counsel to meet with representatives of Utility Management Group for the purpose of
renegotiating the terms of the operating contract based upon the recommendations of the
auditor to improve the operating income of the District. Commissioner Litaflk made the
motion. Commissioner Sullivan seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 08-09-017

COMMISSIONER COMMENTS
Chairperson Akers inquired if there were any Commissioner comments. There were none.

AD JOURN MEETING
Chairperson Akers stated that if there were no further comments, she requested a motion be made
to adjourn the meetirig.-Commissioner Sullivan made the motion. Commissioner Collins seconded
the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 08-09-018
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MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS SPECIAL MEETING

October 3, 2008
9:00AM

ATTENDANCE
Russ Cassady, Appalachian News Express
Dan Stratton, Stratton, Hogg & Maddox
Mike Spears, CPA, Spears Management
Tammy Olson, Administrative Assistant, UMG

CALL TO ORDER AGENDA ITEM I

The Mountain Water District Board of Commissioners Special Monthly Meeting was held on
Wednesday, October 3, 2008 at 9:00 a.m.

Commissioners present for the meeting were as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins

Commissioner Rhonda James was absent for this meeting.

NEW BUSINESS

UNIG Contract and Settlement of Current Litigation-
Before discussing any legal issues, Legal Counsel Dan Stratton recommended that the
Board of Commissioners convene into an Executive Session. Chairperson Akers
requested a motion to convene an Executive Session. Commissioner Sullivan made the
motion. Commissioner Litafik seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 08-10-001

Chairperson Akers requested a motion to reconvene from the Executive Session.
Commissioner Sullivan made the motion. Commissioner Litafik seconded the motion.
Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 08-10-002



Chairperson Akers requested a motion authorizing Legal Counsel, Dan Stratton, to settle
the pending litigation as discussed in the Executive Session. Commissioner Sullivan
made the motion. Commissioner Collins seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as
follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 08-10-003

Mr. Stratton stated that with regard to the UMG contract, the contract was for a term of
five (5) years and was entered into three (3) years ago. There is a provision in the
contract that allows for a review of operations after three (3) years and renegotiate any
issues that arose out of that review. At the Board meeting in July, the Board authorized
Mike Spears, CPA, and Mr. Stratton to review the performance of the contract and the
terms and conditions thereof. Mr. Stratton stated that he and Mr. Spears have determined
that there are some possible opportunities to renegotiate some terms of the contract and
requested the authority, along with the Chairperson, to meet with UMG and discuss the
terms and conditions which they feel would be beneficial to the District. Chairperson
Akers requested a motion for authorization to meet with UMG representatives to discuss
the renegotiation of the terms and conditions of the contract. Commissioner Collins made
the motion. Commissioner Litafik seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 08-10-004

Mr. Stratton stated that Mike Spears, CPA, was in attendance to present an audit report.
Mr. Spears stated that he would first like to address that issue of an annual rate increase.
Those do happen but that are difficult to get in increments due to the future projections
needed to justify that kind of increase. More importantly, the operating loss is an issue.
The Public Service Commission will not allow Mountain Water to show an operating profit
because depreciation for Coal Severance for now is two point four million dollars ($2.4M)
and that amount would have to be completely covered. The PSC looks more specifically
is the cash flow of the District and for the bond payments. He stated that he believed that
outside of the City of governments that are not subject to the PSC can raise their rates as
they want to. If a large surplus was accumulated, the PSC would require Mountain Water
to have a rate decrease to balance it out. With that said, the District does have a cash
flow problem, which is a part of the reason why the Board is meeting with Mr. May and
UMG.

COMMISSIONER COMMENTS AGENDA ITEM VIII
Chairperson Akers inquired if there were any Commissioner comments. There were none.



ADJOURN MEETING AGENDA ITEII IX
Chairperson Akers stated that if there were no further comments, she requested a motion be
made to adjourn the meeting. Commissioner Litafik made the motion. Commissioner Sullivan
seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 08-10-005



MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS REGULAR MEETING

October 29, 2008
10:00AM

ATTENDANCE
Chris Harris, Magistrate, District 6
Hilman Dotson, Magistrate, District 5
Jerry Layne, Resident, Stopover, Ky.
Russ Cassady, Appalachian News Express
Roland Case, Asst. County Attorney
Jackie Cole, Pike County Health Department
Tim Campoy, Environmental Designs, Inc.
Jody Hunt, Summit Engineering, Inc.
Mike Spears, Spears Management
Jerry McNamee, Inspector
Greg Dotson, Inspector
Bob Meyer, UMG
Dan Stratton, Stratton, Hogg & Maddox
Will Brown, Manager, UMG
Grondall Potter, UMG
Tammy Olson, Executive Assistant/Office Manager, UMG
Kevin Lowe, Executive Assistant/Office Manager, UMG

CALL TO ORDER AGENDA ITEM I

The Mountain Water District Board of Commissioners Regular Monthly Meeting was held on
Wednesday, October 29th, 2008 at 10:00a.m.

Commissioners present for the meeting were as follows:

Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Chairperson Toni Akers was absent for this meeting.

WELCOME NEW BOARD MEMBER
Vice Chairperson Litafik stated that the Board of Commissioners would like to welcome its newest
member to the meeting today, Ms. Rhonda James.

VISITORS AGENDA ITEM II
Vice Chairperson Litafik inquired if there were any visitors for today's meeting. Magistrate Hilman
Dotson, District 5, was recognized by the Vice Chair. Mr. Dotson stated that he wanted to bring the
issue of the lack of water pressure at the head of Winns Branch for Bobbi Coleman to the Board's
attention. She has had professionals install a pump at the foot of the hill where she lives but she
has no water pressure every morning. Other times of the day she has water pressure. Vice
Chairperson Litafik inquired if anyone had been out to evaluate this situation yet. Grondall Potter,
Operations Manager, stated that he told Ms. Coleman's parents at the last meeting to call him or
Will Brown, Manager, and let them know when she could meet with them and they would go to the
property as private citizens, not as Mountain Water District representatives, and see what they
could do to help. She has not called to set a time to meet. Mountain Water District personnel have
been there several times and put pressure charts on the base. We consistently maintain forty (40)
pounds of pressure at her base. Mr. Potter stated that he has a relative that lives next door to Ms.
Coleman and he also has an inline pump. He has no pressure issues. Her problem is on her side of
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the meter. Manager Brown stated that he believes that her inline pump is too large and pulls the
line out of water when it kicks on. Mr. Potter and Mr. Brown are still willing to go over and look at
the situation when she calls to let them know when she will be home. Mr. Dotson stated that
another issue he wants to bring to the Board's attention is the odor at Pounding Mill lift station. He
stated that some days you can pass by there and it is okay, but other days you can't stand the
odor. He inquired if anything has been decided about how to solve this problem. He stated that he
knew the same issue was occurring at Forest Hills at South Williamson. Manager Brown stated that
it is partly the nature of a force main system, in that part of it is exposed to the atmosphere, and is
also the distance that the sewer has to travel before it gets to a plant. The District has recently
received a chemical that will be fed at Forest Hills and at Pounding Mill. It will probably reduce the
odor by seventy-five to eighty percent (75-80%) but will not eliminate it completely. Magistrate
Chris Harris, District 6, stated that he can't imagine that the system was designed in such a way
that it would put off such an odor. He stated that he is getting complaints from fans attending ball
games that the odor is so bad. He inquired if the system was designed to have that chemical put
into it and the District has not been using it. Manager Brown stated that the system is not designed
to have to use this chemical, however, the transit time of the sewer in the line is very important. If
the sewer stays in the line a long time, it generates hydrogen sulfide gas, which is the odor that
people are experiencing. Jody Hunt, Summit Engineering, stated that there is a blower installed at
the Forest Hills lift station and a part to it had fallen off the input and was reinstalled. He went back
a day or two later and it had remedied the problem at that time. Mr. Hunt stated that there are
several methods to keep the odor down such as a scrubber, injecting the line with oxygen and
chemicals. These are all methods that can be tried to help eliminate the odor. Manager Brown
stated that the odor can be reduced but not totally eliminated because of the nature of the system.
If you drive down US 23 near Walters Chevrolet around 5:00 pm you can smell that plant all the
way to the four lane road. Magistrate Dotson stated that the plant at the Phelps Intersection is also
having a problem with odor. Manager Brown stated that the Phelps Intersection station is to be
redone in the near future. He also stated that the sewer collects in the station and builds up to a
certain level before it is pumped on downstream to the next station or to a wastewater plant. The
amount of time that the sewer stays in the lift station before it is pumped out determines whether
the sewer becomes septic or not. Magistrate Dotson stated that he is not trying to tell the District
how to run their business, but he has a responsibility to the people in his district to try to help better
their lives and keep them from having to live around or smell that all the time. He stated that he
knows that the District is aware that there is a problem with these stations and recommended that
the District get some outside help to eliminate the problem. Manager Brown reiterated that the
problem can be reduced but not eliminated. The amount of odor is determined by the number of
people using the system and length of time the sewer stays in the lift station. The more flow there is
going to the station the sooner it will leave the station and be pumped on downstream to the plant.

-- Magistrate -Dotson--inquired -if- adding more -people from -the--Smith Fork--project will .help. the.
situation. Manager Brown stated that it might help but it wouldn't make the odor go away. The
chemicals that the District just received will be fed into the line at Phelps Intersection and at Forest
Hills which helps to treat the sewer before it gets to the station. Magistrate Dotson inquired who
determines where the lines are to be installed. Manager Brown stated that District makes
recommendations regarding where the most people can be served for the fewest dollars but the
State Legislature makes that final determination. Mr. Dotson stated that he had been told that when
Smith Fork Sewer Project was done, the next phase would be Barrenshee to Majestic and
Stopover. But he is hearing now that the sewer may be going up the Right Fork of Peter Creek.
Manager Brown stated that he thinks it will go to Beech Creek but that was not the District's choice.
The District's choice was to construct the rest of Forest Hills, Indian Creek (which did not get
funded), Long Fork of Virgie and the Dorton area, but the District did not request funding for Beech
Creek. Mr. Dotson stated that in the Majestic and Stopover areas there is a high population and
limited room to set septic tanks and so there are a lot of straight pipes and they need sewer
service. Mr. Dotson also stated that the area of Peter Fork has a lot of complaints due to odor from
straight pipes. Manager Brown stated that the District wants to serve all the customers it can, and
the residents of Winns Branch to Meta have been asking for at least five (5) years when they are
going to get sewer service, but it all depends on the funding. Magistrate Harris stated that there
were several issues and projects on the agenda that he is interested in that are on going or
proposed in his district, so he is in attendance to observe the meeting and gather information. The
Vice Chair recognized Roland Case, Assistant Pike County Attorney. Mr. Case stated that he is
attending the meeting on behalf of the Pike County IDEA Board regarding the property at Mossy
Bottom. The IDEA Board is very interested in having that property deeded back to them for
industrial development and inquired as to when that might be done. He stated that he understands
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that there are some issues with the old plant that is on the property now, but time is of the essence
with the IDEA board wanting to acquire the property back. Dan Stratton, Legal Counsel, stated that
that he has reviewed the deed and there is no reverter clause that requires the District to deed the
property back, however, there is no need to keep the property if the District is not going to be using
it for the wastewater plant. The issue becomes whether the plant be relocated to Pond Creek,
which at this time there is not a location to move it to, or sell the plant for salvage material and build
a new one. Relocating the current plant would probably require moving it now to a storage lot and
then moving it again when the location was available. This would deplete most, if not all, of the
savings generated from a single move. He recommended that the Board work with Summit to
develop any options that are available and make a decision from there. Mr. Case stated that it is
hard for the IDEA Board to negotiate on the property when they don't have title to it. They want to
develop this property but until they have the title they can't really do anything with it. Mr. Case
inquired as to the time frame of when a decision would be made. Jody Hunt, Summit Engineering,
stated that this issue is being addressed by gathering cost information for moving the plant versus
building a new one (steel or concrete). The concrete plant manufacturer is to be here November 5'"
with that option. Having someone bid for salvage of the plant is also an option. Commissioner
Sullivan inquired as to the age of the Mossy Bottom plant. Manager Brown stated that it is about
twelve (12) years old. Commissioner Sullivan inquired how old the Douglas plant was. Mr. Brown
stated that it is about thirty (30) years old but was renovated for over a million dollars. Manager
Brown recommended that the Board advertise the current station as salvage to see what the
numbers are for that option in order to compare it to moving it or building a new one. Vice
Chairperson Litafik requested a motion to authorize Summit Engineering to advertise the Mossy
Bottom Wastewater Plant for salvage and to present a comparative analysis at the November
Board meeting. Commissioner Collins made the motion. Commissioner Sullivan seconded the
motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Absent
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 08-10-006

Mr. Case inquired if it was the consensus of the Board that the property will be deeded back to the
IDEA Board. Mr. Stratton stated that it will take one more month for a decision on the plant to be
made.--Mr. Case inquired if it is-the intent of-the Board-to -keep the property-after-the -station-was--
removed. Manager Brown stated that the original intent was that the property would revert back to
them when the District had no further use for it. Magistrate Harris stated that with regard to an
unrelated matter, he inquired why most of the water purchased for resale is being purchased from
the City of Pikeville when Williamson's rates are cheaper. Manager Brown stated that it is out of
convenience due to the way UMG operates the system, and UMG does pay for the water.
Magistrate Harris stated that his concern is that if the Board is working toward saving money in
order to avoid raising the rates again, it would make sense to buy as much water as possible from
the less expensive alternative. Mr. Stratton stated that his point is well made, however, the
direction of the flow of the water is an operational decision made by UMG, one that the District is
not involved in. Mike Spears, CPA for Mountain Water District, stated that the issue that needs to
be clarified here is that the District does not purchase the water; UMG pays for it as part of the
contract. Magistrate Dotson inquired who sets the water rates for the customers. Mr. Spears stated
that the Public Service Commission sets the water and sewer rates for the District. Magistrate
Harris stated that if there is a way to reduce our expenses in order to save the customers of the
District money, it should be looked into. The Board agreed to check into the matter further. Vice
Chairperson Litafik inquired if there were any more visitors. There were none.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES AGENDA ITEM III
Vice Chairperson Litafik requested a motion to approve the minutes from the September 24th,
2008 regular Board meeting and the October 3" special Board meeting. Commissioner Collins
stated that a correction to the Pikeville City Manager's name be made on page 8 of the regular
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meeting minutes. Commissioner Sullivan made the motion to approve the minutes as corrected.
Commissioner Collins seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Absent
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 08-10-007

PAYMENT OF BILLS AGENDA ITEM IV
Vice Chairperson Litafik requested a motion to approve the payment of bills as presented.
Commissioner Sullivan made the motion to approve the payment of bills as presented.
Commissioner Collins seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Absent
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 08-10-008

CUSTOMER ADJUSTMENTS AGENDA ITEM Vl
Vice Chairperson Litafik requested a motion to approve Customer Adjustments in the amount of
four thousand dollars and sixty-seven cents ($4,000.67) as presented. Commissioner Collins made
the motion. Commissioner Sullivan seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Absent
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 08-10-009

CONSTRUCTION REPORT AGENDA ITEM VII

Update by Summit Engineering —Jody Hunt, P.E.—on the following projects:

1. Forest Hills Sewer Project, Phase II:
Update by Jody Hunt, Summit Engineering. Mr. Hunt stated that Phase II is complete and
there is nothing new to report at this time.



2. Shelby Valley Sewer Project, Phase III:
Update by Jody Hunt, Summit Engineering. Mr. Hunt stated that construction is on going
at this time. The contractor has approximately ninety percent (90%) of the residential
grinders installed. There is an issue with the power to the lift station on AEP's side and the
rest of the residential grinders can not be put on line until the lift station has power.
Because of this, there may be an issue in the future with a time extension request. The
contractor has worked every day of the contract and has been very diligent in completing
this project. Another issue with this project is with the current inspector, Jerry McNamee.
He has taken another position and wants to start the first of next week. Mr. Hunt stated that
he has spoken with Mr. Campoy with EDC, Inc. regarding the remainder of the inspection
contract for the project. Mr. Campoy has expressed a willingness to provide an inspector
through Resource Management to complete the project. Mr. Hunt recommended that the
Board authorize Resource Management to provide inspection for the remainder of the
Shelby Valley Sewer Project, Phase III. Vice Chairperson Litafik requested a motion to
authorize Summit Engineering to negotiate an inspection contract with Resource
Management to provide the remaining inspection services for this project. Commissioner
Sullivan made the motion. Commissioner Collins seconded the motion. Commissioner
voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Absent
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 08-10-010

Long Fork of Virgie Sewer Project:
Mr. Hunt stated that the funding for this project should be available around the first of the
year. Summit is currently working on the design for this project and the contract for this
project needs to be finalized. He presented a copy of the engineering contract to Dan
Stratton, Legal Counsel. He stated that it is the same format as has been used previously
for other projects such as Shelby Valley Sewer, Phase III and the Pond Creek Sewer
Project with the addendum. The funding arriount for this project is 'approximately-
$1,400,000. Construction cost is being anticipated to be about $1,100,000. A summary of
the costs were attached to the contract and inspection services are not included. Vice
Chairperson Litafik requested a motion to approve the engineering contract with Summit
Engineering for the Long Fork of Virgie Sewer Project, pending legal counsel review.
Commissioner Collins made the motion. Commissioner Sullivan seconded the motion.
Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Absent
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 08-10-011

4. Belfry/Pond Creek Sewer Project:
Mr. Hunt stated that this issue has been discussed previously in the meeting when
discussing the relocation or rebuilding of the Mossy Bottom plant. He also stated that he



would know more about the estimated costs after his meeting with concrete contractors on
November 5'".

Pond at Draffin AML Water Project:
Mr. Hunt stated that this project is ahead of schedule. The railroad permits and the
encroachment permits are in process.

COAL SEVERANCE PROJECTS REPORT

Update by Tim Campoy, Environmental Design Consultants:

WTP Raw Water Intake:
Update by Tim Campoy, EDC, Inc. Mr. Campoy stated that the contractor has prepared the
site for the subcontractor to come in and drill the casings that go into the riverbed. There
have been problems with a subcontractor committing to the work and then backing out of
the project. Another sub has now committed to come the third week of November and
perform the work. As of this date they have not contacted us to nail down the contract
price. The contract time is ending mid-December and Mr. Campoy recommended that the
Board consider a one hundred and eighty (180) day extension on this project in order to be
able to finish it. Mr. Stratton inquired if there had been any rain delays or other issues that
have contributed to the need for an extension. Mr. Campoy stated that there have not
really been any delays due to weather cqnditions. Mr. Stratton inquired if there are penalty
provisions in the contract. Mr. Campoy stated that there are penalty provisions that are
standard in the contract. Manager Brown stated that the contractor is at the mercy of the
subcontractor because of the specialty of the work to be performed. There are only a
couple of contractors in the country that can do this kind of work and getting them to honor
their commitments is difficult. This current subcontractor says he can do the work but he is
a few weeks out from coming to the site. The Board tabled this issue until the November
meeting.

WTP Expansion/Upgrades."
Update by Tim Campoy, EDC, Inc. Mr. Campoy stated that this project was on hold due to
waiting for the high service pump to arrive. It has arrived and the contractor is on site.
Completion of this project is expected in the next three (3) weeks.

Big Shelby Branch:
Mr. Campoy stated that this project is completed except for the pump station. The pump
station will be completed when the Coal Severance funds are released, probably the first of
the year and will be approximately twenty thousand dollars ($20,000).
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GW Newsome Line Extension:
This project is completed.

Update by Greg Dotson, Inspector

Smith Fork of Phelps Sewer Project:
Commissioner Earl Sullivan passed around photographs of the work that has been done in
the previous month on the Smith Fork Sewer Project. Greg Dotson stated that the
contractoi woiked twerity-thiee (23) of the last twenty-five (25) days-this month; Phirty=-
seven percent (37%) of the construction is complete with sixty-three percent (63%) of the
time expended. There are thirty-three (33) of one hundred and forty-one (141) grinders on
line at this time.

DRAWS:
Vice Chairperson Litafik requested a motion to approve the draws as submitted.
Commissioner Sullivan made the motion. Commissioner James seconded the motion.

SHELBY VALLEY SEWER PROJECT, PHASE III

Contract 3 Coal Severance Funds
Contract 3 Coal Severance Funds
Contract 3 Coal Severance Funds

$ 2,158.06
$ 6,227.89
$ 109,467.83

BIG SHELBY BRANCH
Contract 1
Contract 1
Contract 1

Coal Severance Funds
Coal Severance Funds
Coal Severance Funds

$ 572.40
$ 26,955.86
$ 803.00



SMITH FORK OF PHELPS SEWER PROJECT
Contract 1 Coal Severance Funds
Contract 1 Coal Severance Funds

BIG CREEK SEWER PROJECT
Contract 1 PRIDE Funds
Contract 1 PRIDE Funds
Contract 1 Sidney Coal Funds

FERRELLS CREEK AML —POND AT DRAFFIN
Contract 5 AML Funds
Contract 5 AML Funds

$ 62,119.15
$ 5,363.32

$ 69,300.00
$ 123.29
$ 11,100.00

$ 18,648.50
$ 238,675.95

WTP EXPANSION PROJECT
Contract 1 Coal Severance Funds $ 11,516.00

Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Absent
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 08-10-013

MANAGER'S REPORT AGENDA ITEM VIII
1. Monthly Operating Report:

Vice Chairperson Litafik requested a motion to approve the monthly operating report as
submitted. Commissioner Sullivan made the motion. Commissioner James seconded the
motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Absent
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 08-10-014 I

NEW BUSINESS

Legal Issues-
Update by Dan Stratton, Stratton, Hogg 8 Maddox. Mr. Stratton stated that a verdict was
rendered in the amount of thirty thousand dollars ($30,000) in the Irvin Smith case and
there are grounds for appeal. The normal post trial motions have been made that will be



heard in the next couple of weeks. Based on the outcome, a decision will be made as to
whether to proceed with an appeal. There has been no action in the Steven Dodd case or
the Daniels cases. With regard to the condemnation of AEP's right of way on the Jesse
Allen Coleman property, we have contacted AEP's local attorney and they forwarded
information to AEP and have contacted him back, but he has not communicated back with
them as of yet. There has been no follow up on the Don Adkins matter since the last Board
meeting. He has not made any appointments for a meeting as of yet. There was a claim
made by Ron Stepp regarding damages to a corn bin that he claims was damaged. A
settlement agreement has been reached. The issue with the easement with the Corps of
Engineers at Fishtrap has not yet been settled due to an issue with liability of the
contractor's work for the "in kind" part of the easement. Mr. Stratton made the
recommendation to just pay the money for the easement directly to the Corps of Engineers
and not worry about the rest of the consideration. Regarding the collection of the past due
amounts in the South Williamson area, Mr. Stratton directed Kevin Lowe, Executive
Assistant/Office Manager, to fax the list to his office again and he would move forward with
the collections. The final issue was a letter received requesting a line extension at the
District's expense to Gannon Estates at Meathouse. The District has no legal obligation to
run a line that results in the development of private property and Mr. Stratton will draft a
letter in response to Mr. Gannon.

Cowpen Sewer Project-
Manager Brown stated that Rural Development is still waiting for the District to sign
documents transferring the RD loan over to the City of Pikeville, but there was a
construction overrun on that project of over eighteen thousand dollars (+$18,000). The City
of Pikeville has been collecting revenue on this area for more than a year. Manager Brown
recommended that the Board not agree to transfer it unless the City agrees to pay the
overrun. Mr. Stratton stated that if the District was gaining revenue from this area, we could
afford to pay the overrun, however since the City has been collecting the revenue; there is
a basis for asking them to pay the overrun. Mr. Stratton recommended that Mr. Brown write
a letter to the City of Pikeville requesting that they pay the overrun on the Cowpen Project
before the transfer can be completed.

LMI Project—
Funding may be available in October or early November. Mr. Brown stated that in order on
the priority list, the LMI tap funds were number thirteen (013). Commissioner James stated
that she-had-spoken to the-Department for-Local Government-and was -told that--with-their--
estimations and projections for what should be funded this quarter, the LMI's would be
funded in this quarter. There has been no deposit into our account as of yet.

Short Line Extension Projects-
Manager Brown called the Board's attention to four (4) different letters that were received
regarding the funding being received after January 1, 2009. Mr. Campoy stated that these
five (5) areas have been selected to be bundled into a project with a budget of about five
hundred and fifty thousand dollars ($550,000) which is approximately half of the total
funding awarded for this project. The permits have been submitted and approval from
Division of Water has been requested for all but one. Mr. Campoy requested authorization
to advertise these projects for bid with possibly a bid hold on them so they will be ready to
go when the money comes in. Interim financing is in place for this project, but may not be
needed if we put a hold on the bid until the funding is available. Manager Brown
recommended that the Board advertise it with a sixty (60) day bid hold on the project and it
won't have to be awarded until the MOA comes in and interim financing would not be
needed. Vice Chairperson Litafik requested a motion to authorize EDC, Inc. to advertise
the Short Line Extension Project for bid with a sixty (60) day bid hold. The areas included
in this project are Elm Street of Phelps, Peter Branch of Robinson Creek, Little Fork of
Route 611, and Sycamore/Petty Fork of Long Fork of Virgie. Commissioner Sullivan made
the motion. Commissioner Collins seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:



Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Absent
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 08-10-015

5. Disposal of Nlossy Bottom Sewer Plant'P-
Manager Brown stated that this item was covered earlier in the meeting.

Costs of Maintaining Grinder Pumps in the Sewer System-
Manager Brown called the Board's attention to a handout of the number of grinders being
replaced per month throughout the sewer system. So far, we have had the spare grinders
to replace them, but the question becomes what happens when we run out of spares and
have to spend the money to replace them. Vice Chairperson Litafik inquired as to what

could be done to curb this problem. Manager Brown stated that he believes that in some
instances, the force main is not large enough, so the grinders have to work harder and

longer to pump the sewage out. This shortens the life of the grinder. Most of the grinders
we are replacing are in the Phelps system. Commissioner Sullivan inquired if Manager
Brown is referring to a 2" line. Manager Brown responded that he is referring to the grinder

that sets in the customer's yard. Commissioner Sullivan inquired how big that line is.
Manager Brown responded that it is about 1 /4". Commissioner Sullivan inquired if that line

needs to be larger than that. Manager Brown responded that that line doesn't but the force
main itself is where the problem is. It can be anywhere from 1 N" to a 6" or an 8". When

you run two (2) or three (3) miles of 2" or 3" line, there is a lot of'ressure on it and he
believes that is what is causing the failure of the pumps. Other systems are getting ten (10)
years of-life from-these-pumps-without a problem;-Commissioner-Sullivan-inquired as-to the--
size of the smallest line we should be laying. Manager Brown stated that 2" should be the
minimum and should serve no more ten (10) or fifteen (15) homes. He also stated that
most of the systems that Summit Engineering has designed have not had near the
problems that other areas have had. The maintenance of these systems will be a serious
expense in the future as they age. The lines in the Phelps area are undersized and causing
a lot of this problem. However, built into the Smith Fork Project is the replacement of six
thousand feet (6,000') of 2" line with 3" line and the upgrade of the lift station in the area. In

the future, the Board will need to study the design of sewer systems very carefully to
ensure the correct sizing of the line. Vice Chairperson Litafik stated to Mike Spears, CPA,
that this will need to be factored into future financial analyses.

Larry Burnette —Wastewater Treatment Plant at Island Creek-
Manager Brown stated that he and Grondall Potter, Operations Manager, went and looked

at the plant. Mr. Burnette has completely rehabilitated the plant, but the major concern is

that due to the work load we currently have, we don't feel we have the manpower to take
on another plant. It would generate revenue of about one thousand ($1,000) to eleven
hundred dollars ($1,100) per month and it would cost that much or more to operate it. Mr.

Burnette's best solution would be to hire a licensed operator privately to operate it for him.
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Pond Branch Road at Elkhorn Creek-
Manager Brown stated that there are two (2) homes in the Pond Branch Road area that are
not served. Elkhorn City serves the homes at the mouth of the hollow already. The District
would have to purchase water from Elkhorn City to serve those two (2) homes. Mr. Brown
recommended that the Board offer Pond Branch Road to be part of Elkhorn City's service
area if they will accept it. Vice Chairperson Litafik requested a motion to authorize Dan
Stratton, Legal Counsel, to draft a letter to the City of Elkhorn City offering Pond Branch
Road at Elkhorn Creek to be included in their service area. Commissioner Sullivan made
the motion. Commissioner James seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Absent
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 08-10-016

Identity Theft Policy—
Manager Brown stated that Homeland Security requires all public utilities to adopt a theft
identification plan. A copy of the plan was distributed to the Board members. Vice
Chairperson Litafik requested a motion to approve the Identity Theft Policy as presented.
Commissioner Sullivan made the motion. Commissioner Collins seconded the motion.
Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Absent
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. -08-10-017

10. November and December Meeting Dates-
Manager Brown stated that the December meeting date of the 31" should be okay,
however, the day before Thanksgiving has traditionally been a problem day for the Board
meeting to be held for some. The decision was made for the Board meetings to be held on
November 25'" and December 31".

11. Financial Report —Michael Spears
Mr. Spears stated that he had mailed out, prior to the meeting, a copy of the financial

report. He requested that the Board let him know of any comments or items included in the
summary letter that they wanted changed. Mr. Spears quickly reviewed the different pages
included in the financial report. He stated that at this time the District is behind a half

payment to UMG. The trend analysis is a new addition to the report that should help the
Board members to see a clearer picture of the financial shape of the District. He stated that
if the Board had any questions he could be contacted at home or by cell phone at any time.
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12. UMG Contract-
This item was not addressed in open session at this time in the meeting.

13. Executive Session-
Vice Chairperson Litafik requested a motion to Convene Executive Session. Commissioner
Collins made the motion. Commissioner Sullivan seconded the motion. Commissioner

voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik

Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Absent
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 08-10-018

The record will reflect that Chairperson Toni Akers joined the meeting during

Executive Session via conference call. She was unable to attend the meeting due to
illness in her family.

Vice Chairperson'itafik requested a motion to Reconvene from Executive Session.
Commissioner Collins made the motion. Commissioner Sullivan seconded the motion.

Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik

Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No;-08-1 0-019—- -—

Dan Stratton, Legal Counsel, stated that the Mountain Water District has been in

negotiations with Utility Management Group, LLC seeking modifications to the contract in

order to create more cash flow for the District so that the District could pay its bond debt.

The District has been unable to reach an agreement with UMG as to the restructuring of

the contract.

Vice Chairperson Litafik stated that based upon the inability to reach an agreement with

UMG with regard to the restructuring of the contract, he requested a motion be made to

provide notice to UMG to terminate the contract pursuant to the terms of the contract.

Commissioner Sullivan made the motion. Commissioner James seconded the motion.

Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik

Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins

Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 08-10-020
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Mr. Stratton stated that he would provide written notice to UMG today in the form of a letter
to Bob Meyer, Controller, and acknowledged that there are a lot of issues to be addressed
with regard to this matter and stated that he looks forward to working with Mr. Meyer in that
regard.

Vice Chairperson Litafik requested a motion to authorize the Board of Commissioners to
take initial steps to begin the transition from UMG to the Mountain Water District.
Commissioner Collins made the motion. Commissioner Sullivan seconded the motion.
Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 08-10-021

Mr. Stratton stated that a press release has been prepared and is available for the
members of the media present at today's meeting.

COMMISSIONER COMMENTS
Vice Chairperson Litafik inquired if there were any Commissioner comments. There were none.

ADJOURN MEETING
Vice Chairperson Litafik stated that if there were no further comments, he requested a motion be
made to adjourn the meeting. Commissioner Collins made the motion. Commissioner Sullivan
seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 08-10-022
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MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS SPECIAL MEETING

MARCH 30, 2009
10:00AM

ATTENDANCE
Tommy Justice, Visitor
Donovan Blackburn, City of Pikeville, Ky.
Tim Campoy, Environmental Designs, Inc.
Jody Hunt, Summit Engineering, Inc.
Mike Spears, Spears Management
Greg Dotson, Inspector
Ross Anderson, Inspector
Dan Stratton, Stratton, Hogg 8 Maddox
Greg May, COO, UMG
Bob Meyer, Controller, UMG
Grondall Potter, Manager, UMG
David Taylor, Operations Manager, UMG

Tammy Olson, Executive Assistant/Office Manager, UMG

Kevin Lowe, Executive Assistant/Office Manager, UMG

CALL TO ORDER AGENDA ITEM I

The Mountain Water District Board of Commissioners Special Meeting was held on Wednesday,

March 30, 2009 at 10:00 a.m. Chairperson Akers clarified that this meeting is a special meeting

because the regularly scheduled meeting for March 25'", 2009 had to be rescheduled to today and

therefore, any item that is not on the agenda cannot be discussed.

Commissioners present for the meeting were as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik

Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Commissioners absent for the meeting were as follows:

Commissioner Earl Sullivan

VISITORS AGENDA ITEM II

Chairperson Akers inquired if there were any visitors for today's meeting. The Chair recognized

Tommy Justice, a business man from Blackberry. He stated that he is putting in a pay lake at

Blackberry and the sewer service stops about twelve hundred feet (1,200') from the pay lake's

location. This is an excellent place for a camp ground and he needs sewer service. He came into

the office last week and was told if the line was extended, it would have to be at his expense at this

time. He is at the meeting to inquire if the Board could provide him any help with this extension

funding. There is water that goes by there already but he needs the sewer service also.

Chairperson Akers inquired from Grondall Potter, Manager, if he was aware of Mr. Justice's

request. Mr. Potter stated that he had called in before and Jamey Keathley, Wastewater

Supervisor, was sent to gather information for a cost estimate on the location. There is no current

funding for this extension. The only funding possibly available would be at the Phelps Sewer

Project. There is some funding left over in that project but the District has made a commitment to

Judge Rutherford and the Magistrates in that area to keep the remaining funding with the Phelps

water shed. It is up to the Board to review the site and consider if you want to go that direction with

the remaining funding. Chairperson Akers inquired if the cost estimate has been completed yet. Mr.

Potter stated that all information is not done as of meeting time today. Chairperson Akers stated

that a cost estimate has to be provided to the Board for review before the Board could make any

decisions on what, if anything, could be done. Mr. Justice thanked the Board for their time and

exited the meeting. Chairperson Akers inquired if there were any more visitors. There were none.
1



APPROVAL OF MINUTES AGENDA ITEM III

Chairperson Akers requested a motion to approve the minutes from the regular meeting on

February 25, 2009. Commissioner Litafik made the motion to approve the minutes as presented.
Commissioner Collins seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik

Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 09-03-001

PAYMENT OF BILLS AGENDA ITEM IV
Chairperson Akers requested a motion to approve the payment of bills as presented.
Commissioner Litafik made the motion to approve the payment of bills as presented. Commissioner

James seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik

Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-03-002

CUSTOMER ADJUSTMENTS AGENDA ITEM VI
Chairperson Akers requested a motion to approve Customer Adjustments in the amount of eight

thousand, one hundred eighty-eight do(lais and riinety:one cents-t$ 8,188.91) as presented;

Commissioner James made the motion. Commissioner Litafik seconded the motion. Commissioner

voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik

Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-03-003

CONSTRUCTION REPORT AGENDA ITEM VII

Update by Summit Engineering —Jody Hunt, P.E.—on the following projects:

1. Shelby Valley Sewer Project, Phase III:



Mr. Hunt stated that the project is substantially complete and we have been waiting to

receive remaining funding from an old project and he wanted to make sure we received
that money in before extending the project any further. Carrie Hatfield has informed him

that the funding has been received and a change order has been prepared in order to add

nine (9) additional customers at the end of the project, design is already complete on that.

The change order also includes a time extension to June 6, 2009 in order to give the

contractor time to complete the additional customers and because there is a rail road bore

involved which may take some time to complete. Additional engineering is not needed due

to the original engineering cost being for the entire project, so there will be no additional

engineering costs, however, there will be additional inspection fees included on the change
order due to Resource Management's inspection contract for this project is up, in the

amount of seven thousand, seven hundred and thirty-five dollars ($7,735.00). Tim

Campoy, EDC, Inc. stated that he had brought the new Resource Management contract for

the additional work with him for the Board's approval as well. Mr. Hunt stated that there is

approximately one hundred and six thousand dollars ($106,000.00) remaining for this

project. If everything goes according to what was discussed at previous meetings, there

would be additional funding left over to purchase fourteen or fifteen (14-15) grinder units to

replace any that go down. Chairperson Akers requested a motion to approve the change

order for the Shelby Valley Sewer Project, Phase III, and also to approve the payment of

seven thousand, seven hundred and thirty-five dollars ($7,735.00) for additional inspection

fees for the nine (9) additional customers. Commissioner James made the motion.

Commissioner Collins seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik

Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-03-004

2. Long Fork of Virgie Sewer Project:
Mr. Hunt stated that this project is still in the design phase. They have the layout complete

and are currently working on the hydraulics of the project. Mr. Potter stated that the grant

agreement has been executed by the Board and we are waiting for the agreement to be

executed by KIA and returned.

Belfry/Pond Creek Sewer Project:
Mr. Hunt stated that this project is also still in the design phase. The line layout and

hydraulics have been completed for the line portion of the project. He brought the plans for

the Board's review. It is a fairly extensive project and there are approximately eight (8)

pages to the plans. The plant site location is still an issue. There have been some

discussions with the school board and they are meeting this week and are willing to talk to

the engineers. Hopefully it will get approved at this weeks meeting for their portion of the

property. The other portion of the property belongs to Tierney Land Group. Several letters

have been sent to them. Mr. Stratton stated that it would appear that we will have to

condemn the property and he would recommend to the Board is that they authorize an

appraisal to be done on the property and write them a letter based on the appraisal. If no

agreement can be made, then we proceed with the condemnation. Chairperson Akers

requested a motion to authorize an appraisal to be done on the property and make a

written offer to Tierney Land Group based on the appraisal amount, and if not accepted,

proceed with the condemnation of the property. Commissioner Collins made the motion.

Commissioner Litafik seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:
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Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-03-005

Mr. Stratton inquired if Jody Hunt would sent him a plat map showing him the property
boundaries and what area that is needed for the plant. Mr. Hunt agreed to get that
information for him.

Pond at Draffin AML Water Project:
Mr. Hunt stated that this project is substantially complete and a walkout was completed on
this project. There were some minor clean up issues that need to be addressed. A letter for
the final close out of the project is being prepared. AML has requested that Mr. Hunt hold
off on sending that letter until they are able to perform their own final walk through. They
were not able to attend the one that was already done. He has spoken with AML about all

the documentation that is needed for the close out and final payout of the project. As soon
as the release letter is received from Summit Engineering, the District can proceed with

setting meter bases and adding customers to water service. Mr. Potter stated that he has
reviewed the letter that Mr. Hunt has today for the Board's signature and it is basically a
letter saying that the Board has seen the plans and are in agreement with the alignment as
shown on the plans.

COAL SEVERANCE PROJECTS REPORT

Update by Tim Campoy, Environmental Design Consultants:

WTP-Raw-Water-Intake.
Update by Tim Campoy, EDC, Inc. Mr. Campoy stated that the contractor is working on the
fabrication work on the walkway and barge in their shop. He distributed a picture of the
barge for the Board's review. The barge section is about fifty percent (50%) completed and
walkway portion is about thirty percent (30%) completed at this time. They have also been
working on removing the pier that was built out of rock to set the posts in the river. That is
being removed in order to clean it back up and set the barge in the structure and build the
rest up around it. He expects to have this completed in the next sixty (60) days.
Chairperson Akers inquired if the recent rains have hampered the ability to move forward
with this project. Mr. Campoy stated that the rains have held up the project. Every time we
turn around we have two (2) or three (3) days where the pier is exposed followed by a
week of it being under water. Even when there was not rain, we have had to deal with rain

upstream or Flannigan letting out. Mr. Potter stated that the construction easement for
access to the intake structure from the Bowlings runs out in April and the residents have
requested four thousand dollars ($4,000) for the continuance of the easement. It needs to
be continued for another year. Mr. Potter stated that they had originally requested five
thousand dollars ($5,000) and they have now agreed to accept four thousand ($4,000).
Chairperson Akers requested a motion to authorize the extension of the easement for the
Bowlings for one year in the amount of four thousand dollars ($4,000). Commissioner
James made the motion. Commissioner Litafik seconded the motion. Commissioner voting
as follows:



Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-03-006

WTP Expansion/Upgrades:
Update by Tim Campoy, EDC, Inc. Mr. Campoy stated that the contractor has completed
his work. The last valve was installed last week. The only part remaining is the electrical,
power and control wiring that the District had agreed to do. There is funding set aside for
this portion of the project and the District needs to set a schedule for completing the work.

3. Big Creek Sewer Project:
Mr. Campoy stated that this project is substantially complete and the contractor on the Big
Creek portion of this project is doing reclamation work at this time. There were fifty-six (56)
conventional systems installed and nine (9) aerator systems. On the Elkhorn City
wastewater portion of the project, all equipment is installed now. He spoke to the contractor
last week and he was in the process of ordering his OSHA signage which is the final issue
to take care to be completed. There will be funding left over on this project which can be
moved over to the Watson Hill/Orinoco project to help with the completion of it, along with

Fiscal Court funds that Mr. Potter has gotten committed for it as well.

Short Line Extensions - $1,300,000
Mr. Potter stated that the five (5) individual line extensions have been approved by the
Division of Water, but no grant agreement has been received as of yet. We have received
the letter from the Clearinghouse that it has been approved through-them; Mike-Spears-
stated that Kelli Rice had indicated that she put them in the mail on Thursday of last week.
Mr. Campoy stated that he is still on hold as far as giving the contractor a Notice to
Proceed. Mr. Potter inquired if Mr. Campoy could go ahead and issue the Notice to
Proceed upon word that the funding is available and the agreement is received for the first
five (5) extensions. The receipt of that will be before the next meeting. The Board
collectively affirmed that the Notice can be given upon confirmation that the agreement is
in and the funding is available. Mr. Campoy stated that the second contract of this project
is to construct line extensions at Kettle Camp Branch and Adams Branch. This part of the
project has been submitted to the Division of Water and there is a good chance approval
could be received by the next board meeting. He requested authorization to advertise
Contract 2, Kettle Camp and Adams Branch for bid. The cost estimate for this contract is
about four hundred eighty to five hundred thousand dollars ($480-$500,000). Chairperson
Akers requested a motion to authorize the advertisement for bids for the Short Line
Extensions upon receipt of the Memorandum of Agreement and confirmation of funding.
Commissioner James made the motion. Commissioner Litafik seconded the motion.
Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik

Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye
Aye



Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-03-008

Various Short Line Extensions - $100,000
Mr. Potter stated that we have not received the grant agreement as of yet, but it has
passed the Clearinghouse. This funding is to be allocated to the Watson Hill project. The
Board had rejected the bids for this project at the last meeting in order to rebid both
Watson Hill and Orinoco together as one project using this funding and the Watson
Hill/Orinoco funding for one hundred and fifty thousand dollars ($150,000).

Watson Hill/Orinoco - $150,000
Mr. Campoy stated that this project is to be submitted to the Division of Water in April. The
approval may not be in before the next meeting, but if it does, he inquired if the Board
wants to authorize the advertisement of Watson Hill and Orinoco together so that they can
be available at the next Board meeting. Chairperson Akers requested a motion to authorize
the advertisement for bids for the Watson Hill and Orinoco and Various Short Line
Extensions projects upon confirmation that all funding is available and Division of Water
has approved the projects. Commissioner Collins made the motion. Commissioner James
seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-03-007

Update by Doug Griffin, Kenvirons, Inc. and Greg Dotson, Inspector

Smith Fork of Phelps Sewer Project:
Greg Dotson stated that this project is complete and the contractor is working on a punch
list. They are working on the change order items of installing a three inch (3") line to Beech
Creek and they are beginning to begin the work on the station at the Phelps Intersection.
Mr. Potter stated that Doug Griffin called him this morning and they had discussed the
issue that change order number one (1) for eighty-three thousand dollars ($83,000) that
included a duplex pump station in the amount of ten thousand dollars ($10,000) and there
were two (2) installed. The contractor was told in November that he would get two (2) for
ten thousand dollars ($10,000) and two (2) have been set. At the meeting during that
month, the board approved by resolution to set the amount for future duplex grinder units

at twenty-eight hundred dollars ($2,800). The contractor is reviewing the units that have
been set to negotiate a price, believing that the price was too low. Mr. Potter inquired if it is
the Board's intention to honor the first two (2) at ten thousand dollars ($10,000) each and



negotiate a price for any thereafter that are presented by the contractor. Chairperson Akers
requested a motion to authorize to pay ten thousand dollars ($10,000) each for the two
duplex grinders set for the Smith Fork Sewer Project prior to the resolution resetting the
price, and any after that would be negotiated with the Board of Commissioners.
Commissioner Litafik made the motion. Commissioner Collins seconded the motion.
Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-03-009

Mr. Potter stated that Mr. Griffin had also mentioned the additional funding for this project
in the amount of eight hundred thousand dollars ($800,000). A letter has been sent to
Judge Rutherford committing that funding to be spent within the water shed of the Phelps
area. Mr. Griffin is inquiring if this additional funding will be change ordered into the existing
contract or will the whole project be rebid as a new project. Mr. Potter stated that they have
prices in place and they run the risk of paying higher prices if it is rebid, but it is up to the
Board how to proceed. After discuss among the Board members and legal counsel,
Chairperson Akers requested a motion to authorize the bid for the Smith Fork, Phase II as
a new project. Commissioner James made the motion. Commissioner Collins seconded
the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-03-010

Mr. Potter inquired if the Board wanted management to send Doug Griffin information
regarding rebidding-the-new funds for the. new. contract. Chairperson..Akers.stated. that.
would be fine, but if it going to be rebid it would not be just him but any engineer that wants
to bid on it. Mr. Potter replied that this would be for him to go ahead with the advertisement
for bid. Mr. Stratton stated that what the Board is saying is that they want everything rebid
including the engineering services.

DRAWS:

Chairperson Akers requested a motion to approve the draws as submitted. The draw for
the Smith Fork Sewer Project was changed during the meeting by Mr. Griffin, according to
Carrie Hatfield to sixty-three thousand and four dollars ($63,004) to be paid to BMM, Inc.
Chairperson Akers requested a motion to approve the draws as corrected. Commissioner
Litafik made the motion. Commissioner James seconded the motion. Commissioner voting
as follows:

BELFRY POND SEWER PROJECT
Contract 1 Coal Severance Funds

FOREST HILLS SEWER PROJECT
Contract 1 Coal Severance Funds

SMITH FORK OF PHELPS SEWER PROJECT

$ 56,936.74

$ 4,265.00



Contract 1
Contract 1

Coal Severance Funds
Coal Severance Funds
Changed to-

BIG CREEK SEWER PROJECT
Contract 1 PRIDE Funds
Contract 1 Sidney Coal Funds
Contract 1 Sidney Coal Funds

$ 4,039.74
e i~ cnw nnT

$ 63,004.00

$ 40,000.00
$ 20,886.80
$ 6,500.00

WATER TREATMENT PLANT INTAKE UPGRADE
Contract 1 Coal Severance Funds
Contract 1 Coal Severance Funds

$ 6,662.37
$ 79,325.00

LNIIPROJECT
Contract 1
Contract 1
Contract 1
Contract 1

Coal Severance Funds
Coal Severance Funds
Coal Severance Funds
Coal Severance Funds

$ 32,273.00
$ 9,533.94
$ 34,791.32
$ 400.00

FERRELLS CREEK AML PROJECT
Contract 5 ANIL Funds
Contract 5 AML Funds

$ 2,453.75
$ 86,167.37

HENRY CLAY SEWER PROJECT
Contract 1 Corps of Engineers Funds $ 13,470.00

Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-03-011

MANAGER'S REPORT — — AGENDA-ITEM-Vlll-- ---
1. Monthly Operating Report:

Mr. Potter stated that one hundred and thirty-four (134) taps have been completed since
February 3'nd we have projected approximately one hundred and eighty to two hundred
(180-200) taps can be done with the current funding. Chairperson Akers requested a
motion to approve the monthly operating report as submitted. Commissioner James made
the motion. Commissioner Litafik seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik

Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-03-012

NEW BUSINESS

1. Legal Issues-



Update by Dan Stratton, Stratton, Hogg & Maddox. Mr. Stratton stated that the Jesse Alan
Coleman condemnation suite is progressing. The Judge has all the necessary documents
to get appraisal done. We have obtained a judgment on the Estep case, the Jewel issue
has been resolved and we have obtained a judgment on the Kohari outstanding bill. We
now need to move forward on collecting on the judgments that have been made. There has
been progress made on the issues made involving the UMG contract, which will be
discussed in executive session. Legal Counsel has been notified of a claim made by
Robert Coleman, who claims he fell in a meter base while mowing his grass last year and
sent a demand letter from his attorney. He is not sure if that falls under the liability policy
and he was going to report it to see if there was coverage on it. Another issue is the City of
Pikeville's rate increase for the purpose of water and this will also be discussed in

executive session. Mr. Stratton stated that the Board had asked him to review the contracts
for use on vacant lots and in the District's agreement it states that the owner agrees to
commence use on the day that the water or sewer is available, so with that provision in the
agreement the District can start billing from when it is set and service is available.

Update District Rules, Regulations, Tariff-
Kevin Lowe stated that the District has received a letter from the Public Service
Commission asking for more information on our request to increase the sewer tap fee.
They want a more detailed breakdown of how we came up with our cost and wanting to
know each phase of all of our sewer projects and when they started. We are working on

gathering that information for them.

LMI Project-
Mr. Potter restated that there have been one hundred and thirty-four (134) taps set since
February 3". And we are projecting that we can set one hundred and eighty to two

hundred (180 —200) with the current funding. Once we reach that level we will stop
construction and wait for the next amount of funding to become available before setting
more.

Relocation of Waterline —DOT KY 199 Project:
Mr. Potter stated-that-bids-were opened by-the Engineer-with -Commissioner. Sullivan .in

attendance. The apparent low bidder was Kinney, Inc. and the Engineer is checking his
calculations to make sure they are correct at this time and then will make his
recommendation. Commissioner Litafik inquired who the owner is of Kinney, Inc. Mr. Potter
stated that he didn't believe that Kinney, Inc. has done work for the District before. He is
currently doing a project in the Elkhorn City area. Jody Hunt stated that the lead man for
that company, he believes, is Kinney Cameron and they are from central Kentucky. Mr.

Stratton stated that the Board had passed a resolution about sending bids to his law office.
The bids were received here but he was in attendance when they were received.

Financial Report- Nlichael Spears, CPA-
Mr. Spears stated that he needs a gross operating revenue report signed by Chairperson
Akers for the Public Service Commission extension. Gross revenue is eight point three
million dollars ($8.3M). Mr. Spears called the Board's attention to the cash in bank amount
at the end of February of six hundred and sixty-seven thousand, six hundred and eighty-
five dollars ($667,685) with accounts receivable of one million and twenty thousand dollars

($1,020,000). Accounts payable was five hundred twenty-one thousand dollars ($521,000)
for a total equity amount at the end of February of eighty million, five thousand, five

hundred and two dollars ($80,005,502). The revenues for this month were seven hundred
and twenty-one thousand ($721,000). Operating expenses were eight hundred and thirty-
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four thousand dollars ($834,000) and this includes depreciation expense of one hundred
and eighty-eight thousand dollars ($188,000). There was a net loss for the month of one
hundred and fifty-nine thousand dollars ($159,000) and year to date was three hundred
and fifteen thousand dollars ($315,000). Cash flow for the month increased fifty-five
thousand and forty-five dollars ($55,045). The District needs to keep in mind that there are
bond payments coming due at the end of May and the first of June, totaling approximately
five hundred thousand dollars ($500,000). The District has not been able to put any
additional funds in the reserve accounts but the intentions are to refund the reserve
accounts to build them back up. Commissioner Litafik inquired as to what the
consequences were of being late on our bond payments. Mr. Spears stated that it would
affect any future loans. Commissioner Litafik inquired if they would file any legal
proceedings against the District. Mr. Spears stated that he didn't think so, but there is a
definite process they would go through. Mr. Stratton stated that they could sue the District
for breech of the agreement but the bottom line is that they are not going to repossess a
water line. So the worst thing they could do would be to garnish the District's bank account.
Mr. Spears stated that as proactive as we have been in growing the District, it would be a
bad mistake to try to consider missing a bond payment. Commissioner Litafik inquired if it

was possible to just the pay interest on one of them. Mr. Spears stated that a letter could
be sent to that effect and see what their response would be, but hopefully we will be able to
pay it and it won't be an issue. Chairperson Akers requested a motion to approve the
financial report as presented. Commissioner Collins made the motion. Commissioner
Litafik seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik

Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-03-013

6; — Committee for Russell Fork.Sewer Authority -..

This item was not addressed during the meeting.

Boil Water Advisory Procedure-
Chairperson Akers stated that the Pike County Fiscal Court is requesting that Mountain
Water District consider reporting all Boil Water Advisories to television stations in order to
reach more customers affected by the advisory. Tammy Olson, Executive Assistant/Office
Manager, stated that this issue was discussed at the last meeting and was tabled until this
meeting. Mr. Potter stated that the District is complying with all regulations and there is
always something who says that they don't read the newspaper, or watch television or
listen to the radio. David Taylor, Operations Manager, stated that some say that they have
satellite and don't even get the local channels. Mr. Potter stated that the District could
announce all advisories on the television but they don't do news updates until 6:00 in the
evening anyway. Commissioner James stated that she did notify the Fiscal Court that the
District was in the process of purchasing the one-call system. Mr. Potter stated that we are
looking toward purchasing an auto-dialer which is on the capital items list that could be
used not only for this purpose but also for notifying delinquent customers as well. It could
dial up to sixty (60) customers in an hour, but you can have up to four (4) dedicated phone
lines which could up that number to two hundred and forty (240) per hour. Mr. Potter stated
that in using it for delinquents, it could reduce the field costs of disconnections and
reconnections. Mr. Potter stated that he believes that the District makes an appropriate
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good faith effort, but it is solely up to the Board if they want to proceed with the television
notification. Mrs. Olson suggested that a letter could be sent to Pike County Judge
Executive explaining the difference between a "notice" and an "advisory". He may not know
when we have a "notice" the television stations are automatically notified due to the
eminent health danger, but an "advisory" is not an immediate health risk. The Board
members agreed that a letter should be sent to the Judge's office explaining the District's
policy and then the Board can act according to his response at that time. Mr. Potter
directed Mr. Olson to also put it on the agenda for his meeting with Judge Rutherford and
he will discuss it with him then, as well.

8. Capital Items List-
Mr. Potter called the Board's attention to the copies of the capital items. This issue was
tabled until the regular meeting in April.

Outstanding Accounts Receivable-
Mr. Potter called the Board's attention to the lists provided of outstanding invoices since
2002. There is approximately two hundred and two thousand dollars ($202,000). Mr. Potter
stated that the Board did not need to take any action at this time, but to review it and think

about what action the District should take to collect on these balances. Some have
received several notices and still have not responded. Mr. Potter stated that he will have a
more comprehensive list at the next meeting; he just wanted them to be aware that this
amount was hanging out there. Chairperson Akers stated that some that are older, if they
haven't been sent another notice, may not be aware that they still owe it and another
invoice should be sent to them all and then the Board can go from there. Commissioner
Litafik is some are disputed. Mr. Potter replied in the affirmative, but that we will make
another attempt to send out invoices and have an update at the regular meeting in April.

10. Transitional Issues-
Chairperson Akers requested a motion to convene into Executive Session. Commissioner
James made the motion. Commissioner Litafik seconded the motion. Commissioner voting

as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik

Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-03-014

11. Executive Session-
Chairperson Akers requested a motion to reconvene from Executive Session.
Commissioner Litafik made the motion. Commissioner Collins seconded the motion.
Commissioner voting as follows:
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Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-03-015

Chairperson Akers recognized Donovan Blackburn, City Manager from the City of Pikeville.
Mr. Blackburn stated that the City has made a submittal to legal counsel and have been in

discussions with what they are hoping to accomplish out of this, and appreciates the
Board's willingness to work with them. He is willing to get back together when the Board
has reached an understanding of what Dan is to discuss. Mr. Stratton stated that he hopes
to have a proposal to him by Wednesday with the changes that the Board has.

Mountain Water District Legal Counsel, Dan Stratton, stated that with regard to Transition Issues,
the Board has reviewed the recommendations for the HR policy for the District. A resolution is
needed to approve the policy to be effective on April 25, 2009. Chairperson Akers requested a
motion to approve the HR policy as reviewed and presented by legal counsel to become effective
April 25, 2009. Commissioner James made the motion. Commissioner Litafik seconded the motion.
Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-03-016

Mr;-Stratton continued-that-the-Distriot-wishes-to approve the contracts for.emplayment for Grondall ...
Potter and David Taylor. Chairperson Akers requested a motion to approve the contracts for
employment with Grondall Potter and David Taylor. Commissioner Collins made the motion.
Commissioner James seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik

Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-03-017

Mr. Stratton stated that in conjunction with that, the Board wants to prepare a press release
announcing who the new leadership team is, with the Chairperson's approval.

Mr. Stratton continued that they would move on now to dealing with the capital items list for 2009.
Mr. Potter called the Board's attention to their list of vehicles, equipment and office items that are
being requested. Mr. Potter stated that Kevin Lowe, Executive Assistant/Office Manager, has
looked into leasing the computers. Mr. Lowe stated that in leasing computers when we need to
replace them, Dell has a plan where we could lease the computers with no finance charges, and for
a fifteen hundred dollar ($1,500) computer it would be fifty dollars ($50) per month for thirty (30)
months and at that point we would decide whether to keep it or turn it back in for a newer model.
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Mr. Potter called the Board's attention to the vehicles list and stated that it was informational for the
Board at this time and would be finalized at the next meeting.

With regard to transitional issues again, Mr. Potter stated that the advertisement for the mini
excavator is already out and the ads for the trucks will be out Wednesday in the newspaper. The
transitional team has met regarding the uniforms and Aramark has come back with a better deal.
The Board decided that no pants would be provided for the office employees. If the Board wants to
proceed with Aramark the information is on the spreadsheet that each Board member has. Also, all
photos have been taken for the ID badges and they are ready to be printed this week. Kentucky
Retirement Systems will be in the office on April 9'" to discuss returning their system. They have
requested a copy of the bylaws and articles of incorporation for the District, as well as a tentative
2009-10 budget. A copy of this tentative budget was given to each Board member. He requested
authorization to proceed. Mr. Stratton stated that if the Board is okay with the uniform choice of
Aramark, they should ratify that decision made by the committee. Chairperson Akers requested a
motion to accept the Aramark bid for the uniforms. Commissioner Collins made the motion.
Commissioner James seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-03-018

Mrs. Olson stated that a resolution is also needed ratifying the authorization to bid for the mini
excavator and the vehicles. Chairperson Akers requested a motion to approve the advertisement
for bid for the equipment and the vehicles. Commissioner Collins made the motion. Commissioner
Litafik seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye
Aye

- -Upon Commissioner-voting —,the-motion-was carried and.passed.
Resolution No. 09-03-019

Mr. Potter requested authorization to provide all information necessary to Kentucky Retirement
System and to apply for returning to their retirement program. Chairperson Akers requested a
motion to that effect. Commissioner James made the motion. Commissioner Collins seconded the
motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-03-020

Mr. Potter distributed the quotes for insurance for health, dental, life, disability, etc. Mr. Lowe stated
that these quotes are what we have received so far. So far, the best health insurance quote is the
one through Nationwide for Anthem. Mr. Potter requested that the Board authorize the transition
team to accept the best quote for insurance when all quotes have been received. Chairperson
Akers requested a motion to that effect. Commissioner Litafik made the motion. Commissioner
Collins seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:
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Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik

Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-03-021

Mr. Potter stated that new employee files are being prepared and other employee issues are being
addressed. The transition is moving forward. Mr. Stratton stated that the only outstanding issue is
entering a settlement agreement with UMG to tie down the numbers before closing the contract.
The transition team is working on that as well. Mr. Potter stated that if the Board wishes, we can
proceed with sizing of the employees for the uniforms as soon as possible. The Board agreed to
proceed with that. Commissioner James inquired from Greg May if he had something that he
wished to add to the meeting. Greg May, COO, UMG, stated that he thought that they were
prepared to meet in executive session with the Board only. Chairperson Akers stated that they
could do that. Mr. May stated that it would be with only the Board members, Bob Meyer, Grondall,
David and himself.

Chairperson Akers requested a motion to reconvene back into Executive Session. Commissioner
Collins made the motion. Commissioner Litafik seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as
follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-03-022

Chairperson Akers requested a motion to reconvene from Executive Session. Commissioner
James made the motion. Commissioner Collins seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as
follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers --.
Commissioner Mike Litafik

Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

..Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-03-023

Chairperson Akers requested a motion to rescind the termination of the UMG contract that was to
expire on April 26, 2009 and will now run through June 30, 2010. There is a UMG contract
amendment that Dan Stratton will review before the Board will sign it. Commissioner Collins made
the motion. Commissioner Litafik seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik

Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-03-024
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Chairperson Akers requested a motion to rescind all motions for transitional actions that were
made during this meeting. Commissioner James made the motion. Commissioner Litafik seconded
the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-03-025

Mr. Stratton clarified that the City of Pikeville's contract remains the same. The Board confirmed
that statement. Mr. Taylor inquired if they needed to cancel the excavator bid. Chairperson Akers
stated that all was rescinded. Mr. Taylor stated that we still need the excavator and with a lease,
UMG will pay the bills anyway. It was agreed that this bid stand as approved for bidding.

Mrs. Olson requested that the Board approve the execution of the MOA for the Belfry Pond Sewer
Project. Chairperson Akers requested a motion to execute the MOA for the Belfry Pond Sewer
Project. Commissioner Collins made the motion. Commissioner Litafik seconded the motion.
Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-03-026

COMMISSIONER COMMENTS
Chairperson Akers inquired if there were any Commissioner comments. There were none.

ADJOURN MEETING
Chairperson Akers stated that if there were no further comments, she requested a motion be made
to adjourn the meeting. Commissioner James made the motion. Commissioner Litafik seconded
the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-03-027
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MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS SPECIAL MEETING

APRIL 3, 2009
10:00AM

ATTENDANCE
Chris Harris, Magistrate, District 6
Hilman Dotson, Magistrate, District 5
Jeff Anderson, Magistrate, District 1

Russ Cassidy, Appalachian News Express
Mike Spears, Spears Management
Dan Stratton, Stratton, Hogg & Maddox
Grondall Potter, Manager, UMG
David Taylor, Operations Manager, UMG

Tammy Olson, Executive Assistant/Office Manager, UMG

Kevin Lowe, Executive Assistant/Office Manager, UMG

CALL TO ORDER AGENDA ITEM I

The Mountain Water District Board of Commissioners Special Meeting was held on Friday, April

3, 2009 at 10:00 a.m. Chairperson Akers clarified that this meeting is a special meeting and

therefore, the Board can only discuss or take action on what is on the agenda.

Commissioners present for the meeting were as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik

Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Earl Sullivan

Commissioners absent for the meeting were as follows:

Commissioner Rhonda James

VISITORS AGENDA ITEM II

Chairperson Akers inquired if there were any visitors for today's meeting. The Chair recognized

Chris Harris, Magistrate of District 6. Mr. Harris stated that since he has been in office he has

tried, and done a good job, of not coming to the Board meetings and "sticking his nose" into

Mountain Water's business. The District is operated by the Board and the Magistrates vote for the

Board members. This is only the second meeting that he has been to since he took office seven

(7) years ago. He stated that are things that are going on now that need to be addressed. He has

spoken privately with some of the Board members and he wants his position to be known publicly

as to what he believes is the right thing to do and the reasons for that. Mr. Harris stated that he

was very disappointed to receive the letter from Chairperson Akers that the Board had agreed to

extend UMG's contract. The financial condition that the Board seems to be in right now compared

to what it was when UMG took over is much diminished, in an environment when they came on

the scene, they said they were going to do just the opposite. This contract was supposed to save

us money; we were supposed to be able to put in more water and sewer lines throughout the

county. We were going to run things more efficiently and everything was going to be clean and it

has been anything but that. Mr. Harris invited the Board to correct him if he said anything wrong,

and continued by stating that the District is in terrible financial condition. We (the District) have

had to borrow five hundred thousand dollars ($500,000) from the bank just to meet our

obligations, and now we are in a situation where we are going to have trouble meeting our bond



payments. All of that has happened under the watch of UMG and he doesn't see how that Board
can, in good conscience, renew a contract with a company who is partly responsible, or was at
least in charge of the oversight, during this time that the finances have been completely
demolished. He can't speak for everyone, he has two (2) members of the Fiscal Court here with
him today, but speaking for himself, the financial issues aside which are more than enough
reason not to bring the same people back in that helped to get us in this situation, but over and
above that, you'e got a company who is being named in an FBI affidavit from Clay Mason that
ties UMG to a federal indictment against Leonard Lawson, Bill Neibert and Brian Billings. This
isn't the type of clean running operation that we were promised when they came and talked this
Board into switching everything over from a public run entity into a privately run entity. It is just not
what it is supposed to be. He stated that he can't believe that this Board would sit back and let
this happen. The Board of Commissioners are stewards of this entity just as we (the Magistrates)
are stewards of the Fiscal Court and the county's money; and he just can't understand how the
Board can make this decision to enter into a contract, and he hasn't seen the contract but has
heard bits and pieces of it, but from what he understands, the proposal is that UMG is basically
going to give us (the District) five hundred thousand dollars ($500,000) and if we keep them for
another five (5) years they will forgive the loan. Mr. Harris directed Commissioner Litafik to correct
him if he was stating something wrong. Commissioner Litafik indicated for Mr. Harris to continue.
Mr. Harris stated that he wanted his concerns to be noted and on the record and he would like to
know publicly what advice the Board received from their attorney and their accountant, because
they know the workings of this as good as anyone, and he would like to publicly hear from both of
them what their recommendation for this contract is.

Chairperson Akers recognized Hilman Dotson, Magistrate, District 5. Mr. Dotson stated that he
was present today to find out what is going on in the county. The Magistrates are obligated to
their people in the county for good, clean drinking water and for sewer service and they have
heard rumors and are present today to find out what exactly we are into. He stated that they, as
members of the Court, are responsible somewhat to Mountain Water and their people. They need
to know, as members of the Court, what is really going on. He stated that he didn't know about
the contract that the Board has in front of them, or whether it is a good one or a bad one, but he
hopes that whatever kind of contract it is, that we can work to better our people and the Board
can get the District out of the hole that it is in. Mr. Dotson further stated that he is just concerned
about it.

Chairperson Akers then recognized -Jeff Anderson, -Magistrate;-District -1. Mr-; —Anderson -stated
that he doesn't understand, looking back, and with the problems that are currently going on north
of Pikeville with the high water rates and the residents not being able to get sewer service, and
being a former Sandy Valley Board member and not trying to nose into the Board's business, but
there have been some things that have happened that have basically put us on the spot that we
(The Magistrates) are going to be asked what is going on with Mountain Water; just like he was
asked why they dissolved Sandy Valley when their minimum bill was eleven dollars ($11.00)and
now it is twenty-seven dollars ($27.00). But those are completely different issues from what we
are here for today. He stated that the Board gave the sewer in the north corridor to the City of
Pikeville, if he is correct, and the Board was making about fifty to sixty thousand dollars ($50-
$60,000) per year on it. He asked at the last Board meeting that he attended why the Board did
that. He just doesn't understand, and maybe someone can help him to understand, why,
especially now with the situation that the District is in, why the Board gave away one of their
biggest profit centers and a relatively new system for about half of what it was worth and the debt.
He stated that now he has a million dollar ($1M) treatment plant at Mossy Bottom and a main
sewer line going down US 23 and still can't get sewer service. He has a letter at home from the
Mayor of Pikeville stating that they have the ability to provide sewer, and he thought it was going
to work out, so he requested Coal Severance funds from Representative Combs, and then they
said "No, we don't want it". Then they (The City of Pikeville) came up with all kinds of reasons. So
he has a letter stating that they have to do this, this and this before they can provide sewer and
another letter stating that they have the ability to provide sewer service with no strings attached. It

is almost like everything is tied in together and maybe the Board can fill him in on what is



happening...maybe some of the Board's service territory is being taken away or something, but
he would like to know the reasons why the Board gave away that sewer area. The reason he is
asking is because people that can't get service are asking him and he can't be an ostrich and go
bury his head in the sand and say, "well, I don't know but you'e not getting it". He stated that he
owes his constituents an answer. After no immediate reply from the Board members, Mr.
Anderson stated that if the Board didn't want to talk about it now that was fine, or if they wanted to
write him a letter that was fine. He returned to the subject of the UMG contract by saying that he
didn't know what kind of contract that the Board members had in front of them, but wants the
Board to know that last Hillbilly Days he ran into Greg May on the Boulevard, and he stated that
he likes Greg and that we all like Greg, he is running Utility Management, and he told Greg at that
time that he doesn't care who runs what or who owns what, but you can't break people. It
(Mountain Water District) is a public utility. Mr. Anderson stated that he didn't know if the Board is
privy to the financials of UMG, and honestly he doesn't care, but it looks bad when you are having
to borrow money to make your bond payment and then you look back and the Board has
basically given away some of their money making profit centers and now are having to borrow
money. He stated that he is just looking for answers just like the other Magistrates in attendance,
and if the Board can explain any of this or if they want to have another meeting he would be more
than happy to come back and meet again. He also stated that he would like to hear what the CPA
and Mr. Stratton's recommendation was regarding renewing the contract.

Chairperson Akers stated that she didn't know if she needed to say anything, but maybe needs to
let Mr. Stratton and Mr. Spears speak. But the Board as a whole made this decision after the fact
that UMG gave them a proposal that they felt like they had to go with because of the money
obligations that the District already has and because of the things that Greg (May) can possibly
bring to the table; and then if he doesn', this contract is only for fifteen (15) more months not five

(5) years. Commissioner Litafik restated that it was not for five (5) years and that the Magistrates
had not been given good information. Chairperson Akers continued that the Board has not signed
a contract for five (5) more years. This contract is only for fifteen (15) more months and runs
through June of 2010 and the Board feels like the recommendations that he made and the things
that he (Greg May) possibly could bring to the table for the District is the reason the Board made
this decision. The Board has been given a letter from the CPA stating that the Board can make
some money between now and then because of part of the recommendation that Mr. May made
and because of what he had to offer. So they'e (UMG) made some concessions and brought
back more to the table than they had left on it before. Commissioner Litafik stated that he totally
agrees with Chairperson Akers and-he-asked the question-the other--day,-and he is not-trying to
shift any blame back to anybody else, but he asked the question "if we do not do this, are you
sure that the District will have the money to make the bond payments" and the answer was "I'm

not sure". He inquired of the other Board members present to confirm that he asked that question.
Chairperson Akers and Commissioner Collins responded affirmatively. Mr. Litafik stated that now
he sees this letter here (from the CPA) and that is not what was told to him the other day. Mr.

Spears, MWD CPA, stated that Mr. Litafik asked him to guarantee that the District could make
their bond payments. Mr. Litafik responded that he had said "are you sure" not if he could
guarantee it. Mr. Spears conceded that whatever terminology was used, that Commissioner
Litafik had asked him "Can you say for sure that we can make bond payments without UMG?"
and that he had responded that he couldn't say for sure about anything. If the District had a
million dollars ($1M) and you spent nine hundred thousand dollars ($900,000) tomorrow, then we
couldn't make the bond payments. He stated that that was what he had said and the context
which he said it in, just to be clear about what he said. Commissioner Litafik stated that he did not
understand it that way. He asked Chairperson Akers if that is how she understood it. Chairperson
Akers responded that she really didn't think about it that way. Mr. Spears stated that that is why
he wrote the letter to the Board and the reason he wanted the Board to read it. Commissioner
Litafik stated to Mr. Spears that he (Mr. Spears) did not say that the other day. Mr. Spears
responded that he did say it the other day. Commissioner Litafik asked Commissioner Collins if

he had heard Mr. Spears say (what was in the letter) the other day. Commissioner Collins stated
that he really didn't remember that. Mr. Spears inquired if he had asked the Board for twenty-four

(24) hours to review the contract. Commissioner Litafik stated that he didn't remember that either.



Mr. Spears stated that he did request that time to review the contract and that Commissioner
Litafik told him that the meeting has to be done and the decision made today. That that is exactly
what Commissioner Litafik said and that he had also said, "We could make it tomorrow but I don'
see any reason to wait." Mr. Spears stated that he asked for twenty-four (24) hours to review the
contract. When the contract came up and he found out that the Board was having a special
meeting, he stated that he felt it was his obligation, just like he wanted to do then, to go in and
review the contract and make his recommendation to the Board. He wanted them to know that,
just like the letter said, after review of the contract he cannot recommend that the Board accept
the amendment as proposed. Commissioner Litafik responded to Mr. Spears that he did not say
that the other day. Mr. Spears reiterated that he asked the Board to give him time to review this
and inquired if he recommended this contract the other day. Chairperson Akers responded "no".
Mr. Spears stated "No, I did not". He stated that he didn't think there was anything that he said
the other day that could be construed as him being in favor of this and if any of the Board did, he
apologized. Commissioner Litafik stated that that was not his question and everyone is entitled to
his own opinion and whether Mr. Spears was in favor of it or not is immaterial. What his whole
question was this, "if we didn't take it back, where are we at then?" Mr. Spears stated that he
couldn't guarantee that we could make it if we don't take them back. Commissioner Litafik asked
where the half a million dollars ($500,000) plus to pay him off with two hundred and fifty thousand
dollars ($250,000) was. Where are we going to get that money? That is his whole question. He
asked Mr. Spears to tell him where we were going to get the money. Magistrate Harris inquired
why they couldn't get it from the bank. Commissioner Litafik inquired if they would give them
another loan. Magistrate Harris inquired if they had applied for one. Commissioner Litafik stated
that they haven't applied for one. Magistrate Harris inquired how would they know that the bank
would give them another loan or not. Commissioner Litafik stated that he didn't know if they would
or not, but do you want the District another three quarters of a million dollars ($750,000) in debt to
do that? Magistrate Harris stated that if that is what it takes to get back to where you can have an
honest....Commissioner Litafik interrupted his comment and inquired if he could say that the
District can get back to that point. Magistrate Harris responded that if this Board has the best
intentions....Commissioner Litafik interjected that they do have the best intentions....Magistrate
Harris continue that "yes" they can get back. This District generates plenty of enough revenue to
operate itself. You should not have to go back groveling to the company that put you in the
financial condition that you are in just give you another five hundred thousand dollars ($500,000)
to make your bond payment. You are, in essence, rewarding the company that put you in this
situation. Commissioner Litafik responded that Magistrate Harris has made some good points and
he will agree with him to-a certain extent; but-that-is not--the-whole. problem. here..Our.mission.
when he first came on this Board was to extend water to everyone in Pike County if we could, and
he apologized if he had gotten out of line with anybody. When he first started there were
approximately two thousand (2,000) customers...he requested Chairperson Akers help him with

the number. She stated that there may have been a few more than that at that time.
Commissioner Litafik stated that now we have approximately seventeen thousand (17,000)
customers. We have effectively gotten water to approximately eighty percent (80%) and there
were certain areas that it probably wasn't cost effective to have done that. Maybe it wasn't cost
effective, but do you shut these people out of water? No, you don't do that. But as you repay
these debts the money problem worsens. Commissioner Litafik conceded that he doesn't know
the full effect of UMG's contract, and that was probably part of it, but he didn't think that it was all

of it. Magistrate Anderson stated that the Board had said that Greg (May) could bring some things
to the table. He inquired what kind of things the Board was referring to. Chairperson Akers
responded that he had offered to try to get money for the District for debt service. Mr. Stratton
clarified that he offered to try to get a million dollars ($1,000,000) of grant money to fund our debt.
He also offered to get seven hundred and fifty thousand dollars ($750,000) for our repair and
maintenance budget. He stated that he wasn't in the room when Mr, May made his presentation,
but it was his understanding in the meeting afterwards that he said that if he wasn't able to get
that money, that the District could terminate the contract in 2010. Chairperson Akers stated that
there is no possible way that we can lose any more than we have already lost. If this happens
and he (Greg May) brings to the table what he thinks he can bring to the table, then it has to help
us. We have two CPAs or accounting people on the Board, and she stated that she is not



educated in that area other than being a book keeper for years, but those Board members ought
to be able to recommend these things to the Board. Magistrate Harris asked the Board's attorney,
Dan Stratton, if he is recommending this proposal to the Board. Mr. Stratton stated that he
wanted to put this in context of some history that he believes will be helpful. Chairperson Akers
interjected that our biggest problem that got us into this situation was the fact that we had not
raised water rates in "ever". We attached a small rate increase to the last bond payment that we
had, and it is just now starting to show up in our revenues. Magistrate Dotson responded that it

sounds to him like the District got into this shape by misusing funds. All of the Commissioners
responded a collective "no". Magistrate Dotson responded that he didn't mean the Board
members but UMG. He stated that you could look back and see the contracts and things where it

all went. Magistrate Harris stated that the allegations in the affidavit are that UMG is making one
hundred and some thousand dollar ($100,000+) consulting fees to people who are indicted. That
is all money that is generated from their business, and whether that is Mountain Water or the City

of Pikeville or where ever it is, those are revenues that they are bringing in from somewhere. The
District is paying UMG in the neighborhood of six hundred thousand dollars ($600,000) per
month.

Mr. Stratton stated that he wanted to clarify some things. He said that he wanted to take them

back in time to put some perspective on things and he will walk them through the process that

has gotten us here today. In July of 2005 the District entered into a contract for operations. It was
a five (5) year contract but there was a provision in the contract that after three (3) years
Mountain Water District could opt out by paying whatever was left on the capitalized investment

that UMG had made to start with the company. The Board directed us (Mike Spears and himself)

at the end of that three (3) year period in June of 2008, to review the contract and the

performance to see if it was meeting the expectations that the Board had. What they found was
that the annual billings had gone from six point eight million ($6.8M) to seven point five million

($7.5M) annually. It was all within the legitimate bounds of the contract, so they began to find out

why the fees had jumped so much. Magistrate Harris clarified that it was seven point five million

dollars ($7.5M) annually. Mr. Stratton confirmed that number and that was in July of 2008. Mr.

Stratton continued that the contract provided that, in addition to other things, that for every new

water tap, UMG got twenty-three dollars and change (-$23.00) a month to service that. They also

got nineteen dollars and change (-$19.00) for each new sewer tap per month. In the same time

period, and something that was not foreseen by either party, we put in close to two thousand

(2,000) LMI taps (Low, Moderate Income) along with another twelve hundred (1,200) regular taps.
We are now at about ninety-five percent-(95%) of the county covered;-The-low-and-moderate
income customers are generally low volume users. As a result of that, most of the billing from

them did not equal the twenty-three dollars and change (-$23.00) that we were assessed under

the contract. As a result of that, our expenses increases faster than our revenues increased and

thus ate into the reserve money. As a result of that, our bond reserves dropped nine hundred and

seventy-five thousand dollars ($975,000) over a three (3) year period. Magistrate Harris inquired

what that money was used for. Mr. Stratton responded that it was used to pay UMG. It came out

of reserves that we are required to maintain for our bond debt. Chairperson Akers stated that we

were also making bond debt payments out of that money as well. Mr. Spears added that it was

primarily used for bond payments and debt service. Mr. Stratton continued that based on these
facts, the Board directed him and Mike Spears to renegotiate the contract with UMG. They made

a proposal to UMG and they declined their offer and made a counter offer. We did a financial

analysis on that counter offer and deemed it insufficient and as a result of that we gave notice of

termination of the contract on October 29, 2008. The contract provides that they must get six (6)
months lead time which is why the effective date of termination was April 27'". In the interim we

have done all the things that we needed to do for a smooth transition and all but one (1) thing was

approved at the last meeting. At the last meeting, UMG came back and presented another

proposal which the Board considered. That is the proposal that Mr. Spears referenced to have

time to review. Magistrate Anderson inquired if Mr. Stratton had any numbers. Mr. Stratton

confirmed that he did. He stated that the UMG proposal which has been put into an amended

contract form, per his instructions from the Board, provides that they will give a five hundred

thousand dollar ($500,000) forgivable loan, amortized over five (5) years at five percent (5%). As



of June 1, 2010 when the contract will expire, the balance of that loan will be three hundred and
ninety-four thousand dollars ($394,000). Magistrate Anderson inquired if they were giving the
District money or loaning them money. Mr. Stratton stated that they are loaning us money that is

forgiven over time, five (5) years. Magistrate Anderson stated that they are not "giving" the District

anything. Mr. Stratton stated that if the District terminated the contract at the end of the 2010 term
it would be three hundred and ninety-four thousand dollars ($394,000), that would be our exit fee.
They have reduced our repair and maintenance bills for 2009 by fifty percent (50'/o) or a total of
thirty thousand, nine hundred and forty dollars ($30,940). They originally proposed reducing the
management fee thirty-six thousand dollars ($36,000) per month for a total of four hundred thirty-

two thousand dollars ($432,000) per year and at the Board's request, amended that to forty-six

thousand dollars ($46,000) per month for a total of five hundred and fifty-two thousand dollars

($552,000) per year. Magistrate Anderson inquired what the Board had asked for initially. Mr.

Stratton stated that he would get to that in minute but wanted to continue with what he was saying

before. The legal structure of the contract also changed with this proposal. UMG agreed to adjust

the fee adjustment formula, the one that was discussed earlier with the added amount for water

and sewer taps, and they agreed to drop that and change the monthly maintenance fee to a
negotiated amount. If an amount cannot be negotiated, it will be addressed to the CPI (Consumer

Price Index/Inflation Rate). In addition, the other major change in the contract was that they

currently pay for all expenses of producing water...purchased water and power. Our power bill

runs, on average, about eighty thousand dollars ($80,000) per month. The change in this contract

is that they are passing any increased cost in power over the baseline today, on to the District.

Any savings or decrease in power costs, would come back to the District. Instead of paying all the

costs of production, they are paying the water and the core power, but any increases in power

would be borne by the District. The other amendments we have discussed...the million dollars

($1M) and the seven hundred and fifty thousand dollars ($750,000) and they also committed to

work with having the District appoint someone to be a liaison to the Board. What we'e been

dealing with is that when we contracted out operations, we didn't want any employees so that

there would be no insurance payments or workers compensation or things of that nature. It has

been discussed and we believe that we may need someone to be the Board's representative to

review things. This is an idea that has been on the table for a long time and UMG agreed to

continue with that. Magistrate Harris clarified that UMG was handling all of Mountain Water'

finances. Mr. Stratton stated that Mr. Spears reviews everything on behalf of the Board and there

are independent auditors, but the day to day operations were being handled by UMG employees.

In comparing the old contract with the new, which we did not get to do in detail at the last

meeting, is that basically; in effect,-the five hundred thousand dollar ($500;000) loan-extends the-

contract for five (5) years or four (4) years past today. If we exit now, we owe UMG one hundred

and forty-four thousand dollars ($144,000). They also have some money that is owed. We have

offered to off set some money and we have offered to make their payments over time in order to

allow us cash flow to pay our bond payments. The question was how are we going to pay our

bond payments and the original answer was to ask UMG to take their payments over time and let

us use our cash flow and the five hundred thousand dollar ($500,000) loan to make the bond

payments. The Community Trust loan was primarily for our bond payment. Mike Spears clarified

that is was for the December bond payment. In terms of what it means to the District, our exit fee

today is one hundred and forty-four thousand dollars ($144,000). If we choose to exit in 2010, the

exit fee would be three hundred and ninety-four thousand dollars ($394,000) and that would

effectively prevent us from exiting the contract at that time. The other thing that is different from

the original contract is this...the contract eliminates a major cause of the problem which was the

additional cost for each new water and sewer customer, but substitutes the CPI. Under the old

contract, the CPI kicker did not kick in until two point five percent (2.5'/o). In other words, inflation

had to be above two point five percent (2.5/o) before there was any other adjustment. Under this

contract it starts at zero (0). So, if the inflation rate is five percent (5'/o) we are going to pay a five

percent (5'/o) increase over the management fee as opposed to a two point five percent (2.5'/o)

increase over the management fee. Lastly, the power bill passes a substantially unknown fee cost
to the Board and we don't know what that is. On the promise of the extra money, there is no

guarantee of that and there is no enforcement or penalty if that fails to come through. Based on

these things, from a legal perspective, the Board is assuming two (2) more unknown risks as



opposed to fixed fees, which is going to possibly...and he stated that he can't predict the
future...but possibly pass increased operating costs on to the District, and after reading Mr.
Spear's letter to the District this morning regarding this proposal, which according to his numbers
represents about thirty-two percent (32%) of what we had asked for that they turned down, and
based on that it would be difficult for him to recommend this contract because of the shifting of
cost fees and the shifting of risk. Magistrate Harris inquired if he told the Board members that
when it was presented at the last meeting. Mr. Stratton stated that there were some things that
were discussed and other things that he has told them for the first time today because he had not
had a chance to look at it in detail and these are things that he has developed in trying to do the
comparison of writing the amendment and comparing things one on one. Magistrate Anderson
inquired that thirty-two percent (32%) was what'? Mr. Stratton clarified that this contract
represents thirty-two percent (32%) of the amount of concessions that the Board had originally
requested during negotiations. Mr. Spears clarified that that is with his assumptions of the
unknowns. If you take those out, it is between thirty-two and forty-four percent (32%-44%).
Magistrate Harris stated that in order to be clear, the Board has their accountant advising them
not to do it, you have your attorney saying it is not a good idea, and members of the Court
present saying that they don't think it is a good idea, or at least that is what he is saying and he
doesn't want to speak for anybody else. He inquired if the Board didn't think that they should take
a little more time than just the time it takes to put a contract in front of somebody. At least give
your advisors the opportunity to look at the contract and make an informed decision on whether
this was the right thing to do for the seventeen thousand (17,000) customers that we have in this
District. He inquired if twenty-four (24) hours was too much to ask. Mr. Stratton stated that the
reason we are here today is because this item was brought up at a special meeting, which was in

lieu of our regularly scheduled meeting which had to be postponed. Because it wasn't on the
agenda as an item to be considered, the action that was taken at the special meeting was
voidable, and the purpose of this meeting was to correct that procedural error and bring it before
the Board at this meeting so the Board could take whatever action they so-choose to address that
issue. Magistrate Anderson inquired from the Board members what the reason was behind the
District selling the sewer area to the City of Pikeville. Chairperson Akers inquired if Grondall
Potter, Manager, could help out with this issue. Mr. Potter stated that at that time he was not
involved with that issue and he is not sure what the reasoning was behind that decision.
Magistrate Anderson stated that he is not questioning the transaction but it is just that hind site is
twenty-twenty and if he could cast his vote again he would not have voted to dissolve Sandy
Valley. It has been an embarrassment to Pike County and he can't understand why the District
gave >way a 'profit making-area; —Chairperson -Akers-stated that she-didn'- -think -it was;-Mr-.—
Stratton stated that he can't speak to the money but that the state has what is called a 201 district
designation for sewer. That has nothing to do with the water territory. The City of Pikeville's 201
boundaries that had been established as early as the nineteen seventies (1970's), and could
have been earlier than that, included all of the North Mayo Trail area. The City was saying that
this is, by statute, within their boundaries and it was. Magistrate Anderson inquired if it went all

the way down to the county line. Mr. Stratton stated that it almost did. The Board tried to work out
something with the City to comply with what was clearly their jurisdictional area. He cannot speak
to the money flow because he isn't familiar with that, but he did research the maps and where the
boundaries were and it was clearly within the City's jurisdiction. Mr. Spears stated that this
transaction did go through the Public Service Commission, if that is worth anything. Magistrate
Dotson address Chairperson Akers and apologized for getting a little bid "rowdy" before, but he
stated that it bothers him when she speaks about getting into this shape because the District
didn't raise the water rates. He stated that there are so many people out there that are on a fixed
income and can just barely make it, and on the other hand we read in the newspaper where we
are giving a guy big money to be a consultant for UMG and then they are putting it back like it

was the water rates. if we have one hundred and fifty thousand dollars ($150,000) to give a man
for a consultant fee, why are we worrying about this little water rate for? There should be a
balance in there somewhere when the blame can be put a little bit of everywhere. Chairperson
Akers stated that they had clarified that the LMI taps were essentially a big part of what put us
where we are but the water rates should have been raised before UMG ever took over. Mr.

Stratton stated that Mountain Water, other than who is named as Superintendent for the District,



has no control over UMG. Commissioner Litafik stated that it is two separate companies. Mr.

Stratton stated that Mountain Water has contracted with an independent contractor to do the job.
We have control over what we pay them in the contract and who gets appointed as project
Superintendent. Magistrate Dotson stated that the money is still going out and they are still

paying them to run it. He inquired if Mountain Water was in pretty good shape before it was
contracted out. Mr. Spears stated that the District was fully funded in our bond reserves according
to the audit and were current on our bond payments. Magistrate Dotson responded that in other
words, we were making it. Magistrate Harris stated that that is what you want from a district. You
don't want it to make money, you want it to break even. Commissioner Sullivan stated that we did

have a reserve fund of about nine hundred thousand dollars ($900,000) for emergencies. He

inquired if we have it now. The answer collectively was "no" and Commissioner Collins responded
that that was our problem. Magistrate Anderson clarified that the LMI fees was a part of the
contract with UMG. Mr. Spears clarified that the original contract had built into it an increase of
eleven hundred (1,100)water customers and four hundred (400) sewer customers per year. The
LMI taps hit us with twenty-some hundred (2,000+) in additional to our regular customers and was
something that the Board could not foresee. We did not take into consideration the LMI

customers would be minimum users instead of average water users. On an average year, the

District has added about three thousand (3,000) customers for the last two (2) years when

normally it would be about six hundred (600) per year because it is hard to add customers
efficiently to areas that don't have water now because the areas that are left are very expensive
to serve with few customers and the LMI taps were an unforeseen issue that came into play a
year after the contract with UMG. Mr. Spears stated that in order to clarify some things, in his

analysis he did not put any numbers in regarding what could happen at the legislature because
there is no way to estimate that and he did want to clarify that. Magistrate Anderson stated that

he will do whatever he can do to help the District get funding if he has to go to Frankfort or get
somebody at the Fiscal Court to help get the District grant funds. Magistrate Dotson stated that

he remembers years ago when there were a lot of problems with the water board and he isn'

sure if Chairperson Akers was there yet or not, but they weren't getting many lines run and were

at a stand still, and through this Board and with Will Brown, there has been a lot of progress over

the years. There are people who have water now that we didn't think would ever have water, and

he gives the Board members a lot of credit for that. You have worked hard and they are not there

to criticize anybody but they are here to represent their people and do the right thing. Magistrate

Harris stated that he believes that the Board is making a mistake and he would not have been
able to fee! like he was doing his job if he hadn't come today and told the Board his feelings. He

stated that he-has nothing personal-against-any Board member-or-anyone-at-UMG-...Magistrate....
Anderson stated that it was the same for him... Magistrate Harris continued that he felt that it was

his duty and obligation to the people he represents to at least present the Board with this side of

the story. Commissioner Sullivan stated that he was glad they came. Magistrate Harris stated that

he would like to make the affidavit and indictment regarding UMG a part of the public record. He

gave a copy of both documents to Tammy Olson, Executive Assistant/Office Manager, to enter

into the record. Chairperson Akers restated that that doesn't have anything to do with Mountain

Water District because they are not a part of that. Magistrate Harris stated that it is because it is

who the District is doing business with, and if you associate...Chairperson Akers interrupted and

stated that this came to light long after the signing of the contract with UMG. Magistrate Harris

responded that now they are signing another contract. Chairperson Akers and Commissioner

Litafik collectively replied that they are not signing another contract. Chairperson Akers stated

that they are trying to fulfill a contract and hopefully get some grants. Commissioner Litafik made

the suggestion that the three Magistrates in attendance, representatives from UMG, and a couple

of the Board members get together and see if we can work this out...is that a fair request?
Magistrate Dotson stated that they are not here to tell the Board what to do and they have

enough trust in them that they put them on that Board. Commissioner Litafik responded that he

knows that and that doesn't have anything to do with it. He stated that he wanted to make a
statement for himself and every other Board member that nobody was unduly influenced to make

the decision that they made that day. No Magistrate influence him, Greg May didn't influence him,

neither did anybody else. He stated that he doesn't look to any public funds for his living and the

decision he made was based solely from the heart. He stated that he has friends in that Board



room and that is not going change. We are not always going to agree on everything but there was
nothing done under the table or anything else with anything to do with this decision, other than
the facts as he heard them the other day. Magistrate Harris clarified that those facts came from
UMG. Chairperson Akers stated that that was correct. Magistrate Harris stated that he
(Commissioner Litafik) didn't ask the advice of the District's attorney or the advice of their
accountant. Commissioner Litafik stopped Magistrate Harris'omments and clarified that they
were here and maybe he didn't hear the advice they gave and maybe his mind was occupied with
something else that day, and he inquired from Chairperson Akers if she was told that if the Board
didn't do this, that this or that would happen? Chairperson Akers responded that she was not.
Magistrate Harris stated that they are being told that today. The Board has a chance to change
their mind with the advice from their attorney not to do it, from their accountant not to do it, and
now they have a chance to change their mind and it is up to them what they do, but at least they
are more informed today rather than just listening to the one side. Mr. Stratton stated that as a
procedural matter, the vote taken at the last meeting is either void or voidable because it was not
listed on the agenda. The next day he met with Chairperson Akers to review the contract and told
her that we needed to redo this because of the technical procedure violation that occurred and
she said that she would immediately call a meeting on Friday and bring this back and address the
procedural error. He took responsibility for that and for not bringing it up at the meeting, but it had
been a very long meeting and slipped his mind. Procedurally, the Board can do a couple of
things, they can do what Commissioner Litafik suggested and meet and then have another
special meeting. The termination of the original contract, however, is still in place unless the
Board votes to do something different and there is not another regularly scheduled meeting until

after the April 27'" termination date. The next meeting is the 29'". If the Board does not want to do
this today that is fine, but the Board would need to hold the meeting prior to the 27'" in order to
act accordingly. Magistrate Dotson stated that he doesn't care who runs it as long as our people
can get good, reasonably priced drinking water and he knows everyone has to make a profit to
stay in business but they have obligations to their people who constantly ask why their water bill

is getting so high. Commissioner Litafik inquired from Mr. Potter what our sewer rate is. Kevin

Lowe, Executive Assistant/Office Manager, spoke up and stated that the District's sewer rate is
fourteen dollars ($14.00) for the first two thousand (2,000) gallons of water used. Commissioner
Litafik stated that some districts in West Virginia have a base rate for sewer of over one hundred
dollars ($100.00). He stated that he didn't know if that was correct information but was what he
was told. Magistrate Anderson stated that he doesn't care who makes money,'but they'e got
people that look to them for answers and advice about what is going on and he just wants to be
able to tell them. something;-Magistrate Dotson stated-that--he believes that- the-Beard-has the
opportunity to have a good organization here and we'e got about ninety to ninety-five percent
(90-95'/o) of the county covered and they are over the tough part of getting line run and
everything and now, he believes if we manage it right we can get back to the place where we can
operate it. Chairperson Akers stated that we will survive and there is no doubt about it. She stated
that she has been here when we didn't even have yellow tablets to write on and had to bring their
own, and that sort of thing, and we were lucky that we had water. There were no frills whatsoever,
and it will get better. She also stated that she believes that the District has a great Board.
Commissioner Litafik stated that the Board members will not always agree with each other and if

they do something is wrong. Magistrate Harris agreed and stated that that is the benefit of having
a diverse Board. The Magistrates thanked the Board and left the meeting. Chairperson Akers
thanked them for coming and Commissioner Sullivan stated that their door is always open.
Magistrate Dotson stated that it is the same on their end. They thanked the Board and left the
meeting.

Chairperson Akers inquired from Commissioner Litafik if this sheds any different light on his
thoughts. Commissioner Litafik stated that truthfully, it really didn'. Chairperson Akers agreed.
She inquired the same from Commissioner Collins who responded also that it really didn't change
his mind. Chairperson Akers addressed Commissioner Sullivan, in that he was not present at the
last Board meeting but they had told him what was happening and what the proposal was.
Commissioner Sullivan inquired from Mr. Spears that he believed that he (Mr. Spears) told the
Board at a previous meeting that if we went with the termination of the UMG contract, that there



was a proposal for the Board that would take care of this bond payment by holding the payment
to UMG for thirty (30) days. Mr. Spears stated that it wasn't just that, but was that at the end,
whether it be now or a year from now, at the end of the contract UMG is still responsible for the
water for the months that we paid them to provide a service. The City of Pikeville is two (2)
months behind, just like our bills for December are sent out in January and we will get paid in

February. So at the time we were looking at that, we have seven hundred thousand dollars
($700,000) coming in as revenue this month and approximately five hundred thousand dollars
($500,000) going out in bond payments. The plan at that point was after paying two (2) payrolls
totaling about one hundred and fifty to one hundred and seventy thousand dollars ($150-
$170,000), with putting off the UMG payment for thirty (30) days, would enable us to pay the bond
payments. Through some of the later transition meetings, the water bill issue came to light and
Mr. Stratton issued a letter offering to offset some of that, that we would maybe pick up a water
bill in lieu of a payment, That is where he was coming from, but if we picked up the water bills and
couldn't delay a payment if we had to, his proposal wouldn't work. He could tell him what his plan
was at that time, and he did make that statement at a previous meeting. Commissioner Litafik

inquired if all five (5) of the Board members should be present before they made a decision on
this. Commissioner Sullivan stated that he believed so and he stated that they have come a long
way in trying to get this contract changed. Commissioner Collins stated that he believed they all

would agree that the Board needs to do what they believe is right and what they think is right in

their heart. Commissioner Litafik agreed. Commissioner Collins stated that they didn't need to be
thinking about raising rates or anything like that in order to make the money, because that is in

the past, and that they need to look at it both ways where we will come out to the best for this
Board. Chairperson Akers inquired if the Board wanted to have all five (5) Board members
present before a decision is made. The Commissioners present, collectively agreed to wait until

they could have a meeting with all five (5) members present before making a decision.
Commissioner Collins clarified that what the Board did the other day at the last meeting is
voidable. Mr. Stratton stated that in order to protect the Board from any potential issues down the
road, if the Board wants to postpone the decision, that is fine, but they need to go on the record
saying that the Board is setting aside the last vote until you can have the full Board present.
Commissioner Collins stated that it is easy for others to come in when they don't get to come in

and set in the executive sessions where the issued are hammered out. Commissioner Sullivan
stated that that is why he is glad that they came in because his understanding was that there was
a rumor circulating that he was voting for this in order to get his grandson a job, and that is a
"damn lie" whoever told it and that needs to be on the record. Commissioner Litafik stated that he
wondered what the rumors were of why the rest of them voted-for- the contract.-Commissioner-
Collins stated that there are certain things that the Board talks about in executive session that are
not made known to the public and things that cannot be discussed because it gets heated, even
in executive session, and people don't really understand the problem and are only hearing the
gossip.

NEW BUSINESS:

1. Proposal by Utility Management Group, LLC to amend Its contract with Mountain
Water District in order to be reinstated as Mountain Water District's contract
operator.

Mr. Stratton stated that if that is their direction then he will quote the motion for the Board if that is
their wish. Chairperson Akers responded in the affirmative. Mr. Stratton stated that the motion to
amend the UMG contract as approved in the special meeting of March 30'", 2009, is to be set
aside as procedurally incorrect in terms of having provided the previous notice and the Board
desires to have the full Board present upon the vote and that motion is rescinded subject to being
presented again at a future special meeting. Commissioner Sullivan made the motion.
Commissioner Litafik seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:
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Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-04-001

Mr. Stratton inquired if the Board wanted to set another date to address this issue. Commissioner
Litafik contacted Commissioner James during the meeting, who was out of town, and she stated
that she would be able to attend the meeting on Monday, April 6'" at 10:00 am, so the meeting
was set for that time. Russ Cassidy of the News Express, stated that as long as the notice was
given by the end of the day, they would be able to get it in the Saturday edition. Mr. Stratton
inquired if the wording of the agenda item was adequate as listed. Chairperson Akers stated that
she believed so. Mr. Stratton stated that they had wrestled with the wording a bit before it was
posted and he wanted to make sure it was worded clearly.

2. 2008-10 Smith Fork of Phelps Sewer Project

Chairperson Akers stated that at the special meeting on Monday, the board had discussed the
Smith Fork of Phelps Sewer Project and the Board needs to rescind its decision to rebid the
project due to the presentation from Mr. Potter of bid tab sheets that indicate that rebidding the
project would result in much higher unit prices. Chairperson Akers requested the motion to
rescind the resolution to rebid the Smith Fork Sewer Project and to change order the additional

funding into the current contract. Mr. Potter also stated that there were funds left over on the
original contract which resulted in change orders to upgrade the Intersection lift station and to
extend the 3" line up to the Nursing Home. There is an additional twenty-five (25) homes in

Ashlick and approximately six tenths (.6) of a mile of line that, according to the engineer, there will

be enough funding to complete if the Board approves it. Chairperson Akers stated that as long as
there will be no additional request for funds other than what is in there for this project, and after
he is done he-can-'t come back and-submit a request-for more funds because they came up short,
Mr. Potter stated that this is based on the original contract and is what the engineer relayed to
him. Mr. Stratton clarified that the Board is saying that the allocation of the funds for this project
need to be inclusive of construction, inspection and engineering costs and any other
miscellaneous items that are needed. There can be no additional requests for money to finish

paying for this addition other than what is provided in the funding now. Mr. Potter stated that he
understands and will relay that to the engineer. Chairperson Akers requested the motion again to
rescind the resolution to rebid the Smith Fork Sewer Project and to change order the additional

funding into the current contract and also to approve the change order adding twenty-five (25)
additional customers in the Ashlick area with remaining funds from the original contract.
Commissioner Litafik made the motion. Commissioner Collins seconded the motion.
Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik

Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-04-002
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3. Water and Sewer Stimulus Funding -Zebulon Area

Mr. Potter stated that the Pike County Fiscal Court had applied for stimulus funding to have water

and sewer provided to the proposed Scott Fork Industrial Park site. Although they applied for the

funding, it will eventually be operated and owned by the District and therefore, needs the

Chairperson of the Board to sign to try to get that funding. Chairperson Akers requested a motion

to authorize the Chairperson to sign the Pike County Fiscal Court's request for funding for the

proposed Scott Fork Industrial site water and sewer project in the Johns Creek/Zebulon area.
Commissioner Collins made the motion. Commissioner Litafik seconded the motion.

Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litaflk

Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-04-003

Mr. Potter stated that for the Board's information he had gotten a call from a resident in the

Virgie/Robinson Creek area asking why we were doing water sampling in their area. There is

some individual or company going throughout that area, saying that they are doing testing on the

water and the person who called alluded to the fact that this person represented themselves as
working for Mountain Water District. The caller offered to turn over the information they were

given to the District and we picked it up and this is not anyone who performs any sampling for the

District. We do our own sampling for routine compliance and Appalachian States Analytical is

contracted out to do the other testing that cannot be done in-house. Our employees always

identify themselves and have certain approved sample sites. Mr. Potter stated that he briefly

spoke to Mr. Stratton about this and thinks that it needs to be investigated further, and may

eventually need to be put in the paper that informs residents that if they get anything of this

nature, this is not affil>ated with Mountain Water District: The individuals were-telling the residents-

that they would come back and pick up the sample the next day and the residents were then

revealing that they would or would not be home the next day, which opens up another reason

why this should not be associated with Mountain Water District. Chairperson Akers stated that

she believed that the newspaper and the radio should be notified about this. Mr. Potter responded

that he just wanted the Board to be aware of the situation and that he was going to do more

investigation into the problem. Commissioner Collins stated that he bet this is a local company

doing this. Mr. Potter stated that he had cross referenced the phone number on the internet and it

came back as unlisted in Letcher County. He will continue to investigate further and keep the

Board informed. Mr. Stratton inquired if he had checked the Secretary of State's web page. Mr.

Potter stated that he had not yet, but would check to see if they were registered.

COMMISSIONER COMMENTS
Chairperson Akers inquired if there were any Commissioner comments. There were none.
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ADJOURN MEETING
Chairperson Akers stated that if there were no further comments, she requested a motion be
made to adjourn the meeting. Commissioner Collins made the motion. Commissioner Litafik

seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik

Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Ayet
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No, 09-04-004
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MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS SPECIAL MEETING

APRIL 6, 2009
10:00AM

ATTENDANCE
Chris Harris, Magistrate, District 6
Leo Murphy, Magistrate, District 3
Kenneth Robinson, Magistrate, District 4
Hilman Dotson, Magistrate, District 5
Russ Cassidy, Appalachian News Express
Dan Stratton, Stratton, Hogg 8 Maddox
Grondall Potter, Manager, UMG
David Taylor, Operations Manager, UMG
Tammy Olson, Executive Assistant/Office Manager, UMG
Kevin Lowe, Executive Assistant/Office Manager, UMG

CALL TO ORDER AGENDA ITEM I

The Mountain Water District Board of Commissioners Special Meeting was held on Monday, April

6, 2009 at 10:00a.m. Chairperson Akers clarified that this meeting is a special meeting to discuss
the proposal from Utility Management Group to amend the contract with Mountain Water District.

Commissioners present for the meeting were as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner Rhonda James

All Commissioners were present for this meeting.

NEW
BUSINESS'roposal

by Utility Management Group, LLC to amend its contract with Mountain
Water District in order to be reinstated as Mountain Water District's contract
operator.

Chairperson Akers stated that the Board needed to go into executive session to discuss
the proposed contract amendment from Utility Management Group to the Mountain Water
District. Dan Stratton, legal counsel, stated to let the record reflect that he has been
requested to have this fall under the exceptions to the open meeting rules based on the
proposed or pending litigation exception concerning the fact that if we break the contract
then there is a possibility of litigation, and they {the Board) have asked to consult on that.

Chris Harris, Magistrate, District 6, clarified that the vote would be made in the open
meeting. Mr. Stratton responded that the vote will be made in public but we have to give
a reason why they (the Board) are going into executive session and what is going to be
discussed in session and any ways around that if we can have it. Chairperson Akers
stated that before they go into executive session that she appreciates the Magistrates
coming to the meeting and that they need come more often, when we are not in

controversy. Magistrate Harris stated that when we are not in controversy there is really



no reason for them to be there. Chairperson Akers stated "yes there is, you need to come
and visit us every now and then". Hilman Dotson, Magistrate, District 5, stated that it

really doesn't matter if they do come according to the newspaper, that they (the Board)
don't listen to anything they (the Magistrates) say anyway so it doesn't matter. He

continued that the newspaper had said that and that the Magistrates weren't there when

the Board made that statement. Chairperson Akers stated that she didn't think that

statement was made. Magistrate Dotson stated that the newspaper had quoted that we

(the Magistrates) did not have any bearing on the Board's decisions. Chairperson Akers

inquired if it was supposed to be "free press, is that what it is?"

Chairperson Akers requested a motion to convene executive session. Commissioner

Litafik made the motion. Commissioner Collins seconded the motion. Commissioner

voting as follows:

Chairperson Akers Aye
Commissioner Litafik Aye
Commissioner Collins Aye
Commissioner Sullivan Aye
Commissioner James Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-04-005

Chairperson Akers requested a motion to reconvene from executive session.

Commissioner James made the motion. Commissioner Litafik seconded the motion.

Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Akers Aye
Commissioner Litafik Aye
Commissioner Collins Aye
Commissioner Sullivan Aye
Commissioner James Aye

Upon Commissioner voting,-the motion was-carried and-passed.
Resolution No. 09-04-006

Chairperson Akers requested a motion to approve the proposed Utility Management

Group amended contract with the exception of paragraph number five (5) which is to be

omitted. Commissioner James made the motion. Commissioner Collins seconded the

motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Akers Aye
Commissioner Litafik Aye
Commissioner Collins Aye
Commissioner Sullivan Nay
Commissioner James Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-04-007

Commissioner Sullivan stated that he wanted to explain his "No" vote. He stated that he

had thought about this for the whole weekend and have read this report from Mike

Spears. He cannot see where Mountain Water is going to be in business and he thinks it

is going to be UMG from here on out, so he is voting "No".



Dan Stratton stated that for clarification of what paragraph number five (5) is; in the
March 30", 2009 proposal to amend the contract, UMG proposed that any rate increase
in power bills be passed on to the District from the previous year and the savings would

be passed on also. This is a fairly significant number and the counter proposal back to
UMG is to delete that provision because it is not in the original contract, and that

maintains an incentive for UMG to monitor and maintain those costs to the lowest number

they can be. This will be taking a substantial unknown with a risk away from the District

and passing it back to the operator who has a better opportunity to control that cost than

the District would.

Commissioner Sullivan stated that he would like to make a statement before they

adjourn. As of today, he has resigned from the Board of Commissioners. He is sorry to

say that, but that it is his feelings. He doesn't think that, as he said, that it is Mountain

Water anymore, it is UMG. They are running the show so...he thought he was put on the

Board for Mountain Water and he really feels like it'...Chairperson Akers interrupted

Commissioner Sullivan and stated that they were put on the Board for Mountain Water

and still are a Mountain Water Board. Commissioner Sullivan stated that he doesn't see it

that way. Chairperson Akers responded that we all agreed when this contract was

signed, we all agreed on it. Commissioner Sullivan stated that we sure did, but this is a
renewal and we all agreed to cancel that contract, too, if you'l remember that.

Chairperson Akers agreed that they did. Commissioner Sullivan responded that "we

didn't do it and some of them took back water and you people know your names". So, as
he said, as of today he has resigned and he will still be friends with the Board.

Chairperson Akers responded that she hoped so. Commissioner Sullivan told the Board

to have a good day and left the meeting. Chairperson Akers responded "Thank you, you

too, you be careful".

COMMISSIONER COMMENTS
Chairperson Akers inquired if there were any Commissioner comments. There were none.

ADJOURN MEETING
Chairperson Akers stated that if there were no further comments, she requested a motion be

made to adjourn the meeting. Commissioner Litafik made the motion. Commissioner James

seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik

Commissioner Earl Sullivan
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-04-008



MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS REGULAR MEETING

APRIL 29, 2009
10:00AM

ATTENDANCE
Russ Cassady, Appalachian News Express
Donovan Blackburn, City of Pikeville, Ky.
Ronnie Brooks, USDA RD
Randy Jones, Rubin & Hayes
Bryan Lovan, O'rien & Gere
Doug Griffin, Kenvirons, lnc.
Tim Campoy, Environmental Designs, Inc.
Jody Hunt, Summit Engineering, Inc.
Mike Spears, Spears Management
Greg Dotson, Inspector
David Stratton, Stratton, Hogg & Maddox
Bob Meyer, Controller, UMG

Grondall Potter, Manager, UMG

David Taylor, Operations Manager, UMG

Tammy Olson, Executive Assistant/Office Manager, UMG

Kevin Lowe, Executive Assistant/Office Manager, UMG

CALL TO ORDER AGENDA ITEM I

The Mountain Water District Board of Commissioners Regular Meeting was held on Wednesday,

April 29, 2009 at 10:00a.m.

Commissioners present for the meeting were as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik

Commissioner John Collins

Commissioners absent for the meeting were as follows:

Commissioner Rhonda James
There is also currently a vacant Commission seat, with the resignation of Earl

Sullivan at the April 6, 2009 special meeting.

VISITORS AGENDA ITEM II

Chairperson Akers inquired if there were any visitors for today's meeting. There were none.

APPOINTMENT OF TREASURER AGENDA ITEM III

Chairperson Akers stated that due to the resignation of Commissioner Earl Sullivan who was the

Treasurer for the Board of Commissioners, a new Treasurer needs to be appointed. Chairperson

Akers requested a motion to appoint Commissioner Rhonda James as the Treasurer for the Board

of Commissioners. Commissioner Litafik made the motion. Commissioner Collins seconded the

motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik

Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent



Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 09-04-009

APPROVAL OF MINUTES AGENDA ITEM IV
Chairperson Akers requested a motion to approve the minutes from the special meetings that were
held on March 30, April 3, and April 6, 2009. Commissioner Collins made the motion to approve the
minutes as presented. Commissioner Litafik seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as
follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 09-04-010

FINANCIAL REPORT —MIKE SPEARS, CPA AGENDA ITEM V
Mr. Spears stated that the Board has in front of them the financial statement for March, 2009. Cash
in bank is six hundred thirty-five thousand, seven hundred and fifty-six dollars ($635,756) through

the end of March and accounts receivable is nine hundred eighty-four thousand, eight hundred and
seventy-seven dollars ($984,877) for March as well. Plant and service was ninety-six million dollars

($96M). Accounts payable was five hundred and twenty-two thousand dollars ($522,000) and part
of that is UMG's payment. Equity is eighty million, two hundred and two thousand, nine hundred

and twenty-seven dollars ($80,202,927). Revenue for March was seven hundred and twenty

thousand and eighty dollars ($720,080). In March there were operating expenses of eight hundred

and thirty thousand, eight hundred and seven dollars ($830,807), which includes one hundred

eighty-eight thousand, one hundred and fifty-five dollars ($188,155) of depreciation, for a net loss
of one hundred and fifty-nine thousand, five hundred and nineteen dollars (-$159,519).As far as
cash flow, there was a thirty thousand, two hundred and forty-five dollar ($30,245) decrease. Even

though cash flow was down for the month, there is a positive cash flow for the year to date of forty-

eight thousand two hundred and sixty-five dollars ($48,265). Mr. Spears called the Board's
attention to the twelve (12) month cross-over which shows the numbers for the last year. He will

add a report for. next month that wilt show. the current year and will be another management tool for

the Board when looking at budgets. Mr. Spears stated that he wanted to bring to the Board's
attention that he had made some entries back in December for notes, that was preliminary for the
auditors, and that has changed the numbers by a few thousand dollars. He will be starting

preparing for the auditors next week and have them in here in mid to late May. He inquired if the
Board had any questions. There were none from the Board members. Chairperson Akers
requested a motion to approve the financial report as presented by Mike Spears. Commissioner

Collins made the motion. Commissioner Litafik seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as
follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik

Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 09-04-011



PAYMENT OF BILLS AGENDA ITEM VI
Chairperson Akers requested a motion to approve the payment of bills as presented.
Commissioner Litafik made the motion to approve the payment of bills as presented. Commissioner
Collins seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-04-012

CUSTOMER AD JUSTMENTS AGENDA ITEM VII
Chairperson Akers requested a motion to approve Customer Adjustments in the amount of seven
thousand, eight hundred and two dollars and eighty-two cents ($7,802.82) as presented.
Commissioner Litafik made the motion. Commissioner Collins seconded the motion. Commissioner
voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-04-013

CONSTRUCTION REPORT AGENDA ITEM VIII

Update by Summit Engineering —Jody Hunt, P.E.—on the following projects:

Shelby Valley Sewer Project, Phase III:
Mr. Hunt stated that the project had additional funds left over and a change order was
signed at the last meeting approving the extension of service to nine (9) additional

customers in the Ashlick area. Construction has begun on these additional customers.
There is no draw presented this month for this project because this work has just begun
but it should be able to be closed out next month.

2. Long Fork of Virgie Sewer Project:
Mr. Hunt stated that this project is still in the design phase. A set of plans have been
brought to the meeting for the Board to view.

3. Belfry/Pond Creek Sewer Project:
Mr. Hunt stated that this project is also still in the design phase. They are finished with the
line project and working on the treatment plant.

4. Pond at Draffin AML Water Project:



Mr. Hunt stated that this project is substantially complete and a walkout was completed on
this project, There were no major issues with this project other than some additional
seeding areas. The final pay request was submitted at the last meeting to AML. The final
letter of completion and wrap up change order and a release of liens and affidavit of
release of liens have all been issued. Grondall Potter, Manager, stated that Mr. Hunt has
given us a letter stating that the project is ready so the District is going to begin setting
meter services this week.

Hurricane Branch AML Water Supply Project (Ridgeline Road)
Mr. Hunt stated that we have received the MOA on this project and have been given the
go-ahead from AML to proceed with this project. It is on the agenda to be executed by the
Board today. It is a one point five million dollar ($1.5M) project and is a combination of
construction and design and engineering fees. Mr. Potter stated that this project will

provide water to the Hurricane section only which is what AML determined to be
constructed at this time. It will be the transmission line only on Ridgeline Road and line that
goes all the way down River Hurricane with meter sets. It will serve approximately twenty-
five (25) customers. Mr. Hunt stated that this project includes a tank, pump station and a
regulator. Commissioner Litafik inquired if that coal company was going to put any money
into this project. Mr. Potter stated that they have not indicated, as of yet, that they will but
he is going to approach them again and tell them that we have received some funding and
see what they may be able to do. Mr. Hunt stated that their area of concern is at the other
end of the area, around Pompey. Mr. Potter stated that this has been a long time coming
and is a start. Chairperson Akers requested a motion to execute the MOA for the Hurricane
Branch AML Water Supply Project. Commissioner Collins made the motion. Commissioner
Litafik seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-04-014

COAL SEVERANCE PROJECTS REPORT

Update by Tlm Campoy, Environmental Design Consultants:

WTP Raw Water Intake:
Update by Tim Campoy, EDC, Inc. Mr. Campoy stated that this project is about eighty-five
percent (85%) complete. He distributed photos of the structure for the Board's review. He
stated that the structure is up, the monorail is in, the hoist is not yet mounted on it, but the
barge is in and floating. The pump is not yet installed so the barge looks a little tilted due to
the counter weights on the opposite side of where the pump will be. The walkway is there
also. We have just received the piping that comes from the pump to the building. The rest
of the project will be electrical controls and the tie in to the building. The contractor is in the
process of working up a price to see if we can negotiate a price for adding that on to this
contract. Grondall and David are also looking into seeing if it would be better for the District
to do the electrical and the tie in or have the contractor do the tie and the District do the
electrical. It will be a week to ten (10) days before we have all the numbers together and a
recommendation will be made at the next meeting. Funding is there with the two (2) four

hundred thousand dollar ($400,000) Coal Severance grants that came in and we have the
money to do this with, it is just a matter of which way makes better use of the money. Mr.

Potter reminded the Board that this was initially held out of the contract because we were

trying to get the structure in and then see how much additional funding would come down
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before we added this portion of the work into the project. Mr. Campoy stated that waiting
for the funding has stretched this project out much farther than we had anticipated. But we
have steel and concrete in place right now and it is a good thing.

WTP Expansion/Upgrades:
Update by Tim Campoy, EDC, Inc. Mr. Campoy stated that we are still in the same position
as we were at the last meeting with the electrical and electrical controls being handled by
the District. Mr. Potter stated that the District's electrician is currently going through and
looking at it. The District has gotten the parts and has held them until we could build a
small building out next to the pump to house that. This should come along and we should
be at a better point with this at the next meeting. Mr. Campoy turned this item over to
Bryan Lovan, O'rien and Gere, to discuss an issue that has come up. Mr. Lovan stated
that they are reviewing the contractor's final pay estimate and there has been some
discussion about the amount of deduction for the tax savings that he had proposed to the
District in his letter during the change order negotiation versus what the actual tax savings
were realized by the District, as well as some of the listings of materials that were
purchased. He stated that he has not had a chance to sit down and review it and discuss it

with Mr. Potter and he is hoping to do that today. If we can come to a conclusion, a
recommendation will be made at the next meeting for final payment so we can finalize
Howard Engineering's contract and get him paid and finished up. Commissioner Litafik

clarified if he was talking about sales tax on the materials. Mr. Lovan responded that it was
the sales tax on the materials that were purchased, yes. He (Howard Engineering) had
offered a value of what he estimated what the sales tax would be and when we totaled all

of the materials that was purchased by the District, it was different than the value that he
had given so there is some discussion on that. Mr. Potter stated that the Board had signed
a letter stating that they would purchase the major equipment to avoid the sales tax and it

was done that way. After he and Mr. Lovan go over the numbers again, they will see where
it is.

Big Creek Sewer Project:
Mr. Campoy stated that there has not been a lot of progress made on cleaning up
resident's yards on this project due to the wet weather. They have had a discussion with

the contractor to get back out and try to start reclamation work now that we have been
getting some dry weather. Hopefully we can finish this project this month. The Elkhorn City
project is complete. Last month the only left to finish was the safety signage and that has
been installed and is ready to go.

Short Line Extensions - $1,300,000
Contract 1: Mr. Campoy stated that this is the initial project that includes five (5) short line
extensions. The Notice to Proceed is prepared and ready for signature today. This is the
same contractor that is working on the Shelby Sewer Project and has gone back to working
on that project for now. They should begin working on this project by next week,

Contract 2: This is Adams Branch and Kettle Camp Branch extensions at Elkhorn
Creek. The mandatory pre-bid meeting was held on April 22"'. H20 Construction and US
Rentals and Construction are the two (2) plan holders. Bids were received
April 27'" at Stratton, Hogg & Maddox, and were opened on Tuesday, April 28th here at the
District conference room. The apparent low bidder was H20 Construction at five hundred
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thirty-nine thousand, three hundred and thirty-five dollars ($539,335). However, upon
review of both bids, they were both incomplete. He has discussed this issue with David
Stratton who has advised that both contractors be contacted and let them know what is
wrong with their bid and give them a deadline to resubmit their information. They are both
incomplete with regard to their financial statement, and the high bidder was incomplete on
another item as well. Chairperson Akers stated that Mr. David Stratton has advised the
Board that they need to allow the contractors five (5) calendar days from today to provide
the needed the information. Chairperson Akers requested a motion to authorize the
Environmental Design Consultants, Inc. to notify US Rentals and Construction and H20
Construction that they have five (5) calendar days to provide the necessary information to
complete their bid. Commissioner Litafik made the motion. Commissioner Collins seconded
the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-04-015

Mr. Potter inquired if the Board wanted to give permission to go ahead with the award to

the low bidder contingent upon compliance with providing the necessary information.

Chairperson Akers requested a motion to award the bid for Contract 2 of the Short Line

Extension Project to the low bidder contingent upon their compliance with providing the

necessary information as required and to issue a Notice to Proceed for this project. Mr.

Campoy stated that before the Board votes on this, Mike Spears has something to add that

pertains to this issue. Mr. Spears stated that as this project was bid yesterday, we will be at

the end of our funding for this project. We have one million and fifty thousand dollars

($1,050,000) set aside for construction and one hundred thousand dollars ($100,000) for

contingency. If the low bid remains at what it is, we will be at the extend of the full amount

of this project. Engineering and Inspection cannot be calculated until he gets the final bid

amount. Mr. Campoy suggested that with that said, the Board may want to include

something about that and running it through the Project Administrator. Chairperson Akers

requested that Mr. Stratton word the motion. Mr. Stratton stated that the motion is to award

the contract to the low bidder contingent upon compliance with provided their needed
information within five (5) days and to authorize the engineer to issue a notice to proceed
with the-project contingent up-the Project Administrator's notice that. funding is available.

Commissioner Litafik made the motion. Commissioner Collins seconded the motion.

Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik

Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-04-016

Mr. Stratton stated that a time should be set for Monday for the deadline for the

contractors. Mr. Campoy inquired if they should submit the information to Stratton, Hogg 8

Maddox again. Mr. Stratton stated that that was fine. The time was set for four o'lock on

Monday for the contractor's deadline. Mr. Campoy stated that he and Mr. Spears will be at
Mr. Stratton's office on four o'lock on Monday as well.

Various Short Line Extensions - $100,000
Mr. Carnpoy stated that funding for this project and the one hundred and fifty thousand

dollars ($150,000) for Watson Hill/Orinoco project are being combined to complete both the

Watson Hill and Orinoco Line Extensions. Watson Hill has been designed and design is not

yet completed for the Orinoco portion of this project. They hope to have the design
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completed and submitted to the Division of Water in May. Bids were originally done for
Watson Hill and the bids came in over, and that is when it was decided to bid both
together. There are also some private funds that are to be left over on the Big Creek Sewer
Project that may be used toward this project as well. Watson Hill is the area right behind
the courthouse at Belfry. Commissioner Collins inquired if there were about five (5) families
involved in this project. Mr. Campoy confirmed that there were about five (5) families
included in this project. Orinoco is back up the creek and involves about eight (8) homes.

6. Watson Hill/Orinoco - $150,000
This project was discussed under the heading of number five (5).

Update by Doug Griffin, Kenvirons, Inc. and Greg Dotson, Inspector

Smith Fork of Phelps Sewer Project:
Doug Griffin, Kenvirons, Inc. stated that this project is reasonably complete as far as the
existing contract is concerned. The contractor is currently working on the approved
additional change order work on the Phelps lift station and the extension of the three inch
(3") line. We have about one hundred and eighty thousand dollars ($180,000) left over for
this project and are working on the design to go on up the creek and also do the approved
additional work of adding the twenty-five (25) additional homes at Ashlick Branch. They are
also working on the punch list which mostly consists of clean up work, seeding and
strawing. He stated that he is working on getting the stated approvals to go ahead on the
change orders that have been approved. He also stated that Greg Dotson, Inspector, was
up on the punch list. He inquired from Mr. Dotson how many grinders were left and if it was
enough to do the additional twenty-five (25) homes at Ashlick. Mr. Dotson stated that we
have twenty:five (25) barrels and about eighteen (1-8) pumps; —Mr. Griffin- suggested to the.
Board that they order another fifty (50) units due to going on up with the three inch (3") line

and we will need them anyway. Chairperson Akers inquired if we have the money available
to pay for this. Mr. Griffin stated that the money is there and he has checked to make sure.
He stated that he needs to order at least one barrel that is deeper. They have set one that
is not deep enough and will have to pull that one back out and set a deeper one. The
contractor has started on the lift station in Phelps. We had to make a few changes to the
control panel which was not set up for telemetry, which Mr. Potter wanted done. The
pumps are there and they are going to start pumping into the overflow basin and the pump
out of that into the lines while they finish the station. The generator should be in next week.
There is another week to ten (10) days of work at the lift station to finish it up. He stated
that an item that did not get put on the agenda was the DOT Highway 199 Relocation
project. Mrs. Olson responded to Mr. Griffin that it is under New Business on the agenda.
Mr. Griffin stated that he didn't see it on there. Chairperson Akers stated to Mr. Griffin to go
ahead and cover it now if he wished. Mr. Griffin stated that he has checked the references
of the contractor that was the low bidder and everyone that they referenced seemed to
have been satisfied with them. He recommended that the Board approve awarding the bid

to the low bidder and referenced the letter of recommendation that he sent to the Board.
Chairperson Akers requested a motion to approve the award of the DOT Highway 199
Relocation Project to the low bidder, contingent upon the approval to begin construction by
the Department of Highways. Commissioner Collins made the motion. Commissioner
Litafik seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:



Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik

Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-04-017

DRAWS:

Chairperson Akers requested a motion to approve the draws as submitted. Commissioner
Litafik made the motion. Commissioner Collins seconded the motion.

SMITH FORK OF PHELPS SEWER PROJECT
Contract 1 Coal Severance Funds
Contract 1 Coal Severance Funds

BIG CREEK SEWER PROJECT
Contract 1 Sidney Coal Funds

$ 30,419.00
$ 5,254.74

$ 525.00

LMI PROJECT
Contract 1
Contract 1
Contract 1
Contract 1

Coal Severance Funds
Coal Severance Funds
Coal Severance Funds
Coal Severance Funds

$ 11,393.00
$ 12,744.14
$ 15.30
$ 38,932.70

WATER TREATMENT PLANT UPGRADE —RD
Contract 1 RD Loan Funds
Contract 1 RD Loan Funds
Contract 1 RD Loan Funds

$ 3,473.55
$ 1,687.50
$ 5,048.63

WATER TREATMENT PLANT INTAKE UPGRADE
Contract 1 Coal Severance Funds
Contract 1 Coal Severance Funds
Contract 1 Coal Severance Funds

WATER TREATMENT PLANT RAW WATER INTAKE

Contract 1 Coal Severance Funds

WATER TREATNIENT PLANT EXPANSION
Contract 1 Coal Severance Funds
Contract 1 Coal Severance Funds

VARIOUS WATERLINE EXTENSIONS
Contract 1 Coal Severance Funds
Contract 2 Coal Severance Funds

LONG FORK OF VIRGIE SEWER PROJECT
Contract 1 Coal Severance Funds

Commissioner voting as follows:

$ 12,012.00
$ 13,381.47
$ 12,467.00

$ 149 748 06

$ 587.00
$ 3,064.28

$ 6,057.60
$ 34,657.00

$ 24,487.00

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik

Commissioner John Collins

Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-04-018



NIANAGER'S REPORT AGENDA ITEM VIII
Ilonthly Operating Report:
Mr. Potter stated that there were ten (10) paid taps completed in March. Since July 1, 2008
we have completed one hundred seventy-seven (177) paid taps. We have completed one
hundred and sixty-three (163) LMI taps. The R 8 M budget was twenty-two thousand, one
hundred and eighty-one dollars ($22,181) under for March and we have reduced the
overage year to date to thirty-nine thousand, six hundred and ninety-nine dollars ($39,699).
There has been a decrease of water usage and we have had several mines that have
closed down that were taking water. Chairperson Akers stated that the decrease in

revenue is due to the decrease in water sales. Mr. Lowe stated that it is pretty consistent
with March of last year. Chairperson Akers requested a motion to approve the monthly

operating report as submitted. Commissioner Collins made the motion. Commissioner
Litafik seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-04-019

NEW BUSINESS

LMI Project-
Mr. Potter stated that we have completed one hundred and sixty-three (163) LMI taps to

date. He has paused the program right now for evaluation of where we are on the funding.

We are getting close and do not want to go over the funding limit. Based upon how that

turns out, we may be able to do a few more, but once we reach that point he will pause the

program until the next phase of funding comes in that is due in July.

Bond Resolution —Water Treatment Plant Project - $650,000-
This item was not necessary and was skipped during the meeting.

Relocation of Waterline —DOT KY 199 Relocation Project—
This issue was covered under the Smith Fork Sewer Project.

Revision to Grinder Informational Hand Out and Sewer User Agreement:
Mr. Potter stated that we have a few changes that we would like to make on these two

forms. We are still having trouble with residents putting items in the grinder units that are
not acceptable and have clarified some of the do's and don'ts. He requested approval to go
ahead and make the changes that have been submitted to the Board clarifying some of the

items that are not appropriate to introduce into the grinder units and setting forth the
consequences for damage to the unit if they persist in putting these items into the system.
The user agreement needs to be updated by taking out the part about the state inspection

fee being collected by the District, which it is not. Also, we need to revise the second page
to eliminate a clause that is contradictory and to clarify that last section to state that all fees
and delinquent accounts will be required to be paid in full before connection of service.
Chairperson Akers requested a motion to approve the revisions to the Sewer User
Agreement and the Grinder Informational Hand Out as presented. Commissioner Litafik



made the motion. Commissioner Collins seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as
follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-04-020

Letter —Berens & Tate, PC, LLC-
Mr. Potter stated that we have received a letter from this law firm and he has discussed
this issue with David Stratton. At one time, apparently the District has had some legal
cases that went through this law firm. They have now merged with another law firm and
have asked written permission to transfer the District's records to the new firm. Mr. Stratton
stated that this is standard protocol when a merger occurs and recommended that the
Board sign the papers transferring the records. Chairperson Akers requested a motion to
approve the signing of the letter to Berens 8 Tate, PC, LLC transferring the District's
records to Jackson Lewis, LLP as presented. Commissioner Litafik made the motion.
Commissioner Collins seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-04-021

Award Bid —Compact Excavator-
Mr. Potter stated that we received two (2) bids, Wilson Equipment and Brandeis
Machinery. The items that Wilson Equipment submitted bids on did not meet the written

specifications that were provided. Brandeis Machinery's bid did meet the specifications. Mr.

Potter requested that the Board award the bid to Brandeis Machinery due to their bid being
the only one that met the specifications. Commissioner Collins made the motion to award
the bid for the compact excavator to Brandeis Machinery. Commissioner Litafik seconded
the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik

Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-04-022
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Island Creek Mobile Home Park —Larry Burnette-
Mr. Potter stated that he has been approached again by Larry Burnette. The Board looked

at this issue last October. He has done some additional work to the plant and he had gone

up there to look at it. He presented pictures that were taken last fall and stated that it does
not look significantly changed from those photographs. He stated that he has concerns
about the bottom of the plant that you can't see. The City of Pikeville is planning to come

up Island Creek with sewer service in the foreseeable future. Since the Board declined to

take this plant into the system last fall, he did not see any reason to do otherwise, but it is

at the Board's discretion. Chairperson Akers stated that she did not see any reason to

change their original decision and asked Commissioner Collins and Commissioner Litafik

their opinion. Both Commissioners stated that they also saw no reason to take the plant

into the system and change their original decision.

Engineer Tracking of Project Complaints-
Mr. Potter stated that in order to better track project customer complaints and to help stop

some issues from slipping through the cracks, he recommends that the Board adopt a

policy that each engineer submit a monthly list of each customer complaint, its status and

what is being done to rectify the situation. He will develop a standardized form that will be

issued to the engineers for submission each month. He has spoken to Dave some about it

already. Chairperson Akers stated that it sounds like good thinking on Grondall and Dave's

part. Mr. Potter stated that it should help to track things a little better. Chairperson Akers

requested a motion to authorize Grondall Potter, Manager, to develop a standardized form

for the tracking of project customer complaints and to provide a copy to each engineering

firm that is to be completed each month and submitted to the Board each month.

Commissioner Collins made the motion. Commissioner Litafik seconded the motion.

Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik

Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-04-023

Open Records Policy/Official Custodian of Records-
Mr. Potter stated that we have recently received some open records requests and to

comply with KRS 61 the Board needs to appoint an official Custodian of Records. We have

spoken to Mr. Stratton some about this and he turned the issued over him. Mr. Stratton

stated the regulation states that it is to be an employee of the District, and since the District

does not have any employees, he proposed that the Board appoint Tammy Olson as the

Custodian of Records until more investigation is done to see if that correctly addresses the

issue. Mr. Potter stated that Mrs. Olson has also prepared a draft Open Records Policy

and a copy of the KRS regulations and given them to Mr. Stratton for review. Mr. Stratton

recommended that the Board adopt the policy subject to review and approval of legal

counsel. Commissioner Collins made a motion to appoint Tammy Olson as the Official

Custodian of Records on a temporary basis until the regulations can be reviewed by

counsel. Commissioner Litafik seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik

Aye
Aye
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Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-04-024

Chairperson Akers requested a motion to approve the Open Records Policy as presented
subject to legal counsel review and approval. Commissioner Litafik made the motion.
Commissioner Collins seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-04-025

10. Capital Items List-
Mr. Potter stated that the copy of the Capital Items list that is presented today is the final

version and ready for the Board's review and approval. These items are mostly those that
need to be replaced through daily operations. Some is office equipment such as the auto
dialer. The second sheet is a list of vehicles that we are anticipating having to replace. We
will review these again and if the Board has any changes, please let him know. If the Board
has no changes, we will plan to implement this plan by the next meeting. Commissioner
Litafik inquired if money was available to purchase these items. Mr. Potter stated that these
are mainly items that UMG is to replace over the course of the contract which are
consumables. The vehicles will mostly be purchased by the District but

UMG will make the payments according to the contract. Chairperson Akers requested a
motion to approve the Capital Items List as presented. Commissioner Litafik made the
motion. Commissioner Collins seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner--John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-04-026

11. Outstanding Accounts Receivable-
Mr. Potter stated that the Board directed us to send out reminder letters to those with

outstanding balances and we have received a few responses that have settled their

balance, some that have disputed the balance and some have been resolved. due to
electronically transferred funds being tracked back to the work order. This will be an

ongoing thing and the Board will be updated each month on the progress of this issue.

12. Legal Issues
1. UMG Contract Amendment

Mr. David Stratton distributed an amendment to the operations and management
services agreement and stated that we have been working on a satisfactory
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amendment that basically modifies the existing agreement that Mountain Water
District is operating under currently with UMG. If the Board agrees with this and it
is satisfactory to the Commission, then it would be satisfactory with UMG. After
review of the amendment by the Board of Commissioners, Chairperson Akers
requested a motion to ratify the action that was taken by the Board of
Commissioners in March on the approval of the contract with UMG. Commissioner
Litafik made the motion. Commissioner Collins seconded the motion.
Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-04-027

Chairperson Akers requested a motion to approve the amendment to the
agreement for operations with UMG. Commissioner Litafik made the motion.
Commissioner Collins seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik

Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-04-028

Water Rate Contract- City of Pikeville

Mr. Stratton stated that this item is an ongoing discussion that we have had with

the City of Pikeville in regards to the wholesale water rate contract with the City of
Pikeville. The Board had earlier approved a contract proposal to the City of
Pikeville and legal counsel's recommendation to the Board would be to resubmit
the same proposal -to the City again-for- consideration..Donovan Blackburn, City
Manager for the City of Pikeville, inquired if this is the original proposal that was
sent to the City or a revised proposal. Mr. Stratton stated that it is the original
proposal. Mr. Blackburn inquired if he may address the Board for what the City is
asking consideration for. Chairperson Akers responded the he may address the
Board at this time. Mr. Blackburn distributed packets to the Board at this time. Mr.

Blackburn stated that what he has presented to the Board is a wholesale contract
that is the same one the Mr, Stratton had sent back to the City that the Board had
approved, but after discussion with the City's attorney and the City Commission,
there were some additional amendments that were made to it, that he is presenting
at this time for the Board's consideration. He stated that in red are the original
requests that were submitted to the City, the green are the additions that the City
has asked for the Board to consider. The Commission had agreed with everything
from the original submittal to the Board. They agreed with all terms of what Mr.

Stratton sent back to the City, as you can see, they are underlined in red. The only

thing that we asked for consideration on was based upon earlier meetings. As the
Board is partially aware of, back when we had the original discussions the City'

water wholesale rate was at one dollar and seventy-eight cents ($1.78). After
discussions with the person that performed their study, they agreed to lower that
down to one dollar and sixty-one cents ($1.61).After Mr. Blackburn reviewed it

again, we brought that down again to one dollar and fifty-nine cents ($1.59).After
the counter proposal that was made after one of the meetings that we had as
outlined in the sheet that he just gave the Board, one of the examples that was
used was based upon thirty-five million (35,000,000) gallons per month,
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understanding that the District is requiring now about forty million (40,000,000), but
also understand that there is some line leakage and some things that the District is
addressing that will have an impact on what you require from the City in the future.
With that said, what the Commission has agreed to do is to meet the price that the
Board has recommended which is one dollar and fifty-two cents ($1.52), which is
what the submittal was, for the first twenty-five million (25,000,000) gallons and all
above that at one dollar and thirty-one cents ($1.31).But in order for them to come
all the way from one dollar and seventy eight cents ($1.78) down to the dollar and
fifty-two cents ($1.52) they have to have some assurances that are made up in
volume. On page two (2) in green, based upon the original submittals they were
asking for consideration of thirty-five million (35,000,000). The report that came
back to the City brought it down to twenty-five million (25,000,000) and we agreed
to lower it to thirty-two million (32,000,000) as a minimum with the condition as it is
outlined in green, which is to say that the purchaser would agree to make any
additional purchases from the City of Pikeville as long as they are able to sell,
realizing that gives the District a roughly four million (4,000,000) gallon buffer from
what the average was from the year before, so you have the ability to make up
over four million (4,000,000) gallons less in a sense of being honor to the contract.
The problem is that if we lower...looking at twenty-five million (25,000,000) gallons
compared to their cost of services study, then that rate would jump up to....based
upon our last study, about two dollars and forty cents ($2.40). So, instead of going
through the Public Service Commission and of the conditions, we need the volume
to get down to the price that the District needs in order to be financially sound. So
they are asking for consideration for the Board to the approve the contract based
upon the dollar fifty-two ($1.52) and the dollar thirty-one ($1.31)but giving the City
a guarantee of thirty-two million (32,000,000) per month average, unless, if the
District needs to purchase more, they ask that that District purchase it through
them first, meeting the dollar thirty-one ($1.31) price. In a nutshell, that is the
biggest change, the only other change is the issue with the late payment and they
agreed to the terms, but they put in a provision that if the Board meeting was
cancelled that in order for them to receive payment, they could apply a late fee. Mr.

Stratton stated that some of the terms have been reviewed earlier and there is a
level of uncomfortableness with some of the obligations, particularly in terms of the
requirement to purchase pretty much all of our water through the City of Pikeville
and he believes that it is an issue of uncomfortableness. The second document
that he submitted was this wholesale proposal that Mr. Stratton has not seen or
reviewed that. This issue can be put off for another month or go with the District's
standard proposal,- whatever the Board decides. Chairperson Akers stated that she
didn't think that the Board is comfortable with going ahead to do this without being
able to study this and go over it with their attorney. Chairperson Akers attempted to
clarify what he was saying about the District buying more water than...Mr.
Blackburn stated that it is a complicated issue. Currently the district is buying about
forty million (40,000,000) gallons per month in wholesale. Now, on an average last
year before we had the intake problem, the District was averaging about thirty-six
to thirty-seven million (36,000,000-37,000,0000) gallons. When we had the first
meeting when we compared the City's wholesale rate with Williamson's wholesale
rate, all of that was predicated on thirty-five million (35,000,000) gallons. The
examples that were shown was buying twenty-five million (25,000,000) gallons
from Pikeville and fifteen million (15,000,000) additional gallons from Williamson
because of the price. What they have agreed to do is to honor the price that the
District asked them for at the twenty-five million (25,000,000) gallons and instead
of buying the additional fifteen million (15,000,000) from Williamson we agreed to
meet the additional gallons at the dollar thirty-one ($1.31). With that said,
understand that you are already buying that from the City of Pikeville, in

comparison also what you are already buying from Williamson... that doesn't put
anything outside of what you are already buying from Williamson. All they are
asking for is, in order for them to be able to lower that price, we have to have some
volume assurances that by lowering their price, they have the volume there to
make it up, because in a five (5) year commitment if you drop down to twenty-five
million (25,000,000) gallons, what that does is force their price up based on their
cost of services study to about two dollars and forty cents ($2.40) plus going
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before the PSC and spending some money that they don't want to spend. So from
the assurance standpoint we are giving you a buffer saying you can buy four
million (4,000,000) gallons less than what your last year's average was, so if your
last year's average was thirty-seven million (37,000,000) gallons, we are saying
just give us thirty-two million (32,000,000) and we will commit to five (5) years at
one dollar and fifty-two cents ($1.52) price. So in essence you haven't lost
anything, you'e got the assurances that you need. He has had some discussions
with the District's operators and the conversation was that definitely thirty million
(30,000,000) would suffice, but what happens if the District fixes some of these
leaks, if you have leaks, so that they don't have to go through the process in order
to be able to honor that price we obviously want you to acquire the water from
Pikeville because that also impacts, not only the City of Pikeville, but also the City
of Coal Run and all the way to the Floyd County line. If they lose the revenue then
what they are forced to do is to have to raise the out of City rates, and right now
they are comparable to the District's rates. If they lose the volume then they will

have to go back in and adjust and ask for the two dollars and forty cents ($2.40)
from the PSC and have to raise the out of City rates higher. Chairperson Akers
inquired as to why he is saying the "out of city" rates. He stated that they have two
different rate structures, an out of city rate and an in city rate. They are different
because they are two different systems and because the cost of services for both
systems, as far as debt service and such, is different for both systems. Every city
across the state of Kentucky that has a water system has two (2) tier rates. So
anyway, from the standpoint of giving the City stability to be able to offer the lower
price they have to have some assurances of the thirty-two million (32,000,000)
gallons. Mr. Stratton recommended that the Board table this issue until the May
meeting. Commissioner Litafik stated that the Board needed time to go back over
this issue with their operations people and review this proposal with their attorneys.
Chairperson Akers stated that the Board is going to table this issue until the May
meeting.

13. Executive Session to Discuss Outstanding Litigation

1. Will Brown vs. Mountain Water District

2. Mountain Water District vs. Jesse Coleman

Chairperson Akers requested a motion to convene executive session to discuss
outstanding litigation. Commissioner Litafik made the motion. Commissioner Collins
seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-04-029

Chairperson Akers requested a motion to reconvene from executive session.
Commissioner Collins made the motion. Commissioner Litafik seconded the motion.
Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik

Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent
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Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-04-030

Chairperson Akers stated that there was no action to be taken on either matter in executive
session.

COMMISSIONER COMNIENTS
Chairperson Akers inquired if there were any Commissioner comments. There were none.

ADJOURN MEETING
Chairperson Akers stated that if there were no further comments, she requested a motion be made
to adjourn the meeting. Commissioner Collins made the motion. Commissioner Litafik seconded
the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik

Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James

Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-04-031
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MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS REGULAR MEETING

July 29, 2009
10:00AM

ATTENDANCE
Charles L. Brown, Resident, Black Gem of Belfry, Ky.
Russ Cassady, Appalachian News Express
Jackie Cole, Pike County Health Department
Tim Campoy, Environmental Designs, Inc.
Jody Hunt, Summit Engineering, Inc.
Doug Griffin, Kenvirons, Inc.
Mike Spears, Spears Management
Greg Dotson, Inspector
Dan Stratton, Stratton, Hogg 8 Maddox
Bob Meyer, Controller, UMG
Grondall Potter, Manager, UMG
Tammy Olson, Executive Assistant/Office Manager, UMG

Kevin Lowe, Executive Assistant/Office Manager, UMG

CALL TO ORDER AGENDA ITEM I

The Mountain Water District Board of Commissioners Regular Meeting was held on Wednesday,
July 29, 2009 at 10:00a.m.

Commissioners present for the meeting were as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik

Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James
Commissioner Kelsey Friend

WELCOME NEW BOARD MEMBER
Chairperson Akers stated that the first on the agenda today is that the Mountain Water District has
a new boaid member. His name is Kelsey Friend, ill and they-are glad to have-him on-the board.
Mr. Friend thanked the board for welcoming him. Chairperson Akers commented that the board
needs some young blood.

VISITORS AGENDA ITEM II

Chairperson Akers inquired if there were any visitors for today's meeting. The Chairperson
recognized Charles Brown, a resident of Black Gem at Belfry, Ky. Mr. Brown stated that he is a
school teacher with a few rental places and he is trying to relocate the water line to make it more
centralized. He has been checking with Mr. Potter and got an invoice for $4,538.27 for relocating

the line and was told it would take about two (2) eight (8) hour days to complete. He is concerned
because he asked for an itemized sheet but was told they couldn't supply one. What we want to do

in order to save money and keep waste and costs down was to dig the meter bases up themselves.
Mr. Potter has told him that we could reuse them but if they were pulled they might be damaged, so
he is saying that he wants to reuse them. Also, the flushing valve is an issue. The meter bases
come out to be about $675, or something of that nature. Mr. Potter stated that a new tap is $675
which is for the sixth meter base that Mr. Brown wants installed. Mr. Brown stated that they had

already paid for the others once and that is why he wants to go ahead and reuse the existing meter

bases. Mr. Potter stated that the first five (5), yes, he had paid for but he had inquired about setting

a new sixth meter. Mr. Brown responded stated that what they wanted to do, since Mr. Potter

thought that it would tear up the meter bases to dig them up, he checked the meter bases and they

are in good condition, and he wants to hand dig them out for Mountain Water before they got ready



to do the relocation, so that he would not be out the $600+ dollars or whatever it came out to. Also
the flushing valve which is $1,800, he checked with four (4) other water companies, Williamson,
Pikeville, Prestonsburg and Paintsville, who say that they do not even use flushing valves and if

you wanted to flush the line you could put a 2" cut off valve in there and flush the line in a few
minutes because all that you would be flushing would be the new line that is being put in, and he
wants to know if they can eliminate that. Mr. Potter stated that those that he mentioned are
municipal entities and they do not normally have flushing valves. The City's have fire protection and
have fire hydrants. Mr. Brown stated that they have a fire hydrant there already. Mr. Potter stated
that the 2" hydrants that we'e been using that the Board has approved for blow offs, we use the
Cliffs or another brand and that is what has been approved as standardized for the system. Yes,
there are those old 2" ones still in the ground that were put in years ago, but there have been
problems with those and the Board agreed to go with a standardized type for the system and that is
the price and parts and labor to install it. Mr. Brown responded that they do not have a flushing
valve there now and have never had one. Mr. Potter stated that that is why the District needs to put
one in. Any time he upgrades a system, and it is at Mr. Brown's request, but he has to do it up to
standards and he is trying to meet the District's standards. Mr. Brown stated that that line is not that

long and you could turn water on and it would flush the line out and broom the line. He stated that

they can flush their own lines at the end up there. Mr. Potter responded that that is not allowed. If

there is flushing to be done it is up to the District. Chairperson Akers agreed and stated that it is not

up to the individual customers to do that. Mr. Potter stated that the breakdown is that the meter
bases are $129.95 a piece and when you go dig a base out whether you hand dig it or not, those
are bases that have been in for several years, they may be damaged and he feels it is best to put

new ones in, but it is up to the Board if you want to try to reuse an item, but it may take additional

time if you do that. As far as the customer digging them out and having them ready, that is up to

the Board, but he can assume the liability if anybody falls in them or anything to the point where it

gets to that. Mr. Brown stated that he would fill the holes up also. Mr. Potter stated that when you
move the base and fill the hole up, it takes time to switch the line. Our thing was to come in and

have it all ready, switch it over, and remove the other bases at a later date. Mr. Brown stated that

they can have those ready when the crew gets there to do the work. Mr. Potter stated that it is the
Board's decision. Mr. Brown stated that also on the flushing valve, they would like to just flush their

own lines...they can do that without placement of a flushing valve. Chairperson Akers stated that
that they don't allow us to do that. Mr. Potter stated that there are several engineers present who

know that any time a line is upgraded, if it is not up to code, it has to be brought up to code. The
code is that you have to have a flushing device. Mr. Griffin, Kenvirons, Inc. stated that you also
have to keep a record of flushing also. Mr. Brown inquired if a little 2" cut off valve in and use that
instead of something that costs $1,800, something that costs under $100, according to other water
companies that he checked with? Chairperson Akers responded that the other water companies he
named earlier are different than we-are. They are actually private. entities, Mr. Potter stated that

they are cities...,municipalities. The Board had standardized that any time we do a line that is 2" or

greater, that we use a standard flushing device which has been standardized as a fire hydrant type.
Mr. Brown stated that he is not a business but residential and he has a few rental places and are
just trying to update those because they have had so many water leaks, we are not going to be
able to take care of them as time goes on, and may have to shut down some of the places.
Because we are up on a mountain, we got to run new lines down to what we are wanting the
District to do. Chairperson Akers stated that that is even more reason for them to do the job with

new parts, because if we start doing this, we are opening ourselves up for more problems down the
road. Because if John Doe down the road finds out that we allowed you to do this, then Suzie
Somebody else up the road is going to want to do the same thing. Mr. Potter stated that this started
about a year ago. A price or two has been given. There are four (4) or five (5) bases at the bottom

of the hill at Black Gem. At one point there was an easement for those bases to be there and they
have been there several years. At any rate, the properties he owns are up on a hill. What he wants

to do is run his own lines to the properties or whoever owned them at that time, from the bases. He

had requested a price to relocate those bases. Get the line up on the hill and relocate the bases.
We looked at it and gave a price. He came to the Board meeting and asked if he paid for it would

the Board paid for it would the Board do it. Any time you extend a line you need to put in updated
materials because that is more maintenance issues that will be placed upon the Board. If Mr. Potter
had to run the new lines, he would be responsible for those bases and where they are at. That is

why he was priced with the current standards and parts that we utilize. Mr. Brown stated that he is

just trying to get them centrally located and he thinks it would be for the good of the people in

general to have something more centrally located in there. That flushing valve...how often would

you use a flushing valve...five minutes... one time? That's all the time it would be used up there.
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To him, it's a waste on their part. Tammy Olson, Office 8 Compliance Manager, stated that if there
were to be a leak on that line that we maintain we do have to flush it and take samples from it so it
probably will be used more than the one (1) time. Mr. Brown stated that it is not being flushed now
and they don't have a flush valve and the line coming through up there is only a 1" line and Mr.
Potter wants to put a 2" line in. Chairperson Akers stated that this was done many years ago and
was put in based on the standards that were in effect at that time, but our standards have changed
and we are now trying to do things better and more efficiently than they were done then. Mr. Potter
stated that a 1" line does feed that now, and the reason for the upgrade to 2" is that the 1" line,
moving it up in elevation and adding a sixth meter base will be substandard and may cause issues
for the District later on. Chairperson Akers stated that she did not see any way that the District can
disagree with management on that because they are more familiar with these field issues than the
Board is. Mr. Brown stated that there is a fire hydrant there... can't that be used as a flushing valve?
Mr. Potter stated that the end of the line will be relocated where he wants it and Division of Water
requires a flushing valve, and the District has approved to use a fire hydrant type and they are
smaller than a fire hydrant. Mr. Brown inquired what the cheapest flushing valve we could use. Mr.
Potter stated that the one quoted is the one that has been standardized for the District. Mr. Brown
responded, "So they are $1,800"?Mr. Potter responded, "Purchased and installed, and according
to our PSC tariff a large flush hydrant installed is $2,500 and some of those prices are set by the
Public Service Commission." Chairperson Akers stated that the Board has to go with their
management on that. Mr. Potter stated that if the cost comes out cheaper, as we told Mr. Brown
previously, we will reimburse the difference. This is a best guess estimate on the parts, labor and
how long it will take. If it comes up cheaper it will be reimbursed but these are standard industry
parts that we utilize. We have to standardize it to keep with what we have so if the District has a
problem, we don't have to buy different parts to keep in stock at all times. Mr. Spears stated that
with a municipality, they set their own rates and are not subject to PSC. Mr. Brown stated that he is
sorry he wasted the Board's time and his time, too. Chairperson Akers stated that she was sorry
and thanked him for coming to the meeting. Mr. Brown exited the meeting. Mr. Potter stated that it

is what it is at cost, and he sees no reason to utilize any parts other than what we use on a day to
day basis. Chairperson Akers inquired if there were any other visitors. There were none.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES AGENDA ITEM IV
Chairperson Akers requested a motion to approve the minutes from the regular meeting that was
held on June 24th, 2009. Commissioner Litafik made the motion to approve the minutes as
presented. Commissioner James seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chair'person Toni Akers-
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James
Commissioner Kelsey Friend

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 09-07-001

FINANCIAL REPORT —MIKE SPEARS, CPA AGENDA ITEM V
Mr. Spears stated he was gone on vacation last week so there was no way he could mail out the
financial report when he wasn't here. He distributed the June financial report to the Board. The
cover sheet still says May but it is for June, the balance sheet is as of June. There are some good
highlights in the report, some good things that have happened. He stated that the cash in bank at
the end of the month of June was $683,000 which is up about $170,000 from last month and will be
discussed during the cash flow portion shortly. Accounts receivable was $927,739. Plant and
service is $96,347,343 which is down some from last month's financial but what that is, we have
been preparing for the auditors, who will be here tomorrow, and we made some adjustments from

back in December. The income statement had changed from some reclassifications. Accounts
payables is $234,907. Equity is $81,708,348. On the income statement this month we had one of
our larger months, which June is always a good month. We had $799,000 in revenue and
$4,500,000 for the year so far. We had operating expenses of $771,912 which has depreciation



included of $188,000 in that number. Expenses for the year are $4,800,000. We had a net loss for
the month of $21,535, but keep in mind that that number has $188,000 in depreciation included in
the net loss. One highlight once these were finished and going through and reviewing the financials
was that we had operating income this month to the positive, and it has been positive for the last
two (2) months. He called the Board's attention to page sixteen (16) of their financials which shows
a positive operating income in May and June. In May we had the adjustment on the UMG contract
so we didn't get too excited at that time, but with June having a positive operating income of
$27,551, and if you look at the previous twelve (12) months of this fiscal year, those are the only
two (2) months we have had positive operating income and he thinks that that is a positive note for
going forward. With a positive cash flow of $177,434, he reminded the Board that we had a
negative cash flow last month, but if you combine the two we are still to the positive and last month
we had bond payments and things of that nature that came out as well. Commissioner James
inquired, "So we are current on all payables at this time". Mr. Spears responded in the affirmative.
He stated to.new commissioner, Kelsey Friend, that the front page is just a summary of the pages
behind it and if he wants to set down with him and go through it he will be glad to explain it to him.
He stated that he did not get time this last month to put the budget on the financial but he will get it

on next months. He has spoken to Mr. Potter about being proactive with trying to get these reserve
funds caught back up and until this month he would not have recommended that the Board start to
do that yet because we are still settling into the new contract. He recommended to the Board that
we transfer ten percent (10%) of the previous month's positive cash flow into the reserve accounts.
How that works is that we have a positive cash flow for June of $177,434, we would cut a check for

$17,700 and transfer it to the reserve accounts. And we have talked about also following up with a
letter to RD and KIA saying that this is our plan to reestablish the reserve accounts. Chairperson
Akers stated, "Not a guarantee, but a plan". Mr. Spears stated that the way he worded this was the
previous month's positive cash flow, so if we have a negative cash flow in a month, in a bond

payment month or something, then we do not have to pay anything into the reserve accounts for
that time frame. If they know we have a plan that we are moving forward with they will be okay with

that. He recommended that the Board direct someone, whether it is him or Dan Stratton or
whoever, to write those letters to RD and KIA letting them know of the Board's plan to fund the
reserves. Mr. Spears stated that they had talked about paying some money toward these notes
and he thinks right now we should put that on hold for a bit. There is no hurry. We have term notes
with prime interest rates and locked in payments. He also reminded the Board that the last four (4)
pages of the financials are the "meat" of it to look at and a good place for review. Chairperson
Akers requested a motion to approve the plan to reestablish the reserve account funds by putting
ten percent (10%) of the previous month's positive cash flow each month into the reserve accounts
and to send a letter to Rural Development and Kentucky Infrastructure Authority outlining the
Board's plan for the future. Commissioner James made the motion. Commissioner Litafik seconded
the motion. Commissioner-voting as follows-:--

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James
Commissioner Kelsey Friend

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 09-07-002

Chairperson Akers requested a motion to approve the financial reported as submitted.
Commissioner Litafik made the motion. Commissioner Collins seconded the motion. Commissioner
voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik

Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James
Commissioner Kelsey Friend

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 09-07-003



PAYMENT OF BILLS AGENDA ITEM VI
Chairperson Akers requested a motion to approve the payment of bills as presented.
Commissioner Litafik made the motion to approve the payment of bills as presented. Commissioner
Collins seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James
Commissioner Kelsey Friend

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-07-004

CUSTOMER ADJUSTMENTS AGENDA ITEM Vll
Chairperson Akers requested a motion to approve Customer Adjustments in the amount of four
thousand, eight hundred and six dollars and fifty-nine cents ($4,806.59) as presented.
Commissioner James made the motion. Commissioner Collins seconded the motion.
Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James
Commissioner Kelsey Friend

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-07-005

CONSTRUCTION REPORT AGENDA ITEM VIII

Update by Summit Engineering —Jody Hunt, P.E.—on the following projects:

Shelby Valley Sewer Project, Phase III, Section 1:
Mr. Hunt commented to Commissioner Friend that if he would like for him to come by or if

he (Commissioner Friend) would like to come by the office at Summit Engineering, he
would be glad to sit down with him and go over what projects are on going and bring him

up to par with Mr. Potter. Mr. Hunt stated that that construction on this portion of the Shelby
Sewer Project at Collins is complete. The invoice is utilizing remaining funds that were left
over to buy equipment needed for the project. Mr. Potter stated that we will wait another
month and make sure that nothing else is hanging out there and then buy repair parts to
put in stock to maintain that project.

3. Shelby Valley Sewer Project, Phase III, Section 2- Stimulus Funding
Mr. Hunt stated that the stimulus funding application has been resubmitted. This has been
time and paperwork intensive. They are currently working on preparing the additional
paperwork required for the project. Mr. Potter stated that this is for Section 2 that has been
reviewed by the Board and will debt serve on the part of the loan that the Board will have to
get to fulfill the requirements of the stimulus funding. Mr. Hunt reminded the Board that the
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funding is $750,000. DOW approval has already been granted and design is complete. We
will have to bid the project again because we originally bid it out but had to cut this part
from the project due to funding constraints.

Long Fork of Virgie Sewer Project:
Mr. Hunt stated that the plans and specifications are in to the Division of Water for their

review and approval. They are anticipating bidding this project as soon as possible. He

also stated that there is a pump rep that is coming by Summit's offices tomorrow at 10:00
a.m. and they had talked about possibly using a little pilot project for a different type of

pump than the e-one and that might be a possibility with this project. Mr. Potter stated that

they were going to look at a different type of unit, but that is interchangeable with the e-one

unit just to see what is available out there. To get the Long Fork project going, he

requested that the Board go ahead and allow the engineer to bid it out with a bid hold while

awaiting DOW approval so that it will be ready to go when approval comes. Mr. Hunt stated

that he believes that he got that at the last meeting and the reason he was waiting was in

case this pump supplier did not have anything that was equal to what we are using, he

would have to change the plans on it before it went out to bid. Mr. Potter stated that he

would get with Mr. Hunt as soon as DOW reviews it and we will go from there.

Commissioner James commented, "So this should be ready to go fairly quickly?" Mr. Hunt

stated that they will probably advertise it the first of next week, then there will be a fourteen

(14) day advertisement time and receive bids back, and then there will be a ninety (90) day

bid hold on the project while waiting for DOW approval. The project has been in to DOW

about a month or so already.

Belfry/Pond Creek Sewer Project:
Mr. Hunt stated that they are working on the plant design and are buttoning up the

architectural drawings for the control building and things of that nature and are working

with the electrical sub on that to get all the controls that we want in the building. They have

been coordinating with Grondall on that. There is still a property issue which will be
addressed during executive session.

Hurricane Branch AML Water Supply Project (Ridgeline Road)
Mr. Hunt stated that the funding has just become available on July 17'" and the project is

ready to submit to Division of Water. We will probably bid that project just like we are going

to do Long Fork Sewer Project. There is nothing real complicated about the project. It has

a small pump station and a skid tank and water line. This is a project that a lot of people in

that area has been wanting to see happen. Mr. Potter stated that this is the Hurricane part

that was funded and he will talk about this a little bit more when he gets to the Manager'

report. Mr. Hunt inquired if he could go ahead and get approval to advertise this project for

bid. Mr. Potter inquired if the Board wants to go ahead and proceed with that since Mr.

Hunt has the design in and ready. AML will be the first part and will be coming from the

Grapevine side of the mountain at Ridgeline, go up and down Hurricane, and stop right

past Hess Hill. AML has said that they would review that area again to see if they can get
additional funding. He has spoken to several Board members and Dan Stratton, and there

is a coal company interested in helping get water across there. They have some funding

and the Fiscal Court has also been really interested in getting funding for Ridgeline Road

and we have discussed asking for that at our next Coal Severance session. The coal

company really wants to work to get funding for that extension and he (Mr. Potter) signed a



letter for the coal company that they were sending to Division of Water telling them that

they were working in conjunction with the utilities and they have funding that they want to

put in and they will assist in any way they can. The funding from the coal company is

setting there waiting. We have to try to ask for the additional funding. It is roughly about a
$1.2 million dollar project on the other side. Mr. Stratton clarified if the project that we are
wanting to bid and build now has funding available. Mr. Potter and Mr. Hunt both

responded affirmatively that this first part is completely funded by AML and the funds are
available. Mr. Hunt stated that to the best of his recollection we have about $1.5 million

dollars to do this portion of the project. The MOA has been received and it is ready to bid.

Chairperson Akers requested a motion to advertise for bid the Hurricane Branch AML

Water Supply Project pending DOW approval and funding availability. Commissioner

Collins made the motion. Commissioner Litafik seconded the motion. Commissioner voting

as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik

Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James
Commissioner Kelsey Friend

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-07-006

Mr. Potter stated that they have talked about this before. It is a tough area to get to with a

lot of geographical changes and is costly. Mr. Hunt stated that he thinks the entire project

is to cost close to $4 million dollars total to serve about one hundred customers, give or

take. Mr. Potter stated that it is about 8.2 miles of line. This will be a good start for the

residents of this area. Commissioner Litafik stated that this project would in no way debt

serve. Chairperson Akers stated that this project is funded by AML and no loans will have

to be appropriated by Mountain Water to serve these customers. Mr. Stratton stated that it

is important to understand that some of these projects will not fund themselves and the

District is eating the maintenance costs over time so we can provide water to these

customers. Chairperson Akers stated that that is just the way it works in Pike County

because of the terrain. Commissioner Litafik stated then people write these stories that say

the District is going broke. Mr. Hunt stated that the District also has some good projects

where you might run a thousand feet and serve twenty (20) or thirty (30) customers. Mr.

Potter commented that on the flip side you do have some that really do cover themselves

plus some;-Chairperson Akers stated that they help to offset projects like this one.

COAL SEVERANCE PROJECTS REPORT

Update by Tim Campoy, Environmental Design Consultants:

WTP Raw Water Intake:
Update by Tim Campoy, EDC, Inc. Mr. Campoy stated that the contractor is expecting to

get his mechanical components in August and be able to start on that part of the job. The

electrical components most likely won't arrive until September, so that work will continue

when those parts come in. He stated that he reported to the Board last month that the

barge during the floods had gotten hung and is now freed up and there is a small bow in it.

The structural engineers are working out something to correct it. He thinks it will be taken

care of and will be fine. They are reviewing some proposals on that right now and the

contractor will take care of it. Mr. Potter stated that he will make sure that it is up to speed

and let the Board know, because it did hang up and warp. Mr. Campoy stated that part of

the problem is that we are having to do this project in segments as the money comes and

the barge is not balanced in the water right now so it is not coming up and going as

smoothly as what you would want it to, we are in a transition period and that is part of the

issue. Mr. Potter stated that he is right; the pump is not in there. Mr. Campoy stated that

the pump is not in and you have to fill the pipe up with water. Mr. Potter stated that there



are a lot of issues but it did warp and it needs to be corrected before we get to the point
when everything is in and balanced out. Mr. Campoy stated that they are taking care of it.

WTP Expansion/Upgrades:
Update by Tim Campoy, EDC, Inc. Mr. Campoy stated that last month Mr. Stratton was to
write a letter to Howard Engineering. Mr. Stratton stated that the letter was to say that
basically we are not going to pay the difference and he will check and make sure it went
out. Mr. Potter stated that once this is resolved, hopefully we can get a final dollar amount
so we can know what is available for the electrical completion of the project and at that
point he will proceed with the electrical work.

3. Big Creek Sewer Project:
Mr. Campoy stated that the contractor has gone through and pumped those tanks and they
are functioning properly now. There were twenty-one (21) or twenty-two (22) units pumped
out and a total of about twenty-two thousand (22,000) gallons that was pumped out and
disposed of. That has been done and we have addressed all complaints to this point

except one that carne in yesterday and the inspector is going to check on it this afternoon.
The complaint was that seed and straw was not put down on his yard and it could have
been washed away by the flood. There was one customer who decided to come out and
work out in the yard while the contractor had done part of the work and then got a lot of
rain. The contractor was waiting for things to dry up before going back, and this customer
went out and did some work on his own. He didn't like the grass seed that the contractor
had so the subcontractor gave him money to go buy the grass seed that he wanted and he
came back and now wants to charge the District now for his labor to work on his yard. We
have told him no, that the contractor had not finished yet and that he had taken it upon
himself to come in and do the work. With that said and the fact that he believes everything
is taken care of, he has an invoice to present to the Board today for the contractor's
retainage so that this project can now be transferred to the-District.-This-month-also, it--

came to light that the health department required the contractor to install three (3) holding

tanks, one (1) each, at three (3) different households to make sure that they would be
compliant, and he shortened up some of the leech field in the process and the contractor
has asked for each of those a $2,000 additional fee. Mr. Campoy stated that he believes is
justifiable because of the work that was done and because the health department required
it to be done and he has included that on the final invoice. There are funds available to pay
for it. Chairperson Akers requested a motion to approve the addition of $2,000 for work
done as required by the Pike County Health Department for each of three (3) additional

homes for a total of $6,000 to the contractor for the Big Creek Sewer Project.
Commissioner James made the motion. Commissioner Collins seconded the motion.
Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik

Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James
Commissioner Kelsey Friend

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-07-007



Short Line Extensions - $1,300,000

Contract 1: Mr. Campoy stated that this contract is being performed by US Rentals and
Construction. This contract is eighty percent (80%) complete and is made up of five (5)
individual projects: Petty Fork, Sycamore Branch, Peters Branch, Little Fork and Elm
Branch. The first four (4) are all complete except for the sampling. All pipe is in the ground
and pressure testing has been done. Elm Branch should begin within the next two (2)
weeks and will take about a week to complete. We are good shape on this contract.

Contract 2: This contract is being performed to H20 Construction. It involves Adams
Branch and Kettle Camp Branch at Elkhorn Creek. The majority of the pipe is in at this
time. It is approximately forty-one and a half percent (41.5%)complete by dollar value but
each one has a pump station and they haven't begun yet. They should begin to build those
in August and there are no foreseeable problems with this contract finishing in time and on

budget. He stated that after he addresses the next item he will come back to contract 1 and
discuss it further.

Various Short Line Extensions - $100,000/Watson Hill-Orinoco - $150,000
Mr. Campoy stated that the Board requested that the Watson Hill and Orinoco projects be
bid together as one (1) project. We received bids on this project and opened them on July
21".There were two (2) bids: H20 Construction and US Rentals and Construction. At the
bid opening, at which Mr. Stratton was present, US Rentals and Construction's bid was

$210,850 and H20's bid was $216,705. After review of the bids and confirmation of the

math, H20 had a mistake on their math and their bid was $215,655. The low bidder was
US Rentals and Construction and he requested authorization to provide the notice of
award and notice to proceed to put them under contract to get started. He has brought
contract documents today if the Board wishes to execute them and get that project going.
Mr. Spears inquired if Mr. Campoy has run the numbers for engineering and everything for

the $250,000. Mr. Campoy stated that we have $250,000 plus Mr. Potter has secured
another $20,000 from the fiscal court. Mr. Potter stated that when we bid the Watson Hill

portion the first time, the bids came in high, even higher than they are currently. Mr.

Campoy stated that the bid this time came in even lower than what his estimates were. Mr.

Potter stated that that is why we combined these two projects in order to get them both in

with the funding available and why he asked the fiscal court to earmark $20,000 for various

projects, just in case these came in high again. Mr. Campoy stated that the individual bid

on Watson Hill was about-$ 14;000 less-this time- than previous.— Mr-.—.Potter. stated. that. what .
you have to look at also is that everybody is getting a little hungrier with the shape of the

economy right now and it is just a good time to bid out work. Mr. Campoy stated that his

last estimate for construction was $240,000 and now we are able to award it at $211,000.
Mr. Potter stated that it is within budget. Chairperson Akers requested a motion to give
Notice of Award, Notice to Proceed and to execute the contract with the low bidder, US
Rentals and Construction for the Various Short Line Extensions project of Watson Hill and

Orinoco. Commissioner Collins made the motion. Commissioner James seconded the
motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik

Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James
Commissioner Kelsey Friend

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-07-008

Mr. Campoy, returning to Contract 1 under number 4, Short Line Extension Project, stated
that this is item that he brought up with Mr. Potter, Mr. Stratton, and Mr. Spears and asked
them to review it and it was discussed during the June work session. He stated that he was
asked by the previous manager to look at, when we were really afraid of cost of materials,
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asked to look at that as a combined project for engineering and inspection fees. He stated
that he was told that they would see what happened as we got through into construction.
He called their attention to a handout that he distributed and stated that if they look at the
upper left hand section, those numbers are actual for four (4) projects and the Elm Branch
portion is bid. So if you calculated the fees for engineering and inspection based upon that
total number, you can see what those numbers are. In reality what we have done is five (5)
different projects, five (5) sets of plans, five (5) submittals to Division of Water, five (5)
projects that were put together to bid as a unit for the benefit of the District, hoping to get
better construction numbers. What you see from the handout is that there is a large
difference between calculating the fees as individual projects rather than as one large
project. He stated that on engineering, as a whole project, EDC is getting paid seventy-five
percent (75%) of the eighty-five percent (85%) number. On the inspection side they are
getting sixty percent (60%) of the eight-five percent (85%) number. He stated that now that
they are eighty percent (80%) of the way through the project, he thought it was a good time
to present this because he feels very confident about where we are with our numbers to
know that the money is there to pay these fees in this manner, because that is how they
would have been paid if they had been bid separately and he was asked to do that and
was willing to do that to make sure the projects went, but also knowing that if they came in

and there was money available that this was the standard amount that would have been
charged. With that, he would like for the Board to consider this and has provided updated
invoices every month anyway, and has prepared an invoice based upon the original

amount and a supplemental invoice if the Board is willing to approve that based on the new

amount which catches him up to this point to what it would be if it were based upon these
individual numbers. Chairperson Akers inquired as to when this project would be finished.

Mr. Campoy stated that he is hoping that it is all done by the end of next month. There is

more time in the contract but the way the contractors are moving on it, it may be done by

the end of next month. It may go into September, but he hopes to see it done by the end of
August. Chairperson Akers inquired if this issue could be held to see if we have extra at the

end of the project and if we have the amount needed left over then we will do it at that time.

Mr. Spears stated that we also do still have $71,000 in the contingency fund. Mr. Campoy
stated that that would be fine with him and he knows that the Board will treat him fairly. Mr.

Stratton suggested that this issue be presented again at the meeting next month. Mr.

Campoy agreed.

Update by Doug Griffin, Kenvirons, Inc. and Greg Dotson, Inspector

Smith Fork of Phelps Sewer Project, Phase I:
Doug Griffin stated that this phase of the project is essentially done except for about five

(5) or six (6) items on the punch list and he is not too worried about that because we have

$40,000 left in retainage, so we will get those done.

Smith Fork of Phelps Sewer Project, Phase II:
Mr. Griffin stated that they have done a little of the work for Phase II and the Division of
Water notified him Monday that they were issuing the permit. We haven't got it in hand yet,
but it was alright. The highway department has now said it is now alright, we got all the

differences with them resolved and he hopes the contractor will start the laying the lines on

Phase II next week. Mr. Potter stated that this project is going back up toward the old

Chisham area. He stated that he has a change order for some more line in that and it does
included everything at this time to be sure that we don't run out of money. Mr. Potter stated
that we do have contingencies for change orders to pick up additional customers. Mr.

Griffin stated that there is roughly about one hundred (100) potential customers over there,

if we get everything done we would like to do. He stated that there is a resident over there

who wants a pump moved. Mr. Dotson stated that her home burnt down and she wants it

moved and he told her it was between her and the contractor to move it the thirty (30)
yards to where her new double wide is going in. Mr. Griffin stated that we can't let the

contractor go back up there and do that and pay them again for it. Mr. Potter stated that the

situation is unfortunate, but he really doesn't think it is between her and the contractor, the
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contractor placed it where it was approved to go in the beginning and if she wants it

relocated, somebody is going to have to pay to relocate it. He hates the circumstances but
you just can't do things like this for free. Mr. Griffin stated that the other thing he noticed
on the Smith Fork numbers is that there will be enough that should go to Smith Fork Phase
I to close out the KIA project and the rest of it will go to Phase II, so that will help. He would
like to get rid of one (1) of them instead of having both of them open. Mr. Potter stated that
he will submit today or tomorrow the request for the highway department to do their final

inspection so the bonds can be released on Phase I.

Mr. Griffin stated that there is one other project that he needs to call to the Board's
attention. There is a highway relocation at Stone. The bids were opened at the
commissioners meeting four (4) months ago. The bids have expired. The reason for that is
that the highway department had some right of way issues that weren't clear with the
railroad and the land company that owns all that. They told him Monday that they thought

they got the letters they needed to clear it, but we cannot hold that contractor to his bid. He

can, however, give us a letter stating that he is willing to keep his bid open. What Mr.

Griffin would like to have, if he says "no, we'e got other work now and are not going to do
it" is to have the Board's authorization to go ahead and rebid it if we have to or award the
contract if he says okay. The bid was within the money available and everything should be
alright if they say okay. If they don't we have no choice but to rebid it. Mr. Stratton inquired

if it is ready to go now. Mr. Griffin stated that he has not gotten the final word from the

highway department yet but that they have indicated that they are very close and would

have it this next week. Mr. Potter stated that what they do is that they want you to go
ahead and get it in the works, but the good about this is that this is their mistake and they

are paying for the whole project. They are going to pay Mr. Griffin, it comes out of there

pocket. Mr. Stratton stated that he was just clarifying that we got clearance to go and if we

have another month before we get clearance from the highway department, why ask the

guy to do a bid now, he says okay and then a month from now he says no. We should wait

until we get clearance in hand and then rebid. Mr. Griffin stated "No Dan, when the

highway department says go, we have a choice to make. Well, we don't have a choice; the

contractor either gives us a letter saying his bid is good or we can go and rebid it."

Chairperson Akers stated that we have to be ready. The contractor has to be ready
however. Mr. Griffin answered in the affirmative and stated that if we have to rebid it that is

another time frame and there are two (2) more projects over that they have worked on and

about got done that they were hoping to sort of follow it, but he doesn't know if they will or
not. Chairperson Akers clarified that he needs the Board's okay to go ahead with this. Mr.

Griffin stated that he needs the Board's okay to go ahead and rebid this if necessary and

the contractor- does-not- agree to his keep his.original price, but we will not start without the

highway department saying it is clear. Chairperson Akers requested a motion for the

engineer to rebid the Highway 199 DOT Relocation Project if the contractor does not

provide a letter confirming his original bid as good. Commissioner James made the motion.

Commissioner Litafik seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik

Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James
Commissioner Kelsey Friend

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-07-009

DRAWS:

Mrs. Olson stated that due to the board's decision to revisit the engineering and inspection

fees issue for Mr. Campoy at the next board meeting, the submitted draws for Contract 1

for Resource Management and for EDC, Inc. will be deleted from the list. Chairperson

Akers requested a motion to approve the draws as corrected. Commissioner Litafik made

the motion. Commissioner Collins seconded the motion.
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SHORT LINE EXTENSIONS
Contract 1 —Little Fork
Contract 1 —Petty Fork
Contract 1 - Sycamore
Contract 1
Contract 1
Contract 2- Adams Br
Contract 2 —Kettle Camp
Contract 2
Contract 2

Coal Severance Funds
Coal Severance Funds
Coal Severance Funds
Coal Severance Funds
Coal Severance Funds
Coal Severance Funds
Coal Severance Funds
Coal Severance Funds
Coal Severance Funds

$ 74,109.50
$ 18,810.00
$ 20,303.40
$ 8,113.83
$ 7,000.00
$ 62,912.80
$151,770.10
$ 17,693.28
$ 12,956.03

WATSON HILLNARIOUS WATERLINE EXTENSIONS
Contract 1 Coal Severance Funds $ 6,115.95

LMI PROJECT
Contract 1 Coal Severance Funds $ 6,206.03

FOREST HILLS SEWER PROJECT, PHASE II

Contract 1 Coal Severance Funds
Contract 1 Coal Severance Funds

$ 564.19
$ 41,610.00

TELEMETRY
Contract 1
Contract 1

Coal Severance Funds
Coal Severance Funds

$ 26,819.20
$ 81.95

SHELBY SEWER PROJECT, PHASE II

Contract 1 Coal Severance Funds
Contract 1 Coal Severance Funds

$ 12,921.52
$ 2,200.00

WTP EXPANSION
Contract 1 Coal Severance Funds $ 3,651.28

SMITH FORK SEWER PROJECT, PHASE II

Contract 1 - — - - - - -Coal Severance Funds .
Contract 1 Coal Severance Funds

$ 20,079.20
$ 36,616.83

BIG CREEK SEWER PROJECT
Contract 1 Coal Severance Funds

Commissioner voting as follows:

$ 61,715.20

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litaflk

Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James
Commissioner Kelsey Friend

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-07-010

MANAGER'S REPORT
1. Monthly Operating Report:

AGENDA ITEM VIII

Mr. Potter stated that there was a violation received on the Modern Mobile Home

Wastewater Treatment Plant a little over a year ago. There was a storm that night and
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lightening knocked the power out. It went over the weekend and no one was notified and
the Division of Water on a complaint. We arrived on the scene when they did and got the
plant back in working order but they issued a violation. He and Jamey Keathley,
Wastewater Supervisor, went down to Frankfort and had a hearing with them and
everything went really favorable and they will be in contact with them. The inspectors were
well pleased with the response we did and they are working with them right now and he will

give a further update later. Since July 1, 2008 there have been two hundred and twelve
(212) paid taps and one hundred and sixty-nine (169) LMI taps since February of 2009.
Currently we are down to the bottom on the funding of the initial phase of LMls and are
waiting for the MOA for the second portion of the funding and will resume the program
when the additional funding comes in. He will call down to Frankfort and try to see when
that will be coming. The water sales are up a bit as you can see and with the repair and
maintenance budget, Bob Meyer, UMG Controller, will be discussing that issue. While Mrs.
Olson distributed the memos from Bob Meyer, Mr. Potter stated that there was an increase
in water and sewer sales for June. Mr. Meyer stated that each month the Board is given a
status report on the repair and maintenance portion of the contract, and June is the end of
the contract year and he wanted to let the Board know where things stood with that. He

stated that on their schedule of R 8 M revenues and expenditures the gross amount of
over expenditure is $91,581. If the Board will recall, during contract negotiations earlier this

year, UMG agreed to write off right at $30,000 of the overage for the current contract year.
When you take the gross overage for R & M for the month of $91,581 and subtract the
contract adjustment, you get it down to $60,641 overage. The reason for that, and actually

Grondall and his folks have been doing a terrific job in terms of keeping a handle on R 8 M

expenditures, unfortunately Mother Nature has a way of impacting on that in May and June
with all of the flooding. The bottom line is that during those two (2) months there was about

$68,000 that was isolated out as flood repairs. If it were not for that, you would actually be
under contract with the adjustment from back in April. He stated that he knows that

Grondall and Tammy are aware of the lengthy process obviously with getting everything

submitted to FEMA in terms of both labor, equipment and materials and a lot of that cost
will be recovered by the District from FEMA. Mr. Meyer stated that what he is basically

saying to the board is that UMG is going to leave that overage sitting there until the District

gets to some point of resolution with FEMA on the recent flooding from May and June and

when we know that then we can come back and work out whatever the bottom line is. So
essentially in terms of FEMA reimbursements, that portion of the FEMA reimbursement
that is for materials will offset the overage in the repair and maintenance category. The
balance of it will work out in terms of...because we obviously had a lot of additional labor
costs and equipments costs that UMG incurred during that time, and we talk about that in

context ef when those FEMA- reimbursements come. in. as weILSo basically the point of this

memo is to let the board know that yes you are over, the reason you are over is because
there were a lot of flood related expenses and we are just going to hold off for a while and

see how long it is going to take to get to final resolution. We don't want to put the District in

any more of a cash flow bind as far as getting that caught up. The Board thanked Mr.

Meyer. Mr. Potter stated that if it hadn't have been for the extenuating circumstances of the
floods the R 8 M budget would have been dead level and right on budget. Chairperson
Akers thanked Mr. Potter and UMG for a job well done during the flooding. Commissioner
James concurred. Mr. Potter continued with the Manager's report by saying that we have
been repairing service lines that were taken out for permanent fixtures. We have done
temporary work, but in the course of looking back and doing our leak detection and various

things associated with the flood, he has had reports of contractors or either home owners
or contractors for the state working on the roads or private bridges, etc. are damaging
service lines that the District has in the area. They have not been reported to us and the
contractors in the area are trying to repair those themselves using other than standardized
parts that we use and he is really concerned about that because, unless it is done properly,
there is a chance of contamination or various other issues, plus tampering or working on a
potable water system without authorization is a federal misdemeanor. He stated that he
would like to investigate the issue further and get some names and numbers and have Dan

Stratton, legal counsel, to approach these people on the Board's behalf and let them know

that this is not the way business is and any damages that we see and have to repair due to
what they have done, they will be billed for it. Mr. Stratton stated that it is a matter of
identifying who it is and directing them to cease and desist and divulge any prior activities

that they have done so we can go look at them and see if there is any damage. Mr. Potter
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stated that he was made aware of this yesterday and he wanted to bring it to the Board's
attention that that is occurring. Mr. Spears inquired if that is not something that the Board
should advertise in the newspaper just as a precautionary measure. Chairperson Aker
stated that that was probably a good idea. Mr. Potter inquired if the Board wanted UMG to
prepare something for the newspaper for Dan and the Board's review. Chairperson Akers
requested a motion advertise that information in the newspaper and to proceed as
necessary. Commissioner Collins made the motion. Commissioner Litafik seconded the
motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James
Commissioner Kelsey Friend

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-07-011

Chairperson Akers requested a motion to approve the monthly operating report as
submitted. Commissioner James made the motion. Commissioner Litafik seconded the
motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik

Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James
Commissioner Kelsey Friend

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-07-012

NEW BUSINESS

1. LMI Project-
Mr. Potter stated that there have been one hundred and sixty-nine (169) taps so far. We
have enoagh funding to finish-two (2) that we have identified-and then held the-project-until
we get the additional funding. No MOA yet and he will check on the status on that. We
should be able to do approximately the same number because the amount of funding was
real close. We should be able to get 150 to 180 more. We currently have signed up about
280 people still on the LMI program, which is a popular program, but that is the way it has
always been, you have more signers than money. We will get as many done as we can.

Flood Issues Update-
Mr. Potter stated that this is the first invoice that FEMA is requiring UMG to submit to
Mountain Water District and Mountain Water District will have to submit their invoice. The
first invoice that FEMA is currently reviewing, and our contact is Jay Parsons, and Tammy
has been in contact with them and has preparing all of our invoicing and work orders,
which have temporarily repaired, which have been permanently repaired and what we still

need to repair. The next invoice will be the final and that will consist of all of the finished

permanent work. They are reviewing the invoice to see that it matches what they call their
"PWs" and that is their work order that they issue for what they will pay for. Mr. Parsons
has indicated today that everything looks good so far and they should wrap it up in the next

day or two and he requested that upon FEMA completion of their review to go ahead
authorize that invoice for submittal to FEMA for payment for Mountain Water and that the
Board would authorize Toni Akers, the primary contact, or Rhonda James, the secondary
contact, to sign for the submittal. Chairperson Akers requested a motion to authorize her or
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Commissioner James to sign the FEMA submittal for temporary work when completed and
reviewed. Commissioner Litafik made the motion. Commissioner Collins seconded the
motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James
Commissioner Kelsey Friend

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-07-013

Advertise for Bid —Two (2)-1 Ton Utility Trucks:
Mr. Potter stated that in accordance with the capital items list that was approved a couple
of months ago that included what needed to be purchased for the District, we advertised
for bid for two (2) new service utility trucks. They are in advertising right now and he
requested the Board's authorization when the bids come in on August 7 to award the bid
to the low bidder. Chairperson Akers requested a motion to authorize Mr. Potter to award
the low bid for the advertised trucks when received and reviewed. Commissioner James
made the motion. Commissioner Litafik seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as
follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James
Commissioner Kelsey Friend

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-07-014

Appointment of Project Manager as Authorized Voting Representative-
Mr. Potter stated that the Mountain Water District is a member of the Kentucky Rural Water
Association and the annual voting for the conference that is coming up in August will be
held. He is planning to attend and inquired if the Board wanted to authorize Mr. Potter to be
their proxy vote on issues relating to water and wastewater. Chairperson stated that she
thinks that the Board should do that. She also inquired if this conference was open to any
Cornrnissioners that wanted to attend. Mr. Potter stated that is was open to the
Commissioners and he will provide more information on that shortly. There will be classes
taught and it is a three (3) day conference. Continuing education credits will be given.
Chairperson Akers requested a motion to authorize Grondall Potter to be the Board's
authorized representative and proxy vote for the Kentucky Rural Water Association's
annual conference and meeting held in August, 2009. Commissioner Collins made the
motion. Commissioner James seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik

Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James
Commissioner Kelsey Friend

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-07-015
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Legal Issues-
1. Project Bidding Procedure —Mr. Stratton stated that a while back the Board decided
to implement a procedure where the bids came to him (Mr. Stratton) and a question arose
as to whether or not the Board said they were to be opened at the next Board meeting
following the advertisement. The engineers have said that they wanted them opened
before the meeting to give them time to review, calculate and determine everything. It was
left a little ambiguous as to which way it was and the procedure needs to be clarified. Mrs.
Olson distributed copies of the resolution that was passed in February and stated that it

may just need to be amended. Mr. Potter stated that sometimes in the steps to get projects
along the line the progress occurs in between board meetings and the intent was to have
Dan oversee the process with board members present at the opening. Mr. Stratton stated
that he agrees with the engineers that it might be prudent to open the bids a few days
before the board meeting at a spot designated by the board to give them a chance to

review everything before making a recommendation to the board. Mr. Campoy stated that it

is very helpful to the engineers to make sure that they know that the bids are all correct
because sometimes a contractor will make math mistakes, just like H20 did on this last

one, or not include something that they are supposed to. Mr. Stratton stated that the board

did a good thing with what they did before, but they need to accommodate the engineer's

request for verification. He requested a motion to amend Resolution 09-02-020 to provide

that bids may be opened at the attorney's office or the District office a few days prior to the

next official board meeting. Chairperson Akers requested a motion be made to that effect.
Commissioner James made the motion. Commissioner Collins seconded the motion.

Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik

Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James
Commissioner Kelsey Friend

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-07-016

2; -Bond-Amendment---Various-Line Extensions--- —Mr ..Stratton stated. that. we hacLa
request from US Rentals on their bond for Various projects. Their bonding company has
submitted a proposed amendment to the bond that basically says that after all the

supportive documentation has been submitted that the claimant would be us and could be

paid any undisputed amounts and any disputed amounts would be withheld. The change
here is that before it has been sort of an all or nothing deal and this cuts both ways. It gives
them an opening to dispute things and not pay us should an issue arise with a disputed

amount. The flip side of the coin is that if there is a dispute they can say that they are going
to hold up the whole thing. It is something that can cut two ways. It can be helpful or awful

depending upon the situation. He stated that he doesn't have any objection to

recommending that the Board sign it, but he wants to make the Board aware that it could

be helpful or could be harmful depending upon the situation. Mr. Stratton stated that there

is not impact on us if we just decline to sign the amendment to the bond. They have

already issued the bond and they can't take it back now. Chairperson Akers stated that she
didn't think that they needed to sign it. The Board agreed not to sign the bond amendment

on this project. Mr. Campoy clarified that US Rentals, who requested the bond amendment

be signed, is the same company that we are awarding the Watson Hill/Orinoco project to

and it may become an issue. Mr. Stratton stated that it may be in the next bond and if it is

we would want to look at that closer. Chairperson Akers agreed stating that if it is the

Board will look at it again and make a decision then.

3. Various Debt Collections —Mr. Stratton stated that they had looked at various

miscellaneous debt collections and Kevin Lowe, Office/Financial Manager, was kind

enough to compile for him a list of outstanding debts owed to the District. The District has
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eight (8) or nine (9) of those that are over $2,000 that we could sue and collect on. Mr.

Lowe stated that one of those listed is the contractor that was just being referenced. Mr.

Stratton stated that some of them are worth going after if the Board chooses. Mr. Litafik

inquired if we are going to make them pay it why don't we offset it? Mr. Stratton stated that
he would feel better about doing that if we had a judgment against them first. But what we
can do then is to write a letter then and say we would like to be paid this money. Mr.

Spears stated that it would be cleaner to trade checks with them anyway than offset the
amount. Mr. Stratton stated that there is one there for $18,000 which is from a clean up

that an accident that occurred in 2004 near Lawson's Branch. It was a diesel spill and Mr.

Stratton stated that he would have to check to statute of limitations on that one. Mr. Potter
stated that we have billed that repeatedly and sent letters. Mr. Stratton stated that he would

copy the Board on the collection letters that he sent out.

7. Executive Session to Discuss Outstanding Litigation

1. Will Brown vs. Mountain Water District

2. Mountain Water District vs. Jesse Coleman

3. Robert Coleman vs. Mountain Water District

4. Triny Tackett vs. Mountain Water District

5. Irvin Smith vs. Mountain Water District

Mr. Stratton stated that executive session should be convened to discuss outstanding

litigation. Chairperson Akers requested a motion to convene executive session to discuss

outstanding litigation. Commissioner James made the motion. Commissioner Litafik

seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik

Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James
Commissioner Kelsey Friend

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-07-017

Chairperson Akers requested a motion to reconvene from executive session.
Commissioner Collins made the motion. Commissioner James seconded the motion.

Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik

Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James
Commissioner Kelsey Friend

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-07-018

Chairperson Akers stated that the Board decided to proceed with litigation already in

progress during the executive session.
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(This section of the minutes has been transcribed word for word due to the
presence of the media and to ensure correct information was reported based
on actual comments from the Board members.)

COMMISSIONER COMMENTS
Chairperson Akers inquired if there were any Commissioner comments.

Commissioner Rhonda James: I do. First of all I would like to welcome Kelsey to the Board. I think,
as you said, the fresh new blood will be good. Kelsey, I'd like to tell you that the Board members
that we serve with, I'm new, I just came in October of last year, but these Board members are
excellent. They are very knowledgeable, experienced, and going back and looking at the historical
information that I have seen, they served this District well, and I am very proud to be on here with

them.

Commissioner Kelsey Friend, III: Thank You.

Commissioner Rhonda James: You are very welcome, very welcome. There is a looming decision
that we are waiting on on Toni and Mike regarding their eligibility and, I'l just be honest with you, I

pray that they keep them because their leadership ability shows in what we have done here. And,

you know I sit through the Court meetings and I see the papers and I hear the comments and it just
seems that one Magistrate, in particular, Chris Harris, continues to attack, I think, these Board
members personally, me as well, every opportunity he gets, and it's unfortunate that he does that
because he made the comment most recently at our Court meeting that we were misguided. Well, I

think he is wrong. In my opinion he is uninformed, and he is uninformed by choice, because I

personally have talked to him after the decision with the UMG contract was made and I think that
Mike, you did as well, and I tried to talk to him about the financial position that we were in and he
wasn't interested. I... the only thing that he kept reiterating was his little talking points and it just
seems to me that he has a personal political agenda that he just keeps going back to. Because
when you look at the financials of this District...you know he made the comment at the last Court
meeting about the water rates increasing....over the last ten (10) years, in going back and looking,
there's been two (2) water rate increases.

Chairperson Akers: Very small.

Commissioner Rhonda James: Very small....2002 and 2008, and I asked the members here... the
staff of UMG, and you all are great....absolutely great in helping us in anything that we ask for. And

Kevirr did some-calculations-en-some —...an-average-water rate bill, I. would think,. forty=fiveWundred

(4,500) gallons, and if you look back at that in say, I think you had in 1999, that water rate for that

average bill would have been around $31.00.Today, that would be about $38.00. A difference of

$7.00 on that bill, which I think, when you look at other utilities, your power, your gas, that's just
wonderful and that again is a testimony, I think, to this water Board in trying to keep these water
rates down and manage this District wonderfully. I mean, it's great testimony to you guys. And as
far as, you know, Chris keeps mentioning, and I'm talking about Chris Harris, that he keeps
mentioning about UMG putting this District in financial ruin, when you go back and look, and I did

this on the historical trend, the debt was accumulated way before UMG came on in 2005. As a
matter of fact, in 2004 that debt was about $16 million dollars before UMG came on. The cost,
when you look at our expenses, the cost per customer was about $415.00. Today, at the end of
2008 I should say, it decreased. It actually went down. So when you look at that it tells you that we
are going down the right path, in my opinion, and that debt was accumulated for a good cause. Not

just for whatever reason, the debt accumulated because in the last ten (10) years this water district

has experienced tremendous growth. You know, we now serve, what...in the ninety percentile for
water customers, which is wonderful....and when you compare that to other counties, surrounding

counties, at thirty percent (30%)...you know we could have stayed there. You guys (the Board)
could have said "No, we are not going to incur debt. We are going stay, but we are not going to be
providing water to the customers of Pike County." You couldn't do that. I mean, it's not a bad thing

that we'e where we are right now, it's a great thing. I mean, ninety percentile coverage in this area
and sewer...on its way...a good start on sewer. And I just feel that, you know, right now with the

report we got today from Mike Spears, I think we are down a good path. You know the reserves
were used during a time to fund this tremendous growth that we expected and that we experienced
and I think that, you know, maybe we shouldn't have done that...but I don't think so. I think that it
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was a good thing that we did that. And it is just really sad that we have a Magistrate in this county
that just continues to attack this Board and the only thing I can think is, he just didn't get his way.
And that is all I have to say.

(Applause)

Chairperson Akers: Thank you for your comments, Rhonda. Does anybody else have any
comments?

Vice Chairperson Litafik: I'e got one. I think another issue that has not been addressed, and we
have an attorney setting here right now, is the liability issue. UMG, through their liability policies
and insurance policies provides insulation of this district for who knows how much. I don't think you
can put a number on that protection. I think that one issue there is another reason, and you look all

over the country and even other local districts, everybody is going to this type of service. You'e
got an insulation in between you and what's going on out here in the field, and I personally think

that is wonderful and you know, you can't put a price on this particular.....

Commissioner Rhonda James: You know, I do think..., I think that the financial situation that we'e
in now is improving and it shows....and it shows. And I hope our economy in this area stands, you

know that we keep improving, because we don't have a crystal ball and we don't know how all of
that is going to work out, but as of right now I think we are on a good path. And I hope that, you

know, recently we had a work session about a month and a half ago, where we went through all

this and it was publicized and advertised and, as a matter of fact, I think we had a representative

from the media here, and I just, I'm not sure that there was anything in the paper...l don't know for

sure....but I never really heard anybody say anything about that and I just really wanted to put

some good things out there that we are doing. And UMG...the way that they responded in the flood

was just wonderful, and I just think that they have been an excellent contractor for us.

Chairperson Akers: And I think the whole Board would have to agree with that.

Commissioner Rhonda James: Yeah.

Chairperson Akers: Anybody else...Any comments? John?

Commissioner Collins: Good job.

Chairperson Akers: Good job. I agree. Okay, if we have no more comments then I need a motion
—

to adjourn.

AD JOURN MEETING
Chairperson Akers stated that if there were no further comments, she requested a motion be made

to adjourn the meeting. Commissioner James made the motion. Commissioner Litafik seconded

the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Toni Akers
Commissioner Mike Litafik

Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Rhonda James
Commissioner Kelsey Friend

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 09-07-019
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MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS SPECIAL MEETING

WORK SESSION
NOVEMBER 13th, 2009

1:30PM

ATTENDANCE
Russ Cassady, Appalachian News Express
Mike Spears, Spears Management
Dan Stratton, Stratton, Hogg & Maddox
Bob Meyer, Controller, UMG
Grondall Potter, Manager, UMG
Tammy Olson, Office/Compliance Manager, UMG
Kevin Lowe, Office/Financial Manager, UMG

CALL TO ORDER AGENDA ITEM I

The Mountain Water District Board of Commissioners Special Meeting/Work Session was held on
Friday, November 13th, 2009 at 1:30p.m.

Chairperson Rhonda James was not present for the meeting today.

Commissioners present for the meeting were as follows:

Vice Chairperson/Secretary John Collins
Treasurer Kelsey Friend, III

Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

In the absence of Chairperson James, Vice Chairperson Collins took charge of the meeting.

AGENDA:

1. - KIA December--Bond Payment-
Mr. Potter stated that the Kentucky Infrastructure bond payment is due on December 1",
and since the Board meeting is not until November 25 and the Thanksgiving holiday is
immediately following, he requested the Board's approval to pay the bond payment so we
can go ahead and pay it on time. The amount is approximately one hundred and eight-nine
thousand dollars ($189,000) and Mike Spears, Spears Management, stated that the Board
has sufficient funds in the bank to pay it. Vice Chairperson Collins requested a motion to
approve the payment of the KIA bond payment due December 1, 2009. Commissioner
Casey made the motion. Commissioner Adkins seconded the motion. Commissioner voting
as follows:

Chairperson James
Vice Chairperson Collins
Commissioner Friend III

Commissioner Casey
Commissioner Adkins

Absent
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 09-11-001



Westcare Community Action Organization
Mr. Lowe, Office/Financial Manager, distributed a hand out to the Board members
regarding Westcare and their plan for serving the most vulnerable of our county's citizens.
The information contained information on the qualifications that must be met for the
customer to receive this service. The customer must be in danger of losing their housing,
must be employed, and they must meet the income guidelines that have been provided by
Westcare. For example, a one person household's income would have to be less than
fourteen thousand, eight hundred dollars ($14,800), two person households could not
exceed sixteen thousand, nine hundred dollars ($16,900), three person households could
not exceed nineteen thousand, fifty dollars ($19,050) and a four person household could
not need exceed a yearly income of twenty-one thousand, one hundred and fifty dollars
($21,150). Westcare would pay seventy-five percent (75%) of the bill for a qualifying
customer and the customer would be responsible for twenty-five percent (25%). This
service can be used for up to three (3) months. Mr. Potter stated that Westcare wanted to
know if the District would participate in their program. There will be a little bit of a lag time
on the turn over of the payment of the bills and they are asking that the District defer
disconnection until the time that the funds come in to the District. This will probably keep
revenue going in the long run because these customers would become delinquent or
disconnected and leave without paying. It has potential advantages for the customers and
the District. Vice Chairperson Collins inquired if there was any cost to the District for
participating in this program with Westcare. Mr. Lowe responded that there is not cost to
the District other than agreeing that we will hold off on disconnection of the customer until
we receive payment from Westcare, which could be up to thirty (30) days. Commissioner
Casey stated that this sounds like a good plan that would help the less fortunate people in
our county. Mr. Lowe stated that they are also working with the City of Pikeville and do help
with other bills as well, such as the customer's power bill. Vice Chairperson Collins
requested a motion to authorize the District to participate with Westcare Community Action
Organization in their program to aid customers in making their payments for water service.
Commissioner Friend made the motion. Commissioner Casey seconded the motion.
Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson James
Vice Chairperson Collins
Commissioner Friend II I

Commissioner Casey—Commissioner Adkins-

Absent
Aye
Aye
Aye

- -- Aye-

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 09-11-002

Grinder Quote —Service Pump and Supply
Mr. Potter stated that we have had Service Pump and Supply (SPS) submit a quote for
grinder units that the District currently has an open contract on with Wascon through E-
One. We currently pay fourteen hundred dollars ($1,400) per complete unit through
Wascon. SPS has made a comparable quote which comes in at fifteen hundred and fifteen
dollars ($1,515) each. They are slightly higher that the District's current contract price. No
decision needs to be made today but the District is being asked to consider the quote. The
SPS unit is a hydromatic versus the E-One station. They say it will retrofit with the E-One
station but will still cost a little more per unit. Mr. Potter stated that he didn't really see a
benefit for the District and would recommend that the District stay with what they have
because there are already a couple of thousand of these in the ground and he would not
recommend mixing and matching. If they had come in significantly lower that the E-One
stations, he might would have recommended that the Board look at it a little harder, but it is
still the Board's decision. Vice Chairperson Collins inquired if in Mr. Potter's experience the
SPS grinder is a better grinder. Mr. Potter stated that they are comparable to one another.
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A decision on this issue can be made at the regular board meeting. The Board agreed to
put this subject on hold until the regular meeting in November.

Execution of Tariff Revisions as Requested by Public Service Commission
Mr. Potter stated that the non recurring charges to the tariff were approved by the Public
Service Commission about thirty (30) days ago. They are requiring that the pages of the
tariff be signed and returned to them after review. Mr. Potter stated that he had reviewed
them, as well as Mr. Lowe and Mrs. Olson, and found that everything looks good and is
ready to be published by the PSC. Mr. Potter stated that this is not a rate increase, but set
charges for services like paying by credit card and a late fee for sewer service. Mr. Lowe
called the Board's attention to the copies of the water and sewer tariffs that he had
provided for their reference. After further review by the Board members, Vice Chairperson
Collins requested a motion to approve the execution of the tariff revisions by the PSC.
Commissioner Friend made the motion. Commissioner Casey seconded the motion.
Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson James
Vice Chairperson Collins
Commissioner Friend III

Commissioner Casey
Commissioner Adkins

Absent
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 09-11-003

Francis Road of Turkey Creek Meter Base Relocation
Mr. Potter stated that at the previous regular meeting, a customer had come in saying that
his base and some neighbor's bases were set a location that was unsatisfactory. They had
signed an easement at one time to have them set there and now wanted them moved
further up on the hill; Mr. Potter stated that the District would have to do a line exterrsion--
and the customers would have to have an easement to relocate their bases to the new
location. The Board had directed him to look into doing that and get a cost prepared. He
stated that it would cost approximately fifty-two hundred dollars ($5,200) to put a 2" main
line where the main line is to the hollow, about five hundred feet (500'). Due to pressure
constraints we cannot run it all the way to his house. We can go about five hundred feet
(500'), relocated the bases to that area if they get easements from the property owner to
have the bases set there. Vice Chairperson Collins stated that they would have to have the
easements in hand before we can do anything. Mr. Potter responded that that is correct
and it would be conditional upon that. Vice Chairperson Collins requested a motion to
approve the relocation of three meter bases and line at Francis Road conditional upon the
easements being obtained by the customers before any action be taken by the District.
Commissioner Casey made the motion. Commissioner Adkins seconded the motion.
Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson James
Vice Chairperson Collins
Commissioner Friend III

Commissioner Casey
Commissioner Adkins

Absent
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 09-11-004



6. Shelby Valley Sewer Project, Phase ill, Section 2
Mr. Potter stated that this project funding is coming from the Economic Stimulus funding,
which is part loan and part qrant and is on Collins Highway. This project is to go before the
KIA board on December 3'. The Board of Commissioners has already given the engineer
permission to bid the project, but only contingent upon funding being procured. So if the
funding doesn't happen, this project will not go forward.

Board Member Seminar
Mr. Stratton stated that they had discussed previously, since we have so many new Board
members, of doing a seminar that would bring you up to speed on your legal
responsibilities, ethical restrictions and obligations and the financial side of the company as
well as the operational side under UMG. What we want to do is speed the learning curve
on understanding the basic operations and the Board's obligations.

Before beginning, Mr. Stratton distributed a response that he had prepared regarding the
Mossy Bottom Sewer transfer that Magistrate Jeff Anderson had requested during the last
Pike County Fiscal Court meeting. He stated that this letter has been reviewed by
Commissioner James and by Grondall Potter and is being sent out today to Magistrate
Anderson. He researched the issue through file documents and newspaper articles and
this is a summary of the information that was gathered.

Mr. Stratton stated that we are going to put together an additional packet of information for
the Board members, but for now he distributed a book of the information that he was going
to go over today for the Board to use for future reference.

a.) Legal Issues
PSC Regulation
Mr. Stratton began by saying that the District is a creature of statute. We are
created by the authorization of the legislature under statute, and as such, all of the
rules and regulations that govern us are created by statute. We are limited by what
we can do. We are directecf on what we can ancTcannot do. In addition-to being a-
creature of statute, we are also subject to the Public Service Commission, which is
an organization created by the state to protect the public on various issues....they
regulate gas lines, water, sewer and a number of other services. What their job is
to protect the public by defining what we can charge for our services. There are
entities that are not governed by the PSC. There are municipal districts that are not
subject to the PSC, such as Elkhorn City and the City of Pikeville. So they can
charge whatever they want to charge. We, on the other hand, cannot...we are
limited. In review of the statutes, he has found that we can create by laws to help
govern our operations and it appears that we have not developed a set of by laws.
By laws would provide when we elect our officers, when we officially meet and a
number of other clarifications of operational issues that we may have. He made a
recommendation that the Board consider developing a set of by laws. It is not
required but it may be something that would be helpful down the road. Back to the
PSC, because they control our rates, our rates will be determined by a rate study
that will be done based upon our actual cost of operations. The PSC wants the
District to break even, not make money, and when you take our depreciation
expense (or our non cash losses) that is the difference in whether we make money
or lose money. The PSC will look at two (2) to three (3) years of previous costs,
and if we were to make a rate increase application today, they would go back and
look at our actual costs in 2005, 2006 or 2007, and based upon those costs would
be able to determine a rate. The PSC would also look at UMG's actual cost of
operating. In other words, we can't just say, here is our contract with UMG and that
is our cost to operate, because it has a profit margin legitimately built in for UMG.
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The PSC will look behind those numbers for the actual cost. So even though the
UMG contract costs us "x" amount, that is not necessarily the cost number that the
PSC will look at in determining our rates. It takes nine (9) to eighteen (18) months
to get a rate changed through the PSC. If we wanted to have a rate change today,
we are probably a year to a year and a half out. Prior to a rate change that is tied
to a bond issue, wherein we say that we have to increase our rates in order to pay
the bond, we can attach that to the bond request and the PSC has to approve it.
But in a general request for a rate increase, the PSC does have to approve it.

Open Records and Open Meetings Act
Each Board member needs to sign, today, a paper as proof that you have been
handed a summary of the open records and open meetings law and the public
records management law. Under the law, you are charged with understanding
what the obligations are as outlined in those laws. The Open Meeting Act is
defined by statute. The definition of a meeting is "any and all gatherings of every
kind, including video teleconferences, regardless of where the meeting is held or
whether regular or special, informational or casual, held in anticipation or
conjunction with a regular or special meeting." The press is allowed to come and
that is what open meetings are. We are a public entity and the public has a right to
access and evaluate how we make decisions. If two (2) Commissioners meet and
talk about something, that is not a meeting, but if two (2) Commissioners meet and
another two (2) meet, etc. and then two (2) from each set talk to each other...that
is a meeting. You can't meet and break into parts to get around the law. Two (2)
can meet and talk and legal counsel can meet with two (2) and discuss something
and it is not a problem, but you can't meet in pairs and then discuss something
with another member from another pair, and then make a decision. That is a
violation of the open meetings law. Commissioner Collins inquired what if three (3)
Commissioners are together, say, at lunch? Mr. Stratton stated that if they are
having lunch that is fine. If they are making a decision about business, that is
something else. It all goes toward the decision making process. There are some
exceptions to the rule: 1) Discussion of proposed or pending litigation against or on
behalf of the agency. (This is where we go into Executive Session each month to
discuss litigation); 2) Any collective bargaining or negotiations between public
employees and the Board; 3) Discussions that might lead to the discipline or
dismissal of an employee; and 4) Discussions relating to a business entity,
concerning a specific proposal, if open discussions would jeopardize the siting,
retention, expansion or upgrading of the business. The District is also subject to

— the -Open-Records -Act-. -This -is- based -on -the- policy- that- the .public-should. have ..
open access to all of our public records. Every piece of paper that we have, that is
presented to the Board, or that is sent out from the Board or brought in for the
District is a public record. If comes across your desk as a Commissioner, it is a
public record. The exceptions are; 1) Court order of confidentiality; 2) Information
of a personal nature; 3) Records disclosed to us on conditions of confidentiality.
For all intents and purposes of the Board, presume that all documents are public
record.

Commissioner's legal duties and responsibilities
Each Commissioner is appointed under statute with a term of four (4) years, unless
you are appointed to fill a seat vacated before the term expires, in which case, you
would serve for the remaining time of the term and then would need to be
reappointed or replaced by another fiscal court appointee. The Commission has a
Chairperson, Vice Chairperson, Secretary and a Treasurer. How can you be
removed from office? KRS 65.007 provides that a Commissioner may be removed
from office by the appointing authority (Judge Rutherford with the approval of the
Fiscal Court). If you are found to be inefficient, negligent in your duty, malfeasance
(committing bad actions), or have a conflict of interest, you could be removed from
the Board by the Fiscal Court. If the Public Service Commission (PSC) sees
something wrong going on, and the Fiscal Court elects not to remove you, the PSC
can remove you from the Board. Inefficiency means that you are perceived to be
"slopping" through the work, not being informed, not doing your job in an approved
manner, that could be deemed inefficiency. Neglect of duty means high
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absenteeism, ignoring rules and regulations and that sort of thing. Malfeasance is
that you knowingly break the law or knowingly do something wrong. Conflict of
interest means that you knowingly have a conflict of interest and allowed to go on
without disclosure or addressing it. You can also be removed for living outside the
District's service boundaries. The duty of a Commissioner is the hiring, evaluating
and compensating of a Superintendent or Manager of the District. Just like in a
corporation, it is the Board's obligation to elect a President. We have fulfilled that
duty with the obligations of the UMG contract and have provided for management
of the District. The Board must also set policies and procedures for meeting its
goals and legal requirements including carrying out rules and regulations, ensuring
compliance with the law, conducting business only as a Board, and maintaining all

required records. Mr. Potter and Mrs. Olson have put together a list of all of the
policies that the District has. We are also setting up a review schedule where we
review our policies, maybe one or so a month, to ensure we are in compliance.
The Board's responsibility is to make sure that what UMG is doing is looked at to
ensure that they are compliant with the policies that the Board has established. We
think we are about 95% compliant now, but we are going to do a comprehensive
review and make sure we have it all. The Water Board Bible listed three fiduciary
duties of the Board members; 1) to exercise rights and powers for and on behalf of
others with diligence and care, 2) to ensure that your District receives records and
spends funds in accordance with modern accounting, and 3) to ensure that the
system's revenue covers operations + debt service + reserves. If that obligation
fails, the Board is subject to neglect, inefficiency and other things that would be a
basis for removal. Without doing extensive research, corporate law centers around
the statutes for profit and nonprofit corporations. This is poor definition so he has
given the Board members an outline of nonprofit statute, and we are nonprofit, of
what those corporate statutes are. That statute is not exactly applicable to the
Board, but Mr. Stratton stated that he is using it as an analogy. The first is that a
director shall always act in good faith (he honestly believes in his heart that it is the
right answer), on an informed basis (he has done his due diligence to make a
decision based on good research), in a manner he honestly believes to be the best
interest of the corporation. This is the hardest standard in the world to meet,
because if something goes wrong, someone will always say "I can't believe you
didn't see that or look at that". That is why you are required to do your due
diligence in looking at things. We want you to ask questions if you don'

understand. If you meet these standards, you will meet any other standards that
are set out there. While discharging your duties, you are entitled to rely upon

- information- given to-you-by your officers and-employees. In--this. case,.it would be.
UMG. That is a defense to any claim against you. You are also entitled to rely

upon opinions of legal counsel, CPAs and any other professional that you hire for
that purpose. What happens if you disagree with what the lawyer says or the CPA
says? That is fine. That doesn't make it bad or wrong. It just means that if it'

questioned, you just can't say I relied on the lawyer or the CPA.

Ethical Considerations
The District has adopted and incorporated by reference the Procurement Policy
and Code of Ethics of the Pike County Administrative Code as well as the
Kentucky Model Procurement Code and the most stringent of any of these will

prevail. It is the responsibility of each Board member to avoid pursuing any
personal interest, benefit or gain over and above that which he entitled by virtue of
his office or employment. That means that each Board member has a
responsibility and an affirmative duty to avoid a conflict of interest. There is a
conflict of interest when any Board member or designated agent of the Board has
any ownership interest in, receives any payment from or has a family relationship
with any contractor who is responding to a solicitation by the District for provision
of goods and services, including the selection of a construction contractor for
District projects. Family means spouse, child, brother, sister, parents and in-laws.

For example, if he came to the Board and said that he wants XYZ Company to do
a bid for shredding all your paper, and that company happens to be owned by his
brother-in-law, he would have an affirmative duty to disclose that. It doesn't mean

you can't do it, just that you would have to disclose it and step out of the situation.
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We are a small town and everybody is related to everybody and everybody knows
everybody and there are a ton of possible conflicts out there. Conflicts are going to
happen and it is how we deal the conflict that creates the problem. If we disclose
them and step out of the way, then we are okay. It's when we cover them up that
will get into trouble. Each year UMG will submit the Board a list of all the vendors
for the District. All contractors and vendors that the District does business with will
be on that list. Each Board member will have to go through that list and determine
and identify if there are any conflicts there. Then, if a vote comes up on anything
that they do, you can abstain and step out of the decision process. Under the
code, you can not participate in that decision and must remove yourself completely
from that situation. We will do this annually, and if anything changes in six (6)
months and a family member goes to work somewhere on the list, then you
disclose it at that time and move on. Under the administrative code, the penalty
can be the loss of the contract or loss of future contracts for the person with the
conflict. It also provides for removal of the employee. As Board members, you are
not employees, but if you go back to what we talked about before regarding
removal of Commissioners, conflict of interest was one of the reasons for which a
Commissioner could be removed.

Reimbursement for Personal Expenses
We, as a District, do not have a policy for that but we have adopted the
Administrative Code of Accounting. He included the reimbursement schedule for
the county in the hand out materials. He called their attention to those items. He
shared with the Board the headline of where KACO was recently in a scandal for
reimbursement of employee expenses. It starts with saying you'l allow a little bit
more, and a little bit more and the next time a little bit more, until you lose sight of
what "reasonable" expenses are. So what the Board deems to be "reasonable" will,
from now on, be viewed through the microscope of this scandal.

Gifts and Gratuity
We currently do not have a policy on gifts and gratuity other than the county policy.
It basically says that it prohibits employees from soliciting or accepting rebate
money or costly entertainment gifts or gratuities from any person. He asked the
Board to write on the back of their hand out what they believe a gift would have to
cost before it could be defined as "costly". Each Commissioner responded with
various numbers ranging from $0 to $100. Mr. Stratton inquired who was right?
There are two (2) ways of handling this; 1) you can leave it vague and have an
unwritten-understanding of-what-it is and use your. judgement. on a casz by, case
basis, or 2) you have a black line test which says that the Board will not accept any
gift over "X" amount which makes it very clear and gives an excuse for turning
down a gift.

b.) UMG Contract Review
Mr. Stratton called the Board's attention to his informational hand out regarding the
UMG contract. He stated that his goal is to have the Board understand what duties
that UMG has assumed, what responsibilities Mountain Water District has, the
compensation provisions, the negotiations that took place when we restructured
the contract and the contract as amended. On page 3 of the contract he called
their attention to the fact that UMG has an obligation to staff the project with
employees who have met appropriate licensing and certification requirements for
the Commonwealth. When they warrant that, it is their promise that they will not
hire just anyone to run it, but will hire licensed and certified people. They also have
an ongoing obligation to train and educate the people to maintain their
certifications. That is the Board's protection making sure that the District has
qualified staff. UMG is responsible for maintaining warranties on any new
equipment. The equipment structure is that Mountain Water District buys it, and
UMG pays for it. UMG has an obligation to maintain and operate the project 24
hours a day, 7 days per week and maintain customer phone service for that time
cycle. They will implement and maintain an employee safety program in

compliance with our laws. They will modify the processes or facilities to achieve
the objectives of the agreement provided that no modification will be made without
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the District's prior written approval, if the completed modification shall cost more
than twenty thousand dollars ($20,000). UMG will provide all the administrative
and financial functions as currently provided by the District's staff. That includes bill

collecting, customer relations and all other parts of our operations. UMG shall
submit to the District monthly, all reports and project activities in accordance with
the District's policies and formats. This is where we are going to cross reference
for the Board and ensure that that is being complied with and set up a periodic
review. UMG will provide its reasonable best efforts to control the District's
unaccounted for water loss. All the costs for the water in this contract is bore by
UMG, so if there is lost water, it is out of their pocket book not the District's. UMG
shall provide each capital expenditure as authorized by the District. If they want us
to buy a truck, they will bring it to the Board and we will front the money to buy that
truck. Capital expenditures are out of the Mountain Water District's pocket. UMG

will seek sources of government grants and loans for consideration by the District.
In addition to doing the operations of the District, they will assist in solicitation of
monies to grow the system. UMG was required to post a two million dollar ($2M)
bond and sometime during the first year of the contract, the Board agreed to waive
that bond. UMG is responsible for all operations of the District and have a legal
duty under the contract to provide those things in compliance with the law. The
Board's duty is to ensure that they are doing that. The District's duties include the
following. The District shall fund all necessary capital expenditures, shall pay all ad
valorem, property, franchise, occupational and disposal taxes, other than UMG

employee taxes. The District will provide UMG with full use of any and all pieces of
the District's heavy equipment. The District shall promptly review and consider any
request by UMG for any additional capital expenditures or costs incurred by UMG.

So if UMG comes to the Board with a capital expenditure to improve a tank or buy

equipment, and the Board has an obligation to try to provide that for them. UMG's

compensation under the contract is an annual fee and certain connection fees.
Some of that has changed in regards to the connection fees. Under the annual fee,
we started out at six million, eight hundred and nineteen thousand dollars

($6,619,000) and there was a maintenance and repair budget limit, which in the
original contract was four hundred and fifty-six thousand, one hundred and forty

dollars ($456,140). In December of 2007, the Board realized that the expenses for
maintaining the contract were going up faster than our revenue and it didn't take
long to create a problem where we couldn't pay our bond payments. He stated he
will come back to that, but he wanted to mention it so the Board members would

understand why we made the changes that we did. In the original agreement, any
- water —customers--over- one thousand (1.000) and any. sewer customer over four

hundred (400), UMG was entitled to an additional continuing fee. The fee at that
time was set at twenty-three dollars and fifty cents ($23.50) for new water
customers and nineteen dollars ($19.00) for new sewer customers. In the tariff you
will notice that it says that our minimum water bill is twenty dollars ($20.00). With

each new water customer that was issued after the first thousand (1,000) the
District owed UMG twenty-three dollars and fifty cents ($23.50) while our minimum

bill was twenty dollars ($20.00). During that time period of the first few years of the
contract, we installed about sixteen hundred (1,600) Low & Moderate Income taps
and many of these new customers pay the minimum bill. That was a large
contributing factor of why the expenses went up faster that the revenue did. That
was a major part of our amendment when we changed the contract. If the Repair
and Maintenance budget expenditures are less that the budgeted amount at the
end of the year, UMG will rebate the difference to the District. If the expenditures
are more than the budget, the District is to pay UMG the excess amount. That is

why it is critical for the R 8 M budget be done with great accuracy, because if we
are short, it is more money out of the District's pocket. We had a lot of flooding this

year which impacted the R 8 M budget. It is not fair to hold UMG to a number over
the budget because they are eating it out of their pocket, at the same time, it has to
be a reasonable enough budget so that it doesn't come back and bite us. Under
the contract if UMG goes over that budget, we are obligated to pay it. That is a
critical part of this agreement that the Board needs to understand. Any

extraordinary expenses that UMG incurs such as overtime during the flooding,
then they can ask to be reimbursed for that. The annual fee shall be negotiated
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each agreement year at least six (6) months prior to the anniversary date of the
effective agreement. Should the District and UMG fail to agree upon the annual
fee, it will be adjusted by multiplying the current annual fee and Repair and
Maintenance budget by the percentage increase in the Consumer Price Index for
the preceding twelve (12) months. As of September 30'", 2009 the CPI nationally is
a negative .13%.If this holds and we do not negotiate something different, it would
be zero (0). This is important because we have to negotiate this in December or
January, because six (6) months from when this contract to come due will be
January. We pay UMG twice a month and if we have a late payment, we pay them
two percent (2%) of the late amount. We have agreed to indemnify and hold each
other harmless. What that means is if UMG causes an accident, it is their
responsibility. If we are sued with them, they have to protect us. If we direct an
activity and we are liable, we have to protect them. We maintain an insurance
policy that protects us for that. UMG pays for that policy through the maintenance
fees, but that is the Board's policy. Mr. Stratton called the Board's attention to tab 2
of the packet he gave them which is a time line of the negotiations that occurred
between UMG and Mountain Water for renegotiation of the contract. He reviewed
that with the Board. He stated that he wanted the Board to know the history of how

we got to this point in the contract, so that when we sit down to discuss renewal of
the contract with UMG, the Board will know where we are with it. He then called
the Board's attention to tab 3 which is the amendment to the UMG contract. It is a
public document and the District agreed to rescind its termination and the contract
will run through June 30'", 2010. UMG agreed to provide the District with a loan in

the amount of five hundred thousand dollars ($500,000). It will be amortized at five

percent (5%) over a five (5) year period. As long as there is a contract in effect with

UMG, that loan will continue to be forgiven. If we decide not to renew the contract,
we would owe UMG the balance which is set out on the amortization schedule of
whatever month we are in. There were discussions at that time that that would in

effect, extend the contract. Did it extend the contract? No. But the question was
would the District be able to come up with the balance to pay back the loan

balance if they decided not to renew the contract. We will have roughly a four (4)
year obligation at the end of this term of the contract, and that is what we have
used to pay part of the bond debt. That note is in effect no matter what we do and
as long as we are under contract with UMG it will continue to be forgiven. If we

elect to do something different, then we would owe them the balance of that

money. UMG agreed to also forgive about thirty-one thousand dollars ($31,000) of
the R 8 M budget and also to reduce their monthly fee by forty-six thousand dollars

($46;000)-to-the District. That-has made the pivotal. difference in why we are doing
better on our cash flow. We also took out the formula for every new water and
sewer customer. There is no longer an additional fee being paid to UMG for new
water and sewer customers. The growth that we have had since the amendment of
April, 2009 is another part that is making up part of our revenue gain. As we add
customers, we are not paying UMG the additional fee. When we renegotiate, UMG

may come back and say, and appropriately so, that they are serving more
customers now and need an increased fee. How much of an increase is or should

be is up to the Board. According to the Water Board Bible and the list of obligations
of a Commissioner, you have to ensure that there is sufficient revenue to operate
the District, to pay its debts, and to fund its reserves. How we do that and how we

get there is the Board's decision. He inquired if there were any questions. There
were none at this time.

c.) FInancials
Mike Spears continued the seminar by presenting to the Board his information

regarding understanding the monthly and annual financial reports. He stated that
every month for the monthly Board meeting he gives each Board member a
summary sheet and a packet of information. He stated that this is a basic financial

statement. Behind that are supporting schedules, comparison schedules, trend

analysis and budget comparisons. He called their attention to page five (5) which

provides detail to the balance sheet. He reviewed each supporting schedule which

shows detail of different items on the balance sheet. He stated that the District has



about twenty or twenty-five accounts to run this District. Kevin Lowe interjected
that there are now thirty-nine (39) accounts. Mr. Spears stated that some accounts
just have about a hundred dollars ($100) in them to keep them open. At one point
in time, the District was doing all construction out of two (2) or three (3) accounts.
We have since figured out that it is a much better and cleaner system to have a
separate account for each construction project. There are several that are required
to be maintained, but the majority of accounts are for construction projects. He
stated that he started with the District when they went to the PSC for the rate
increase which occurred in 1996-1997.He testified on behalf of the District for that
hearing when he had been with them for about a month. He has been with the
District twelve (12) or thirteen (13) years. He called their attention to the bonds
payable section which shows the detail of the bonds that the District has out there,
a total of seven (7). The first five (5) items of the long term debt are the Kentucky
Infrastructure Authority (KIA) loans. He stated that with our bond payments due in

December and January, we will be able to pay those and have excess funds left
over, and encouraged the Board members to be thinking about what they want to
do with those excess funds. He then called the Board's attention to the plant and
service work sheet which shows that the District has approximately ninety-six
million dollars ($96,000,000) in plant and service. Accumulated depreciation has
already been taken out of that number. Thirteen million dollars ($13M) of that is
construction in progress, but actual operating plant and service totals about eighty-
three million dollars ($83,000,000). Mr. Spears stated that it is phenomenal how
big this district is compared to most. He reviewed with the Board members the
trend analysis and the comparison spreadsheets that he presents the Board every
month. He also reviewed the District's bonded indebtedness with KIA and Rural
Development, the reserve account requirements and the District's plan to
reestablish the reserve account balances. He told the Board members that they
could contact him any time with questions they have about any of the financial
issues of the District. Mr. Stratton stated that one thing we get into that is a little

confusing is that our fiscal year is the calendar year, and our contractual year with

UMG is July 1"through June 30'". The topic of the audit that was requested by the
Pike County Fiscal Court was brought up. Mr. Spears stated that the District has
an independent audit done every year that they pay for. The auditor is Griffith,

Delaney, Hilman 8 Company out of Ashland. That firm undergoes a peer review
process and certifies that the audit done every year is complete and accurate, just
like any other business entity. Mr. Potter stated that the District also underwent a
year long comprehensive PSC accounting audit that finished up in 2008 and there
were no significant-items detected other than what.changeswere made to the tariff

per PSC recommendations. It was an extremely intensive audit of all of the
District's accounting and billing operations, and other than the items that needed to
be added or changed in the tariff, we were found to be in compliance.

d.) Staffing
Mr. Potter stated that when the Board selected UMG to operate the District, UMG
had to provide staff at the current level that Mountain Water District had at that
time. UMG has fifty-six (56) employees for the Mountain Water District project. He
presented an organizational chart to the Board that shows, from the Board
members down, the staffing positions of all employees. All equipment is Mountain
Water District's equipment. You still have your backhoes, trucks, etc. UMG has to
maintain a certain level of operational readiness of vehicles, equipment and that
can never go below a certain standard. What the District had when the contract
was accepted is what UMG has to maintain. As the system grows, in order to meet
the demands for compliance and operations, we would take on and purchase on
MWD's behalf the items needed to maintain the system. Part of UMG's policy and
handbook was incorporated from the MWD employee handbook. It does include a
progressive personnel policy and focuses on the employees, customer service,
and the innovation, personnel and teamwork that they perform for the District.
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e.) Bid Process
Mr. Potter continued by saying that Board has adopted the Kentucky Model

Procurement Code for the processes of bidding contracts and things of that nature.
In brief, the code says it is to provide for consistency in purchasing, to ensure the
fairness and equitable treatment of procurement with monies that the District gets,
to provide public confidence in the purchasing and procurement of contracts and

goods, sets forth good faith conduct in tracks actions in reasonable commercial

dealings, and provides for competition with the sealed bids, negotiations,
purchasing and contractor. The District's contracts go through the engineers or
pass through the Project Administrator. They make sure the code is followed as far

as advertising, that each contractor or bidder gets opportunity within the allowed

time frame to see what they need to see in order to bid on the contract or service,
and ensure that it is fair across the board and everybody has an equal chance.
The District accepts the lowest and best bids and uses this code in order to be

good stewards of the money that you are given.

f.) Overview of Current System
Mr. Potter stated that the Mountain Water District is unique due to the topography

and geology that we have to deal with. There is no water district in the state that is

like Mountain Water District, and would go so far as to say that there is not one in

the Eastern United States, east of the Mississippi River that is like MWD. It is the

largest and most complex rural water system there is. There are currently 17,662
service connections. That provides water service to a population density of

approximately 52,456 people using Division of Water calculations. MWD has one

water treatment plant at Marrowbone which produces an average of 2.4 million

gallons of water per day. System wide the District purchases and/or produces

approximately 4.3 million gallons a day. Depending upon seasonal or monthly

fluctuations, the District distributes 80 to 90 million gallons per month and about

1.2 billion gallons per year. There are 890 miles of water mains in place and 189
miles of service connections to residential meters. MWD has 107 water storage
tanks ranging in capacity from 5,000 gallon skid tanks up to 1,000,000 gallon

ground storage tanks, with a total storage capacity of 8.5 million. There are 128
booster pumping stations and they range from pumping 10 gallons per minute up

to 700 gallons per minute. And they are duplex stations; they contain two pumps in

each station which provides one for a backup. There are 42 main line regulators

throughout the system. We regulate lines from 300 psi down to 40 psi, which are
—-some-pretty -impressive -pressures.--Mr. Potter commented. that when he goes

anywhere in the state or other states, it absolutely boggles the mind of other

operators who don't see that often. We have 27 master meters ranging in size from

12" down to 2". We use them daily to track the distribution of the water and for leak

detection purposes throughout the county. We sell approximately 5 million gallons

of water per month to the City of Elkhorn City. We also sell about 15,000 gallons

per month to the Mingo County Public Service District at Freeburn. We have the

capability to sell water to the City of Jenkins in an emergency situation. We sell

Martin County water, but they are currently taking it on an "as needed" basis" with

seasonal fluctuations. MWD was created in 1986 by the combination of three (3)
separate water districts in Pike County; the Marrowbone Water District which was

created around 1971, the Shelby Valley Water District which was created around

1979 and the Pond Creek Water District which is over toward Belfry. At that time

MWD had approximately 40 miles of water lines, 10 water storage tanks, 11

booster pumping stations, and 1 water treatment facility which produced about

750,000 gallons per day. There were approximately 1,600 service connections

which served about 4,800 people. So you have gone from serving 4,800 people to

serving 52,000, from 40 miles of water line to 890 miles of lines, 10 tanks to 107
tanks, 11 booster pumping stations to 128 pumps stations, all in that time frame

since 1986. It has been immense growth during that time. The only other district

that he can find that is even close to MWD is a rural water district called Hardin

County 42. They serve about 16,700 customer connections. But they only have 10
water storage tanks, 8 pump stations and 860 miles of line, So that tells you that

they are centrally located in the state and do not have to deal with the topography
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that we have to deal with. MWD's progressive growth has made potable water
available to over 16,062 service connections or 47,700 people since 1986, which
also provided water to 13 public schools, 2 municipalities, 1 industrial commercial
customer, several mining companies and recreational areas and the airport. Mr.
Potter displayed a map of the MWD service area and showed the Board members
how the district is divided into four (4) quadrants or units by area. Each month
UIVIG collects at least 60 bacteriological samples on MWD's behalf, to ensure the
water quality and to be in compliance. Every 3 years you have a sanitary survey,
which is a comprehensive survey by the Division of Water to check all water
storage tanks, pump stations, and chlorine residuals to make sure you are in
compliance with all their standards. They perform annual check ups throughout the
year to see how you are doing as well. Mr. Potter explained the color coding of the
water system on the map. He stated that as far as population density, the District is
in the upper 90 percentile of service coverage of the service area. At the water
treatment plant, UMG ensures that all sampling and compliance is done. There are
monthly operating reports done for the Division of Water. The Board gets a
monthly operating report (MOR) from Mr. Potter in the agenda, but there are also
state required monthly operating reports that go into the amount of chemicals
utilized, how long the plant runs, chlorine residuals, and the river quality. Every
four (4) hours the water plant does checks and makes sure that the water that is
going out meets the applicable standards. The plant was completed in 2005 and is
an actiflo, ballasted, flocculation type water plant. You take micro sand and the
particles adhere to it and drop out, then the water is sent through a conventional
multi media purification system. He invited the Board members to come to the
water plant with him and walk through and he can show them how it works from
the raw water coming in, to the finished product. UMG responds to all types of
service calls throughout the month and you get a list on the agenda how many
service calls, how fast they are responded to, no waters, pressure issues, new
service taps and all kinds of issues. Mr. Stratton stated that the question arose the
other night where we have agreements with the City of Pikeville and Williamson
Utilities for the purchase of water and the City of Williamson has a rate of $1.39
per 1,000 gallons and the City of Pikeville has a rate of $1.58 per 1,000 gallons.
The question arose why can't we buy all our water from the City of Williamson
versus from Pikeville because it is cheaper. He requested that Mr. Potter explain
that. Mr. Potter stated that Williamson and Pikeville are on opposite sides of the
county and operationally-wise, due to'the mountains and pump station-wise, there
is a limited amount of sectors he can serve with water from the Williamson area.
As we-said-before when MWD was formed, the Pond Creek VVater District was one
of the systems that were merged. The Pond Creek District was being served by
Williamson, like the Shelby Valley system was isolated to itself and getting their
water from Marrowbone or Pikeville. These individual systems were never
designed to work together and take water from one side of the county and
transport it to the other. We can only use so much from either seller and what we
produce at the plant can only serve so many areas due to the physical restraints of
the system. Mr. Stratton stated that it is not a ubiquitous system where we can flow

all the way across back and forth. In an emergency, we can move some water but
we are geographically bound by our topography to pull out of Williamson and
Pikeville. Mr. Potter stated that in emergency situations, such as with the flood this
year, he can do things to get water from one area to another or to supplement
water from one area to another but not on a long term basis. The system was not
designed to maintain that for a long term situation. Mr. Stratton stated that we had
long negotiations with Pikeville with regards to that agreement and we ended up
getting an agreement in the end, but we were to the point where we were going to
have to go the PSC and fight it out there. But we decided it was best not to do that
and compromised and that is how we got the agreement with the City of Pikeville
that we have. Mr. Potter stated that the water is monitored 24 hours a day, 7 days
a week and is also monitored daily for chlorine residuals. We deal daily with the
Division of Water, Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Clean Water
Act. Several of the employees are certified distribution qualified, which means you
have to have a certification from the state of Kentucky to be able to go out and do
what is necessary to provide potable water to people's homes. Their training is
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kept up with annually and training is also done here. Sewer employees are also
trained and certified the same way. It is a continuing process to stay certified and

UMG provides the training opportunities annually for those employees to obtain
and maintain their certifications. On the sewer side, MWD sewer system consists
of about 2,300 service connections, or about 6,800 people. There are 17
wastewater treatment plants with 2 large plants that treat 200,000 gallons per day;
one at Douglas which is at Shelby Valley and one at Freeburn. There are 19 lift

stations throughout the county for the wastewater which pumps a range of from 55
gallons per minute up to 450 gallons per minute. There are 8 miles of gravity line in

the system ranging from 4" to 8". There are 45 miles of force main in the ground

with the grinder type systems. He showed the Board members the sewer service

map demonstrating where the sewer system is located. We have experience about
12 to 15% growth per year in the sewer in the last few years. Commissioner

Adkins inquired if Shelby Valley area's sewer comes to Douglas. Mr. Potter

responded that it does and the new Long Fork sewer project is also getting ready

to be constructed and it will flow to the Douglas plant as well. It will serve from the

mouth of Long Fork to the GF Johnson School. MWD treats about 10.5 million

gallons per month of wastewater. All plants are not at maximum capacity, but

before the District goes any further with sewer after this Long Fork projected area,

Douglas will need to be upgraded. Grondall stated that the sewer system has

experienced a 16.5% growth rate in the last few years. The Board has said that

they will not construct any more projects that do not debt serve unless funding is

available from outside grant sources. Mountain Water District has been extremely

progressive for about a 25 year stretch. The growth has been amazing from 4,000
population served to 52,000. All the major areas have been done where the major

areas of the population is. It has come to point now where there are places that it

is difficult to get water, such as Ridgeline Road which is solid rock and has

extreme elevation differentials. Mr. Stratton stated that the maintenance of the

system is also becoming an issue. There are lines out there that are 50+ years old

and need replacing and finding the funding for the maintenance of the system is

going to need to be a priority in the near future.

g.) MWD Current Policies
Mr. Potter stated that we have looked through several years worth of resolutions

and we have a made a listing of the Board's policies and we will bind them

together for each Board member. Each policy will be reviewed by going over one

or two-a month and see-if the Board wants to modifyar.. amend. the. policy If there

are any questions that the Board has regarding anything that has been discussed

today, Mr. Potter requested that they contact him and he will help in any way he

can.

Mr. Bob Meyer stated that repair and maintenance is going to have to be a focus

area for the Board in the future. Also, one of the areas that UMG is directly

responsible for in terms of operation of the system, is power (electricity). It is the

one area where we have the least control over. There are some things we can do

in terms of trying to run the plant and pump stations during off peak hours, but you

can only do that so much. You have to make water when you have to make water

and you have to run pumps when you have to run them. With the expansion of the

system, the increase in the number of pump stations, etc. is a phenomenal number

of what it costs to run the plants, pump stations, etc. Mr. Potter stated that it

averages about $80,000 to $85,000 per month for electric. Mr. Meyer commented

that he enjoyed working with the Board. The Commissioners commented that they

all learned a lot from this seminar.
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AD JOURN INEETING
Vice Chairperson Collins stated that if there were no further comments, he requested a motion for
the adjournment of today's meeting. Commissioner Adkins made the motion. Commissioner Friend
seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson James
Vice Chairperson Collins
Commissioner Friend III

Commissioner Casey
, Commissioner Adkins

Absent
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed,
Resolution 09-11-005
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MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS REGULAR MEETING

FEBRUARY 24, 2010
10:00AM

ATTENDANCE
Mary Fields, Joes Creek, Ky
Jimmy & Ina Ruth Smith, Phelps, Ky.
Donna Akers, Virgie, Ky.
Russ Cassady, Appalachian News Express
Tim Campoy, Environmental Design Consultants, Inc.
Jody Hunt, Summit Engineering, Inc.
Mike Spears, Spears Management
Greg Dotson, Inspector
Dan Stratton, Stratton, Hogg & Maddox
Kevin Lowe, Financial/Office Manager, UMG
Carrie Hatfield, Project Accountant, UMG

CALL TO ORDER AGENDA ITEM I

The Mountain Water District Board of Commissioners Regular Meeting was held on Wednesday,
February 24th, 2010 at 10:00a.m.

Commissioners present for the meeting were as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner Lester "John" Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Commissioner Ancie Casey was absent until the Executive Session portion of today's meeting.

VISIT'ORS AGENDA ITEM-II
Chairperson James inquired if there were any visitors for today's meeting. The Chair recognized Mary
Fields of Joes Creek, Kentucky. Ms. Fields stated that she was in attendance today because of an article
in the News Express regarding the cost and lack of funds for the audit that has been requested for the
District. She requested how many customers that the District has. Chairperson James responded that
there are over 15,000 customers. Ms. Fields suggested a one time fee of $2.00 or $3.00 would be all that
is needed to cover the audit. Chairperson James clarified that the article was misleading. The Board is
not saying that due to just this audit there would be a rate increase. We were saying that there are other
things going on here, such as meeting our bond reserves and things like that, that it could possibly cause
a rate increase. The Board's issue is that we have already paid for our audit and are under a budget, and
Mountain Water District and other Districts are not meant to make a profit, but are supposed to break
even. If we were making a profit, the PSC would come in and make us decrease our rates. Because we
work under a budget, we budget for an audit because we are required to do an annual audit. Our issue is
that we are in compliance and the Fiscal Court requested an additional audit for their benefit and we don'

feel that the District should have to pay that so that it could possibly be passed on to the customers. This
issue hasn't been settled yet and hopefully it will be settled quickly. Ms. Fields stated that if it needs to be
paid by the District, she suggested the one time fee would be better than a rate increase. She stated that
her bill has increased about $10.00 per month beginning about June of 2009. She stated that she has
checked and has no leaks. Chairperson James stated that the Board will be as fair as they can be to the
customers and hopefully this will be worked out soon and it won't impact the customers of the District. Ms.
Fields thanked the Board for their time. Commissioner Adkins told Ms. Fields that he appreciated her
comments and input. Chairperson James inquired if there any further visitors. There were none.



APPROVAL OF MINUTES AGENDA ITEM III
Chairperson James requested a motion to approve the minutes of the regular meeting that was held on
January 27, 2010 as presented. Commissioner Adkins made the motion to approve the minutes as
presented. Commissioner Friend seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 10-02-001

FINANCIAL REPORT —MIKE SPEARS, CPA AGENDA ITEM IV
Mr. Spears reviewed the financial statement for January, 2010 with the Board. Chairperson James
requested a motion to authorize Mike Spears to transfer funds in the amount of $11,340.00 each month

into the KIA reserve account and $9,902.00 each month to the RD account. Mr. Spears would also be
authorized to notify the appropriate agencies of that transfer on a monthly basis. Commissioner Adkins

made the motion. Commissioner Friend seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 10-02-002

Mr. Spears stated that the funds will be transferred today. Mr. Spears stated there has been an issue that
- has come-up with-engineering-fees,--The.way.. engineers are.paicLon..a prajectis o a scale that is the

larger amount for the project, the less the fee for engineering and inspection. Our engineers are paid 85%
of that scale. The issue has arisen with Watson Hill/Orinoco whether it is one project or two because of
the different areas. It is two separate projects and will be paid this time as separate projects, but in the
future, to avoid further confusion, he recommended that the Board agree to a policy to clarify how this
situation will be handled. He suggested that if the project is contiguous it should be paid as one project,
but if the project is not contiguous, the engineering and inspection be paid on each individual project. If it

requires multiple sets of plans, pay separate. Chairperson James inquired if Jody Hunt, Summit
Engineering, had any input on this proposal. Mr. Hunt stated that he agreed with that. That if you have
one large project and it has several contracts, you have one set of plans. If the contract is spaced in

different areas, it causes more time and effort to keep up with different job sites and inspections services
also add into it. Chairperson James inquired what Mr. Spears suggestion would be. Mr. Spears stated
that the Board should adopt a policy that if the jobs are contiguous and there are one set of plans it be
paid on the total project cost; if the jobs are not contiguous and require multiple sets of plans, we pay the
engineering and inspection based on the individual projects. This may come up in the future and if there
is a policy in place, everyone is on the same page. Commissioner Adkins inquired how much is
subcontracted when it comes to these contracts. Mr. Spears stated that he didn't believe that our
contractors sub out a lot of the work. Mr. Campoy stated that when it comes to water lines and pump
stations and sewer, usually the only subcontractor you might see is for services like directional drilling. Mr.

Hunt stated that subcontractors are generally used for more specialized services, but for running water
and sewer lines, it is generally the contractor and not a sub. Commissioner Adkins inquired how that
works for the construction of a plant. Mr. Hunt stated that Belfry/Pond, for example, H20 Construction is
the apparent low bidder on that project but he has some subcontractors listed and he primarily lays water
and sewer line and completed the hook ups, but there is a lot of excavation that has to be done on the



plant and he will subcontract out that part. He has another subcontractor that will dig the holes for the
WWTP and build the concrete tanks that goes into the WWTP. Mr. Campoy added that you will also see
an electrical subcontractor in instances like that where there is a lot of power and electronics and
programming that needs done. However, it is the general contractor's responsibility to manage and
organize his subcontractors and get the work done in a timely manner and is liable for their work.
Chairperson James directed Mr. Spears and Dan Stratton to present a policy proposal at the next board
meeting for the Board's review regarding the payment of engineering and inspection fees. After further
review of the financial statement for January, Chairperson James requested a motion to approve the
financial report as presented. Commissioner Friend made the motion. Commissioner Collins seconded
the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 10-02-003

PAYMENT OF BILLS AGENDA ITEM V
Chairperson James requested a motion to approve the payment of bills as presented. Commissioner
Friend made the motion to approve the payment of bills as presented. Commissioner Collins seconded
the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and
Resolution No. 10-02-004

passed.

CUSTOMER ADJUSTMENTS AGENDA ITEM VI
Chairperson James requested a motion to approve Customer Adjustments in the amount of five

thousand, two hundred fifty-two dollars and seventy-four cents ($5,252.74) as presented. Commissioner
Friend made the motion. Commissioner Collins seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 10-02-005



CONSTRUCTION REPORT AGENDA ITEM VII

Update by Summit Engineering —Jody Hunt, P.E.—on the following projects:

Shelby Valley Sewer Project, Phase III, Section 2:
Mr. Hunt stated that this is a stimulus project. Mr. Hunt stated that since the last meeting we were
in a hurry to get everything signed and were waiting to see if KIA approved our suggestion
regarding the loan payment. Chairperson James went to Frankfort and represented the District.
The agreement was changed and the documents and contract was executed. The Notice of
Award and Notice to Proceed has been issued on the project and the contractor should be getting
started at any time and working diligently to get it completed.

Long Fork of Virgie Sewer Project:
Mr. Hunt stated that the contractor for this project is H20 Construction. The contractor is currently
working on finalizing the main line on the project and on setting residential grinders.

Belfry/Pond Creek Sewer Project:
Mr. Hunt stated that this project is still in limbo. He spoke to the contractor and he has stated that
he will give a 60 day bid hold on the project to see what will happen with the funding and the
property issue.

Hurricane Branch AML Water Supply Project (Ridgeline Rd):
Mr. Hunt stated that this project was bid and the apparent low bidder was US Rentals and
Construction. This project has the environmental issues on it. He has been on the phone for the
fasf couple of days with Abandoned Mine Lands (AMt)-regarding-this project-AML —has-indicated —— —-

verbally that we are okay to proceed with the project but wants the property acquisition for the
tank to be more secure before we actually go ahead. We will have to work around the issues with

the Indiana bat and the blue herring bird. We might have to have a bat study done on the project
or avoid construction during the hibernation months of the bat and the nesting period of the birds.
Mr. Stratton stated that the litigation has been filed regarding the tank site and it is in the
appraisal phase. Once the report comes in, the service will be made on the property owner. Mr.

Hunt stated that once we have the property in hand we can issue the Notice of Award and Notice
to Proceed. The contractor has granted us a 90 day bid hold on this project as well.

Sycamore of Lower Johns Creek Water Project:
Mr. Hunt stated that the Mr. Potter had contacted him last week and notified him that the
Memorandum of Agreement has been received on this project and he need to provide Mrs. Olson
with some estimates and a budget on the project. Once that is executed we can go ahead and bid

the project since it is already designed. He requested authorization for the Board to execute the
MOA for this project. Mr. Stratton stated that he has reviewed the MOA and it is the standard
agreement and the Board can approve the resolution included in the packet as it is stated.
Chairperson James requested a motion to approve the resolution to approve the agreement as
presented in the Memorandum of Agreement for the Sycamore of Lower Johns Creek Water
Project. Commissioner Collins made the motion. Commissioner Adkins seconded the motion.

Commissioner voting as follows:



Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 10-02-006

Mr. Hunt requested also the Board authorization to advertise this project for bid. Commissioner
Collins inquired how far this line extension would go. Mr. Hunt stated that he believed it will

extend to just above the fire station. Commissioner Collins stated that that is not very far then.
Chairperson James inquired if we have requested additional funds for this project. Mr. Taylor
stated that this was the additional funding from the original project, but to his knowledge no
additional funds have been requested. Chairperson James requested a motion to authorize
Summit Engineering to advertise the Sycamore of Lower Johns Creek Water Project for bid.
Commissioner Collins made the motion. Commissioner Friend seconded the motion.
Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 10-02-007

Mr. Hunt stated that he has been informed that the MOA for the additional funds in the amount of
$850,00'0 for the Belfry Pond Sewer Project has beenrreceived. as well-and needs-the-Board s-———
approval. Chairperson James requested a motion to approve and execute the Memorandum of
Agreement for $850,000 additional funds for the Belfry Pond Sewer Project. Commissioner
Collins made the motion. Commissioner Friend seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as
follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 10-02-008

COAL SEVERANCE PROJECTS REPORT

Update by Tim Campoy, Environmental Design Consultants:

1. WTP Raw Water Intake:



Update by Tim Campoy, EDC, Inc. Mr. Campoy stated that after the last Board meeting when
change orders 5 and 6 were approved to take care of the modifications to the collars and to add
the new panel and electronics and HVAC system that were required, those things are being
repaired now. Kruger is at the plant now and is working on the programming and they will be
installing the HVAC this week. The collars have been modified but not "dressed up" yet. They are
working on those now as the river conditions allow.

2. WTP Expansion/Upgrades:
Mr. Stratton stated that the issue with Howard Engineering has been resolved with a settlement
agreement and the settlement amount is being signed by the Board today to complete this issue.

3. Short Line Extensions - $1,300,000:
Mr. Campoy stated that this project included the Adams Branch and Kettle Camp Branch projects
on Elkhorn Creek. Adams Branch is ready for the pump manufacturer to come in and do the start

up and they should be in next week. Once that is done the contractor can do the pressure test
and disinfection and release this one to the District. The three-phase power at Kettle Camp is still

a victim of the storms away from here. After our storms and power outages, there were storms in

the Carolina's, Virginia and DC where their manpower was shifted, putting our requests on hold.
The contractor is saying that AEP won't give him a day for correction of the power issue. As soon
as this is done, the start up, pressure testing and disinfection will be done to get this one released
as well.

4. Various Short Line Extensions - $100,000-Watson Hill/Orinoco:$ 150,000
Mr. Campoy stated that the Watson Hill and Orinoco Projects are complete and have been
released to the District. Mike Spears stated that with regard to the Watson Hill and Orinoco
projects we have to do a revised final budget because those are included and he has those for
the Board's signature today. Chairperson James requested a motion to approve the revised
budget and authorize the Chairperson to sign it. Commissioner Friend made the motion.
Commissioner Adkins seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 10-02-009



Update by Doug Griffin, Kenvirons, Inc. and Greg Dotson, Inspector

Smith Fork of Phelps Sewer Project, Phase I Change Order 1:
See below.

Smith Fork of Phelps Sewer Project, Phase II:
Mr. Dotson stated that all lines have been installed on Beech and is completed as far as line

installation. There are 40 residential grinder units still to be installed and they still need to wire the
generator at the Double Quik station at the Phelps Intersection (Change Order 1). He stated that
he had spoke to Mr. Griffin who indicated that he would be in contact with Mr. Potter to see where
the lines are to be extended further with left over monies.

DRAWS:

Chairperson James requested a motion to approve the draws as submitted. Commissioner Friend

made the motion. Commissioner Collins seconded the motion.

SMITH FORK OF PHELPS SEWER PROJECT, PHASE II

Contract 1 Coal Severance Funds
Contract 1 Coal Severance Funds
Contract 1 Coal Severance Funds

$ 13,420.65
$ 1,015.38
$ 508.96

LMI PROJECT
Contract 1
Contract 1
Contract 1
Contract 1

Coal Severance Funds
Coal Severance Funds
Coal Severance Funds
Coal Severance Funds

$ 101.52
$ 236.88
$ 2,346.88
$ 6,604.00

LONG FORK OF VIRGIE SEWER PROJECT
Contract 1 Coal Severance Funds
Contract 1 Coal Severance Funds

VARIOUS LINE EXTENSIONS
Contract 2 Coal Severance Funds

$ 55,517.40
$ 14,366.30

$ 2,512.24

TELEMETRY
Contract 1 Coal Severance Funds 300.00

BELFRY POND SEWER PROJECT
Contract 1 Coal Severance Funds $ 47,988.60

WATSON HILL/ORINOCO
Contract 1
Contract 1
Contract 1 —Watson Hill

Contract 1 - Orlnoco
Contract 1 - Orlnoco
Contract 1
Contract 1

WATER PROJECT
Coal Severance
Coal Severance
Coal Severance
Coal Severance
Local Funds
Coal Severance
Coal Severance

Funds
Funds
Funds
Funds

Funds
Funds

$ 4,974.55
$ 1,243.28
$ 20,400.20
$ 10,513.39
$ 9,815.36
$ 1,500.00
$ 1,250.00



WATER TREATMENT PLANT INTAKE PROJECT
Contract 1 Coal Severance Funds
Commissioner voting as follows:

$ 24,937.50

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 10-02-011

(Resolution 10-02-010 was given that number during the meeting and is listed under New
Business, Item P2.)

MANAGER'S REPORT AGENDA ITEM VIII
1. Monthly Operating Report:

In the absence of Mr. Potter, David Taylor, Operations Manager, presented the Manager'

Report. Mr. Taylor called the Board's attention to the Manager's Report as presented and

inquired if there were any questions. Chairperson James inquired if the on line payment option

was still going well. Kevin Lowe, Office and Financial Manager, responded in the affirmative

stating that we have had about 2,610 payments made on line to date. There were 610 different

accounts that paid on line last month. Commissioner Adkins inquired how hard it would be to set
a direct draw from someone's account for their bill. Mr. Lowe stated the District doesn't offer that
service at this time but if it is something that the Board would like him to look into, he would do
that. Commissioner Collins inquired how the LMI taps were progressing. Mr. Taylor stated that he
believes we have about 180 to do with the current round of funds and we have completed 41 so
far. Mr. Spears stated that going back to the automatic withdrawal issue, if someone has a leak
on their side and has a very high bill, it would be deducted from their account right away. Mr.

Lowe agreed with Mr. Spears on that pcilrit. Chairperson —James-requested-a motion-to-accept-the —-—
Manager's Report as submitted. Commissioner Collins made the motion. Commissioner Friend

seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 10-02-012

NEW BUSINESS

1. LNII Project-
Chairperson James clarified that the District is continuing to set LMI taps. Mr. Taylor confirmed

that we are setting LMI taps as weather permits.



UNIG Contract Extension-
Mr. Stratton stated that he and Chairperson James have had discussions with UMG about the
ability to renegotiate the UMG contract which ends on June 30'". In order to give appropriate
notice of any negotiations we would have had to do it during this first quarter of the year.
Therefore, we have asked and they have agreed to extend the contract 6 months as is, with no
changes, to allow us to get through the state audit and any recommendations that they may have
and would not give the appearance of the District trying to rush through a contract amendment
under the review of the state audit. We believe it is in everyone's best interests to extend the
contract. It would also mean that the fiscal year would be moved to a calendar year which would

help our numbers match better going forward. He suggested that the Board formerly authorize by
resolution extending the contract forward 6 months. Chairperson James requested that a motion
be made to extend the UMG contract for 6 months with no changes, changing the contract end
date to December 31, 2010, Commissioner Adkins made the motion. Commissioner Collins
seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 10-02-013

Chairperson James stated that currently the legisiators are in Frankfort getting together the next 2
year budget for the Coal Severance Tax, and during the last negotiations of the UMG contract we
had said that we wanted to get some of that funding for maintenance and upgrades and also for
debt service for the District. Therefore, she requested a resolution 'authorizing her to prepare a
letter to go our tomorrow to our legislators, requesting funding through the Coal Severance Tax
program-for-maintenance--and —debt--~ervice —feF -the- -District;--Cemrnissioner —Adkins -made the
motion. Commissioner Collins seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 10-02-010

Identity Theft Policy —Summary for 2009—
Mr. Lowe stated that the District had approved the Identity Theft Prevention Program and
according to the policy, UMG is to provide you with an update of any occurrences that we had in

2009 with regard to the policy. In 2009 we had no incidences of identity theft problems. The only

thing we changed to have put that at risk, was offering the option of on-line payments. We do
have a third party that is involved with accepting those payments. They provide us with 128 bit
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SLL (Security Socket Layered) protection which is the strongest and safest type of encryption
available on the web. We feel the program is working effectively and would not recommend any
changes to that policy.

4. Update —State Audit-
This issue was not discussed at this time during the meeting.

Legal Issues-
Chairperson James requested a motion to go into executive session to discuss legal issues as
listed on the agenda. Commissioner Collins made the motion. Commissioner Adkins seconded
the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 10-01-014

Let the record reflect that Commissioner Ancie Casey arrived at this point in the meeting,
and was in attendance for the Executive Session.

Chairperson James requested a motion to reconvene from executive session where current and

potential litigation issues were discussed. Commissioner Collins made the motion. Commissioner
AdkTns seconded the rretion. Commissiorrer votirrg.as-follows.—

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 10-01-015

Mr. Stratton, Legal Counsel, stated that the record should reflect that he updated the Board on

items listed on the agenda. No recommendations or actions were decided during Executive

Session and he will proceed with litigations as normal course of action.

COMMISSIONER COMMENTS
Chairperson James inquired if there were any Commissioner comments. There were none.
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AD JOURN MEETING
Chairperson James stated that if there were no further comments, she requested a motion be made to
adjourn the meeting. Commissioner Friend made the motion. Commissioner Collins seconded the motion.
Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 10-02-016
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MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS SPECIAL MEETING

JULY 19, 2010
'I."00 PM

ATTENDANCE
Kevin Prater, Prater Construction
Jody Hunt, Summit Engineering, Inc.
Dan Stratton, Stratton, Hogg & Maddox
Bob Meyer, Controller, UMG
Grondall Potter, Manager, UMG
Tammy Olson, Office/Compliance Manager, UMG
Kevin Lowe, Financial/Office Manager, UMG

CALL TO ORDER
The Mountain Water District Board of Commissioners Special Meeting was held on Monday, July 19th,
2010 at 1:00p.m.

Commissioners present for the meeting were as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Commissioner Lester "John" Collins was not in attendance for the special meeting.

Project Manager, Grondall Potter, distributed photographs of the flood damage that occurred on July 17'"
and gave the Board on update on flooding damages and customer outages.

AGENDA ITEM I

1. Shelby Valley Sewer Project, Phase III, Section 2 —Grinder Issue
Grondall Potter stated that Mr. Stratton has looked at this issue again and we have received a
letter on this issue and he turned it over to Mr. Stratton for discussion. Mr. Stratton stated that
with all due respect to Doug Griffin, he respectfully disagrees with his opinion of this issue
because on July 27, 2000 we advertised for bid for grinder pumps as follows: supply of 600
grinder pump units, 2 duplex grinder pump units and 1 grinder pump test pit. This was for the
Phelps/Freeburn/Buskirk project. That project took 7 years and at the end of 5 years we extended
the contract for 5 more years. Mr. Potter stated that we can go ahead and break it out of the
project and get the bids out and do a spec for 46 grinder units. Jody Hunt, Summit Engineering,
inquired if it could be added as a change order to the contractor, or if they have to be bid. Mike

Spears, Spears Management, stated that from what he has been told you can change order it to
the contractor if he is willing to take it, but can't take it at a profit. It would have to be like a pass
through; otherwise you wouldn't have had competitive bidding on the contract bid. Mr. Potter
inquired if Mr. Hunt thought that the contractor would agree to that. Mr. Hunt stated that he thinks
he will. Mr. Potter stated that he thinks he will also and just to get us past this hurdle, that would
be the best thing to do. Mr. Spears agreed that if they would pass it through with no profit; that
would probably suffice. The Division of Water said that if the contractor did it...took the grinder
units as a change order....we would have to make sure it was at zero profit. Mr. Hunt stated that
the contractor could provide us with his invoice and what he paid for the grinders and we could
reimburse him; he believed that E-One would probably agree to do that also. Mr. Potter stated
that we also need to bid out grinder units for the District. He would need to get with the engineers



and develop a spec for low pressure force main grinder units. Commissioner Adkins inquired who
the contractor was on this project. Mr. Potter stated that the contractor is H20 Construction and is

one of the projects that Summit Engineering has designed. Commissioner Adkins inquired who
we are buying these units through now. Mr. Potter stated that the units are manufactured by E-
one and we go through Wascon Industries who is their distribution rep in Kentucky and is out of
Tennessee. Chairperson James inquired if when this is change ordered in, will they be the grinder
units that are compatible with the parts that we have? Mr. Potter and Mr. Hunt both agreed that
for this project, H20 will purchase that ones that will be compatible. For this project we will be
okay. Mr. Potter stated that there are several different brands of these out there: 2oeller, Barnes,
and several others who say they have a retro-fit that will adapt into an E-One station, but he is

reluctant to believe them because there are always little tweaks to be done. When this is bid out
for the District, he wants to have a demo on site that any bidder will have to come here and show
him that the retro fit works with the E-One'. Commissioner Adkins clarified that the units that we
have right now, the parts will interchange. Mr. Potter stated that yes, everything we have is plug

and play and interchangeable right now. Mr. Potter stated that all these brands are similar

creatures, but whether they will retro fit, warranty and service are key issues. Mr, Stratton stated
that we can stipulate in the bid that the District will not accept the bid until it is demonstrated that

it works and all components needed to retro fit are in the bid as the package price. Chairperson
James requested a motion to authorize Jody Hunt and Mike Spears to proceed with change order
documentation to submit to Division of Water for their approval to proceed with this project under

ARRA funding requirements. Commissioner Casey made the motion. Commissioner Friend
seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson James
Commissioner Collins
Commissioner Casey
Commissioner Friend
Commissioner Adkins

Aye
Absent
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 10-07-001

Grondall stated that he would gather information for developing specifications for the District's bid

on grinder units. Mr. Hunt stated that we don't have any sewer projects that are getting ready to

bid right mow so-we need to-take-our-time-and- make sure-that-we-have-everything in-the-bid--
documents that spell out everything that the District wants and make sure there are no loop holes
in it. Mr. Potter stated that we will work with Dan Stratton and make sure that if we get a contract
this way....Mr. Stratton stated that there are two theories as to how to look at it. One is do we say
we are going to buy all of the grinder pumps for every project through us and then sell them back
or something to the contractor or do we say this is the repair parts inventory. That is a decision
we need to look at making. If we say we are going to buy them all, and we say this is a contract to

supply whatever growth we need for the next 5 year option to extend, which is what we planned
to do in the beginning and didn'...and then you are not tying it to a particular project. Mr. Spears
stated that Ronnie Brooks with Rural Development told him that he will not ever again approve
the District providing materials for the contractor on his projects because of what happened with

the sales tax issue on the water plant project. Mr. Potter stated that we either need to say that this

is what Mountain Water is going to use and let the contractor's know when they bid on it or the
District needs to decide that they will buy them all. Mr. Hunt stated that that is what we have

always done. We have never had the contractor purchase the grinder units. The District has
always purchased them, because it costs more if the contractor purchases them. It has saved a
lot of money for the District. Tarnmy Olson, Office & Compliance Manager, stated that the District

would then get reimbursed from the project funds for the units and we can't do that any more.
Chairperson James inquired what she meant by saying we can't do that any more. Mr. Potter
stated that because of the procurement code we can't do that any more until we have this

contract in place for all projects.



2. Belfry-Pond Sewer Project —Project Options
Mr. Potter stated that the District had requested additional funds from Coal Severance to try to
make this a viable project and did not get the funds we requested. Mr. Hunt presented the design
plans for the Board's review. He showed the Board that area that was originally bid out and what
has been designed. A larger area was designed but funds were not available to construct that
much so they cut the project area back. We bid it out and still did not have the funds to build it as
it was cut back. Mr. Potter stated that there was an issue with building the plant and not having
enough customers added on to keep it running or even pay the power bill. Mr. Hunt stated that we
have looked at several different options since we can't build the WWTP. One alternate is to
complete the third phase of Forest Hills and construct a new line from Belfry to the Forest Hills lift

station and upgrade it. As we get additional funding we would construct the WWTP and turn the
flow around to get all of those customers from Forest Hills and toward Belfry to flow to the plant.
Chairperson James inquired as to the cost of this alternate project. Chairperson James inquired

where all the flow is coming from now. Mr. Potter stated that none of the line exists yet from Belfry
toward Forest Hills and some flow is coming out of Forest Hills and down by CVS Pharmacy and
all of that is being treated by Williamson. Mr. Potter stated that an extension has been requested
to give us enough time to decide where to go with this funding. The options are to do nothing and

give the money back.....Mr. Stratton stated that the other issues we have to look at is the property
acquisition for the plant. If we line something up on that now, we will have it for future use. Mr.

Potter stated that the other option is to construct the line down to Forest Hills, finish the Forest
Hills project, and see if Williamson will take the flow, and request additional funding during the
next funding cycle and build the plant, turn it around and pump the flow to it. Mr. Hunt stated that
we would then be saving money by not having to pay Williamson to treat the sewer. Chairperson
James stated that we don't want to return the money to the state. We need to do something with

it. Mr. Hunt stated that it will take about $450,000 - $500,000 to finish Forest Hills and then go
back toward Belfry as far as we can and upgrade the lift station at Forest Hills. We currently have

$2.85M and he hasn't finalized the amount because he wants to make sure there are no other
invoices hanging out there. Chairperson James inquired if that includes the extra funds that are
left on Forest Hills or just the Belfry Sewer Project. Mr. Potter stated that there is about $140,000
left on Forest Hills and is not included in the $2.85M number. All the funds that we have drained
out of the Belfry Project went for design. The only design that needs to be done is the flow

reversal and any upgrades. We will check with Carrie Hatfield, Project Accountant, and make
sure that there are no outstanding bills, but right now it looks like we have $2.85M and we will

take $500,000 to finish Forest Hills Sewer Project. That leaves $2.3M. With the land acquisition
- — and-other fees, that could- leave about+2;1-for the rest. The estimate-is-$ 1.5M for- engineering-,

inspection and construction because he wants to have contingency funds left. He stated that the
cost for Summit Engineering on this new proposal is $91,000 for the new part from Belfry to
Forest Hills that was not designed. Chairperson James stated that she does not want to move the
funding to another area because it was designated for the Pond Creek area. She inquired that on

the design for the Belfry Wastewater Treatment Plant that is already paid for and is approved, if

additional funding is obtained for that, will there be additional engineering costs. Mr. Hunt stated
that there will be no further design costs. Mr. Potter added that there will be additional
administration and inspection costs for that part of construction. Chairperson James requested a
motion to authorize to direct Grondall Potter, Jody Hunt and Mike Spears to bring project
information and numbers to the next meeting regarding this new scenario for the funding for the
Belfry Pond Sewer Project. Commissioner Casey made the motion. Commissioner Friend
seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson James
Commissioner Collins
Commissioner Casey
Commissioner Friend
Commissioner Adkins

Aye
Absent
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 10-07-002



Chairperson James requested a motion to convene Executive Session to discuss legal issues as listed on
the agenda. Commissioner Adkins made the motion. Commissioner Friend seconded the motion.
Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson James
Commissioner Collins
Commissioner Casey
Commissioner Friend
Commissioner Adkins

Aye
Absent
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 10-07-003

Commissioner James requested a motion to reconvene from Executive Session. Commissioner Adkins
made the motion. Commissioner Casey seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson James
Commissioner Collins
Commissioner Casey
Commissioner Friend
Commissioner Adkins

Aye
Absent
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 10-07-004

Mr. Stratton stated that he has been advised by UMG that there are two or three homes at
Boulder East that have been illegally hooked up and we are required to disconnect those services
within a reasonable period of time and to bill the users of that water for what was consumed.
Chairperson James added that if it cannot reasonably be determined what the amount used was;
we can use a system average usage for the number of homes connected illegally. Chairperson
James requested a motion to authorize the disconnection of the homes and the billing of the theft
of service. Commissioner Friend made the motion. Commissioner Adkins seconded the motion.
Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson James
Commissioner Collins
Commissioner Casey
Commissioner Friend
Commissioner Adkins

Aye
Absent
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 10-07-005

Sewer Tariff Revisions
Kevin Lowe, Office/Financial Manager, distributed a hand out of the changes that are being
recommended for the sewer tariff. These are not rate changes but non-recurring charges for
customers or fees for returned checks, service charges, charges for disconnection or
reconnection of service, etc. Many of these charges will mirror what the standard charges are in

the water tariff. Discussion ensued regarding the charge of a minimum bill for someone who gets
a free water or sewer tap under the LMI program or a project and does not hook on right away. In

the past we had been charging a minimum bill for a year and then dropping the account until they
hook on to the system. Chairperson James stated that she is inclined to say that if they get a free
tap, they will be charged a minimum bill indefinitely until they hook up to the system and not just
for a year, because of the maintenance and audits involved with meters and grinders in the
system. The Board agreed that that would be the best policy and wanted that language put into
the tariff as well. After further review of the changes to the District's sewer tariff, Chairperson
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James requested a motion to approve the recommendations as amended and to authorize UMG

to submit the request for changes to the Public Service Commission. Commissioner Casey made
the motion. Commissioner Adkins seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson James
Commissioner Collins
Commissioner Casey
Commissioner Friend
Commissioner Adkins

Aye
Absent
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 10-07-006

Mr. Stratton inquired about the free taps that are in the field not where nothing is being done; do

we need to make this applicable to them also or is that a separate issue. Mr. Potter stated that he

believes we would have a fight with PSC if we tried to make it retroactive. Mr. Lowe inquired if we

do a sewer tap for someone and they don't hook on to the system and six (6) months later they

move out, at that point we can't bill them anymore the minimum bill; what then? Commissioner

Casey stated that at any time they move back in somewhere in Pike County they would pay. Mr.

Potter stated that usually what he would do in that situation is that if it goes a few months and

nobody moves in, he goes and gets all applicable parts that can be reused in the system and put

them back in stock. Mrs. Olson stated that what she thinks he is asking is what if that property

owner moves out sometime during that 12 month period when they were paying that minimum

bill. But there is no 12 month period any more. Mr. Stratton stated that if someone is paying the

minimum bill and walks away from it, then it becomes an abandoned service and we go out and

pick it up. Mr. Potter stated that if it is not a major issue, he turns it off at the main and takes what

can be used again. Mr. Lowe stated that what he is getting at is that the customer who got the
sewer tap and never hooked up moves out and a new person moves in, but there is a working

septic system that they are using and they never agreed to have the grinder put in or use it. Mr.

Stratton stated that this is in our tariff now and the unit goes with the property, so when they

bought the property they got the responsibility of the grinder unit as well whether they use it or

not. He also stated that this goes back to the retro active question he had earlier. Mr. Potter
stated that the PSC usually rules in favor of the customer and it would be tough to get the PSC to
allow us make a policy that would make any person who has had a meter or grinder set in the
past-and nothooked up.to-it; now,pay a-minimum-bill indefinitely because-they were-not-aware of-

that stipulation before they applied for it. Bob Meyer, UMG Controller, inquired if the county has a
mandatory ordinance that if public sewer is available you have to hook up on it. Mr. Stratton

stated that he thinks we do but it is not enforced. Chairperson James stated that her position on

this issue is that if a person signs up now for a meter or a grinder unit, they will hook up on it and

begin getting a bill. We will not allow them to sign up and not take the unit or meter and it goes
with the house if it is to be sold. This amendment to the tariff submission is for sewer only, but we

can amend the water tariff also to say the same thing.

Bond Payment Projects Update
Mrs. Olson distributed a handout of the project balances that make up the District's current bond

payments for water and sewer. Mr. Potter stated that Mike Spears could help the board with the

numbers. Mr. Spears stated that the top portion is for Kentucky Infrastructure Authority loans and

Rural Development loans are listed under that. Each of these loans has a small reserve fund and

he will print each board member one out to show them how they are made out. Most of the KIA

bonds are old and are pretty much paid down. Mr. Potter stated that most of this was done to

serve 13 public schools, 1 airport, Elkhorn City, 1 industrial/commercial complex, 4 recreational

areas and approximately 7,800 homes. This is how Pike County has gotten about 98% of the

population density served. The District did go into debt quite a bit but a lot of people got water

and a lot of school children got potable water that did not previously have it. Mr. Spears stated
that some of the bonds that mature in the 2020's were made back in the 1980's and some may

have been inherited from other water districts when they merged to form Mountain Water District

in 1986. Mr. Potter stated that he did not want to speak out of turn, but he doesn't think that since

he has been here that Mountain Water District has ever missed a bond payment. The Board has
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always paid their bond payments. Mr. Spears stated that he has been working for the District

since 1997 and he knows the District has not missed a bond payment. Mr, Potter stated however,

that the reserve accounts have gotten low and depleted but they have never missed a bond

payment. Mr. Stratton stated that if you take the Johns Creek project and take the original loan

amount and divide it by 389 customers, you are looking at $4,000+ per customer. The multi-area

project listed next divided by 3,135 customers you are at $555 per customer. When you look at

these and at the size of the project you have to look at the revenue base per customer, and that

is why Johns Creek will never pay for itself because our average bill is about $37.00 - $40.00 per
customer. Mr. Spears stated the lesson we need to learn is to apply this over to the sewer side

going forward and make sure that projects debt serve before any money is borrowed. Mr. Potter

stated that as we go into the future with water also, there will be tough decisions to be made,

such as a short line extension that will cost $200,000 to serve 4 people. Mr. Spears stated that

whether it is bonded debt or Coal Severance we need to make the most of what money is

available to us. Mr. Potter stated that what Mountain Water needs to do also is look at the

maintenance of what you already have. Mr. Spears stated that if the Board had any questions he

would be glad to sit down with them one on one and explain it further.

5. Policy Regarding New Meter Sets
Chairperson James made the motion to adopt the policy to allow 60 days for all new meters and

grinder units to be hooked into the system from the time they are set and to bill all new meter sets
according to our tariff, upon approval of the Public Service Commission. Commissioner Friend

made the motion. Commissioner Adkins seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson James
Commissioner Collins
Commissioner Casey
Commissioner Friend
Commissioner Adkins

Aye
Absent
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 10-07-007

Sales Tax Liability for R & M Purchases for MWD by UMG

Mr. Meyer stated that about 7- months ago we started getting calls from AEP regarding sales tax

on our power bills. He told them that UMG was paying the power bills on behalf of MWD and the

City of Pikeville. This started a series of phone conversations locally and then with the revenue

cabinet in Frankfort. He was told by the revenue cabinet that UMG needed to send a letter to AEP

along with a copy of MWD's and the City's tax exempt certificate and explain to them to UMG is

under contract to make these purchases on behalf of MWD and the City and that should satisfy

AEP. It did and there has not been an issue with AEP at this point but he suspects that someone

else is going to look at that and there will be an issue here at some point in the near future. About

3 months ago we started getting calls from several of our vendors who were having sales and

usage tax audits done by the state and they were saying that the revenue cabinet was telling

them that our resale certificate..... even though our contract exempted UMG from paying sales

tax on materials... his understanding had always been that by virtue of the contracts with MWD

and the City of Pikeville, that because of our resale certificate we were not liable for paying sales

tax on materials purchases. After a series of conversations, the definitive answer from the people

in Frankfort was that neither the contracts nor UMG's resale certificate exempt us from paying

sales tax on materials and they don't care who we are buying it for. He has since talked with

several people who are knowledgeable about this sort of thing and the sense that he is getting is

that UMG has to pay sales tax. The meaning of all of that is that by contract, UMG buys

chemicals, repair and maintenance parts, electric bills, etc. and technically at this point we should

be paying sales tax on all of that. In terms of past purchases, in his perspective, is an issue that

will not be raised. But he has already started the process of having the City of Pikeville pay

directly for repair and maintenance parts and materials purchased. On repair and maintenance
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parts and supplies, we are paying about $500,000 per year which is about $30,000 in sales tax
liability and electric is running between $850,000-$900,000 per year which is a huge amount of
sales tax liability. He is pushing to have specifically the repair and maintenance parts purchased
by using MWD purchase orders, track all invoices from vendors and do a summary for the District
along with copies of detailed invoices, and then the District would issue separate checks to
vendors. He asked them if we are buying this material in the name of the District and UMG is
cutting the checks if that is okay. But it doesn't work that way and they are saying we are still

liable for the sales tax if done that way. He stated he had been laboring under a false assumption
for years and it is a lot of money. UMG has started this already with the City of Pikeville. This is a
fundamental change in our contract because regardless of whether we are over or under on
repair and maintenance, the City and MWD is going to be paying the bills for it. UMG still has a
management responsibility to control the amount that we are spending with regard to repair and
maintenance. UMG and the City are working it out so that their monthly payments beginning with

July 1"will be for operations and not for repair and maintenance. He stated that he is not saying
that that is the way that MWD has to do it, but he is saying there is an issue here that has
significant financial impact for the District and needs to be addressed whether in the context of
contract negotiations down the road or now. He would like to get this behind us so we are not
working in a gray area with regards to paying or not paying state sales tax. Mr. Spears stated that
his thoughts on this is that when the vendor payments for the Board are presented each month
for signature and payment, then the next payment to UMG would be reduced by the amount of
those vendor payments. Mr. Meyer agreed that that is how it would work, at least until we get
through another contract negotiation to address the issue. He stated that it would probably mean
that the Board would sign about 40-50 more checks per month and we would still present the
analysis each month to the Board. The Board requested that Dan Stratton, Bob Meyer, and Mike

Spears draft an amendment to the contract for the Board's review at the next meeting.

On a side note, Mr. Meyer stated that as the Board is aware, we are in the process of negotiating
with the state auditor's office in the context of documents and so forth, and he finds it incongruous
that on the one hand they can say "you are not a public entity; you are a private entity and you
have to pay the sales tax, we don't care who you are buying it for" and on the other hand they are
saying "no, you really are a public entity and we want access to all of your financial records". The
two state agencies are giving us a totally different interpretation. But he agreed to get together
with the others and draft something for the next board meeting.

Shelby Valley 8" Water Line Issue
Mr. Potter stated that there is a broken water line in front of Shelby Valley's football field. It is
currently out of service and is a loop line that fed that whole system up there. He has spoken with

Chairperson James and met with the school board about this and the school board built their
football field and facility over the existing lines and was aware that they were there at the time.
We asked them to let us relocate it a couple of years ago and didn't get anywhere with that. He
showed the board a map of where the line is and where it is broken and where it can be isolated.
He stated that it needs to be put back together and cost estimates have been done. We
temporaried them some water right after school went out and it doesn't serve much but to be able
to wash your hands because the main line needs to be back in service. The school board wants
MWD to come in and dig up the concrete in front of the concession stand and see if we can dead
cap it because the leak is somewhere past that and turn the water back on to give them water,
but it needs to be relayed away from their facilities. He stated that they are requesting that we do
what we can to put that back in service and have alluded to the fact in an email that they are
willing to help and/or pay for it at some point, but they are not giving any definite time frame.
Chairperson James stated that Roger Johnson stated in an email that he had discussed it with

Roger Wagner and he has instructed him to give the go-ahead with the temporary fix of the leak
at the football complex. It also reads that "he is committed to relocating the water line from under
the football field and rerouting it under the parking lot area adjacent to the football field. This is a
major issue for the school district because football practice begins next week and there is a
problem with the lack of water pressure into the complex for showers, restrooms, and water
fountains. In addition, failure to relocate the water line may result in the disturbance of the artificial

turf on the football field that would result in a major expense to repair the field after the repair of
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the line." Chairperson James stated that her concern with this is that we have other folks that rely

on that water line. Mr. Potter stated that it is a loop line that ties back in, if one side or the other
has an issue he can isolate areas and keep portions of that industrial park in water which includes

the nursing home, the apartment complex, the high rise, etc. His capability to do that now with

this issue is no longer there. This is the design that was approved by the state that the line cannot
be abandoned. Chairperson James stated that if something happened that there was a water leak

and we had to isolate that and the nursing home was without water and they complained, then

the state could come in on us and say that they shouldn't be without water because of the design
and penalize us if we took it out and didn't notify them or get their approval. It needs to be fixed

and it sounds like the superintendent is willing to accept that if we temporarily fix it and then they

will correct the problem, but we need to get them to be more forthcoming on their commitment as
far as what they will do in a specific time frame. Mr. Stratton inquired if we cut the line and did a
temporary fix, would it need to be reported to anyone. Mr. Potter stated that he would need to

notify Hazard Regional office know that he no longer has the loop capability. The cheapest he

can repair the line for is between $45,000 - $50,000. If it is bid out it will be double that cost. If we

use three (3) parties; one to bore under the field, one to run the line and one to purchase the

parts, it could be done without bidding it out. Mr. Stratton stated that we are under the scrutiny of

the state auditor's office and this is affiliated with the school board and the last thing we need is

the appearance of something inappropriate with Commissioner Casey being an employee of the

school board. He is not opposed to anything we can legitimately do and we are under such a
microscope that we are overly sensitive to things than we might otherwise be. Mr. Potter stated

that about 18 months ago when an estimate was done and was based on contractor values it was

about $83,000. Chairperson James stated that she doesn't want to blow the school board out of

the water with the cost of this repair. She requested what the solution is. Mr. Potter stated that the

Board could buy the parts; pay a contractor to do the bore (which is a separate item), and UMG

or whoever can lay the line. Commissioner Casey stated that the Pike County Bowl is scheduled

to be there in less than a month. Mr. Stratton inquired if the school board could buy the parts. Mr.

Potter stated that they could if they got what he told them is needed. Mr. Stratton inquired if they

could donate them to the District. Mr. Potter stated that he is just trying to find options because he

doesn't want to bust them for over $80,000 when he knows what it would take to put it in.

Commissioner Casey inquired how much the parts would cost. Mr. Potter stated that he believed

they are $18,000-$19,000. Commissioner Casey suggested that he and Mr. Potter meet with the

Superintendent regarding permanent repairs. Mr. Stratton stated that we cannot skirt around the

procurement issues. The Board agreed it has to be done within procurement limits and

procedures;-Chairperson James-inquired-what if the-Board did all-of-this as-a line-repair and- not a ——

project. The Board would pay for the bore, parts and labor and none of it would be a pass thru.

Mr. Stratton stated that he would not have a problem with that. Commissioner Casey stated that

we have to get water to that facility or we have to cancel the Pike County Bowl and that would be
a tragedy. Mr. Potter stated that it is up to the board what to do next. Chairperson James
requested a motion to authorize UMG to temporarily repair the line at the Shelby Valley football

field with a commitment from the school board superintendent to permanently repair the line

within 90 days and for Commissioner Casey and Mr. Potter to bring back the offered solution to

the next board meeting. Commissioner Adkins made the motion. Commissioner Friend seconded
the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson James
Commissioner Collins
Commissioner Casey
Commissioner Friend
Commissioner Adkins

Aye
Absent
Abstained
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 10-07-008



Policy Manual Review
Mr. Stratton stated that a policy notebook has been put together for the Board with a list of

policies by date and he sorted them by subject matter. This shows how few policies that we

actually have. We wanted to put this information together for the Board's benefit and Mrs. Olson

has inserted copies of the tariffs, open meetings laws and open records laws for reference. When

the Board sets a policy in the future we will amend the index and insert a copy of the resolution

and policy into the notebook. He suggested adding a schedule in the meetings to review the

policies so that we have those in mind and make any amendments or changes as needed. The
Board also needs to develop by-laws and put into the books terms, etc. He requested authority to

draft some general by-laws and work with the City on boundary maps according to 201 Facilities

Plans for the county for review and approval by the District. The Board agreed for Mr. Stratton to

work on these issues for a future meeting. He also suggested that the Board set a schedule to

review budgets, policies, etc. and that way the board would get around to everything a year
instead of having to look at it all at one time in a work session.

9. Executive Session
Executive Session was held earlier in the meeting.

Chairperson James inquired if there was any update on the audit by the state auditor's office. Mrs. Olson

stated that they have not contacted us at all since a few days after they left from the last site visit. They

said that they would review everything they had to this point and then come back and begin doing

interviews over what they had looked at. Mrs. Olson was told she would get an email several days ahead

of time before they came back and she has not heard anything from them. Chairperson James inquired if

there was anything they were waiting for us to provide them. Mrs. Olson stated that there is nothing else
that they are waiting on as far as she knows. Mr. Spears stated that he believes that they are wanting to

resolve this UMG issue before they go forward.

Chairperson James stated that she will not be able to attend the meeting on Wednesday, July 28'" and

she doesn't know about Commissioner Collins. Mrs. Olson stated that Raccoon Creek phones are still out

and she was unable to reach him about this meeting as well. She inquired if the Board wanted to change

the meeting date which would make it another special meeting. Mr. Potter'reminded the Board that if they

set a special meeting, anything they want to discuss must be on the agenda. Commissioner Casey
-inquired about any visitors. Mrs. Olson stated that-if they contact-the District-and request their- name-be

put on the agenda, their issue can be discussed. The Board decided to move the meeting to Tuesday,

July 27'" at 10:00am.

AD JOURN IIEETING
Chairperson James requested a motion be made to adjourn the meeting. Commissioner Casey made the

motion. Commissioner Friend seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Absent
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 10-07-009



MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS SPECIAL MEETING

AUGUST 26, 2010
10:00AM

ATTENDANCE
Mark Meade, Ky Abandoned Mine Lands
Russ Cassady, Appalachian News Express
Jackie Cole, Pike County Health Department
Shawn Hicks, Environmental Design Consultants, Inc.
Bruce Coleman, BMM, Inc.
Jody Hunt, Summit Engineering, Inc.
Doug Griffin, Kenvirons, Inc.
Greg Dotson, Inspector
Dan Stratton, Stratton, Hogg 8 Maddox
Mike Spears, Spears Management
Bob Meyer, Controller, UMG
Grondall Potter, Manager, UMG
Tammy Olson, Office/Compliance Manager, UMG
Kevin Lowe, Financial/Office Manager, UMG
Carrie Hatfield, Project Accountant, UMG

CALL TO ORDER AGENDA ITEM I

The Mountain Water District Board of Commissioners Special Meeting was held on Thursday, August
26th, 2010 at 10:00 a.m.

Commissioners present for the meeting were as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner Lester "John" Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey

Commissioner Prentis Adkins was not present for this meeting.

VISITORS AGENDA ITEM II

Chairperson James inquired if there were any visitors for today's meeting. The Chair recognized Mark

Meade from Kentucky Abandoned Mine Lands. Mr. Meade stated that they currently have a
memorandum of agreement with Mountain Water District to provide water service to the residents of
Hurricane Branch and along Ridgeline Road. He stated that it has come to his attention that one of the
residents, Mr. Lunar Thacker, has a habitable dwelling that currently no one is living in at this time;
however, he does expect to rent it at sometime in the future. AML's policy for areas that are eligible for
water service is the following: AML will provide a meter housing and tap for every eligible residence. We
keep the meters separate due to a request by their overseeing agency. The reason they do this is

because inevitably someone who didn't want water at the time the water line went through will call their
Representative or Senator, who in turn will call him, and say they want their free meter. The policy now is

that they will hold on to meters for the length of the memorandum of agreement which is typically three (3)
years. He understands that Mountain Water District has come up with a policy that if you get a meter or
meter base you have sixty (60) days to sign up which was enacted around July of this year. He has
spoken with Mr. Thacker and he is willing, if the District is willing to allow it, to put the meters side by side
so that any additional effort by Utility Management Group to oversight this unused tap would be minimal

since they would have to be there anyway to read his meter. Commissioner Casey inquired what the



resident's name was. Mr. Meade responded that his name is Lunar Thacker. Mr. Potter stated that Jody
Hunt, Summit Engineering, has been in contact with him before and that he doesn't really think it is an
issue with setting the base or the meter; it just goes back to the LMI issue and what occurred for the
maintenance. He clarified from Mr. Meade if Mr. Thacker wants a meter installed. Mr. Meade stated that
he does not want the meter at this time, just the base so that at some later date he can then come to the
District and have the meter put in when he is ready for it. Mr. Potter clarified that he realizes what the
policy is also. Mr. Meade stated that, yes, he is aware of the policy. Mr. Potter stated that he doesn't think
there is an issue with that other than AML wants the District to hold a specific meter. Mr. Meade stated
that if it will help, they will hold on to that one meter. Mr. Potter stated that the problem is in setting the
meter aside and trying to track the one meter. Mr. Potter inquired if the District could do an agreement
with him and put it in his file that MWD knows that he gets a meter and one will be provided at the time he
requests, just not that one meter AML wants. Mr. Meade stated that that is fine with AML it is just that he
doesn't want to get a monthly bill for not using any water on that particular meter. Mr. Potter stated that
the Board's policy is that after sixty (60) days if he has not utilized it, he will be billed the minimum bill. Mr.

Meade stated that that is what he is trying to avoid and he can understand that, and AML routinely sets lot

of empty boxes all across the state because you don't know when the person who lives there now will

pass away and someone different moves in and they want water. This makes it much less expensive for
them to just get a meter set in the base. Mr. Potter stated that he was a Mountain Water employee even
before UMG came and he has worked with AML on several projects throughout the years and the only
issue he sees as far as MWD is concerned is that he still goes to some AML project areas that were done
years ago and we still have empty bases where no one has signed up and we are checking and
maintaining an empty set up. Chairperson James stated that the Board felt that this was a good policy for
the District because of some of the issues that have arisen from past practices, and if we say "okay, we'l
do this one time" it opens the door for future recurrences of past problems. The Board has already taken
the steps it needed to eliminate the problems that go along with dragging this out for years. Mr. Meade
inquired if there was any special dispensation for less than the minimum monthly payment that Mr.
Thacker would qualify for. Chairperson James stated that we can't do that because of our tariff that
specifies what we have to charge. Mr. Potter stated that AML is paying for the meter and the base, but
the Board is saying is that they know that AML has funded these items but we want them to be customers
and we are going to give you sixty (60) to figure it out and if you are not going to use the water, we want
some kind of payment to ensure that we have the funding to maintain the service. Mr. Meade stated that
he is going to be a customer, he just wants another meter for another habitable dwelling on his property
adjacent to where his active meter will be which is a little different situation than just putting in a meter on
a property that will not be a customer right away. Mr. Potter stated setting another meter on that property
will not be a problem; it's just thathe needs to realize-that-after-sixty-(60)- days he is-going -te get-a bill on
it. Mr. Meade stated that that is what he is trying to avoid. Chairperson James commented that he doesn'
know when he will be ready. Chairperson James inquired if there was any way to not install the meter
base until he is ready. Mr. Meade responded that he doesn't know of any way to pay for it if it's not
something that they are actually going to construct at the time. He stated that he has three (3) years to do
it from July of 2009. Mr. Stratton stated that the primary purposed of developing this policy was to
address this issue of a lot of people trying to develop rental property and wanting to have it available and
then they would wait years before something would happen. It is the prototype of the reason why the
policy was developed. The Board upheld their policy and Mr. Meade stated that he would let Mr. Thacker
know their decision. Chairperson James inquired if there any further visitors. There were none.

JULY FLOOD UPDATE
Mr. Potter stated that all lines have been temporaried, everyone is back in water and all boil water
advisories are off. We have had our meeting with FEMA and they started our time for our temporary work

and reporting of temporary work. To date we have not been assigned a PW worker to start getting those
worked up and turned in for funding. Chairperson James inquired if they have given us any timeline on
that. Mr. Potter stated not that he knows of. We are continuing tracking where we are. Tammy Olson is
doing the work orders so that when we do get a representative we should be able to expedite the
process. We have several permanent work orders we will have to do for the main lines that were washed
out that we have temporaried or dead capped and rerouted the water at this time. So far the monies
expended during the flood is roughly about thirty thousand dollars ($30,000) for the temporary and initial
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work. We are still doing items as we go along and that will continue to go up and the permanent work will
be a lot more than that. He stated that we had also talked about doing some thank-you letters to the
entities that offered assistance and he has a few drafted for the Board's review. He read the letter to
board and inquired if they would like to send these letters on dual letterhead from both the Board and
Utility Management Group and let the Chairperson and UMG sign them. Chairperson James stated that
she thought that was a good idea. Mr. Potter stated that we had a lot of assistance and it worked really
well. In Eastern Kentucky it seems that a lot of the entities work really well together. We had some entities
that provided materials and brought them to us and just wanted it on record that we had a lot of good
help. Chairperson James stated that the Board appreciates them and also UMG for their work during the
fiood. Mr. Potter stated that they just got back from training in Louisville and there were several hundred
entities there from across the state, and everybody asked about the flooding and how it was going and
were really surprised how well it went. They felt for us and there are a lot of people out there looking and
seeing that Pike County really tries to do what they need to take care of their people. Mrs. Olson stated
that the thirty thousand dollars ($30,000) that Mr. Potter mentioned earlier is not all that was expended.
That is just repair and maintenance and some parts that were used to temporary services. She stated that
she is putting together a summary of damages, which is now about twenty (20) pages, that itemizes
everything by work order and also the losses at the MWD lot and vehicles. Right now the total is up to
seven hundred and twenty thousand dollars ($720,000) and still going because the permanent repairs
have not yet been estimated. Mr. Potter stated that at the kick off meeting he mentioned that he
anticipates the number ending up to be somewhere between one point one and one point three million
dollars ($1.1M - $1.3M). Chairperson James inquired if there was anything that the Board should do to
get FEMA to come and get started on this. Mr. Potter responded that the last thing they told us was that
since we are a utility and they are so spread out right now, they want the right person to do the work who
is familiar with water and wastewater, and that person has not been freed up from another project yet.
With us having things ready, it will go really quickly when we do get someone in here. He will contact
them again and see if there are any developments in when we can expect someone from FEMA. In the
meantime, we will continue to get things ready for them.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES AGENDA ITEM III
Chairperson James requested a motion to approve the minutes of the special meeting that was held on
July 27th, 2010 as p'resented. Commissioner Casey made the motion to approve the minutes as
presented. Commissioner Collins seconded the motion. Commissionervoting as follows:

Chairperson James
Commissioner Collins
Commissioner Friend
Commissioner Casey
Commissioner Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 10-08-001

FINANCIAL REPORT —MIKE SPEARS, CPA AGENDA ITEM IV
Mike Spears distributed the financial report to each Board member. He stated that everything on the
financial statement for the month of July looks good. He stated that the audit will be delivered next month
and all the PSC filings have been taken care of. We may have to amend once we get the audit and make
changes but he doesn't expect to have to do much of that. After discussion with the Board on the financial
statements, Chairperson James requested a motion to approve the financial report as presented.
Commissioner Collins made the motion. Commissioner Casey seconded the motion. Commissioner
voting as follows:



Chairperson James
Commissioner Collins
Commissioner Friend
Commissioner Casey
Commissioner Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 10-08-002

Mr. Spears stated that after review of the Big Shelby Water Project it has been discovered that there are
twenty-eight thousand dollars ($28,000) worth of invoices that are unpaid. We are going back and digging
through that and tracking all the money and we have backtracked everything that happened in that
project. What happened was that KIA overpaid us fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000) in 2008 and that was
reflected in the financial statements during that time but it wasn't closed out. In 2009 it was thought to be
closed out and there was $28,000 left outstanding in the contract, so we do owe the money. That $15,000
skewed it and there was another $12,000 from DLG, according to some emails that Carrie Hatfield has
corresponded with them for a year and they sent us a letter saying we can extend this project, and then
we got another email that said they turned it over to the county. The last email was dated July 12'", 2010
which said that they are still trying to figure out what happened with the project. He doesn't know at this
time if MWD is going to get that money back or not. We do need to pay the outstanding invoices. We
have two (2) choices: We can prorate on the $15,000 we have and pay everyone a percentage until we
see if get the other $12,000 in or we can pay it and try to get the money back. It will have to come out
operating. Chairperson James inquired if we do the prorata and pay a portion on it, it doesn't make us
have to pay any more than the $28,000; it would just give us additional time to get the rest of the money
in. Mr. Spears confirmed that was correct. In January of 2009 there were some funds in the
miscellaneous account and there weren't any projects going on for that money, so the Project Manager at
the time had it approved to do GW Newsome Line Extension which was paid for out of that money. That
is where $15,000 of it went. Chairperson James requested a motion to approve the prorated partial
payment of the outstanding invoices and pay the rest when we discover if we will be able to recover the
rest from DLG. Commissioner Casey made the motion. Commissioner Friend seconded the motion.
Commissioner voting as fol!ows:

Chairperson James
Commissioner Collins
Commissioner Friend
Commissioner Casey
Commissioner Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 10-08-003

PAYMENT OF BILLS AGENDA ITEM V
Ms. Olson distributed copies of the AP report and the Cash in Bank report to the Commissioners. After
review, Chairperson James requested a motion to approve the payment of bills as presented.
Commissioner Collins made the motion to approve the payment of bills as presented. Commissioner
Casey seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent



Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 10-08-004

CUSTOMER AD JUSTMENTS AGENDA ITEM VI
After review of the adjustments, Chairperson James requested a motion to approve Customer
Adjustments in the amount of three thousand, five hundred and fifty-two dollars and ninety-six cents
($3,552.96) as presented. Commissioner Casey made the motion. Commissioner Collins seconded the
motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 10-08-005

CONSTRUCTION REPORT AGENDA ITEM VII

Update by Summit Engineering —Jody Hunt, P.E.—on the following projects:

Shelby Valley Sewer Project, Phase III, Section 2:
Mr. Hunt stated that as of the last meeting he was expecting to meet with E-One and the
contractor charige oideied the resideritial grinders to the contractor. He has been in discussions
with Division of Water and informed them that it was coming. E-One has agreed to hold the same
price and the change order needs signed today. The time is up on the project and we have
already submitted the time extension on this project.

2. Long Fork of Virgie Sewer Project:
Mr. Hunt stated that the Board had approved a couple of residential grinders to install and the
contractor is working on those. The wet well and valve vault is in place and the contractor is
working with AEP to do the final connections there to close out the project.

3. Belfry/Pond Creek Sewer Project:
Mr. Hunt stated that they are continuing as instructed in the last meeting for the rerouting of the
design of this project. He just got back from Louisville and did not have time to complete the
addendum but it was approved at the last meeting and he will bring it by for signature at a later
date.



4. Hurricane Branch AML Water Supply Project (Ridgeline Rd):
Mr. Hunt stated that contractor is moving along on this project very quickly. He has approximately
90% of the line in the ground and we expected to encounter a lot of rock on this project and did
not encounter as much as anticipated. The contractor on this project is US Rentals and
Construction. He will be starting on the pump station very soon, but we cannot start the tank site
or the line up to the tank site until October because of the Indiana bat and the blue heron.

5. Sycamore of Lower Johns Creek Water Project:
Mr. Hunt stated that they anticipated this project to begin 2-3 weeks after the last Board meeting.
The contractor issued his bonds and insurance on the wrong forms. He had to get those reissued
to the Engineer and was a mistake by the bonding agency. Those will be presented to Mr.
Stratton for approval and then he will issue the Notice to Proceed on this project. This is the same
contractor that is doing Hurricane Branch so as soon as he works as far as he can on that project
he will send a crew over to Johns Creek and get them started over there.

COAL SEVERANCE PROJECTS REPORT

Update by Tim Campoy, Environmental Design Consultants:

1. WTP Raw Water Intake:
In the absence of Tim Campoy, Shawn Hicks with EDC stated that this project does not have a
current update. It is complete. Mr. Potter stated that it has been functioning as we need it to.

2. WTP ExpansIon/Upgrades:
Mr. Potter stated that UMG had just started to get into this work when the flood hit and we also
need to make sure we have the project funds straightened out before we get it going again.

Update by Doug Griffin, Kenvirons, Inc. and Greg Dotson, Inspector

1. Smith Fork of Phelps Sewer Project, Phase I Change Order 1:
Mr. Griffin stated that this project was extended into the contract of Phase II and Phase I was
completed in July and there is nothing else to report on it.

Smith Fork of Phelps Sewer Project, Phase II:
Mr. Griffin stated that he mislead the Board on this phase of the project by telling them that we
had plenty of money. He forgot to add in the retainage we are holding on the contractor for both
contracts which is close to $63,000. He went back and took another look and at the point we are,
we are route 194 and have a little over a mile where they are coming up on that has no
customers on it. If they go all the way as they planned to, there are only four (4) signers. We are
talking about $160,000 to get there for four (4) signers. Commissioner Casey inquired if the Board
directed that in about April to go to Allen's Branch or as far as the funding would go. Mr. Griffin
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stated that is true and if we use the existing funds we only get just passed that long stretch of
nothing. Commissioner Casey inquired if we trenched all that would it be cheaper. Mr. Griffin
stated that it would not be any cheaper because there is a bunch of it where the water line is in
the road and we are going to have to go up in a tree line to get through there. Commissioner
Casey stated that biggest problems he has had with that project is the numerous calls on service
calls. Mr. Griffin stated that according to the emails that he has gotten regarding problems with
the units, the majority is due to a faulty switch in the new models of the E-One pumps. E-One and
Wascon have had two (2) people here for two (2) weeks changing those out and retrofitting them
all. Commissioner Casey inquired if the contractor was going out with these service calls and
doing them. Mr. Griffin stated that he thinks that the contractor that takes care of them deserves
some compensation for that because he has to pull off of what he is doing to go do those and get
the people back in service. Commissioner Casey stated that he believes the contractor should be
compensated for each service call. Mr. Griffin stated that he agrees with that and he would
recommend that the Board do that because it is not fair to the contractor. A good portion of them
were out of warranty. Commissioner Casey inquired what the normal service call fee is. Mr. Potter
stated that he believes what we need to do is to see what those are and since it was a
manufacturer's issue, they need to step up and reimburse the contractor for. that expense, not the
District out of the contract. Mr. Griffin stated that he agrees with part of that and disagrees with
part of it if you consider that the pumps were out of warranty, especially those at Smith Fork,
Phase I. Commissioner Casey stated that he didn't believe that the contractor should have to wait
if there are funds in that account. If he is going out on 50 or 60 service calls then his company
needs to be compensated for each call. Mr. Potter stated that we can get an average of what the
cost is for a service call is. Mr. Griffin stated that it seems fair to him that if the contractor has to
pull off of something to go take care of that so the people stay in service, he is all for reimbursing
the contractor for that work. Mr. Stratton clarified that it was a defective switch. Mr. Griffin stated
that it was a switch that was put on and when it gets warm, gives off ammonia that trips alarms.
Mr. Stratton stated that Mr. Potter makes a good argument in that this is not a warranty issue of
normal wear and tear. This is a defective switch issue so we need to at least ask E-One for
consideration on that. Mr. Griffin stated that it is his opinion that those companies really stepped
up and came here and changed them out and with a lot of other companies, we would have had a
lot of trouble getting them to come in and retro fit everything. Mr. Potter stated that they did a
good job by coming in and seeing what their issue was and fixing it. Commissioner Casey
interjected that he understands that and he thinks we should go that route and try to retrieve that,
but at the same time if the contractor is pulled off other venues to go to a service call, they have
to be-compensated; Mr.-Potter-stated that it-is something-we can look in to;-Mr. -Griffin stated that-
with the existing money and trying to go all the way to pick up those 4 customers at a rather high
cost, we would not be getting the pump station the Board wants or the telemetry. Bruce Coleman,
BMM, Inc., stated that they have responded to 46 service calls since January of this year, 42 of
which were due to a faulty switch. He stated that they send 2 people out per call and it averages
about 2 hours per call. Mr. Potter stated that he believes they should be compensated; it is just
the place we need look for the compensation is E-One because this is not normal to lose a switch
even if the unit had been in for 22 months. They had a defect and he really believes that on this
issue we need to go back to the manufacturer. Commissioner Casey stated that he believes it

would be good to do that, but at the same time, with the monies available that are left in that
project, the contractor has to be compensated for his employees making all these service calls
because of a manufacturer problem. Mr. Coleman stated that after looking at the money left in the
budget, leaving money for the new pump station, the remainder of the installs that they have,
which is about 50-55, even though the current list has about 26 on it and they will pick up more as
they go through....Mr. Griffin interjected that there was only 4, one on Allen Branch and three on
Turnip Branch. Mr. Coleman responded that there three at Turnip Branch that are on the list but
there are seven homes on the way up to those three homes. Mr. Griffin stated that they did not
sign up. Mr. Coleman stated that is correct but typically they pick them up as they go by. Mr.
Griffin stated that there is plenty left and it has to be the Board's decision whether to go further or
stop. Mr. Coleman stated that they would like to continue the project, and as far as the remaining
55 barrels and equipment that they have on hand....Mr. Griffin stated that we will have some
leftover no matter what we do. Mr. Coleman continued that it would leave funds for the pumps
and also funds there for the service calls. As far as the service call money goes, he is not sure
which way to submit the invoice or to whom, but he doesn't know why they can't get it from this
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project and have the manufacturer reimburse the project. He requested direction as to where to
send the invoice. Commissioner Casey stated that he believes that the contractor with all the
problems with the service calls from a faulty situation that is no fault of the contractor and they
have sent men out to try to eliminate the problem and they have to be compensated out of the
project funds. Mr. Griffin agreed and stated that the bigger decision that the Board has to make is
do we go further and spend money on that stretch of road where there are no customers on the
main road. Chairperson James inquired what he is suggesting. Commissioner Casey inquired
how the contractor feels about that. Mr. Griffin stated that it is a unit price contract and that really
doesn't have any bearing. He stated he hated to see the Board spend that much money for 4
customers. Commissioner Casey stated that at the same time they want everyone in this county
to have water. Mr. Stratton clarified that this is a sewer issue. Commissioner Casey stated that
they wanted them to have the service. Mr. Griffin stated that he believes that it is important to get
the two (2) issues Mr. Potter is talking about on the pump stations and telemetry done.
Chairperson James inquired if we complete the work on those two issues, would there be funding
left over in the project to complete what he is suggesting. Mr. Griffin responded no and that is
what he is saying; we retain 5'/o of what the contractor is doing, which is presently about $63,000.
He forgot to put that in the numbers when calculating how much we would have to go all the way
to the end. If we do that we still don't have enough to go all the way to the end which is where the
customers are. Chairperson James stated that then we would not have the funding to do what we
need to do and there is not much of a decision here. Mr. Coleman interjected that he and Mr.
Griffin agree on almost everything they are talking about here with the exception of the amount of
money left in the project. He stated that his information shows that there is about $250,000 left in
the whole project. Mr. Griffin stated that there is about $230,000 if you take the $60,000 out of it
and your back to what it takes to take the main line to the end. Mr. Coleman stated that with
$230,000, actually he has down $237,000....roughly payment on their part for installing a new
service is $2,000. If they do 50 more homes, that will be $100,000. Allowing $40,000 for the
pumps that Mr. Potter wants and the repairs that Mr. Griffin wants to make of $40,000 and by the
end of the project there will be roughly $75,000 in retainage. In adding the service call issue, that
adds about $20,000 more. So with 50 new installs for $100,000, $75,000 for retainage, $20,000
for service calls, $40,000 for pumps equals $235,000 and he is saying that we do have it in the
project funding for all of it. Mr. Griffin inquired where he was getting the number of installs. Mr.
Coleman stated that they still have 26 currently left on the list....Mr. Griffin interjected that 4 of
those don't count if we aren't going to run the line to the end...but there are still some to be
hooked up on the way up to the HOPE building. Mr. Coleman stated that there is another 13
beyond the HOPE building. Mr. Griffin-stated that-they- couldn't count that- many this morning; but--
Lois Smith has a small waiting list after we told her not to sign any more up. Chairperson James
requested that Mr. Coleman prepare an invoice to the District for the service calls which would
give us something to present to E-One. Commissioner Casey made the motion that the
contractor be paid out of the project funds for the service calls upon presentation of an invoice.
Commissioner Friend seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 10-08-006

Chairperson James inquired how long a project would normally go....ifthis is normal that a project would
continue 20 months and we would still have the contractor coming out and doing service calls. IVlr. Griffin
stated that legally the contractor would not have to do a single service call on Smith Fork. But this
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contract is still active because it has been extended into phase II. Mr. Potter stated that normally after one
year it falls to the District to take care of, but this is not a normal project because it is an extension. Mr.
Stratton stated that the question becomes now, can the District do the service calls cheaper than the
contractor. Mr. Potter stated that he would have to do a cost analysis on it to know for sure and we don'
know how many service calls one is going to get within a contract period and that is why normally the
contractor takes care of them. The District should not have to pay for service calls during the project time
frame because the contractor is insuring it, unless there is a defect. Why should the District pay for a
service call for improper installation, crimped line, or any other issues that were caused by the
contractor's installation. That is why that is there. This issue is due to the manufacturer. Mr. Griffin stated
that he will give KIA a letter when this project is complete which spells out the warranty period.
Commissioner Casey stated that he was glad that the contractor was present today to share his
information and the print out of all of the service calls and the Engineer has recommended that he be
compensated and he appreciates the contractor sending workers out to service the people of this county.
Mr. Spears stated a change order will have to be prepared to pay for the service calls out of the project
funds. Mr. Griffin will prepare it and present it at the next meeting. Chairperson James directed Mr. Griffin,
Mr. Potter and Mr. Spears to get some firm information together for the Board on what the left over
funding is for this project. Commissioner Casey inquired if the Monroe Justice tap that was approved by
the board in April was done in April. Mr. Griffin stated that it was done in July. Commissioner Casey
stated that that was done after he deceased. He stated that he thinks we need to do better than that when
this Board has directed a service to be done it needs to be done immediately. This was a crucial situation
with her father dying and hospice at the house...he received some complaint calls on that and it is
unfortunate that when the Board has voted and instructed a job to be done, particularly when it is a
situation that touched everyone in here, and he gets the calls in that area because he lives in that area,
that it wasn't done. until July after Mr. Justice was deceased....he stated that he has a problem with that.
That tells him that it is not being done in the field and it makes the whole Board look bad. Mr. Coleman
stated that he believes it did show up on their list in April and at that point it was ilf41 on their list. They
were up in Beech Creek at the time and moving their equipment out to another part of town is an extra
expense and they had the project moving forward at Beech Creek. Roughly 45 days later they got a new
list with additional homes added to it and it had been removed from that list. It stayed off the list for the
next 2 lists and then came back on as 471. Again, that is where the delay came from. He stated that he
had an extensive conversation with Ms. Justice and apologized as much as he could and got there as
quick as he could. They did have to wait about 30 days for one of their crews to bore under the road. Mr.
Griffin stated that there were issues with scheduling of a sub to do the work and they finally got it bored
under the road. Mr. Coleman stated that it should not have taken as long as it did. Commissioner Casey
stated that that presentation-that the lady made about her-father-dying;..we should have got on that.,-,and
they thought as a Board that they got on it. Then he got these calls that it hadn't been done until after he
had deceased and was buried. It makes this whole Board look bad when they think it is going to be done
and it is not done. Chairperson James stated that there should be more communication if there is a
problem with something that the Board directs to be done. Mr. Coleman stated that it was a breakdown in
communication and they would do better in the future.

DRAWS:

Chairperson James requested a motion to approve the draws as submitted. Commissioner Friend
made the motion. Commissioner Casey seconded the motion.

HURRICANE WATER PROJECT (RIDGELINE ROAD)
Contract 1 AML Funds
Contract 1 AML Funds

$ 14,667.28
$ 202,439.44

SMITH FORK OF PHELPS SEWER PROJECT, PHASE II

Contract 2 Coal Severance Funds
Contract 2 Coal Severance Funds

$ 13,966.90
$ 1,053.44



LMI PROJECT
Contract 1
Contract 1

Coal Severance Funds
Coal Severance Funds

$ 2,000.00
$ 53.17

Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 10-08-007

MANAGER'S REPORT AGENDA ITEM VIII

Monthly Operating Report:
Mr. Potter reviewed the manager's report with the Board as presented, including LMI taps,
customer payments and online payments. He stated that there are sewer issues at Harless Creek
and he has been working with the health department to come up with a solution. FEMA has come
up with a unit that they want to give but it is a temporary unit that will only last about 2 years. We
are continuing to look for options on that issue. He stated that he has a meeting with the Judge
and the health department later today and he will inform the Chairperson how it goes. He also
stated that he sent in an ARC Request for funding for upgrades to the Douglas WWTP and they
sent a letter back basically saying that we were denied any funding. He continued the Manager'
Report by stating that there is a Department of Highways line relocation at Hwy 319/1056 up in
Huddy. The contracts are back and it is ready for construction and Mr. Griffin needs to get up with
the Board and legal counsel to get the process finalized. This project is a pass through. The DOT
provides all the funding to haveZhe line moved-and the-Board is not oUt any funds and gets new
facilities out of it. Commissioner Casey commented that he wanted to Mr. Potter to commend all
employees on the Board's behalf on what a job they have done in getting service back to the
people of Pike County. It was tremendous what they have done. Mr. Potter stated that we have a
really good bunch of people here in the field and in the office. He stated that this is not the first
flood that we have been through and we have learned how better to handle it each time. When
Tim Blanton from KRWA came in he said that he had never seen anyone handle a disaster for a
utility as quickly as we did. He did a presentation at their KRWA staff meeting with a slide show
talking about how we approach disasters. We look in advance and even though we didn't catch
on to this one the way he had hoped, one of the first things he does each day is look at the
weather and if there is something going to occur, he has our tanks raised to an extra level at least
two days before and we start implementing pre-disaster procedures. Half the time it doesn't turn
out to be anything but we get ready ahead of time. He stated he does appreciate the comments
and he will pass those along to the employees. Bob Meyer stated that he would like to add one
comment to Mr. Potter's report. He has spoken to Dan Stratton a couple of times in the last week
or so regarding the purchasing of materials we have discussed in previous meetings. We are now
under a temporary extension of the contract between Mountain Water District and UMG until
December 31".He suggested that at some point the Board would appoint an informal committee
to look at what happens come January 1".
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NEW BUSINESS

1. LMI Project-
Mr. Potter stated that he reviewed these under the manager's report, but that there were 2 LMI
taps completed in July for a total of 136 so far in this phase of funding. This project should be
finishing up soon and ready to close out. The Board needs to start considering what we will do
with applicants who are on the list who will not get a tap out of this phase of funding since we
were not awarded any further funding for this program in the current two year budget.

UMG/MWD Contract Amendment to Address Sales Tax Issue-
Based upon the discussion with Mr. Meyer regarding forming a committee to start looking into
what happens as of January 1", 2011 regarding the contract with Utility Management Group,
Chairperson James directed Dan Stratton and Mike Spears to meet together and start looking at
the preliminary issues that have been discussed regarding the sales tax issue and others in
preparation for looking at the contract with UMG.

Chairperson James then requested a motion to approve the Manager's Report as submitted.
Commissioner Casey made the motion. Commissioner Collins seconded the motion.
Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 10-08-008

Mr. Stratton-stated that-he has.prepared an amendment to -our-underlying agreement-after-—
reviewing the issue with both Mr. Meyer and Mr. Spears, concerning the sales tax issue. As a
brief background, heretofore with the state has allowed contractors for tax exempt entities to
purchase things on behalf of the entity and get the sales tax exemption. The City of Pikeville had
the same issue. The state is now taking the position that we cannot get the sales tax exemption
unless the District purchases items directly. What we are proposing is an amendment to the
contract that will pass a reimbursement back between the District and UMG so that the Board will
make the direct purchases ourselves for those items and the following month there will be a
deduction from MWD's payment to UMG to offset that difference. Chairperson James requested a
motion to approve the amendment regarding the handling of purchases as presented by legal
counsel. Commissioner Casey made the motion. Commissioner Friend seconded the motion.
Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 10-08-009
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Mr. Spears stated that with this amendment to the contract the District needs to have a credit
card through Community Trust Bank or someone for purchases of vendors that will not take a
purchase order. Carrie Hatfield stated that yesterday they had an incident where we had to have
an item from a vendor that we have not done business before and they would not let us set up an
account and we needed a credit card to purchase the item now, and that would have given us
time to establish an account with them and go through the review process. Commissioner Casey
inquired who would have the card and have access to it. Ms. Hatfield stated that at this time, we
are using UMG's credit card, but if UMG is no longer buying the materials, then the District will
have to have one. Commissioner Casey reiterated who would be using this credit card? Ms.
Olson stated that the UMG card that we are using now is locked in a cabinet in her office and it is
not used until Mr. Potter approves it. Mr. Potter stated that we could handle it similarly.
Commissioner Casey stated that we need to secure it. Ms. Olson stated that it could also be used
for travel expenses for the Board members. Chairperson James confirmed that Mr. Spears would
reconcile the credit card statement monthly. Mr. Spears suggested that the copy of the statement
be submitted with the check when it is paid. Chairperson James inquired what kind of limit is on
the UMG credit card. Mr. Potter stated that $15,000 is the limit on most cards. Chairperson
James inquired if that limit would be sufficient. Mr. Potter stated that it should be fine.
Chairperson James requested a motion for Mr. Spears to apply for the credit card from
Community Trust Bank with a limit of $15,000, with signature and use authority only to Mike
Spears and Tammy Olson with the stipulation that it be kept secured by Mrs. Olson in her office.
Commissioner Collins made the motion. Commissioner Casey seconded the motion.
Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 10-08-010

Policy Regarding Additional Taps After Project Deadline-
Mr. Potter stated that there really isn't anything the Board can do on additional taps outside the
project deadline unless the applicant pays the tap fee. If you are talking about the internal
deadline associated with a project, such as 90 days during construction, at some point we try to
get all signers who want the service to sign up so the contractor can get them as they go. At
some point there is always someone who comes back and says that they didn't sign up during the
open sign up period but they want it now. The contractor may come back and request
reimbursement for an additional time and effort for having to pull off the project where they are to
go to another area and set a tap. He stated that he didn't think the Board can really set a policy
since it would be taken out of the project funding, but he wants the Board to be aware that if they
direct the contractor to keep backing up and picking up new signers, it may cost more out of the
project budget.

4. Johns Creek Daycare/PCFC Sewer Contract-
Mr. Stratton stated that he spoke with Assistant County Attorney, Roland Case on this issue and
we have not heard anything back. This issue was tabled until the September meeting.
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5. MWD/City of Elkhorn City Water Contract—
This issue was also tabled until the September meeting.

6. Big Creek Freewill Baptist Church Billing Issue-
Mr. Potter stated that Mrs. Olson has been talking to them quite a bit and we need to get this
issue resolved. He spoke to Jamey Keathley, Wastewater Manager, and apparently during the
project construction at Big Creek, as we were going down by that location the contractor saw one
of the deacons of the church and was asked if they were eligible for one of the septic systems. He
was told a meeting would be held with the church board to see if they could get one approved or
something. The contractor went back on his own and decided they got one and went ahead and
put it in. Mountain Water District has no contract with this church and we didn't know it was there
until we sent them a bill and they called and said that all they have hooked up to it is one sink in
the youth hall. The contractor did not go and look at the time where their existing septic came out
at and it is actually on a grade above their old system. Jackie Cole, Health Department, stated
that when he was there someone from the church was there and said that they would run it
because they had something on the other end of the building that they were going to pick up. Mr.
Potter stated that even if they do that, we do not have a contract with them and cannot legally bill
them, and need some direction on where to go with this. Mr. Stratton stated that we have an
implied contract since they watched it get installed and it wasn't done in the dark of night and we
didn't sneak it in on them. Mr. Stratton inquired if the church is opposed to signing a contract. Ms.
Olson stated that the gentleman that she has been talking to acknowledges the fact that one sink
is hooked up but says that they told the contractor that there was another system there that
served the other end of the building and contractor told him that it was up to them to bust out the
joists underneath the church to raise their own plumbing to be able to utilize the new one. It
wasn't done properly from the beginning. Chairperson James inquired from Mr. Stratton that since
there is no contract, what their options are. Mr. Stratton recommended that we need to cut it off
effective a certain date and they need to make arrangements for that one sink. We can't leave it
out there as a gift and the case that it is an implied contract because they knew it was going in
and nobody said no could be made. Commissioner Casey recommended that Mr. Potter get with
Dan Stratton and work this problem out and report back to the Board in September. Mr. Potter

- —inquired if-the Board wanted to hold on-the-billing of the sewer-at this location until this-issue--was
resolved.

Ridgeline Road Water Line Extension —Upper Pompey/Jonnican
Mr. Potter stated that last year we got an agreed order from the Environmental Cabinet regarding
CAM Mining where they had to give MWD $100,000 to help fund a water project to those areas.
The monies are limited to the installation of public water lines and/or wastewater treatment
facilities to serve the residents of Pike County. Then they put a stipulation in that public water
and/or wastewater treatment facilities will be installed at no charge to residents. The Board had
originally said that they would hold these funds in the hopes that funding we requested would
come down and this $100,000 could be used as tap fees for the residents when the line was
done. We did not get the funding we requested to do this project and if we do not have this
money utilized or under utilization by January 1", 2011 the Environmental Cabinet takes it back.
His suggestion is that the Board requests for additional funding and asks for a time extension
from the Environmental Cabinet or request that the District be allowed to use the money for
design of the project so that when the construction monies come down that design will be done
and paid for and the project can proceed quicker. After discussion, the Board decided to hold on
any action on this issue until the September meeting.
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Coverage of Main Line on Collins Street Without District's Consent-
Mr. Potter stated that we have some locations in the county where people are doing work on their
property where the District's lines are. He needs some way to contact these people and tell them
that they are making our line inaccessible and it needs to be relocated to a proper location. The
Board directed him to meet with Mr. Stratton to work something out on this issue. Mr. Stratton
stated that we do have an easement issue in conjunction with this problem. We have a long
history of people giving us property use with no written easement years ago and it is not as
smooth of an issue to resolve as it would appear.

Gannon Estates —Request for Adoption into the System
Mr. Potter stated that this project is completed in accordance with the District's specifications.
Chairperson James inquired where this is located. Mr. Potter stated that this is at Meathouse of
Kimper. Shawn Hicks, EDC, stated that the project has been completed and he has the as-built
plans to submit to the District along with a letter from Tim Campoy stating that the project was
completed in accordance with the District's standards. He also has a copy of Mr. Gannon's letter
requesting that Mountain Water District this small water project which is about 1,200'f water line
and an upgrade to the existing pump station. Mr. Stratton commented that a few months ago the
Board said that if Mr. Gannon complied, they would adopt it into the system. Mr. Potter suggested
that the Board allow him to review the plans and construction materials and bring back a
recommendation to the Board or the Board could make a resolution adopting it into the system
pending the review of the plans by himself and legal counsel. After further discussion,
Chairperson James requested a motion to adopt Gannon Estates into the District's water system
contingent upon review by Mr. Potter and Mr. Stratton as to the compliance of the information
given that it was constructed in accordance with the District specifications, and to give Mr.
Stratton authority to notify Mr. Gannon after the review is complete. Commissioner Collins made
the motion. Commissioner Friend seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 10-08-011

10. Legal Issues
-Executive Session to Discuss Outstanding Litigation and Potential Litigation

Chairperson James requested a motion to go into executive session to discuss outstanding and
potential litigation as listed on the agenda. Commissioner Casey made the motion. Commissioner
Collins seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 10-08-012
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Chairperson James requested a motion to reconvene from executive session where outstanding
and potential litigation was discussed as listed on the agenda. Commissioner Casey made the
motion. Commissioner Collins seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 10-08-013

Mr. Stratton stated that with regard to the South Side Mall issue, we have been unsuccessful in

negotiating an agreement with them and after consulting with Mr. Potter, he has agreed that we
can pay for the service of the line repair provided that the mall pays for the pump station
replacement. He recommends that the Board approve that as a settlement and authorize him to
contact their attorney accordingly finalize this settlement. Commissioner Casey made the motion.
Commissioner Friend seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 10-08-014

COMMISSIONER COMMENTS
Chairperson James inquired if there were any Commissioner comments. There were none.

AD JOURN MEETING
Chairperson James stated that if there were no further comments, she requested a motion be made to
adjourn the meeting. Commissioner Collins made the motion. Commissioner Friend seconded the motion.
Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 10-08-015
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MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS SPECIAL MEETING

NOVEMBER 4, 2010
2:00 PM

ATTENDANCE
Russ Cassady, Appalachian News Express
Mike Spears, Spears Management
Bob Meyer, Controller, UMG
Grondall Potter, Manager, UMG
Tammy Olson, Office/Compliance Manager, UMG
Kevin Lowe, Financial/Office Manager, UMG

CALL TO ORDER AGENDA ITEM I

The Mountain Water District Board of Commissioners Special Meeting was held on Thursday, August
26th, 2010 at 10:00a.m.

Commissioners present for the meeting were as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner Lester "John" Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey

Commissioner Prentis Adkins was not present for this meeting.

AGENDA ITEM I

Flood Work Bid Negotiations and Award
Mr. Meyer stated that at the last meeting they had discussed negotiating with the low bidders on
the flood work. Contract 1 for flood related work was removing the sludge and debris from the
WTP lagoons. Our preliminary cost estimate was just over $219,000. We received two bids; one
from BMM and one from Tom Young. We have been in the process of preliminary negotiations
with BMM, Inc. and the issue with this contract is where the sludge will be disposed of and how
much the tipping fees will be. He stated that he still cannot give the Board a specific
recommendation this afternoon. There is an alternate site where the sludge can be dumped that
the City of Pikeville is using right now. It is permitted to receive sludge from WTP operations and
that obviously will have an impact on what the total contract price is going to be and we are not at
a point in the negotiations to be able to give the Board a specific recommendation at this point.
Chairperson James stated that since they are the low bidder and now that the Board understands
where the negotiations are at this point, the Board could go ahead and award that bid to BMM,
Inc. and give him and Grondall Potter authorization to continue the negotiations. Mr. Meyer stated
that he would the contingency also the he would advise the Chairperson before any decision is
made in terms of award. He stated that he believes there will be a significant decrease in the
contract amount but can't tell them what that is yet. Chairperson James stated that BMM, Inc. is
the low bidder and will be doing the contract at the negotiated price. Mr. Meyer stated that they



are trying to navigate this issue of the dumping site and tipping fees and trying to keep the costs
as low as possible for the Board's match. Chairperson James requested a motion to award the
bid for Contract 1 to the low bidder, BMM, Inc. contingent upon the negotiations and notification of
the Chairperson prior to finalizing the contract documents. Once negotiations and notification are
complete, the Board also authorizes the issue of the Notice to Proceed to the contractor.
Commissioner Friend made the motion. Commissioner Collins seconded the motion.
Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 10-11-001

Mr. Meyer continued that Contracts 2 8 3 are primarily service line work, covering service line,
relaying creek crossings, hydrant replacement and a pump and motor for the sewer plant. Mr.
Potter stated that the initial estimate was $93,000 and the large scope of the project area was not
taken into consideration and the mobilization of the crew from site to site. Contract 2 is the larger
site and extends from the Feds Creek area to the mouth of Chloe. The contractor contends that
he will be moving his crew around so much that he can't get that much production in one area.
Commissioner Casey inquired how they are going to handle that one. Mr. Potter stated that
Contract 3 is closer to the original estimate because it was a more contained area. The main
places were Raccoon Creek and Hurricane of Kimper. Mr. Meyer stated that H20 Construction
was the only bidder on Contract 2 and Contract 3 had two bids but Tom Young withdrew his bid,
so then H20 also became the only bidder on Contract 3. The total of the two original bids was
about $242,000. We have met with Steve Lockhart with H20 and said that we think that is too
high and we don't think the District can afford it, and discuss the issue for about 30 minutes. He
agreed to reduce the total contract price for both contracts to $212,000, which is about a $31,000
deduction from his original proposal. Based on the mobilization factor, we underestimated the
original cost. Chairperson James inquired if now that they have spoken to the contractor, do they
feel that he is being reasonable with the District ori his price quotes-.-Mr;-Meyerrespondedthe he--
is recommended that the Board award the two contracts to H20 because they feel more
comfortable with the dollars and where he is coming from and we also know the work he has
done. Mr. Spears inquired how we were going to finance this construction. Commissioner Casey
stated that we only have to pay 13% of it. Mr. Meyer stated that what Mr. Spears is getting at is
that the District has not gotten a time frame from FEMA on when we can expect the money to
come in. In the interim, Mr. Spears is wondering how we are going to pay these contractors. He
stated that he has draft contracts for H20 and they would be submitting draw requests, just like
any other contractor, on a monthly basis. They submit the draw request, we review them and
submit them to the Board for approval and pays the contractor. We have all the standard stuff in
the contracts but the point still remains that there will be a couple of hundred thousand dollars of
cash flow that is going to be necessary to make these interim payments. Mr. Potter stated that it
may be a while before FEMA turns over the money. Mr. Spears stated that he doesn't want to pull
it out of the District's cash flow if it can be helped. He wouldn't mind the $56,000 but other than
that we may need to look at doing a short term line of credit just for this, and when we get the
money pay it off. Chairperson James stated that we need to look at that because we do have
some cash and we don't want to end up paying interest charges when you'e got some cash that
we can work with. Mr. Spears stated that we can work with some of it and play it by ear. If we get
to a point we need it, or the operating account gets down close to $200,000, we can look at it at
that point. Mr. Potter stated that the county and the District both are looking for money for the
2007 flood. Chairperson James stated that the money from the prior flood came down quicker last
year. So the stated gets the money and then disburses it and there is some delay, but last year
they paid it quicker. Mr. Meyer stated that the combined total of the contracts is $212,000.
Chairperson James requested a motion to approve the award of Contracts 2 and 3 of the Flood
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Related Work to H2o Contracting for the combined amount of $212,000 and authorize the Notice
to Proceed. Commissioner Casey made the motion. Commissioner Friend seconded the motion.
Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 10-11-002

Mountain Water District/Utility Management Group, LLC Contract
Mr. Spears stated the Mr. Meyer and he have met twice and are in the process of negotiations
and the numbers at this point are not too far off from each other. We have set some time lines
going forward and would like to meet, and Bob has agreed, on November 17'" with the
Chairperson to iron out some of the particulars prior to the November 24'" Board meeting so that
the agreement can be drafted after that meeting. We need to have it in place by January 1"
providing we don't do another extension. Then have both attorneys meet the second week of
December after review of the draft contract, so it can be reviewed by the Board at the December
meeting. Chairperson James stated that if it appears we need a special meeting, we can call that.
Mr. Spears stated that if there were any ideas that the Board members had regarding this
process, to please email him. Chairperson James stated that she believes the KACO conference
as well as EOC training is being held during that time. She stated that they will check their
schedules and get back with Mr. Spears on the date. Mr. Spears stated that he thinks the
numbers will work out fine and he looks forward to hearing from them on a scheduled date.

AD JOURN MEETING
Chairperson James stated that if there were no further comments, she requested a motion be made to
adjourn the meeting. Commissioner Casey made the motion. Commissioner Friend seconded the motion.
Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 10-11-003



MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS REGULAR MEETING

DECEMBER 29, 2010
10:00AM

ATTENDANCE
Russ Cassady, Appalachian News Express
Jody Hunt, Summit Engineering, Inc.
Brock Kidd, Summit Engineering, Inc.
Tim Campoy, EDC, Inc.
Doug Griffin, Kenvirons, Inc.
Greg Dotson, Inspector
Mike Spears, Spears Management
Dan Stratton, Stratton, Hogg 8 Maddox
Bob Meyer, Controller, UMG
Grondall Potter, Manager, UMG
Tammy Olson, Office/Compliance Manager, UMG
Carrie Hatfield, Assistant Financial Manager, UMG

CALL TO ORDER AGENDA ITEM I

The Mountain Water District Board of Commissioners Regular Meeting was held on Wednesday,
December 29th, 2010 at 10:00a.m.

Commissioners were present for the meeting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner Lester "John" Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

VISITORS AGENDA ITEM II
Chairperson James inquired if there were any visitors for today's meeting. There were none.

JULY FLOOD UPDATE
Mr. Potter stated that Contract 1 is pretty much 100% complete. The contractor moved about 3,400 yards
of material out of the pond area at the water plant. They have submitted a pay request on it that is ready
for the Board's approval. There should not be a wrap up change order on that project. The amount is for
$175,000.50 and backup documentation is included with the quantities. Contract 3 is mostly line repair
and the contractor is H20 Construction. It is about 97% completed, with a portion that needs permission
to get on railroad right of way being the final issue. There will probably be a wrap up pay request in
January to finish it up. The current pay request on that contract is $48,592.60. Contract 2 is the larger one
in the Marrowbone area and is also over 90% complete. It is also being constructed by H20 Construction.
There are a few items that need wrapped up on that one and the weather is delaying it. The pay request
on that one is for $146,261.92 with backup documentation as well. The inspector has submitted his
reports as well. Chairperson James inquired if Mike Spears wanted to address the issue with the line of
credit, Mr. Spears stated that the Board is waiting for FEMA reimbursement and we don't know how long
that is going to take and we need a way to pay for these $400,000 worth of contracts while waiting for
FEMA funds. Chairperson James commented that now, she believes, it is to be sent in for processing for



reimbursement because it wasn't completed yet. Mrs. Olson confirmed that as correct. Mr. Spears stated
that he recommended that the Board secure a line of credit specifically for this, pay the contractors when
the work is completed and use the FEMA funds, when it comes in, to pay the loan back. We will be out a
little bit of interest but he doesn't think the District has the means to cash flow that kind of expenditure.
Chairperson James responded that they just didn't want to get that tight with their cash flow. Mr. Spears
stated that at the end of November the District had about $388,000 cash in bank and this would take it all.
Chairperson James inquired if he had a time frame for getting the loan. Mr. Spears responded that the
District would need to apply for the loan with a resolution from the Board to go with the application.
Commissioner Casey inquired what the standard time is after applying with FEMA, for reimbursement. Mr.
Spears responded that is slow and there is not a standard time. Commissioner Casey responded that
they dealt with some of that from the flooding in the schools. Chairperson James stated that the county
has dealt with this too. Mr. Spears stated that he has been with this District since 1996 and Southern
Water since 1988 and he has seen them go fast and he has seen them take 18-20 months to process
payments. Hopefully, this one will go a little faster but his recommendation is that the Board approve the
line of credit for this work to pay the contractors. The District could pay a partial out of their cash flow, but
he thinks that the line of credit is a better choice and then if you have the cash flow later on and want to
pay it down, you can do that. Commissioner Casey made the motion to authorize Mike Spears to secure
a line of credit for the Board for the flood repairs to be repaid when the FEMA reimbursement comes in.
Commissioner Adkins inquired who they get these loans from. Mr. Spears stated that typically Community
Trust is who we use. We have tried to shop some of the loans out in the past. In 2008 we got a better rate
from Community Trust when we shopped the loan out and he doesn't mind doing that now, if that is what
the Board wants. Community Trust has been a big ally of the District when we needed things in a crunch
and he is not promoting them (he stated he doesn't personally use them) but they have been a good
partner to the District. Commissioner Adkins inquired what we normally pay them. Mr. Spears responded
about 4.5 to 5% and they are good to work with us. Commissioner Casey, with a motion on the floor,
reiterated the motion to authorize Mike Spears to secure a line of credit in the amount of $400,000.
Commissioner Collins seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson James
Commissioner Collins
Commissioner Friend
Commissioner Casey
Commissioner Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 10-12-006

Chairperson James inquired if we need a resolution to pay the flood contractors if the loan is approved
before the next board meeting. Mr. Spears stated that we would need a motion that once the loan is
approved, Chairperson James and Commissioner Friend are approved to sign checks to the contractors
for 50% of the payment to the contractors. Chairperson James requested a motion to approve a 50%
payment once the line of credit is approved. Commissioner Adkins made the motion. Commissioner
Friend seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson James
Commissioner Collins
Commissioner Friend
Commissioner Casey
Commissioner Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 10-12-007

Mr. Potter continued, getting back to the flood update, that we have been correcting some of the issues
that were found that didn't get caught before and we have been continuing with making adjustments from
the flood per the Board's instructions and he believes they are tapering off.



APPROVAL OF MINUTES AGENDA ITEM III
Chairperson James requested a motion to approve the minutes of the regular meeting that was held on
November 24th, 2010 and for the special meeting that was held on December 9th as presented.
Commissioner Adkins made the motion to approve the minutes as corrected. Commissioner Collins
seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson James
Commissioner Collins
Commissioner Friend
Commissioner Casey
Commissioner Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 10-12-008

FINANCIAL REPORT —MIKE SPEARS, CPA AGENDA ITEM IV
Mr. Spears stated that we had the 2008 loan that matured with a balloon payment and the Board
authorized him to get it rolled into another 2 years. The balance on the loan was $326,388.58 plus a half
percent renewal, which is more than fair, and is $1,600.00. The interest rate will be the Wall Street
Journal prime plus 1% which calculates to about 4 or 5%. That is set up for another 2 years with another
balloon payment at the end. PSC regulations state that the Board can't do a loan that extends past 2
years without their approval. This gives the Board the maturities so it isn't extended out forever. He thinks
that at the end of this 2 year period the Board can pay this note off. The renewal is ready for Chairperson
James and Commissioner Friend to sign. They also want a copy of the Board minutes from this meeting.
Mr. Stratton stated that the record should reflect that Mr. Spears reported that the renewal has been
secured and the Board renewed its approval and authorized Chairperson James and Commissioner
Friend to sign the renewal of the loan. Mr. Spears inquired if the Board should go ahead make a motion.
Mr. Stratton stated that he would recommend that the Board do that. Chairperson James requested a
motion renewing the Board's approval to renew the 2 year loan and authorizing Chairperson James and
Commissioner Friend to sign it. Commissioner Casey made the motion. Commissioner Friend seconded
the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson James
Commissioner Collins
Commissioner Friend
Commissioner Casey
Commissioner Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 10-12-009

Mr. Spears distributed copies of a list of bond payments that are due January 1", 2011. The Board
approved payment of those at the last Board meeting. Once we make the December transfer, the Board
will have about $80,000 left in the account to start out next year. The main reason we still have money in
that account is because we had some in there when we started transferring the sinking fund payments.
Mr. Spears reviewed that financial report with the Board members. He stated that the cash in bank at the
end of November was $665,091.00. Accounts receivable was $905,644 and plant and service was
$94,364,261. Accounts payable was $210,000 and we have equity of $80,271,000. Revenues for the
month were $740,000 and for the year was $8,542,180. Operating expenses were $893,913 of which
$272,000 is depreciation; and for the year is $9,612,997. Depreciation for the year is $2,989,573. The
loss for the month is $201,800 and loss for the year is $1,603,934 which includes the $2.9M of
depreciation. Operating income was negative in the amount $153,547. Water sales are lower in the winter
months than in the summer months. That is part of the reason we don't want to use cash flow because
we still have a couple of lower revenue months ahead. Cash flow for the month decreased by $27,440
and the operating account balance is $388,616. That number has been between $350,000 and $450,000



for the last 6 months. We are still doing transfers to KIA and RD for the reserves and to the sinking fund
for the sinking fund. R & M expenditures for November were $74,027 and of that number $5,146 was
flood related. He called the Board's attention to the flood and R & M expenditures in the financial
statements listed by month. Mr. Stratton inquired if that was an exceedance of the R 8 M budget. Mr.
Potter stated that currently it is over and we internally track that as well. About $15,000 of the overage
was flood related in November and $5,000 in December. Mr. Spears inquired if there were any questions.
There were none. Chairperson James requested a motion to approve the financial report as submitted.
Mr. Spears interjected as well that we are in the middle of a sales tax audit and they have asked for an
extension for the year 2007. He needs the Board to authorize the extension and it will need to be signed
before the next meeting. If the Board doesn't sign it a month drops off at a time and it picks up the month
on the front end. We have a call in to the auditor and he wants to know what the number is before he
recommends the Board to sign it, but he needs authorization from the Board to sign the extension upon
his recommendation when he finds out how much it is. Chairperson James requested a motion to
approve the financial report as submitted. Commissioner Friend made the motion. Commissioner Adkins
seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson James
Commissioner Collins
Commissioner Friend
Commissioner Casey
Commissioner Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 10-12-010

Chairperson James requested a motion to authorize the Chairperson to sign the extension upon
recommendation of Mr. Spears and review of the numbers involved. Commissioner Casey made the
motion. Commissioner Collins seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson James
Commissioner Collins
Commissioner Friend
Commissioner Casey
Commissioner Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 10-12-011

PAYMENT OF BILLS AGENDA ITEM V
Ms. Olson distributed copies of the AP report and the Cash in Bank report to the Commissioners. After
review, Chairperson James requested a motion to approve the payment of bills as presented.
Commissioner Collins made the motion to approve the payment of bills as presented. Commissioner
Friend seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 10-12-012



CUSTOMER ADJUSTMENTS AGENDA ITEM VI
After review and discussion of the adjustments, Chairperson James requested a motion to approve
Customer Adjustments in the amount of five thousand, forty-seven dollars and thirty-seven cents
($5,047.37) as presented. Commissioner Casey made the motion. Commissioner Collins seconded the
motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 10-12-013

CONSTRUCTION REPORT AGENDA ITEM VII

Update by Summit Engineering —Jody Hunt, P.E.—on the following projects:

Shelby Valley Sewer Project, Phase III, Section 2:
Mr. Hunt stated that the contractor has received all residential grinders for this project and he has
designated his foreman to begin on that when the weather breaks, hopefully next week.

2. Long Fork of Virgie Sewer Project:
Mr. Hunt stated that this project is complete. We are waiting for the weather to break and the
snow to be gone so they can observe for any settling or anything of that nature before the release
of this project.

3. Belfry/Pond Creek Sewer Project:
Mr. Hunt stated that there is nothing new to report on this project.

4. Hurricane Branch AML Water Supply Project (Ridgeline Rd):
Mr. Hunt stated the contractor has been slowed by the weather. He has been working on
connecting the main line from the tank to the line along the road. He has completed the bore
under Ridgeline Road and the skid tank is in place and the contractor needs to complete some
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minor work in the pump station. The contractor should begin installing meters on this project very
soon. If the weather cooperates, we should be able to close this project out at the January or
February meeting. Mr. Potter reminded the Board that this was the project that was held up in the
fall due to the Indiana bat. Mr. Hunt stated that the contractor had to wait until October before he
could start the tank work and then he can't set meters on a dry line. So he had to wait until all
other work was done before he could start putting in the meters.

Ridgeline Road Water Supply Project (Jonican 8 Upper Pompey):
Mr. Hunt stated that design has begun on this project and he has a contract that he has brought
to the meeting for approval that reflects the numbers that were discussed in the last special
meeting. It is a standard contract; the same as all were done in the past except that it just says
design only. He knows the District has a set structure of the price breakdown; 20% when sent to
DOW, 20% when approved by DOW, 10% when the contract is awarded and so on. They divided
this contract up into 50%-50%; 50% paid when it is sent to DOW and 50% when it is approved by
DOW. Chairperson James requested a motion to authorize and approve the Chairperson to sign
the engineering contract for the Ridgeline Road Water Supply Project (Jonican & Upper Pompey
areas) subject to legal counsel's review and approval under the conditions outlined by Mr. Hunt
that deviate from the standard engineering contract. Commissioner Casey made the motion.
Commissioner Adkins seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson James
Commissioner Collins
Commissioner Friend
Commissioner Casey
Commissioner Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 10-12-014

6. Sycamore of Lower Johns Creek:
Mr. Hunt stated that this project is completed except for seeding, cleanup and pavement
replacement. The contractor was able to extend the project and serve an additional 16 or 17
customers. There are a lot of happy people up there.

DOT Project —Pond at Draffin:
Mr. Hunt stated that this project was bid but it has not officially been awarded as of yet. He thinks
DOT is waiting on some final approvals from Frankfort before they give the okay and award it.
Commissioner Adkins inquired when they plan to start on this project. Mr. Hunt stated that as
soon as they are given approval on this project, we will start construction. Mr. Potter stated that
he has been told they plan to start it in March or April because we were going to try to have the
line relocated prior to them beginning the work. Mr. Hunt stated that we had this project designed
for 2 years and didn't hear a word about it, and then a couple of months ago they finally said
"hurry, go,go,go".

8. Scott Fork Industrial Park Water Line Extension:
Mr. Hunt stated that we are waiting for the weather to break before this work can begin.



COAL SEVERANCE PROJECTS REPORT

Update by Tim Campoy, Environmental Design Consultants:

WTP Expansion/Upgrades:
Mr. Potter stated that UMG still needs to work out issues with the parts that got flooded and when
it is done, Mr. Campoy can submit the as-built maps and we can close this project out.

Update by Doug Griffin, Kenvirons, Inc. and Greg Dotson, Inspector

Smith Fork of Phelps Sewer Project, Phase II:
Mr. Griffin stated that the weather has not cooperated very much in the last month and the
contractor is down to needing 2 grinders and about 300'f line installed to being finished. The
contractors have started on gathering materials for replacing the rail system at the Billy Dotson
station and getting the fence up.

2. KY DOT Route 199 Water Line Relocation Project
Mr. Griffin stated that this project has begun in the last couple of days.

Mr. Griffin also stated that the DOT Airport Line Relocation is also proceeding. They are waiting for the
state to approve the waste area that they turned the stability calculations on.

DRAWS:

Chairperson James requested a motion to approve the draws as submitted. Commissioner
Adkins made the motion. Commissioner Friend seconded the motion.

SMITH FORK OF PHELPS SEWER PROJECT, PHASE II

Contract 2 Coal Severance Funds

SYCAMORE OF LOWER JOHNS CREEK
Contract 1 Coal Severance Funds
Contract 0 Coal Severance Funds

$ 5,259.20

$ 2,807.47
$ 46,394.20

HURRICANE AML PROJECT (RIDGELINE ROAD)
Contract 1 AML Funds $ 40,649.93



Contract 1 AML Funds $ 2,750.11

PRIDE ON THE RIVER
Contract 1
Contract 1
Contract 1

Coal Severance Funds
Coal Severance Funds
Coal Severance Funds

$ 10,893.98
$ 1,819.19
$ 201.36

TELEMETRY
Contract 1
Contract 1
Contract 1
Contract 1

Coal Severance Funds
Coal Severance Funds
Coal Severance Funds
Coal Severance Funds

$ 20,594.00
$ 23.98
$ 352.25
$ 6.39

Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 10-12-015

MANAGER'S REPORT AGENDA ITEM VIII

Monthly Operating Report:
Mr. Potter stated that we had 42 meters changed out due to being stuck, damage or tampering.
We are getting a lot of theft of service and illegals. We had 17 reoccurring persons and as they go
past 2 or 3 times of being illegal; do we disconnect'them from the main? It-is getting to be a
bigger issue as time goes on. He stated that he needs to talk to Mr. Stratton about theft of meters.
According to the District's tariff, when people sign for the water, they are saying that they will
make sure that it is accessible. It is on their property and they have to make sure that it is there.
Usually we bill them if the meter disappears $176 for a new meter. The property owners are
saying more and more that they didn't steal it and should not be responsible for it. It is becoming
an issue and he needs to speak to Mr. Stratton about the handling of those kinds of matters.
Commissioner Casey inquired what is being done with the meter. Mr. Potter responded that
people steal it and take it to another location where they have been disconnected. It is not the
homeowner; it is someone actually stealing the property. We can't track them because they cut
the radio read sensors off. Mr. Stratton inquired if that could be covered by homeowner's
insurance. Mr. Potter stated that he doesn't know but we have had 2 or 3 of these come up this
month and 3 or 4 last month. Chairperson James stated that we need to look at that and see what
can be done about that. Mr. Stratton stated that we would almost need to change our tariff to
make an exception and then it becomes an issue on a case by case basis where people may
start taking their own meters. Mr. Potter stated that we have been billing the customers and the
Board may get some reports from customers objecting because they didn't steal it. Mr. Stratton
inquired if there is an issue with putting a lock of some kind on the meters. Mr. Potter stated that
the meters are locked in but they cut the locks off. They are wired in and seal tamper proof, but
they break those. Mr. Potter stated that we also had about a 3% sales decrease in November and
a small increase in sewer over the previous month. We are still getting a lot of payments made in
the office, through the mail and online. He stated that he looked in to the issue with the sale of the
property at the old Marrowbone WTP. Lois Smith looked up and found the deed and seen how it



was transferred and is getting the info to Mr. Stratton. We are looking into the exact way to
dispose of surplus property and he will work with Dan on the real property to see how we need to
proceed with that. The bids for the utility crane truck were opened at Dan Stratton's office. We
had one (1) responsive bidder. That was for the used truck we had looked for with a crane as a
replacement boom truck. If the Board wants to award that we will get with Mike Spears and
procure purchase of that. New trucks like this one run about $80,000-$90,000 and this one was
$32,000. It is in pretty good condition with a new transmission and the boom is excellent and will
serve our needs really well. Chairperson James inquired if the District has the funds to purchase
it. Mr. Spears inquired if this falls under where UMG pays the payments. Mr. Potter stated that
this is the case where the District secures the loan and UMG pays the payments because it is
part of the fleet. Commissioner Casey inquired if it has 152,000 miles on it. Mr. Potter stated that
it has a new transmission and the engine is strong. He went and looked at it and thoroughly put it
through its paces and it ran well. It has lots of power and will do very well for what we use it for. It
is something we need here at the District and we have had one for many years. This vehicle is
way better than what we have had for this purpose. It is at Craig Myle Trucks in Sparta, Kentucky
near the race track. It is a Florida vehicle and has no rust. Commissioner Adkins inquired if it had
a 6.0 liter engine. Mr. Potter stated that he wasn't sure but he checked the engine and it hasn'
been in to. Commissioner Adkins responded that the 6.0 liter engines are a powerful engine but
they aren't worth fifty cents. Mr. Potter stated that we only use this vehicle about once a month or
less, but when we need it, we need it. It is for pulling pumps and it he believes this is a pretty
good deal. Commissioner Collins inquired what we have been doing when we needed one. Mr.
Potter stated that we have been scheduling with the City of Pikeville to borrow theirs when
possible. Commissioner Casey stated that we need our own, Chairperson James requested a
motion to approve the bid and give Mike Spears the authorization to secure financing.
Commissioner Adkins stated that he wouldn't buy it if it was a 6.0 liter engine because he bought
a new one and it stayed in the garage. He got rid of it and it may be a power stroke and 2004 and
some of them had it and some didn'. Commissioner Friend stated that that was the first year they
went from a 7.3 to a 6.0. Mr. Potter stated that he wasn't sure without pulling the full spec sheet
but he can go upstairs later and check for the email and see if it states if it is a 6.0. Mr. Potter
stated it is up to the Board and he can go back and do more research and check for another one
that is not a 6.0. Commissioner Adkins stated that it if it is not a 6.0 it is a good deal, but if it is he
would say "no" to purchasing the vehicle. Mr. Stratton stated that the Board can approve it subject
to verification of it not being a 6.0 liter engine and if it is the Board can reject the bid. Chairperson
James suggested that the Board pass on this issue until later in the meeting and take it up again
when we-know for- sure. Mr. Potter stated that-no LMls-were-done during the month of November
because of the weather and we can probably do 6-8 more when the weather breaks. Mr. Potter
continued with comments of items under new business. He stated that with regard to Johns
Creek Daycare, the county requested that we look into other alternatives for them. He has
contacted the Health Department and they are going to look at a different type of unit or see what
the Health Department will allow them to do and he will take the consumption analysis to them on
how much water is being used there. With:.,regard. to:;the':.C!ty oj,Elkharn contract: Mi,',Strattori
stated::that we:hav'e:been.'told by:their,-coiJnciI::that:we':need:to wait until"the:n'ew 8drninistratjo'n:.is
In, place;before'',pi'acceding:with thjs.issue'.:..'We'will'be,ready, when they:are: to discuss:it.,'ith
regard to the Big Creek Freewill Baptist Church issue, Mr. Stratton stated that he has written
them a letter and has not received a response. What we are looking at is that they are going to
have to make a decision as to whether or not they want to pay for it or be disconnected. Basically
what happened was they came to the conclusion that they didn't want to pay for it but they didn'
want to be disconnected after they said they could be disconnected. So we have written them a
letter saying that they need to make the choice and will try to contact them again in January and
see what can be worked out. Chairperson James inquired if we need to give them a time frame.
Mr. Stratton stated that what will trigger something is if we have to sue them for a past due bill
once they get past that state and treating it like a delinquent account. Mrs. Olson stated that they
may already be to that point with the sewer. Once it hits a 2 month bill they go into disconnect
mode but we have a hold on it right now because it is in dispute and when the Board tells us to go
ahead we can. Mr. Stratton stated to hold on it until he sees what they come back with and then
he will come back with a recommendation. Chairperson James inquired from Mr. Potter if that is
all he has under his Manager's Report. Mr. Potter responded that his report was concluded.
Chairperson James then asked for a motion to approve the Manager's Report as presented.
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Commissioner Collins made the motion. Commissioner Adkins seconded the motion.
Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 10-12-016

NEW BUSINESS

1. LMI Project-
This item was discussed under the Manager's report.

2. Johns Creek Daycare/PCFC Sewer Contract—
This item was discussed under the Manager's Report.

3. MWD/City of Elkhorn City Water Contract-
This item was discussed under the Manager's Report.

4. Big Creek Freewill Baptist Church Billing Issue—
This item was discussed under the Manager's Report.

Legal Issues
-Executive Session to Discuss Outstanding Litigation and Potential Litigation

Chairperson James requested a motion to go into executive session to discuss outstanding and
potential litigation as listed on the agenda. Commissioner Friend made the motion. Commissioner
Adkins seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
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Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 10-12-017

Chairperson James requested a motion to reconvene from executive session where outstanding
and potential litigation was discussed as listed on the agenda. Commissioner Collins made the
motion. Commissioner Friend seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 10-12-018

Chairperson James stated that the first item to address is the truck bid. Mr. Potter stated that he
confirmed that it is a 6.0 liter so whatever the Board wants to do on that is fine. Chairperson James
requested comments from the Board on this issue. Commissioner Adkins stated his opinion is not to
purchase it but that it just his opinion. Chairperson James stated that in that what Mr. Potter was saying is
that it is not something they use on a daily basis. Mr. Potter stated that when we need to pull pumps and
don't have one, he has to try to schedule to borrow UMG Pikeville's and we have been without one for
about a year and have been looking for one ever since. He continued that the last one that the City
bought was about $90,000 and he agrees with Commissioner Adkins; we have had some issues with 6.0
liters that were here before, That is why he and Randy Conley really looked at the motor when they
inspected the vehicle. It may have an issue later on but what he was looking at is that it has a 6,000
pound wench on it that they tested out and it will move anything the District has. The old one wouldn'

even service on our larger stations. We have to rent a crane when we have to pull a large one and that
costs- about $400/hour.-He-has put it out there looking around and only got-the one responsive-bid,- but we
can put it out there and look again. There is a 30 day warranty on the vehicle. Commissioner Adkins
stated that a friend of his told him the best thing he could do when he bought that 6.0 liter truck is to get
rid of it. It had 30,000+ miles on the transmission when it went out in it. It stayed in the garage more than
it was on the road. He votes no on the truck. Chairperson James inquired what the other Commissioners
thought about the purchase of the vehicle. Mr. Stratton suggested making a motion to see if the Board
wants to do that and put it on the floor officially. Commissioner Adkins made a motion to reject the bid for
the utility crane truck. Commissioner Friend seconded the motion, Mr. Stratton stated that now would be
the time for discussion of the motion. Commissioner Friend stated that he felt the same as Commissioner
Adkins; he has gone through 2 of them. Commissioner Casey inquired what the District will do in the
mean time if we have to have it. Commissioner Adkins stated that if that truck goes down it will be a lot of
money to fix it and his suggestion is to look for another truck. Mr. Potter stated that he didn't care one way
or another how the Board decides to proceed, but we have been looking for a long time and they are
expensive, even for the used ones. This was the cheapest used one he could find with the least miles on
it. Some are 200,000 miles or more, Chevys and all, and he can't find more than 4 or 5 of them and
usually they come out of the South and usually get snapped up pretty quick. The only reason we didn'

spec out a brand new one is that he didn't really think the Board would want to invest that much for one of
this nature that we only use occasionally. It may be used 3 times in one week or once or twice a month. It

is at the Board's discretion. Commissioner Casey inquired if this was the first time he had put this out for
bid. Mr. Potter responded this is the second time, actually. Commissioner Casey inquired if this was the
only response we have had. Mr. Potter responded in the affirmative. Commissioner Adkins inquired if

when we find one, do we.ask them if they want to bid on it. Mr. Potter stated that we put the ad in the
paper and then notify them that it is out for bid and let them know the specifications. Commissioner Casey
inquired how long we would need the truck that we have to rent for $400/hour. Mr. Potter stated that it
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usually takes at least 2 hours. This will serve all our needs for the smaller and larger stations.
Commissioner Adkins inquired what the rating is on the wench. Mr. Potter responded that it is 6,000 Ibs
and is a hydraulic crane that has a good extension on it. Mrs. Olson stated that it might be notable to
mention that we do have an on staff mechanic who is familiar with those types of engines. Mr. Potter
stated that we have had issues with our other diesels. Commissioner Adkins stated that we don't want to
keep throwing money into a vehicle that has inherent problems. Chairperson James stated that the thing
that concerns her is that the District is without. Commissioner Casey stated that he doesn't like our
people in this District to be without anything that they have to utilize to do a job. Chairperson James
responded that we have looked for so long for something like this. Commissioner Collins inquired if UMG
was charging for the use of their truck. Mr. Potter stated that since it is UMG's they do not charge us to
use it, but scheduling it is an issue. They tend to work with us well when it comes to emergencies but it is
still a scheduling issue. Mrs. Olson inquired if Craig Myle would hold that price for about 30 days to give
the Board or Mr. Potter a chance to look for another one. Mr. Potter responded that he didn't know.
Commissioner Friend inquired if one of them could look for one and report back to Mr. Potter.
Commissioner Casey stated that it still needs to be bid out properly. Commissioner Adkins stated that he
knows we need one but to him there is no use in buying something that we know probably will cause us a
problem when we could look for something different and not spend that money. It is the people's money
we are spending and from the experiences we have had with them and what he has seen, the truck is fine
but the engine is not. He would rather pay more for something and get something that will do the job. Mr.

Potter stated that he will continue to arrange the use of Pikeville's truck and for the next month he will do
another search and the Board is welcome to do the same. Chairperson James stated that we have a
motion and a second to reject the bid for the purchase of the used utility crane truck. Commissioner
voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 10-12-019

Commissioner Casey directed Mr. Potter to let the City of Pikeville know that-we appreciate their-—
kindness.

Chairperson James yielded the flood to Mr. Dan Stratton. Mr. Stratton stated that as the Board knows, we
have been working through a new agreement with UMG and we are 98% there. In the interim we have
received what is being called a "Draft Audit" from the State Auditor's Office. The Draft Audit is a
confidential document and has been handed to the Board for the purpose of determining whether or not
there are any factual errors or any mistakes in the report that the Board would want to comment on before
it came a final report. Having received the report as a draft, we have approached UMG and requested a
30 day extension of the initial contract that was sent to end on December 31"so that the Board could
have sufficient time to consider the recommendations made the State Auditor's Office as they would

possibly impact our contract with UMG. To that end he has prepared for their consideration a contract
extension draft which has been reviewed by UMG and they have consented to in form subject to the
Board's approval. Chairperson James stated that she has given her responses but none of the other
Board members have been able to comment or respond as of yet. She inquired if UMG had been
contacted to see if they were agreeable. Mr. Stratton stated that according to Mr. Meyers, they are.
Chairperson James stated that one suggestion she may have is that the Board may not necessarily need
the 30 days and she was wondering if the Board, Mr. Stratton and Mike Spears would be agreeable to
hold a special meeting to discuss the details of the contract once we get this 2% worked out and go
ahead and have a special called meeting prior to that 30 days so that we can hash everything out. Mr.

Stratton stated that he thought that would be very appropriate because at a special meeting, the Board
could then take the time necessary to review each section of the contract and if there are any issues or
concerns, they can be discussed at the time. Several Commissioners expressed their need for additional
time to review all of the information that has been distributed to them over the holiday. Mr, Stratton stated
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that a motion was needed to approve the contract extension for the UMG contract for an additional 30
days which would extend it from December 31, 2010 to January 31, 2011. Chairperson James inquired if
we were to come to an agreement before that date, could we call a special meeting and approve the
contract. Mr. Stratton stated that on page 2 paragraph 3 it states "all of the provisions of the contract as
amended shall remain the same until January 31, 2011 unless a new agreement is entered into prior
thereto." He stated that for the record, the audit has been given to the Board and their attorney as a draft;
it is confidential and is not a public document for release at this time and that will occur sometime later
after we give them our questions or comments. Chairperson James requested a motion to approve the
contract extension amendment with UMG up to 30 days. Commissioner Casey made the motion.
Commissioner Collins seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 10-12-020

COMMISSIONER COMMENTS
Chairperson James inquired if there were any Commissioner comments. There were none.

ADJOURN MEETING
Chairperson James stated that if there were no further comments, she requested a motion be made to
adjourn the meeting. Commissioner Collins made the motion. Commissioner Friend seconded the motion.
Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 10-12-021
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MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS SPECIAL MEETING

January 20, 2011
2:00 PM

ATTENDANCE
Russ Cassady, Appalachian News Express
Dan Stratton, Stratton, Hogg & Maddox
Michael Spears, Spears Management, CPA
Bob Meyer, Comptroller, UMG
Grondall Potter, Manager, UMG
Tammy Olson, Office/Compliance Manager, UMG
Kevin Lowe, Finance/Office Manager, UMG

CALL TO ORDER AGENDA ITEM I

The Mountain Water District Board of Commissioners Special Meeting was held on Thursday, January
20th, 2011 at 2:00 pm.

Commissioners present for the meeting were as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner Lester "John" Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend, Jr.
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

AGENDA ITEM I

UMG Contract—
Chairperson James opened the meeting by stating that this is a special meeting and there is only
one item on the agenda which is the UMG contract. She then turned the floor over the Dan
Stratton, the Board's legal counsel. Mr. Stratton stated that after consulting with the Chairperson
he has a few opening statements to put this in context and review the history of how we got here.
We will then review two (2) different agreements in detail and if any Board members have any
questions, concerns or clarifications we will discuss it. He stated that Mountain Water District
(MWD) signed the original contract with Utility Management Group, LLC (UMG) effective July 3,
2005 and it was a five (5) year contract. That original contract has since been amended three (3)
times. In October or November of 2009 the State Auditor's office came in and wanted to do an
audit and it was anticipated that it would be completed before the expiration of the contract on
June 30, 2010. The audit was not finishedl so by agreement of both parties, the Board agreed to
extend the original contract from June 30, 2010 to December 31', 2010. We received a draft
audit from the auditor's office just before we were trying to complete this contract and we agreed,
so that the Board would have sufficient time to review and contemplate the draft audit from the
State Auditor's office and how it would impact the UMG contract, to extend the contract an
additional thirty (30) days. So currently MWD's contract with UMG extends to January 31, 2011.
We are pleased to report, after review of the state audit that most of the issues that they raised
had already been addressed in MWD's negotiations with UMG. And there were a few additional



comments that they made that were added to the contract accordingly. A committee of the Board
composed of Chairperson James, Mike Spears and himself, has met with UMG on three (3) or
four (4) occasions in person and multiple phone calls and have negotiated what they believe and
are recommending to the Board the new contract with UMG. The Board members have been
given copies of all draft documents up to this final stage. The first document is a Close-Out
Settlement Agreement. There were a few outstanding issues that we wanted to get clarity on with
UMG so there would be no outstanding issues going from the old contract into the new contract.
He called the Board's attention to that particular agreement and stated that the purpose of this
agreement is to resolve any outstanding issues that were with UMG and the MWD, not that there
any big issues, but we just wanted to have clarity on how we were going to go forward. What this
further says is that there are no other issues other than these so that we have complete closure
as to the first contract. The first paragraph says that UMG had made a claim under the scope of
changes provision of the original contract for additional utility expenses which occurred as a result
of the rate increase by Kentucky Power in July, 2010. We had some questions about that and we
have resolved that in this agreement. There is an additional claim for thirty-nine hundred and fifty
dollars ($3.950) relating to reimbursement of flood expenses for 2007 flooding that UMG
advanced on MWD's behalf and there is no question about that and MWD acknowledges that that
amount is owed. To settle these two claims, the committee is proposing that the Board agree to
pay UMG fifty-seven thousand, sixty-two dollars and sixty-five cents ($57,062.65) in four monthly
installments of fourteen thousand, two hundred sixty-five dollars and sixty-six cents ($14,265.66)
each beginning February 15'", 2011 until paid. This is without interest and is a net number netting
out some differences that were due on the R & M fund balances and some other miscellaneous
issues. We have tried to conglomerate everything and net everything out and this is what we
believe that MWD owes in a settlement amount. He inquired if the Board had any questions about
that. There were no questions or comments from the Board members at that time. Mr. Stratton
continued by calling the Board's attention to the next paragraph which states that UMG advanced
to MWD the sum of one hundred and fifty-three thousand, forty-seven dollars and forty-seven
cents ($153,047.47) to repair and replace water and sewer lines damaged during the July, 2010
flooding. MWD has applied for FEMA reimbursement but it has not been paid yet. This is
basically an advance of money by UMG on behalf of the District and we have agreed that it is not
paid by May 30'", 2011 that on June 15'", 2011 MWD will begin paying that back to UMG in the
amount of twelve thousand, seven hundred fifty-three dollars and ninety-five cents ($12,753.95)
per month for twelve (12) months. If we get the FEMA funding in the interim, it will pay that off.
Commissioner Collins clarified that the FEMA funds will pay it. Mr. Stratton responded that MWD
has preliminary approval-on the-first-round-of FEMA but do- not have-the final-;;;; Chairperson-
James interjected that everything has been submitted, the field rep came in here and was in
agreement with everything and we submitted everything timely in the way that they instructed us
to do, but what she is being told from contacting them in Frankfort is that there are two (2)
disasters back to back and ours was the second one in line and so FEMA is held up on that.
Commissioner Collins inquired if this is normal for them. Chairperson James responded that
unfortunately "yes" but we have no indication that they won't pay us. We have asked that
question of Lori Harley in Frankfort, "do they see any problems with anything that has been
submitted" and they say "no". Mr. Stratton continued with calling the Board's attention to
paragraph six (6) and the two (2) exhibits that are attached. They outline what capital assets have
been purchased in the name of MWD and also UMG. In the course of our five (5) years there has
been a little overlap in things that should have been titled in UMG or MWD. What Mr. Meyer and
Mr. Spears have done is gone through and prepared exhibits that clarify what should be where.
Exhibit 1 is a list of items that have been purchased by UMG as capital items and what was
purchased by MWD. There is also a list of items that has been purchased through the Repair and
Maintenance budget. Exhibit 2 is the correction and shows as of 12-31-10 these assets will be in
these names. The two (2) exceptions that are going to stay, and we agreed to this because of the
nature of the deal, the two (2) trucks that Mr. Potter and Mr. Taylor drive are going to stay with
UMG. UMG paid for those and MWD didn't have vehicles for the Superintendent and Operations
Manager prior to that time, so it is not a replacement of a MWD asset. Those items that are on
the list as rolling stock, gets replaced or will be placed in MWD's name. If the contract ever
terminates in the future, if they have not been replaced, these items will be put in MWD's name.
So what we have is, we'e got most of it addressed now, but as these other things roll out, as
they are replaced they will be put in MWD's name and if something ever happened negative, it
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would be put in MWD's name. He inquired if there were any questions about that issue.
Chairperson James commented that this is the way it has been in the past. Mr. Potter commented
that this is so that if something ever comes of the contract and it is not renewed on either party'
behalf, UMG will not leave MWD without the proper equipment to perform the job. Mr. Stratton
continued by stating that the last paragraph basically provides that this is all the claims we have
against each other and this is the full and complete resolution of everything. What the committee
would recommend that, if the Board was so inclined, that they entertain a motion on this
document first. Chairperson James inquired if the Board had any comments or discussion on this
agreement. Commissioner Casey stated this would be a motion on just these changes here.
Chairperson James responded in the affirmative. This closes out the entire current contract with
UMG. Commissioner Collins made the motion to approve the Close Out Agreement between
MWD and UMG as presented. Commissioner Adkins seconded the motion. Commissioner voting
as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 11-01-001

Mr. Stratton continued by calling the Board's attention to the two (2) additional documents that
they have in front of them. One is a lined document that shows the strike-throughs and the
underlined sections that have been added, deleted or changed. The other document is a "clean"
document that has all the changes. He asked the Board to look at the one with the strike-throughs
and underlines that shows the changes. He stated that he is going to walk through it with the
Board section by section. Chairperson James clarified that they took the prior contract and
,worked with it to make this current contract as presented. Mr. Stratton confirmed that her
statement was correct. Mr. Stratton stated that this is the original document that MWD entered
into with UMG in 2005 with the strike-throughs that are language that is being removed and the
underlined is language that is being added. The effective date is going to be January 1", 2011.
Chairperson James stated that this wIii help us in budgeting because it puts us ori a calendai
year whereas the other contract was on a fiscal year type of schedule because it started in July.
This contract will help up in budgeting because it matches up with the calendar year (fiscal year)
that we use at the District. Mr. Stratton continued by stated that the first change was in the
seconded "whereas" where we struck through the work "Management" as being redundant. The
general provisions are the general working definitions of the contract.

He continued by explaining the revisions to sections 1.2 and 1.4. All the physical assets remain
the property of the District and that UMG cannot sublet any work under this contract without
MWD's written consent. 1.5 is a notice provision. 1.6says that this agreement and its appendices
are the complete the agreement between the parties. 1.7 is that if any part of the agreement is
held to be invalid the remaining contract will remain valid. 1.8 is that this is an independent
contract relationship, which means that UMG works on MWD's behalf subject to the terms and
conditions of the contract. They have no authority to act beyond the authority that this Board
gives them. 1.9 says that if there is litigation between the parties, the successful party can
recover costs and attorney's fees, but if both parties are found to be at fault we each pay our own
costs and attorney's fees. 1.10 states that this contract does not create any powers, licenses or
privileges for UMG. 1.11was struck and it dealt with prior to commitment to the work, we would
designate someone to do all the work that came with setting up this arrangement. We are already
set up so that part of the contract went away.

Section 2 is UMG's general obligations. 2.1 has been struck because we have no employees to
assign to UMG now. That was a provision in the original agreement. The 180 days has been



struck because we are already here and it says that UMG will staff the project with employees
who have met appropriate licensing certification requirements and they have done that. 2.2 states
that UMG will provide on-going training. 2.3 states that UMG will develop computerized software
programs and maintain them on behalf of the District. All the software programming and
development belongs to the District. 2.4 states that within 45 days after the commencement date,
UMG is to give MWD a physical inventory of all vehicles and equipment as well as chemicals and
consumables on hand. It is to be presented to the Board and something that the Board will
inspect and acknowledge that it has been completed. Commissioner Adkins inquired if this was in
the other contract. Mr. Stratton stated that it was, but frankly, the Board did not follow up on it
before and did not get it in the first contract. But this time it will be done. UMG will be responsible
for maintaining all manufacturing warranties. 2.9 states that Board members can visit the project.
Chairperson James stated that UMG has always encouraged the Board to visit the facilities and
that Mr. Potter has said many times that anyone who wants to go to the waterplant or anywhere
in the system to let him know. Mr. Stratton continued that 2.10 is that UMG will operate 24 hours
a day, 7 days a week. 2.11 states that UMG will implement a safety program for employees. 2.12
is changed to say that UMG may modify the process or facilities to achieve the objectives of this
agreement provided that no modification shall be made without the District's prior written
approval. Under the prior agreement, any modification had to exceed $20,000 in cost before it
had to have the Board's approval. That number was derived from that which would be required
for bidding if we bought a capital asset. What we have changed here is that we thought $20,000
was too high, so we'e said and they have agreed, that any change in the District's process they
will notify us and get prior written approval. That way, the Board will be fully informed and will
have a documented record of whatever changes are made to the processes. Commissioner
Adkins commented, going back to the visiting, what does UMG require to visit the plants and
facilities. Mr. Meyer stated that basically if you would coordinate that through this office, so that
we can notify the plant operator. Mr. Potter stated that whatever safety equipment would be
needed UMG would provide; hard hats, glasses, etc. Lois Smith has the safety equipment and if

'ommissionerAdkins and Commissioner Collins would like to come and look at the Douglas
Sewer Plant, for example, or any other Commissioner would like to go, and you need eye
protection and a hard hat, he will bring them with him and might warn them to wear hard-toe
shoes. 2.13 provides that in the event of an emergency or a safety issue, they can change the
processes without the Board's consent and then come back and tell them about it. But if there is
an emergency and they need to do something in an emergency, they can. Mr. Potter commented
that for example when he rented the big generators during the ice storm and was coordinating
with-the State-and then he notified- the-Board at the-next-meeting. There are certain-times in
emergency situations that he will do what needs to be done to keep the District operational and
within parameters and still make the Board aware of what's going on. Commissioner Casey
commented that that is good. Mr. Stratton continued that 2.14 states that UMG will keep MWD
appraised of issues in a timely basis with regard to reports and that they are submitted to the
State. 2.15 states that UMG is to provide samples as required by law. 2.16 is a clarification and
involves the sludge and waste that we have to dispose of. It was originally designed to show that
it was UMG's product and not their property. We have clarified it to say that it is the District's
property and not UMG's property and that's for environmental liability. They are processing our
waste but it is still MWD's waste. 2.17 is clarified to say that UMG shall provide all administrative
and financial functions necessary to effectively operate the business affairs of the District. Before
we just had stuff...everything that was done beforehand. Now we have added "except as
designated by the Board" and the Board may or may not want to look at that process as we go
forward; and then the critical addition is this "UMG shall submit a monthly report to the District
that illustrates in summary how much of the current monthly and year to date invoices submitted
by UMG to the District are related to water services and how much are related to wastewater
services." The Board will be able to get a breakdown of the cost relating to water and wastewater.
Commissioner Casey commented that that was one of the requests from the auditor's report that
he read. He stated that it is a good addition to the contract. Chairperson James stated that she
thinks this is something that the Board needs in their reporting as well. Mr. Stratton continued that
2.18 is that UMG will consult with the District's Commissioners prior to the replacement of the
Project Manager. The Operations Manager and Comptroller were in the original agreement and
we are not sure who they were at that time, but we have struck those out of the agreement.
Basically, if UMG wants to replace Mr. Potter, they must consult with the Board. Commissioner
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Casey commented "absolutely". Mr. Stratton continued that "consult" does not mean "approval"
but they would have to let the Board know and it is a relationship issue. 2.19 states that UMG will

comply with all the District's policies and procedures in operating the District and UMG's Project
Manager will certify monthly to the Board that all operations and activities under their control have
been in compliance with the Board's policies and procedures. This has never been an issue in the
past but was raised in the audit as an issue of why we didn't have something in the contract like
this. Chairperson James commented not that UMG didn't comply with the District's policies
because they do, but that it wasn't a written requirement. Mr. Stratton continued that we have put
in a written requirement and will need to develop a little form or something for Mr. Potter to sign
each month that he certifies his operating report to the Board that everything has been done in

compliance. This is to make sure that the Board is fulfilling their oversight responsibilities. 2.20
clarifies the process of how the money flows. UMG will provide for monthly meter reading and
billing and all amounts billed and received on behalf of the District are deposited in the bank
account designated by the District. So UMG is responsible for the money that they received and
not necessarily the money that they billed and did not collect. 2.21 states that UMG will provide its
best efforts in controlling unaccounted for water loss and report the same to the District. 2.22 was
deleted and the new 2.22 states that UMG will comply with all applicable federal, state and local
laws. They did this anyway but it wasn't something that was in the contract so we put it in to
address that issue. 2.23 was deleted where it said that UMG would provide additional funding to
the District. They can still do that if they want, but are not required to do so and it was language
that didn't really need to be there. 2.24 is change to protect the District and allow for continuity of
services, UMG will post a 1,000,000 surety bond or other surety to ensure the faithful

performance of its contract obligations. Such surety will be released upon termination of the
contract and compliance with its terms. The reason it is in here is twofold. One is that under the
original contract, UMG petitioned the District early on and said that this was going to be a major
expense and agreed to refund the cost of this $2,000,000 bond (in the original contract) to the
District, which they did, and we dropped it. We agreed to a $1,000,000 surety bond which is
about a month and half of our operations. They will produce a bond that if something happens to
UMG, the bonding company will step in and solve that problem up to $1,000,000. 2.25 is new
language regarding who has responsibility for capital expenditures. UMG agrees to replace the
District's capital assets that are not an integral part of the District's water, sewer, production,
treatment, distribution or collection systems. This means the District's water plant, sewer lines,
water lines, booster pump stations and water tanks are all the things that are an integral part of
the distribution or production system are on the District. Those are the District's capital
requirements and we-have that-duty. Anything else-other than-the- distribution- systems-that we-

have; trucks, cars, equipment, etc. that's for them to replace. That is their capital asset obligation
because they have to maintain our stuff. The District remains titled to all of our stuff but UMG is
maintaining it. If UMG determines that replacement of a capital asset is not essential for their
continuing performance under this agreement, they shall notify the District that they do not wish to
replace an asset along with an explanation as to why. If the District agrees, the asset will be
removed from the District's asset list. Mr. Potter stated that for example, at one time all MWD had
was backhoes for their operations. Over the course of time, and before the management contract,
we began using some mini-excavators with a trailer. They are more efficient to get to leaks, and
you don't have to haul them with a dump truck. We have three (3) now and still have a couple of
backhoes out there, but he is looking at, when the next backhoe comes up for replacement, he
may come to the Board and ask not to have to replace the backhoe with another backhoe, but
with a mini-excavator and truck because they are more efficient and it is better for operations. He
will give the Board an explanation as to why he would want to go a different route and it is up to
the Board to decide if that is the route you want us to take. Mr. Stratton continued by saying that
UMG will submit to the District at the November Board meeting a capital budget request for the
next calendar year for approval by the District. The goal is to set up a capital budget every year
so we will know in advance what UMG is asking MWD to do so we can budget accordingly. For
those capital assets that cost less than $1,500, UMG may purchase and pay for them, but those
that cost more than that, they may purchase and pay for them or have the option to finance it in

the District's name subject to prior approval by the District. All loan payments will be paid by UMG
as long as the contract remains in effect. At the end of the end of the contract or upon early
termination, any outstanding loans would become the District's obligation. Mr. Spears stated that
one thing to remember when UMG asks the Board to sign for such items, the Board is just signing
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off that they are putting the loan in their name and they are making the payments. Mr. Stratton
stated that if something were to happen with the contract, it would be the District's debt, so the
Board is approving their debt, but UMG is processing it all. All assets under this provision will be
titled in the District's name. Any capital assets that UMG acquires at its discretion and are not
replacements of the District's assets or which are not solely dedicated to the use at the District's
project, shall be titled in the name UMG and paid for by UMG. If they want to buy a piece of
equipment and share it between Pikeville and MWD then that is their equipment and they can so
share it. Mr. Potter stated that there may be items that he wants to purchase to make things more
efficient for UMG and would be bought by UMG but it will be primarily based at MWD. Mr.
Stratton stated that the last paragraph is that routine repair and maintenance of any real property
utilized by UMG in the performance of its duties would be done and paid for by UMG. If the
improvements require financing it will be done pursuant to the same procedures as set out above
and this excludes any major renovations or expansion directed by the District which would be
paid for by the District. So, if MWD determines it needs to add a wing onto the office building, that
is the District's obligation. This has never really been a big issue between us but is something
that was not addressed and there was some ambiguity in the prior contract so we have tried to
clean this up. Mr. Spears stated that none of this has drastically changed what has been done in

the past, if anything, it has put it in writing.

Mr. Stratton stated that under UMG: Scope of Services-Wastewater, this is pretty much the same.
3.3 provides that UMG would perform the maintenance and repairs to the project and submit a
monthly accounting to the District detailing the expenditures that occurred along with a brief
explanation of the work done and why it was necessary. Mr. Spears stated that Board is already
receiving a monthly report of expenditures and if any Board member has a question on it, they
can ask him. Mr. Potter also stated that he would check with Carrie and see if she can add
another column that can a brief explanation in it. We will be trying to expand that one column and
when it says a vendor and out from it, it might say something like "Replacement BPS Lift Station
at Kimper". There will be something describing it and if any Board member sees something they
have a question on, he can give them a history of it all. Mr. Stratton continued that 3.4 states that
any cost incurred that is abnormal, UMG can submit an invoice to the District for approval. They
are required to tell the Board why it was determined to be abnormal and support their position.

The water section is exactly the same and they have made the same changes in 4.6 to make it

match up with section 3.

Section 5 is Wastewater Collection System and there were no changes to that and it addresses
the technical side and the exhibits.

Section 6.1 gets into MWD's responsibilities and we have added a part here that says the District
shall fund all necessary capital expenditures except as otherwise provided in the contract. MWD
has a responsibility to fulfill their capital obligations. 6.2 states that MWD will keep all the
warrantees and guarantees and easements in place. 6.3 is that MWD is responsible for all taxes
and in the 2"" paragraph it gets into the complicated issue of the tax exemption of sales tax. It

says that in the event that UMG is required to pay any sales tax or use tax on the value of
services provided by UMG, such payment shall be reimbursed by the District unless the District
furnishes a valid and properly executed exemption certificate relieving the District and UMG of the
obligation. The new part is that any item purchased by the District to save sale tax for a purchase
that UMG is required to make shall be reimbursed by UMG within 15 days from the day of the
invoice. If they come to the District and say that they have something that is their obligation to
buy, but they incur sales tax. If they buy it in MWD's name, we don't have to pay the sales tax. So
MWD buys it and then in 15 days they reimburse us back after MWD submits a bill to them. The
reason we use 15 days is that we are on a 15 day cycle of payment and MWD pays them twice a
month and that would tie that in to that payment cycle. Commissioner Casey stated that it is a
good idea. Mr. Stratton stated that it creates a time table for it and creates a process for handling
this procedure. 6.8 is deleted because it provided for the interim period between the time the
contract was signed and they started the work. That is no longer applicable. 6.8 is an issue that
we have all agreed with for some time and haven't gotten to. The District may hire an
Administrator to assist the District in the oversight of its operations and he believes it is the plan
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of the Board to look at that at the next meeting in terms of getting that ball rolling. UMG has
agreed to provide administrative assistance to the Administrator which will not exceed up to 15
hours a week. That would prevent the District from having to hire a secretary to help with those
administrative duties. 6.10 is that the District will be responsible for purchasing all capital assets,
additions and replacements that are an integral part of the District's water, sewer, production,
treatment system. That corresponds with the other provision referenced before. He inquired if
there any questions so far. There were none.

Mr. Stratton continued by saying that the biggest change to this contract is Section 7. This is the
heart of the changes that have been made. We have deleted, in its entirety all the prior language.
MWD is agreeing to pay UMG an annual fee for 2011, $7,632,000 or $636,000 per month. Under
the prior agreement, UMG got increases in fees based on increases in their costs and new
customers added. We changed that 3 years into the contract and streamlined that. We are taking
a completely approach this time. We are taking what he calls a "shared revenue approach". The
annual fee shall be adjusted annually to provide UMG will be paid 70% of the increase in total
operating revenues based on the District's two (2) most recent prior year's audits. If the annual
revenue decreases, there will likewise be a downward adjustment in the fee based on the same
ratio. The annual fee increase or decrease for UMG in the second year of the renewal term,
which will be 2012, will be based on the increase or decrease in the District's total operating
revenue based on the 2010 audit as compared to the 2009 audit. Included in the annual fee is the
allowance of the maintenance and repair budget initially set at $564,000 or $47,000 monthly. It
shall be adjusted annually in direct proportion to any adjustments in the annual fee. This means
that we are all in the same boat. If MWD's tide rises, UMG's tide rises. If MWD's tide goes out,
UMG's tide goes out. What we have done, based on Mr. Spears'alculations and our study, we
have drawn a number...their number is determined based on what we think we need in our
number. He asked Mr. Spears to explain that. Mr. Spears stated that a provision in the previous
contract wasn't approached in this manner. Basically, he stated that he pulled out of MWD's
revenues about $1.8 million which covers sinking fund transfers, reserve payments, the
Administrator position and benefits, miscellaneous legal, miscellaneous legal law suites,
Commissioner salaries, accounting monthly, accounting audit and miscellaneous. He felt that this
was a good approach. The District is contractually obligated outside of that Administrator of what
he put in that number. In the reserve payments, that number is what we guaranteed RD and KIA
that we will put in to refund our reserves. The sinking fund is based up paying our debt service
that we are already obligated for. The other numbers were pulled off of previous year's audits.
This first year-will be tight.- If revenues continue to grow at a rate similar-to what they have been,-
he believes this contract will work out good for everybody. He stated with this approach, he and
Mr. Stratton wanted to protect the District as best they could in order for the District to meet their
obligations and he feels like they have done that within this contract. Mr. Stratton stated that there
are 2 or 3 exceptions to when UMG's fees can change other than through increasing revenues.
One is if they experience an abnormal event or unforeseen circumstance, such as an emergency
in which UMG would expend a lot of overtime hours and they justify that. Another example would
be a flooding event like we have experienced recently where UMG has to go out and expend
$200,000 in repairing water and sewer lines. If MWD has an emergency, the District will be under
some stress because we have not been able to build a contingency for that. But the District will

be under stress anyway in any kind of serious emergency. Those are the basic exceptions of
when UMG can come and ask for more money. We felt those were fair because those are not
contemplated in the normal operations for which they are providing under the contract. It is
important that if that arises that we consider those carefully and judiciously. He inquired if there
were any questions on that section. There were none. He continued that 7.3 contains some
issues that were raised during the review process. It states that in the event that the District
makes an application to the PSC for a rate increase in any of its services, UMG agrees to provide
the District a copy of any and all necessary information required by the PSC for the application. If
the District elects to verify any of the information or to conduct a rate study, UMG agrees to allow
the District's authorized agents access to its records to verify the information provided by UMG.
One of the issues we have talked about is whether or not the District would require an audit of
UMG. They would prefer not to do an audit because of the expense and what we have said that
the only time it would become an issue is when we have to go to the PSC and we don't want to
go the PSC without having looked at the numbers first. So whatever the PSC requires or a rate
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study requires, they have agreed to provide those numbers and allow us to verify those numbers,
and then the Board would make a decision as to whether or not to move forward. Mr. Spears
stated that the other side of that is that we felt like it didn't not offer us any financial help at all and
that's where we went back to the surety bond of $1,000,000; that is financial help that would help
in the transition or an audit which would be received six (6) or eight (8) months after the fact and
still have no financial help. So we felt like the surety was better suited for our needs rather than
requiring them (UMG) to have an audit. Several Commissioners voiced that that was "good".
Commissioner Adkins inquired that if UMG needs a rate increase....Chairperson James
interjected that a rate increase would be up to the Board and would not be decided by UMG.
Commissioner Casey stated that we would be the only agency here that would request that with
the PSC. Commissioner Adkins inquired if UMG would be requesting that the District ask for a
rate increase. Mr. Stratton responded that they could. UMG could come to the District and say
that they think it is appropriate that we get a rate increase and the Board would say at that time
"okay, let us see your numbers". Mr. Spears stated that it would not necessarily be both water
and sewer, but like sewer...we are running a deficit on. So if they felt like MWD needed a rate
increase to maintain the sewer system, they could advise the Board that a rate increase would be
needed to make the cost of the system work. We would get their numbers of how they arrived at
that opinion before we would approach the PSC for an increase. Mr. Stratton stated that for
example, if we reviewed their numbers and we disagreed; what would probably happen is that we
would go to an attorney in Frankfort that we have used for rate increases before and show him
the information we had and the rate study and get his opinion of whether he thinks it will fly. If he
says it is good, the Board would go forward. If he says "no, you have a problem here, here and
here" then we would push it back and address those issues first. We don't want to go to the PSC
for a rate application increase unless we are pretty comfortable that we have a winning hand. The
second way that we can raise our rates is through a loan and in the next paragraph it says that in

the event that the District obtains a rate increase which is secured in part or in whole to pay a
new or additional debt, the portion of that additional revenue to be allocated for the division of the
70/30 formula will be increased after payment of the new additional debt and reserve
requirements. So if we borrow money and get a rate increase, the revenue generated, before we
split 70/30 will have the reserve requirements and the debt payment taken out first. What is left
over is split 70/30. Mr. Spears stated that he wanted to clarify what it means to borrow money for
a rate increase. Belfry Sewer, for example, if we had an RD loan there, they will do a rate study
and determine if we need a rate increase for that loan. RD would then attach that as a
prerequisite to them loaning us money. It would be a condition of them loaning us money and
PSC usually-goes with the RD recommendation. It is not a rate-increase like-we would-normally--
do an application for, they don't look forward; they just look to debt service that project. Mr.
Stratton continued that 7.4 is that the annual fee shall be calculated within 30 days of approval of
the District's annual audit but in no event later than 30 days prior to the next anniversary date at
which time the new fee would be effective. The nice thing about this arrangement is this; we know
our rough numbers for January, 2010 and the audit is not completed until July to September of
the following year. So basically UMG is going to have 6 or 7 months notice to prepare and adjust
based on what the preliminary numbers are. But we wanted to take it off the audited numbers so
it's our official number. UMG will have a half a year and if they see something that is going to be
an issue, then they have time to adjust their expenses accordingly based on those numbers. And
that is likewise for the District. He stated that the maintenance section will stay the same. UMG
will notify the District when they have reached 80% of the repair and maintenance budget. 7.6 is
that additional expenses reasonably incurred by UMG, including overtime as a result of severe
weather, natural disasters or other unplanned events outside the normal course of operations, will

be invoiced by UMG and subject to reimbursement. Those are the exceptions where UMG can
apply for additional money outside the normal scope of things. We have added language to say
"any additional expense reasonably incurred by UMG as set forth in the above paragraph once
the District is eligible for reimbursement by a third party (i.e. FEMA), UMG agrees to defer
payment from the District for such expenses until the District receives approval for reimbursement
from the third party". What this means is that they are filling out our paperwork. We want to make
sure they have completed the paperwork before we agree to pay them and get that ball rolling.
That gives them an incentive to get the paperwork done. The District is agreeing to pay UIVIG

interest on any expenses paid by UMG as described above at the then prime rate of interest
charged by Community Trust Bank of Pikeville, Kentucky. Interest would start to accrue 6 months
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after the third party has approved the District's application for reimbursement and will run on the
outstanding balance until fully paid. Approval shall be defined as that date when the third party
accepts the District's application for reimbursement. If the District's application does not receive
final approval or final approval is delayed due to UMG's failure to properly process the application
or information therein correctly, then the timetable for starting the accrual of interest will not start
until the necessary corrections are approved. That gives UMG the incentive to do it right, but at
the same time, it is technically not fair if they advance the District, as they have $157,000 for flood
repairs in 2010, and not get to charge interest. It is just dead money to them. Commissioner
Adkins stated that when we are talking about an emergency like that, if it just occurred, would this
be coming back to the amount that they have setting there anyway to draw from or does that
overcome that first. Mr. Stratton stated that in terms of money that the District has already paid
them, no. This would be money that goes over and above that which they would normally be
obligated for. For example, we have to replace $200,000 worth of water lines. UMG advanced
that money and FEMA was supposed to pay us for that and we are still waiting for that money. So
we have built in a delay for the interest to let FEMA act, but if FEMA doesn't act, the District
would start paying UMG interest on the loan that they have made on our behalf. Commissioner
Adkins stated that it is very important that the District try to get some money held back for
reasons like that. Mr. Stratton commented that he is right and that is why we need a sinking fund
for emergencies. Mr. Spears stated that that was part of their thought in the 70/30 split that once
we get able to, we can set up a sinking fund and contribute 20% of those increases toward an
emergency fund. Commissioner Adkins stated that the District didn't need to depend on someone
else to bail them out every time something goes down and we need to get the money in there to
do it with. Mr. Stratton inquired if there were any questions on that section. There were none.

Mr. Stratton continued that Section 8 is payment of compensation. It has been amended to pay
UMG on the 1"and the 15'" instead of the 15'" and the 30'" which basically makes it in advance
instead of in arrears. All other compensation is due within 15? days except as provided in 7.6.
Any request for additional compensation will be supported by a detailed cost analysis. All the way
through this contract we have asked UMG to justify and support any additional payment. Mr.
Meyer commented that his copy shows both 15 and 30 days. Mr. Stratton stated that he sees that
error and the 15 days needs to be stricken. Commissioner Collins clarified that the invoices are to
be paid within 30 days. Mr. Stratton confirmed that as correct. He says they made that change
but it didn't get picked up in the strike-throughs and he thanked Mr. Meyer for bringing that to his
attention. He stated that he, Mr. Meyer and Chairperson James have read this contract so much
that it all starts blurring together;- He apologized for-missing the error; He continued by stating that
on Section 8.3we have taken out any interest penalty on any late payments.

In the Scope of Change in Section 9, Mr. Stratton stated that it basically says that a scope of
change occurs when and if UMG's cost of operating services significantly change as a result of
one of the following: a change in law (if the law changed and it was then mandated that UMG
have 10 people overnight at every pump station, then we would have to make an adjustment for
that), if the District requests additional services beyond the scope of what is currently being
provided, that would be a basis for change. Those are fair accommodations. In Section 9.2, the
changes described above, the annual fee would be increased by an amount equal to UMG's
additional cost associated with the change in scope. What we have deleted there is the 10%
override for additional profit, so any change in scope now is just purely at cost. He inquired if
there were any questions. There were none.

He continued that Article 10 is indemnity and insurance and that has stayed the same. We
agreed to indemnify them and they agreed to indemnity us.

Termination or default in Section 11, we set this up similarly to what it was before. This is going to
be a 5 year contract and we'e added in 11.1that either party may have the right without cause to
terminate this agreement at the end of the third year. So in effect this is in effect a three (3) year
agreement option out for either party at that time. Notice of termination no less than 120 days.
11.3 states that in the event this agreement is terminated by the District prior to the District's
payoff of UMG's loan to the District dated April 1, 2009 which is being forgiven over time, the
District agrees to pay UMG the unamortized balance of the note on the date that the termination
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as set out in Appendix E. He called the Board's attention to Appendix E and stated that on
January 11 there is a balance on the loan of -$339,000. If you look three (3) years from now
when this contract could end, the balance would be $37,000. If the contract continued for the full
five (5) years, the loan would be gone. He inquired if there were any questions on that section.
Commissioner Adkins inquired if we were paying 5% on that loan. Mr. Spears responded that it
was designed at 5% but the District is not actually paying that because it is a forgivable loan, but
it was set up to amortize out at 5% interest.

Mr. Stratton continued that Section 12 remains the same. He inquired if there were any questions
on the contract before he reviewed the Appendices with the Board. There were none.

Mr. Stratton continued that under Appendix A, Definitions, we have changed the definition of
capital expenditure from $2,000 to $1,500. The commencement date is January, 2011. At MWD's
request, UMG through Mr. Potter updated all of the various systems that we have and instead of
retyping them in this agreement we have prepared new Exhibits which are attached at B1, B2, B3
8 B4. What we have done is struck through was listed in the Appendices and substituted the
exhibit numbers. The provision for arbitration in Appendix D has been deleted in its entirety and
that was because it was related to the provision that we would negotiate at the end of each year
whether or not there would be an increase in the base rate. We never used it and it was not an
issue but because we are no longer negotiating an adjustment in the fee, we took out the
arbitration provision. Insurance remains the same.

Mr. Stratton stated that he wants to commend Mr. Meyer, Mr. Spears and Chairperson James.
They did a good job in working through this and he couldn't have done it without them. He hopes
that they have addressed the issues that they had a concern with and needed to be addressed.
Chairperson James stated that she would like to thank Dan Stratton as well. He has spent a lot of
time on this, going through it and he did a really good job to make sure that the District's interests
are provided for and they appreciate it. Commissioner Collins reiterated that Mr. Stratton had
done a good job with the contract. Chairperson James inquired if anyone had any questions or
comments. Mr. Potter commented that whether anyone believes it or not, a lot of this was just
what Mr. Spears said, things that we normally do anyway put into words. The interest of what was
the District's, what was purchased to keep the District's system viable and where it needs to be
and what UMG purchased on their behalf to operate it efficiently. This is just putting in words what
has been done throughout the contract. Operationally, other than giving the Board some
assurances which Mr-. Stratton-and the audit had thought the Board should have. Commissioner
Collins agreed and stated that most of the findings in the audit we were already doing, we just
couldn't show it. Mr. Stratton agreed that we didn't have it documented. Commissioner Collins
agreed and stated that it has led us throughout this and he would say to "write it down". Mr.
Stratton stated that in their negotiations they had addressed most of the issues that were raised
in the audit and then there were some issues that were raised that we did come back and
address with UMG and worked it out. Mr. Meyer stated that he wanted to say that UMG is
pleased to get through this contract and feel like from the get go we have had a positive
relationship with the District. We have been through some turbulent times and there has been
some issues that were raised primarily externally, but we feel like the contract is fair to the District
and fair to UMG and that was the whole intent of this process and we hope that we will have
simpler contract renewal process four and a half (4 %) years from now. Chairperson James
stated that she believes that anytime you do something it is kind of a work in progress thing and
the first contract was probably that situation and you have to work through some issues and she
thinks that experience has taught everyone a lot here and things that we needed to address to be
fair to both parties and she stated that she believes it has worked out well. She also stated that
she would suspect that it will go smoother and easier next time...not that it was difficult this time,
it was just time consuming to make sure that everything was covered and there would be issues
that would come during the review that we would say "wait a minute, that really isn't clarified in
there" even though UMG was already doing it, and the language needed to be in there...and was
that kind of a process. She also stated that the Board appreciates the cooperation with the audit
process as well. Commissioner Casey stated that he wanted to thank the negotiations committee
on both the MWD side and UMG's side. It seems that all during the negotiations they were...a lot
of it was technical and they had to write the appropriate language, and it looks like the highlights
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that were recommended by the state auditor's office, which he didn't think was a very damaging
audit to MWD, (the recommendations) were taken care of in this comprehensive agreement and
he wants to thank the two parties for doing that. He also wanted to thank the team for being very
thorough in the process. Every Commissioner was briefed and no one was blind-sided today by
this contract. We didn't have meetings but independently met with the negotiating team and they
kept them posted and up to date. Chairperson James inquired if there were any further comments
or questions from the Board and if anyone had any problems with what they have done here.
Commissioner Adkins stated that he does have a problem with it. He stated that he believes
MWD is paying them too much to ever get anywhere and that is just his thoughts about it. Money
is always too tight and we are always....that is just his opinion. Chairperson James inquired if
Commissioner Adkins had any suggestions or something that the Board needs to do to look at it

further. Commissioner Adkins responded "not unless they want to drop their costs down". Mr.
Stratton inquired if Commissioner Adkins wanted to review it again how Mr. Spears did the
calculations. He stated that he had looked over it and just don't see where.....Mr. Spears stated
that basically he wanted to make sure that at a minimum the District had enough to operate and
meet their financial obligations and that was just a starting point. Commissioner Collins stated
that the District is not supposed to make money as a non-profit agency. Mr. Spears continued
that part of their attempt in this revenue sharing was that as revenue increased, hopefully at the
rate it has historically, about $300,000 per year when you throw out the LMI taps, that the Board
will continue to have access to part of that revenue as well in the amount of about $90,000. There
is no question it is going to be tight. Commissioner Adkins continued by saying he doesn't know if
this is old business or new business but we have come up on too many problems where we need
a little money just to help some people in the county out with sewer and stuff like that, and we
have come up on projects that we have to stop because we lack $15,000-$20,000 and these
people setting there with sewer in their yards or whatever. He just thinks we need to.....Mr.
Stratton finished his thought by saying "reduce their fee". Commissioner Adkins affirmed "yes".
Mr. Meyer stated that he can respond to that as succinctly as possible. In the process of
negotiating the contract and specifically the context of him and Mr. Spears working with the
numbers, UMG has made some significant concessions and can pretty much tell him, point blank,
there is not any fiexibility on UMG's part as far as the fee. For instance, one of the things that
came up subsequent to the draft of the state audit being released, was the addition of a surety
bond which he is still working on getting that in place, and iri a couple of the last meetings that we
had, we have determined that it will cost UMG between $15,000-$20,000 per year and was not
accommodated in his projections for UMG. There have been several situations like that and it is
extremely unlikely that there would be any fiexibility-on UMG's part in terms of negotiating the fee-
any more. Commissioner Adkins responded that he is just here on the Board and wants to do
what is right. He continued that he believes that UMG does a fine job, a great job and he has no
complaints, a wonderful job and he is not saying anything about that but he doesn't think he
would have felt right himself if he hadn't spoken up about his feelings on the subject. Chairperson
James inquired if anyone else had other comments or questions. There were none.

Chairperson James stated that Mr. Stratton has presented a contract as to what both parties with
the Committee and UMG has agreed to and requested a motion to enter into the contract as
presented. Mr. Stratton clarified subject to the one minor change in Section 8 to strike the "15
days" from the contract language. Commissioner Casey stated that after hearing it discussed
thoroughly by our negotiators, our attorney, our CPA and our Chairperson and having been fully
and thoroughly briefed on all aspects of the presented contract, he made the motion to enter into
the presented agreement with UMG subject to the change mentioned in Section 8. Commissioner
Collins seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Nay
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Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed by a majority vote.
Resolution No. 11-01-002

AD JOURN IIEETING
Chairperson James stated that if there were no further comments, she requested a motion be made to
adjourn the meeting. Commissioner Casey made the motion. Commissioner Adkins seconded the motion.
Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 11-01-003
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MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS REGULAR MEETING

JANUARY 26, 2011
10:00AM

ATTENDANCE
Jack Hamilton, JJ Hamilton Trust, 4047 E. Shelbiana Rd, Pikeville, Ky.
Russ Cassady, Appalachian News Express
Bruce Coleman, BMM, Inc.
Jody Hunt, Summit Engineering, Inc.
Greg Dotson, Inspector
Mike Spears, Spears Management
Dan Stratton, Stratton, Hogg & Maddox
Bob Meyer, Controller, UMG
Grondall Potter, Manager, UMG
Tammy Olson, Office/Compliance Manager, UMG
Kevin Lowe, Office/Finance Manager, UMG
Carrie Hatfield, Assistant Financial Manager, UMG

CALL TO ORDER AGENDA ITEM I

The Mountain Water District Board of Commissioners Regular Meeting was held on Wednesday, January
26th, 2011 at 10:00 a.m.

Commissioners were present for the meeting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner Lester "John" Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Chairperson James was absent for the beginning of the meeting and Ancie Casey made the motion to
appoint Kelsey Friend as Acting Secretary for this meeting because John Collins, as Vice Chairperson, is
to chair the meeting. Commissioner Adkins seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson James
Commissioner Collins
Commissioner Friend
Commissioner Casey
Commissioner Adkins

Absent
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 11-01-004

VISITORS AGENDA ITEM II

Vice Chairperson Collins inquired if there were any visitors for today's meeting. There were none at this
time.



JULY FLOOD UPDATE
Mr. Potter stated that we are still waiting on the FEMA funding. There is no word yet and Chairperson
James has contacted them as well and she has not heard back yet. The contracts that were let for flood
repairs are waiting to wrap up on a few items when the weather improves on contracts 2 8 3. One pay
request has already been paid. One of the contract areas is still dealing with the railroad on coordination
to get on their right of way to do the work needed and the weather has not cooperated either. The
requests for adjustments have dropped off from the flooding. Vice Chairperson Collins commented that
this was the reason why the District got the line of credit. Mr. Potter responded that it was to pay for the
contracts that have been let while we are waiting on the FEMA funding.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES AGENDA ITEM III
Vice Chairperson Collins requested a motion to approve the minutes of the regular meeting that was held
on December 29th, 2010 as presented. Commissioner Friend made the motion to approve the minutes as
presented. Commissioner Adkins seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson James
Commissioner Collins
Commissioner Friend
Commissioner Casey
Commissioner Adkins

Absent
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 11-01-005

At this time in the meeting, both a visitor and Chairperson James arrived at the meeting. Vice
Chairperson Collins turned the meeting over to the Chairperson. Vice Chairperson Collins asked the
visitor to state his name. He stated that his name is Jim Hamilton and he has a business at the old Shelby
bridge where the old Happy Mart is. There is a pizza store there now and he has had trouble with the
water. Mountain Enterprises gets water from the hydrant and every time they do that his usage goes up
anywhere from 8,000 to 10,000 gallons. Twice it.has been corrected but this time they won't correct it.
They got more water this time and he has noticed three (3) truckloads and his usage went up 10,000
gallons. If you goes back on his bill you can see how it has fluctuated. He stated that he doesn't know if
they are hooked into his meter or what. There is.no.meter. todhat.hydrant and.he.doesn'..know what is
going on. Commissioner Collins stated that it has to go through a meter somewhere before it could
register. Mr. Potter stated that he can look into it but Mountain Enterprises is not reporting getting any
water to us either. Chairperson James stated that Mr. Hamilton came to see her yesterday and that
concerns her because he is saying they are getting close to 10,000 gallons when they take water. Mr.
Hamilton stated that this last time they took three (3) truckloads and each one looked like about 3,000
gallons each. Commissioner Adkins inquired as to when that was. Mr. Hamilton responded that that was
in November and he has been arguing and making trips and phone calls here about this. He was told they
were checking the meter and he has never seen anybody there checking the meter and he has checked it

himself and it seems to be accurate. Commissioner Collins inquired if he knew who these people were.
Mr. Hamilton responded that it is Mountain Enterprises and someone here told him that it was on a "trust"
basis and when they call and tell how many gallons they are going to get, then they (the District) bill them
for it. Mr. Potter stated that we will have to check into it. Some contractors we have that they know that
they have a 2,000 gallon tank such as the county, fire departments, etc. and some, if they don't know how
much they will be getting, we put a hydrant meter on the hydrant and meter it to the truck. He stated that
as far as he is aware we are not billing Mountain Enterprises for any water. Kevin Lowe, Finance and
Office Manager, confirmed that we are not billing them for any water. Commissioner Adkins inquired how
they can do that. Mr. Hamilton stated that they were doing it early in the morning because they weren'
open until about 11:00and he rented it out to someone else and they started opening early and that is
how they found out that they were coming out early and getting three (3) truckloads. Now every time they
come, his water bill goes up. Mr. Potter stated that he cannot understand that. Water goes through a
meter and is recorded, and if they are pulling off the hydrant, he doesn't know how that could affect his
usage, but he will look into it and see. Mr. Hamilton stated that maybe it is a coincidence but every time
they get on that hydrant his bill goes up. Commissioner Casey stated that the meter needs to be



changed. Maybe it is malfunctioning. Chairperson James clarified that they came out and checked his
meter. Mr. Hamilton responded that he was told that and he was also told it was accurate and he checked
it himself and it seems to be accurate. Commissioner Collins stated that this should not affect his meter at
all and it needs to be checked. Mr. Potter stated that it is either a coincidence or something else is going
on because he is not tapped off the line where the hydrant is. The line comes up and goes up by the
building and the meter is tapped off where you go up by the hollow of Haley Drones up toward the tank.
Mr. Hamilton stated that during that time they were not using any more water than they normally use
unless someone was coming behind the building and stealing it out of the spigot. Commissioner Adkins
inquired how many times it has been high like that. Mr. Hamilton responded that it has been three (3)
times and has been going on for twenty (20) months. Chairperson James recommended that the Board
give Mr. Potter time to look into the situation. Mr. Potter stated that he doesn't see how that is affecting
his using. He has a hydrant here on the lot and the building's meter is separate and using the hydrant
doesn't affect the meter usage. Mr. Hamilton is tapped off the same main but he knows where the hydrant
is and where the meter and he can't figure that there is a correlation between them. Mr. Hamilton stated
that it never did that until they started getting water from the hydrant and he doesn't know what is going
on. If they are coming and getting water and not turning it in then they owe the District a water bill, but he
stated he is paying their water bill seems like. Mr. Potter stated that he would look into and that is not the
only place we get theft of service throughout the system; we have about 1,500 hydrants. Chairperson
James stated that we do appreciate people coming in and letting us know about that though. Mr. Hamilton
stated that he knows when they have been there because a lot of times they won't put the plug back in.

He stated that his usage is twice what they are actually using because they have been watching and
counting it. The little restaurant only has one bathroom and one sink and he knows it is not using 17,000
gallons a month. Mr. Lowe inquired what name is on the account. Mr. Hamilton responded that he
believes it is in the name JJ Hamilton Living Trust. Mr. Potter asked Mr. Lowe to pull a history on that and
he would go out and investigate it. He also stated that we would make contact with Mountain Enterprises
as see what can be done as well. Mr. Lowe inquired what his phone number was and he responded with

his information.

Mr. Hamilton continued by saying that he also has the health department telling him that there is a state
law that a meter can't be but so many feet of a sewer tank or septic system. Mountain Water has a meter
about five (5) feet from his sewer system. Mr. Potter stated that we don't necessarily investigate that. It

goes by property owner and we don't look subsurface. If:someone comes out and says "set my meter
there"; and he knows that was done years ago with Happy Mart; if it's there and he is talking about that
location and has to be relocated it would be at your (Mr. Hamilton's) expense. Mr. Hamilton stated that it

isn't him but someone put a meter-on his property because that meter goes to someone. else's house..lt is .

located 1 mile above Chloe Creek on the left. The people that lives there has cut the sewer line in two
and are draining the sewer line right down on your meter and it is going into the meter box. Mr. Potter
inquired if he had the address. He stated that his address across the street is 3977 E. Shelbiana Road.
He didn't know about this ordinance until the health department informed them Monday that the meter
has to be relocation or the sewer system one. He stated that he would just as soon take the sewer out
because he doesn't have any use for it. Mr. Potter stated that he would check into that also. He stated
that the sewer system goes to a rental house that he doesn't own but it is his sewer system. He stated
that you can't disconnect anybody until they cut it in two and drained the sewer out and then the health
department made them put it back together. Now he checked yesterday and they have cut it in two again
and sewer is running into the water meter. He stated that he has a car lot right above that and if someone
comes up there he can take them right to where it is. He stated that he doesn't know how to get the meter
moved off his property if he wanted to use that property. They didn't get permission to put it on there. Mr.

Hamilton stated that the meter has been there awhile. Mr. Potter stated that Mr. Hamilton needs to let

them look into it. Mr. Stratton, MWD Legal Counsel, inquired from Mr. Hamilton if he can establish a
property line with a survey. Mr. Hamilton stated that he finished it yesterday and he wanted to do that
before he came to the Board. Mr. Stratton stated that when they come to look at this, he needs to show
them that. Mr. Potter stated that it is not usually in a deed. If you bought a property, someone at one time

may have given the easement for someone to set a meter there. He will look into it and see what
occurred. Mr. Hamilton thanked them and left the meeting.

FINANCIAL REPORT —MIKE SPEARS, CPA AGENDA ITEM IV
Mr. Spears reviewed the financial statements with the Board. He reminded the Board to keep in mind that
the financials won't have the audited adjustments in it yet. There are still some adjustments to be made
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but it is impossible at this time to have financials out with those because we wait until the February billing

to get everything adjusted. He reviewed all the numbers with the Board from the previous month's

financial statements. He stated that we continue to transfer funds to the RD and KIA reserves and those
are good. Sinking fund transfers are continuing as well, which is what secures our bond payments. R & M

expenditures for the month of December was $74,274.68 and there is a report in their packet that
matches that amount. Of that number $15,093 was flood related. As far as the line of credit, we drew
down half of the payments we owed the flood work contractors this past month. They are not yet
complete, but inquired if the Board wanted to pay them another 25% payment which will get them up to
75% paid. They are beyond that percentage complete. Chairperson James clarified that the funding is in

place. Mr. Spears confirmed that. He recommended that the Board pay that to the contractors. Mr. Potter
stated that H20 is 90%+ completed with his contracts and the dipping of the ponds at the water plant is

100% complete. Chairperson James inquired if it has been inspected and if we are satisfied that

everything was done correctly. Mr. Potter responded in the affirmative. They have turned it in as 100%
complete, we reviewed it and it looks good. Mr. Spears inquired if the Board wanted to pay 100% on the

pond and an additional 25% on contracts 2 & 3. Chairperson James requested a motion to pay the flood

contractors 100% on the pond and 25% on each of the other two (2) flood contracts. Commissioner

Casey made the motion. Commissioner Collins seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson James
Commissioner Collins
Commissioner Friend
Commissioner Casey
Commissioner Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 11-01-006

Mr. Spears stated that in addition, the Board had agreed last August to pay half of what we owed on the

Big Shelby Branch project. We had twenty some thousand that we owed to US Rentals and eight hundred

dollars for engineering and inspection. That was the money that went back to the county and we were

trying to figure out how to get it back. He stated that he went ahead and asked them to pay those bills and

he asking the Board to approve those bills because we need to go ahead and get them off our books. We

owe the money and if we get the money in from the county, we get it, and if we don't we still owe it so why

continue to carry this on our books. There were two (2) bills-from EDC- that we owe that-is-about seven

thousand dollars total. We need to pay those as well and that will get all of our little things out of the way

and off the books. Mr. Potter stated that some of these are two (2) or three (3) years old and need to be

cleared. Mr. Spears stated that the total of all of them is twenty to twenty-one thousand dollars and that

will change the Board's status any. Chairperson James inquired if those were included in the payment of

the bills. Mr. Spears stated that they are included in the list of bills. Chairperson James requested a
motion to approve the financial report as presented. Commissioner Collins made the motion.

Commissioner Adkins seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson James
Commissioner Collins
Commissioner Friend
Commissioner Casey
Commissioner Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 11-01-007

PAYMENT OF BILLS AGENDA ITEM V
Ms. Olson distributed copies of the AP report and the Cash in Bank report-to the Commissioners. Mr.

Potter stated that he was going to work with Carrie Hatfield on including a brief summary on each item.
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We will try to fit in another column to give the Board an idea of what each expenditure is specifically for.
Chairperson James stated that there are some things listed as "hand tools" on the AP list under R & M.
She inquired if those are things that Commissioner Casey had questioned if those qualify as R & M. Mr.
Bob Meyer responded that it is excluded, depending on dollar amount, it is going to be an R & M

expense. If it is a large dollar amount then it would be fixed asset. Mr. Potter stated that anything over
fifteen hundred dollars ($1500) is a fixed asset, but the tools that you have here on the list is replacement
of the ratchets the we got that we have to have. Mr. Meyer stated that the differentiation to him is that we
have always had hand tools as part of repair and maintenance expense and it is a question of what is
actually an expense in the context of buying a certain tool or whether it is a fixed asset. It actually gets
recorded on... Mr. Stratton interjected that the difference is this; if MWD is replacing a MWD asset that is
under UMG's obligations under maintenance and comes straight out of your pocket. When you throw it

under R & M, MWD is reimbursing UMG for that expense and therefore is out of our pocket. So, R & M as
he understands it under the contract would provide that UMG is replacing parts out of the system...the
desk...whatever. These tools are capital. Mr. Meyer responded that in terms of consumables, it has
always been handled that way, that it is considered a consumable and not a fixed asset. Mr. Potter stated
that the fact is that if the contracted ended tomorrow and he left and took the tools he bought through
UMG, the District would not have anything to work with. The way it has always been is that consumable
tools have always been R & M. Mr. Stratton stated that UMG has an obligation to replace the tools that
were preexisting here under the asset list. Mr. Meyer stated that we have an obligation to maintain trucks
and everything else too, but that is also part of R & M. Mr. Stratton stated that this was one of the issues
that arose, an understanding of what really fell under R 8 M...which ratchet, etc. He suggested that they
sit down and meet and look at that with Mr. Spears and Chairperson James and see how to work this out.
Mr. Meyer stated that maybe he and Mr. Spears should get together and work out some kind of cut off
number in terms of what is expendable and what is considered a fixed asset. Mr. Stratton responded that

a fixed asset is defined as anything over fifteen hundred dollars ($1500)...that is a capital asset under the
contract. So fifteen hundred dollars ($1500) is the line of demarcation of what is a capital asset. This is a
gray area that needs to be clarified. Mr. Meyer stated that the only point he is trying to make is that for 5

years of the contract, small and expendable tools have been considered consumables that have been
handled through the repair and maintenance budget and it was not his understanding that there was an
intent to change that. It was agreed that Mike Spears and Bob Meyer would meet and discuss and clarify

this issue. After review, Chairperson James requested a motion to approve the payment of bills as they
were presented for today. Commissioner Friend made the motion to approve the payment of bills as
presented. Commissioner Collins seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson-Rhorrda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

-

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 11-01-008

CUSTOMER ADJUSTMENTS AGENDA ITEM Vl
After review and discussion of the adjustments, Chairperson James requested a motion to approve
Customer Adjustments in the amount of three thousand, four hundred, sixty-nine dollars and sixty-four

cents ($3,469.64) as presented, Commissioner Collins inquired about the two big adjustments on the list.

Mr, Lowe responded that the two large ones both have sewer which cause the adjustment to be a larger
amount than with water only. Commissioner Casey made the motion to approve the adjustments as
presented. Commissioner Adkins seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:



Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 11-01-009

CONSTRUCTION REPORT AGENDA ITEM VII

Update by Summit Engineering —Jody Hunt, P.E.—on the following projects:

Shelby Valley Sewer Project, Phase III, Section 2:
Mr. Hunt stated that the contractor has installed the residential grinders and is making the final

house connections on those with 4" PVC. He spoke to him yesterday and he anticipates it

finishing up within the next 2 to 3 weeks. We have a pay request this time and should have one
more next time and everything should be finalized on that, but you never know. This is a stimulus

project and it is probably a little different than the other ones. He thinks DOW has to come down

and do a bunch of visits and walkthroughs and things. Mr. Spears stated that he spoke to Kasey
this morning on this project and she said that what is happening right now is that they are coming
in at the end and doing what should have been done at the beginning. She said they issued the
money without any guidelines and they changed it three (3) months in and so they didn't know.
Mr. Potter stated that now that the project is done you have to adhere to guidelines they didn'

have when they started.

Long Fork of Virgie Sewer Project:
Mr. Hunt stated that this project is complete. We are waiting for the weather to break and every

day we get a little bit of sunshine, the snow starts to melt, then we get another snow storm. We
really need the ground to be a little bit dry so we can go and see if there is any settlement out
there before we can do our final walkthrough.

3. Belfry/Pond Creek Sewer Project:
Mr. Hunt stated that there is nothing new to report on this project.

4. Hurricane Branch AML Water Supply Project (Ridgeline Rd):
Mr. Hunt stated the contractor has got all the main line in and has roughly 40% to 50% of the

pump station completed. He has 98% of the tank completed. Basically all the contractor is waiting

on to finalize his work on the pump station and tank is power. The power company is supposed to
be there February 2"'. Once he gets power on the station and gets the pumps up and running, he
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can do the pressure testing, which has to be done before he can begin setting meters and

tapping the line. Mr. Potter stated that has always been one of the policies of the District that
contractors are not allowed to do dry taps on the line. The line must be pressurized because
there is a greater chance of having a split or crack when you dry tap the line. So until he can get
the line pumped up and tested he can't start setting bases. He has made a couple of subtle
pushes with AEP to try to get the power hooked up sooner.

5. Ridgeline Road Water Supply Project (Jonican 5 Upper Pompey):
Mr. Hunt stated that design has begun on this project and the contract has been executed. The
design is about 50% in and have a preliminary KY pipe model done and working. We found a
good tank site on the project which is actually near a gas road and gas well, so tank access is

already taken care of.

6. Sycamore of Lower Johns Creek:
Mr. Hunt stated that this project is complete. We still need to do a walkout on it. There is a minute

amount of money left over on this project, about two to three thousand dollars ($2,000 -$3,000).
Typically you have that, but instead of putting line in the ground that doesn't serve anybody we

usually utilize that money to purchase additional valves or additional pipe for the District to serve

that line. Commissioner Casey inquired how long it was going to be before the bases are put in.

Mr. Hunt stated that the meter sets are in now and it should be turned over to the District in a

couple of weeks. Mr. Potter stated that as soon as it is turned over, we will go out and install the

meters. Commissioner Casey inquired who will turn it over to the District. Mr. Hunt stated that that

will be him after the walkout it done. It has already been pressure tested and the bacteriological

sampling has already been done but we have to go out and make sure the contractor doesn'

have any sunken areas, has fixed driveways back the way they are supposed to be fixed, the

valves are upright and they have good concrete around them, and just the minor things that

needs to be done before the project can be released. Mr. Potter stated that as soon as the

weather breaks we are going to arrange to look at it when it has dried up some. Commissioner

Casey stated that those people are really appreciative of this project. Mr. Hunt stated that we

basically doubled the size of that project. Commissioner Casey responded that he knows they did

and it has been a big help to them.

7. DOT Project —Pond at Draffin:
Mr. Hunt stated that they have received the approval from the highway department and the

contractor is securing his bonds and insurance for this project. We are probably going to have a

preconstruction meeting within the next week or so, issue the contract to the contractor and issue

the notice to proceed. All the easements are in place and now and it ready to go to construction.

8. Scott Fork Industrial Park Water Line Extension:
Mr. Hunt stated that we are waiting for the weather to break before this contract can be awarded

and work can begin.



COAL SEVERANCE PROJECTS REPORT

Update by Tim Campoy, Environmental Design Consultants:

WTP Expansion/Upgrades:
Mr. Potter stated that UMG's electricians have been at the plant and we have met with AEP about
getting the power drop for the new electrical set up for the pump. Randy Conley met with them
and we are going to build an outbuilding to house the unit that was on the lot during the flooding.
We have about got that straightened up to where it is ready to be operable enough to start pulling
wires and trying to wrap that part up and utilize what money was left over for the District from that
project.

Update by Doug Griffin, Kenvirons, Inc. and Greg Dotson, Inspector

Smith Fork of Phelps Sewer Project, Phase II:
Mr. Potter stated that Mr. Griffin is not in attendance today but the inspector, Greg Dotson, is
here. He stated that basically the weather has been bad the last month and the contractor has
accomplished an item or two over there but Mr. Griffin wants to meet next week about an issue
with an air release and the contractor, him, Mr. Griffin and everybody over there to look at those
areas that we want to identify. Mr. Bruce Coleman, foreman for BMM, Inc., stated that the fence
has been ordered for Billy Dotson Branch and the rails have been ordered. Mr. Potter stated that
they went ahead and ordered some of the parts for the upgrade to the stations, but as far as work
on the checks, the weather hasn't been conducive to look at what they need to.

Mr. Potter continued that getting back to Jody Hunt's update and the Ridgeline Road project, We
have a map here so you can look at what we are trying to do so that if anybody ever asks any of
you (Commissioners) you-will have-an-idea of what is going to be accomplished.

2. KY DOT Route 199 Water Line Relocation Project
Mr. Potter stated that this is a small relocation project over at Stone. The highway department is
having some property owner issues now, who is claiming part of the road. It is sort of in a holding
pattern. The contractor has done some of the work, but we may have to meet over there to see
what they finally worked out with them to see where we need to relocate the line differently. They
will pay for it but they have run into a snag over there.

3. KY DOT Airport Water Line Relocation Project
Mr. Potter stated that this project has been let. This is where they are doing the continued cut-
through out to the gap at the airport. They have laid about 30%-35% of the line but the weather
has held up the contractors...the road contractor and the line contractor. This project is also being
paid for by the highway department also.



Mr. Potter continued that he just got an email this morning that there is another highway
relocation project getting ready to start where US 23 ties in at Sookey's Creek. There is a
preconstruction meeting on it and he will have to go over and represent the Board to see what
they are proposing there. He will let the Board know where it goes from there.

DRAWS:

Chairperson James requested a motion to approve the draws as submitted. Commissioner
Collins made the motion. Commissioner Casey seconded the motion.

SHELBY VALLEY SEWER PROJECT, PHASE III, SECTION 2
Contract 1 Stimulus Funds $ 216,054.00
Contract 1 Stimulus Funds $ 18,104.54

SYCAMORE OF LOWER JOHNS CREEK
Contract 1 Coal Severance Funds
Contract 1 Coal Severance Funds

$ 701.86
$ 17,632.16

HURRICANE AML PROJECT (RIDGELINE ROAD)
Contract 1 AML Funds $ 48,962.95

Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 11-01-010

MANAGER'S REPORT AGENDA ITEM VIII

Monthly Operating Report:
Mr. Potter stated that we had nine (9) paid taps in December and did not do any LMI taps due to
the weather and some other issues. We can probably do about four (4) more out the remaining

funding and he has picked those from the list that are the oldest and has sent them out to the field

to complete. Chairperson James stated that the Board needs to start considering, since we are
down to the last four (4), that since we don't have any more funding available out there for LMI

taps, but we still have a list of people who have signed up; we need to consider if we are going to
notify these people that there is no more funding left and if more funding becomes available we

will advertise it and start signing up again, because we know for sure that there is no more
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funding for this program through June of 2012. Mr. Potter stated that we put in a request for
funding for this program but it was not approved during the last budget cycle. Chairperson James
stated that these people have been signed up for a while and their situation may have even
changed. Mr. Potter stated that the Board does need to consider either clearing the list and
refunding any deposits....Chairperson James interjected that they don't have to do that this time,
but if Mr. Potter would get them the information they can look at it the next meeting.

Mr. Potter continued that total water revenue for December was $649,565.00 and for sewer was
$76,289.51. There was another number out there and it may be something the Board wants to
see, but what you are carrying in arrears that is owed to you that people have not paid is roughly

$150,000 for sewer. If the Board wants to know that information each month, and later on Mr.
Stratton is going to discuss information provided to the board, but that is some of the numbers
you have asked about. The Bac-T samples, in accordance with compliance, have been taken and
everything was good. We had 31 illegals that were identified as theft of service in the month of
December and that numbers usually is in the 50 to 70 range per month. Commissioner Casey
inquired how we handle that. Mr. Potter stated that if someone is found to be illegally hooked up
to the system, we take the device out and disconnect them, and the tariff allows the District to
charge them an average water usage plus the cost of the damage to the service before they are
reconnected. Commissioner Collins inquired if anyone actually tries to tap on to the main line. Mr.

Potter stated that they have had that happen. He had someone up Elkhorn who used a /4" line

like what is in the icemaker in your refrigerator and adapted one to a 6" PVC line and screwed it

in there...his neighbor turned him in or we would have never known it. That goes back to what
Mr. Hamilton said. The system is so big and there are so many hydrants that when we get a
report of theft, by the time we drive up there to try to catch somebody, they are gone. Mr. Stratton
stated that on the issue of stolen meter bases or meters, we would have to change our tariff to
address that issue because it is outlined in the tariff. The downside of it is that if we make an
accommodation then we have kind of opened up pandora's box. If there is one stolen people
come in and say "it wasn't me". So as difficult as it is he thinks we probably need to keep the way
it is just to avoid making it a bigger problem. Mr. Potter stated that we have had a couple of
people call in this month saying theirs was stolen and they didn't do it, and he refers as nice as he
can back to the agreement they signed that says they are responsible for Mountain's stuff and
when it disappears, the only recourse he has on MWD's behalf is to bill them for it. Chairperson
James inquired if, when we have the theft of service discovered and we do the average bill and
the cost for damages, etc....what then. Mr. Potter responded that if they pay, we hook them back
up. The Public Service Commission-says-we have-to. And if-they-don'-pay it-sets-there. until the
next person comes in to put it in their name. Mrs. Olson stated that we do audits and go back and
check them every few weeks or a month and make sure they are still off and have not hooked
back on again. Mr. Lowe stated that we have had one in the past that we pressed charges
against and he went over with our employee who actually found the illegal hook up, and the man

plead guilty to a misdemeanor and they gave him sixty (60) days to pay us what he owed. That
was a few years ago and he has never paid a penny of it. He went back over to the County
Attorney's office and they issued a bench warrant and if they ever caught him for something else
then they would enforce it. But nothing has every been done. Mr. Potter stated that internal policy
has been that if we catch you three (3) times stealing in the base, the crew will come out and
disconnect you from the main line, and remove the tap, the base and all. Mrs. Olson stated that
that is quite expensive to remedy before you get reconnect and turned back on. Mr. Potter stated
that it is a whole new tap to put it back in. Chairperson James stated that that is not fair to those
who are legally on the system, because we are paying for people to steal that money and that is
not fair to our customers. She inquired of Mr. Stratton if there is any other recourse we have. Mr.

Stratton responded that prosecution of those issues is difficult and is low on the totem poll, and
the Board may want to consider changing our internal policy to disconnect from the main after the
second time. If someone has stolen off you twice, why wait for the third time before you do
anything. Mr. Potter stated that the reason why it was set at three (3) is that at times, that is all we
would be doing if it was after two (2) and we wouldn't have enough employees to take care of the
regular maintenance. Really, it has gotten that bad. Mrs. Olson stated that to disconnect
someone from the main required scheduling and equipment and sometimes, working with the
sheriffs department to go with the crew. Mr. Potter stated that we had someone shot at a couple
of months ago and we had to contact the sheriffs office. We can do it, but it is an involved
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process. Mr. Stratton stated that to tighten it up a little bit is the only recommendation he would
have. If people think they can steal three (3) times....Mr. Potter stated that there are some who
know it, too, but we go back and do audits and check them. Commissioner Adkins stated that if
we had some laws and regulations to change this collection deal instead of putting the burden on
the companies. It is not easy, just because the court says they have to pay, it doesn't always
work like that. Sometimes it gets more costly to try to collect that money. If we had more laws that
would make enforcement a reality it would help, even if they had the authority to tie up the income
of the offender. There needs to be something done about that. It would save a lot of companies a
lot of money. Mr. Stratton stated that the only other thing we could do would be to sue them civilly
and if they don't pay we can attach a lien on their property. Mrs. Olson stated that she believes
that when someone tampers with a water meter or utility property, they can be charged with
terrorism. Mr. Potter stated that they can now, and it makes it a felony. Chairperson James stated
that attaching a lien might be a good option too. Commissioner Adkins stated that where they are
getting rid of this stuff is a big issue, too. You pull in someplace with a bunch of water meters and
cable and people just buy it. Commissioner Casey interjected "baseball bleachers"....somebody
stole everyone of mine at Shelby Valley a couple of years ago. Mr. Potter continued by saying the
he did want to let the Board know that they had two (2) more pump stations broken into last
month and a motor and some copper was taken. Commissioner Casey inquired if these were in
the same area as the last ones. Mr. Potter responded that these were at Upper Beefhide and
Pond Creek. It is just hit and miss. We are retro fitting some of the pump stations. We'e got
fences, locks, locked doors and what he is going to now is a little more costly. He is having to
now drill through the lock, all thread rod, put a bar across it and we are fashioning the locks like
keeper locks like you see at the mine sites. That won't stop them when they bust the block out of
the back of the building, but maybe it will slow them down. Commissioner Adkins stated that with
the battery operated saws and equipment they have now, they just go up underneath a car and
cut them. Mr. Potter stated that that happened to a couple of the District's trucks up at Shelby
Valley. They stole the catalytic converters off of them last year. Commissioner Adkins inquired if
we had some kind of surveillance up there. Mr. Potter stated that he watched them on video but
you couldn't identify them. They had a hood on and you couldn't see a vehicle because they
parked out of range of the camera and he was there less than 45 seconds. He had a yellow
Dewalt saws all, crawled out of the truck, came out dragging a muffler and went back over the
fence. Mr. Potter stated that he just wanted the Board to know that theft, either of service or of
physical property is getting to be an issue and you may have some people call or send a letter to
the Board...one woman may be sending a letter to the Board and her meter was stolen and we
tried to explain to her the current policy;-and she just-said that-she is an old-lady-and she didn'- —--
steal it. He had no recourse other than the way we do it and told her he would mention and he
has. Chairperson James stated that all they can do is to instruct him to see if he can come up
with some options.

Mr. Potter continued that he has looked around and found another site or two (2) where he has
found three (3) or four (4) utility crane trucks that range between forty and sixty thousand dollars
($40,000-$60,000). They are a little newer than the previous one the Board looked at. He is not
going to give any further information right now on this because they are out of Ohio, which is the
closest one and he will have to call them. He is still looking at them. They are either Dodge or
Ford...he couldn't find any Chevies, but these are 6.4's or 6.7's and he is trying to find something
applicable and maybe next month he will have something. Commissioner Adkins inquired what
size he is looking for. Mr. Potter responded 450 or 550 range and 4 wheel drive with a crane with
at least 6,000 Ib lifting capacity. He would like to have a service bed to hold their tools. It doesn'
have to be an extended cab or anything like that. We need at least three (3) ton lifting capability
and it should have at least the drop down pin jacks. Hydraulic is nice, but cost more. It has to be 4
wheel drive because a lot of our stations are off the beaten path a bit and he is looking at some
and welcomed the Board to look at them after the meeting.

Mr. Potter continued that the Public Service Commission has put out their Consumer Activity
Report and we got a letter saying it is out there if anyone wants to look at it. Basically, they go all
across the state of Kentucky and say "Of water districts comparable to your size, this is what was
seen...how many theft of services, how many customer complaints" and so forth.
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The Board also has at least five (5) wastewater treatment plants that are coming up for renewal of
their KPDES and NPDES permits. In the past EDC has done some of them and in the next year
you are going to have about twelve (12) more coming up for renewal. You have to start the
renewal process 180 days prior to permit expiration. He had asked EDC for a quote and Vaughn
and Melton for a quote and he can ask more or inquired if the Board wanted to advertise it in the
paper. He stated that it looks like it is ranging from $300 to $500 per renewal. What he asked
these engineers what they would do each one for. Mr. Stratton stated that since professional
services do not have to be bid, we can solicit privately. Commissioner Casey suggested they let
Mr. Potter take care of it then because we have to have our permitting in place. Mr. Potter stated
that he would ask Summit for a quote as well and bring them to the Board. We have time to get it

started after the February meeting, but there will be a bunch coming up next year and he just
wanted to know if they had someone they wanted to use or if they wanted UMG to select
someone for them. The Board agreed to allow Mr. Potter to handle that issue. Mr. Stratton
clarified that the hiring of the selected firm would have to be approved by the Board. Chairperson
James stated that was fine and Mr. Potter will bring the quotes to the Board at the February
meeting. Mr. Potter stated that the capital items with the new contract will be presented in

November for the year. We have a preliminary one now that the Board can look at after the
meeting. Some of the capital items list, he has looked at the field and the office that MWD would

put on their capital books. We are looking at two (2) more utility truck replacements. We have a
2002 Dodge and a 2003 Dodge that are field service vehicles that have high mileage and are
starting to get to the point where they are nit-picking us to death and it is time to replace those;
the boom truck, two (2) more supervisory trucks like Rangers or smaller pick-ups —we have a
2003 Dodge pick-up and another Ford pick-up that is older; high mileage —192,000 on one and
180,000 on the other and it is time for replacement; at least one (1) boring tool, one (1) flow meter
and a smoke testing apparatus for the wastewater department. In the office some of the items are
at least three (3) office computers are out dated and slow and need replaced, and new chairs for
the conference room. Some items UMG is looking at purchasing that will go on UMG's books that
will be primarily stationed at the MWD facility are another boring tool, another flow meter for leak
detection, two (2) metal detectors, a wastewater jetter (which MWD has never had) but is going to
be needed and will cost at least $20,000, and a core driller for intercepting and drilling into

manholes (MWD has never had anything of that nature either). UMG is considering purchasing
those items to be utilized here and be on UMG's capital items list. Mr. Stratton stated that as to
the asset list under the new agreement, UMG is to provide the Board a complete list of capital
assets and chemical supplies. We need an agreed upon time line to give UMG time to complete
that. The forty-fiVe (45) days started in January-and-he-was-going-to-push-that-back-a little if UMG- —— .
needed it. Mr. Potter stated that he had it done as of December 31".Mr. Meyer stated that the
two (2) inventories that we have are the inventory of parts and tools and the second one is
chemicals, office equipment, all the parts and materials in the trucks and the last one will be all

vehicles with the notation as to their condition which is being finished up. Commissioner Casey
stated that he didn't think we needed to be putting off the purchase of some of this stuff that is

highly needed like these computers for these ladies that works here, we need to be up to snuff

on. We keep putting this off to the next meeting and if our people need something to do sufficient

work with out in the field or at the office, they need it and we don't need to linger with it. Mr. Potter
stated that he agrees and he will give the complete listing of that. Also, in accordance with the
new contract he presented the Board with a certification stating that the information that has been
given to the Board for December has been true and accurate to the best of his knowledge and
belief and a copy of that will be presented in the Commissioner's packets each month prior to
each meeting. Mr. Potter stated that the only other thing he had left to discuss is the surplus

property issue with the Marrowbone Water Treatment Plant. Mr. Stratton stated that he did some
research and there was not particular statute for the District selling excess property but there is a
statute for the county selling excess property. So what he recommends is that the District follow

the procedures outlined for the county to sell excess property and it requires that we advertise it

and that we can either do it by sealed bid or auction. Under normal circumstances an auction
would cost more and the property would bring a higher price. Sealed bids are obviously less
expensive but this property is so unique and the condition of it is probably questionable according
to Mr. Potter and he doesn't know if it would behoove the Board to look at an auction expense or
not. What we need to do is to get a survey of it to know exactly what we are selling, and the
question was do we need to get it appraised to set a reserve or require a minimum bid; we could
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do that if the Board wants to. It is not addressed in the statutes. Mr. Potter stated that the property
we are talking about is right across the Marrowbone bridge on the right, the old water plant

property. It was started around 1971 to 1973 and it was outdated and is one of the reasons why
the Board built the new plant which has been on line about 5 or 6 years. We used to use it as a
satellite storage spot but we had the three-phase power disconnect from it because it was an

expense not needed. Since that time it has been vandalized several times and we have had to

keep the fence up and it is getting to be a liability issue. It is one of those issues where the Board
tried to hire someone to demolish it the Board would be out quite a bit of money and he thought is

would be best to sell it "as is" as surplus property because there is no reason the Board needs it.

Chairperson James inquired how they would go about getting the value on that. Mr. Potter stated
that he didn't know. Mr. Stratton stated that the value would be the value of the surface. The
building may or may not have value as a shell but you are talking the value of the surface minus

the cost of demolition of the building. Mr. Potter stated that there is nothing in there worth getting

for the District or he would have gotten it out long ago. Chairperson James stated that she is

thinking it would be best to do a sealed bid and maybe put a minimum on it if they wanted to. Mr.

Potter stated that the Board can always reject bids if they come in below what they want.

Chairperson James commented that then they would not limit themselves. Mr. Potter stated that if

the Board wishes to declare that as surplus and wants UMG to proceed with advertising it for bid,

he can do that. Chairperson James requested a motion to that effect. Commissioner Casey made

a motion to declare the property as surplus and give Mr. Stratton time to research it and get with

Mr. Potter to advertise the property for bid to dispose of it. Commissioner Adkins seconded the

motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 11-01-011

Chairpeison James requested a motion to approve the Monthly Operating Report-as presented

by Mr. Potter. Commissioner Collins made the motion. Commissioner Friend seconded the

motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 11-01-012

NEW BUSINESS

1. LMI Project-
This item was discussed under the Manager's report.
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Johns Creek Daycare/PCFC Sewer Contract-
Mr. Potter stated that he is supposed to meet next week at the health department with Zora May
who is of the belief that there is enough room for the county to put in a conventional septic system
in there and if that occurs MWD can do a maintenance contract to pump it when it needs to be or
whatever. It is looking like the main thing is that we may be able to get rid of that plant. He needs
to confirm it. He also has a meeting with the Judge on Friday and they will discuss it then as well.
There is a possibility, after discussing this with the health department, that the county may be
able to do this at some of their other facilities that they are having issues with.

MWD/City of Elkhorn City Water Contract-
Mr. Potter stated that they currently do not have any legal counsel at the City of Elkhorn City yet.
Commissioner Casey inquired who the Mayor is. Mr. Potter stated that currently Mike Taylor is.
Mr. Stratton stated that once that gets resolved, we can move forward with this issue.

Big Creek Freewill Baptist Church Billing Issue-
Mr. Stratton stated that he sent them another letter. Mrs. Olson distributed a copy of the letter to
the Board. Mr. Stratton continued that he spoke to the minister who told him he would take it to

the Board of the church as to whether or not they wanted to be cut off or whether they will pay the

bill. He told him about this meeting and that he need to know by today and he called the church

both Monday and Tuesday with no answer. So he doesn't have a reply back and will call him

back and see if he can get a response. They kind of wanted to have their cake and eat it too and

sort of ignore this issue and he told him that we are not going to ignore it, that we can'. He will

continue to try to reach him.

Outsourced Billing-
Mr. Potter stated that ovei the last few years we have had indications from the post office that

they are no longer going to accept the mailing cards that we use. He knows that some people in

attendance get bills from the cable company and others that is a full sheet. That is what the post
office is wanting everyone to go to. We have looked at outsourcing the billing to a company that

can provide those kind of services and would enable us to take care of some issues like when we
have to send out the annual Consumer Confidence Report, which right now is another contract
that we have to engage somebody with. If we develop them, it will be part of the outsourced
billing package. Mr. Lowe has been looking into this mainly for him and UMG would really like to

go this route. It is going to fit better with where we think operations need to go at the office in

making some changes. Mr, Lowe stated that essentially it would be an 8 "/2 X 11 sheet of paper
bill and we would be able to put any kind of information or notices that we would need to give the
customers. It would be in an envelope and would have a return envelope included which research
shows increases the turn around of revenue. It would also allow us to put our CCR's in with the
bills so all the postage currently spent on mailing them would be saved. Any kind of notice we
needed to put in there we can do. The effect here at the office would be that we would still do

everything up to the point of printing the bills, then we would email the file and the company
would print all the bills, stuff them and mail them for us. Payments still come back here for

processing. Mr. Potter stated that there is an issue we currently have that the printers that are
compatible with our billing software are hard to find to replace and are breaking down on a
regular basis and it is difficult to get them fixed. It is getting to be issue. Mr. Lowe stated that we

have had those printers about seven (7) or eight (8) years and they have been discontinued so
we contacted the billing software people and asked them what we can replace them with. They
made a recommendation and we bought one and it didn't work. It won't print on those cards. We
have had to buy a refurbished one at this point and are having trouble out of it. Mr. Potter stated
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that he is asking for the Board's approval to make this change in the operations of how we
perform the billing services here. UMG would like to go with outsourced billing and are looking at
quotes and UMG would incur the cost of taking care of that. But because it is a change in

operations, the Board would need to approve it. Mr. Meyer stated that we have looked at the cost
associated with this and it is more expensive than just sending out the cards in house, but when
you look at the increased cost to pay a contractor to print and mail the bills, what makes it work is
the cost of an employee position. If we were not going to be doing that work in house, essentially
we could essentially save a clerical position and we have already done that. There was a clerical
position that is no longer employed with UMG and we don't plan to fill that position, so from our
perspective, it is a wash. It is a better system and gives folks here the ability to get more
information out to customers, you can integrate your monthly billing with historical data and do a
bar graph on the bill that shows the customer their usage over the last 12 months and various
other items that can be done like that. It also provides more privacy to the customers. Mr. Lowe
also stated that the customer can currently go to MWD's website and pull up their bill on there, it

shows a bar chart with their last 12 month's usage and that is what we want to show on the bill.

Mr. Potter stated that the post office has indicated that they won't be doing the cards any more in

the near future and have sort of encouraged us to look into this option but they keep putting off
when they are going to implement the change. He stated that another advantage to this is that in

the spring or the winter we can put information on how to look for a leak at your house or other
helpful information for the customer. Mr. Spears inquired about customer service. Mr. Lowe
responded that the number on the bill would still be ours and they would still call this office for
questions or concerns with their service. Commissioner Casey inquired if it will save the District

money. Mr. Lowe stated that it will not save the District money because UMG will be absorbing
the cost of the change. Mr. Potter stated that we have looked at other Districts in the last few
years and how they perform their services like teller lines, drive through windows and this goes
along with something that we want to implement for better customer service; to make every
representative available downstairs to do everything from payments to complaints to new
services and this will provide us with some leeway to be able to get our employees trained and do
this and get a new system set up. It will work really well. Any representative could help any
customer with whatever they needed without going to a different department. If we outsource the
billing, everyone will be cross-trained to be able to do all service for the customers. Mr. Spears
inquired if there would be any delay in billing by switching this to outsourced billing. Mr. Potter
stated that there would be no delay and cash flow will not be affected. A test run will be done to
make sure that the numbers match and everything is correct. Mr. Spears clarified that it will not
take any jobs here currently.-Mr.-Potter responded that-it will not; Mr.- Meyer stated-that. Southern .
Water has made this conversion and the City of Prestonsburg uses the same type of system as
well. Mr. Spears stated that he just wanted to make sure that we didn't get caught in a three (3)
week cash flow lag. He was assured that there would not be a lag in cash flow and no jobs here
would be lost due to this change. Chairperson James inquired if UMG needed anything from the
Board at this point. Mr. Meyer stated that what would be appropriate from a policy perspective
because it is changing the way the public perceives getting bills from the District, he would

suggest that the Board approve the change from that perspective. It would fall under the change
of process under the new contract. Chairperson James requested a motion to approve UMG to
outsource the billing for Mountain Water District which would be at UMG's cost. Commissioner
Adkins made the motion. Commissioner Casey seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as
follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 11-01-013
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Conflict of interest Statements - 2011
Mr. Stratton stated that under our code of ethics that Board and their contractors are required to
submit a conflict of interest statement. A copy of all vendors used by the District was distributed to
the Board. Mr. Stratton stated that each Board member and contractor needs to review this list to
see if you have any relatives or ownership involved in any of these entities with which we do
business. The key is, it is okay to have a conflict but you have to disclose it, so you don't vote on
it if an issue comes up with that entity. The forms will need to be turned in at the next meeting.

Administrator Position-
Mr. Stratton stated that Chairperson James has been able to obtain information for a job
description for a District Administrator and Roger Rectinwald developed one and sent it to her as
well. He has reduced it down to two (2) pages and read to the Board a general description of
duties for this position which included: coordination of Board communication, serve as an agent of
the Board, general monitoring and reporting on performance of District's contractors. What we
need to do is advertise this per the statute after the Board has reviewed the list of skills and

qualifications and made any changes. The decision was made to form a committee comprised of
Mike Spears, Dan Stratton, and Commissioner Adkins to interview all candidates and narrow the
list down to at least the top three (3) candidates. Commissioner Collins inquired what kind of
salary we were looking at for this position. Mr. Stratton stated that we have identified a budget
and a salary range but it will be commensurate with education and experience and depend on the
allowance for benefits. Mr. Potter noted that MWD is a member of KRWA and they have a free
member job posting page on their website. Both Chairperson James and Commissioner Casey
stated that that would be a good idea to put it on there as well. Mr. Lowe stated that if someone
will get it to him, he will also post it on Mountain Water's web site. Mr. Spears inquired if the

Board wanted him to put a base package together. The Board agreed for him to go ahead and

put that together prior to the interview process. Chairperson James requested a motion to

authorize to advertise the Administrator position for the Mountain Water District and to authorize

Mr. Spears to come up with a base package for salary and benefits for this position.

Commissioner Casey made the motion. Commissioner Friend seconded the motion.

Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 11-01-014

Creation of Finance 8 Operations Committees-
Mr. Stratton stated that one of the things that came out of the audit process was how the Board

could get a more detailed review of things and what he proposes to address that issue is the

formation of two (2) committees which would have two (2) members of the Board and whoever

else the Board wanted on there. There will be a Finance Committee that would basically do a
detailed look through of the billing, the bills and finances that might meet a half hour before the

Board meeting to do that. The other committee would be an operations committee that would be
in charge of overseeing and understanding the operations, new construction, where MWD needs

to go next and that sort of thing. The idea would be that between those two committees there

would be at least two (2) Board member that would be more deeply involved in understanding the

details of the system. We can't have more than two (2) Board members on a committee because
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that constitutes a quorum and the idea was that Chairperson James could visit back and forth
between the committees but she carries other duties that are substantial as Chairperson, so the
idea would be to choose from the four (4) other Board members for one committee or the other
and appoint whomever else the Board wants on those committees. Chairperson James stated
that for the Finance Committee, she inquired if there were any volunteers for that committee. Mr.
Stratton stated that with Commissioner Friend as Treasurer of the Board, he needs to be on this
committee. Commissioner Casey was also chosen for the Finance Committee. Also on this
committee will be Mike Spears and whoever the Board chooses to fill the Administrator position.
For the Operations Committee, it will be composed of Commissioner Adkins, Commissioner
Collins, Mike Spears and the District Administrator.

Mr. Potter stated that while we are still under New Business he had a couple of items that he
wanted to mention. We had applied with FEMA for mitigation funding for items that had been
flooded repeatedly over the last few years. We identified two (2) or three (3) pump stations that
qualified and Summit helped prepare the request for the money. Mr. Hunt has indicated that we
have reached the second round of that application. It was an 80/20 match for funding. We have
reached the second and he will work with Mr. Hunt to get the information together that FEMA is
requesting to get that funding. The pump stations identified were at Johns Creek Railroad, one at
Phelps and one at Kimper. Mr. Hunt stated that you have to do a benefit cost analysis to move
forward in the process. Mr. Potter stated that he would work with Mr. Hunt on completing that if

the Board wanted to move forward with that. The Board directed him to proceed with completing
the information that FEMA was requesting.

Mr. Potter continued that Douglas Wastewater Treatment Plant is at capacity, pretty much, and
before we can do anything more in the Shelby Valley area the plant is going to need an upgrade
and made larger. It needs some additional retention basins to bring it up to speed with new
regulations. On the Long Fork Sewer Project, the District has about $490,000 remaining in that
project, A possibility could be an ARC grant which is a 50/50 match, using the left over funds on
Long Fork as the match for that grant. He has asked for $2.5 M from Coal Severance and through

Big Sandy ADD to look at finding money for that. He has also requested an estimated $15 M to
relocate the plant. He inquired if the Board wanted to allow Summit to do the grant writing to look
at doing an ARC grant and using the remainder of funding from the Long Fork project, since it is
still in the Douglas area, to be the matching funds. Mr. Hunt stated that Summit did an application
last year and probably will just need to revise it a bit and resubmit it. Mr. Spears stated that we
wilt riced approval-from the funding agency-to use that- money for-that purpose.--Mr: Hunt-stated
that we will need to do that, but since it is in the same area they usually will allow it.

Commissioner Casey stated that he believes we need to approach every avenue we can to
relocate that plant. Chairperson James requested a motion to authorize to proceed with that
avenue to get the funds approved to use for the match and to proceed with the ARC grant
application upon approval of the funding agency. Commissioner Collins made the motion.
Commissioner Adkins seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 11-01-015

Mr. Potter stated that the only other thing he has it, talking about the new contract and things that
that Board wants and maybe doesn't need to see from UMG, we have been providing a lot of
information and some things are internal and he thinks we need to have a special work session
so we can sit down and determine what the Board needs to see from him as the operations
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contractor and then Mr. Stratton can tell them what items we need to revamp as far as policies
and procedures. We look over operations and procedures. If the Board wants to schedule a work
session, let Mrs. Olson know prior to so we can get it scheduled and advertised. Mr. Stratton
suggested that we wait and do that after we get the Administrator on board and let them be a part
of that process. That will delay it a few months, but it will be important to have that person
involved.

Legal Issues
Executive Session to Discuss Outstanding Litigation and Potential
Litigation-

Chairperson James requested a motion to go into executive session to discuss outstanding and
potential litigation as listed on the agenda. Commissioner Friend made the motion. Commissioner
Collins seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 11-01-016

Chairperson James requested a motion to reconvene from executive session where outstanding
and potential. litigation was discussed as listed on the agenda. Commissioner Collins made the
motion. Commissioner Adkins seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 11-01-017

COMMISSIONER COMMENTS
Chairperson James inquired if there were any Commissioner comments. Mr. Potter stated that he is

distributing a KRWA training schedule for the Board to look over and if any Board member wants to go to
any of them, let Mrs. Olson know. Commissioner Casey inquired if this was the updated schedule for
Board members to use to get their hours. Mr. Potter stated that hours are available for all Commissioners
on this training listed from KRWA for 2011.

Commissioner Adkins stated that he went up to the Buckfield area at Collins the other day and we said
we didn't have the funding to serve these people and they have sewer coming up in their yards and some
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of them are fairly new houses and it isn't their fault. The line has been run across the river up to the
railroad trestle bridge and then right under that bridge there are several houses there that we could pick
up there that would be real easy to get. But they said for the cost of engineering and working with the
railroad and everything we didn't have the money to do this. So he called the railroad and they were
supposed to be getting some stuff on it and he asked them that he didn't understand that there is a river
does and the damage that it does coming through there, what damage could we do running the water
lines up there when we can help some people that has problems that they can't control. He hasn't gotten
the paperwork back from the railroad yet. He and Mr. Potter were in Louisville a while back and they
talked to someone who said they didn't have to pay that stuff. He is just trying to hook these people up
and it is not going to be that expensive if we don't have to go through all that with the railroad. It's at
Buckfield and we are right at and it would be senseless not to get it. Mr. Stratton inquired if it was a
railroad trestle or a bridge. Mr. Hunt stated that it was a bridge. They would allow it to be open cut but we
have done one in the past at Johns Creek and they still made us encase it and get a permit and even
though they allowed us to open cut it, we had to have valves on either side, too. Chairperson James
inquired if there were any funds left over in the Shelby Valley Sewer Project. Mr. Hunt stated that there
are no funds left on this project. This is a stimulus project that is going on now and is about to finish up

and they are tight on funding. We might have a little bit of funding left over, but that is not currently in the

design. Those were the side hollows and we were doing the main stretch first in the phasing of it and after

the main stretch is done, then you go back and get the side hollows off the main line. The line is designed

big enough to pick up those but we just need additional funding. This stimulus money is so restrictive that

they won't let you go outside of what the original project boundaries are. The Coal Severance funding
we'e using, if we have money left over we can extend the line and keep on going. But with the funding on

this one, they will not let you extend the project but require that the money goes back. There is a 201 plan

that is in place and those areas are outside of that because we knew we needed a Douglas Plant

upgrade to handle additional customers beyond what we have now. Commissioner Adkins clarified that it

did get it across that river and inquired if that was considered on the main. Mr. Hunt stated that it is

considered the main. We meandered across the river to pick up those customers on the way and

because the water line in the ditch there, you have to stay 10 feet away from it, and we crossed over to

pick up as many customers as we could on the way down. Commissioner Adkins inquired how many

houses were picked up when they went under the railroad going toward Shelby. Mr. Hunt stated that he
couldn't remember right off the top of his head. Commissioner Adkins stated that it was very few

compared to what houses there compared to the ones he is talking. about. He inquired how far is that

going down toward Shelbiana. Mr. Potter responded that it is right past Riddles Crossing. Commissioner

Casey stated that we need to really look and see if we can't service them people because that will bring

reverrue iri also.-Mr. Potter-stated that-there is no money left in--that-one;but from-the-original project that--
was one of the first ones going back a year and a half to two years that the board said they would not

borrow any money that would not debt serve, and that is the project we had to send the debt service
calculations in on based upon the borrowed money. With the original design, that was the section that

debt served and the reason we didn't get it under the tracks was that to ask for more money to eventually

go toward Branham Heights was what DOW and some of the others wanted us to go to which would

eliminate package plants. Commissioner Adkins responded that on the debt service he doesn'

understand that if there were that many people there that close to get it. Mr. Potter stated that it was the

original project area that was picked and that is all he can tell them at this time. Chairperson James
inquired if the area Commissioner Adkins is talking about already designed. Mr. Hunt responded that it is

not designed. The design for this project has been setting on the books since 2007, so we did Phase I

with funds we had but we had to stop construction on it and couldn't build it all. Then this stimulus money

came in and we asked for a lot more money, but we didn't get it, so we could only go as far as we could

with design. Chairperson James clarified that what we would have to do to add any additional customers
like what Commissioner Adkins is talking about, we would have to pay for engineering and design and get
it approved by DOW and go through the environmental process again. Mr. Hunt indicated that that is

correct. Chairperson James stated that what we need to do at this point is to make sure that this project is

one of the ones that we get on our priority list. Mr. Potter stated that that is coming up again soon and he

put into it sewer line extensions for the Shelby Valley area. But DOW is going to come back and refuse it

because they know we are about to capacity and will require the wastewater plant upgraded first. We
have been looking for the last year for funding to expand the plant for that reason. Commissioner Adkins

clarified that we can't hook any more people up to the plant. Mr. Potter responded that line extension-wise

that has to be approved by DOW they probably won', individually here and there they probably won'

come back at us, but if we propose another project then they look at how many people is in the project
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area and back it into the calculations and they will probably say no until we upgrade the plant.
Chairperson James stated that we are well on our way to getting that process started so we can pick up
some of these homes. Commissioner Adkins stated that you are talking about it being a long time out
there. Mr. Potter stated that it could potentially be. Commissioner Adkins clarified that there is no way
possible that we could get these people. Mr. Potter stated that if he would give him the addresses and
show him on the map where they are, he would look at it.

AD JOURN MEETING
Chairperson James stated that if there were no further comments, she requested a motion be made to
adjourn the meeting. Commissioner Casey made the motion. Commissioner Adkins seconded the motion.
Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 11-01-018
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MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS REGULAR MEETING

February 23, 2011
10:00AM

ATTENDANCE
Paula 8 Barry Coleman, 890 Beech Creek, Phelps, Ky.
Tommy England, Blessed Hope FWB Church
Russ Cassady, Appalachian News Express
Jody Hunt, Summit Engineering, Inc.
Doug Griffin, Kenvirons, Inc.
Greg Dotson, Inspector
Mike Spears, Spears Management
Dan Stratton, Stratton, Hogg 8 Maddox
Tammy Olson, Office/Compliance Manager, UMG

Kevin Lowe, Office/Finance Manager, UMG

Carrie Hatfield, Assistant Financial Manager, UMG

CALL TO ORDER AGENDA ITEM I

The Mountain Water District Board of Commissioners Regular Meeting was held on Wednesday,
February 23rd, 2011 at 10:00a.m.

Commissioners were present for the meeting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner Lester "John" Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

VISITORS AGENDA ITEM II

Chairperson James inquired if there were any visitors for today's meeting. Chairperson James recognized

Barry Coleman who stated that on August 15'", 2010 he signed up for a free hookup on the sewer system
and as time went on they brought the tank and things and put in the yard. A month later they hooked

someone up who put in a new trailer and then bad weather hit and he thought it would be a while before

they hooked anybody else up. About a week ago his wife called and asked about being hooked up and

was told that Lois wasn't in but a few hours later they came to take the tank and box away. Bruce with

BMM, Inc. told them to come to the meeting and talk to the Board because he was told not to hook

anybody else up. Commissioner Casey inquired where they were located. Mr. Coleman stated that they

live on Beech Creek at Phelps. Chairperson James inquired from Doug Griffin, Kenvirons, what the

situation was with this. Mr. Griffin stated that he doesn't know exactly; that Greg Dotson has a list dated

March 31" and they are not on it. Mrs. Olson gave him a list from Lois Smith and it is not on it.

Commissioner Casey stated that they had the stuff at their home. Mr. Griffin stated that he knows that but

they are not on the lists from the inspection or Mrs. Smith. Chairperson Casey inquired from Greg Dotson

if he knew what had happened here. Mr. Dotson stated that BMM, Inc. was installing the main line last

year and got to their residence, and Mr. Coleman has a brother and father that lives near him as well, and

when the contractor was directional boring, they have about 30 yards that needed to be bored

underground and you have the county road and the water line in which the sewer has to be away from

that. Mr. Coleman's brother came out and said "What are you doing on my land?" He thought he had all

the easements they needed but Mr. Coleman's brother made the contractor leave the property and



wouldn't let them go through there. The contractor had to go back out on the county road and go under
the road all the way around the three of them and came back to the designed side on the other side of
them. The plans had the line running in front of their homes but since the contractor wasn't allowed to go
through there, the plans had to be changed. Mr. Coleman's brother and father didn't want the service but
he guesses he did, but they were trying to figure out if they had signed up or not when they were told to
stay off the property. Commissioner Casey stated that the paper he had in his hands shows him signing
up on August 16, 2010. Mr. Coleman stated that his brother, who didn't want hooked up, has a small yard
and has a cement septic tank and infiltrator system and they had to step over 20 or 30 feet. He doesn'
blame him for not wanting the line drilled through his septic tank or infiltrator system. Mr. Dotson stated
that they are not on their original list. Commissioner Casey inquired why he would have the materials at
his home put there by the contractor if he wasn't on the original list. Mr. Dotson stated that as they
received updates from Lois Smith, their names may have showed up on a new list so the contractor may
have went back and set the materials there for when they had time to go back and hook them up. He also
stated that now they have a new county road they just asphalted and the contractor would have to cut it
or punch it and they are trying to figure out how and when they can hook them up. Commissioner Casey
stated that it needs to be figured out. These people have been waiting since August and they need to get
their service hooked up. He understands the delay because of the denial of access to the property and
the construction of the new road but he stated that the contractor needs to get this situation resolved as
soon as possible. Mr. Coleman also stated that his neighbor, Mary Ann Lester, signed up a week before
they did and she still needs hers hooked up also. Mr. Griffin took the information to check into it and
stated that they can get it; they still have funds to do it with. Commissioner Collins inquired if there is a
straight shot to it now the line has been moved around it. Mr. Griffin stated that it is on the other side of
the road and will have to be bored. Mr. Dotson stated that Bruce with BMM, Inc. asked him to see if they
needed to go ahead and set these, if they were going to get paid for them or what because they were told
to stop production. So it really isn't their fault either because they didn't know whether to go on or not
since they were told to stop. Mr. Griffin stated that if anybody else is where we have laid line, we have
plenty of pumps; they need to be put in. Commissioner Casey agreed. Mr. Griffin stated that he would talk
to the contractor and get it straightened out. Mr. Coleman thanked the Board and he and his wife left the
meeting.

Chairperson James inquired if there were any further visitors. She recognized Tommy England
representing Blessed Hope Freewill Baptist Church. He stated that back in December they had a water
leak at the church outside when no one was there and he asked for an adjustment. The District made the
adjustment to the bill and he is there to ask for more of an adjustment on their bill. The water bill was
$1400 and the adjustment was $593 and-the church was asked -to-pay$ 826.74-which -they-paid;but he--
wanted to know if the Board could help them a little more with the bill amount. Chairperson James
inquired from Kevin Lowe if that was the correct adjustment. Mr. Lowe stated that the church was given
the standard adjustment which the customer's average for the 3 months prior to the leak and anything
above that average is adjusted to a rate of $3.60 per 1,000 gallons from the normal rate of $7.01 per
1,000 gallons. Mr. England stated that Silena McKinney had explained all that to him but what he is
saying is that if it was at his house, and he knew that leak was there, and he didn't do anything about it,
then he could understand it. He stated that he didn't really know how long the leak was but they finally
found the puddle of water and changed the plumbing and corrected the leak and got the bill for this
amount. Chairperson James stated that the District's actions are based on the Public Service
Commission, and in our tariff, that is the approved way of making an adjustment to help customers out in
situations like this. We would be deviating from what the PSC is allowing us to do which is not something
that the District can do. Mr. Stratton stated that there is no procedure the Board can legally take outside
of what we have already taken and not be in violation of our tariff; and the reason there is a tariff is so that
we don't have situations where we make special considerations for one person and not for another. By
having a standard level across the board everybody gets treated the same and that way it is fair to all
based on a common standard. Mr. England inquired if all business, churches and residences all under the
same criteria. The Board responded in the affirmative. Commissioner Collins commented to Mr. England
that there is another church listed on the adjustment report as well. Mr. England responded the he
believes that the Board needs to look into that and maybe get an allowance for adjustments for something
like this. Chairperson James responded that that is something that the Board will take under advisement
to see if they can, They would have to contact the PSC and go through the proper procedures and see if
they will allow the Board to do that. Mr. England thanked the Board and left the meeting.



JULY FLOOD UPDATE
Mrs. Olson stated that Mr. Potter is not in attendance at the meeting today due to a conference he is
attending in Bowling Green, Kentucky so she will be giving the update today. The contractors hope to
have all of the flood contracts completed by the next meeting. H20 Construction is still in the 90+
percentile completion rate, mainly due to the weather and right of way issues with the railroad. We did
receive an email due to the letter Chairperson James sent to Hal Roger's office regarding the FEMA
funds that said that the first part of the FEMA funding should be to the state by the end of this week. Mr.
Lowe stated that they also stated that they didn't know from that point how long it would be before the
state disburses the funds. Chairperson James responded that at least we are one step closer. Mrs. Olson
stated that the Board had approved the 100% payment to BMM, Inc. for the flood work at the lagoons at
the Water Treatment Plant, which is completed; H20 is not 100% completed but there are only a couple
in each contract that need to be completed. Mr. Spears stated that we have paid H20 75%. Mrs. Olson
inquired if that was 75% of the first pay request or of the total amount. Mr. Spears responded it was of the
total. They were paid half in December and 25% at the last Board meeting. Chairperson James stated
that the Board would just wait and inquired what Mr. Spears thought about waiting and letting them
submit for the remaining money. Mr. Spears stated that we don't have a definite number of percent
complete and they have been paid 75% already. Mrs. Olson stated that Mr. Potter did say that they were
hoping to have everything done by next month and the one contract largely depends on the railroad and
how much they can get done with them. No further action was taken on this matter. Chairperson James
commented that she wanted to say that the Board is so appreciative of Hal Rogers and his staff for
moving the FEMA issue along for the District. Mr. Stratton inquired if it would be appropriate to send them
a note of appreciation for their efforts. Chairperson James and Commissioner Casey responded in the
affirmative, that it would be a good idea. Chairperson James inquired if Mrs. Olson would draft a letter for
her approval to Hal Roger's office expressing the Board's appreciation for their efforts in expediting the
process. She agreed.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES AGENDA ITEM III

Chairperson James requested a motion to approve the minutes of the special meeting held on January
20', 2011 as presented. Commissioner Collins made the motion to approve the minutes as presented.
Commissioner Casey seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson James
Commissioner. Callins
Commissioner Friend
Commissioner Casey
Commissioner Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 11-02-001

Chairperson James requested a motion to approve the minutes of the regular meeting held on January
26'", 2011 as presented. Commissioner Casey made the motion to approve the minutes as presented.
Commissioner Friend seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson James
Commissioner Collins
Commissioner Friend
Commissioner Casey
Commissioner Adkins

Aye,
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 11-02-002



FINANCIAL REPORT —MIKE SPEARS, CPA AGENDA ITEM IV
Mr. Spears reviewed the financial statements with the Board. Mr. Spears stated that we received the
request from KIA for the Designation of Project Administrator for the Majestic Alternative Sewer Project.
He has been doing all the Coal Severance Project administration and if the Board would like for him to be
the administrator on this project he would need approval and execution of the document. Chairperson
James made a motion to approve Mike Spears as the administrator for the Majestic Alternative Sewer
Project and authorize the execution of any necessary documents. Commissioner Casey made the motion.
Commissioner Friend seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson James
Commissioner Collins
Commissioner Friend
Commissioner Casey
Commissioner Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 11-02-003

Mr. Spears stated that during the transition period after the contract renewal we knew we would have to
draw some cash flow down to settle up some old debts with UMG and we are starting to pick up the R &
M and the utilities and there is a timing difference of when the cash goes out and comes back in. The
cash in bank this month is $455,000 and is down about $170,000. He continued to review the numbers
for the financial report. The financials are pretty standard for what we have run in the past for this time of
year with lower revenue in the winter months. The cash decreased this month by $158,000 which is a
drastic number and our current operating balance is $175,000 and had been running about $325,000. In

the, month of January we paid the R & M bills to save sales tax in the amount of $59,939. We have
already received that money back from UMG currently, He sends out a bill every 15 days around the 20'"
month for the previous 15 days. The contract was retroactive and we had a payment in the first half of
January which was paid. FEMA receivables, we paid $14,562 for the fence that should be coming back
from FEMA. With all that in mind, our normal outflows were increased by $117,000 and will roll in the
future and should not hit us again all at one time. During the summer months when revenue is higher, the
impact won't be so great. He completed his review of the financial report with the Board. After review,
Chairperson James requested a motion to approve the financial report as presented. Commissioner
Collins made the motion. Corrimissioner Casey seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows.-—

Chairperson James
Commissioner Collins
Commissioner Friend
Commissioner Casey
Commissioner Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 11-02-004

Mr. Spears continued that the Board received a letter from the PSC indicating that they are going to
perform a review of the state audit report. We will be compiling the information they have requested and
the Board needs to authorize him and Mr. Stratton to gather what they can and to work with UMG to get
their information. Chairperson James inquired if the deadline date of March 15'" was going to be an issue.
Mr. Spears stated that he would like to ask for an extension on that. Mr. Stratton stated that he had talked
to them about that and the PSC said that we could get an extension and his thought would be to put
together what we can, send them that and stated that we can provide the rest by the date that we can
determine that we can get it together. Chairperson James inquired if Mr. Spears would let the PSC know
that that is the Board's intention. Chairperson James requested a motion to authorize Mr. Spears and Mr.
Stratton to work with UMG on gathering the requested information and to submit it to the Public Service
Commission. Commissioner Adkins made the motion. Commissioner Casey seconded the motion.
Commissioner voting as follows:



Chairperson James
Commissioner Collins
Commissioner Friend
Commissioner Casey
Commissioner Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 11-02-005

PAYMENT OF BILLS AGENDA ITEM V
Ms. Olson distributed copies of the AP report and the Cash in Bank report to the Commissioners.
Chairperson James stated that Mr. Spears had brought a couple of things to her attention. She stated that
on page 4 to Appalachian Tire Projects for $18.57 and also on page 11 there is a payment to RA Ross
and Associates for $1,825.68; and that these two items appear to be for repairs to a pumper truck that is

not a District owned vehicle. The recommendation would be to pay the bills as presented excluding those
two until we get further clarification. Mrs. Olson stated that the pumper was purchased with project funds

for Mountain Water District and is a District asset. We will check it before the end of the meeting and let

the Board know. Chairperson James stated that if that is the case we will approve it subject to that
clarification. Carrie Hatfield stated that she can go bring the file down for clarification of this issue. Mrs.

Olson asked Mrs. Hatfield to please do so. Chairperson James suggested moving on to Customer

Adjustments while she did that. After review of the documents that Mrs. Hatfield brought down for Mike

Spears, he confirmed that the pumper truck is in the District's name. Chairperson James then requested
a motion to approve the payment of all bills as presented. Commissioner Friend made the motion to

approve the payment of bills as presented. Commissioner Casey seconded the motion. Commissioner

voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Cornrnissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye--

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 11-02-009

Commissioner Adkins inquired as to when the pumper truck was bought. Mr. Spears responded that it

was purchased in August or September of 2010.

CUSTOMER AD JUSTMENTS AGENDA ITEM Vl
After review and discussion of the adjustments, Chairperson James requested a motion to approve
Customer Adjustments in the amount of three thousand, two hundred, and fifty-nine dollars and forty-two

cents ($3,259.42) as presented. Commissioner Collins made the motion to approve the adjustments as
presented. Commissioner Friend seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.



Resolution No. 11-02-006

CONSTRUCTION REPORT AGENDA ITEM VII

Update by Summit Engineering —Jody Hunt, P.E.—on the following projects:

Shelby Valley Sewer Project, Phase III, Section 2:
Mr. Hunt stated that all of the residential grinders are installed on this project. There is very little
work left to be done and a walk out is scheduled for tomorrow with Division of Water and at that
time we will identify the punch list items that we will need the contractor to come back and
correct. This project will be complete once we provide the close out information and all the
paperwork that goes with closing it out.

Long Fork of Virgie Sewer Project:
Mr. Hunt stated that this project is complete. A walk through has been completed and they have
identified the punch list items for the contractor to complete. There is a wrap up change at the
end of the project. Some items that need to get completed and there are actually three inlets into
the wet well, the pump that pumps the sewer over the hill at Virgie that we relocated from the
Virgie school, the contractor fixed those lines in a way that he could turn off and on and isolate
those valves in case there ever a problem with the creek crossing there, and it created two
different inlets in the sewer. In the design there is an inlet that goes down and outlets the sewer at
the bottom of the wet well. For that change, the contractor is asking for an additional $5,000 and
he would recommend that because it is a fair price for the amount of work that he did for that. We
do have the funds in the project for that. This will be part of that wrap up change order for the
project. He stated that he needs approval for that change order and once it is approved, the
contractor has already signed the release of liens on the project. A close out letter has already
been:completed which gives background information on the project and the warranty period.
Commissioner Casey made the motion to approve the wrap up change order for the Long Fork of
Virgie Sewer Project contingent upon the funds being available. Commissioner Friend seconded

- the motion-.-Commissioner-voting as follows:

Chairperson James
Commissioner Collins
Commissioner Friend
Commissioner Casey
Commissioner Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 11-02-007

3. Belfry/Pond Creek Sewer Project:
Mr. Hunt stated that there is nothing new to report on this project.

4. Hurricane Branch AML Water Supply Project (Ridgeline Rd):



Mr. Hunt stated they are still waiting on AEP to connect the power at the tank site. The contractor
is working on testing the lines and once that is complete he will begin the wet taps. Mr. Stratton
inquired if Mr. Hunt will let him know when the power hook up is completed which involves the
Coleman law suit. Mr. Hunt agreed.

Ridgeline Road Water Supply Project (Jonican 8 Upper Pompey):
Mr. Hunt stated that the survey is complete on this project. They have done surveys for the
proposed tank site, pump station site and a hydraulic analysis and model of the system. Now that
the survey is back they have to put actual elevations into the models to check and make sure
everything is working. He is anticipating bringing in a set of plans to show the Board the proposed
plans for this project. Once they are approved by UMG and the District, they will be sent on to the
Division of Water for their approval and it is a simple extension project and should get a response
on that pretty soon after submittal.

6. Sycamore of Lower Johns Creek:
Mr. Hunt stated that this project is complete. We were able to serve approximately 17 additional

customers with the monies left over. on that project. He has received the release of liens on this

project also. He has brought a final pay request for approval which includes a wrap up change
order that reconciles quantities. We had approximately $4,000-$5,000 left over on that project
and wanted to utilize all the funds so we got with the contractor and material supplier and

purchased parts and equipment that would help the District. They ordered 4 valves and some
radio read meters so in the future when something breaks, you have that. He requested approval

for the change order for this project. Chairperson James inquired what exactly the change order

includes. Mr. Hunt stated that it includes the purchase of those additional parts in the amount of

about $5,000. Commissioner Casey confirmed that there are monies in this project to pay for it.

Mr. Hunt confirmed that for the Commissioner. Mrs. Olson stated that Mr. Potter has said that the

meters have been delivered for the new customers and when the project has been released we

can begin to set the meters. Chairperson James requested the motion to approve the change
order for the Sycamore of Lower Johns Creek Project as presented. Commissioner Collins made

the motion. Commissioner Casey seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson James
Commissioner Collins
Commissioner Friend
Commissioner Casey
Commissioner Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 11-02-008

DOT Project —Pond at Draffin:
Mr. Hunt stated that the preconstruction meeting was held for this project with the Highway

Department and are shooting for a target start date of mid-March. This is the project where we

are relocating the line twice; first across the river to get out of their construction limits so they can
construct a bridge and once the bridge is complete it will be in the Highway Department plans to

construct the line in the ditch line because the District does not want the liability of having two

river crossings at Draffin because the water plant is below there and there are a lot of customers

depending on that line. He has contracts ready for the Board to sign on this project and is being

paid for through the Highway Department. Chairperson James inquired if the Board has already

approved everything needed to move forward on this project. Mr. Hunt responded in the

affirmative and stated that the documents need signed and the notice to Proceed issued.



8. Scott Fork Industrial Park Water Line Extension:
Mr. Hunt stated that the District will take over this water line once it is installed by the Pike County
Fiscal Court. The contractor has begun work on this line and it will take about 60 to 90 days to
complete.

COAL SEVERANCE PROJECTS REPORT

Update by Tim Campoy, Environmental Design Consultants:

WTP Expansion/Upgrades:
Mrs. Olson stated that Randy Conley is in the process of doing the electrical work at the plant. He

has been working with AEP to get the power drop there and Elvis Keene has completed the
building that they will use to house the electronics. It is ongoing but progressing. As soon as the

power is available, they will able to tie everything in and complete the work.

Update by Doug Griffin, Kenvirons, Inc. and Greg Dotson, Inspector

Smith Fork of Phelps Sewer Project, Phase II:
Mr. Griffin stated that they will get the mix-up straightened out but he would not be surprised if

there were a few more people who want to sign up. We have plenty of pumps left and have done
one day of testing that the Board approved before trying to find out what is wrong going down

pump stations. So far everything is looking real good. They have started relocating about 800'f
line that needed relocated to make it work better. The trench is dug and pipe has been delivered
but it hasn't been installed yet because the contractor has some equipment problems right now.

The pump station at Billy Dotson Branch, he has contracted to have the fence put up and ordered
the stainless steel rail replacements for the pumps and they sent the wrong ones. They will

proceed down toward the plant to see what is wrong down there. We know we are not getting
flow through the line like we should there. He stated that he was told to get an inventory of what

materials were going back to the District and left over, and he knows what is left over as of today,
but there are at least two more, after today, that will come off the inventory. There are 38
residential grinder barrels left. There are 10 grinder pumps left due to them being delivered to the

Douglas Plant when E-One came in and changed the pressure switches on each one. The
delivery driver dropped them at Shelby Valley and they never made it back to Phelps. Mr. Griffin

stated that he checked on it and the grinder pumps are at Shelby Valley and Mr. Potter is aware
of it. Mr. Stratton stated that Shelby Valley has paid for something twice then... Mr. Griffin stated
that there is no payment involved in any of it. Mr. Dotson stated that there are just 28 less pumps
now that should have been delivered to the Phelps area. Chairperson James stated that we need
to get that matched up. Mrs. Olson inquired if they were delivered to the Douglas WWTP. Mr.
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Griffin stated that they were delivered to the District at Shelby Valley at Douglas and not to
Phelps. Mrs. Olson stated that she would check on the 28 pumps that went to Douglas instead of
the Phelps project.

2. KY DOT Route 199 Water Line Relocation Project
Mr. Griffin stated that there is still a little more to do with plumbing the pump station. The drawings
were showing about 5 customers and there was a mix up with the size of the line and where it is
laid and the Highway Department inspector said "Wait a minute, we'l be tearing out all of this and
we need to fix it now". So he has about 800'f 2" line to lay to hook those customers back up to
get it out of the way plus a little bit of plumbing on the pump station and pressure testing the line.
They are supposed to start back on this job Monday.

3. KY DOT Airport Water Line Relocation Project
Mr. Griffin stated that this project is complete. He stated that they are working on the as-built
drawings now and will be getting those shortly. Mrs. Olson stated that Mr. Potter wanted her to
ask Mr. Griffin when we may be able to get the final release letter and that we need the inspector
to turn in the contractor's water amount used for flushing, filling the lines and disinfection as soon
as possible. Mr. Griffin stated that he would take care of that information.

DRAWS:

Chairperson James requested a motion to approve the draws as submitted. Commissioner
Collins made the motion. Commissioner Adkins seconded the motion.

SHELBY VALLEY SEWER PROJECT, PHASE III, SECTION 2
Contract 1 Stimulus Funds $ 118,403.30
Contract 1 Stimulus Funds $ 12,842.14

SYCAMORE OF LOWER JOHNS CREEK
Contract 1 Coal Severance Funds

HURRICANE AML PROJECT (RIDGELINE ROAD)
Contract 1 AML Funds

LONG FORK SEWER PROJECT
Contract 1 Coal Severance Funds

SMITH FORK SEWER PROJECT, PHASE II

Contract 1 Coal Severance Funds

KYDOT DRAFFIN LINE RELOCATION
Contract 1 KY DOT

$ 9,126.12

$ 44,460.00

$ 5,000.00

$ 950.00

$ 2,383.89



Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 11-02-010

MANAGER'S REPORT AGENDA ITEM VIII

Nlonthly Operating Report:
In the absence of Mr. Potter, Tammy Olson presented the Manager's Report to the Board. She
stated that Mr. Potter is still reviewing options for the utility crane truck. When the weather breaks
and he can get away for a day or two, he will go and test drive some, because most of what he is
finding is in other states.

In the last Board meeting we discussed that we had received reminders for four (4) of our
wastewater treatment plants that their permits were up for renewal in June and they have to be in

180 days ahead of time. Mr. Potter requested quotes for professional services to prepare and
submit those from EDC, Inc., Vaughn and Melton and Summit Engineering. Since that time, the
DOW has sent us four (4) more for a total of eight (8). The next four are due in December. EDC,
Inc. quoted $500 each plus $250 each for additional work if the DOW came back and needed
some additional information that was out of the norm, or $3,000 for all four (4). Vaughn and
Melton quoted $200 each plus a negotiated amount if any turn out to be more complicated than
normal. Summit Engineering quoted a price of $350 each with a negotiated additive if there are
any that are complicated. We are getting down to the point where, in order to meet the 180 day
window, we need to get this process started. It is up to Boaid whether you want to-act on1his now
or wait until next month when Mr. Potter can be in attendance. Mr. Stratton inquired if Mrs. Olson
has anything in writing to show the Board regarding the quotes. She presented him with the
actual quotes that were submitted by email to Mr. Potter. Mr. Stratton stated that he didn't really
understand the contingency pricing when each one says that they will charge more for a
complicated one over a simple one. He stated that it is either a set procedure or it's not. He
inquired what determines if it is more complicated. Mr. Hunt stated that if the Division of Water
comes back and says this is not acceptable or they need a change or more information. He
stated that Summit proposes to do it at their standard rated if it is outside of the standard
wastewater permit. Mrs. Olson stated that these are done every time they are up for renewal and
doesn't really see there being any problems with that unless the plant has had a major upgrade
since the last permit or something has happened that is out of the scope of normal operations.
Mr. Spears inquired if those are standard hourly rates and if there would be travel time expenses
or things of that nature because one of the companies quoting is out of Tennessee.
Commissioner Casey agreed that needed to be clarified. Mr. Spears inquired if there are 20% of
the permits that will get changed or if that is a low number. Mr. Hunt stated that it just depends on
the reviewer you get with Division of Water. Mr. Stratton inquired why the price can't be a fixed
price, taking into account that there may be additional work on some and compensating for that.
Mr. Hunt responded that you don't know up front exactly what they are going to ask and they
could throw you a curve ball that would take a lot of time and research. Mr. Stratton stated that he
knows that but what they are saying is that we put out a request for quotes for a price and what
we are getting back a price of "X" plus "if we have a problem it will be added on to". What he is
suggesting in theory why can't the Board say it's a fixed price and if there is a problem, the
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preparer has to eat that. Mr. Spears stated that as far as dealing with Division of Water, they are
hard to satisfy with paperwork. Mr. Hunt stated that he doesn't anticipate it being a problem and
normally it isn't a problem, but to protect themselves from the possibility of spending $5,000 worth
of labor on research and answering questions, that is why they put that in there. After further
review of all quotes and discussion, Chairperson James requested a motion to authorize Summit
Engineering to prepare and submit the eight (8) permit renewals at a rate of $350 each and a not
to exceed price of $500 per permit. Commissioner Casey made the motion. Commissioner Adkins
seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson James
Commissioner Collins
Commissioner Friend
Commissioner Casey
Commissioner Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 11-02-11

Mr. Stratton stated that regarding the surplus property at Marrowbone, he has given Mr. Potter
the statute and recommended that we get a survey of the property so that we know exactly what
we are selling. Mrs. Olson stated the Mr. Potter has indicated to her that Summit Engineering is in

the process if surveying that property and that he will get Mr. Stratton as soon as that is complete.
He inquired if a decision had been made on whether it would be a public auction or be bid out.
Mrs. Olson stated that at the previous meeting it was decided to do sealed bids, because you are
still leaving yourself open to be able to reject any and all bids if you don't get what you want out of
it and then can do an auction later. Commissioner Adkins inquired how much it will cost the
engineer to do the survey. Mr. Hunt stated that it is just a basic survey and he would have to talk
to his surveyor to see exactly how much it is. He stated he is hesitant to give an exact cost but is
thinking it is about $2,000. Mrs. Olson inquired if Mr. Hunt anticipated that being done before the
next meeting. Mr. Hunt responded in the affirmative along with a plat map. Mr. Stratton stated that
when the survey is done along with the plat map, there is no debate on what we are selling. Mr.

Hunt stated that if the Board would like, he could send the cost estimate to Mrs. Olson which will

include the cost of deed research. Commissioner Adkins stated that he would like to see the cost
estimate on this. Mrs. Olson stated that she believes Lois Smith has pulled the deed for that and
she may have a copy-in the-file and she-will scan it in and-email it to-him-today;

The Henry Clay Sewer Project was not listed on the agenda but EDC was working on the design
for the project and has been in process for several years. We have been waiting for future funding
to actually do construction but this was design only through the army corps of engineers. It was
finally submitted last fall and we received comments on the first review of the submittal. It went to
Tim Campoy and EDC and he is working on those now to resubmit to the Corps to get to the next
phase of the review process. If there was anything they found in the plans or the design that they
didn't agree with they made a note in the review for changes.

With regard to the capital items list, Mr. Potter has distributed the list in the last few meetings of
items that are needed that will be Mountain Water District capital assets but UMG will make the
purchases. The list includes two additional utility trucks to replace two that we have now that are
old and have high miles, a boom truck, two extended cab mid-size trucks which are supervisors
trucks with over 200,000 miles and are breaking down. Commissioner Casey inquired if once we
get the new materials in place, are the old ones declared surplus. Mrs. Olson confirmed that and
stated that they are sold as surplus once the Board approves them as such. She reviewed the
other items on the list with the Board. Chairperson James inquired if the Board had any questions
or comments regarding the capital items list. Commissioner Adkins inquired if this is to approve to
go ahead and buy these items. Chairperson James responded in the affirmative. Mrs. Olson
stated that we usually spread the purchases out over the year. Commissioner Adkins inquired if

this is the same boom truck that was brought up at a meeting before. Mrs. Olson confirmed that it

is. Commissioner Adkins inquired if the Board was going to get to approve any of these that are
bought if they approve them now. Chairperson James responded stated that she doesn't think
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they come back before the Board on these if they are approved. Mrs. Olson stated that those
items that fall outside the range of the cost estimates, Mr. Potter may bring back to the Board and
any items that require procurement and cost over $20,000 will be brought to the Board for
approval of the bids. Mr. Stratton stated that this is basically a capital budget approval and if the
Board wants specific approval on any specific purchase, the Board can request it. Commissioner
Adkins stated that he thinks they need to do that and the Board needs to know what is being
purchased before they turn somebody loose with the money and have them go buy this. Mrs.
Olson stated that for the purchase of the vehicles, we still have to go through the procurement
process because they will be in Mountain Water District's name so the District would have to
approve advertising them for bid and the bid award. Chairperson James clarified that the only
thing we wouldn't be involved in would be the tools and office computers. Mrs. Olson confirmed
that. Commissioner Adkins inquired how we know we need them. Chairperson James responded
that we rely on our people that manage the District and keep up with the vehicles and let us know
when it is needed. Mrs. Olson stated that Mr. Potter has reviewed all of the fleet and equipment
and everything that is necessary and has worked with the mechanic to identify at least two (2) of
our smaller utility trucks that have such advanced miles on them that they need replaced.
Commissioner Adkins stated that they had been criticized before for all the buying and spending
without bringing it in front of the Board and without them knowing what was going on.
Chairperson James stated that these will come before the Board, but the way she looks at it is
UMG is paying for it so she doesn't think that they are going to go buy something that is not
necessary if it is their bill. Mrs. Olson reiterated that these vehicles are not new inventory but
replacements for items that the District already has. Chairperson James clarified that these will be
Mountain Water's vehicles but UMG will be paying for them. Mr. Stratton stated that under the
contract UMG has a duty to maintain the District's equipment and at the end of the natural life a
truck, for example, they have a duty to replace that truck and because it is over the bidding
amount that will come back to the Board for approval. These smaller items are replacement items
and they will be put in the District's name. Chairperson James stated that the Board wants them
to replace the fleet and if they don', that would be poor management because they are allowing
our equipment to continue to age and if something were to happen they would hand us back
equipment that was not in good shape. Commissioner Adkins stated that his concern is looking
out for Mountain Water District and expenses. Mr. Stratton stated that his point is well taken and
we can approve the budget with the undet'standing that those items that are required to be bid
come back to the Board for approval. Chairperson James requested a motion to approve the
capital items budget as presented. With no one making the motion, Commissioner Adkins stated

— that he-thinks they-should-pass-on-it until they-can-get someone in place here-that-can.go over.
this stuff and come back and report to the Board. Chairperson James inquired if he would feel
better if he made an appointment with Mr. Potter to come out here and personally look at the fleet
or if all of the Board wants to do that. The Board can see the chairs and their damage and since
the first three (3) items seem to be an issue, she inquired if that would be something the Board
members would want to do. Commissioner Adkins stated that if they were going to hire someone
to do this, they should wait until they are hired and let them report back to the Board. Chairperson
James clarified that he is speaking the Administrator position. Commissioner Adkins stated that
he didn't care to come over and look at them, it didn't matter to him, but it should be something
that the Administrator could handle. Commissioner Casey stated that our workers, particularly
those in the office and the conditions that we are looking at here, they'e got to have materials to
work with and they do a tremendous job. The boom truck seems to be in question, and he
inquired from Mrs. Olson if he understood her correctly in saying that Mr. Potter was still

reviewing options on that. Mrs. Olson stated that he is correct and anything like that would be
brought back to the Board for approval and Mr. Potter is still looking at other options. One was in

Ohio and he is trying to make time to get up there and actually test drive it, get hands on and look
at it and see before he brings it as an option to the Board. Commissioner Casey made a motion
that the Board approve the list other than those top three items because we have to have things
to work with. After further discussion, Commissioner Collins made the motion to approve the
capital items list as presented with the understanding the any items that fall under the
procurement code be brought back before the Board for approval as required. Commissioner
Casey withdrew his previous motion and seconded Commissioner Collins'otion. Commissioner
voting as follows:
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Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 11-02-012

Mrs. Olson reported that she completed one open records request since the last Board meeting
from the Appalachian News Express regarding the correspondence between the Board and the
PSC regarding the audit. The letter that she distributed to the Board members was the only
correspondence that the Board had. Mr. Stratton added that we received an email from the PSC
indicating that the Courier Journal made an open records request to them for that information
also.

Mrs. Olson reviewed the remaining Manager's Report with regard to new taps, meter change
outs, gallons of water and sewer sold and the revenue amount from that. She then turned the
floor over to Mr. Lowe to talk about the on-line payments. Mr. Lowe stated that in January we had
902 on-line payments, which is a new record for one month. Through yesterday we had a record
for this month so it is continuing to increase. Last month, including phone payments, we had just
short of 2,200 people pay with either a debit or credit card. It is continuing to increase each
month.

Mr. Lowe also stated that we had discussed last month about theft of service and how we were
going to handle that. He distributed a copy of an article from the previous weekend's News
Express. He stated that the article is about theft of water in Elkhorn City. He stated that he
wanted the Board to look at this and see if this is the route that the Board would want to go. It

seems that this person, who used to be a customer of ours and has been caught for theft of
service by us in the past, was stealing water from the Elkhorn City system and they called the
police who arrested the man. He was curious if the Board wanted to try this approach in that if we
find a theft occurring, to call the police and have them come and investigate it. Mrs. Olson stated
that this definitely sends a message to the public. Mr. Stratton stated that this case is over $300.
Mrs. -Olson-stated. that-we-have-talked- previously about the-policy -at--MWD of -"three strikes and-
you'e out" here. If we find theft of service at the same place a third time, we disconnect it from
the main, which is quite expensive on our part and we do try to pass that on to the offender but a
lot of times they don't come back on there because they can't afford to reconnect. Maybe we
should try this before we disconnect from the main and save the District some time and money.
Commissioner Casey stated that he liked this article and the idea. Mr. Spears stated that we are
sending these guys out there and they are in some hostile situations when they pull those straight
pipes and if we are going to go out there two or three times, we probably need to look at doing
something. Commissioner Collins inquired how much money this was costing. Mr. Lowe
responded that we catch approximately ten (10) a week. Commissioner Casey inquired if they
tamper with the meters also. Mr. Lowe stated that if we turn them off for nonpayment, we put a
lock on the meter, and they will cut the lock off and turn the meter back on. The second time we
take the meter out, and that's when they put a straight pipe in. Mrs. Olson stated that the billing
department does a report every month and the Board had never asked to see it, but it is done
each month and lists the illegal hookups for the month. We usually run about 40 to 70 per month.
Commissioner Casey stated that the report is something they would like to see. Chairperson
James inquired why we would not report it. If someone is hooked up illegally that is theft. Mrs.
Olson stated that she believes the reason that has not been done in the past is because of the
cost to the District of the legal fees and pursuing it versus the District trying to collect it in-house.
Chairperson James stated that it needs to be reported to the authorities. Mr. Stratton stated that
we can report them all but the ones that are over $300 and would be a felony, we can prosecute.
Chairperson James stated that the Board can go ahead and instruct UMG employees that if they
find anything like that, that they can go ahead and report it to the authorities and have them go
out there. Mrs. Olson inquired if that was a policy change that would need to be approved by the
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PSC. Mr. Lowe stated that another thing....say it is $500 and we pull them today, by the end of
the day they have come in and paid it and the PSC says we have to hook them back up the same
day. Mr. Stratton stated that he would review this with Kevin and check the PSC tariff and make a
recommendation at the next Board meeting. Mrs. Olson stated that this completes the MOR.

Chairperson James requested a motion to approve the Monthly Operating Report as presented
by Mrs. Olson and Mr. Lowe. Commissioner Adkins made the motion. Commissioner Friend
seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 11-02-013

NEW BUSINESS

1. LMI Project-
Mrs. Olson stated that Mr. Potter had mentioned to the Board in January about winding down this
project and there were four (4) that could be done and went ahead and put those work orders out
in the field. She distributed a list of the remaining applicants that we are holding deposits and
applications for that will not get a tap with this phase of funding. It is up to the Board on how to
handle these remaining residents. Chairperson James inquired if we were holding money
deposited on account. Mrs. Olson confirmed that we are holding deposits, additional footage or
other fees on these customers. The deposit paid at this time was $50.00 for each residential
applicant. It is now $75.00 for any new customers since the tariff update; Chairperson-James-
stated that the issue here is that is not any funding left for these applications. Mr. Stratton stated
that we have at least a moral duty to advise them that there is no LMI money now available and
that they can elect to have their money refunded or we will hold the money and keep them on the
list, which makes it their decision. Chairperson James stated that we don't know if we are ever
going to get any more for this program. Mr. Spears stated that we would probably have an
obligation to pay them interest on these held funds as well, annually. Mr. Stratton stated that the
question is if we keep the list and 5 years down the road we come back and have to recreate a
list that has been stuck away for that long, it can cause a future problem. Mrs. Olson stated that if

we refund everything and cancel all on the list, what are they really losing? The still have their
permit in hand so that if they ever want to pay for their water tap, they can still get the water and
have their permit. Mr. Lowe stated that all of these paid a $50 deposit. If we refund their money
now, and then we get funding to do LMI taps again, the deposit is now $75 and they will have to
pay more to apply. Chairperson James agreed that we needed to go ahead and do a letter that
spells out the information and their option to get the money refunded. If the next budget year
comes up and we still don't get funding for this program, then we can refund everyone at that
time. Mrs. Olson stated that she just didn't want to get into a point where our billing department
has the sole responsibility of tracking these applicants for five years, ten years or until more LMI

funds are awarded. Chairperson James requested Mr. Stratton draft a letter to the LMI applicants
as discussed.
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Johns Creek Daycare/PCFC Sewer Contract-
Mr. Olson stated that Mr. Potter met with Zora May last week and she is arranging with Damus
Ramey at the county to dig test holes at this facility to test and see if it is a suitable location for a
septic system. If all goes well the health department should be able to approve a conventional
septic system for Johns Creek Daycare for this location so the permit could be deactivated and
MWD would not have to maintain that one. Mr. Stratton stated that he and Roland Case have met
and discussed a preliminary agreement, subject to everyone's approval, which would provide a
three year contract for a fixed price of $3,970.83 and if a system came off the plan, there would
be a 20% reduction in the fee based on the fact that there are five plants on the system. There
would also be a cancellation provision, if they elected to get out of this agreement in time, they
can cancel the agreement with 30 days notice. We included a provision that any repairs that
would go over $1500 would be the fiscal court's responsibility to reimburse the District. After
discussion, it was decided that Mr. Stratton would amend the $1500 amount to $500 because
there is not really any profit built into the contract. Mr. Stratton stated that he would get back in

touch with Roland Case and get the details worked out and will then bring it back to the Board for
approval.

MWD/City of Elkhorn City Water Contract-
Mr. Stratton stated that there is no new movement on this issue because Elkhorn City
government is still in limbo and he and Mr. Potter agreed that it would not be best to approach
them until it was resolved.

Big Creek Freewill Baptist Church Billing Issue-
Mr. Stratton stated that this issue has been resolved. The church has agreed to the settlement

agreement and says they have disconnected from the service and we just need to send someone
out there and confirm it. He has it for the Board to sign. Mr. Lowe inquired if we were going to
adjust all the sewer we have billed them off. Mr. Stratton confirmed that to be the case. Mrs.
Olson inquired if they have backfilled everything. Mr. Stratton stated we are leaving the system in

place and they are saying we can come by and confirm that they have disconnected their side.
Mrs. Olson stated-that -we-will have to dig -it-out-at least-to where -the connection is.to.verify that..
they have disconnected from the system.

Outsourced Billing-
Mr. Lowe stated that he has spoken to Mr. Stratton about this issue. He distributed a layout of the
design of the new bills, the regular bill and delinquent notice. He stated that the shaded blue box
will have the customer's 12 month history in bar chart form and the larger box is for us to put in

variable information and messages for the public. Mr. Stratton stated that the issue that arose
with this was that UMG proposed that the vendor services agreement be in the name of Mountain
Water District and that creates a number of issues we have been trying to work through.
Primarily, we would have to do a request for proposals in Mountain's name on this, and secondly
if Champion ever defaulted then Mountain Water would have to be the party of interest that would
seek to enforce the contract. Third, the Board gave permission to UMG to contract this out on
their behalf. After a long discussion we believe it should be in UMG's name. It is their
responsibility under the contract to do this, they sought our permission to contract it out and we
gave it, but it is not something that should be in Mountain's name. Mr. Lowe stated that Mr. Meyer
has been consulted about this issue and is fine with it going into UMG's name. Mr. Spears stated
that Mountain Water needs to be protected in the case of default. Mr. Stratton stated that what he
discussed with Mr. Lowe is that there needs to be a provision that says that if UMG ceases to be
the contractor for MWD, this contract is assignable to them. Mr. Lowe stated that it wouldn't be a
problem to have that inserted into the contract. Mr. Stratton suggested that the Board requested
an assignment in the contract. Mr. Lowe inquired if this can be done by email today. Our goal was
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to have the first bill go out by the middle of March when the new cycle starts. We want to get this
moving today if possible. Mr. Olson stated that since it will be in UMG's name, we wouldn't need
MWD to sign anything and we should be able to handle this today. Chairperson James stated that
the bill layout good and asked if anyone had any comments. There were none.

6. Conflict of interest Statements - 2011
Chairperson James stated that those forms need to be turned in today. Mrs. Olson stated that
she brought some blank copies if anyone needs one. She also stated that she has already
received one from Attorney Dan Stratton and one from UMG.

Administrator Position-
Mr. Stratton stated that we received 18 applications for this job and he has forwarded them on to
Mike Spears and Commissioner Adkins. They are going to meet after this meeting to set a
confirmed time when they can review the applications and set up a time for interviews. The Board
may want to look at having a work session to interview the three finalists in executive session.
Chairperson James stated that it would be under executive session under the statute. Mr.

Stratton stated that they would let the Board know when they were ready to interview the final

three applicants.

8. Majestic Alternative Sewer Project-

Mrs. Olson stated that this was covered under the financial report during the meeting.

Legal Issues
Executive Session to Discuss Outstanding Litigation and Potential.
Litigation-

Chairperson James requested a motion to go into executive session to discuss outstanding and
potential litigation as listed on the agenda. Commissioner Friend made the motion. Commissioner
Casey seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 11-02-014

Chairperson James requested a motion to reconvene from executive session where outstanding
and potential litigation was discussed as listed on the agenda. Commissioner Friend made the
motion. Commissioner Collins seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:
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Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 11-02-015

Chairperson James requested that Mr. Stratton make a statement at this time. Mr. Stratton

requested that the Board authorize their attorney to negotiate a settlement in the Fern Burnette

easement issue. Chairperson James made the motion to that effect. Commissioner Collins made

the motion. Commissioner Adkins seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 11-02-016

COMMISSIONER COMMENTS
Chairperson James inquired if there were any Commissioner comments. Commissioner Adkins inquired if

the Board received the inventory report from UMG. Mr. Stratton stated that he did receive it and would get
him a copy.

Commissioner Adkins inquired when Daniels Creek got flooded, what was decided to do if those people

decided to move somewhere else. Did we decide to hook their water up? He corrected himself to say
Harless'reek. Mrs. Olson stated that she remembers that it was decided that if they came back on

service at the same location we would waive the tap fee and set a new tap for them. Commissioner

Adkins inquired if the Board ever said that they would hook them back up for free at a different location.

Mrs. Olson responded that she didn't think so, but she would check the minutes and see. He requested

that she check that for him and she agreed to do so.

Commissioner Adkins inquired if anybody checked on the sewer situation at Buckfield. Mrs. Olson

responded that in the minutes of the last meeting Mr. Potter had asked him for the address. She inquired

if they ever got together about the location. She thought he was going to go up and look and the area.
Commissioner Adkins responded that they did not get together after the last meeting. Mrs. Olson stated

that she would ask Mr. Potter about checking the area also.

Commissioner Adkins inquired what was decided about UMG buying tools. Mr. Stratton inquired if Mr.

Spears had come to an agreement on the tool issue. Mr. Spears stated that they have come to a

complete agreement on that yet. What he proposed to them is that anything over $500 would go on our

repair and maintenance. That's any particular item not invoice. Anything below the $500 threshold UMG

would pay for it out of their pocket. We have no way of monitoring if a guy loses his tools. We can'

oversee that. He inquired if that number was satisfactory. Mr. Stratton stated that we can look at doing an

addendum to the contract at the next meeting. Mr. Spears stated Mr. Meyers understood the Board's

position on this issue.
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Commissioner Adkins inquired what was done on the water situation from the man that came to the last
Board meeting saying Mountain Enterprises being on a hydrant near his business was causing his bill to
go up. Mrs. Olson stated that Grondall did not meet with Mr. Hamilton but did go by both locations that he
had an issue with and said that there is no correlation between his bill and anybody being on a hydrant.
His meter is too far from the hydrant for one to affect the other, it is not possible. The sewer in the base at
the other address is a non issue. Mr. Potter went out and looked at it; the sewer is not running in the
meter base. If the line has been cut it doesn't even belong to Mr. Hamilton and is not his issue.
Commissioner Adkins inquired about them filling their water trucks up there. Mrs. Olson stated that we
can try to monitor and catch as much as we can, but they are not turning in that water to us.
Commissioner Adkins responded that that is what he means; he thought someone was going to check on
it. Mr. Stratton stated that we need to ask the company if they have been filling up any water trucks. Mrs.
Olson stated that she doesn't know if Mr. Potter or anyone else has made that call yet, and we have a
crew in every area and if their observe someone taking from a hydrant, they confront them and no one
has reported them from the field crew. Mrs. Olson stated that we can call and ask them. They won't admit
to it, but we can ask them.

Mr. Spears stated that the auditors have sent questionnaires for each of the Board members and if each
one would fill that out it will only take about 5 minutes today. He stated that if he can get those done today
he can get them back in the mail to the auditors.

ADJOURN MEETING
Chairperson James stated that if there were no further comments, she requested a motion be made to
adjourn the meeting. Commissioner Collins made the motion. Commissioner Casey seconded the motion.
Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 11-02-017
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MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS REGULAR MEETING

March 30, 2011
10:00AM

ATTENDANCE
Nancy Carolyn Taylor, Private Citizen
Russ Cassady, Appalachian News Express
Jody Hunt, Summit Engineering, Inc.
Doug Griffin, Kenvirons, Inc.
Greg Dotson, Inspector
Mike Spears, Spears Management
Dan Stratton, Stratton, Hogg & Maddox
Grondall Potter, Manager, UMG

Tammy Olson, Office/Compliance Manager, UMG

Kevin Lowe, Office/Finance Manager, UMG

Carrie Hatfield, Assistant Financial Manager, UMG

CALL TO ORDER AGENDA ITEM I

The Mountain Water District Board of Commissioners Regular Meeting was held on Wednesday, March

30th, 2011 at 10:00a.m.

Commissioners were present for the meeting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner Lester "John" Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

VISITORS AGENDA ITEM II

Chairperson James inquired if there were any visitors for today's meeting. Chairperson James recognized

Nancy Taylor who inquired what the source of the water in this area is. Mr. Potter responded that both

Water Treatment Plants at Pikeville and Marrowbone pull from the Big Sandy River; one on the Russell

Fork sector and then after Fishtrap comes in at that area it becomes the Big Sandy. It is virtually the same
water source. Mr. Potter inquired where she is from. She responded that she lives in the Johns
Creek/Meta area. Mr. Potter stated that that water is actually purchased water from the City of Pikeville.

Ms. Taylor inquired if it has been that way for several years and Mr. Potter responded in the affirmative.

He also stated that in emergency situations he can bring the Williamson water back to a point, but 99% of

the time it is from the City of Pikeville. Chairperson James thanked Ms. Taylor and inquired if there were

any more visitors. There were none.

JULY FLOOD UPDATE
Mr. Potter stated that Contract 1 is complete; that is the removal at the pond locations. Contracts 2 & 3

were the contracts being done by H20 Construction and they are basically complete on those and he just

received the pay requests. He wants to do a final walk out with the inspector and those should be

wrapped up. He requested approval for the Board to sign the pay requests after the final inspection is

complete and then he will pass them along. Chairperson James inquired if that was to pay H20
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completely. Mr. Spears confirmed that it was and that he transferred the funds the previous evening to

pay it. Mr. Potter stated that the Board can pay the remainder on the first pay requests, but he would

recommend letting him complete the final walk through before paying the contractor in full. Chairperson
James inquired if the Board has paid the contractor for Contract 1 completely. Mr. Spears confirmed they
did that at the previous meeting. Chairperson James requested a motion to approve the final draws on
Contracts 2 8 3 of the flood work upon the completion of Mr. Potter's final walk through with the inspector.
Commissioner Casey made the motion. Commissioner Friend seconded the motion. Commissioner voting
as follows:

Chairperson James
Commissioner Collins
Commissioner Friend
Commissioner Casey
Commissioner Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 11-03-001

Chairperson James inquired if we had heard any additional information from FEMA as far as payment.

Mr. Potter stated that we have sent an additional letter requesting status and have not heard anything

back yet. Mr. Stratton stated that we needed to do a follow up letter. Chairperson James responded that

we did that and haven't heard back yet.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES AGENDA ITEM III

Chairperson James requested a motion to approve the minutes of the regular meeting held on February

23rd, 2011 as presented. Commissioner Adkins made the motion to approve the minutes as presented.
Commissioner Collins seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson James
Commissioner Collins
Commissioner Friend
Commissioner Casey
Commissioner Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 11-03-002

FINANCIAL REPORT —MIKE SPEARS, CPA AGENDA ITEM IV

Mr. Spears reviewed the financial statements with the Board. Mr. Spears called the Board's attention to

the second page of the report and the repair and maintenance section. This section shows whether we

are over or under and these numbers are coming directly from our expenditures and we bill that back to

UMG. He stated that this number is being broken down between water and sewer and will help us have a
historical record each year of the expenditures and it is critical that the Board keeps an eye on the sewer
expenditures. He stated that we have continued to transfer funds into the RD and KIA reserves. There is

a balance of $237,000 in the depreciation reserve account and $178,000 in the R & M reserve account.

We were in a million dollar deficit at one point and now have over $400,000 in those accounts and have

made significant strides there. We are still transferring $100,000 per month into the sinking funds for the

bond payments and we received a packet from Rural Development (RD) requesting that we do

preauthorized debits from the account. He stated that he knew this was coming, but not this soon. He

doesn't see a problem with it and requested that the Board authorize him to fill these forms out and send

them back in. We have the funds in there and since we are continuing to transfer funds into the sinking

fund, we will have the money to pay the bond payments each time. Mr. Stratton inquired if they are sent a
check now or if they are automatically debited. Mr. Spears stated that all new loans are an authorized

debit and the older ones are checks. Chairperson James requested a motion to authorize Mr. Spears to



execute the documents to authorize the automatic debit of the RD bond payments from the sinking fund.

Commissioner Adkins made the motion. Commissioner Friend seconded the motion. Commissioner

voting as follows:

Chairperson James
Commissioner Collins
Commissioner Friend
Commissioner Casey
Commissioner Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 11-03-003

Mr. Spears completed his review of the financial report with the Board. After review, Chairperson James

requested a motion to approve the financial report as presented. Commissioner Collins made the motion.

Commissioner Casey seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson James
Commissioner Collins
Commissioner Friend
Commissioner Casey
Commissioner Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 11-03-004

PAYMENT OF BILLS AGENDA ITEM V
Ms. Olson distributed copies of the AP report and the Cash in Bank report to the Commissioners. Mr.

Potter stated that the power bill for last month was approximately $98, 000. Commissioner Casey inquired

if it used to be in the mid $80,000 s. Mr. Potter stated that before the-rate increase, it averaged about--

$67,000 or so. Mr. Lowe added that actually, the month before this it was $104,000 so this bill went down.

Mr. Potter stated that we continually try to look through the off peak hour time frame and run the pumps

during those times, if we can. Most of the pump stations are three (3) phase power and when the peak

demand factor is higher, there is a higher start out rate and there has been a significant increase in power

costs. Mr. Potter reminded them also that with every new water project there are usually two (2) new

power bills; one for the pump station and one for the tank that is added to this billed amount. After further

review and inquiry if there were any questions from Board members, Chairperson James requested a

motion to approve the payment of all bills as presented. Commissioner Friend made the motion to

approve the payment of bills as presented. Commissioner Casey seconded the motion. Commissioner

voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 11-03-005



CUSTOMER ADJUSTMENTS AGENDA ITEM VI
After review and discussion of the adjustments, Chairperson James requested a motion to approve
Customer Adjustments in the amount of five thousand, nine hundred, and eight dollars and seventy-eight
cents ($5,908.78) as presented. Commissioner Collins made the motion to approve the adjustments as
presented. Commissioner Friend seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 11-03-006

CONSTRUCTION REPORT AGENDA ITEM VII

Update by Summit Engineering —Jody Hunt, P.E.—on the following projects:

Shelby Valley Sewer Project, Phase III, Section 2:
Mr. Hunt stated that after the final walk out and review of the project with the Division of Water,

they were very happy with the project and we received an email this week with an entire page list

of things we have to do to close out the project due it being stimulus money. There is a pay

request and final draw on this project to close it out. It will probably take another week to get all

the documentation completed and he has all the documents with him today that the Board needs

to sign to get this project closed out. Mr. Spears stated that the only thing he has left is some final

certified notes from them and the final interviews done. Chairperson James inquired if they were

cooperating with getting that done. Mr. Spears stated that they are cooperating, but every time

they try to set up an interview, it rains.

Commissioner Adkins inquired that when they are doing the sewer projects, how it is determined

where-they'e going to go-, how it-is-determined-where the lines-will-be-run.- Mr-.- Hunt- stated.that.

the engineering firm does a preliminary estimate and layout and tries to serve as many customers

as possible for the less amount of money. That is how it is generally determined. Commissioner

Adkins inquired that with the Shelby project, they came down Riddles Crossing and went under

the crossing there...how far did you go from there? Mr. Potter responded that it was only a short

distance. We were trying to set it up for the next phase of monies, if we receive any, to have the

extension to that point to be able to go toward Shelby Bridge. Commissioner Adkins responded

that it seems to him that they would have hooked those people up there at Buckfield first and got

those before we went down and run under the crossing. We could have spent the money to go
under the crossing there and picked up a whole bunch of customers. Mr. Hunt stated that this

project was designed back in 2006 or 2007 and there have been several different thoughts there.

At the time of the design, we were running a main line down to what we thought was going to be

a new plant near Shelby yard and the priority was to get that line there and then apply for more

monies for Shelby yard. That way we would have a trunk line to run all these new customers into

and they would be served by the new plant. Since then, that has changed. It was thought to be

more economical, instead of building a new plant, and as a result of the bids we got back from the

Belfry/Pond project; we thought it would be more cost effective to expand the Douglas Plant. That

is why that main trunk line was designed through there to begin with. Commissioner Adkins

responded that this doesn't help the people up there that has sewer running out in their yard. Mr.

Potter responded that basically, the design was shown to the Board with the plans of where the

line was intended to go, and the Board approved it, as well as the Division of Water. Mr. Hunt

stated that the area to be served also has to be within the 201 Facilities plan, and the 201 plan

that was submitted has the main line constructed first and then side lines after the main line is

done.



Commissioner Adkins continued by stating that he had another question. With regard to the
inspectors on these jobs; he inquired if the engineers pay the inspectors and how that works. Mr.

Hunt stated that they have some inspectors on some jobs that work for Summit and some
inspectors on some other jobs that are contract. Commissioner Adkins inquired if there is a basic

pay they are supposed to be getting and are the engineering firms making money off of them or
what. Mr. Hunt stated that it is an agreement with what they work out with the contract inspectors
or they get a salary if they work for the company. Commissioner Adkins inquired if there are any

laws that regulate what they get paid. Mr. Hunt responded, not that he is aware of. Commissioner
Adkins inquired if they make money off of them. Mr. Hunt stated that Summit Engineering tries to

make money on everything they do; some projects they don'. Commissioner Adkins inquired if

they could have someone look into that and see what it is on that that regulates pay for the

inspectors. Mr. Hunt stated that Rural Development regulates what the maximum amount is that

can be received for that and the Board holds both the engineer and the inspector to less than

what the RD rate allows. Mr. Potter stated that 85% is what the Board had established before.

Commissioner Adkins clarified that the engineer is supposed to get 85% and inquired if they get
that percentage. Mr. Hunt stated "yes, that is what is in their contract". Mr. Stratton stated that

there is an 85% regulation for the engineering fees and a separate allocation of fees for the

inspection which is also at 85% of the scale. Mr. Spears stated that RD has a scale and he can

provide that to anyone who wants to see it. It is based on the dollar amount of construction, what

their pay is and the Board decided a few years ago that they were only going to pay 85% of the

RD scale. That is the 85% that Mr. Hunt is referring to. Commissioner Adkins stated that he just

wants to make sure that inspectors are getting their right pay. Mr. Stratton stated that he would

look into it.

Mr. Hunt stated that there is wrap up change order that balances the quantities used in the

project out to $0 so we can close out the project. Chairperson James clarified that the change

order is not for any additional funding. Mr. Hunt responded that it is not. Chairperson James

requested a motion to approve a change order to reconcile as-bid quantities to the as-

construction quantities. Commissioner Friend made the motion. Commissioner Casey seconded

the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson James
Commissioner Collins
Commissioner Friend
Commissioner Casey
Commissioner Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 11-03-008

2. Long Fork of Virgie Sewer Project:
Mr. Hunt stated that this project is complete.

3. Belfry/Pond Creek Sewer Project:
Mr. Hunt stated that there is nothing new to report on this project.



Hurricane Branch AML Water Supply Project (Ridgeline Rd):
Mr. Hunt stated that the contractor has about N of the residential bases installed and we are still

waiting for AEP to connect the power to the tank. Commissioner Adkins inquired what the project
time is for these people to get water. Mr. Hunt stated that by the end of April, they should be able
to get water, but we won't be able to run the telemetry until the power is run. Mr. Potter stated that
any of the Board that has any pull with AEP and can help get the power up there, it would be
appreciated. Mr. Potter stated that this project has had its share of issues; the Indiana bat (we
couldn't work for several months because of their mating season), and then it went to the Blue
Heron (we couldn't work during certain time frames due to their activities) and that hampered the
construction of the tank, which hampered the power drop. There have also been easement issues
with this project as well. But this project is very close to being completed.

Ridgeline Road Water Supply Project (Jonican 8 Upper Pompey):
Mr. Hunt stated that they are getting ready to submit the design for this project to the Division of

Water. It should be finalized this week. Chairperson James stated that we need to update them

on that. Mr. Potter stated that once it is submitted he will submit the update to the law firm that

approves the expenditure of the $100,000 given to the District as a penalty for CAM Mining.

Chairperson James stated that Mr. Potter can submit the update to them on behalf of the Board.

Mr. Potter stated that the Judge Executive has been updated on the progress of these projects
also and copied the Chairperson on that.

Sycamore of Lower Johns Creek:
Mr. Hunt stated that this project is complete. Mr. Potter stated that this project was turned over to

the Board about a week ago. We have begun processing meters and we will begin installing

meters this week. Commissioner Casey inquired how long it would be before those customers got
the water. Mr. Potter stated that they should begin serving the customers this week as long as
they are connected on their side when the meter. is set. Chairperson James inquired if that project
ended up serving the Gulnare Fire Department. Mr. Potter responded that it did.

DOT Project- Pond at Draffin:
Mr. Hunt stated that the contractor has installed about 2000 feet already on this relocation. Mr.

Potter stated that there are easement issues with this project and he is going to go up there and

try to resolve them this week. The DOT will not generally pay for easements and we did what we

could and some may have been missed and he will try to get them resolved. The Board usually

authorizes a tap fee amount in exchange for an easement and when water is available, they can

pay that back to get a tap. He believes that is what some of the people in the area are interested

in. Chairperson James requested a motion to authorize Grondall Potter to negotiate easements
for this project in exchange for the cost of tap. Commissioner Collins made the motion.

Commissioner Adkins seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson James
Commissioner Collins
Commissioner Friend
Commissioner Casey
Commissioner Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 11-03-007



8. Scott Fork Industrial Park Water Line Extension:
Mr. Hunt stated that this project is complete and there are some additional funds left over on this

project and they are working with the contractor to extend the line an additional 40 or 50 more
feet. It has not yet been turned over to the District.

COAL SEVERANCE PROJECTS REPORT

Update by Tim Campoy, Environmental Design Consultants:

WTP Expansion/Upgrades:
Mr. Potter stated that the building that has been built to house the control panels and units for the

new pump is set outside the plant and our guys are doing the electrical and installing the control

panel and begin doing the final tie-ins. Within the next month or two we will be able to get the new

pump running. There will be some work involved in tying the PLC controls into the plant and we

will have to contract with Kruger to do that because it is proprietary system that they have to

come into to work on.

Mr. Potter stated that there is an issue with the intake. It has not been functioning as we

anticipated. He sent a letter to Chairperson James informing the Board of this issue and she and

Mr. Stratton contacted Tim Campoy on this matter, who got with the structural engineer that

helped design this project. The intake, during high water flow events, puts the intake in a bind and

not letting it float up and down as necessary, which causes an operational issue of having to send

guys out in the middle of the night to try to hoist it with chains to try to balance it. Mr. Campoy is

looking into fixes for that issue and is supposed to meet with him and one of the Board who would

like to be involved to let us knowmhat they ve come-up with-as possible fixes-; Chairperson James-
stated that the Board has the Operations Committee. Commissioner Collins stated that he

thought we had that barge fixed earlier. Mr. Potter responded that it works under normal water

events. It is on four (4) collared posts and if the river rises, as with a normal rain, the intake is like

a bobber rising up and down normally. But when you have Flannigan let out at 3600 cubic feet

per second, the velocity of the river starts to torque the barge and when the river raises 3 feet in

20 minutes, for example, it gets hung. Mr. Spears inquired if there was any kind of fix for it. Mr.

Potter stated that he is not an engineer and he will meeting with Mr. Campoy to look at scenarios

for fixing the problem and inquired who would like to be the Board's representative to go with him.

Chairperson James reiterated that the Board has a Financial Committee and an Operations

Committee. We will determine who is on which committee and Tim Campoy can meet with that

committee and report back to the Board. Commissioner Collins inquired how old that plant is now.

Mr. Potter stated that the plant was put into operation in fall of 2005. The barge was put in

operation about a year and a half ago.

Update by Doug Griffin, Kenvirons, Inc. and Greg Dotson, Inspector

Smith Fork of Phelps Sewer Project, Phase II:
Mr. Potter stated that Mr. Griffin is here, but he wanted to say that the fence is in. Mr. Griffin

stated that they have found one place they think is an issue that needs to be tied back together
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and checked. They are waiting for the stainless steel guide rails to replace in the station. He
specified a 3/16" stainless and it has been a little harder to get and a little more expensive, but
the cheaper stainless has been corroding quicker. The fencing is up and they are waiting for the
top bracket for the rails and the rails themselves. They are checking flows in the area for potential
blockages as well. Mr. Potter stated that the telemetry is to be ordered for the station and will be
installed. He will get with Mr. Griffin on that. After all the issues are taken care of, we will look at
the funding and see where we are. Chairperson James inquired if we have a time frame on the
receipt of the steel rails. Mr. Griffin stated that he ordered and they shipped the wrong type. Mr.

Potter stated that Bruce with BMM called and him and told him that the company shipped 2 "/~"

rails when they ordered 2" rails. He told him as soon as he has a new shipping date he would let

him know.

2. KY DOT Route 199 Water Line Relocation Project
Mr. Griffin stated that this project is essentially complete. The contractor lacks about 3 tie-ins and

start up on the pumps. The power for the pump station was hooked up yesterday. They have

about a week's worth of work over and should be done by the next Board meeting. His periodic

estimate as to where they are right now is ready for the Board to sign today so he can get that

turned in to the highway department and get them paid.

3. KY DOT Airport Water Line Relocation Project
Mr. Griffin stated that this project is complete. He brought Mr. Potter the as-built record drawings

today and notified the state that this project is complete.

DRAWS:

Chairperson James inquired what the Pride on the River funds were for. Carrie Hatfield stated

that this project has been around since 2006 and we have continued to extend it but it was not

closed out and had remaining funds. Mr. Potter stated that it came to his attention and it had

about $20,000 left in it and we are using it for the purchase of sewer repair parts to close it out.

Chairperson James requested a motion to approve the draws as submitted. Commissioner

Collins made the motion. Commissioner Friend seconded the motion.

SHELBY VALLEY SEWER PROJECT, PHASE III, SECTION 2
Contract 1 Stimulus Funds $ 49,453.55

HURRICANE AML PROJECT (RIDGELINE ROAD)
Contract 1 ANIL Funds

SMITH FORK SEWER PROJECT, PHASE II

Contract 1 Coal Severance Funds

RIDGELINE ROAD (JONICAN & UPPER POIIPEY)
Contract 1 CAM Mining Funds

$ 42,519.60

$ 12,024.99

$ 44,996.50



KYDOT DRAFFIN LINE RELOCATION
Contract 1 KY DOT
Contract 1 KY DOT

$ 126,855.00
$ 5,603.03

PRIDE ON THE RIVER
Contract 1 Coal Severance Funds $ 7,300.00

JULY FLOOD REPAIRS
Contract 2
Contract 3

Interim Financing Funds $ 45,868.85
Interim Financing Funds $ 19,882.61

Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 11-03-009

MANAGER'S REPORT AGENDA ITEM VIII

Monthly Operating Report:

Division of Enforcement: Mr. Potter stated that he had to go to the Division of Enforcement in

Frankfort for TOC violations that occurred in 2010. The City of Pikeville has also has some TOC
violations recently as well. He went down and there were thiee (3) times iri 2010 wheri we

exceeded what the EPA recommends for TOC removal rate. TOC's, or Total Organic Carbon in

the water will not hurt you. If it interacts with disinfection product in time throughout the system, it

can form what is called Trihalomethanes (TTHAs) and Haleoacitic Acids (HAAs) which are
regulated by the EPA as harmful compounds. Mountain Water District has never had an MCL

violation or exceedance for TTHMs or HAAs in the system. EPA uses TOC as an indicator that it

COULD form these in the system. We did not but we were still outside of the EPA's parameter
which is a removal rate of 1.0.We had a .98 and when you fall below that it is hard to bring the

average back up and so we were out three (3) times in 2010. He decided to go ahead and have

SUVA testing done. It costs a little more than the normal TOC testing but it is a different method

that is also approved. Upon doing the SUVA testing in conjunction with the conventional testing,

they let us adjust our numbers based on those results which brought us back into compliance. His

theory on this is that the river that we get coming from the park area is listed on the DOW website

as an exceptional water quality source. It is hard to get something out of the water and get a
removal ratio when it is not there. He went down to talk to them about them and told them that

although we didn't meet the EPA's regulation, there is an issue with this regulation all across the

United States with Districts that are having the same issue of meeting the TOC removal ratio but

not getting any hits on TTHMs or HAAs. Basically, they said that they didn't care about that, but

we violated it and that is an issue we needed to get up with the EPA on or change the

regulations. They gave the options of doing a year of compiling a corrective action plan, sending it

to their people for review, coming back to Frankfort for another review on how to correct this or

we can just right them a check for $500 and it will take care of it. He stated that UMG will pay that

amount on behalf of the District since compliance is part of the contract.



Utility Crane Truck: Mr. Potter distributed copies of two (2) possibilities for the utility crane truck
that the District needs to purchase. He invited anyone that wanted to go see them in person to
make the trip with him. Commissioner Collins inquired if either of these two (2) were any good.
Commissioner Adkins stated that he likes the Ford. Mr. Potter stated that these were the best
looking two (2) that he has found with low mileage that may meet the Board's needs. Both trucks
are in Lima, Ohio and he wants to go up and test drive them and again invited any Board member
that wanted to go. He told the Board to be aware that they find one that they want, we still have to
do the procurement process and the dealer can't hold it, so it may go away before the process is

complete. If the Board believes these are acceptable to look at, he will try to make arrangements
to make a trip up there to check them out. Commissioner Casey confirmed for the Board that the
District needs to have and Mr. Potter should check them out. Commissioner Adkins and
Commissioner Friend showed an interest in accompanying Mr. Potter to look at the trucks.

Surplus Property —Marrowbone WTP: Mr. Potter stated that he contacted Summit Engineering
and Environmental Design about doing a property survey as Mr. Stratton had suggested. Mr.

Hunt sent a quote to do the service and Mr. Campoy never submitted a quote. When contacted,
he indicated that it would be near the same amount and he didn't quote it because they were
covered up in the field and he didn't think he could get to it quick enough right now. Chairperson
James inquired if Summit Engineering had any problem with doing it. Mr. Hunt responded that

they did not have a problem with doing and he has spoken to Chairperson James and Mr. Potter
both about it and that is a little higher than he anticipated it to be. His surveyor did some research
on it and priced it. There are 2 or 3 different right of ways there, a CSX right of way and a
highway right of way, and those have to be established off of old maps that may no longer exist.

The cost could come in less than the $3800 quote, depending on what the surveyor finds in the

field. Commissioner Adkins stated that the quote is really high for that spot. He has gone up there
and looked at and that quote is really high. Commissioner Casey stated that we would be lucky to

get $3800 out of the sale of the property. Chairperson James stated that that is why they asked
Mr. Potter to get quotes for doing the property survey to be able to compare and he came back
and said it would be basically the same. Mr. Potter stated that he used to these for Summit 20
years ago, but sometime during that time it has changed so that certified land surveyors have to

abide by "due diligence" and they have to go back looking at old deeds and there is a lot of
research involved. Mr. Griffin stated that the real question is regarding the property that abuts it.

Mr. Hunt stated that is why his surveyor told him it was going to be more, because of the

ambiguity of-the deed anM I'ight of way searches-. Mr; Stratton stated-that-the-only issue with--

selling it without a survey is that we have to take whatever is in the description in the deed that

we have, which we could do. The only reason that we recommend the survey to begin with was to

clarify any questions or neighborhood issues and so we didn't have anybody coming back at the
Board about what we sold. Mr. Spears stated that we are leaving ourselves open ended if we
don't have a survey to back it up. Mr. Stratton stated that the survey was more for the Board's

protection so that we would not oversell what we think we own. Commissioner Adkins inquired

what is done on a survey when you can't come up with an answer. Mr. Hunt stated that there is

always an answer, but the surveyor does it to the best of his ability and knowledge. He has to do
his due diligence and research everything that he knows to research and try to find all the
information that could be out there. This deed is so old, it could reference an old Beech tree that

was there 40 years ago and is now removed. Some of these old deeds don't give degrees,
minutes and seconds; they say "walk southwest 14 paces" or something like that. Mr. Stratton

stated that whatever we spend on a survey would be offset by the sale of the property. It is a
matter of defining what we are selling. He hasn't seen the deed. Mr. Potter stated that he will get
him a copy of it, Mr. Stratton stated that it is not a requirement to survey the property but it was a
defensive recommendation. If the Board doesn't want to spend the $3800 on the survey, he will

look at the deed and see if it can be sold as it is. Chairperson James agreed that they should let

Mr. Stratton review and deed and make a recommendation at the next meeting.

Graveyard Tank: Mr. Potter stated that he had sent a letter to Chairperson James about a tank

in the Marrowbone area that has developed a leak. It is leaking 5 to 8 gallons per minute and is

one of the older tanks in the system, installed around 1971. He is putting together a plan to repair

it but with potable water you have to take steps to ensure that it is disinfected and it is taken out
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of service and hydraulic arrangements of the system have to be made while we do the repair. He
just wanted to make the Board aware if the issue. Commissioner Adkins inquired how big the tank
was. Mr. Potter responded that it is a 100,000 gallon tank. Commissioner Adkins inquired if that
tank had ever been painted or serviced. Mr. Potter stated that back when he first started here, it

developed a leak near this location. We had a professional diving company come in and try to
use aquastop, which is an NSF AWWF approved product to stop the leak. It worked for a while
and then failed. Then we took the tank out of service and made arrangements, which is tough on
the system, to reroute the system around, dead head the system, chlorinate and all of that. We
went in and re-plated part of the tank and painted the portion on the inside that was repaired.
Disinfected it, done the whole process of sampling and then put it back in service. This is just an
older tank. He is in the process of developing a plan to repair this but wanted to make the Board
aware that this is what he considers to be outside the realm of normal repair and maintenance in

the system. If Mr. Spears starts telling you that maintenance is going up, these are some of the
issues you are facing. Commissioner Casey stated that we should have some kind of rotation on
these tanks to paint them also. Mr. Potter stated that he brought that up to the Board about a year
ago and presented proposals but a decision was not made at that time. Commissioner Casey
stated that they need to make one because this is the life of the system. Mr. Potter stated that it is
time to do maintenance on the system and the Board needs a maintenance contract to take care
of these tanks. We had some quotes and it was tabled a while back, but it needs to be revisited.

Commissioner Adkins inquired if the Board should have someone to bring these issues back up

ever so often. Chairperson James responded that her thought on it is this, the Board has some
money coming up in Coal Severance tax money that we are assuming will get funded in April and

what she would like to propose that they do is get UMG to present to the Board a prioritization of
some of these items and set up a work session to review them as well as include the subject of
the funding coming down for the debt service, to make some decisions on this. We need to set up

a work session between now and the April meeting to explore our options. Mr. Spears inquired if

we could get a list of all the tanks and the condition they are in. Mr. Potter stated that that has
been done by the company that came in and did a quote. They set out a schedule for

maintenance on all of them also. Commissioners Casey and Collins stated that Mr. Potter should

bring those to the work session as well. Commissioner Adkins reiterated that what he was talking

about earlier was that some of these issues that have been brought up never seem to come back
to the table again and we need some kind of form to keep bringing these issues up until we get
them resolved. Mr. Potter responded that when they get the Administrator, that is somebody that

can deal with that and keep things on track. That is why he brings things up like this that needs to
be revisited.

Prater Construction Issues: Mr. Potter stated that he has spoken about this issue and has sent
Mr. Stratton a letter about the issue of line depths where people have been covering over the
District's lines and now they are inaccessible where the right of way was. We have several
locations like that and we had a leak on Prater Drive and found that the line is about 20 feet deep.
We have talked about sending letters to these people telling them that they need to pay to have

the line relocated to the proper depth. When we find these in the future he will inform Mr. Stratton

to go through the process we have discussed before. Commissioner Casey inquired what the

damage done to the line referenced in the letter. Mr. Potter stated that the damage to line on

Prater Drive is that it is too deep. The contractor has filled the area and created more roads and

he put a drain in at that location. Two or three weeks ago during the heavy rains, the drain

stopped up, took the road out and exposed the line at 20 feet deep. Mr. Stratton stated that we
need to write a letter to Prater Construction notifying them of the issue. The question for the
Board is, is that something that we step in and repair it and send him the bill or do we say he
needs to repair it under our inspection and approval. Commissioner Casey stated that we need to
make sure it is done properly. Chairperson James agreed that that is our greatest concern. Mr.

Potter stated it is like a line extension or he can engage a contractor to do it, as long as they meet
the Board's stipulations on your lines. Or, we could look at doing it, but UMG does not have

construction crews anymore and basically just do maintenance. The line has been repaired

temporarily but is still too deep. Mr. Potter stated that the second issue is with a 1" line at Big
Creek that was repaired with PVC and other parts that we do not use. UMG employees told the

homeowner this was not our line, it must be their line or something else. That is when the
homeowner told our guys that Prater Construction had been there doing work for them, he broke
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the copper line and put it back together like that. He allegedly performed work on the District's
water line without notifying anyone. We repaired it back correctly, but he wanted to make the
Board aware that this is happening in the system. Mr. Stratton stated that he will get with Mr.
Potter and determine the specifics, but he thinks we can notify him that the line needs to be
relocated at the proper depth at his expense subject to our supervision and inspection. Then, if he
is willing to do that, fine. If he is not willing to do that, then the other option would be that we bid
out the relocation of this line and send him the bill for that. Commissioner Casey stated that he
didn't see why people put these lines back together...that should be Mountain Water doing that
because what if they are installed improperly or it is contaminated. We become liable for that. He
should have notified us and let us repair the damage. Mr. Stratton stated that that is all well and
good, but what has happened is it's like the kid that breaks the lamp and he glues it back together
and hopes nobody finds it. There is no way we could ever enforce requiring somebody to notify
us. The only thing we are going to do is catch it when the lamp falls over and we see that has
already been broken. Subject to the Board's approval, he will do a letter and get with Mr. Potter
on the specifications and the depth and give him 90 days to rectify this situation. Mr. Potter stated
that this won't become a huge issue unless there is a leak that he can't get to. Commissioner
Collins commented that we need to get it corrected now. Mr. Stratton stated that we need to
designate an inspector. Commissioner Adkins stated that this has been an ongoing thing up
there. Mr. Potter stated that it is here and other areas in the county where people have
encroached and filled other issues. Commissioner Collins inquired if this is like the situation at
Raccoon Creek where those people have filled and filled and covered over our line very deep. Mr.
Potter stated that the Administrator could be used to do some inspection on a case by case basis.
He suggested waiting to see how Mr. Prate responds and then go from there. The Board agreed.

Utility Trucks: Mr. Potter stated that he went ahead and put out the bid where he got
authorization last fall when we were talking about it, to replace two (2) utility trucks. Those bids
are out for service trucks. They are scheduled to come in April 8 and he wanted to let the Board
know, and they will be coming to Dan's office for opening on that day. He would like authorization
to take the applicable low bid and get that process going to get those trucks or let Chairperson
James, or whomever, make the decision on the low bid and proceed with getting the trucks
ordered. Mr. Stratton inquired of the date. Mr. Potter stated it is April 8'" for the bid opening at
10:00am. No further action was taken at this time.

Damron Ratliff Road: Mr. Potter continued that he had some good news. Damron Ratliff Road
on Harless Creek at Marrowbone is a right handed hollow past the-water-plant-about a-quarter of-

a mile. There is no water at that location. He had asked before from Phillip Bowling with
Abandoned Mine Lands and Jody Hunt with Summit to keep an eye out and please review certain
areas again where maybe we can help get funding to provide water to some areas. Mr. Bowling
called Mr. Hunt last week saying that he had looked at Damron Ratliff Road again and there is a
chance that they may be eligible for AML funding. It would serve about 5 or 6 homes. We have
been advised to ask the Board to give authorization to do the official study on it. It won't cost the
Board anything. We have worked that up and showed it to Chairperson James and let her sign it

and sent it in, hopefully to get funding for that area.

2003 Flood, PW 878: We were notified by FEMA that no one had ever applied for the final wrap
up of this and there was about $68,000 down there for it. They had a couple of different PWs and
said that if we could find the documentation for the final on this they would process it and send us
the money. Mrs. Olson has spent two weeks going to storage, pulling invoices and researching
documents from 2003. We found enough documentation to provide at least $80,000 worth of
documentation from that time frame for PW 878. FEMA only pays about 75% of it if they accept
what we sent them. We did the best we could and sent in what information we found and he
wanted to make the Board aware that it is out there.

Phelps-Freeburn WWTP: Mr. Potter stated that he sent Chairperson James a letter on this the
other day informing the Board that the Phelps Freeburn WWTP has some issues. There are
certain items missing, we have talked about it before; it does not have an auto sampler which is
required by the Division of Water, it does not have an inflow meter or a chart recorder, it does not
have a press (which was initially supposed to be in the project and was later cut out), the UV
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system has been a problem from the beginning ($20,000 was spent last year on completely going
through the system and tying it back in which did not end up correcting the problem). We had
been having trouble meeting our kill ratios on the e-coli and it got to the point where we needed to
go through it again. He is notifying the Board that the technician for Aquionics that built this UV
system, was just in and went through the whole thing again and alluded to the fact that it is not
necessarily designed to handle the flow capacity of 500 gallons per minute coming out of it. There
is not enough time with the UV radiation to get the kill factor. UMG is recommending that the
District engage an engineer to look at revising the plant. He is anticipating not being able to keep
the District in compliance. It is not so much the operation as it is the design of the system. He
would recommend trying to do a chlorination/dechlorination system if there is enough room.
Chairperson James stated that their legal counsel is advising them to go ahead and act on this
now, and she requested a motion to authorize the advertisement for Request for Qualifications
and Request for Proposals for this project. Commissioner Collins made the motion.
Commissioner Friend seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 11-03-010

FEMA Mitigation Project: Mr. Potter continued by stated that he had applied for mitigation

money to relocate some of the sites that continually get flooded during these high water events.
Mrs. Olson has researched documentation showing that this happens on a routine basis but you
have to meet some threshold levels. They took our initial information that was sent in and now
they are requesting more. We will do the best we can and if we can meet that we will. Summit is
working on this through Trish Varney.

New DOT Projects: Mr. Potter stated that there are two (2) new DOT relocation projects coming

up thaT he is going to 01eet on tomorrow-with Dave Skeens;One is at- Smith Fork of Phelps at the--
bridge and the other is at Buckfield. They have redesigned what they are going to do with it and it

is now outside the scope of that and needs looked at also. Mr. Griffin stated that there are 2 more
at Route 199 that are just waiting for them to say go ahead with. Mr. Potter stated that the Board
needs to engage an engineer for the Smith Fork and Buckfield projects to be the Board's
representative. Chairperson James inquired if the engineering is at their cost. Mr. Potter stated
that all highway department relocations are paid for by the highway department with the
exception of easement issues (unless there are mitigating factors that can be appealed to them
for help). That includes engineering costs. He gave the Chairperson a copy of the latest
prequalified engineers list by the highway department. Chairperson James stated that she had
reviewed the list and the only local engineer that she saw on the list was Summit Engineering. Mr.

Griffin stated that they just got a project the other day. He stated Kenvirons is not on that list and
he is going to check with Dave Skeens and see what happened on that. The Chairperson
acknowledged that Kenvirons does currently have two (2) DOT projects that they are working on
now. Mr. Griffin stated that there are two current ones and two that are already done, the Airport

being one of them. Chairperson James reiterated that Summit is the only firm currently on the
prequalified list from the DOT and they are awaiting the Board's decision on this. She inquired if

the Board members have any questions on this issue. Mr. Potter stated that the Board could wait
and make a decision but it would need to be soon and probably during a special called meeting.
Chairperson James inquired from Mr. Hunt if Summit had a problem with doing these DOT
projects. She inquired if any of the Board members had any questions, comments or motions that
they wanted to make. Mr. Stratton stated that the reason we are not doing an RFQ on this is that
is a fairly simple project and well within the capacity of the firms that we use. Mr. Potter stated
that the Board is not spending any monies on it either. Commissioner Collins made a motion to
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approve Summit Engineering to provide engineering services for the Smith Fork and Buckfield
DOT projects. Commissioner Casey seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 11-03-011

Outsourced Billing: Mr. Lowe handed out examples of what the bill and delinquent notice will

look like. After discussion the Board agreed that they were pleased with the layout and look of the
bills. Mr. Potter stated that these will be a better way to do billing and the Board can insert
anything they want in the bills without extra postage costs, just the cost of printing. Mr. Spears
inquired if we needed to put anything on there about the fee for paying by credit card. Mr. Lowe
stated that it can be added in the blue shaded box which is variable and can be changed from bill

to bill. Mr. Potter stated that there will also be a return envelope included with each bill. Mr.

Spears stated that it has been shown that revenue turnaround is faster when you include a return

envelope.

LMI Project: Mr. Potter stated that this is basically wrapped up. With what little bit of monies is
left he will purchase stock parts to keep on hand. Mr. Stratton had discussed sending a letter
telling people that the project is over and the Chairperson is to talk to him about how the Board
wants to handle that.

Mr. Potter reviewed the MOR with Board from paid taps to sampling and any other information.
He called their attention to the fact that they do have his certification for the month that to the best
of his knowledge UMG has performed their functions in accordance with the Board's policies and
with DOW standards.

NEW BUSINESS

1. LNII Project-
Chairperson James stated that she had reviewed the letter that legal counsel had prepared to
send to the LMI applicants that will not be served in this phase of funding and after review of the
letter she wanted the Board to decide how to handle this issue. Instead of continuing to hold
people's money indefinitely, shouldn't we just go ahead and send their money back and say that
we don't have any idea if or when this will ever be funded again and that is why we are returning
their money. What if down the road it gets funded again and the cost is more, then you have
some people whom you have held their money getting it for a lower cost than others. It could be
an issue in the future. Mr. Spears stated that the Board would also to cut interest checks to those
people as well if the Board held those funds. The Board agreed that it would be better to refund
all the money across the board and explain it to the applicants that were left in the form of letter
and refund check. Chairperson James requested a motion to that effect. Commissioner Casey
made the motion. Commissioner Adkins seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
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Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 11-03-012

Chairperson James made a motion to approve the Managers Monthly Operating Report as
presented. Commissioner Adkins made the motion. Commissioner Collins seconded the motion.
Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 11-03-013

Johns Creek Daycare/PCFC Sewer Contract—
Chairperson James stated that she spoke with Roland Case, Pike County Attorney, concerning

this issue and it is her understanding that the court is looking into hiring their own person to take

this over. As we talked before, we have notified the court the cost to fix this plant would be

upwards of $30,000. We talked with the health department to see if there were other options for

the court such as a conventional septic system and they have declined to that saying that it won'

work at that location. So we are back to where we were. We have sent a contract to the court for

the monthly cost of maintaining their plants, The issue still remains that the Johns Creek Daycare
Plant is still in major disrepair. If the court wants to take it that is fine. Mr. Stratton stated that

MWD operates the court's plants on their behalf but it is still their plant. If a plant breaks down it is

the county's obligation to fix it. Chairperson James stated that she has told Mr. Case that MWD

needs a decision from the court pretty soon because we have been put on notice from UMG that

this plant is in major disrepair and could get into a violation situation unless it is repaired soon.
Mr. Stratton stated that the other issue is that there are 5 or 6 other plants tied to this contract.

Johns Creek is just the only plant we have an immediate issue-with.-We have been-trying to look .

at bringing an updated operating agreement for all the plants and he doesn't mind carving Johns
Creek out of it, but we may have to notify the county that effective a certain date, we can no

longer maintain this plant because of operating issues. Chairperson James stated that she has
told Mr. Case that the Board may be going to give the court a time frame as to when they need to

respond as to what they intend to do. It was decided that Mr. Stratton to send a letter giving the

Pike County Fiscal Court ninety (90) days to respond with their intentions and/or repair the plant

or MWD will cease to operate it. Chairperson James requested a motion to that effect.

Commissioner Adkins made the motion. Commissioner Collins seconded the motion.

Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 11-03-014
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MWD/City of Elkhorn City Water Contract-
Mr. Stratton stated that the contract has been sent to Tim Belcher, legal counsel for Elkhorn City.
He has not gotten back a response as of yet. He will continue to try to contact him and get their
response to the contract.

Theft of Service Issue-
Mr. Potter had Mrs. Olson distribute the theft of service report for the month of February. He

stated that it continuing to be on the rise. We got a call from Mingo County, West Virginia this

month because they found one of Mountain Water District's meters in their system. They did

some detective work and called us with the meter number and it was ours. They arrested two (2)
individuals and are looking for a third. It had been stolen from the District in the Turkey Creek
area and if it is stolen out of someone's meter base, the Board's only recourse is to bill the

property owner. He passed this information on to the Pike County Sheriff's office and they took it

to Howard Keith Hall's office. All we can actually recover is the cost of the meter and labor, which

is a little over $200.00. This is a continual issue. Mr. Stratton stated that Kevin Lowe has done

some excellent work on a new policy regarding this issue. A copy was distributed to the Board. It

provides that if any account is two (2) months past due is shall be disconnected for non-payment.

If it is disconnected at the request of the customer, it will have a lock placed on the meter. If the

District finds the meter has been tampered with upon a follow up inspection, it will constitute theft

of services. If it is under $500 we will report it to the County Attorney and let them handle it but

over $500, which makes it a Class D felony, we will push for prosecution. Mr. Potter stated that

the News Express reported a few weeks ago that Elkhorn City had an issue of theft of service and

the guys reading the meter called the police right then and had the person arrested. Chairperson

James requested a motion to adopt the theft of service policy as presented. Commissioner Casey
made the motion. Commissioner Adkins seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 11-03-015

Commissioner Casey commended Mr. Lowe for the excellent work he did drafting the policy.

5. PSC Information Request-
Mr. Stratton stated that we have replied within the deadline period with all the information that the

Public Service Commission requested except for those items that were not in our possession. We

have not heard anything back from them as of yet.

6. Amendment to MWD/UMG Contract —Hand Tools-
Mr. Stratton stated that he has drafted an amendment to the contract and sent it to Mike Spears
and Bob Meyer on Monday. Mr. Meyer has asked for some additional time to review it and he will

get back to us and we should have it by the next meeting. Mr. Spears stated that as of now, UMG

has been complying with its terms already.
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Administrator Position-
Mr. Stratton stated that the committee has met on this issue and what he would like to do is to
inform the Board on the process and procedures and he has names and packages to review on
the applications and this will fall under the exception to the open meetings rules because it

concerns the appointment of an 'individual. He stated that he, Commissioner Adkins and Mr.

Spears had met on two (2) separate occasions and interviewed six (6) individuals. One individual

withdrew from consideration. They were all excellent interviews and everyone did very well. We
have submitted three (3) recommendations for the Board's consideration. We have informed the
candidates that we anticipate a work session where they would be brought in for a second
interview by the Board. The Board will do these interviews in executive session and then make a
determination on a successful candidate. He would then notify the candidates that were not

selected for a second interview. He presented a packet for each Board member that contains the
resumes and applications for each of the three (3) candidates selected to interview. He

suggested that we add to the executive session discussion of the individual applicants on the
administrator position in case anyone has a question on that. Mr. Potter inquired if the Board
would like to go ahead and set a date for the work session so Mrs. Olson can comply with open
meetings laws. After discussion, the decision was made to hold the work session to interview

applicants on April 11, 2011 at 2:00 pm.

Chairperson James inquired if the Board wanted to schedule the work session to discuss the

system maintenance and the Coal Severance funding coming up. Commissioner Casey
suggested it all be done at the same time so they wouldn't have to meet so many times.

Chairperson James stated that these items will take a while to cover. Mr. Spears suggested doing

the interviews separate because we don't want crowds here with them walking in and out

because they do have other jobs and may not want their current employer knowing that they have

been to an interview for another job. Just something to think about. Mr. Stratton suggested
dropping down to the week of the 18'". Chairperson James stated that the 19'" is fine with her.
Commissioner Casey agreed that it would be fine with him. After discussion, the decision was
made to hold the maintenance and Coal Severance funding work session on April 19'" at 2:00
pm.

Majestic Alternative Sewer project-

Mr. Potter stated that Mike Spears was going to the Administration on this project and the

paperwork that we are ready has been sent in. He has been meeting with the health department
about putting in the alternative experimental type units that will actually do treatment on site. He

envisions this project working under the health department's supervision since it is onsite

discharge. If we do a direct discharge to a blue line stream it becomes Division of Water. To try to
clean up areas where we don't have to put in force mains and can go to the problem areas and

work on them, we are going to try to do this onsite and work it through the health department for

failing septic systems and homes with straight pipes. Big Sandy Area Development District and

PRIDE helped identify areas in the county with failing systems or straight pipes and came up with

the number of about 3,500 to 3,600 homes about 8 years ago. This is a project that we are
hoping will prove to be an alternative due to limited space at sites. Majestic was chosen because
preliminary samples had already been done showing the e-coli and fecal count. He has been

working with the health department to establish protocols since this is a new and different thing;

how we are going to work it to get it going. He is meeting with Magistrate Dotson at the health

department next week to inform him about the project and to educate the community on it.
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Legal Issues
Executive Session to Discuss Outstanding Litigation and Potential
Litigation-

Chairperson James requested a motion to go into executive session to discuss outstanding and
potential litigation as listed on the agenda as well as the item of Administrator applicant
information that the Board may want clarified on any of the individuals. Commissioner Casey
made the motion. Commissioner Friend seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 11-03-016

Chairperson James requested a motion to reconvene from executive session where outstanding

and potential litigation was discussed as listed on the agenda as well as any clarification of

individual applicant information for the Administrator position. Commissioner Collins made the

motion. Commissioner Casey seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 11-03-017

Chairperson James stated that there were no actions to be taken related to any item discussed in

the executive session.

COMMISSIONER COMMENTS
Chairperson James inquired if there were any Commissioner comments.

Commissioner Adkins stated that he had asked Mrs. Olson to look at the minutes from the Harless'reek
flood area regarding the relocation of the people up there. Mrs. Olson confirmed that he did ask her to do

that and stated that she would get those minutes for him today. Commissioner Adkins stated that he had

also asked Dan about it and he had said that it may under any emergency orders. That we made a
comment that anyone that was fiooded in that area, if they moved or whatever in the area and we had

water, we could set them a meter if they weren't going back to that location. Mrs. Olson stated that she
will pull the minutes but was pretty certain that the Board said that if they came back to the same location

we would provide a meter and waive the installation fee, not if they moved somewhere else. Mr. Potter
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agreed with that statement. Mr. Potter stated that the Board had said that if the flood took a meter base
out and the house was uninhabitable, if they brought a double wide in and worked with the health
department about getting the sewer put back in.....we did not put those back at that time because they
were washed off and gone. But if they did decide to come back to the property and inhabit it again, we
would put those meters back free of charge. Commissioner Adkins stated that he would like to see the
minutes on it. Mrs. Olson reiterated that she would get them for him and left the meeting to print those for
the Commissioner.

Commissioner Adkins continued by inquiring if the water that was taken at Shelby at the blacktop plant

was followed up on. Mr. Potter stated that he had gone to the location and done a test on that and he
called and notified them, and it was researched that they (Mountain Enterprises) do call when they take
water from places out in the county and has been paying for that water. He went up there and had UMG

employees do a test and when that hydrant is running, that meter does not turn. Commissioner Adkins

inquired how many times they had reported taking water from that hydrant and if people just take water

without reporting it. Mr. Potter stated that yes, that is an issue that the Board has. Mr. Potter stated that

he could look at the records on that but he didn't think there were any instances from that location. We
have no way of knowing if they are actually taking water from that hydrant. This happens on Coon Creek,

Johns Creek, at the bottom of the ramp...and when we get a report and get out there whoever it is is

gone. Commissioner Adkins inquired if anyone asked Mountain Enterprises if they were taking water from

that hydrant. Mr. Potter stated that he had asked them and they said that they had their own hydrant and

own meters over there. Chairperson James inquired if they had their own hydrant over there why would

they use another hydrant. Mr. Potter stated that he doesn't know. It would be speculation on his part to

say. He has asked people before up Coon Creek that if they see anyone taking water, to get him a
license plate number or some kind of identifying information and he would go through the Sheriffs

department. Commissioner Adkins stated that that is what he was talking about bringing some of this stuff

back up, we don't get a follow up on it...like he asked for the minutes. Mr. Potter stated that some of it he
can't follow up on.....ifsomeone tells him "no". Commissioner Adkins stated that he asked for that at the

last meeting and was told we'd have to go out there. Commissioner Collins stated that he has made an

assumption on this one guy because he has a big clear tank and it is happening on a regular weekly

basis. Commissioner Casey stated that this is wrong if they are not paying for it. Mr. Potter stated that are

people hauling water to residents in the Ridgeline area and Marrowbone area and others who don't pay to

take it out of the hydrants, Commissioner Adkins inquired if anyone is checking on it. Chairperson James
stated that there is no checking on it, the county is allowing it to happen. The fire departments go and fill

up the tanks and they deliver it to the people and no one is paying for it. Commissioner Adkins stated that

he can see that with the-county helping-the-people.-He-knows it-is-costing the-District money He has.

seen some of the places that have to deal with washing their clothes and drinking that water that is bad in

some of these areas. Chairperson James responded that when she was down at Cave Run Lake she was

delivered water and she paid for that water. That is one thing that we need to do something about and is

an issue, in her opinion, that we need to work out with the county in allowing the fire departments to

charge for the water, because they are using fire trucks to do this that service the people for fire and if

they are out delivering water, what are they supposed to do if a fire happens....plus their gas and the

wear and tear on their vehicles. They need to be able to charge for that. And those people need to have

to pay for their water just like we do and then the District can then charge them and they pay their portion.

Commissioner Adkins responded that it goes back to the legislature who ought to have something done

to these coal companies and gas companies that have ruined these people's water. Chairperson James
responded that that is right but it should be the customers of the District who have to pay for it.

Commissioner Adkins stated that if we can stand it...maybe he is wrong but he has seen people go
through a lot having to use it. He stated that he is not anti-coal but he is saying people need to take

responsibility for what they do and a lot of this coal issue is not the people around here it is the

companies doing it...not the people. Half of them, if they knew all the details on it, there would be more of

an uproar on it. Chairperson James inquired if anyone had anything else.

Commissioner Adkins continued by saying that he wanted to put before the Board a vote on putting sewer

to these people's places up Buckfield. He made a motion to that effect. Chairperson James stated that we

needed to discuss the cost of that project and all of that. She inquired if Commissioner Adkins had a
suggestion on where we would get funding for that. He responded that he did not. Mr. Potter stated that

he had done a preliminary cost on this issue and showed the Board a map that indicates the area in

question. This requires a CSX easement for the railroad and as long as you are dealing railroad, it needs
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to be either ductile iron or encased in steel. He confirmed that with Mr. Hunt of Summit Engineering who
agreed with that statement. Commissioner Adkins stated that he has been told that there are those who
deals with it and goes on. Mr. Stratton inquired what the cost estimate amount is. Mr. Potter stated that
rough numbers show the cost for about 1200'f sewer extension would be $40,000 without counting the
railroad the permit. Mr. Hunt stated that the CSX permit would cost about $6,000. Chairperson James
stated that what we can do is to get them to look into it more in depth and put something together for
future funding request for Coal Severance funding which could be added to the priority list for 2012.
Ridgeline is also one of those projects that we are trying to get funds for. Commissioner Adkins stated
that is fine. Commissioner Adkins'otion died on the floor without a second. Chairperson James directed
Mr. Potter to put together a detailed estimate so we can put it on the list to request funding. Mr. Hunt

stated that he would work with him on that and help him get the latest numbers on what CSX is currently

charging for permitting.

Commissioner Adkins inquired if the grinder pumps that were at Shelby Valley got back to Phelps. Mr.

Potter stated that they are currently being stored at Douglas. The District gets additional pumps with the
projects and those are like "in kind" parts and we have them stored up there. They don't necessarily go to

Phelps, but any project you have with sewer, additional parts are bought with. Mr. Potter stated that if the

Board wants them moved over to Phelps he can, but we usually use them out in the system. Mr. Stratton

inquired if they are dedicated to the Phelps project or if they came ambiquous and they are ours. Mr.

Potter stated that the District buys them. They are theirs. If there are additional left over on a project, they

belong to the District. At the end of each project if there is additional funding, we get units or parts to be
utilized for the sewer system from the project. Commissioner Adkins stated that he was under the

impression that they were supposed to be back over there. Mr. Stratton clarified that everything at Phelps
that was planned to go in at Phelps has been put in and these are left over units. Mr. Potter confirmed

that as correct and they can be used anywhere in the system. Mr. Hunt stated that they are shipped to

Shelby because that is where the District's tear down and maintenance facility for grinder units is located.
Mrs. Olson stated that the reason this became an issue was that the District had asked the engineer of
the Smith Fork Project for an inventory accounting. They are aware that we know they are at Shelby and

are included in that accounting.

Mrs. Olson also stated to Commissioner Adkins that with regard to the minutes from the time after the

July, 2010 flood, the part that he is looking for is close to where the motion was made and the Board
voted in the Flood Update section. The Board discussed procedures for the adjustments during the

emergency situation and that the District would reclaim any meters that were wash out that we could find

and a-note would be put-in the customer'-file and in the event that-they-came back on service-we would---

waive the installation fee. Commissioner Adkins stated that he just knew he would get a call and was just
trying to get an answer for someone.

ADJOURN MEETING
Chairperson James stated that if there were no further comments, she requested a motion be made to

adjourn the meeting. Commissioner Collins made the motion. Commissioner Friend seconded the motion.

Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 11-03-018
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MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS REGULAR MEETING

April 27, 2011
10:00AM

ATTENDANCE
Russ Cassady, Appalachian News Express
Doug Griffin, Kenvirons, Inc.
Greg Dotson, Inspector
Mike Spears, Spears Management
Stephen Hogg, Stratton, Hogg & Maddox
Bob Meyer, Controller, UMG
Grondall Potter, Manager, UMG

Tammy Olson, Office/Compliance Manager, UMG

Kevin Lowe, Office/Finance Manager, UMG

Carrie Hatfield, Assistant Financial Manager, UMG

CALL TO ORDER AGENDA ITEM I

The Mountain Water District Board of Commissioners Regular Meeting was held on Wednesday, April

27th, 2011 at 10:00a.m.

Commissioners were present for the meeting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner Lester "John" Collins
Commissioner Ancie Casey

Commissioner Friend and Commissioner Adkins were absent for this meeting.

VISITORS AGENDA ITEM II—
Chairperson James inquired if there were any visitors for today's meeting. Mr. Lowe stated that the

customer was not in attendance but sent a letter to present to the Board that he had distributed to the

Board members. They came in March 29'" and got a leak adjustment. Their next bill was high also and it

appears the leak overlapped into the next bill and they did not wait to get the adjustment until the entire

leak was billed. They are requesting another adjustment and have been told that we cannot do that; they

only get the one per year. He lives in Ohio and could not attend today. He is claiming he was not told to

wait until his next bill, but the leak adjustment he signed stated that he is only eligible for one every 12
months. Chairperson James stated that that is our policy and we have had to turn other people down

because of the policy, and you can't make exceptions for one or you have to for all and then what is the

point of having a policy. She inquired what the Board members thoughts are on that issue. Commissioner

Casey agreed with her statement. Commissioner Collins also agreed. Chairperson James inquired if the

Board also thought that it would be appropriate to have Mr. Lowe write this customer a letter stating that

while we understand what he is requesting, that is the Board's policy and we have to adhere to our

policies and treat everyone the same way. The Board agreed that Mr. Lowe would communicate their

decision to the customer.

JULY FLOOD UPDATE
Mr. Potter stated that with regard to the initial PWs that were sent in on the emergency/temporary work,

they have been in for quite some time and the Board has sent a couple of letters requesting the aid of Hal

Roger's office to move the funding along and we have sent another letter recently and got a response
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back from Chris Girdler with Hal Roger's office saying that they are staying on top of it but we really don'

have an update on when the funding is coming down. Everything else with the contract flood repairs has
been done and he and Mrs. Olson have discussed that it is now time to start submission and process of
the next PWs for the completed work. We will be working with Bob to get the PW draws in for this work.
He wouldn't get too excited about getting that funding anytime soon, because he just had a meeting with

a FEMA representative from the 2003 to do a final walk on a PW from it, then he called and cancelled
because he thought he had enough to process the claim now. That was the $60,000 to $70,000 that was
found still hanging out there and we have been trying to wrap that up on the Board's behalf. Now we have
to submit that information for the permanent work PWs turned in as work to be completed. Chairperson
James inquired if we have received any funds at all. Mr. Potter stated that we have not and that is why we
have been communicating with Chris Girdler to try and help us because we know the county has gotten
some of their money back. Chairperson James confirmed this and stated that she doesn't understand

why the District has not gotten any funding at all. She stated that Board would like for someone with UMG

to contact and inquire about the funding every week until something is done or funds are received on this.

Mr. Potter directed Mrs. Olson to contact Hal Roger's office or FEMA every Monday until we get some
funding in.

Mr. Potter stated that Commissioner Adkins had asked about the hook ups for flood affected residents
and Mrs. Olson had looked back on that for Harless'reek and what we were looking at was those areas
only at that time and it didn't specifically say that, but the Board was talking about rebuilding in the same
location, not if they moved anywhere else in the county. Chairperson James agreed with that, that it was
for the affected zones only. There is no way we can pay for taps for people who want to relocate all over

the county and that was not the intention of the Board at that time. Mrs. Olson stated that she wanted the

Board to know to know that she had responded to Commissioner Adkins by email and let him know that

she had checked the tapes and the tapes reflect the minutes that she had given to him. Mr. Potter stated

that the Board does not have to wait until the Board meets to ask a question. They can call him, David

Taylor or Mrs. Olson anytime. If it is an issue that should be addressed here in the meeting, it can be

added to the agenda for discussion and we can be prepared to address it.

Mr. Potter also stated that we have had rains come in about every 4 days since Christmas and have

another one coming. Every time he sees severe weather coming, he implements what he calls

"emergency procedures". He calls the water plant and tells them that he wants all the, tanks raised and all

the clear wells up to maximum capacity. We are trying to stay set up for it. We are expecting another 1-3
inches of rainfall today.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES AGENDA ITEM III

Chairperson James requested a motion to approve the minutes of the regular meeting held on March

30th, 2011 as presented. Commissioner Collins made the motion to approve the minutes as presented.
Commissioner Casey seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson James
Commissioner Collins
Commissioner Friend
Commissioner Casey
Commissioner Adkins

Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 11-04-006

FINANCIAL REPORT —MIKE SPEARS. CPA AGENDA ITEM IV

Mr. Spears distributed the financial statements to the Board. He stated that cash in bank was $433,770
which is down this month. Accounts receivable is $821,009 and plant and service is $94,781,390.
Accounts payable is $277,768. He called the Board's attention to page 3 of the financials and stated that

we had a little larger loss than normal and our revenues for March were down. According to the financials



historical record, our water sales were $712,444 and a year ago they were $738,933 which is about a 3%
or 4% decrease in sales revenue for the month of March. With that in mind, they did some research and
found that February's revenues were $758,000, which was unusually high, and Mr. Lowe gave him the
read dates and we were billing for 31 or 32 days in February and this month we billed for 29 and 30 days.
Those 2 days is about our 4% decrease. At the end of the year with the audit, we pick up the unbilled

days and drop off the previous year's unbilled days so it works out. We will have to be alerted to any
issues like this in the future and keep a watch now to see what is going on. Our operating expenses were

$886,193 which is normal. We had a loss for the month of $221,781 which is a little high and is due to the
decrease in billing revenues with a negative operating income for the month of $173,748. Of the loss,
$271,779 is depreciation which is a non cash expense. Our cash decreased this month by $271,416. Last
month we had a $250,000 increase and they have balanced each other out but he will keep a close eye
on this for the Board and will alert the Board if he sees something going the wrong way. We are still

transferring the funds to the sinking fund for debt service and into the reserve accounts. R 8 M expenses
for the month of March were $70,031, there may be some discrepancies in that and some items that were

outside the R & M scope that were included and he will check that.

Mr. Spears stated that through a discussion with Bob Meyer, they have been trying to set a dollar amount

for a hand tool limit. We have agreed on $250 as a limit and the Board accepts that amount he needs a
motion to approve that as well as to approve the financials.

He also stated that Mr. Potters and Carrie Hatfield have identified some monies that are out there from

old construction projects. There is one item of about $100,000 on Forest Hills that he wants to go back

and see why that money is still setting there. Some are smaller amounts and we know why they are still

there. Mr. Potter stated that one of them is the project that Summit Engineering just wrapped up, and

because the contractor performed the work under the estimate, we have about $400,000+ left on that

project. The Board had discussed doing some upgrades and revisiting the Douglas WWTP because we

are nearing capacity and that money would enable the Board to engage the CDBG money with matching

funds, he or Mr. Spears could prepare a letter to try to get those funds, they will do so. Chairperson

James inquired if the funding was in the same area as the Douglas WWTP because she wanted to make

sure that the funds stay in the same area they were requested for. Mr. Potter confirmed that they were,

except for the Forest Hills money. To finish Forest Hills would take about $400,000 to $600,000 but you

could do a partial and use the $100,000 to take it as far as you can get, but it the Board wants, they can

flesh those out and see what else can be done with whatever leftover funds we come up with.

Chairperson James requested that they come up with a report and bring it to the May Board meeting with

proposals on options-of what can be- done with the funding; Mr-. Potter inquired -when the-application—

period is for the CDBG funds. Chairperson James stated that it opens up in May. Mr. Potter inquired if we

wait until the next meeting before the Board agrees to apply for the funds, would it put us behind on that

list. Chairperson James stated that we could go ahead and apply. Mr. Potter stated that if they find the

matching monies, would the Board like us to go ahead with the application? Chairperson James stated

that it would not hurt anything to do that. Mr. Potter stated that way we can be ahead of other requests.

Commissioner Casey stated that this needs to be included in the motion on the financials. Chairperson

James stated that we need to get the Fiscal Court to give us a resolution to apply. Mr. Potter stated that

we need to go ahead and proceed with that request for the next court meeting on the Board's behalf to

engage the CDBG grant for Pike County for the Douglas upgrade.

Commissioner Casey made a motion to approve the financial report as submitted by Mike Spears,

approval of the $250 limit for hand tools amendment for the UMG contract and approval to authorize Mr.

Potter and Mr. Spears to research the funds and see what is the most feasible way to use those funds,

particularly at the Douglas facility and to approach the Pike County Fiscal Court requesting the resolution

to allow the Board to apply for the CDBG funding. Commissioner Collins seconded the motion.

Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson James
Commissioner Collins
Commissioner Friend
Commissioner Casey
Commissioner Adkins

Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye
Absent



Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 11-04-007

PAYMENT OF BILLS AGENDA ITEM V
Ms. Olson distributed copies of the AP report and the Cash in Bank report to the Commissioners. After
review and inquiry if there were any questions from Board members, Chairperson James requested a
motion to approve the payment of all bills as presented. Commissioner Collins made the motion to
approve the payment of bills as presented. Commissioner Casey seconded the motion. Commissioner
voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 11-04-008

CUSTOMER ADJUSTMENTS AGENDA ITEM VI
After review and discussion of the adjustments, Chairperson James requested a motion to approve
Customer Adjustments in the amount of eight thousand, five hundred, and ninety-nine dollars and twenty-

'our cents ($8,599.24) as presented. Commissioner Collins made the motion to approve the adjustments
as presented. Commissioner Casey seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda.James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Ay.e .

Aye
Absent
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 11-04-009

CONSTRUCTION REPORT AGENDA ITEM VII

Update by Summit Engineering —Jody Hunt, P.E.—on the following projects:

Shelby Valley Sewer Project, Phase III, Section 2:
In the absence of Jody Hunt with Summit Engineering, Mr. Potter gave the updates on these
projects. He stated that this project is pretty much closing out. DOW and EPA came down and did

their walk out and they were okay with it, then we had one man who called and said he didn't get
his grinder unit. After further investigation, it was found that he had run the contractors off and
said he didn't want it during the project's construction, and when the inspector came and asked
him about it he told him also he didn't want it. Now he has decided he does want it. So Mr. Hunt
contacted him and the contractors said they will send someone back up there and do it, but that
will push the closing off for another meeting. Mr. Spears stated that the Board needs to authorize



to approve to pay this additional draw for the setting of this last unit. Chairperson James
requested a motion to approve the draw for this final grinder unit to be set not to exceed
$5,000.00 subject to Mr. Spears being able to complete the interviews he needs to complete the
project. Commissioner Casey made the motion. Commissioner Collins seconded the motion.
Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 11-04-010

Belfry/Pond Creek Sewer Project:
Mr. Potter stated that there has not been any change on this project due to the lack of funding,
although the funding has been requested. Since we have gotten so many good prices bid in the
last year on sewer line extension through some other contractors and Mr. Stratton had been
dealing with the coal company and the mining situation. He has discussed it with Chairperson
James and they think it is a good time to revisit it and get with the engineer and give them some
scenarios again back on the projections and see if we can move with it. This project had $2.8 M

and there were problems with the property acquisition, the line came in over bid and there was
funding to construct either the plant or the line, but you don't need to build a plant if you can'
send sewer to it and you don't need to install sewer lines if you don't have a plant to put it to, We
applied for an additional $1 M to do a sewer flow reversal and pick up some additional customers
and it didn't come through and we were waiting to see if any of the money coming back in would
be available to reallocate after the fall session and that didn't work either. But maybe it is time to
revisit and see if we can get some better prices. Chairperson James stated that at least we could
get some up-to-date numbers and go back in and see if we can some funding somewhere.

Hurricane Branch AML Water Supply Project (Ridgeline Rd):
Mr. Potter stated that the power drop is done, tank is up and the walk out with AML has been
scheduled and after that on May 5 and the final pay request, this project will be released to the
District and we can start providing water to these residents. He has spoken to Philip Bowling with

AML who indicated that they may revisit Damron Ratliff Road for a water line extension and Mr.
Potter stated that if the Board wishes him to, he can ask again for them to revisit the Bad Fork
area. The Board agreed for him to do so.

4. Ridgeline Road Water Supply Project (Jonican 8 Upper Porppey:
Mr. Potter stated that the design has been done and notification given of the status of the project
and the first draw has been done for design submittal. It is in the hands of the Division of Water at
this time being reviewed. This was so we would have the design ready so if any funding comes
up we can say that we have a shovel ready project and are ready to go with that.



5. DOT Project- Pond at Draffin:
Mr. Potter stated that this project is still in process but the contractor has not really been able to
do anything on the river crossings because of the river levels and Mr. Potter is still going to work
on the easements in the area for the cost of a water meter.

6. DOT Project - Buckfield:
Mr. Potter stated that he and the engineer have met with them in the field and this project is
moving along.

7. DOT Project —Smith Fork Bridge:
Mr. Potter stated that he and the engineer have met with them in the field and this project is

piogressing.

The DOT has stated that they are going to do 2 or 3 more projects. They are going to redo the
bridge at the mouth of Cabin Knoll, which may affect the main pumping station at Cabin Knoll

pump station which pumps about 1,000 gallons per minute. There are two (2) others as well.

COAL SEVERANCE PROJECTS REPORT

Update by Tim Campoy, Environmental Design Consultants:
In the absence of Mr. Campoy, Mr. Potter gave the update on this as well.

1. WTP Expansion/Upgrades:
Mr. Potter stated that the guys have the wiring done at the plant and we are waiting to put the
VFD in. We are having issues with the power company again on the drops up there-. There have —---

been delays due to the flooding last year, and power drops. It is still moving forward.

Update by Doug Griffin, Kenvirons, Inc. and Greg Dotson, Inspector

Smith Fork of Phelps Sewer Project, Phase II:
Mr. Griffin stated that the contractors have rerouted a portion of the sewer line and next week
there will be a flow test run to see if that affected the blockage and if it is, they will move on down

toward the plant. Commissioner Casey inquired if they have found the problem in the line. Mr.

Griffin stated that they hope they found it and corrected a portion of it when they re-routed this

line, but they have to complete the flow test to be sure. Mr. Potter stated that there will be some
funding left over in this project and at the next Operations Committee meeting, he would like to
discuss with them some scenarios on what to do with those funds in that zone.



2. KY DOT Route 199Water Line Relocation Project
Mr. Griffin stated that this project is complete and in operation. His office is working on the as-built
drawings for the District. Mr. Potter stated that this is at the intersection of Route 199 and Route
1056 in the Stone area. They also relocated the pump station. The Board had salvage rights on
the old pump station so the electricians are pulling anything that the District can utilize, including
the pump.

3. KY DOT Airport Water Line Relocation Project
Mr. Griffin stated that this project is complete. The inspector and contractor was sent out there for
a complaint where the concrete truck rutted out the road down by the existing pump station and
the rain came in and washed it out. The contractor is going to correct the issue.

DRAWS:

Chairperson James requested a motion to approve the draws as submitted. Commissioner
Collins made the motion. Commissioner Casey seconded the motion.

SHELBY VALLEY SEWER PROJECT, PHASE III, SECTION 2
Contract 1 Stimulus Funds $ 5,000.00 est.

SMITH FORK SEWER PROJECT, PHASE II

Contract 1 Coal Severance Funds $ 1,990.00

TELEMETRY
Contract 1
Contract 1

Lmll PROJECT
Contract 1

Coal Severance
Coal Severance

Coal Severance

$ 4,744.00
$ 1,000.00

$ 1,000.00

Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 11-04-011



MANAGER'S REPORT AGENDA ITEM VIII

Mr. Potter stated that we received a letter of warning on the Stone Heights sewer plant
and we have responded to it. They wanted to make sure we were doing flow tests and
sampling in accordance with regulations and the boys out there didn't have a sample
meter but we responded with a letter. It is not a violation and it has been taken care of
and we have purchased another flow meter for the employee and showed him how to
use it, however he no longer works for us. Anyway, this issue has been taken care of.

Monthly Operating Report:

LMI Project Update: Mr. Potter stated that we may be able to do a couple more of these taps
and he wants to get it wrapped up and have the letter ready when we are able to get down to
where we can finalize the list of those who will not get a tap who have applied for one.

Majestic Alternative Sewer Project: Mr. Potter stated that he has been working with the health
department on this project. We also met with Magistrate Dotson. The health department wants to
do some meetings with the residents and see about participation and we are checking out the
ideas on how to proceed with the health department where this is their prevue as they are all on-
site discharge units.

Utility Crane Truck: Mr. Potter stated that he called and the two (2) he was looking at have
been sold. He would like to get the Board's authorization to go ahead and advertise for this truck
if he finds one that meets the Board's parameters that have been discussed in previous meetings.
There is a lag time before the Board meeting if he finds one before he can advertise and if he
finds one, he would like to be able to advertise and get bids in for it. Chairperson James made the
motion to authorize Grondall Potter to continue to search for the vehicle within the parameters of
the Board and if one is found, to advertise for bid in accordance with procurement procedures.
Commissioner Casey made the motion. Commissioner Collins seconded the motion.
Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissiioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 11-04-012

Surplus Property —Marrowbone WTP: Mr. Potter stated that this is in Mr. Stratton's hands and
inquired from Mr. Hogg, attending in Mr. Stratton's place, what the status of this issue is. Mr.
Hogg stated that the cost of the survey was $3800 and his recommendation was to not have it

surveyed based on that cost and go ahead and advertise it for bid "as is". They will take care of
preparing the advertisement. Chairperson James requested a motion to authorize to advertise for
sale "as is" the property at the old Marrowbone Water Treatment Plant without a survey.
Commissioner Collins made the motion. Commissioner Casey seconded the motion.
Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend

Aye
Aye
Absent



Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 11-04-013

Phelps-Freeburn WWTP: Mr. Potter stated that they discussed this in the Operations
Committee meeting and Commissioner Collins is aware of what we want to do and the RFQ-Ps
were sent to Stratton, Hogg and Maddox. There was only one (1) respondent from the
advertisement. Mr. Hogg stated that the only response received was from Summit Engineering.
Chairperson James stated that the Board needs time to review the submittal and see where the
funds are coming from. Mr. Potter stated that Summit Engineering is proposing to do the study for
free if the Board will authorize them to administer the work when the Board has the funding to do
the project. Chairperson James stated that the Board will review this proposal and visit this issue
again at the next regular meeting. Mr. Potter stated that he anticipates receiving violations on this
plant until this issue is resolved due to the disinfection problems. The Board acknowledged his
statement and made plans to review and discuss this issue further at the May meeting.

Mr. Potter stated that we issued a few boil water advisories this month including Brushy Creek when the
road slid off and broke our line. We installed a temporary line to keep water on until the highway
department fixes the road back. He is waiting on the highway department to give him a scenario of what
they are going to do to fix the road so he will know how to put the line back in conjunction with their road
repairs.

Bids for Two (2) Utility Trucks: Mr. Potter stated that we did put the bid out for the utility trucks
and the Board requested to review them. Mrs. Olson distributed a copy of the bid tabulation
sheet. Mr. Potter stated that the low bid was Bruce Walters Chevy on 2011 Chevy 2500 HD
4WDs. The low bid had an upgraded utility rack for $30,018.20. The trucks meet the
specifications put out there and are applicable to what we need. Chairperson James r'equested a
motion to award the bid for the two (2) utility trucks to the low bidder, Bruce Walters Chevrolet, in

the amount of $30,018.20 for each truck. Commissioner Collins made the motion. Commissioner
Casey seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James Aye
Commissioner John Collins Aye
Commissioner Kelsey Friend Absent
Commissioner Ancie Casey Aye
Commissioner Prentis Adkins Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 11-04-014

Chairperson James requested a motion to approve the Manager's Report as submitted.
Commissioner Casey made the motion. Commissioner Collins seconded the motion.
Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye
Absent



Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 11-04-015

NEW BUSINESS

Johns Creek Daycare/PCFC Sewer Contract-
Mr. Hogg stated that a letter was sent to the Judge on the 31"and as far as he is aware we have
not received a response to the letter. Mr. Potter stated that this is another one he anticipates
issues with.

MWD/City of Elkhorn City Water Contract-
Mr. Potter stated that Dan Stratton had sent them the contract and it came back signed and it is
ready for signatures. He assumes that Mr. Stratton reviewed it before he sent it Elkhorn City. It

has the correct increased amounts of $.20 on both tiers of the rate which is $2.45 per 1,000
gallons up to 215,000 gallons per day and anything over that will be $2.60 per 1,000 gallons.
Then only changed portion of the contract was the deposit part has been marked out because
they have paid the deposit and do not need to redo that part of the contract. He stated that the
only issue he can see is that Elkhorn City got a new mayor last week, or the old mayor back, or
however it worked and this contract was signed by Johnny Potter. Mr. Hogg stated that at the
time he approved it he was the interim Mayor and had authority to execute that contract. It should
be okay and he is still interim Mayor until the new one is sworn in. Chairperson James requested
a motion to approve the contract with the City of Elkhorn City as presented. Commissioner Collins
made the motion. Commissioner Casey seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 11-04-016

System Maintenance —Advertisement for RFQ-P-
Mr. Potter stated the Board had previously discussed about moving forward with the tank
maintenance and to get an advertisement ready and submit that. He will go ahead and get that
submitted in the newspaper with the Board's approval. Chairperson James requested a motion to
approve the advertisement of the Request for Qualifications and Proposals for Maintenance
Services for the District's tanks. Commissioner Collins made the motion. Commissioner Casey
seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye
Absent
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Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 11-04-017

4. Amendment to MWD/UNIG Contract —Hand Tools-
Mr. Hogg stated that this has not been finalized but would be presented when complete.

Legal Issues
Executive Session to Discuss Outstanding Litigation and Potential Litigatlon-

Chairperson James requested a motion to go into executive session to discuss outstanding and

potential litigation as listed on the agenda and specific personnel matters with regard to the

employment contract for the Administrator position. Commissioner Collins made the motion.

Commissioner Casey seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 11-04-018

Chairperson James requested a motion to reconvene from executive session where outstanding

and potential litigation was discussed as listed on the agenda as well as specific personnel

matters for the employment contract for the Administrator position. Commissioner Casey made

the motion. Commissioner Collins seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 11-04-019

Chairperson James stated that the Board has made a decision as to the person they wish to hire

for the Administrator position. She requested a motion to hire and offer the Administrator position

to Roy Sawyers and to approve the employment contract as presented by Stratton, Hogg and

Maddox to and to authorize Dan Stratton to send letters to the unsuccessful candidates for the

position. Commissioner Collins made the motion. Commissioner Casey seconded the motion.

Commissioner voting as follows:
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Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 11-04-020

COMMISSIONER COMMENTS
Chairperson James inquired if there were any Commissioner comments. There were none.

AD JOURN MEETING
Chairperson James stated that if there were no further comments, she requested a motion be made to
adjourn the meeting. Commissioner Collins made the motion. Commissioner Casey seconded the motion.
Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye
Absent

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 11-04-021
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MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS SPECIAL MEETING

June 8, 2012
10:00AM

ATTENDEES
Chris Anderson, Appalachian News Express
Jody Hunt, Summit Engineering, Inc.
Mike Mullins, Summit Engineering, Inc.
Kevin Howard, Summit Engineering, Inc.
Stephen Caudill, Bell Engineering, Inc.
Megan Kendall, Bell Engineering, Inc.
Ronald Rogers, Bell Engineering, Inc.
Mike Spears, Spears Management
Steve Hogg, Stratton, Hogg 8 Maddox
Roy Sawyers, Mountain Water District Administrator
Grondall Potter, Manager, UMG

Tammy Olson, Office/Compliance Manager, UMG

Kevin Lowe, Office/Finance Manager, UMG
Carrie Hatfield, Accountant, MWD

Jamey Keathley, Wastewater Manager, UMG

Chris Dempsey, UMG

CALL TO ORDER
The Mountain Water District Board of Commissioners Special Meeting was held on Friday, June 8, 2012
at 10:00a.m.

Commissioners were present for the meeting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Kelsey Friend, III

Commissioner Prentis Adkins

AGENDA ITEM I

1. RFQ Interviews/Selection —Phelps/Freeburn WWTP Rehab. 8 Upgrades
Chairperson James stated that first on the agenda is to interview the top two (2) engineering firms

that responded to the Request for Qualifications. She inquired what the procedure was going to
be. Mrs. Olson stated that the order was decided by the flip of a coin the last time the Board
conducted interviews. There were no objections to that suggestion and a coin was flipped to see
who went first. Jody Hunt with Summit Engineering called heads and it landed on tails, so Bell

Engineering representatives remained in the conference room, while the representatives of
Summit Engineering waited in another room.

BELL ENGINEERING PRESENTATION
Megan Kendall began Bell's presentation by giving an introduction to the presentation. She stated
that Steve Caudill will speak about the team, their experience and the understanding of the

situation at Phelps. Ronald Rogers is going to speak about the recommendations that they have

specifically for the Board and then Steve Caudill will close it out by talking about the schedule and

budget for the project and why they believe the Board should choose them for the project.



Ms. Kendall stated that Bell Engineering has been around since 1914 and their primary focus is
on water, wastewater and storm water engineering. They have 95% repeat business and 90% of
their current clients are located in the state of Kentucky. They are proud of the fact that they have
worked with a lot of clients for 50+ years and that they are 100% Kentucky owned and operated.
She stated that they have project experience in nearly every county in the state including Pike
County and have funding experience with nearly every funding agency, especially Coal
Severance, which this project is funded through. Their staff has relationships with these agencies
that allow them to move projects quickly. There are no delays because of a learning curve or
taking time to learn that agency's policies and procedures. They are already familiar with them
and they can move the process along quicker. She then turned the floor over to Steve Caudill.

Mr. Caudill stated that they have assembled one of their most experienced teams to work on this

project for Mountain Water District. He will be acting as Principal in Charge, who is responsible
for communication with the Board and making sure that they are up to date with everything that is

going on with the project. He will also be responsible for working with the Management staff and

maintaining the project's schedule and budget. Design will be overseen by Mr. Ron Rogers, who

is present today, and is a Principal and Vice President of the firm and has over 36 years of

experience; all of which is in wastewater. He specializes in wastewater treatment plant design. In

addition to that, they have assembled a team for this project that covers every aspect of design
and construction. They have two (2) individuals that will be assigned to the project to assist with

funding of the project. They understand how difficult funding can be to come by, and their goal is

to work with the District to minimize their out of pocket expense on any project that they do.

Some of the strengths that Bell brings to the table is the wide variety of experience in wastewater

projects. They have designed 127 wastewater treatment plants ranging in size from plants that

treat 10,000 GPD to plants that treat 30,000,000 GPD. They have designed over 1,000 pump

stations and over 5,000,000 linear feet of sewer line. Their team works year round on nothing but

plant projects and they are up to date on the newest technologies and environmental guidelines.
This particular team has overseen design and construction of over $100,000,000 worth of water

and wastewater plants in the last five (5) years alone. Some projects that they have worked on or

are working on now that are similar to this project are the Monticello WWTP which is a project
that all the work will be done on an existing site and expanding the treatment plant from .7 MGD

to 1.4 MGD. Another project is the Red River Wastewater Treatment facility. Construction of this

project actually began Monday. As with your project, all the work is being done on an existing site
and in this case, we are expanding-the existing treatment- plant-from-460;000 GPD-to-1,410,000
GPD. Lastly, a project that is almost identical to the District, which was completed about three (3)
years ago. It is the Bath County Industrial Park WWTP which is a SBR (Sequencing Batch

Reactor) plant and it treats 300,000 GPD, the only difference being was that this plant was
specifically designed to treat high strength food waste. Other than that, it is very similar to the

plant at Phelps/Freeburn.

As they reviewed this project and developed an understanding of it, they had the opportunity to

speak to management personnel, visited the plant site twice, spoke with the operator of the plant

and reviewed all the documentation that the Environmental Protection Agency and the Kentucky

Division of Water had on the project. Based upon their understanding, the plant has a current

capacity of 250,000 GPD and is a SBR plant using UV disinfection. The unfortunate thing is that

the facility is in receipt of a Letter of Warning from the Kentucky Division of Water regarding

several issues. Besides the issues raised in the Letter of Warning, the plant has been
experiencing on-going problems with stringy material migrating into the aeration basins. The
violations outlined from the Kentucky Division of Water include the fact that the current

disinfection method does not appear adequate, there is no accurate means of flow measurement,

the plant has been out of compliance each of the last twelve (12) months for e-coli and has one

(1) isolated excursion for ammonia/nitrogen and there is no mechanism for composite sampling.

Division of Water considers these four (4) issues as reason that the plant is failing to comply with

the terms of its permit. He then turned the floor over to Ron Rogers, whom he said will talk about
each of these issues and Bell Engineering's recommendations for solving them.



Mr. Ron Rogers stated that he has been doing this a long time and enjoys each new challenge.
He stated that they have looked at the District's situation and are glad to present some options
that they think will enhance the project. He stated that he will go through the compliance
recommendations first and then since they are recommending something that does not use all of
the budget for the project, he will discuss other enhancements that will make the plant operate
more efficiently and give the operators more control over their facility. First of all, to address the
stringy material...the District has a grinder pump system so initially when the plant was built that
was why it did not have a screen in it because normally with grinder pumps, that is one of the
processes that can take the place of a screen. However, with the stringy material, that is one of
the byproducts of the grinder pump system so it would be best to go ahead and install a screen.
He showed the Board a picture of the screen that they installed at Greensboro, Ky. Chairperson
James inquired how that was working now. Mr. Rogers stated that it works great. He has one at
Owingsville, Greensboro and two or three more. The other issue was no adequate measurement
of flow. He is recommending to put in a mag meter in front of the plant. What happens now is that
your 319 pump station pumps all the way into the SBR basins. To facilitate putting the screen in,
they would have to cut in to that force main and install the screen and then install a low lift pump
station to raise the wastewater back up into the aeration basin. In front of that screen, they
propose to put a mag meter to accurately measure the fiow that is coming into the plant. This
would also give you the opportunity to flow pace your sample for the influent be removed from the
319 pump station back on site which is what the DOW people want. The sampler is
recommended to be purchased and installed as well in accordance with the DOW permit. He
stated that this plant is equipped with a UV system and the problem with an SBR is that in the
decant cycle, you decant at a high rate of flow. That high rate of flow decreases the detention
time in that UV module so you are not getting your kill rate. So we proposed to put in an
equalization basin after the SBR decant to equalize the flow before it goes through the UV, but
they would concur with the District's PER with recommended converting the UV chamber into a
chlorination/dechlorination basin and construct a building to house the tanks and pumps. That is
all of the compliance issues, but the additional issues at the plant are that there is no adequate
means of carrying sludge. Right now you have a tank truck that draws the sludge out of the
digester and you have to haul it away which is a cumbersome way of doing it. The plant was built
with a bay in the garage which is ideal for putting in a belt press. He should the Board a picture of
a belt press that is at Owingsville, Ky. He stated that this kind is ideal for small plants. It is not as
efficient as a great big belt press for a big plant, but this is a small plant and you don't need that,
you just need to get to pass the test and get it to a landfill. They would recommend that you install
a belt press. Another problem at the plant is monitoring-of the SBR.process.-The-SBRs- have-a---
broad range of software available and one of those would allow the operator to operate his plant
remotely and use SCADA information. It also gives the operator the opportunity for the "Aqua"
people to log into his plant from wherever they are and see what his plant is doing on line. The
Owingsville plant is like that and the "Aqua" people can log in and diagnose problems at the plant
from their office. That is a real advantage to having that software. Another thing at the plant is the
problem with the blowers. It is cumbersome in the operation of the blowers in that they have to
manually turn their blowers on and off. What that software package would do is to allow the
computer to turn those blowers on and off based on dissolved oxygen in the aeration basins. The
initial plan done for the plant recommended an equalization basin at the plant. An equalization
basin up front...he stated that he really couldn't determine whether that was needed. We really
don't need it to equalize flow because you can determine the flow at the pump station and the
SBR has the ability to adjust the cycles so an equalization basin for flow is not needed. He
thought maybe they were trying to equalize the solids loading because with all grinder pumps you
are going to get a more septic sewage coming in based on where it is coming from. You are not
getting a lot of extraneous water from manholes and places like that, so it is pretty concentrated.
What we think would be a better use of money is to put in a biotech feed system or chemical feed
system at the 319 pump station that would keep that waste fresh until it can get into the plant and
hit the air and begin the treatment process. Mr. Sawyers inquired if Mr. Rogers could please
explain to the Board how the SBR system works. Mr. Rogers stated that with an SBR system, the
wastewater comes in and basically there is a fill cycle where it fills up and there is the activated
sludge part of the cycle and then there is a decant cycle. There are a couple of cycles where you
can fill and mix at the same time or mix the cycles up. It is a cyclic process with the last cycle
being the decant cycle where the clean water goes out and goes through the UV or chlorine
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contact and then goes out to the river. Mr. Potter stated that basically the whole process is done
in one tank. The Board may not be aware of that. At Douglas we have multiple tanks. Some are
for the aerobic part of the process and some are for the anaerobic part of the process. With an
SBR they sequence all of that within one tank. One is working through its operation and the other
can take a fill cycle to let the other one do its job and they alternate back and forth. Usually you
are working out of one unit at a time. Mr. Potter stated that some issues with the stringy material,
low pressure systems, the grinders...theoretically you grind up everything and you shouldn't have
it. What we have realized is that the amount of tissue paper used and the type that is being used
in that locale has a high content of wood pulp. As it is ground up into a slurry and goes into the lift
stations it is fine unless the station sets awhile before it pumps. If it doesn', all the wood pulp
floats to the top and makes a mat that you can almost walk on, which gives us issues with pumps
messing with the floats. UMG has done some things to try to slurry that material and send it on
down the line, but as that wood pulp material gets to the plant, it tends to roll up in strands and
that is giving us some issues. That is why we need some type of screening or interceptor process
to remove it. We don't have a lot of issues with grit because it is a low pressure system and we
are not getting a lot of people putting gravels or whatever in it. Chairperson James inquired if
what the UMG people hear being proposed is correct and will fix the issues. Mr. Potter stated that
everything they have talked about are viable options for the plant and if we have enough money
left over it can be utilized for odor control, which Commissioner Casey can tell you we have
complaints from that area at the Pounding Mill lift station at the foot of the hill as well as the plant.
That would be another option. They sort of have given you two....one of the questions you may
want to ask is if we award it to them and didn't want to go with a chlorine/dechlorination
system...and that was his initial idea of how to fix it real quick...chlorine is tried and true...but the
Board needs to look at cost analysis on maintenance issues with purchase of chlorine versus an
appropriate UV system. That is something that once we get into design we can tweak down but
they are well within what we have budgeted so there may be some change order applications to
add. The belt press issue; it was proposed at that plant and the money didn't fund as well so it
was cut from the project when it was done. Jamey Keathley, Wastewater Supervisor, stated that
we are hauling over 50 loads per month to Pikeville of water/sewer mix. Your concentrate is
probably not 5% of what you need to haul, but is the blanket. Mr. Caudill stated that basically
what the belt press does is concentrates it by squeezing the water out so you are not hauling the
water away. Mr. Potter stated that it concentrates into a cake like material and that is what is
hauled away. Commissioner Adkins inquired what type of system Pikeville is using to control their
odor. Mr. Potter stated that it is a newer system that Delaney and Associates has designed. It is
th'e ozone'eneration with the UV disinfection; When we get-to that, there are several alternatives----
to look at. Mr. Caudill stated that the ozone generation, though, he would not recommend for a
small plant. For a small plant like this one, he would think that a chemical additional would be the
most economical. There is no doubt that chemicals have a cost and that, over a period of time,
will exceed the cost of electricity needed to do a properly designed UV system with parallel lamps
and sufficient contact times. You can put an orifice plate on the decanter of the SBR and
decrease the flow rate coming out of the SBR out of the decant cycle and enhance the operation
of the UV. Mr. Potter stated that they have looked at that option also. He stated that since their
cycle is about 45 minutes and we currently are using approximately 15-18 minutes of it, that gives
us some viable room by reprogramming the plant to operate with any slower flow to get the UV
working. He just wants to make sure that if we go that route, that the bulb system is adequate on
the ratio and kill for whatever we do. Mr. Keathley inquired what happens if we go with Bell'
project and we change the UV and we up the flow another 100,000 gallons. Will it be designed for
projected capacity? Mr. Caudill stated that they have to design it for the design capacity of the
plant. Mr. Potter stated that he just wanted the Board to know that Bell Engineering has looked at
those issues.

Mr. Caudill stated that he wanted to talk about the proposed schedule and give the Board a
couple of alternatives from a budgetary standpoint. He stated that he wanted the give the Board
an idea of how long this project would take from beginning to completion. He stated that they are
assuming that the Notice to Proceed would be given and engineering and design would begin on
July 2nd, 2012. Based upon the scope of the project and past experience, they would project that
design for this project will take about three (3) months and should be completed in late
September. He called their attention to the meeting part of the schedule to make sure that all of
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the components in the final design for the plant are being included. After design is complete, they
will submit it to DOW for review, which is about sixty (60) day process on a plant such as this.
That would put us at late November and they would anticipate bidding the project immediately
assuming funds are available. The bidding process would run through early December. Once bids
are opened, Bell Engineering would review the bids, check the references of the low bidder and
make a recommendation to the Board for award of the project and complete any other reports
that need done for the funding agencies complete in late January and can start construction at
the plant in January. Based on the size and scope of this project, they are projecting a six (6)
month construction period, which would make the project complete in late July, 2013. He stated
that Mr. Rogers talked to the Board about different alternatives. The first budget that they
prepared is what the Board would need to do to simply satisfy the compliance issues that the
Division of Water requires. Basically that includes the new flow meter, the refrigerated sampler,
the influent screen and new lift pump station and modification of the existing UV system. Based
upon their past experience with construction costs and utilizing the USDA RD fee schedule for
engineering services on this type and size of project, they estimate this project would cost
approximately $663,500. The second budget includes not only the compliance issues, but also
addresses some of the operational issues as well. Those include purchase and installation of a
belt press, installing an odor control system, constructing a remote monitoring control system and
dissolved oxygen controls. Anything the Board wants included in this project; you may only want
two (2) of those and you may not want any or you may want them all; they would sit down with

the Board and go over the cost of the individual items, the pluses and minuses, the advantages
and disadvantages and let the Board make the final decision because they want the Board to be
happy with the product that they are getting. Based upon their opinion of probable cost,
addressing both the compliance and operational issues, would result in a project of approximately
$1,043,146.

Mr. Caudill stated that they realize that the Board has a lot of choices when it comes to who will

provide their engineering services. He posed the question "Why should you choose Bell?" He
answered that by stating that they believe that with the projects they work on with their clients,
they try to take as much of an innovative approach as possible. They review the plant and look for
how to solve compliance issues and also how to improve operation of the plant. They have given
the Board multiple options that can be included in the project or, left out of the project, but
however the Board chooses to proceed, they will work closely with the Board to make sure that
they maximize every dollar spent on the project. They have assembled a very experienced
project team that has done many-plant-projects--and-they have-a project-manager- who will work.
with the project and has over 36 years of doing nothing but wastewater treatment plant design.
They have a detailed quality control process. Before the project goes to bid they will bring in one
of their experienced plant engineers who hasn't worked on the project who will sit down and
review it and make sure it is up to the quality that both we expect and the Board expects. He
stated that he will be responsible for maintaining the schedule and making sure the project is
delivered on schedule and within budget. Lastly, from his standpoint, they have a proven
capability on wastewater treatment plant projects. As he stated previously, they have done over
127 wastewater treatment plants and their plant group has been responsible for over
$100,000,000 of plant projects in the last five (5) years alone. Most importantly, their solutions will

bring the plant into compliance and the Board won't have to worry about the Division of Water
anymore. He thanked the Board for the opportunity to come before them and speak about their
project. He stated that they are very appreciative for the time and look forward to working with the
District and building a lasting relationship, not only on this project, but on future projects as well.
He opened up the floor at that time for questions.

QUESTIONS FROM THE BOARD
Mr. Sawyers inquired that out of the 127 wastewater treatment plants that Bell has designed, how

many were SBR plants. Mr. Rogers responded that they have done two (2) other SBR plants but

you have to realize the mentality of the EPA. Back in 1972, EPA invoked certain treatment
processes and during that period of time, the processes were RBC's or oxidation ditches or
whatever type of process. The SBR process has only become popular in the last few years and
that is why they do not have a significant number of their plants that are SBRs. Mr. Sawyers
stated that Mr. Potter has asked several questions already and they have answered them. He
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inquired if the method of disinfection would be preferably UV? Mr. Rogers stated that if the UV
system was properly designed it would be the most cost effective choice in the long term because
the chemicals for the chlorine/dechlor option has a recurring cost every month. The cost for those
chemicals on a life cycle basis will be more than the cost of the electricity to power the UV and
the replacement of the bulbs. Mr. Sawyers inquired if they are proposing any type of back up or
alternate system. Mr. Rogers stated that the state's position on UV is that you have two (2) 50%
banks. One (1) is 50% of the flow and the other is 50% of the flow and you have stand by
modules that you can put in. The redundancy is 50% and not 100%. Mr. Caudill stated that you
could replace any more of the 50% modules at any time. Mr. Rogers stated that each bank has a
series of modules in it and as small as this plant is, it probably will have two (2) modules. Mr.
Potter inquired from their perspective, working with UV disinfection, what type is currently their
recommended type. Mr. Rogers stated that they do an open bid based on the quality of what they
are looking for and he expects Monticello to pick Trojan. Mr. Potter inquired if those have
replaceable modules..the stacks on hand. Mr. Rogers confirmed that as correct. Mr. Potter stated
that in the proposed budget Bell put $175,000 for the modification to the existing tank to turn it

into chlorine/dechlor. He inquired if they went to UV how much more costly that would be. Mr.
Rogers stated that he didn't think it would be as much. Mr. Potter clarified that UV would probably
be more cost effective in the long run and up front...if it works. He stated that he knows that it

works in other places but they have had problems with it here from the beginning. Mr. Keathley
stated that with the chlorine, you are looking at a monthly expense buying the chemicals and with

UV you are just powering electricity and that is already there. Mr. Potter stated to the Board that
when the initial study was done, his knee jerk reaction was figuring out how, if we had to do this
ourselves, to fix the project and chlorine is a tried and true thing and he said it would work. He
has seen UV systems since that time in other places that work and that are not the type we have
and we got the wrong type for the wrong plant. Mr. Keathley stated that we have a sealed system.
Mr. Potter stated that he wanted the Board to know what their thoughts were on the UV versus
chlorine issue. Chairperson James inquired what they are proposing with the budget they
presented. Mr. Rogers stated that they have proposed the chlorine contact and dechlorination but
they also looked at the UV option and felt that the owner was requesting the chlorine method. Mr.
Keathley stated that they just want something that works and that when they take a sample they
are not taking a chance on it passing an e-coli test. Chairperson James clarified that if they were
to go to the UV system rather than what is proposed here, the cost wouldn't really change and
may even go down. Mr. Rogers stated that he believed it would be very similar. Chairperson
James stated that th'e ongoing cost would be more with the chlorine system as opposed to the
UV. Mr. Sawyers stated that maybe-a chlorine system could be installed as a backup to the. UV
system. Mr. Rogers stated that he didn't consider a backup plan. Mr. Potter stated that was
something that could be discussed at a later time. Mr. Rogers stated that none of his UV plants
have a backup other than multiple modules. Commissioner Adkins stated that right now we are
using electricity versus the chemicals. He inquired if there would be a big difference in the cost.
Mr. Keathley stated that he didn't think so. He doesn't think the electricity bill would go up a whole
lot versus buying the chemicals. We have a UV system there right now that doesn't work and we
have spent $50,000 on it in the last couple of years trying to make it work. Even the manufacturer
of the plant, Aqua Aerobics, said that they did not recommend that UV system with their plant but
it was in a bid and that was the way it was bid. The plant is Aqua Aerobics and the UV is
Aquionics. They looked at an SBR in West Virginia a year or so ago and it was set up with the
Trojan system and is the rack system and it slows the flow down for the react time to treat it. The
system we are using now has no contact time with a flow of 450 GPM. Mr. Rogers stated that the
UV system he is talking about is never used with this type of plant. Right now the flow is going
through that pipe so fast that the UV system doesn't have a chance to kill the ecoli.

Chairperson James inquired if there were any further questions for the Bell Engineering
Representatives. There were none, therefore they were excused and the representatives of
Summit Engineering were brought into the conference room for their presentation.

While they were switching out Mr. Potter stated that the Board will probably hear a lot about the
chlorine system because that was the initial thing that he looked at. From an operations
standpoint and Mr. Keathley's standpoint, he knows UV works but he knows that chlorine works
too; they just didn't know how they would get it in there. Mr. Keathley stated that they have had a
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bad taste with it, but it was poorly designed and everything was bad. It was like us going to the
grocery store and getting a bag of apples and they were already ruined. We had a bad taste with
this plant from the beginning. We just want something that works well and does what it is
supposed to do.

SUMMIT ENGINEERING PRESENTATION
Mr. Jody Hunt began his presentation to the Board by introducing himself, Mike Mullins of the
Marketing Department and Kevin Howard from the Lexington office. He distributed copies of his
Power Point presentation for the Board to review at their leisure. He stated that Summit
Engineering was founded in 1977 and their disciplines include civil and environmental
engineering, surveying, laboratory mining and architecture. They have several regional offices.
They have one in Pikeville, Hazard, Lexington, Charleston, Bridgeport, Big Rock and Wise, Va.
Summit's mission is to try to come up with solutions that meet the client's needs and he believes
that the Board has seen that over the years through their work. They offer a wide range of
services and have worked extensively with local, state and federal regulators on multiple projects
here at the Mountain Water District. Their staff is qualified and has the experience required to
deliver the needs that MWD requires on this project. Summit Engineering has eighteen (18)
professional engineers that are licensed in ten (10) states. They have five (5) land surveyors and
have environmental scientists, geologists, chemists and biologists. Some of their civil services
include urban planning, water system supply, sanitary landfills, road and bridge design, utilities,
water and sewer and they offer construction administration services, project administration and
funding assistance. They are local and available. They have approximately 135 employees and
have the man power to adjust assignments to meet the Board's needs and work on a strict time
table. They are minutes away and are committed to the betterment of Pike County and its
citizens.

Mr. Hunt stated that the project team will consist of the himself as Project Manager, Jonathan
Newman and Brett Fisher, Engineering Support Staff, Kevin Howard will be the Principal In

Charge who will oversee the work and make sure that everything is on schedule, Jack Sykes will

be in charge of quality assurance, surveys will be done by Steve Haywood of Pikeville, Cleve
Justice will be our GIS mapping staff, Garrett Mullins will be the inspector on the project and Lisa
Daniels and Mike Mullins will both be the client liaisons.

Mr. Hunt stated that Summit's experience in wastewater treatment plants include the 2MGD plant
which-is an extended--aeration-plant-in Pikeville,-the-Salyersville WWTP-which-is a-600,000 GPD
plant and is an oxidation ditch plant, the Whitesburg WWTP which is also 600,000 GPD and an
oxidation ditch plant, and also the Whalen WWTP which is 100,000 GPD and is extended
aeration. Summit also did the Douglas WWTP Rehabilitation which is a 200,000 GPD plant.
Summit has had an extensive history with the District over the years.

Mr. Hunt stated that this project is for a 250,000 GPD plant and is a sequence batch reactor
(SBR) that has two (2) primary treatment basins with Arzen positive displacement blowers with
UV eftluent disinfection system. The reasons for this project are that UMG reported to the Board
that they were having issues and this is prior to the Division of Water warning letter. Summit
Engineering has extensive history because they attend all the Board meetings and know what is
going on with this. The three (3) problems that were reported was inaccurate kill rate of
pathogens, clumpy and stringy material in the aeration basins and receiving anoxic sewage from
the collection system. Summit Engineering was retained to do a study and report on this plant to
assess the needs and provide possible solutions. The report findings concluded that the UV
disinfection system has an inadequate kill rate due to brief kill time. The District suggested
changing to a chlorination system. Chlorination is a system used throughout the District and other
locations and they are familiar with that. There is also presently no fine screen on the front of the
plant and is one of the reasons you have this clumpy material entering the plant from the
collection system. It collects in the aeration basin and mats together and causes some problems
and when it passes through the UV the light can't penetrate the water adequately enough to get
the kill rate we are looking for. The anoxic sewage is entering the plant due to the long distance of
travel times throughout the system.



Mr. Hunt stated the proposed solutions that they came up with in their study and report would be
to convert the existing UV treatment chamber to a liquid chlorine dechlorination system. They
have done some preliminary sizing in that report that the existing chamber can be converted and
has the adequate size for that. Another solution would be to install a 100,000 gallon equalization
basin and transfer pumps on the front end of the plant with fine screens that would have total
weather equipment. That will enable the receiving of sewage and the aeration of the sewage to
get it livened back up to get the bugs to start working the plant and the screen would screen out
any material that is left over from the grinder pumps and it would be put over into a dumpster to
be hauled off to a land fill. We would need to install an additional Arzen positive displacement
blower in order to do this and in the Division of Water's letter, that is one of the requirements that
they had issued after we did this second report...they wanted flow meters on influent and effluent
of that and we also identified that in the report and the installation of a refrigerated sampler that is
required and was done subsequent to the report but they had identified it. They have prepared a
preliminary layout of where the construction would be and where everything would be located. He
presented a mapped area of the construction to the Board members. He also showed the Board a
blown up schematic of the chlorination system to show how everything would be put together
inside the building that would house the controls and the pump that would supply the chlorine to
the chlorine contact chamber. He stated that they have prepared an estimate for the project and
the funding appropriated is through Coal Severance. They have devised a plan and project
schedule and how everything will flow.

Mr. Hunt posed the question "Why Choose Summit?" He answered by saying that they are
conveniently located in proximity to the project and operations; their Pikeville office is minutes
away from the Phelps/Freeburn Project. They have well trained staff members and have the man
power and capacity and are available to commit to this project and they do, as they do with all

Mountain Water District projects. They attend the Board meetings and special called meetings
and are a phone call away. If someone needs to get in touch with them they are a minute's drive
and can be in the field in a moment's notice. In additional to their depth of experience they have a
broad base of experience directly related to the specific needs of the project which will greatly
enhance the project's success. Through this experience they have developed relationships with

the regulatory committees and know what is required, as well as relationships with the
community. They are a company that embraces a project and treats projects as if they were their
own. They will give the project the utmost attention needed to meet the speciTic needs of the
project and Summit's mission is to provide a cost effective solution to meet the client's needs. He
is iritimately attached-to this project because he is from- Phelps-.-Summit Engineering is available
and you will have no avoiding phone calls...they will always be there maintaining a clear line of
communication. They have an established working relationship with the Mountain Water District
and did the first MWD project which was the Majestic Water Line Project. They are responsive
and listen to client needs and fashion the project to meet the client's need. They have real time
hands on service and have 48 local employees at their Pikeville headquarters. They have
extensive WWTP experience and have an experienced team of civil engineers that will be on the
project. As this time he opened floor for questions.

Mr. Sawyers inquired if there were any additional options that are being proposed or that they
have thought of. Mr. Hunt stated that there are several different options, but are limited in space
which is one reason they went with the chlorination system. Mountain Water District suggested
the chlorination system. They are familiar with it. A lot of times this UV system is an
instantaneous kill rate. A lot of times you have a chamber that has UV bulbs longitudinal in that
chamber and gives a slower flow rate for the material to go through there. It gives the bulbs more
time to kill the pathogens that remain in the water. That is also an option but they listen to the
client and the client said that they would rather have the chlorination system so that was the
avenue that they went for. If something were to happen, you can always adjust your chlorine up
or down to compensate for that. With UV bulbs, all you can really do is slow down the flow. Mr.

Kevin Howard stated that if you have a process upset and have turbid water flowing through, it is

not going to kill the pathogens but chlorine will still kiii, so the operators like the chlorine because
they know that they are not going to have a fecal problem that they can't kill regardless of what is

happening with the plant.



Mr. Potter stated that with the 100,000 EQ chamber that was proposed, he inquired if that is

etched in stone with the DOW or if a 50,000 or smaller would do the job. Mr. Hunt stated that it is

not etched in stone and this is preliminary. As they get into design that is something that could be

modified. That size was taken from a reference book that gave suggestions to the sizing of that

EQ basin based on the current size of the plant with a little bit extra space in case the plant was
to ever expand. Mr. Keathley inquired about odor on this EQ where it is going to be raw sewer

coming in, because right now they don't have a big odor problem at that plant. The odor problem

is back at the lift station. Mr. Hunt stated that it wasn't included in their report but they had talked

about odor control if there were to be monies left over with the funding. He stated that there will

be a little bit of odor there with the EQ basin. Mr. Hunt added that they won't be doing anything

different at the plant than what the District is doing now, they are just going to be aerating the

existing sewer and it is already aerated in the first place. The only places you would get some

odor from would be from the raptor unit or the fine screen area. There are some new ones now

where you can have a bag ready to put the waste in a bag and once it gets full, zip tie it and it

drops in the bag for you. Mr. Potter inquired from Mr. Hunt and Mr. Howard what the environment

is looking like out there right now; if contractors are hungry or if their estimates have a little bit of

room in them. Mr. Hunt stated that lately they have seen a couple of contracts that came in good

and contractors seem to be a little bit hungry in his opinion. Mr. Potter stated that he is hoping the

project would come in under budget and we could add some other options based upon how much

was left over. Mr. Hunt stated that as he said at the last meeting when someone asked about an

estimate that they prepared and he said that he always tries to conservatively estimate on all of

his projects. He feels like this estimate is on the conservative side because they like to utilize

additional funds to do other things that the client didn't anticipate at the end of the project. This

project is different. We already have the money for this project in the Coal Severance budget.

Typically you get an idea and put your estimate together and you don't actually get to do the

project until about four (4) years down the road so you have to be a little on the high side to

compensate for inflation and other costs going up. But to answer Mr. Potter's question, he stated

that they opened bids on a smaller project yesterday and they had a couple of contractors that

submitted a bid who don't typically bid on smaller jobs. Mr. Potter inquired if the bids came in

pretty good. Mr. Hunt stated that they did come in pretty good. Mr. Keathley inquired if Summit

has any kind of history with SBR plants, Mr. Hunt stated that he specifically does not have any

history with SBR plants, but he has attended Aqua Aeraobics class and attended their

presentations and have had educational classes on those plants and are familiar with them. It is

basically the same thing as any other. You add air to it, the bugs grow, they collect together and

settle out,-it is just a different way of operating; —--—

Chairperson James inquired if there were any further questions for the Summit Engineering

Representatives. There were none and the Chairperson thanked them for their presentation.

Upon conclusion of the interviews the Board of Commissioners cast their vote for the firm that

they chose. Steven Hogg, Stratton, Hogg and Maddox, counted the votes and the result was

Summit Engineering with three (3) votes to Bell Engineering's two (2) votes.

Chairperson James requested a motion authorizing the award of engineering services for the

Phelps/Freeburn WWTP Upgrades and Rehabilitation project to Summit Engineering.

Commissioner Casey made the motion. Commissioner Collins seconded the motion.

Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson James
Commissioner Collins
Commissioner Casey
Commissioner Friend
Commissioner Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 12-06-001



Chairperson James thanked all representatives for coming in and giving their presentations. It

was very educational and enlightening in a lot of ways and the Board welcomes them to come
back and submit proposals in the future as well.

AGENDA ITEM II

R8 M Budget
Chairperson James stated that they were going to pass on this item for now. Mr. Spears stated
that in the information he handed out to the Board, he has a sheet for the Board's review and
suggested that they need to have a conversation about this at some point. He recapped R & M

bills for 2011 and 2012 to date. What he has in the year to date column is the overage at this
point in time and $53,758 is our overage through April and he wanted the Board to have that
information in anticipation of the next meeting. We all know that R & M is going to continue to be
a burden on the District. Chairperson James stated that looking at the section for 2011, we are
showing over $128,000 and looking now at where we are so far month by month, she inquired if

there was a correlation in the numbers. Mr. Spears stated that last year we were about $12,000
and are at $53,000 this year. He knew we were going to skip over this item but he wanted to give
the Board some information to be thinking over. Chairperson James inquired if there was
something different this year that may have contributed to the R&M number going up higher than

the same time last year. Mr. Potter stated that thefts have been $27,000 of it and the high service
motors that went out at the plant earlier this year.

AGENDA ITEM III

3. Security and Theft
Commissioner Casey stated that he would like to thank the News Express for the article

regarding the thefts in the county. He thought it was appropriate and they did a good job.
Commissioner Adkins stated that several people have mentioned it to him as well and were
concerned about the possible rate increase due to the thefts. Chairperson James stated that it

also affects service of the District even more so than that and how we service our customers out
here and that is important to keep water flowing. Mr. Sawyers stated that it is also an issue with

keeping employees taking care of our customers instead of taking care of the theft issues. Mr.

Potter-stated- that-it-is an issue--from-an- operations standpoint.-trying to maintain .the.theft
scenarios. Commissioner Adkins stated that a lot of people are starting to understand that it is

coming back home to them if it continues. Mr. Potter stated that he has looked at previous KRWA

meetings and expos for alternative lid materials, They are just not out there and traffic rated at
this time. They are steel or aluminum. There are some companies looking at trying to go into a
plastic fiberglass composite but it is not there yet that we can find. With the R 8 M budget coming

up with those three (3) or four (4) lids stolen in the last month or so, we are replacing those. At

Hurricane on the regulator pit, it had a 6 X 12 aluminum lid and it is going to cost us about $3,800
to replace that. We have a couple of smaller ones also that will be about $1,200 each to replace.
In the next R & M there will probably be about $10,000 to fix those four (4) locations that we have
had recently. The way the insurance is set up, the deductible on the policy for theft is $2,500 per
occurrence. Chairperson James stated that she knew they had talked about doing some kind of
reward to put something out there with the help of UMG. Mr. Potter stated that he believes
something can be worked out on that. He has spoken to Mr. Meyer about that and if the Board
would like to make a resolution proposing half and half he will propose it to UMG and see where it

goes and if it is a viable option we can proceed with it. Chairperson James inquired what the
Board thought about that. Commissioners agreed with the idea. Chairperson James stated that
we are losing money anyway on this and it is hurting UMG as well. Mr. Potter stated that it may

put this issue in the public eye even more to be aware of suspicious activity in their area. They
were just down at the water expo and MWD is not the only District or municipality that is going
through this. Chairperson James inquired what those other Districts were doing about the issue.
Mr. Potter responded that they asked us what we were doing. Mr. Sawyers stated that they got a
letter this morning talking about from the perspective of the legislature and other Districts and
entities about how to combat some of that. Mr. Spears stated that with that high of a deductible it
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would be good to be proactive to go ahead and put something out there as a reward. Chairperson
James proposed $2,000 with $1,000 corning from the District and $1,000 from UMG. Mr. Potter
stated that he can propose that to the corporate office. That will be related to reporting and
conviction of theft of District materials. The Board agreed. Chairperson James made a motion to
authorize to offer a reward of $2,000, split half and half between the Mountain Water District and

UMG, contingent upon UMG's agreement, for information leading to the arrest and conviction for

theft of District materials. Commissioner Friend made the motion. Commissioner Collins

seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson James
Commissioner Collins
Commissioner Casey
Commissioner Friend
Commissioner Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 12-06-002

AGENDA ITEM IV

4. Southern Corrosion
Mr. Spears stated that they requested information from Southern Corrosion on how to approach

this, where we didn't bid it on prevailing wage. They sent us back an annual amount and Mr.

Sawyers talked to them and they were supposed to get us some information on how they came

up with that number. In the information he gave the Board he stated that it shows in the sixth

year, $292,622 with no increases. At the bottom of the page is the work they have done to date

which encompassed about six (6) months worth of work, with workers comp and payroll taxes

added to it at a rate of 30% which is reasonable, $29,905 and if you double that, you are looking

at an additional $60,000 a year for five years. He came up to this number before they even gave

a number so he thinks what they are giving is very close. They could potentially save a third (1/3)

of that overage, which is about $30,000 to $40,000 savings in the 5'ear to us and they are

currently looking at that as to how to pay fringe and keep from paying workers comp on fringe

basically. That should be a big savings to them in their daily operations also. He just wanted the

Board to be aware of where we were with this and we have not received anything back from them

showing us their breakdown of the wages. They started work in August of last year and didn't get

any spring work in. Commissioner Adkins stated that he still says they should have known this

going into this just as well as us. They have done too much of this stuff to not to have known

about this money. Mr. Spears stated that he agrees with him but what do you do now? After

talking to them both, they didn't understand how the fringe worked which would have been a huge

savings for them. Mr. Sawyers stated that he did speak to Mr. Skilton and he said he was going to

follow up with Mr. Spears'irection on that and he would come back with something more

detailed for us. Mr. Spears stated that it may go down at that point and he has the capability to do

that company wide. Chairperson James clarified that we are waiting on the detail from them at

this time and hopefully that should be back by the next regular meeting. Mr. Spears stated that is

correct. Chairperson James stated that they will review what they send and make a decision on

that at the next Board meeting.
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AGENDA ITEM V
City of Williamson Proposed Contract
Mr. Sawyers stated that we have worked out a contract agreement between MWD and the City of
Williamson and have discussed it at previous meetings regarding the sewer in South Williamson.

Mr. Kevin Lowe has been in contact with different individuals over there. Mr. Lowe stated that
Jason Allen, who he was told to contact and set up a meeting with the Mayor, was hard to contact
and Mr. Sawyers was finally able to get in touch with him. Mr. Lowe called Lisa Vaughn to get this

item put on the agenda for the their Board meeting and she told him that they had discussed it in

two (2) Board meetings already and we would essentially be wasting our time, that they were not

interested in doing that. They didn't feel it was right to turn off customers that hadn't paid MWD

when they had paid them for their service and also we are a company in another state, so they do

not want to participate with us in this matter. Commissioner Casey firmly stated that we need to

get that project in Pond Creek done so we can treat our own sewer. Chairperson James directed

Mr. Hunt to look again at the Belfry Pond Sewer Project and look for funding to help us to get that

project going to reverse that flow. Commissioner Casey stated that when you get it put to you like

that you just take an alternate course. Mr. Spears stated that is the problem with having your

sewer in the area and someone else owning the water. Mr. Potter stated that will be the alternate

solution but at this point, we do have people who owe arrears to the District. The reason we had

looked for a solution like this was to make it easier to collect the debt and we participate with

other entities that way. What we have proposed is those of a certain threshold need

disconnected. That area is gravity sewer and it is laid in the middle of the road and if we dig it up

and plug them, there is a cost to putting the pavement back and doing it. Mr. Potter suggested we

add that to the customer cost for disconnection services and hope you can recoup that cost.
Chairperson James directed Mr. Hogg to let Dan Stratton know that he needs to get with Mr.

Sawyers and Mr. Potter and get something to bring back to the regular Board meeting in June

with regard to a proposal of a threshold as to which ones to disconnect. She directed Mr.

Sawyers to get Mr. Stratton a list of what is currently delinquent and work with him on that. Mr.

Potter stated that they hope that they can reach a solution where that incurred cost of

disconnection would be with the customer. Mr. Lowe stated that if he remembers correctly, there

are 17 customers over there that owe $1,000 or more. Chairperson James directed them to get
with Dan Stratton with a list and get something figured and bring back to the Board.

Commissioner Adkins inquired if these were businesses or residential customers. Mr. Lowe

stated that they are mostly residential but there are a few businesses in there also.

AGENDA ITEM VI

6. Sookeys Creek DOT Relocation Contract
Mr. Hogg stated that Dan Stratton has reviewed the contract as presented by DOT and it is ready

to be signed. Chairperson James made a motion to authorize the Chairperson to sign the contract

with DOT for the Sookeys Creek Relocation Project based upon Mr. Stratton's review and

approval. Commissioner Casey made the motion. Commissioner Adkins seconded the motion.

Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson James
Commissioner Collins
Commissioner Casey
Commissioner Friend
Commissioner Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 12-06-003
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AGENDA ITEM VII

7. Review of UMG Contract
Chairperson James stated that we are in the process of doing the rate study and we have gotten
some information back and need to get some more detailed information. What we got back was
not exactly what we were looking for in accordance with their verbal agreement. Mr. Spears
stated that the verbal agreement and written agreement didn't coincide. Chairperson James
stated that they need to do some more research on that and they have talked to Mr. Stratton
about that and Mr. Spears is going to do a little more digging on this and bring some more

information to the Board on that. We just need to get authorization to go back in and be able to

review the UMG contract; that would be Mr. Stratton, Mr. Sawyers, Mr. Spears and the

Chairperson to be able to approach UMG with anything that they would find on that. Chairperson

James inquired if they just need to let them know that they are doing that or if a resolution is

needed. Mr. Spears stated that it sounds good to him. Chairperson James stated that they are

just advising the Board that they are going to do that and everyone seems to be in agreement

with that.

Mr. Potter stated that before the meeting adjourns, he will let the Board know that we did receive

the final close out documents for the flood of 2003 and all documentation has to be retained for

three (3) years and we will get Mr. Sawyers a copy of it.

AD JOURN MEETING
Chairperson James requested a motion be made to adjourn the meeting. Commissioner Friend made the

motion. Commissioner Adkins seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 12-06-004
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MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS REGULAR MEETING

March 26th, 2014
10:00AM

ATTENDEES
Roger Adkins, Resident, Fords Branch, Ky.
Chris Anderson, Appalachian News Express
Jody Hunt, Summit Engineering, Inc.
Cliff Latta, Vaughn & Melton
Tom Jones, Bell Engineering
Tim Campoy, Spears Management
Mike Spears, Spears Management
Dan Stratton, Stratton Law Firm

Roy Sawyers, Mountain Water District Administrator
Grondall Potter, Manager, UMG

Tammy Olson, Office/Compliance Manager, UMG
Carrie Hatfield, Financial Administrator, MWD

CALL TO ORDER AGENDA ITEM I

The Mountain Water District Board of Commissioners Regular Meeting was held on Wednesday, March
26th, 2014 at 10:00a.m.

Commissioners present for the meeting were as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Vice Chairperson Lester "John" Collins
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Kelsey Friend, III

Commissioner Prentis Adkins

VISITORS AGENDA ITEM II

Chairperson James inquired if there were any visitors for today's meeting. The Chairperson recognized
Roger Adkins. Mr. Adkins stated that he has had a tremendous problem with the water company over the
last two years and his water bill. Leakage has been the situation and come to find out just recently, he
travels a lot and was in Ohio recently, and he can prove his whereabouts there; he had a shut off valve at
his house and with the water turned off at his home and no leak at all he had $140.00 water bill. What he
has found out is that the old meters were analog and when water went through it registered and when
water went back through it counted the numbers off. The new meters only count one direction, when the
water goes through. His situation is that his home sits on an elevation of 200'p on a hill and the water
meter is at the bottom of the hill. He had a pressure regulator put on his home years ago but it is under

the floor. He still has 300'f line from the bottom of the hill to the top of the hill and his conclusion is that
what is going on is that MWD has pressure drops which you can account for occasionally in the water
lines. The water goes up the hill and when the pressure drops, the water comes back down the hill and
those numbers don't come off when it goes back down the hill. But when that same water that he has
paid for once comes back through the line again he is getting charged for the same water again. What he
had asked Kevin Lowe to do, after that a check valve has been placed at the meter, and when water goes
through it can't come back which should be something that should be done at every person's meter
where a person lives on a hill. He was never told to do that and never felt that would be his responsibility.
The issue is resolved now. There are no leaks and no pressure problem and what he has asked Kevin



Lowe to do now that they have found out that the meter is sending water up and counts it, but then lets it

come back down and doesn't take it off the numbers, this is what he has asked him to do. He stated that
he has paid hundreds and maybe thousands of dollars and is paying extra money for a leak that
happened before or at least that was what was said. He has asked that now that the problem is taken
care of, let's zero out his account and start the bill from now because he has paid more money for water
that he never should have been charged for throughout the last two years. Even to the point that year
before last, as he traveled, he would come to the window here on the third week if he had been out of
town a long time and found a receipt that when he paid at the window here, his payment had been
allocated to someone else's account. They went round and round and it was left up to him to show his
receipts to show each time he paid as his responsibility and was told that there was no way to look in our
computers at that time to see where his money had been allocated. He feels that he has paid for his
water completely and has paid extra and that the extra that he has paid for water that he never should
have been paying for because it was the same water has been charged each time and Mr. Lowe told him
that he had to come here and ask the Board to go over this and give him an answer on it after the
meeting. He wants the District to zero out his bill now and start anew from this point since a check valve
has been placed on it last week.

Mr. Potter stated that he will check on the meters. He stated that he not really sure about that and thought
they were unidirectional, but he will check on that. He stated that he does know that when you sign up,
you are supposed to get something from the health department that gives you the recommendations. The
health department recommends a check valve on the customer's side immediately past the meter and a
shut off valve. Mr. Adkins responded that he has been there since 1993 and he doesn't think those were
the recommendations at that time and he was never given anything like that. Mr. Potter stated that is a
health department recommendation and something we hand out to every customer when they sign up for
service. That is all he can say. The health department is supposed to come out and inspect on the
customer's side, whether or not they do that, is not up to us. Commissioner Casey inquired where this is
located. Mr. Adkins stated that he at Ford's Branch, right beside US 23. You can see it from the road and
it sits about 200'verlooking the road near the river. Mr. Dan Stratton, legal counsel, inquired how much
of an adjustment was he looking for. Mr. Adkins stated that they are talking a couple of hundred dollars is
what his bill is but he has been paying extra for the last four months from previous bills until he found out
what was going on. He has been giving the District for water that he didn't use and last month he can
prove where he was at. He was only at his house for 5 days with a valve that shuts the water off between
the meter and his home and had a bill for $140.00 and that just can't happen and the people he works for
will sign affidavits saying that he was with them the whole time. Mrs. Olson inquired if there was anyone
else who lives in his home periodically, like a son. Mr. Adkins quickly responded "no" that his son visits-
but is in college right now and don't come in, and he knows when they are there. Mr. Potter stated that he
will look at this and if he sees that there could be a potential where he could be in need of an adjustment,
he inquired if the Board would authorize him to proceed with that. The Board agreed to that. Mr. Adkins
stated that he had the water cut off and there was no one at the house and his normal bill runs about
$39.00 per month. Mr. Potter stated that he will investigate it and get back with him in the next day or two
and he will tell them to hold the account until this can be checked into. Mr. Adkins thanked the Board and
left the meeting.

Chairperson James inquired there were any further visitors. There were none.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES AGENDA ITEM III
Chairperson James requested a motion to approve the minutes of the regular meeting held on February
26th, 2014. Commissioner Casey made the motion to approve the minutes as presented. Commissioner
Adkins seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson James
Commissioner Collins
Commissioner Friend
Commissioner Casey
Commissioner Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye



Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 14-03-001

FINANCIAL REPORT —MIKE SPEARS, CPA AGENDA ITEM IV
Mr. Spears stated that for the month of February, cash in bank was $449,816 and accounts receivable
was $799,170 and he thinks that number is still without all the leak adjustments that are to be made. Plant
in place was $91,687,192 and accounts payable for the month of February was $597,219. Equity position
was $80,517,192 and revenue for the month on the income statement was $785,000 and for the year is
$1,621,658. Utility Operating Expenses were $915,517 and for the year was $1,839,683 with a loss for
the month of $161,492 with a loss year to date of $281,414 with $271,779 in depreciation included in the
loss. Operating income was negative in the amount of $129,950 and had a cash flow decrease this month
of $170,612. Current operating account balance was $94,037 at the end of February. We have made the
appropriate transfers to KIA and RD with current balances of $595,555 and $576,854 respectively which
is good and very positive. We are continuing to make the $55,000 sinking fund payment and in addition to
that Regions Bank is taking out an additional $35,000 draft out of our bank account each month. R 8 M
expenses were $61,472 which has been billed and received as of this meeting. Chairperson James
requested a motion to approve the financial report as presented. Commissioner Collins made the motion.
Commissioner Friend seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson James
Commissioner Collins
Commissioner Friend
Commissioner Casey
Commissioner Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution 14-03-002

PAYMENT OF BILLS AGENDA ITEM V
Mrs. Olson distributed copies of the AP report, the Cash in Bank report and the vendor payment list to the
Commissioners. Chairperson James requested a motion to approve the payment of bills as presented
and reviewed in the finance meeting. Commissioner Casey made the motion. Commissioner Friend
seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 14-03-003

CUSTOMER ADJUSTMENTS AGENDA ITEM VI
After review and discussion of the customer adjustments, Chairperson James requested a motion to
approve Customer Adjustments in the amount of thirteen thousand, five hundred and eighty-two dollars
and fifty cents ($13,582.50 as presented. Commissioner Casey made the motion to approve the
adjustments as presented. Commissioner Collins seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:



Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 14-03-004

CONSTRUCTION REPORT AGENDA ITEM VII

Update by Dan'I Hall, Vaughn & Melton
Cliff Latta in attendance for Dan'I Hall

Millard Curve Line Relocation -DOT Project
Mr. Latta stated that according to the latest response they have had from the highway department
is that the bidding is now scheduled for May 30th, 2014. We will see next month if that will

continue to be the plan.

2. Majestic Alternative Sewer Project
Mr. Latta stated that preliminary engineering plan is approximately 70% complete and they are
beginning to explore if they can find full application sites, treat the water and work with DOW. If

there are sites, they will see to what extent and then start looking to see if they can treat the
whole thing or if they need to explore alternates. Mrs. Hatfield stated that the MOA for this project
is ready to be signed. Chairperson James requested a motion to authorize her to sign all

necessary paperwork to secure the grant funding for this project. Commissioner Adkins made the
motion. Commissioner Collins seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 14-03-010

Update by Tim Campoy, Environmental Design Consultants

Various Short Line Extensions Project-
Mr. Campoy stated that the Magistrate in the area had a general complaint that was relayed

through Roy Sawyers. He went back and checked it out even through Grondall Potter and Roy
Sawyers had traveled the site with him and the county road department and the state highway
department have looked at the project area and were all satisfied with it. There is grass coming
up in the disturbed areas and nothing has changed of the condition of the area since they left. Mr.

Sawyers inquired if he had clarified that with Magistrate Robinson and the road foreman. Mr.

Campoy stated that he had spoken with the road foreman and he said he was good with it and it

is noted in his inspection reported as to when he went out with Mr. Campoy. Mr. Sawyers inquired
if he clarified that with Magistrate Robinson. Mr. Campoy stated that he told him he was going to
but he hadn't gotten back with him yet.



2. Anderson Branch Water Line Extension-
Mr. Campoy stated that there was a customer complaint up there in this project regarding a
couple of culverts that they didn't believe the contractor has fixed them. Actually, there is more
work up there that was not in the scope of the project and that issue is now in CAM's hands and
they have decided to pay the contractor for repairs to this issue and is nothing that can come
back on the District as their responsibility.

3. Cabin Knoll/Scott Fork DOT Relocation Project-
Mr. Campoy stated that on Cabin Knoll they are in the process of design and final cost estimates.
They have gotten their paperwork back from Frankfort on this and should have everything all

wrapped up in April. As he understands from Dave Skeens at the highway department, Scott Fork
agreements are ready to be signed. Mr. Sawyers stated that Mrs. Hatfield had gotten the
agreements yesterday or the day before in the mail and the other one was signed and taken to
Dave Skeens earlier in the week. Mr. Campoy stated that the one for Scott Fork needs to be
signed as well as the agreement between the District and EDC for that project as well. He stated
that it is the same contract for Cabin Knoll it just has its own prices in there for Scott Fork.
Chairperson James requested a motion authorizing her to sign the contract between EDC and the
District for the Scott Fork Relocation Project once it is approved by legal counsel. Commissioner
Collins made the motion. Commissioner Friend seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as
follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 14-03-005

Mr. Potter stated that he had Timmy Lucas get with Shawn and make the arrangements for the
exposing of the line. Mrs. Olson stated that the resolution approved last month did not include the
Scott Fork project and needs approved as well. Chairperson James requested a resolution to
authorize her to sign the agreement for the Scott Fork Relocation Project between MWD and
KYTC upon legal counsel review. Commissioner Casey made the motion. Commissioner Friend
seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 14-03-006



Update by Stephen Caudill, Bell Engineering
In the absence of Mr. Caudill, Tom Jones presented his project update.

Deskins Curve Line Relocation
Mr. Jones stated that with a last minute scheduling conflict, Stephen Caudill could not attend the
meeting so he is here in his place. He stated that the KYTC is revising their roadway plans on this
project and the engineer is waiting for their revised plans so they can incorporate those in their
drawings for finalizing the water line relocation. He stated that they have sent a set of plans on
the tank to the property owner for their review and are waiting for their comments back. KYTC is
also going to schedule a meeting with the property owners in the area who will be impacted by
the project and they will attend that meeting to explain the water line portion. Plans and specs
have been given to MWD and UMG for review. Mr. Potter stated that they got them for review but
didn't know if they including the additional modifications or not. Mr. Jones stated that they did not
contain because the engineer doesn't have them yet. Mr. Potter stated that they did a cursory
review, but he is waiting for the whole packet to come at one time when it is ready and then they
can set down with them and discuss it.

Update by Doug Griffin, Kenvirons, Inc.
Mr. Sawyers stated that Doug Griffin would not be in attendance today.

1. Route 199 DOT Line Relocation Project:
Mr. Sawyers stated this is the same report as last month. Basically he has materials over there
waiting for the weather to change.

Update by Summit Engineering —Jody Hunt, P.E.—on the following projects:

Awarded Projects:

~ Douglas WWTP Upgrade Project —Mr. Hunt stated that they are still interviewing

expected suppliers. They anticipate making that selection next month if everything goes
according to plan. They have had additional clarification from each of the suppliers and
need to finalize some things. Once that is done, they can finalize design on this project.
Mr. Sawyers stated that he will get the score sheets for the Board so they can select one
for the next board meeting. Mr. Potter stated that if they have any questions, to feel free
to contact him or Mr. Sawyers and they will provide you with whatever information they
can. Mr. Potter also stated that the CDBG application selection should be this week or
next week and he has made inquiries regarding the funding also.

~ PhelpslFreeburn WWTP Upgrades 8 Rehabilitation Project —Mr. Hunt stated that they
have started to receive submittals from the contractor and are in the process of reviewing
those and they will get those back to the contractor to begin ordering his equipment. He
probably won't mobilize to the site until equipment is ordered. There is not a whole lot
that can be done without the equipment there.



~ Belfry/Pond Sewer Project Update —Mr. Hunt stated that they are in the beginning stages
of acquiring the property for this project and is a positive direction forward. He stated that
since they have to go back and do some additional design on the project anyway, if we
get good numbers on the membrane technology for the Douglas WWTP, there is a
possibility that we may be able to get similar membrane equipment for the Belfry WWTP.
It would be a smaller footprint and would not require as much concrete. Mr. Potter stated
that it would minimize land acquisition and should be something to be thought about. Mr.
Hunt stated that you would still have to get the same amount of land but you won't have
to do as much excavation. Mr. Sawyers clarified that you wouldn't have to purchase that
pie in the back. Mr. Hunt stated that you would not have to purchase that additional piece
of land in the back. Mr. Potter stated that is possibly something the Board would want
looked into. Chairperson James answered in the affirmative. Mr. Hunt stated that is what
they are looking at now. Mr. Sawyers stated that we need to move on that now because
Mr. Stratton is in the middle of negotiations on the property. Mr. Stratton stated that they
have already sent a letter to Tierney with an offer and we will see what happens. Mr.
Hunt stated that the property is not going to change; we just may not necessarily need to
buy that second piece that is under the current permit. Mr. Potter stated that if we can
configure it based on what we are looking at for the Douglas WWTP plans. Mr. Hunt
stated that this is an option. Mr. Stratton stated again that our letter has already gone out.
Mrs. Olson stated that before we move on, Mrs. Hatfield has notified her that there is an
MOA on this project that needs to be executed. Chairperson James requested a motion
to authorize her to execute any paperwork necessary to execute the grant for this project.
Commissioner Casey made the motion. Commissioner Friend seconded the motion.
Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 14-03-007

~ Ridgeline Road —Jonican Water Supply Project —Mr. Hunt stated that they have been
waiting for the pump station to come in on the change order portion of this project and
there was a problem with the seal from the manufacturer and he got word yesterday from
the supplier that it was being shipped to Wascon in Tennessee and once they get it, they
will deliver it to us.

~ FEMA BPS Mitigation Project —Mr. Hunt stated that he had made two or three different
calls to FEMA inquiring about this project and has not been getting a firm update back.
His contact in Frankfort is out of the office until Friday, the 28, and he hopes to find out
additional information Friday on this project and will let Mr. Sawyers know. Everything on
our end is complete and they are just waiting on FEMA to make a decision.

~ Forest Hills Odor Control Project —Mr. Hunt stated that the submittals were supposed to
be in a group today, but he hasn't checked them yet. Hopefully they are in and if not, he
will call them again and get that project moving forward. Mr. Sawyers stated that they
have been pushing the vendor real hard to get this taken care of. He inquired if he
thought a letter to Anue itself would help. Mr, Hunt stated that if we haven't received
submittals in this new bunch today, then, yes, we can send them a letter. Mr. Sawyers
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stated that the funding is being drawn down based on our estimates but we just need to
get it moving quicker. Commissioner Adkins inquired how long it takes them to get it
place once we get the equipment. Mr. Hunt stated that he is thinking about two weeks.
Getting the equipment in is 90% of the project. They can have it up and running fairly
soon, within 3 or 4 days but to get everything built up around it and a nice little building
with the controls in it, it will take about two weeks.

~ Various Short Line Extension Project —Magisterial District ¹2: - Mr. Hunt stated that
design on this project is complete. They are doing the final review on that this week and
hope to have it out to DOW for review by Friday. Chairperson James requested a motion
for authorization to sign any paperwork necessary to execute the funding grant for this
project. Commissioner Adkins made the motion. Commissioner Collins seconded the
motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 14-03-008

AML Projects:
~ Bad Fork and Damron Ratliff Road Water Line Extension Project —Mr. Hunt stated that

this project is substantially complete. There are two more meters that came in late and
the contractors have agreed to do those. The walk out was completed last Friday and
there were no major issues detected; the contractor just have a few things to address
before the project is released and this project should be closed out next month. Mr. Potter
stated that they are hoping to get the asphalt plant opens soon so they can pave their
road cuts.

PROJECT
DRAWS'hairperson

James requested a motion to pay the draws as presented contingent upon funding
agency approval. Commissioner Adkins made the motion. Commissioner Casey seconded the
motion. Mr. Spears stated that with regard to the Various Water Line Extension Project for District
¹2, he just got that project submitted through the Clearing House and on these draws of Summit's
we will catch them up as soon as this project clears the Clearing House.

VARIOUS WATER LINE EXTENSION PROJECT —MAGISTERIAL DISTRICT ¹2

Summit Engineering

$7,578.96

Coal Severance Funds

Engineering Services

$ 7,578.96

RIDGELINE ROAD —JONICAN WATER PROJECT

Summit Engineering

$1,289.60

Coal Severance Funds

Engineering Services

$ 1,289.60



REHAB LIFT STATION PROJECT

Spears Management

$600.00

Coal Severance Funds

Administration Services
$ 600.00

BAD FORK AML PROJECT

Summit Engineering

$7,203.03

Wright Construction

$21,083.40

AML Funds

Engineering Services

ANIL Funds

Contract Construction

$ 7,203.03

$ 21,083.40

LONG FORK (DOUGLAS FUNDS)

Summit Engineering Coal Severance Funds

$400.50 Engineering Services
$ 400.50

RT 199 DOT RELOCATION PROJECT

Wright Construction

$15,459.90

DOT Funds

Stored Materials

$ 15,459.90

Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James Aye
Commissioner John Collins Aye
Commissioner Kelsey Friend Aye
Commissioner Ancie Casey Aye
Commissioner Prentis Adkins Aye

Upon Commissioner voting the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 14-03-009

MANAGER I ADMINISTRATOR REPORT

Proposed 2014 Capital Asset Plan —Mr. Potter stated that he just wanted to remind Mr. Spears
that if he finds some available funding the MWD part of the Capital Assets, to please notify him.
Mr. Spears agreed.

Caney/US 23 Low Pressure Issue - Mr. Potter stated that last month the Board directed them to
go ahead and get some quotes for this pump station. We got three quotes and contacted three
vendors that do this. The low quote so far is $18,950 for the unit and then UMG will be doing the
installation, not including the electrical part. Chairperson James stated that she believed they had
already authorized that. There was a submittal that was considered non-responsive because just
bid a pump, a motor and a control panel without the skid for the unit. The other's bid was
$42,255, so the $18,950 is the lowest bid and will proceed with that.



Winter Weather Issues - Mr. Potter stated that we are recovering. This is still an ongoing
process. Chairperson James stated that UMG has done a really great job on that.

Tank Proposal - Mr. Sawyers stated that he had gotten a call from the lady at Christ Central and
said that she would like to come back with a counter proposal to the Board's offer of $7,500, with

regards to them moving it and bringing it to the site. She wants him to determine what site
location it would be before she figured it in to their proposal. Mr. Sawyers stated that he will sit
down with Mr. Potter and discuss a possible location for the tank.

Policy Clarification Regarding Customer Adjustments in the Event of a House Fire —Mr.
Sawyers stated that they were going to pass on this issue this month because he wants to talk to
some insurance companies and see what they cover, The other item they wanted him to check
on was extra leakage and people not fixing their leaks, they have that covered under the tariff if

we want to disconnect someone off due to their not repairing their leaks.

Mr. Sawyers stated that one item that was not on the list; we had a visit from a representative
from Rural Development this week who basicaily performed a Federal Compliance Review. There
were items that need to be fixed and have a documentation policy for the office.

Mr. Potter stated that he would not go through everything on the MOR that they had. They can
see how many test sampling that was done and payments etc. If they have any questions they
should feel free to ask him.

Chairperson James requested a motion to approve the Manager's and Administrator's Report as
presented. Commissioner Casey made the motion. Commissioner Collins seconded the motion.
Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 14-03-011

NEW BUSINESS

Commissioner Adkins stated that he would like to thank UMG for the good work they did during
the winter weather we had. They are doing an excellent job and have had a rough time. Mr,

Potter responded with his thanks and stated that he hopes we don't have another one like this
one. Commissioner Adkins stated that these boys put in a lot a cold, cold days working out in the
weather. Commissioner Casey directed Mr. Potter to relay that to the employees. Mr. Sawyers
stated that he went out there last month to one of their safety meetings and told them that as well.

1. UING Contract
Mr. Stratton stated that some time ago, he, Mr. Sawyers and Mr. Spears were asked to review
the contract and see if we could make some adjustments and he has forwarded the document to
all of them for review with the changes. He stated that he could answer any questions they had or
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he could walk through the changes. The final document would be done after the Board has
approved it and he removes any of the strike throughs, etc. Chairperson James directed Mr.
Stratton to walk through the changes. Mr. Stratton stated that this addresses the issues that the
Board asked them to set forth. On page 2, they put in a new section (1.11) that says "this
agreement sets forth the entire agreement between the parties and supersedes any prior or
verbal agreements that we have had". It specifically provides that the District shall remain liable
for any outstanding debt that is currently existing at this time with UMG, for primarily the R 8 M

over expenditures that they have had. 1.12 is that this agreement can be executed in two or more
counterparts. In 2.3, in the records retention for UMG, that is maps and they have added that the
District agrees to apply and pay for any and ail software licenses necessary to transfer the same.
In 2.4 they added to the inventory that they have already agreed to provide to us any equipment
or tools and if they fail for any reason to take an inventory, that the District can do their own
inventory. In 2.6 UMG agrees to keep a record of all warranties for any items that they purchase
that are owned by the District. In 2.7, on or before October 1"of each year UMG will provide the
District with an annual schedule of preventative maintenance along with an estimated budget for
the District's owned equipment and shall report to the District on a monthly basis what
preventative maintenance is being performed on the District's owned equipment and in

accordance with the manufacturers recommendations and warranties. What we are trying to do
here is basically to get a better handle on the work that is being done to maintain the equipment
and report back to the Board as to what is being done because they have that responsibility. 2.9
is that UMG will provide keys to the Administrator for the water plant. 2.17 is a clarification in

duties and UMG will provide all of the administrative financial functions necessary to operate the
District except those duties that are assigned to the District Administrator, Financial Officer or
CPA. We were trying to clarify that the duties that have been assigned to Roy, Carrie or Mike and
are clearly excluded from UMG's responsibilities. They are to also provide a report for the direct
operating costs for water and wastewater services on a monthly basis and on a year to date
basis. He thinks what they are going to do is to make sure they have an adequate disclosure on
that and maybe just a separate page added in there to highlight that. 2.25 is a clarification that
was requested by UMG. They agreed to replace the capital assets of the District, except for real
property improvements and improvements thereon. MWD thought it was implied in there in a
provision but this is a clarification that they are not responsible for the buildings. At the bottom of
page 7, it says notwithstanding the above, any individual tool purchased for UMG's use in the
operation of the District that costs more than $250 shall be paid for by the District and charged to
its repair and maintenance budget. Any tool purchased by UMG used in the operation of the
District that-costs less than $250 shall be paid for by UMG, The purpose of this was..to prevent .

loss of tools. That gives UMG's employees an incentive to account for their tools. 2.27 is that
UMG shall submit to the District no later than October 1"of each year a repair and maintenance
budget and capital budget for the next fiscal year. We have had a sort of fixed R & M budget and
this would allow for adjustments in that budget based on what we are actually going to be looking
at. 2.28 is that UMG will submit to the District a monthly accounting of all repair and maintenance
expenditures including a brief explanation of the work done and why it was necessary. 2.29 states
that all purchases made by UMG using the District's tax id number shall only be used for those
items utilized in the operation of the District, etc. On page 11, paragraph 7, the directions of the
Board were to look at a fixed price contract as opposed to the variable rate that we had before on
the adjustment of increased income. So what we have done is deleted the adjustments that were
in the prior contract and have provided that they shall have a fixed annual fee which will be
$7,680,850 per year effective January 1", 2014. That portion of the increased fee for 2014 shall
be spread over the balance of the payments for. the rest of the year. The adjustment for the
annual fee based on revenue is completely eliminated and what we have is a fixed price contract
where the term of the contract will be for 2014 and 2015; where there will be a 1% increase in

2014 and a 1% increase in 2015 and it stays the same in 2016. 7.6 provides that UMG agrees to
forgive $118,932 of the overage, which is half of what the overage was, and they will pay the
other half. On page 15, paragraph 11, states this is a 3 year contract for 2014, 15 and 16, If either
party elects to terminate the contract they can do so no sooner than January 1, 2016 and we
have 6 months to work through transition or a new contract. That is set out in 11.1and 11.4.All of
the other technical provisions stay the same. Chairperson James inquired if there were any
questions. There were none. She requested a motion to approve the contract and authorize Mr.

Stratton to present this contract to UMG. When there was no immediate move to make the
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motion, Chairperson James again inquired if there were any questions or if the Board members
wanted to stay with what we currently have. There were no questions or comments from the
Board, Chairperson James inquired if there was any discussion that anyone wished to participate
in. Commissioner Casey stated that it looks like there was a big negotiation from the explanation
of their counsel and it looks like they negotiated quite extensively. He feels as though their
counsel has represented this Board and therefore he made a motion to accept it. Commissioner
Collins inquired if this is as lean as it is going to get. Commissioner Casey stated that it is looks
as lean as it can get. Mr. Stratton stated that it would appear so, yes. Commissioner Collins
seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 14-03-012

2. Vehicle Bids
Mr. Potter stated that he just wanted to let the Board know that in accordance with the capital
assets for 2014 we have put out the vehicle bids for three (3) replacement vehicles, supervisory
and utility and they are currently being advertised. They will be coming in and the Administrator
need authorization to accept the low bids that are most compliant with our specifications. It was
advertised in the newspaper. Mr. Sawyers stated that they bid them all together hoping to get a
better deal. Chairperson James inquired if everything was put out there in accordance with

procurement laws. Mr. Potter responded in the affirmative and that they have had several
vendors inquire. Mr. Sawyers stated that vendors as far away as Cincinnati has called.
Chairperson James requested a motion authorizing the Administrator to accept the lowest bid that
is most complaint with their specifications. Commissioner Adkins made the motion. Commissioner
Friend seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner- John-Collins-
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 14-03-013

3. Legal Issues
Executive Session to Discuss Outstanding Litigation and Potential Litigation-

Chairperson James requested a motion to convene Executive Session to discuss outstanding
and potential litigation as listed on the agenda. Commissioner Casey made the motion.
Commissioner Friend seconded the motion. Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting the motion was carried and passed.
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Resolution No. 14-03-014

Chairperson James requested a motion to reconvene from Executive Session into regular
session where outstanding and potential litigation was discussed as listed on the agenda.
Commissioner Collins made the motion. Commissioner Friend seconded the motion.
Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 14-03-015

Chairperson James stated that there is nothing to report or act on coming out of executive session.

COMMISSIONER COMMENTS

Chairperson James inquired if there were any further Commissioner comments. There were none.

ADJOURN MEETING
Chairperson James stated that if there were no further comments, she requested a motion be made to
adjourn the meeting. Commissioner Casey made the motion. Commissioner Collins seconded the motion.
Commissioner voting as follows:

Chairperson Rhonda James
Commissioner John Collins
Commissioner Kelsey Friend
Commissioner Ancie Casey
Commissioner Prentis Adkins

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Upon Commissioner voting, the motion was carried and passed.
Resolution No. 14-03-016
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REQUEST NO. 3C Provide a copy of the original agreement between
Mountain Water District and UMG, and each subsequent
agreement.

RESPONSE NO. 3C: Please find attached the following documents:

1) Original Agreement dated July 3, 2005;

2) Amendment to Agreement dated April 29, 2009;

3) Resolution to Amend to Agreement dated February
24, 2010; *

4) Amendment to Agreement dated August 26, 2010;

5) Amendment to Agreement dated December 29, 2010

6) Amendment to Agreement dated January 20, 2011;

7) Amendment to Agreement dated May 24, 2011;

8) Amendment to Agreement dated February 2, 2012;

9) New Agreement for Operations dated March 27, 2014;

This resolution extended the tehn current contract, but no formal
amendment was signed.



MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT/UMG

OPERATING AGREEMENT
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Agreement For Operations,
Maintenance and Management Services

9 pe+ jc5
TRIS AGREEMENT is entered into this 8t day of July, 2005, by and between:

Mountain Water District, with its principal address at 6332 Highway, P.O. Box
3157, Pikeville, Kentucky 41502 (hereinafter "DISTRICT")

UTILITY MANAGEMENT GROUP LLC, with its principal address at 500
Summit Drive, P.O. Box 663, Corbin, Kentucky 40702 (hereinafter "UMG").

VVHEREAS, DISTRICT owns and provides for the operation of water, wastewater and related
treatment, collection and distribution facilities describe on Appendix B; and

VAIEREAS, DISTRICT desires to employ the services of UMG in the management, operation,
maintenance and management of these facilities and UMG desires to perform such services for
the compensation provided for herein.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements hereinafter set
forth, DISTRICT and UMG agree as follows:

1. GENERAL

1.1 Definitions of words and phrases used in this Agreement and the attachments are
-contained in Appendix A.

1.2 All land, buildings, facilities, easements, licenses, rights-of-way, equipment and
vehicles presently or hereinafter acquired or owned by DISTRICT shall remain
the exclusive property of DISTRICT unless specifically provided for otherwise in
this Agreement.

1.3 This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws
of the Commonwealth of Kentucky.

1.4 Neither this Agreement, nor any of the rights or obligations hereunder, may be
assigned by either party hereto without the prior written consent of the other

party.

1.5 All notices shall be in writing and transmitted to the party's address stated above.
All notices shill be deemed effectively given when delivered, if delivered

personally or'by courier mail service, i.e., Federal Express or Airborne Express,
delivered after such notice has been deposited in the United States mail postage
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prepaid, if mailed certified or registered U.S. mail, return receipt required; or
received by the party for which notice is intended if given in any other manner.

1,6 This Agreement, including its Appendices, is the entire Agreement between the
parties. This Agreement may be modified only by written agreement signed by
both parties. Wherever used, the terms "UMG" and "DISTRICT" shall include
the respective officers, agents, directors, elected or appointed officials and

employees and, where appropriate, subcontractors or anyone acting on their
behalf.

1.7 ff any term, provision, covenant or condition of this Agreement is held by a court
of competent jurisdiction to be invalid, void or unenforceable, the remainder of
the provisions shall remain in full force and effect and shall in no way be affected,
impaired or invalidated.

1.8 It is understood that the relationship of UMG to DISTRICT is that oF independent
contractor and nothing in this Agreement shall create the relationship of
partnership or joint venture. The services provided under this Agreement are of a
professional nature and shall be performed in accordance with good and accepted
industry practices for contract operators similarly situated. However, such
services shall not be considered engineering services and nothing herein is
intended to imply that UMG is to supply professional engineering services to
DISTRICT unless specifically stated in this Agreement to the contrary.

If any litigation is necessary to enforce the terms of this Agreement, the prevailing
party, the party determined not to be in default or in breach of the Agreement
shall be entitled to its cost and reasonable attorney fees which are directly
attributed-to such litigation-in addition to other relief to.which it may be entitled.
If both sides are found to have defaulted or be in breach each will pay their own
cost.

1.10 Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to create in any third party or in

favor of any third party any right(s), license(s), power(s) or privilege(s).

Prior to the commencement of work under this Agreement, each party shall
designate in writing an employee or other representative of the designating party
who shall have full authority to approve changes in the Scope of Services and
compensation therefor, execute written change orders reflecting such changes,
render decisions promptly, and furnish information expeditiously to the other
party when necessary. The parties however agree and acknowledge that the
ultimate authority for approval of changes in the scope of services and

compensation rest in the Board of Commissioners for Mountain Water District
and that they may hmit their representative's authority as they deem appropriate,

2.1 UiVIG's SERYICES - GENERAL
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UMG will offer employment to all personnel of DISTRICT assigned full-time to
the Project as of the Commencement Date if they take and successfully pass a
drug screen test to be administered by UMG and a criminal background test.
UMG will provide said employees with a wage and benefits package comparable
to the wage and benefits package provided by DISTRICT,. The current wage and
benefits package provided by the DISTRICT to such employees is set forth on
Appendix G. Specific personnel issues are addressed in Appendix G. UMG will
continue to provide employment to all personnel who accept employment with

UMG so long as their positions are necessary to UMG's performance under this
Agreement and they continue to perform their duties in a satisfactory manner.

2.2 Vifithin one hundred eighty {180)days after the commencement date, UMG will
staff the Project with employees who have met appropriate licensing and
certification requirements of the Commonwealth of Kentucky. UMG warrants
that it will maintain the necessary license and certified personnel as may be
required by the Commonwealth ofKentucky for operation of the Project.

2;3 UMG shall provide ongoing training and education for appropriate personnel in
all necessary areas ofmodern water and/or wastewater process control,
operations, maintenance, safety, and supervisory skills.

UMG shall develop and/or supply and utilize computerized prograins for
maintenance, process monitoring and financial control. In the event this
agreement is terininated for any reason, UMG shall provide the DISTRICT within
thirty (30) days of notice all computerized programs, codes, records instruction
manuals, and any other items necessary for DISTRICT to execute a complete
transfer'of their records and the operating'systems necessary to access and

—-maiiitain-the'-saiiie -.

2 5 within forty-five {45)days after the Commencement Date, MiIG will provide a
physical inventory of DISTRICT'S vehicles and equipment in use at the Project
and a general statement as to the condition of each vehicle or piece of equipment.
In the event this Agreement is terminated for ariy reason UMG will provide to
DISTRICT a physical inventory of DISTRICT"-S vehicle a'nd equipment and a
general statement as to the condition of each vehicle and piece of equipment with
ninety (90) days of the end of the contract.

2.6 UMG will promptly provide DISTRICT with a physical inventory of chemicals
and other consumables on hand when UMG begins services under this
Agreement. Such chemicals and consumables will be made available to U@IG in

connection with its performance under this Agreement. UMG wi]l pr'ovide—

DISTRICT with the same quantity of chemicals or equivalent upon terniination of
this Agreement.

27 UtufG shall be responsible for maintaining all manufacturers'arranties on new

equipment purchased by DISTRICT and shall assist DISTRICT in enforcing
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existing equipment warranties and guarantees.

2.8 UMG shall provide the DISTRICT with documentation that preventive
maintenance is being performed on DISTRICT'S owned equipment in accordance
with manufacturer's recommendations at intervals and in sufficient detail as may
be feasibility determined by the DISTRICT. Such a inaintenance program shall
include documentation of corrective and preventive maintenance.

29 UMG shall operate, maintain and/or monitor the Project on a 24-hour per day,
seven-day per week schedule.

2.10 Visits may be made at a reasonable time by DISTRICT'S employees so
designated by DISTRICT'S representative. Keys for the Project shill be provided
to DISTRICT by UMG for such visits. All visitors to the Project shall comply
with UMG's operating and safety procedures.

2.1 1 UMG shall provide a 24 hour/day 7 days per week customer service phone
number.

2.12 UMG will implement and maintain an employee safety program in compliance
with applicable laws, rules and regulations and make recommendations to
DISTRICT regarding the need, if any, for DISTRICT to rehabilitate, expand or
modify the Project to comply with governmental safety regulations applicable to
UMG's operations hereunder and with federal regulations promulgated pursuant
to the Americans With Disability Act ("ADA").

.2.13 UMG may modify the process and/or facilities to achieve the objectives of this
-—Agreement —;provided however no-modification shallbemade without

DISTRICT'S prior written approval if the complete modification Cost shall be in
excess of Twenty Thousand Dollars ($20,000.00). Any and all modifications of
the process facilities or equipment regardless of cost shall be reported to the
Board in writing no less than thirty (30) days aAer the same has been undertaken

detailing the changes made and related costs.

2.14 In any emergency affecting the safety ofpersons or property, UMG may act
without written amendment or change order, at UMG's discretion, to prevent
threatened damage, injury or loss. UMG shall be compensated by DISTRICT for
any such emergency work notwithstanding the lack of a written amendment.
Such compensation shall include UMG's reasonable costs for the emergency.
Such cost and the basis for which they were incurred shall be detailed to the

Board in any request for additional compensation.

2.15 As required by law, permit or court order, UMG will prepare plant performance
reports and submit them to DISTRICT for signature and transinittal to appropriate
authorities.
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2.16 Uii IG will provide laboratory testing and sampling presently required by plant
perforinance portions of the NPDES permit, the Clean XVater Act, the Safe
Drinking WVater Act, and/or any federal, state or local rules and regulations,
statutes or ordinances, permit or license requirements or judicial and regulatory
orders and decrees.

2.17 UMG will provide for the collection, hauling and disposal of solid waste,
screenings, mit, sludge and scum ("Waste" ) to DISTRICT'S existing or approved
disposal sites. It shall be the sole right and responsibility of DISTRICT to
designate, approve or select disposal sites to be used by UMG for DISTRICT'S
Waste. To the extent any change in any designated disposal site necessitates
additional Costs to UMG, UMG shall be compensated for such additional Costs.
All Waste and/or byproduct treated and/or generated during UMG's performance
of services is and shall remain the sole and exclusive property of DISTRICT.

2.18 UMG shall provide all the administrative and financial functions as currently
provided by the DISTRICT'S staff, and any and all other administrative and
financial functions necessary to effectively operate the business affairs of the
DISTRICT.

2.19 UMG shall consult with the DISTRICT'S Commissioners prior to any
replacement of the Project Manager, Operations Manager and Controller,

22P UMG shall submit to the DISTRICT monthly, all reports of project activities in
accordance with the DISTRICT's policies and formats.

2.21 UMG shall provide for monthly meter reading and billing. All amounts billed on
--- behalf-of-DISTRICT-shall be the properLy. of.DISTRICT and.shall be promptly.

remitted to DISTRICT after receipt by UMG. Customer Services offices shall be
maintained at locations approved by the DISTRICT.

2.22 UMG shall provide its reasonable business efforts in controlling unaccounted for
water loss. A monthly report of system accounted for/unaccounted for water loss
shall be submitted to the DISTRICT.

2 23 UMG shall provide such Capital Expenditure as authorized by the DISTRICT and
will invoice the DISTRICT for such Capital Expenditures monthly or upon
completion.

2 2$ UMG will provide additional funding to DISTRICT upon negotiating mutually
acceptable terms and conditions of such funding.

Ui!IG will seek sources of government grants and loans for consideration by the
DISTRICT. The DISTRICT must approve in advance all application for such

funding.
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226 To protect the District and allow for continuity of service UMG will post a letter
of credit or other surety in the amount of$2,000,000 to ensure faithful

perfonnance of its contract obligations. Such letter of credit or surety shall be
released upon termination of this Agreement and compliance by UMG with its
obligations hereunder.

UMG's SCOPE OF SERVICES - WASTEWATER

3.1 This Article shall apply to UMG's operations, maintenance and management
services for the DISTRICT'S wastewater systems.

3.2 Within the design capacity and capabilities of the Waste Treatment Plant(s)
described in Appendix B, UMG will manage, operate and maintain the Plant(s) so
that effluent discharged from the Plant's outfalls meets the requirements specified
in Appendix C-l.

3.3 UMG will perform all Maintenance and Repairs for the Project, and submit a
monthly accounting to DISTRICT, along with a detailed invoice for any
DISTRICT approved repair or replacement that exceeds Twenty Thousand
Dollars ($20,000.00).

3.4 UMG will pay all Costs incurred in normal wastewater utility operations. Any
cost determined to be abnormal, for which additional compensation is sought,
shall be submitted to the DISTRICT for approval along with an explanation for
the basis upon which its been determined to be abnormal,

UMG's SCOPE OF SERVICES - WATER

4.1 This Article shall apply to UMG's operations, maintenance and management
services for the DISTRICT'S drinking water treatment system.

42 Within the design capacity and capabilities of the Water Treatment Plant(s)
described in Appendix B, UMG will manage, operate and maintain the Plant{s) so
that water produced from the Plant(s) meets the requirements specified in

Appendix C-2.

UMG shall operate the water treatment plant(s), pump station(s), and provide for
all laboratory testing requirements.

UMG will perform all Maintenance and Repairs for the Project, and submit a

monthly accounting to DISTRICT.

UMG will pay all Costs incurred in normal Water operations. Any cost
determined to be abnormal, for which additional compensation is sought, will be
submitted to the DISTRICT for approval along with an explanation for the basis

upon which it's been determined to be abnormal.
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5. UMG's SCOPE OF SERVICES - WASTEWATER COLLECTION SYSTEM AND
WATER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

This Article shall apply to UMG's services for the DISTRICT'S wastewater
collection system and potable water distribution system.

52 The scope of UMG's services for the Maintenance and Repair of the collection
system and the distribution system are set forth in Appendices C-3 and C-4,
respectively.

5.3 UMG shall provide for all daily operation and maintenance functions such as line
Repairs, customer connections, line and tank maintenance, meter replacement,
leak detection, line flushing, valve exercise, system inspection, line locations, and

emergency call-outs, etc.

DISTRICT'S DUTIES

6.1 The DISTRICT shall fund all necessary Capital Expenditures. Such funding shall
be provided either (i) in advance from the DISTRICT to UMG if the DISTRICT
requests that UMG contract for such Capital Expenditure or (ii) the DISTRICT
shall contract for such Capital Expenditure directly. Priorities shall be given to
safety and the ADA related expenses described in Section 2.12.Any loss,
damage, or injury resulting from the DISTRICT'S failure to provide capital as
reasonably required by UMG shall be the sole responsibility of the DISTRICT
provided that U1VIG has timely notified the DISTRICT of the need for the capital
expenditure and has provided sufficient lead time for acquisition and utilization of

- the-same —. Otherwise-any such-loss damage or-injury shall be-the sole .-

responsibility of UMG.

6.2 The DISTRICT shall keep in force all Project warranties, guarantees, easements
and licenses that have been granted to DISTRICT and are not transferred to UMG
under this Agreement. UMG shall keep in force all Project warranties,
guarantees, easements and license transferred to them under this Agreement.

6,3 The DISTRICT shall pay all ad valorem, property, franchise, occupational and
disposal taxes, or other taxes associated with the Project other than taxes imposed
upon UiivIG's net income and/or payroll taxes for UMG employees.

In the event UMG is required to pay any sales tax or use taxes on the value of the
services provided by UMG hereunder such payments shall be reimbursed by the
DISTRICT unless the DISTRICT furnishes a valid and properly executed
exemption certificate relieving the DISTRICT and PivIG of the obligation for
such tares.

The DISTRICT shall provide UMG with full use of any and all pieces of
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DISTRICT'S heavy equipment that are available so that UMG may discharge its
obligations under this Agreement in the most cost-effective manner.

6.5 DISTRICT shall provide all registrations and licenses for DISTRICT'S vehicles
used in connection with the Project.

6.6 DISTRICT shall provide for UMG's exclusive use of all vehicles and equipment
presently in full time use at the Project except as may be otherwise designated
&om time to time by Agreement.

6.7 DISTRICT shall provide for UMG access to all easements, right-of-ways, and
access to discharge UMG's obligation under this Agreement.

6.8 DISTRICT warrants that during the interim period between the initial Project
inspection by UMG and the commencement date specified in Section 11.1,the
plant, facilities and equipment have been operated only in the normal course of
business, all scheduled and proper maintenance has been performed and there are
no issues known to DISTRICT regarding the condition of the Project and Facility
composing the Project and/or any equipment used by the Project.

DISTRICT shall promptly review and consider any request by UMG for any
additional Capital Expenditures or Costs incurred by UMG.

COMPENSATION

7.1 UiiIG's compensation under this Agreement shall consist of an Annual Fee and
certain Connection Fees.

The Annual Fee for the first Agreement Year (as defined in Section 11.1hereof),
which first Agreement Year shall be for the period July 1, 2005 through June 30,
2006, shall be $6,819,000, as adjusted below for new water and sewer customers.
The Maintenance and Repair Limit included in the Annual Fee is $456,140, to be
used as specified and set out herein during the period. The Annual Fee for the
remaining Agreement Years of the initial term as described in Section 11.1shall
be increased by the amounts added in clauses (i) and (ii) of the next paragraph and
,fiirther increased if and to the extent that the percentage increase in the Consumer
Price Index as published by the Bureau of Labor Standards (the "CPI")during the
immediately preceding Agreement Year. exceeds~a. In such event, an amount
equal to such excess over 2.5%, multiplied by an amount equal to the prior
Agreement Year's Annual Fee, including the amounts added in clauses (i) and (ii)
of the next paragraph.

In addition to the Annual Fee, commencing with the one-thousand-one (1001)
new water or four-hundred-one (401) new sewer customer is connected, UMG
will be entitled to an additional continuing monthly fee (which shall be added to
and thereafter considered a part of the Annual Fee for all purposes of this
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Agreement and paid on a monthly basis with the payment of the Annual Fee at the
end of each month as provided in Section 8.1 hereof) equal to (i) $23.50
multiplied by the number of new water customers connected during such month,
plus (ii) $ 19.00multiplied by the number of new sewer customers connected
during such month.

In addition to the Annual Fee, UMG shall be entitled to the following Connection
Fees: (a) for each new water customer connected during any Agreement Year in
excess of four hundred fifty (450) new water customers, the DISTRICT shall pay
UMG a $675.00 fee; (b) for each new sewer customer connected during any
Agreement Year in excess of ten (10) new sewer customers, the DISTRICT shall

pay UMG a $750.00 fee if such additional customer is a gravity sewer customer
and a $2,600.00 fee if such additional customer is a force main sewer customer.

7.2 Ifactual Maintenance and Repair expenditures are less than the Maintenance and
Repair Limit for any Agreement Year, UMG will rebate the entire difference to
the DISTRICT in accordance with Section 8.3. Ifactual Maintenance and Repair
expenditures exceed the Maintenance and Repair Limit, the DISTRICT shall pay
the excess to UMG in accordance with Section 8.2.'MG will notify the
DISTRICT when actual Maintenance and Repair expenditures equal eighty
percent (80%) of the Maintenance and Repair Limit in each Agreement Year
throughout the term.

7.3 The services being provided under this Agreement are based on reasonably
.expected overtime for repair of line breaks, other emergencies or routine services
required after hours. Reasonableness shall be defmed as an average of overtime
expended on these items for the prior three years. Any additional expenses,

'ncurredby UMG including overtime wages ~swresult-ofsevere weather a-
disaster or other unplanned events (in which funds may be recovered through
billing a third party including the State or Federal Government such as through
the FEMA program or other source) will be invoiced by UMG to the DISTRICT
for reimbursement in accordance with Section 8.2. Any expense that may be
recovered from FEMA or other similar source may also be invoiced by UMG to
the DISTICT subject to the condition that payment for the same is subject to
reimbursement by FEMA, or other similar source to the DISTRICT.

The Annual Fee (and Maintenance and Repair Limit included therein) shall be
negotiated each Agreement Year at least six (6) months prior to the anniversary of
this Agreement's effective date. Should the DISTRICT and UMG fail to agree,
the Annual Fee (and Maintenance and Repair Limit included therein) wilt be

adjusted by multiplying the eater(n Annual Fee (and Mainten'ance and Repair

Limit) by the percentage increase in the Consumer Price Index for the preceding
twelve months each year.

8. PAYMENT OF COhIPENSATION
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8.1 One hventy-fourth (1/24) of the Annual Fee for each Agreement Year shall be due
and payable on the 15th and the last day of each month during such Agreement
Year for service provided in accordance to Articles 7.1 and 7.2 of this Agreement,
except for the first Agreement Year (commencing July 1, 2005 and ending
June 30, 2006), in which one twenty-third (1/23) of the Annual Fee shall be due
and payable on the 15 and the last day of each month commencing July 31,
2005. The additional continuing water and sewer fees earned by UMG as
provided in the third paragraph of Section 7.1 shall be added to the payments
described above and paid on a monthly basis with the payment of the Annual Fee
at the end of each month during the ba) ance of the Agreement Year and all

remaining Agreement Years.

S.2 All other compensation to UMG (including any Connection Fees) is due upon
receipt of UMG's invoice and payable ~vithin fifteen (15) days.

8.3 DISTRICT shall pay interest at an annual rate equal to the DISTRICT'S
designated financial institution's prime rate plus two percent (2.0'jo) on payments
not paid and received by UMG within thirty (30) calendar days of the due date,
such interest being calculated from the due date of the payment. In the event the
charges hereunder might exceed any limitation provided by law, such charges
shall be reduced to the highest rate or amount within such limitation.

9. SCOPE CHANGES

9.1 A Change in Scope of services shall occur when and as UMG's Costs of providing
services under this Agreement change as a result of.

9.1.I- Any- change iri Project operatioris, personnel qualifications or staffing or
other cost which is mandated or otherwise required, by a change in law,
rule or regulation or an action or forbearance of any governmental body
having jurisdiction to order, dictate or require such change;

9.1.2 increases or decreases in rates or other related charges (including taxes)
imposed upon UMG by a utility provider (see Section 9.4 below) or taxing
authority - excluding taxes based on UMG's net income; and/or

9.1.3 DISTRICT'S request of UMG and UhIG's consent to provide additional
services.

9.2 For Changes in Scope described in Sections 9.1.1through and including 9.1.3,the
Annual Fee shall be increased (or decreased) by an amount equal to UMG's

additional (reduced) Cost associated with the Change in Scope plus ten percent
(10%). Modifications of the Annual Fee as a result ofconditions described in

Section 9.1.3shall be retroactive to the effective date of the request to provide
additional services.
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10. INDElvfNITY AND LIABILITY INSURANCE

10.1 UMG agrees to indemnify and hold DISTRICT harmless against any and a!l

claims, suits, actions, deeds, damages, cost, charge and expenses, including court
cost and reasonable attorney fees, and against all liability, losses and damage of
any nature whatever that DISTRICT shall or may at any time sustain arising from
the operation of this Agreement other than those arising from the DISTRICT'S
negligence or willful misconduct.

10,2 DISTRICT agrees to indemnify and hold UMG harmless against any and all
claims, suits, actions, deeds, damages, cost, charge and expenses, including court
cost and reasonable attorney fees, and against all liability, losses and damage of
any nature whatever that UMG shall or inay at any time sustain as a result of
DISTRICT'S negligence or willful misconduct.

10.3 UMG shall be liable for those fines or civil penalties imposed by a regulatory or
enforcement agency for violations occurring on or after the Commencement Date,
of the effluent quality requirements provided for in Appendices C-1 and C-2 that
are a result of UMG's negligence. DISTRICT will assist UMG in contesting any
such fines in administrative proceedings and/or in court prior to any payment by
UMG. UMG shall pay the cost of any such contest

10.4

10.5

UMG shall be liable for afl fines or civil penalties imposed by any regulatory or
enforcement agencies on DISTRICT and/or UMG that are not a result of
DISTRICT'S negligence or are otherwise directly related to the ownership of the
Project and shall indemnify and hold DISTRICT harmless from the payment of
any such fines and/or penalties.

Indemnity agreements provided for in this Agreement shall survive the
termination of the Agreement.

10.6 Each party shall obtain and maintain insurance coverage of a type and in the
amounts described in Appendix E. Each party shall provide the other party with
satisfactory proof of insurance,

11. TERM. TERMINATION AND DEFAULT

The initial term of this Agreement shall be five (5) years commencing July 1,
2005. Each period during the term commencing July 1 and ending the following
June 30 shall be referred to as an Agreement Year." The DISTRICT shall have
the right, without cause, to terminate this Agreement at the end of the third

Agreement Year upon repayment of the unamortized capital investment made by
UMG, if any. Notice 'of termination shall be given in writing one hundred eighty
(1SO) days in advance of the effective date of termination.

1 1.2 A party may terminate this Agreement only for a material breach of the
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Agreement by the other party except as provided in Section 11.1only after giving
written notice of breach; and, only after allowing the other party thirty (30) days
to cure or commence taking reasonable steps to cure the breach.

11.3 In the event that this Agreement is terminated for any reason prior to the
expiration date of the initial term, DISTRICT shall pay to UMG a termination fee
based on the remaining unamortized balance of start-up costs and capital
expenditures made by UMG - all as set forth in Appendix F.

11A Upon notice of termination by DISTRICT, UMG shall assist DISTRICT in
assuming or transfemng operation of the Project, for a period up to six (6) months
from the date of notice of termination. UMG's compensation for such services
shall be its costs not otherwise uncured in operation of the Project. If additional
Cost is incurred by UMG at request ofDISTRICT, DISTRICT shall pay UMG
such Cost within thirty (30) days receipt of invoice.

11.5 Upon termination of this Agreement and all renewals and extensions of it,
UMG will return the Project to DISTRICT in the same condition as it was upon
the effective date of this Agreement, ordinary wear and tear excepted. Equipment
and other personal property purchased by UMG for use in the operation or
maintenance of the Project shall remain the property of UMG upon termination of
this Agreement unless the property was directly paid for by DISTRICT or
DISTRICT specifically reimbursed UMG for the cost incurred to purchase the

property or this Agreement provides to the contrary,

12. DISPUTES AND FORCE iVIAJEURE

12.1 In the event activities by employee groups or unions unrelated to UMQ catise a
disruption in UMG's ability to perform at the Project, DISTRICT, with UMG's
assistance or UMG at its own option, may seek appropriate injunctive court
orders. During any such disruption, UMG shall operate the facilities on a best-
efforts basis until any such disruptions cease.

12.2 Neither party shall be liable for its failure to perform its obligations under this
Agreement if such failure is due to any Unforeseen Circumstances.
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Both parties indicate their approval of this Agreement by their signatures below, and each party
warrants that all corporate or governmental action necessary to bind the parties to the terms of
this Agreement has been and will be taken.

IVIOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT UTILITY MANAGEMENT GROUP, INC

Name: IOn/ I ATE S

Title: Ct l K og) Sc)N
I

Date: (~ -i/i-nS Date

The undersigned, as counsel for the Mountain Water District in this transaction, hereby certifies
that (s)he has examined the circumstances surrounding the selection of UTILITY
MANAGEMENT GROUP, LLC (UMG) and the award and letting of the foregoing contract to
UMG by DISTRICT and has found that said selection and award process comply with the
procurement laws of the Commonwealth of Kentucky and DISTRICT.

District

A4i
, counsel for Mountain Water
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APPENDIX A

DEFINITIONS

A. 1 "Adequate Nutrients" means plant influent nitrogen, phosphorus and iron contents
proportional to BODs in the ratio of five (5) parts nitrogen, one (1) part phosphorus, and
one-half (0.5) part iron for each one hundred (100)parts BODs.

A.2 "Annual Fee" means a predetermined, fixed sum for UMG's services. The Annual Fee
includes Cost and profit.

A.3 "Biologically or Toxic Substances" means any substance or combination of substances
contained in the plant influent in sufficiently high concentration so as to interfere with the
biological processes necessary for the removal of the organic and chemical constituents
of the wastewater required to meet the discharge requirements of DISTRICT'S NPDES
Permit. Biologically toxic substances include, but are not limited to, heavy metals,
phenols, cyanides, pesticides and herbicides.

"Capital Expenditures" means any expenditures for (1) the purchase of new equipment or
facility items that cost more than Two Thousand Dollars ($2,000); or (2) major repairs
which [significantly extend equipment or facility service life andj cost more than Two
Thousand Dollars ($2,000) or (3) expenditures that are planned, non-routine and

budgeted by DISTRICT.

A.6

"Cost" means all Direct Cost and indirect cost determined on an accrual basis in

accordance with generally accepted accounting principles.

"Direct Cost" means the actual cost incurred for the direct benefit of the project
including, but not limited to, expenditures for project management and labor, employee
benefits, chemicals, lab supplies, repairs, repair parts, maintenance parts, safety supplies,
gasoline, oil, equipment rental, legal and professional services, quality assurance, travel,
office supplies, other supplies, uniforms, telephone, postage, utilities, tools, memberships
and training supplies.

A.7 "Commencement Date" shall mean July 1, 2005.

"Maintenance" means those routine andlor repetitive activities required or recommended

by the equipment or facility manufactured or by UMG to maximize the service life of the

equipment, sewer, vehicles and facilities.

A.9 "Maintenance or Repair Limit" means the total Maintenance and Repair expenditures that

UMG has included in the Annual Fee. Such expenditures exclude any labor costs for
UMG's staff assigned to the Project. UMG's specialized maintenance personnel, not

assigned at the Project, who provide such specialized services such as, but not limited to,
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vibration, thermographic and electrical analyses„ instrumentation maintenance and repair
will be charged to the Maintenance and Repair Limit.

A.10 "Project" means all equipment, vehicles, grounds, rights of way, sewers and facilities
described in Appendix B and, where appropriate, the management, operations and
maintenance of such.

A. 1 1 "Repairs" mean those not-routinelnon-repetitive activities required for operational
continuity, safety and performance generally due to failure or to avert a failure of the
equipment, sewer, vehicles or facilities or some component thereof.

A.12 "Unforeseen Circumstances" shall mean any event or condition which has an effect on
the rights or obligations of the parties under this Agreement, or upon the Project, which is
beyond the reasonable control of the party relying thereon and constitutes a justification
for a delay in or non-performance of action required by this Agreement, including but not
limited to (i) an act of God, landslide, lighting, earthquake, tornado, fire, explosion,
flood, failure to possess sufficient property rights, acts of the public enemy, war,
blockade, sabotage, insurrection, riot or civil disturbance; (ii) preliminary of final order
of any local, province, administrative agency or governmental body of competent
jurisdiction (but excluding in the case of performance by the DISTRICT, any order of the
DISTRICT); (iii) any change in law, regulation, rule, requirement, interpretation or
statute adopted, promulgated, issued or otherwise specifically modified or changed by
any local, province or governmental body; (iv) labor disputes, strikes, work slowdowns
or work stoppages, but excluding labor disputes, strikes, work slowdowns oi work
stoppages by employees of UMG; and (v) loss of or inability to obtain service from a
utility necessary to furnish power for the operation and maintenance of the Project.
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APPENDS B

DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT

UMG agrees to provide the services necessary for the management, operation and maintenance
of the following.

a. All equipment, vehicles, grounds and facilities now existing within the present

property boundaries of or being used to operate the DISTRICT's Water Treatment
Plant located at:

Harless Creek, Pikeville, Kentucky 41501

All equipment, grounds and facilities now existing within the present property
boundaries of pumping stations described as follows:

AS ATTACHED —one hundred and seven (107) Pumping Stations, twenty-three

(23) master meters, thirty-one (31)pressure regulators, ninety-six {96) water
storage tanks, three hundred fifty (350) fire hydrants and seven hundred eighty-
one (781) miles of water distribution line.

All equipment, vehicles, grounds and facilities now existing within the present
property boundaries of or being used to operate the DISTRICT'S eighteen (18)
wastewater treatment plants located at:

Belfry Courthouse

Colley Hills

Branham Heights

Douglas Industrial

Forest Hills

Hardy Park

Johns Creek Fire Dept

Keene Village

Mossy Bottom

Phelps Courthouse

Stone Heights

Hellier Courthouse

Johns Creek Day Care

Johnson Bottom

Maple Village Subdivision

Phelps WWTP

Shelbiana ivIHP

XVi llaw Place

Twenty-five sewer lift stations, one hundred (100) (+ or -) miles of force mains or gravity sewer
lines in service on the effective date of this Agreement.
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APPENDIX C-1

%'DES PERr>IIT AND PROJECT CHARACTERISTICS

C.l. I U1VIG will operate so that effluent will meet the requirement of each NPDES permit
number listed in Figure 1:

Figure I

Location KY PDES¹ Permit
Issued

Permit
Expires

Capacity BOD TSS

Belfry KY0072591
Courthouse

07/01/01 06/30/2005 5,000 30/60mgl 30/60mgl

Branham
Heights

Colley
Hills

KY0096580 03/01/03 08/31/2005 10,000 30/60mgl 30/60mgl

KY0089303 10/01/02 09/30/2005 10,000 30/60mgl 30/60mgl

Dortorr
Park

KY0104841 06/01/03 08/31/05 30/60m gl 30/60m gl

Douglas
Industrial

Forest
Hills

KY0042 811 09/01/01 08/31/2005 150,000 15/30m gl 30/60mgl

KY0095885 08/01/02 06/30/2005 10,000 20/40m gl 30/60mgl

Hellier -- KY0072664 - 09/01-/01 —.08/31/2005 U,OGO . 30/60mgl 30/60mgl
Courthouse

Johns
Creek DC

KY0098621 01/31/04 01/31/2009 2,000

Hardy Park KY0072672 07/01/01 06/30/2005 10,000 30/60mgl 30/60mgl

30/60mgl 30/60mgl

Johns
Creek Fire

Johnson
Bottom

Keene
Village

Maple
Village

Mossy
Bottom

KY0103365 08/01/02 01/31/2006 1,000 30/60mgl 30/60mgl

KYO073 156 07/01/01 06/30/2006 15,000 30/60mgl 30/60m gl

KY0072834 02/01/02 01/31/2006 15,000 20/40m gl 20/40m gl

KY0098353 09/01/04 0 1/31/2006 10,000 30/60mgt 30/60mgl

KY0100480 09/01/01 09/30/2005 200,000 30/45mgl 30/45mgl
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Location KY PDESP Permit Permit
Issued Expires

Capacity BOD TSS

Phelps
WWTP

Phelps
Courthse

Shelbiana
MHp

Stone
Heights

Willow
Place

KY0104442 07/01/03 06/30/2005 250,000 30/45m gl 30/45m gl

KY0072648 07/01/01 06/30/2005 2,000 30/60mgl 30/60m gl

KY0099805 09/01/01 08/31/2005 37,134 30/60rngl 30/60mgl

KY0029343 06/30/05 02/28/2007 10,000 30/60mgl 30/60m gl

KYOOS2708 02/01/02 01/31/2006 5,000 10/20rngl 30/60mgl

Russell FK KYG640159 09/01/04 08/31/09 2 mgd N/A 30/50mgl

These are adopted by reference herein as of the date hereof. UMG shall be responsible for
meeting the effluent quality requirements of the Permit unless one or more of the following
occurs: (1) the project influent does not contain Adequate Nutrients to support operation of
Project biological processes and/or contains Biologically Toxic Substances which cannot be
removed by the existing process and facilities; (2) dischargers into DISTRICT'S sewer system
violate any or alf regulations as stated in DISTRICT'S Industrial Water and Sewer Ordinance(s)
or as required by law; (3) the flow or influent BODs and/or suspended solids exceeds the Project
design parameters which are identified (FIGURE 1) thousand gallons of flow per day, (FIQURE
t) pounds of BODs per day, {FIGURE 1) pounds of suspended solids and a daily peaking factor
of (FIGURE 1) times flow; (4) if the Project is inoperable or can operate only at a reduced
capacity on account of construction activities, fire, flood, adverse weather conditions, labor
disputes or other causes beyond UiiIG's control.

C.1.2

In the event any one of the Project influent characteristics, suspended solids, BOD or
flow, exceeds the design parameters stated above, UiiIG shall return the plant effluent to
the characteristics required by NPDES in accordance with the foflowing schedule after
Project influent characteristics return to within design parameters.

10% or Less
Above 10% Less than 20%
20% and Above

5 days
10 days
30 days

notwithstanding the above schedule, if the failure to meet effluent quality limitations js
caused by the presence of Biologically Toxic Substances or the lack of Adequate
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Nutrients in the influent, then UMG will have a thirty (30) day recovery period after the
influent is free from said substances or contains Adequate Nutrients.

C.I.3 UMG shall not be responsible for fines or legal action as a result of discharge violations
within the period that influent exceeds desi'arameters, does not contain Adequate
Nutrients, contains Biologically Toxic Substances or is inoperable, and the subsequent
recovery period.

C. 1 4 UIYIG's compensation shall be based on a minimum of 14,542 water customers and 1,242
sewer customers.
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APPENDIX C-2

PROJECT CHARACERISTICS

C.2.1 The Project has the following design characteristics:

A capacity of 2.0 MGD of finished water production with an ability for cheinical
additions, flocculation, sedimentation and filtration based on 2 gallons per minute per
square foot of filter area. The Project has the capability for post treatment by chlorination
and fluoridation.

C.2.2 UMG will operate the Project so that water treated will meet the current Municipal
Drinking Water Standards. VMG's Annual Fee includes all costs for treating an average
daily flow of 2.0 MGD of raw water per day to the standards specified below.

Turbidity
Iron
Manganese
Fluoride

pH Color
Corrosivity
Odor E.
Coli

0.3NTU
<0.3 mg/L
<0,05 mg/L
O.S average mg/L
>7.0
<15 color units
Non-corrosive
+3.0TON
Negative

C.2.3 If any of the following contaminants in the raw water causes the finished water to exceed
the maximum-Coritarriinant Leveh (MCL) establrsked for finished water quality, UMG--
will treat the raw water to reduce said contaminant to an acceptable MCL. The cost of
any specific treatment will be in addition to the Annual Fee for the treatment required by
this Article C.2.3.

Radionuclides

Radium 5.0 Pci/L

Gross Alpha 15.0Pci/L
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Organic Chemicals

Contaminant MCL Cmu/U

Alachlor
Aldicarb
Aldicarb Sulfone
Aldicarb Sulfoxide
Atrazine
Benzene
Carbo furan

Carbon Tetrachloride
Chlordane
2,4-D
Dibromochloropropane (DBCP)
Dibromochloropropane (DBCP)
p-Dichlorobenzene
1,2-Dichloro ethane

1,1 -Dichloroethylene
cis-1,2-Dichloroethylene
trans-1,2-Dichloroethylene
1,2-Dichloropropane
Endrin
Ethylbenzene
Thylene Dibromide (EDB)
Thylene Dibromide (EDB)
Heptachlor Epoxide
Lindane
Methoxychlor
Monochlorobenzene
Pentachlorophenol
Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCB)
Styrene
Tetrachloroethylene
Toluene

Toxaphene
2,4,5-TP (Silvex)
1,1,1 -Trichloroethane
Trichloro ethylene

Total Trihalomethanes

Vinyl Chloride
Xylenes (Total)

0.002
0.003
0.002
0.004
0.003
0.005
0.04
0.005
0.002
0.07
0.0002
0.6
0.075
0.005
0.007
0.07
0.1
0.005
0.002
0.7
0.00005
0004-
0.0002
0.0002
0.04
0.1
0,001
0.0005
0.1
0.005
1

0.003
0.05
0.02
0.005
0,1
0.002
10
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Inorganic Chemicals

Contaminant MCL

Arsenic
Asbestos
Barium
Cadmium
Chromium
Fluoride
Mercury
Nitrate
Nitrite
Total Nitrate Nitrite
Selenium
Chloride
Copper
Fluoride
Silver
Sulfate
Total Dissolved Solids (TDS)
Zinc

0.05
7 (million fibers/L)
2
0.005
0.1

0.002 10 (as
nitrogen}
1 (as nitrogen)
10
0.05
300
1.0
2,0
0.10
300 1,000
5

C.2.4 UMG will provide laboratory services for monitoring only the following contaminants on
an as-requested basis. These contaminants do not have an established MCL,

Aldrin
-Benzo(a)pyrene
Butachlor
Carbayl
Dalapon
Di(2-ethylhexy) adipatc
Di(2-ethylhexyl)pthalarc
Didamba
Dichloromethane Dieldrin
Dinoseb
Diquat
Entodhal

Glyphosate

Hexachlorobenzene
-- Hexachlorocyclopentadiene

3-Hydroxycarbofiiran
Methomyl
Metolachlor
Metribuzin

Oxyamyl (vydate)
Pictoram
Prop achlor
Simazine
2,3,7,8-TCDD (Dioxin)
1,2,4-Trich!orobenzene
1,1,2-Trichloroethane
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APPENDIX C-3

WASTEWATER COLLECTION SYSTEM
SCOPE OF SERVICES

The wastewater collection system consists of all lift stations, manholes and pipe in service as of
effective day of this Agreement. UMG responsibility with the wastewater collection system
shall be to respond to notification of clogged or blocked DISTRICT owned wastewater/sewer
lines in place as of the effective date of this Agreement, and to make all reasonable and diligent
efforts to remove debris or other material causing blockages. UMG shall respond to notices of
blockage by the next working day of receiving notice. The DISTRICT shall remain responsible
for replacing sewer and wastewater lines and for any damage or loss to property or injury,
including death or disease of any person arising from failure or from the operation or repair of
the wastewater collection system, and the DISTRICT, or its underwriters, shall retain
responsibility to administer, adjust and respond to any claims arising as a result thereof.

UiiIG will notify the DISTRICT promptly when UMG becomes aware of the potential
requirement of repair or replacement of any wastewater collection system components and assist
the DISTRICT in locating such areas. UiiIG repair and maintenance of the wastewater
collection system components shall be treated as lvlaintenance and Repair incurred pursuant to
this Agreement.
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APPENDIX C-4

DRINKING WATER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

SCOPE OF SERVICES

The water distribution system consists of all waterlines, meters, hydrants, master meters and

valves in service as of the effective date of this Agreement and pump stations and water storage
tanks identified in Figure 2, Fibre 3, Figure 4

Figure 2

MiilS

M-01JC

M-02JC

M-03BC

M-04CC

M-05SV

M-06IC

M-07IC

M-08IC

M-09SX

M:10SV

M-11EC

M-12CP

M-13HC

M-14M C

M-15M C

M-16PC

ill-17PC

1'-18IC

M-18IC

M-19MC

Ivl-20JC

i'll-21HC

Location

Town Mountain

Meta

Big Creek

Chloe Creek

Indian Hills

Island Creek

Raccoon Branch

Hoopwood Hollow

Sookey Creek ¹I

Meter Size

6 inch

6 inch

6 inch

6 inch

4 inch

4 inch

4 inch

2 inch

4 inch

E ikhorn Creek

Cowpen

Hurricane Creek

Marrowbone V/TP

Millard

williamson ¹1
Williamson ¹ 2

4 inch

4 inch

4 inch

10 inch

6 inch

10 inch

6 inch

Modern Mobile Home Park 2 inch

Greasy Creek

Ferrells Creek

Brushy Creek

Cedar Gap

6 inch

4 inch

4 inch

4 inch

'ookey Creek ¹2 6 inch
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ivflVIS

M-22i>IC

Location

Elkhorn Connector

Meter Size

6 inch

Figure 3

01FC

03RC

07JC

09JC

11GV

14JC

17BC

20PC

22 PC

24 PC

26PC

28BB

30BB

Ferguson Creek

Grassy Fork ¹1
Johns Creek RR

Elkhorn lvfT

Upper Camp Br

Meathouse

Long FK, Big Ck

Williamson hlalf

Forest Hills

Sharondale

Hardy

Dials Branch

02RC

05JC

08JC

10GV

13JC

15JC

18PC

21PC

23PC

25PC

27PC

29BB

L. FK of Blackberry 31BB

Taylor Fork

Cabin Knoll

Deskins

Grapevine Sch.

Stratton Fork

Cobum Mt¹1

Rogers Park

Southside Mall

US 119,Toler

Runyon School

Turkey Toe

Blue Springs

Smith Fork

Peter Fork 33BC Pinson Fork

35CC

37MC

391vfC

41SV

43RC

45 SV

47GC

49GC

51LP

53JC

55SV

57CP

59PC

Kendrick FK

Marrowbone Pl.

Twin Bridges

Fords Branch

Grassy Fork ¹2

Caney CK

Greasy Ck

U. Greasy Ck.

Lower Pompey

Johns Ck. ¹2

US 23 Solenoid

Adkins Branch

!ivfudlick Br.

36CC

38iiIC

40MC

42 SV

44 IC

46 DC

48 BC

50GC

52JC

54JC

56CP

58PC

60PC
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Ivy Fork

Poor Bottom

Graveyard Hollow

Sookeys Cr

Island Cr.

Dorton Cr.

Buckley Creek

Gillespi Br.

Johns Ck. ¹1
Long Fk Johns Creek

Cowpen Ck

Narrows Br

P'mson Fk Pond Creek



61PC

63PC

65MC

67SV

69SV

71PT

73SV

75 PC

77PC

79HC

81PF

83IC

85SV

87PF

96GV

89GV

91PF

94MC

92MC

97MC

99PF

101SV

103MC

105

107

109

Coburn Mt.

Runyon Br

Alleghany

Indian Creek

62PC

643C

66PC

68MC

Long Fk Shelby Creek 70LP

Smith Fork

Elkhorn Creek

Allison Heights

Caney Fk,

Spring Branch

Widows Branch

Edgewood Lane

72HC

74PC

i 76JC

78SV

80MC

82PF

84SV

Beech Creek

Trace Fork

Pritchard FK

Bones Branch

Sarah Branham

Brushy Fk, Helher-

Rockho use

Hurricane FK

Kelly Mt Rd

Bowling Fk

Hunt Branch

Sutton Bottom

Upper Pompey

Feds Creek

88MC

19PC

90PC

93MC

95PC

96PF

98BC

100MC

102SV

104PF

106

108

110

Little Robinson Creek 86EC

Scant Br.

Scott Fork

Belfry Hill

PeytonCreek

Slones Branch

Hurricane CK

Sharon Heights

Layne Branch

Pigeon Branch

Powel 1 Creek

Barrenshee

Lizzie Fork

Mills Branch

Biggs Branch

KY 292

Ball Fork

Contrary I-Iol.

Straight Hol.

Upper Peter Creek

Brushy Ck

Wolfpit Hol

Sugar Branch

Camp Cr.

Anderson Branch

Hatfield

Abner Fork

Figure 4

01FC

03RC

Town Mountain

Grassy Fork 41
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05JC

06JC

07JC

08JC

09JC

IOGV

11GV

12BC

14JC

15JC

16BC

17BB

18PC

19PC

20PC

21PC

22PC

23PC

24PC

25PC

26PC

29BB

30BB

31BB

32BB

33BC

35CC

36CC

38hfC

40 MC

41SV

Cabin Knoll

Bent Mountain

Lawson Branch

Elkhorn Fork

Ridgeline Road

Grapevine School

Hunt Knob

Canada

Meathouse Fork

Coburn Mountain

Sandlick

Long Fk., Big Creek

Rogers Park

Ky 292 Tank

Southside Mall ¹ 1

Southside Mall ¹2
Forest Hills

Sharon dale

-Stone

McVeigh

Hardy Park

Blackberry Mountain

Left Fk.Blackberry

Smith FK Blackberry

Peter Fk. Blackberry

Pinson Fk. Of Rockhouse

Kendrick Fork

Ivy Fork

Poor Bottom

Graveyard Hollow

Shelbiana
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42SV

44IC

45SV

46DC

47 GC

48BC

49 GC

50GC

5lLP

52JC

53JC

54JC

55SV

56CP

57CP

58PC

59PC

60PC

62PC

63PC

66PC

67SY

68MC

69SY

70LP

71GC

72HC

73SY

74PC

Douglas Park

Grassy Fork ¹2

Island Creek

Dorton ¹l
Dorton ¹2

Greasy Creek

Buckley Creek

Upper Greasy Creek

Gillespi Branch

Lower Pompey

Upper Johns Creek¹ I

Upper Johns Creek¹2

Long Fork of Johns Creek

Robinson Creek

Cowpen Creek

Pike County Airport

Narrows Branch

Mudlick Branch

Pinson Fork of Pond Creek

Scant Branch

Runyons Branch

Alleghany

Belfry Hill

Indian Hill

Peyton Creek

Long Fork of Shelby Creek

S1ones Branch

Smith Fork

Hurricane Creek

Elkhorn Creek

Sharon Heights
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76JC

77PC

79HC

80MC

81PF

82PF

37MC

84SV

85SV

86EC

87PF

88MC

89GV

90PC

91PF

92MC

93SV

94SV

96PF

97MC

98BC

99DF

IDOIVIC

10lsv

102SV

103MC

104PF

105

106

107MC

Lane Branch

Caney Fork

Spring Branch

Powell Creek

Widows Branch

Barrenshee Hollow

Wolfpit

Lizzie Fork

Little Robinson Creek

Mills Branch

Beech Creek

Biggs Branch

Pritchard Fork

Ball Fork

Bones Branch

Brushy Fork of Allengeny

Contrary Hollow

Sarah Branham Hollow

-Straight-Hollow--

Upper Peter Creek

Rockhouse, Marrowbone

Brushy Creek

Hurricane Fork of Knox Creek

Wolfpit Hollow

Kelly Mountain Road

Sugar Camp Road

Bowling Fork Road

Camp Creek

Road Creek

Ferrells Creek

Feds Creek
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108MC Motley Fork
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APPENDIX D

ARBITRATION PROCEDURES

In the event that DISTRICT and UMG are unable to reach an agreement as to the increase
and/or decrease in compensation specified in Section 7, then those issues remaining unresolved
shall be submitted to binding arbitration under the following terms, conditions and procedures.

D,l Unless specifically provided for herein to the contrary, the rules and procedures of the
American Arbitration Association (AAA), as shall from time to time be amended, apply.
However, the parties shall not be required to use the AAA or its arbitrators. The
arbitration process shall begin 15 days after the parties are unable to reach an agreement
(the "Arbitration Start Date"). Such date shall be specified in writing and shall be the
date from which the following procedures begin.

D.2 There shall be a three (3) member arbitration panel composed of one (1)member selected
by the DISTRICT and one (1)member selected by UMG. Each party shall notify the
other of its selection on or before 30 days after the Arbitration Start Date. The final
member of the three member arbitration panel shall be selected by the initial members
selected within 20 days after their appointment. If no Agreement is reached the third
arbitration member shall be appointed by the Pike County Judge Executive.

D.3 On or before 60 days after the Arbitration Start I3ate, each party shall submit to the
arbitration panel its written position on each unresolved issue. Such submission shall
include not only the party's proposed resolution, but also introduction at the hearing and a
list of witnesses each party intends to call shall be submitted as exhibits to the
submission;-

D.4 The arbitration panel may schedule such pre-hearing conferences as it shall deem
advisable.

D,5 The arbitration hearing shall commence no earlier that 75 and no later than 85 days aAer
the Arbitration Start Date and shall be concluded no later than ten (10) working days aAer
its commencement.

D.6 The parties hereby agree and stipulate for purposes of arbitration that the pricing and cost
estimates contained in this Agreement or any subsequent modification hereto as agreed
between the parties are fair and reasonable and are not to be a factual issue for
determination by the arbitration panel

D.7 Within ten (10) days of the conclusion of the evidentiary phase of the arbitration hearing
the arbitration panel shall announce its decision and award. The possible "decision and
award" shall be limited on each individual issue presented to either the position of the

DISTRICT or the position of UiiIG as set forth in the position submissions described in

Subsection "D.3"above.
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D.8 Findings of fact and conclusions of law shall not be required of the arbitration panel
unless specifically requested by either party within five (5) working days of the

announcement of the Decision and Order.

D.9 Unless specifically requested by either party, the proceedings shall not be recorded by
other than a tape recording device. In the event that either party requests the services of a
court reporter or other means of transcription of the proceedings, the requesting party
shall bear the cost of recordation and transcription.

D. l 0 The costs of arbitration services shall be home equally by the parties; provided, however,
that in the event that the arbitration panel makes a specific written finding of fact that one
party has prosecuted its case frivolously or in bad faith, then the arbitration panel shall
assess the costs of arbitration services to the offending party.
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APPENDIX E

INSURANCE COVERAGE

UMG SHALL 1VIAINTAIN:

1. Statutory W'orkers'ompensation for all of UMG's employees at the Project as
required by the Corninonwealth of Kentucky.

2. Comprehensive general liability insurance, insuring UMG's negligence, in an
amount not less than $ 1,000,000 combined single limits for bodily injury and/or
property damage.

DISTRICT SHALL MA%TAIN:

1. Statutory Workers'ompensation for all of DISTRICT'S employees associated
with the Project as required by the Commonwealth of Kentucky.

Property damage insurance for all property including vehicles owned by
DISTRICT and operated by UMG under this Agreement. Any property,
including vehicles not properly or fully insured shall be the financial
responsibility of the DISTRICT. Although the DISTRICT is required to maintain
these insurance coverages, the parties acknowledge that the current premium costs
are included in the budget provided to UMG and provided and to the extent the
premium costs do not increase, UMG will promptly pay, on behalf of the
DISTRICT, the premiums for said insurance coverages. The DISTRICT shall pay
any additional premium cost for such insurance coverages.-

3. Automobile liability insurance for collision, comprehensive, and bodily injury,

Each party will provide at least thirty (30) days notice of the cancellation of any policy it is
required to maintain under this Agreement. UMG may self-insure reasonable deductible
amounts under the policies it is required to maintain to the extent permitted by law but only if
such action does not invalidate the property insurance of DISTRICT
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APPEiiDIX F

SCHEDULE OF AMORTIZED EXPENDITURES

The parties mutually agree that for all purposes, the beginning balance shall be one million five
hundred thousand ($ 1,500,000). The interest rate applied shall be calculated at 6.5%. If
DISTRICT terminates the Agreement at the end of year five per Section 11.1,the unamortized
balance to be paid to UNRIG is six hundred fifty eight thousand eight hundred forty eight and
thirty one ($658,848.31),

If DISTRICT terminates the Agreement at the end of year three per Section 11.1,the
unamortized balance to be paid to UMG is zero dollars ( -0-).
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APPENDIX G

PERSONNEL ISSUES

l. All current fulltime hourly employees will receive a 4% salary increase at start of
contract.

All current fulltime salaried employees will receive a 3% salary increase at start of
contract.

3. Employees will receive the same holidays as currently provided by DISTRICT.

Employees will receive vacation credit at UMG for their accrued vacation at the
Comrnencernent Date with the DISTRICT up to a maximum of four weeks vacation. Not
later than July 31, 2005, UMG will pay out to each employee with accrued and unused
vacation as of the Commencement Date in excess of four weeks the amount of the excess
for each such employee.

5. Employees will receive bonuses for obtaining higher certification levels in their
respective fields.

6. Employees will be provided with uniforms, safety shoes, and required personal safety
equipment.
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Appendix H

UWIG

MWD Capital Cost
Amortiztion Schedule

Enter Values
Loan Amount $

Annual Inlerest Rate
Loan Pe/lcd In Years

Number of Payments Psr Year
Start Date of Loan

Op/lanai Edra Paymenls

1,500,000.00
6.50 %

5
12

7/1/2005

Loan Summary
Scheduled Payment $

Scheduled Number of Payments
29,349.22

60
Actual Number of Payments 60

Total Early Payments $
Total Interest $ 260,953.34

Pmt
No.

1

2
3

5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
18
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
4$

Payment
Date

8/1/2005
9/1/2005

10/ 1/2005
11/1/2005
12/1/2005
1/1/2006
2/1I2006
3/1/2006
4/1I2008
5/1/2006
6/1/200$
7/1/2008
8/1/2006
9/ll2008

10/1I200S
t 1/I /2008
12/1/2008

1/t/2M?
2/1/2007
3/1/2007
4/1/2007
5/1/2ta?
6/1/2007
?/1/2007
8/1/2007
9/1/200?

10/1 I2007
t1/1/2007
12/1/200?

1/1/2008
2lll2008
3/1/2008
4/'I/200$

5/1/2008
Bit/2NS
7/1/2008
8/t/2008
9/1/2008

10/1/200S
11/1/2008
12/1/2008

1/1/2009
2/1I2009
3/1/2009
4/t/2009
5/1/2009
6/1/2009
7/I/2009

Beglnnlng
Balance

1,500,000.00 $
1,478,775.78
t,45?,436.59
t,435,981.82
1,414,410.83
1,392,723.00
1,370,917.69
1,34S,994.27
1,326,952.10
1,304,790.54
1/82,508.93
1,260,106.63
I /3?,582.99
1,214,937.34
1,192,169.03
1,1S9,277.39
1;146,281.75
1,123,121A5
t,099,655,$0
I 078 464.13
1,052,945.76
1,029,299.99
1,005,528.14

981,823.52
957,591,42
933,429,16
909,136.01
N4,711.27
880,154.24
S35,484.18
810,840.39
785,682.14
?60,588.89
735,359.33
709,993.30
884,489.88
658,848.31
833,067.85
607,147,74
581,08724
554,885,57
528,541 98
502,055.89
475,425.94
448,651.94
421,732.91
394,668.08
367,456.64

Scheduled
Payment

29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349,22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,34922
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,34922
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,34k22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349,22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349,22
29,349,22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349.22

Extra
Payment

Total
Payment

29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349,22
29,349.22
29,349,22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349,22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,34922
29,349,22
29,34922
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349,22
29,349.22
29,349,22
29,349.22
29,349,22
29,349,22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,34922
29,349.22

Principal

$ 21,224.22 $
21,339.19
21,454.77
21,5?0.99
21,6S7.83
21,M5.31
21 cl23.42
22,042.17
22,181.57
22,2S1.81
22,402.30
22,523.64
22,645.65
22,768.31
22,891.64
23,015.64
23,140,30
23,265.65
23,391,6?
23,518.37
23,645.??
23,773.85
23,902.62
24,032.09
24,162.2?
24,293.15
24,424.74
24,557.04
24,690,05
24,823,79
24,95S.25
25,093A4
25,22937
25,366.03
25,503A3
25,641.57
25,780AB
25,920.10
26,060.51
26/01.67
28,343.59
26,486,29
26,629.75
26,774,00
26,919.02
2?,084.84
27,211,44
27,358.83

Interest

8,125.00
8,010.04
?,694.46
7,778.23
7,661.39
?,543.92
?,425.80
7,307.05
1,187.88
7,067.82
6,946.92
8,825.58
8,703.57
8,580.91
6,457.58
6,333.59
6,208.92
6,083.57
5,95?,55
5,830.85
5,703AB
5,575.37
5,448.60
5,317.13
5,186.95
5,056,07
4,924.49
4,?9219
4,659.17
4,525A3
4,390.97
4,255.78
4,119.86
3,983.20
3,845.$0
3,707.65
3,568.76
3,429.12
3,288.72
3,147.56
3,005,63
2,882.94
2,719.47
2,5?5.22
2,430.20
2,284.39
2,137,79
1,990.39

Ending
Balance

1,478,775.?8
1,457,436.59
1,435,981.82
1,414,410.83
1,392,723.00
t,370,917.69
1,348,994.27
1,328,952.10
1,304,790.54
1,282,50S.93
1,280,108.63
1,237,58299
1,214,937.34
1,192,169.03
1,169,2??.39
1,146,281.75
1,123,121.45
1,099,$55.80
1,0?8,464.13
1,052,945.76
1,029,299,99
1,005,528.14

981,623,52
957,591.42
933,429.16
909,138.01
884,711.2?
860,154.24
835,484.18
810,640.39
785,682.14
760,588,69
735,359.33
709,993.30
684,489.88
658,848.31
633,067,85
607,147.74
581,08?.24
554,885.57
528,541.9S
502,055,69
475,425.94
448,651.94
421,732.91
394,688.08
367,456.64
340,091.81



Pmt
No.

49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

Payment
Date

8/1/2009
9/1/2009

10/1/2009
11/1/2009
12/t/2009
1/1/2010
2/1/2010
3/1/2010
4/1/2010
5/1/2010
6/1/2010
7/1/2010

Beginning
Balance

340,097.81
312,590.78
284,934,78
257,12894
229,172A9
201,064.62
172,804.50
144,391,30
115,824.20
87,102.36
58,224,94
29,191.10

Scheduled
Payment

29,349.22
29,34S.22
29,349.22
29.349.22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,34922
29,34S.22
29,34922
29,349,22
29,349.22
29,34922

Extra
Payment

Total
Payment

29,34922
29,34922
29,349~
29~.22
29 AS.22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,349,22
29,349.22
29,349.22
29,191.10

Prtnctpat

27,507.03
27,656.02
27,805.83
27mB.44
28,107.87
28,260.12
28,413.20
28,567.10
28,721.84
28,877.42
29,033.84
29,032.99

Interest

1,842.20
1,693.20
1,543AO

1,392.78
1/41.35
1,089.10

936.02
782.12
627.38
471.80
315.39
158.12

Ending
Balance

312,590.78
284,934.78
257,128.94
229,172.49
201,064.62
172,804.50
144,391.30
115,824.20
87,102.36
58,224.94
29,191.10

0.00
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AMENDMENT TO AGREEMENT FOR OPERATIONS,
MAINTENANCE AND MANAGEMENT SERVICES

THIS AGREEMENT entered into this 2WytNday of April, 2009, by and

between Mountain Water District, Post Office Box 3157, Pikevilie, Kentucky

41502, hereinafter ("DISTRICT', and Utility Management Group, LLC, Post

Office Box 663, Corbin, Kentucky 40702, hereinafter ("UMG").

WHEREAS, the parties hereto entered into an agreement for UMG to

provide operations, maintenance and management services to the DISTRICT on

or about the 3«day of July, 2005 ("CONTRACT ); and

WHEREAS, pursuant to section 11 the of the CONTRACT, the DISTRICT

issued a notice of termination of the CONTRACT on or about the 29< day of

October, 2008; and

WHEREAS, the parties hereto have agreed to amend the CONTRACT so

as to continue the same,

NOW THEREFORE WITNESSETH:

That for and in consideration of the mutual covenants and promises

contained herein, the DISTRICT and UMG agree as follows:

1) DISTRICT agrees to rescind its termination of UMG's CONTRACT

dated July 3r" 2005

2) The CONTRACT will run its full term, terminating at the end of its

term on June 30, 2010.
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3) UMG will provide the DISTRICT, upon closing of this agreement, a

Five Hundred Thousand Dollar (4500,000) loan. This loan will be amortized,

over a period of Qve (5) years at a simple interest rate of five percent (5%) per

annum according to the Schedule for Amortization that is attached hereto as

Exhibit "A" and incorporated herein as if set forth at length. For each full

month that this CONTRACT remains in eBect or is extended or renewed, UMG

agrees to 'forgive" or otherwise not require that a payment actually be made

from the DISTRICT to UMG. Should the CONTRACT or any renewal or

extension not be in place between the DISTRICT and UMG, the DISTRICT

agrees that it will repay UMG for the total amount of the unamortized balance

of the loan at the time that the CONTRACT has ended or is no longer in effect.

4) In consideration of the execution of this Amended Agreement, UMG

agrees to forgive $30,940.00 of the 561,880.00 incurred by the DISTRICT

pursuant to the agreement between the parties relating to the DISTRICT's

repair and maintenance expenses of February 28, 2008.

5) Beginning with the first April 2009 invoice to the DISTRICT, UMG

will reduce its bi-monthly operating and management fee by the sum of Twenty

Three Thousand Dollars (423,000) per bi-monthly billing period so as to reduce

the total monthly billing by a total of Forty Six Thousand Dollars ($46,000).

6) The third paragraph in section 7.1 of the CONTRACT shall be

deleted, and the parties agree that in lieu of that formula, UMG's management

fee will be increased on an annual basis as provided in section 7.4 of the

CONTRACT,
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7) The parties acknowledge that the DISTRICT may, at its discretion,

hire an individual to provide administrative and financial oversight for the

DISTRICT, and report directly to the Board of Commissioners. This expense

shall be borne solely by the DISTRICT. Said individual will have access to all of

the DISTRICT's records that are in the possession of UMG during regular

business hours.

8) Section 11.1 of the CONTRACT shall be amended as follows:

Effective January 1, 2010, the DISTRICT shall have the option to terminate the

CONTRACT at any time for any reason upon ninety {90)days notice to UMG.

9) All other provisions of the CONTRACT will remain the same,

10) The provisions of this Amendment will prevail over any provision in

the CONTRACT inconsistent with this Amendment.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have agreed the date and

year first above written.

MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT

IT'8: ii l MA DlX>
g-Q-o <

UTILITY GEMENT GROUP, LLC

SY- 87~
IT'6: Cdirt/ 88/28&~ $

'age
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wl ~ I M
I
I Description

Loan Amount:: .
Interest Rate;
Term (Months):
Loan Date;
Monthly Payment;
Lender.

Loan'M3 to'MWD

$500,040,00
5 00'/o

80
'4/1/2009
$9,435.82

I Pmtoate )

5/1/2009
S/1/2009
7/1/2009
8/1/2009
9/1/2009

10/1/2009
11/1/2009
12/1/2009
-1/1/2010
2/1/2010
3/1I2010
4/1/2010
5/1/2010
6/1/2010
7/1/2010
8/1/2010
9/1/2010

10/1/2010
11/1/2010
12/1/2010

1/1/2011
2/1/2011
3/1/2011
4/1I2011
5I1/2011
6/1/2011
7/1/2011
8/1/2011
9/1I2011

10/1/2011
—11/1/2011

12/1/2011
1/1/2012
2/1/2012
3/1/2012
4I1/2012
5/1/2012
6/1/2012
7/1/2012
8/1/2012
9/1/2012

10/1/201 2
11/1/2012
12/1/2012

1/1/2013
2/1/2013
3/1/2013
4/1/2013
5/1/2013
6/1/2013
7/1/2013
8/1/2013

'/1/2013

10/1/2013
11/1/2013
12/1/2013

1/1/2014
2/1/2014
3/1I2014
4/1/2014

) Month

eegtnntnn

Pmt Amt I

1
2
3
4
5
8
7
8
9

10

't2
13
14
15
16
17
16
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

——31
32

36
37
3S
39
40
41'2

43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

$9.435.62
$9,435,62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.82

'9.435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9A35.62
$9.435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9.435.S2
$9.435.62
$9,435.82
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9.435.82
$9,435.B2

—$9,435.82
$9,435.62
$9,435.82
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.82
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.82
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9.435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9.435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62

- $9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.82
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,43S.82
$9.435,62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62

$7,352.28 $492,647.72
$485364.80
$477,651.12
$4?OAM.55
$462,930.96
$455,424.22

$2,063.33
$2,052.70.
$2,021.94
$1,991.05
$1,980.03
$1,928.88
$1,897.60
$1,866.19
$1,834.65
$1,802.98
$1.771.18

$7,382.92
$7.413.68
$7,444.57
$7,475.59
$7,508.74
$7,538.02
$7,569.42
$7,600.96
$7,632.63
$7,664A4
$7,696.37
$?,728.44
$7,760.84
$T.792.9S
$7,825.45
$T,S58.05
$7.890.80

$447.886.20
$440,316.78
$432,715.82
$425,083.18
$417.418.75
$409.722.37
$401,993.93

$1.739.24
$1,707.'t8

$394,233M
$386,440.31

$1.674.97
$1,642.64
$1.610.1?
$1,577.56
$1,544.82
$1,511.94
$1,4?8.93
$1A45.77
$1,412.48
$1,379.05
$1,345AS
$1,311.77
$1.277.93
$1.243.94
$'l,209.80
$1.175.53

$37S,614.86
$370.'?56.81
$382,SS6.01
$354,942.34$7,923.68
$346,985.65
$338,995.80
$330,972.87
$322,916.11
$314,825.97
$306,702.13
$298,544A4
$290,352.76

$7,956.69
$7,989.84
$8,023.13
$8,056.58
$8,090.13
$8,123.84
$8,157.69
$S,191,88
$8,225.81 $282,128.94

$2?3.886.86
$265,572.35

$8,260.09
$8,294.60
$8,32k0?

$1.141.11
$1 106.55-
$1,071.85
$1.037.00
$1,00?00

$966.86
$931.58
$898.1'4
$860.56
$824.83
$788.95
$752.93
$716.76
$880.42
$643.94
$807.31
$570.52
$533.59
$496.49
$459.25
$421.85
$384.29
$346.58
$308.70
$270.68

'232.49
$194.14
$1S5.64
$116.9?

$78,14
$39.15

.$257,24329
$248.879.52
$240,480.90

$8,363.77
$8,398.62
$8,433.61
$S,468.75
$8,504.04
$8,539A7
$8,575.05
$8,610.78
$8,646.68
$8,682.69
$8,718,87
$8.75520
$8,791.68
$8,828.31
$8,865.09
$8,902.03
$8,939.12
$8,976.37
$9,013.77
$9,05123
$9,089.04
$9,126.91
$9,164.94
$9,203.13
$9,241',47
$9,279.98
$9,318.65
$9,357.48
$9,396,46

$232,047.28
$223,578.53
$215,074.49
$2M,535.02
$197.959JS
$189.349.18
$180,702.52
$172,019.83
$163,300.9S
$154,545.76
$145,754.09
$136,925.78
$128.060.69
$119,158.66
$110,219.53
$101,243.'f7

$92,229AO
$83,178.0/
$74.089.03
$64,962.11

'55,797.17

$46,594.04
$37,352.57
$28,072.59
$18.753.94
$9,396.46

$0.00

!nter Exp I Prtnctpat I Balance I

$MO,OOO.OO

EXHIBIT



AMENDMENT TO AGREEMENT FOR OPERATIONS,
MAINTENANCE AND MANAGEMENT SERVICES

THfS AGREEMENT entered into this 2 PrAday of April, 2009, by and

between Mountain Water District, Post Office Box 3157, Pikeville, Kentucky

41502, hereinafter {"DISTRICT"), and Utility Management Group, LLC, Post

Office Box 663, Corbin, Kentucky 40702, hereinafter ("UMG").

WHEREAS, the parties hereto entered into an agreement for UMG to

provide operations, maintenance and management services to the DISTRICT on

or about the 3«day of July, 2005 ("CONTRACT'; and

WHEREAS, pursuant to section 11 the of the CONTRACT, the DISTRICT

issued a notice of termination of the CONTRACT on or about the 29< day of

October, 2008; and

WHEREAS, the parties hereto have agreed to amend the CONTRACT so

as to continue the same.

NOW THEREFORE WITNESSETH:

That for and in consideration of the mutual covenants and promises

contained herein, the DISTRICT and UMG agree as follows:

1) DISTRICT agrees to rescind its termination of UMG's CONTRACT

dated July 3«, 2005.

2) The CONTRACT will run its full term, terminating at the end of its

term on June 30, 2010.

Page I



3) UMG will provide the DISTRICT, upon closing of this agreement, a

Five Hundred Thousand Dollar ($500,000) loan. This loan will be amortized

over a period of five (5) years at a simple interest rate of five percent (5%) per

annum according to the Schedule for Amortization that is attached hereto as

Exhibit "A" and incorporated herein as if set forth at length. For each full

month that this CONTRACT remains in effect or is extended or renewed, UMG

agrees to "forgive" or otherwise not require that a payment actually be made

from the DISTRICT to UMG. Should the CONTRACT or any renewal or

extension not be in place between the DISTRICT and UMG, the DISTRICT

agrees that it will repay UMG for the total amount of the unamortized balance

of the loan at the time that the CONTRACT has ended or is no longer in effect.

4) In consideration of the execution of this Amended Agreement, UMG

agrees to forgive 830,940.00 of the 461,880.00 incurred by the DISTRICT

pursuant to the agreement between the parties relating to the DISTRICT's

repair and maintenance expenses of February 28, 2008.

5) Beginning with the first April 2009 invoice to the DISTRIC, UMG

will reduce its bi-monthly operating and management fee by the sum of Twenty

Three Thousand Dollars (823,000) per bi-monthly billing period so as to reduce

the total monthly billing by a total of Forty Six Thousand Dollars (446,000).

6) The third paragraph in section 7.1 of the CONTRACT shall be

deleted, and the parties agree that in lieu of that formula, UMG's management

fee will be increased on an annual basis as provided in section 7.4 of the

CONTRACT.

Page 2



7) The parties acknowledge that the DISTRICT may, at its discretion,

hire an individual to provide administrative and financial oversight for the

DISTRICT, and report directly to the Board of Commissioners. This expense

shall be borne solely by the DISTRICT. Said individual will have access to all of

the DISTRICT's records that are in the possession of UMG during regular

business hours.

8) Section 11.1 of the CONTRACT shall be amended as follows:

Effective January 1, 2010, the DISTRICT shall have the option to terminate the

CONTRACT at any time for any reason upon ninety (90) days notice to UMG.

9) All other provisions of the CONTRACT will remain the same.

10) The provisions of this Amendment will prevail over any provision in

the CONTRACT inconsistent with this Amendment.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have agreed the date and

year first above written.

MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT

Page 3



PIINVI1 I I~I I'VI VV

Description Loan: UM3 to'ttjtWD

Loan Amount:: $506,0t 0.00
Interest Rate: 5.00%
Term (Months): 60
Loan Date: '1/2009
Monthly Payment: $9,435.62
Lender.

) Months
Begtnnlnp

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59,
60

Pmt Date f
Bale nce

5/1/2009
6/1/2009
7/1/2009
8/1/2009
9/1/2009

10/1/2009
11/1/2009
12/1/2009

1/1/2010
2/1/2010
3/1/2010
4/1/2010
5/1/2010
6/1/2010
7/1/ZO10
8/1/2010
9/1/2010

l0/1 /2010
11/1/2010
.12/1/2010

1/1/2011
2/1/2011
3/1/2011
4/1/2011
5/1/2011
6/1/2011
7/1/2011
8/1/2011
9/1/2011

10/1/2011
11/1/2011
12/1/2011

1/1/2012
2/1/2012
3/1/2012
4/1/2012
5/1/2012
6/1/2012
7/1/2012
8/1/2012
9/1/201 2

10/1/2012
11/1/2012
12/1/2012

1/1/201 3
2/1I2013
3/1/2013
41/2013
5/1/2013
6/1/2013
7/1/2013
8/1/2013
9/1/2013

10I1/2013
11/1/2013
12/1/2013

1/1/2014
2/1/2014
3/1/2014
4/1/2014

$9,435.62
$9.435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.82
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9.435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9.435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.82
$9.435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.82
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9.435.82
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.82
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9.435.62
$9,435.82
$9,435.62
$9,435.82
$9,435.62
$9,435.82
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9.435,62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9.435.62
$9,435.82
$9,435.62

$2,083.33
$2,052.70.
$2,021.94
$1,991.05
$1.960.03
$1,928.88
$1.897.60
$1,866.19
$1,834.65
$1,802.98
$1,771.18
$1,739.24
$1,707.18
$1,674.97
$1,642.64
$1,610.17
$1,577.56
$1,544.62
$1,511.94
$1,4?8.93
$1,445.77
$1,412.48
$1,379.05
$1,345.48
$1,311.77
$1,277.93
$1,243.94
$1,209.80
$1,175.53
$1,141.11
$1,106.55
$1,071.85
$1,037.00
$1,002.00

$966.86
$931.58
$896,1'4
$860.56
$824.83
$788.95
$752.93
$716.75
$680.42
$643.94
$607.31
$570.52
$533.59
$496.49
$459.25
$421.85
$384.29
$346.58
$308.70
$270.68
$232.49
$194.14
$155.64
$118.97

$78.14
$39.15

$7,352.28
$7.382.92
$7,413.68
$7.444.57
$7,475.59
$7,506.74
$7.538.02
$7,569.42
$7,600.96
$7,632.63
$7,664.44
$7,696.37
$7,728.44
$7,760.64
$7,792.98
$7,825.45
$7,858.05
$7,890.80
$7,923.68
$7,956.69
$7,989.84
$8,023.13
$8,056.56
$8,090.13
$8,123.84
$8,157.89
$8,191.68
$8.225.81
$8,260.09
$8,294.50
$8.329.0?
$8,363.77
$8,398.82
$8,433.61
$8,468.75
$8,504,04
$8,539.47
$8.575.05
$8,610.78

'8,646.66
$8,682.69
$8,718.87
$8,75520
$8,791.68
$8,828.31
$8,865.09
$8,902.03
$8,939.12
$8,976.37
$9,013.77
$9,051.33
$9,089.04
$9,126.91
$9,164.94
$9,203.13
$9,241.47
$9,279,98
$9,318.65
$9,357.48
$9,396.46

Pmt Amt ) inter Exp I Prtnctpat Balance
$5oo,ooo.oo
$492,647.72
$485,264.80
$477.851.12
$470,406.55
$462,930.96
$455,424.22
$447,886.20
$440,316.78
$432,715.82
$425,083.18
$417,418.75
$409,722.37
$401,993.93
$394,233.29
$386,440.31
$378,614.88

'370,756.81
$362,866.01
$354,942.34
$346,985.65
$338,995.80
$330,972.67
$322,916.11
$314,825.97
$306,702.13
$298.544A4
$290,352.76
$282,126.94
$273,866.88
$265,572.35
$257,243.29
$248,879.52
$240,480.90
$232,047.28
$223,578.53
$215,074.49
$206,535.02
$197,959.98
$189,349.18
$180,702.52
$172.019.83
$'t 83.300.96
$154,545.78
$145,754.09
$136,925.78
$128,060.89
$119,158.68
$110,219.53
$101.243.17

$92,229AO
$83,178.0/
$?4,089.03
$64,962.11
$55,797.17
$46,594.04
$37,352.57
$28,072.59
$18,753.94
$9.396.48

$0.00

EXHISIT



Pelf I l I l~ ~ IVI1 VVI ~

Description Loan: UM 3 to MWD

Loan Amount:: $5vG,Gt 0.00
interest Rate.'.00%
Term (Months): 60
Loan Date: '/1/2009
Monthly PaymenL'9,435.62
Lender:

( Month
J Pmt Date j

Beglnnlnt Batanca

5/1/2009
2 6/1/2009
3 7/1/2009
4 8/1/2009
5 9/1/2009
6 10/1/2009
7 11/1/2009
8 12/1/2009
9 1/1/2010

10 2/1/2010
11 3/1/2010
12 4/1/2010
13 5/1/2010
14 6/1/2010
15 7/1/2010
16 8/1/2010
17 9/1/2010
18 10/1/2010
19 11/1/2010
20 12/1/2010
21 1/1/2011
22 2/1/2011
23 3/1/2011
24 4/1/2011
25 5/1/2011
26 6/1/201 1
27 T/1/2011
28 8/1/2011
29 9/1/2011
30 10/1/2011
31 11/1/2011
32 12/1/2011
33 1/1/2012
34 2/1/2012
35 3/1/2012
36 4/1/2012
37 5/1/2012
38 6/1/2012
39 7/1/2012
40 8/1/2012
41 9/1/201 2
42 10/1/2012
43 11/1/2012
44 12/1/2012
45 1/1/2013
46 2/1/2013
47 3/1/2013
48 4/1/2013
49 5/1/2013
50 6/1/2013
51 7/1/201 3
52 8/1/2013
53 9/1/2013
54 10/1/2013
55 11/1/2013
56 12/1/2013
57 1/1/2014
58 2/1/2014
59 3/1/2014
60 4/1/2014

$9.435.62
$9,435.62
$9.435.62
$9,435.62
$9.435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435,62
$9.435.62
$9.435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9.435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435,62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9i435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62
$9,435.62

$2,083.33
$2,052.70
$2,021.94
$1.991.05
$1,960.03
$1,928.88
$1,897.60
$1,866.19
$1,834.65
$1,802.98
$1,771.18
$1,739,24
$1,707.18
$1,674.97
$1,642.64
$1,610.17
$1,577.56
$1,544.82
$1,511.94
$1,478.93
$1,445.77
$1,412.48
$1,379.05
$1,345,48
$1,311.77
$1,277.93
$1,243.94
$1,209.80
$1,175.53
$1,141.11
$1~ 106.55
$1,071.85
$1,037.00
$1,002.00

$966.86
$931.58
$896.14
$860.56
$824.83
$788.95
$752.93
$716.'75
$680.42
$643.94
$SOT.31
$570.52
$533.59
$496.49
$459.25
$421.85
$384.29
$346.58
$308.70
$270.68
$232.49
$194.14
$155.64
$116.97

$78.14
$39.15

$T,352.28
$7.382.92
$7,413.68
$7,444.57
$7,475.59
$7,506.74
$7,538.02
$7,569.42
$7,600.96
$7,632.63
$7,664.44
$7,696.37
$7,728.44
$7,760.64
$7,792.98
$7,825.45
$7,858.05
$7.890.80
$7,923.68
$7.956.69
$7,989.84
$8,023.13
$8,056.56
$8,090.13
$8,123.84
$8,157.69
$8.191.68
$8.225,81
$8,260.09
$8,294.50
$8,329.07
$8,363.77
$8,398.62
$8,433.61
$8,468.75
$8,504.04
$8,539.47

'8,575.05

$8,610.78
$8,646,66
$8,682.69
$8,718.S7
$8,755.20
$8,791.68
$8,828.31
$8,865.09
$8,902.03
$8.939.12
$8,976.37
$9,013.77
$9,051.33
$9,089.04
$9,126.91
$9,164.94
$9,203.13
$9,241.47
$9,279.98
$9,318.65
$9,357.48
$9,396.46

PmtAmt f Inter Exp ) Principal Balance
$5DD,DDD. DD

$492.647.72
$465,264.80
$477,851.12
$470,406.55
$462,930.96
$455,424.22
$447,886.20
$440,316.78
$432,7'I5.82
$425,083.18
$417,418.T5
$409,722.37
$401,993.93
$394,233.29
$386,440.31
$378.614.86
$370,756.81
$362,866.01
$354,942.34
$346,9S5.65
$338,995.80
$330.972.67
$322,916.11
$314,825.97
$308,702.13
$298,544A4
$290,352.76
$282,126.94
$273,866.86
$265,572.35
$257,243.29
$248,879.52
$240,480.90
$232,047.28
$223,578.53
$215,074.49
$206.535.02
$197.959.96
$189,349.18
$180,702.52
$172,019.83
$183,300.96
$154,545.76
$145,754.09
$136,925.78
$128,060.69
$119.158.66
$110,219.53
$101,243,17
$92,229.40
$83,178.07
$74,089.03
$64,962,11
$55,797.17
$46,594.04
$37.352.57
$28,072.59
$18,753.94

$9,396.46
$0.00

EXHlB1T



MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT

RESOLUTION 'I 0-02-013

APPROVAL TO EXTEND THE UTILITY MANAGEMENT GROUP,
LLC CONTRACT THROUGH DECEMBER 31, 2010

WHEREAS, THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS of the Mountain Water District

agrees that is in the best interests of both parties to extend the contract between
the District and Utility Management Group, LLC;

AND WHEREAS, both parties have agreed to extend the contract "as is" with no

changes for a period of six (6) months, changing the contract end date to
December 31, 2010;

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT the Board of Commissioners of
the Mountain Water District votes to approve to extend the management contract
with Utility Management Group, LLC "as is" for six (6) months, changing the end

date to December 31, 2010.

MOTION FOR ADOPTION of this resolution was made the 24th day of February,
2010, by Commissioner Adkins and seconded by Commissioner Collins.

Commissioner voting as follows:

Commissioner James
Commissioner Collins
Commissioner Friend
Commissioner Casey
Commissioner Adkins

—
Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye

THEREUPON, said motion was declared passed and the resolution adopted.

Dated this the 24th day of February, 2010.

i J6hn Collins,"Secretary



AMERDMERT TO AGREEbKRlRT ROR OPERATIONS,
MAIRTENAÃCE AED hKAMACrRIGQtT SPRUCES

THIS AGREEMENT entered into this 2N day of August, 2010, by and
nr ~

between UTILITHiS hKANAGE5KENT GROUP, LLC, ofPost OKce Box663, Corbin,

Kentucky 40702, hereinafter referred to as ('UMG'), and, MOURThXM %ATRR

DISTRICT ofPostOSce Box3157,Pikeville, Kentucky'41502, hereinafterrefexred

to'as ('M%D').

WHEREAS, the parties hereto entered into a managezaent contract dated

of July 3, 2005; and,

%HEREAS, the above referenced contractter in~ted according to its terms

an. June 30, 2010; and
I ~

wctu REAS, the parties agreed to extend the contract under its amended

terxns and conditions until December 31, 2010; and

IiHEREAS, an issue has arisen concerning UMG'8 ability to exempt sales .
I

taxes on purchases made on behalf of the NWD; and

WHEREAS, the parties hereto wish to resolve the sazne until a permanent

solution can be had when the fUH contract is renegotiated.
~ ~

RO'R THEREFORE MTIESSET8:

. That for and in consideration of the mutual covenants and promises

contained herein, the parties hereto agree to amend, their contract dated July 8,

209$, as foHows:

1) UNG will submit aH requests for vendor payxnents that they would

have otherwisemade under the znanagegncnt contract, but for the sales tax issue,

to the MWD Board, for payment each month.



2) UMG's statement for the 30~ of the month faHowing the Board

meeting mill identify aII disbursements made by NOD in the prior month for

vendor payments which would otherwise have been made directly by UMG, and

mal be reduced by the amount of such payments.

IR WITNESS wnaREOF, the parties hereto have executed this agreement

the date arid year Grst above writterL.

UTKITIE8 AGEME5fT GROUP, KLC

MOURTkIE WATER DISTINCT



AMENDMENT TO AGREEMENT FOR OPERATIONS,
MAINTENANCE AND MANAGEMENT SERVICES

CONTRACT EXTENSION AGREEMENT

THIS AGREEMENT entered into this 29~ day of December, 2010, by and

between Mountain Water District of Post Office Box 3157, Pikeville, Kentucky

41502, hereinafter {'DISTRICT"), and Utility Management Group, LLC of Post

Office Box 663, Corbin, Kentucky 40702, hereinafter {"UMG").

WHEREAS, the parties hereto entered into a contract for UMG to provide

operations, maintenance and management services to the DISTRICT on the 3~day

of July, 2005, which ran through June 30, 2010, hereinafter {"CONTRACT"); and

WHEREAS, the parties entered into an agreement to extend the CONTRACT

six months to December 31,2010, on February 24, 2010, for the primary purpose

of allowing the audit of the DISTRICT by the State Auditor's Office to be

completed; and

WHEREAS, representatives of the parties hereto have negotiated a new

operations contract to begin on January 1, 2011, and to run through December

31, 2015, subject to final review and approval by the Board of Directors of the

DISTRICT at its Board meeting scheduled for December 29, 2010; and

WHEREAS, on December 22, 2010, the DISTRICT received a confidential

draft of the final audit report for comment and review; and

WHEREAS, the DISTRICT wishes to fully contemplate and consider the

comments and recommendations made by the State Auditor's Office to determine

what, if anything therein, should be incorporated into a new contract with UMG;



WHEREAS, the parties hereto agree that the Board of Directors should have

sufficient time to fully and adequately review the recommendations of the State

Auditor's Office.

NOW THEREFORE WITNESSETH:

That for and in consideration of the mutual covenants and promises

contained herein, the DISTRICT and UMG agree as follows:

1) The parties contract dated July 3, 2005, as amended, shall be

extended from December 31, 2010, to January 31, 2011.

2) The parties agree that if the new contract is approved, the financial

terms thereof shall be retroactive to January 1, 2010.

3) All other provisions of the CONTRACT, as amended, shaH remain the

same until January 31, 2011, unless a new agreement is entered into prior

thereto.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have agreed the date and year

first above written.

MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT UTILITY AGEMENT GROUP, LLC

BY:



THIS AGREEMENT made and entered into this~ day of January, 2011,

by and between Mountain Water District of P.O. Box 3157, Pikeville, Kentuchy

41502, hereinafter referred to as 'District'nd Utility Management Group, LLC

of P.O. Box 663, Corbin, Kentuclg 40702, hereinafter referred to as UMG."

WHEREAS, the parties hereto entered into a Management Contract,

hereinafter referred to as "Agreement" on or about July 3, 2005, in which the

Distnct contracted with UMG to manage its operations and facilities pursuant to

the terms of the agreement; and

WHEREAS, the agreement has been subsequently amended on three prior

occasions, being the 29~ day of April, 2009, the 24~ day of February, 2010, and

tke 29~ day of December, 2010; and

WHEREAS, the parties hereto contemplate entering into a new contract for

operational services and wish to resolve certain outstanding issues concerning the

above referenced agreement, as amended.

NOW THEREFORE, WITNESSETH:

That for and in consideration of the mutual promises and considerations

provided, the parties agree as follows:

1. Pursuant to Section 9 'Scope Changes" of the Agreement UMG made a

claim against the District for additional utility expenses incurred as the result of

a rate increase beginning on July 1, 2010, through December 31, 2010. This

claim has been questioned by the District.

2. There is also a claim by UMG for 43,950,62 for reimbursement of

expenses related to Qooding of 2007. There is no question on this claim.



balance of any debt thereon.

7. Not ~ithstanding anything to the contrary, it is further agreed that those

vehicles assigned to GrondaQ Potter and David Taylor shall remain the property

of UMG.

8. The parties mutuaHy represent that the above claims are all of the

outstanding claims for payment between the parties based on their Agreement;

and neither shall make any further claims for payment except as may arise under

Section 10 of the Agreement, as amended.

In witness whereof, the parties hereto have agreed the date and year Grst

above written.

UtiHty management Group, LLC

: CW~ggggs

Mountain Rater District



AMENDMENT TO AGREEMENT FOR OPERATIONS,
MAINTENANCE AND MANAGEMENT SERVICES

THIS AMENDMENT entered into this Z l day of May, 2011,and effective

the 1'" day of January, 2011, by and. between Mountain Water District of Post

Office Box 3157, PikeviQe, Kentucky 41502, hereinafter ("DISTRICT', and Utility

Management Group, LLC of Post Ofhce Box 663, Corbin, Kentucky 40702,

hereinafter ("UMG ).

WHEREAS, the parties hereto entered into a new agreement for operations,

maintenance and management services ("CONTRACT') effective January 3, 2011;

WHEREAS, a question has arisen as to which party is responsible for

payment of expense associated with the purchase of hand tools used by UMG in

it's operation of the District's systems; and

WHEREAS, the parties wish to resolve the question by amending the above

referenced agreement.

NOW THEREFORE WITNESSETH:

That for and in consideration of the terms and conditions of the above

referenced agreement, and the mutual promises and consideration set forth

herein, the parties hereto agree as follows:

1) Any individual tool purchased for UMG's use in the operations of the

District's system that costs more than two hundred fifty dollars ($250.00), shall

be paid for by the District and charged to its 'Repair and Maintenance budget.

'2) Any individual tool purchased for UMG's use in the operations of

the District's system that costs less than two hundred fifty dollars (4250.00), shall



be paid for by UMG and shall not be charged against the District's "Repair and

Maintenance" budget.

3) Both parties indicate their approval of this amendment by their

signatures below, and,each party warrants that all corporate and governmental

action necessary to bind the parties to the terms of this amendment have been,

and will be, taken.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have agreed the date and year

first above written.

MOUNTAIN lVATER DISTRICT

EY: X!...C-.+'+~!!6,

IT': (J~r!.'. !I>'"r..!
DATE: >ID t'-!~O.//

/

UTILITY,AGEMENT GROUP, LLC

EY> d Pk
IT S: LdS

//

DATE:



AMENDMENT TO AGREEMENT FOR OPERATIONS,
MAINTENANCE AND MANAGEMENT SERVICES

THIS AMENDMENT entered into this 2. day of F~~r v

20 /I-, and effective the / day of An «n, 20~/, by and
V

between MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT of Post Office Box 3157, Pikeville,

Kentucky 41502, hereinafter ("DISTRICT"), and UTILITY MANAGEMENT GROUP,

LLC of Post Office Box 663, Corbin, Kentucky 40702, hereinafter ("UMG").

WHEREAS, the parties Contract effective January 3, 2011, provides in

Section 2.17 that "UMG will provide all the ~ ..and financial functions necessary

to effectively operate the business affairs of the District, except as designated by

the District"; and

WHEREAS, the parties have agreed to shift certain financial functions from

UMG to the District; and

WHEREAS, the District seeks to employee Carrie Hatfield, the current

Project Accountant for VMG; and

WHEREAS —,the-parties wish-to-aniend -their-operating-agreement-to.refleet —---

the changes set forth above.

NOW THEREFORE WITNESSETH:

That for and in consideration of the terms and conditions of the above

referenced agreement, and the mutual promises and consideration set forth

here'in, the parties hereto agree as follows:

1) UMG agrees to release, and the District agrees to assume, those

specific accounting duties performed by Carrie Hatfield, Project Accountant, as set

forth and enumerated in Exhibit "A",a copy ofwhich is attached hereto and zaade

a part hereof by referenced.



2) The parties further agree that the accouriting functions performed by

Mike Spears, CPA, Accountant for the District, falls under the responsibilities of

the District, and for purposes ofclarification,, are identified and set forth in Exhibit

"B",a copy of which is attached hereto and made a part hereof by reference.

3) The items set forth in Exhibit "A" and Exhibit "B"referenced above

represent those items designated by the District in Section 2.17 of the parties

agreement, effective January 3, 2011.

4) UMG agrees to allow the District to negotiate and an employment

agreement with Carrie Hatfield, UMG's Project Accountant for the District.

5) Effective upon the date Carrie Hatfield, Project Accountant, is

employed by MWD, UMG agrees to reduce its fees to the District under the

Contract effective January 3, 2011, by the total sum of Six Thousand Dollars

(06,000) per month.

6) Both parties indicate their approval of this amendment by their

signatures below, and each party warrants. that all corporate and governmental

action necessary to bind the parties to the terms of this agreement have been or

will be taken.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this agreement

the date and year first above written,

MOUNTAIN RATER DISTRICT

c
IT':

DATE: Z g- Z.orZ

UTILITY M GEMENT GROUP, LLC

BY:

'Wo
DATE: / M /2-



Duties and Responsibilities
Carrie Hatfield
Project Accountant

EXHIBIT

1.

2.
3.

'4

5.
6.
7.
8.
9
10.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Process all R 6 M invoices and recuiring invoices for Mountain Water
District.
Entering data for construction projects when invoices are received.

Communicating with engineers and project administrators to maintain
accurate records on construction projects.
Maintaining accounts payable database and invoice files for all
construction projects.
Maintaining detail files for all construction projects.
Maintaining ledger of expenses for all construction projects.
Maintaining general ledger.

Prepare construction project payments to vendors as funds are received.

Prepare financial statements for the Districts CPA.

Maintaining reports and files for the annual audit and working and
communicating with the auditors and the Districts CPA to assist in
completion of the audit.
Prepare the District's Project Administrator and Commissioners payroll.

Maintaining and preparing of Districts payroll tax reports.
Maintaining fixed asset database.
Researching questioned general ledger entries for MWD.

Make adjusting entries requested by the Districts CPA.

Prepare quarterly payroll tax returns for the Mountain Water District.
Process monthly Sales Tax Report for MWD.

-18. Open bank accounts for construction projects for MWD.

19. Communicate with MWD's CPA regarding financial statements and
construction projects.

20. Communicating with funding agencies regarding the status of a
construction project.

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26,

Process monthly School Tax for MWD.

Keep cash in the bank log for MVifD.

Process all checks for the MWD.

Check all statements for MWD to keep invoices current.

Issue purchase orders for MWD:

Prepare list of 1099s for the CPA.

27. Prepare analysis and reports for the District.'s Administrator as requested.
28. Communicate with UMG for requested financial info.

29. Reconciliation of deposits to the accounts receivable reports.



'ichael R. spears, C.P.A., P.S.C.
Certified Pu6lic Accountant

axsqstc

August 24, 2011

To the Commissioners

Mountain Water District
Pikeville, KY 41501

The following is a partial hst of services available fiom Michael R. Spears, CPA, PSC. We
hope to better meet your expectations of service fi'om our firm by clearly identifying the
particular services to be provided and their frequency. Our services wiH cover the period
August 1, 2011 through December 31, 2014.

You are responsible for m»i~g all management decisions and performing all management

fonctions, and for designating an individual'who possesses suitable skill, knowledge, or .
experience to oversee any bookkeeping services, tax services, or other services we provide.
In'addition, you are responsible for evaluating the adequacy and results ofthe services
performed and accepting responsibility for such services.

None of the services can be relied on to disclose errors, &aud, or illegal acts. However,
we will inform you ofany material errors and any evidence or information that comes to our
attention during the performance ofour compilation procedures that frau may have occurred,
In addition, we win inform you of any evidence or information that comes to our attention
during the performance of our corupilation procedures regarding illegal act that may have
occurred, unless they are clearly inconsequentiaL We have no responsibility to identify and
communicate deficiencies in you internal control as part of this engagement.

We have identified the services we expect to provide, Please review the information
below:

1. Compiled Financial Statements, without footnotes disclosures, with supplemental
information- Monthly

2. Review of the monthly bookkeeping and propose adjusting entries —Monthly
3. Prepare W-2's- Annually

4. Review Payroll Tax Returns —'Monthly or Quarterly as required.
5. Assist in preparing Budgets -Annually
6. Prepare the PSC Returns —Annually

7. Assist the Auditors during their audit —Annually

We will compile, fiom irdbrmation you pro~de, the indicated financial statements of
Mo»»t~i~ Water District for the months August 31,2011 thru December 31, 2014 and issue
an accountants report thereon in accordance with Statements on Standards for Accounting
and Review Services issued by the American Institute ofCertified Public Accountants.
Management has elected to omit substantially all of the disclosures required by the accounting
principles generally accepted in the United States ofAmerica

P 0 BGK 1270'festoosbllt&p KY 41653 (606) &86 8040 FAX (606) S86 140S
Toll Free 1(800) 291-&040
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The objective ofa compilation is to assist you in presenting financial information in the
form of financial statements. We will utilize information that is your representation without

undertahng to obtain or provide any assurance that there are no material modifications that

should be made to the financial statements in order for the statements to be in conformity with

accounting principles generaHy accepted in the Umted States ofAmerica.

You are responsible for:

1. The preparation aud fair presentation of the financial statements in accordance with

accounting principles generally accepted in the United States ofAmerica.
2. Designing, implementing, and maintaining internal control relevant to the preparation

and fiur presentation ofthe financial statements.
3. Preventing aud detecting fraud.

4. Identifying and ensuring the company complies with the laws and regulation applicable
to its activities.

5. The selection and application ofaccounting principles.
6. Making all financial records and related information available to us and for the

accuracy and completeness of that information

We will conduct our compilation in accordance with Statements on Standards for
Accounting and Review Services issued by the American Institute ofCertified Public
Accountants.

A compilation differs significantly fiom a review or an audit of financial statements. A
compilation does not contemplate performing inquiry, analytical procedures, or other
procedures performed in a review. Accordingly, a compilation does not contemplate
obtaining an understanding ofthe entity's internal control; assessing fiaud risk; testing
accounting records by obtaining sufEcient appropriate evidence through inspection,
observation;.conftrrnation, er thewxanunation or source documents (Sr example canoeed
checks or bank images); or other procedures ordinarilyperformed in an audit. Accordingly
we will not express an opinion or provide any assurance regarding the financial statements

being compiled,

~ If, for any reason, we are unable to complete the compilation ofyour financial statements,
we will not issue a report on such statements as a result of this engagement.

Mchael R. Spears, CPA is the engagement partner and is responsible for supervising the
engagement and signing the report or authorizing another individual to sign it.

Our fee for these services will be $2,200.00 monthly for the services listed except the PSC
annual reports and $2,500 annually for the preparation of the PSC annual reports. All other
services not listed will be billed at standard hourly rates ofpersonnel assigned. The fee
estimate is based on anticipated cooperation from your personnel and the assumption that
unexpected circumstances wiH not be encountered during the work performed. If siguificaat
additional time is necessary, we @rill discuss it with you and arrive at anew fee estimate before
we incur the additional costs. Our invoices for these fees will be rendered each month as
work progresses and are payable on presentation.
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. We appreciate the opportunity to be of service to you and believe this letter accurately
sn~m~rizes the sigaificant terms ofour engagement. Ifyou have any questions, please let us .

know. Ifyou agree with the terms ofour engagement as described in this letter, please sign
the enclosed copy and return it to us.

Sincerely

Mchael R. Spears, CPA

Acknowledged:
Mountain Water District

Chairperson

Date



Agreement for Operations,
Maintenance and Management Services

THIS AGREEMENT is entered into this S7 day of March, 2014, effective the
7ff

1"day of January, 2014, by and between:

Mountain Water District, with its principal address at 6332 Highway, P.Q. Box
3157, Pikeville, Kentucky 41502 (hereinafter "DISTRICT")

AND

UTILITY MANAGEMENT GROUP LLC, with its principal address at 500 Summit
Drive, P.O. Box 663, Corbin, Kentucky 40702 (hereinafter "UMG").

WHEREAS, DISTRICT owns and provides for the operation of water,
wastewater and related treatment, collection and distribution facilities
described on Appendix 8; and

WHEREAS, DISTRICT desires to employ the services of UMG in the operation,
maintenance and management of these facilities and UMG desires to perform
such services for the compensation provided for herein.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements

1. GENERAL

1.1 l3efin>6ons of words and phrases used m %>s Agreement arid the
attachments are contained in Appendix A.

1.2 All land, buildings, facilities, easements, licenses, rights-of-way,
equipment and vehicles presently or hereinafter acquired or owned
by DISTRICT shall remain the exclusive property of DISTRICT
unless specifically provided for otherwise in this Agreement.

1.3 This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance
with the laws of the Commonwealth of Kentucky.

1.4 Neither this Agreement, nor any of the rights or obligations
hereunder, may be assigned by UMG without the prior written
consent of the DISTRICT.

1.5 All notices shall be in writing and transmitted to the party'
address stated above. All notices shall be deemed effectively given



when delivered, if delivered personally or by courier mail service,
i.e., Federal Express or Airborne Express, delivered after such
notice has been deposited in the United States mail postage
prepaid, if mailed certified or registered U.S. mail, return receipt
required; or received by the party for which notice is intended if
given in any other manner.

This Agreement, including its Appendices, is the entire Agreement
between the parties. This Agreement may be modified only by
written agreement signed by both parties. Wherever used, the
terms "UMG" and 'DISTRICT shall include the respective officers,
agents, directors, elected or appointed officials and employees and,
where appropriate, subcontractors or anyone acting on their
behalf.

If any term, provision, covenant or condition of this Agreement is
held by a court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid, void or
unenforceable, the remainder of the provisions shall remain in full
force and effect and shall in no way be affected, impaired or
invalidated.

It is understood that the relationship of UMG to DISTRICT is that
of independent contractor and nothing in this Agreement shall
create the relationship of partnership or joint venture. The services
provided under this Agreement are of a professional nature and
shall be performed in accordance with good and accepted industry
practices for contract operators similarly situated. However, such
services shallot.be considered. engineering-services-and-noQing ——
herein is intended to imply that UMG is to supply professional
engineering services to DISTRICT unless specifically stated in this
Agreement to the contrary.

If any litigation is necessary to enforce the terms of this Agreement,
the prevailing party, the party determined not to be in default or in
breach of the Agreement shall be entitled to its cost and reasonable
attorney fees which are directly attributed to such litigation in
addition to other relief to which it may be entitled. If both sides are
found to have defaulted or be in breach each will pay their own
cost, and attorney fees.

Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to create in any third
party or in favor of any third party any right(s), license(s), power(s)
or privilege(s).



This agreement sets forth the entire agreement between the parties
and fully supersedes all prior and/or verbal agreements or
understanding between the parties which pertain to the subject
matter hereof. However, the DISTRICT shall remain liable for any
outstanding debt and any other accrued liabilities due UMG,
except as otherwise provided in Section 7.6.

l.12 This agreement may be executed in two or more counterparts, each
of which shall be deemed an original, but all of which together
shall constitute one in the same documents.

2.1 UMO's SERVICES - GENERAL

UMG will staff the Project with employees who have met
appropriate licensing and certification requirements of the
Commonwealth of Kentucky. UMG warrants that it will maintain
the necessary licensed and certified personnel as may be required
by the Commonwealth of Kentucky for operation of the Project.

2.2 UMG shall provide ongoing training and education for appropriate
personnel in all necessary areas of modem water and/or
wastewater process control, operations, maintenance, safety, and
supervisory skills.

2.3 UMG shall develop and/or supply and utilize computerized
programs for maintenance, process monitoring and financial
control. In the event this agreement is terminated for any reason„
.UMG. Mall. provide the .DISTMCT. within .thirty $3Q) days-of- notice- —--
all computerized programs, codes, records, maps, instruction
manuals, and any other items necessary for DISTRICT to execute a
complete transfer of their records and the operating systems
necessary to access and maintain the same. The DISTRICT agrees
to apply and pay for any and all software licenses necessary to
transfer the same to the DISTRICT.

2.4 Within forty-five (45) days after the Commencement Date, UMG
will provide a physical inventory of DISTRICTs vehicles, equipment
and tools in use at the Project and a general statement as to the
condition of each vehicle or piece of equipment. In the event this
Agreement is terminated for any reason, UMG will provide to the
DISTRICT, a physical inventory of DISTRICT's vehicles and
equipment, and a general statement as to the condition of each
vehicle and piece of equipment within ninety (90) days of the end of
the contract. If UMG fails to do so, then the DISTRICT may take
its own inventory.



2.5 Within forty five (45) days after the Commencement Date, UMG will
provide DISTRICT with a physical inventory of chemicals and other
consumables on hand when UMG begins services under this
Agreement. Such chemicals and consumable s will be made
available to UMG in connection with its performance under this
Agreement. UMG will provide DISTRICT with the same quantity of
chemicals or equivalent upon termination of this Agreement. If
UMG fails to do so, then the DISTRICT may take its own inventory,

2.6 UMG shall be responsible for maintaining all
manufacturers'arranties

on new equipment purchased by DISTRICT and shall
assist DISTRICT in enforcing existing equipment warranties and
guarantees. UMG shall keep a record of all such warranties for the
DISTRICT.

2.7 On or before October 1" of each year UMG shall provide the
DISTRICT an annual schedule for preventive maintenance, along
with an estimated budget for the DISTRICT owned equipment..
They shall report to the DISTRICT on a monthly basis what
preventive maintenance is being performed on DISTRICT owned
equipment in accordance with manufacturer's recommendations at
intervals and in sufficient detail as may be determined by the
DISTRICT. Such a maintenance program shall include
documentation of corrective and preventive maintenance.

2.8 UMG shall operate, maintain and/or monitor the Project on a 24
..hour per..day, seven-day.per.~ek xcheduie.

Visits may be made at a reasonable time by DISTRICT's employees,
board members or designated DISTRICT's representative. UMG
shall provide keys for the Project to the DISTRICT's Administrator.
The Administrator shall sign a receipt for any keys received. All
visitors to the Project shall comply with UMGs operating and safety
procedures.

2.10 UMG shall provide a 24 hour/day 7 days per week customer
service phone number.

2.11 UMG will implement and maintain an employee safety program in
compliance with applicable laws, rules and regulations and make
recommendations to DISTRICT regarding the need, if any, for
DISTRICT to rehabilitate, expand or modify the Project to comply
with governmental safety regulations applicable to UMG's



operations hereunder and with federal regulations promulgated
pursuant to the Americans With Disability Act ("ADA").

2.12 UMQ may modify the process and/or facilities to achieve the
objectives of this Agreement; provided, however, no modification
shall be made without DISTRICT's prior written approval.

2.13 In any emergency affecting the safety of persons or property, UMG
may act without written amendment or change order, at UMG's
discretion, to prevent threatened damage, injury or loss. UMG shall
be compensated by DISTRICT for any such emergency work
notwithstanding the lack of a written amendment. Such
compensation shall include UMGs reasonable costs for the
emergency. Such cost and the basis for which they were incurred
shall be detailed to the Board in any request for additional
compensation.

2.14 As required by law, permit or court order, UMG will prepare plant
performance reports and submit them to DISTRICT for signature
and transmittal to appropriate authorities on a timely basis.

2.15 UMG will provide laboratory testing and sampling presently
required by plant performance portions of the NPDES permit, the
Clean Water Act, the Safe Drinking Water Act, and/or any federal,
state or local rules and regulations, statutes or ordinances, permit
or license requirements or judicial and regulatory orders and
decrees.

UMG will provide for the collection, hauling and disposal of solid
waste, screening, grit, sludge and scum ("Waste ) to DISTRICT's
existing or approved disposal sites. It shall be the sole right and
responsibility of DISTRICT to designate, approve or select disposal
sites to be used by UMG for DISTRICTs Waste. All Waste and/or
byproduct treated and/or generated during UMG's performance of
services is not and will not be considered property of UMG,

UMG shall provide all the administrative and financial functions
necessary to effectively operate the business affairs of the
DISTRICT, except as designated by the DISTRICT. Those
exceptions are those duties assigned to the DISTRICT's
Administrator, financial officer and CPA. UMG shall submit a
monthly report to the DISTRICT that illustrates in summary, how
much of the current month and year to date invoices submitted by
UMG to the DISTRICT, are related to water services and how much
are related to waste water services. The summary shall also report

5 I



the direct operating costs for water services and waste water
services on a monthly and year to date basis.

2.18 UMG shall consult with the DISTRICT's Commissioners prior to
replacement of the Project Manager.

2.19 UMG shall comply with all of the DISTRICT's policies and
procedures in operating the DISTRICT, and UMG's Project Manager
shall certify monthly to the DISTRICT's Board that all operations
and activities under their control have been in compliance with the
Board's policies and procedures.

UMG shall submit to the DISTRICT monthly, all reports of project
activities in accordance with the DISTRICTs policies and formats.

2,20 UMG shall provide for monthly meter reading and billing. All
amounts billed and received on behalf of DISTRICT are the
property of DISTRICT and shall be promptly deposited into a bank
account designated by the DISTRICT. Customer Service offices
shall be maintained at locations approved by the DISTRICT.

2.21 UMG shall provide its reasonable business efforts in controlling
unaccounted for water loss, A monthly report of system accounted
for/unaccounted for water loss shall be submitted to the
DISTRICT.

2.22 UMG shall comply with all applicable federal, state and local laws,
regulations and rules as they may be applicable to the operation of.. the DISTRICT-'s water and waste water--systems and--the-DISTRICT-'s-
operations.

2.23 UMG will seek sources of government grants and loans for
consideration by the DISTRICT. The DISTRICT must approve in
advance all application for such funding.

2.24 To protect the DISTRICT and allow for continuity of service UMG
will post a surety bond or other surety in the amount of
$1,000,000 to ensure faithful performance of its contract
obligations. Such surety shall be released upon termination of this
Agreement and compliance by UMG with its obligations hereunder.

2.25 Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, UMG agrees to
replace the DISTRICT's capital assets (excluding real property and
improvements thereon) that are not an integral part of the
DISTRICT's water/sewer production, treatment, and distribution
and/or collection systems. If UMG determines that replacement of



capital assets is not essential for their continuing performance
under this agreement, they shall notify the DISTRICT that they do
not wish to replace an asset, with an explanation as to why. If the
DISTRICT agrees, the asset will be removed from the DISTRICT's
asset list. If the DISTRICT does not agree, UMG will be required to
replace the asset. UMG shall submit to the DISTRICT at the
November DISTRICT meeting a capital budget request for the next
calendar year for approval by the DISTRICT. UMG may make
subsequent request for a capital asset by petitioning the DISTRICT.

For those capital assets that cost less than 51,500, UMG will
purchase and pay for the same. For those that cost more than
$ 1,500, they may also be purchased and paid for by UMG or at
UMG's option may be financed in the DISTRICT's name, subject to
prior approval by the DISTRICT, and all such loan payments shall
be made by UMG as long as this contract remains in effect. At
the end of the contract term, or upon early termination, if there are
any outstanding loans that have been approved by the DISTRICT,
which are due and owing, the DISTRICT agrees to pay the balance
of the same.

All assets acquired under this paragraph, except as hereinafter
provided, will be titled in the DISTRICT's name. Any capital assets
that UMG acquires, at its discretion, that is not replacements of
the DISTRICT's assets, and/or which are not solely dedicated for
use at the DISTRICT's project, shall be titled in the name of UMG
and paid for by UMG.

Notwithstanding the above, any individual tool purchased for
UMG's use in the operation of the DISTRICT that cost more than
4250 shall be paid for by the DISTRICT, and charged to its repair
and maintenance budget. Any tool purchased for UMG's use in
the operation of the DISTRICT that cost less than 5250 shall be
paid for by UMG. All such tools shall be the property of the
DISTRICT.

2.26 Routine repair and maintenance of any real property utilized by
UMG in the performance of its duties under this contract will be
done and paid for by UMG. If such improvements require
financing, it will be done pursuant to the capital acquisition
procedure outline above. This excludes any major renovation or
expansion directed by the DISTRICT, which will be paid by the
DISTRICT.



2.27 UMG will submit to the DISTRICT by no later than October I'~ of
each year, a repair and maintenance budget and capital budget for
the next fiscal year. It shall include any item already under
contract, but not yet paid. The RSM Budget shall include an
allowance for any unforeseen repairs based on the DISTRICT's
actual experience for such items over the last three (3) years.

2.28 UMG shall submit a monthly accounting to the DISTRICT detailing
all repair and maintenance expenditures, including a brief
explanation of the work done and why it was necessary.

2.29 All purchases made by UMG using the DISTRICT's Tax
Identification Number shall only be for those items utilized in the
operation of the DISTRICT. UMG shall not co-mingle, store or have
delivered, parts, materials, chemicals or supplies used for any
other customer on the DISTRICT's property, nor will the
DISTRICT's parts, materials, chemicals and supplies be stored on
any other customer's property without the express prior written
consent o'f the DISTRICT.

3. UMG'S SCOPE OF SERVICES - WASTEWATER

3.1 This Article shall apply to UMG's operations, maintenance and
management services for the DISTRICT's wastewater systems.

3.2

3.3

Within the design capacity and capabilities of the Waste Treatment
Plant(s) described in Appendix B, UMG will manage, operate and

..maintain the Plant(s) wo.. that-eff1ueiit-discharged--from-the--Plant(s)-
outfalls meets the requirements specified in Appendix C- l.
UMG will perform all Maintenance and Repairs for the Project, and
submit a monthly accounting to DISTRICT detailing all
expenditures incurred, along with a brief explanation of the work
done and why it was necessary

UMG will pay all Costs incurred in normal wastewater utility
operations. Any cost determined to be abnormal, for which
additional compensation is sought, shall be submitted to the
DISTRICT for approval along with an explanation of why it was
determined to be abnormal.

4. UMG"S SCOPE OF SERVICES - WATER

This Article shall apply to UMG's operations, maintenance and
management services for the DISTRICT's drinking water treatment
system.



Within the design capacity and capabilities of the Water Treatment
Plant(s) described in Appendix B, UMG will manage, operate and
maintain the Plant(s) so that water produced from the Plant(s)
meets the requirements specified in Appendix C-2.

4.3 UMG shall operate the water treatment plant(s), pump station(s),
and provide for all laboratory testing requirements.

UMG will perform all Maintenance and Repairs for the Project, and
submit a monthly accounting to DISTRICT.

4.5 UMG will pay all Costs incurred in normal Water operations. Any
cost determined to be abnormal, for which additional
compensation is sought, will be submitted to the DISTRICT for
approval along with an explanation of why it was determined to be
abnormal.

UMG will perform all maintenance and repairs for the project, and
submit a monthly accounting to the DISTRICT detailing all
expenditures incurred, along with a brief explanation of the work
done and why it was necessary.

UMG's SCOPE OF SERVICES - WASTEWATER COLLECTION SYSTEM
AND WATER DISTRIBUTIOÃ SYSTEM

This Article shall apply to UMG's services for the DISTRICT's
-wastewater —collection- - -system -- -and --potable water- -distribution-
system.

5.2 The scope of UMGs services for the Maintenance and Repair of the
collection system and the distribution system are set forth in
Appendices C-3 and C-4, respectively.

5.3 UMG shall provide for all daily operation and maintenance
functions such as line Repairs, customer connections, line and
tank maintenance, meter replacement, leak detection, line
flushing, valve exercise, system inspection, line locations, and
emergency call-outs, etc.

6. DISTRICTS DUTIES

6.1 The DISTRICT shall fund all necessary Capital Expenditures,
except as otherwise provided herein. Such funding shall be
provided either (i) in advance from the DISTRICT to UMG if the

9 I



DISTRICT requests that UMG contract for such Capital
Expenditure or {ii) the DISTRICT shall contract for such Capital
Expenditure directly. Priorities shall be given to safety and the ADA
related expenses described in Section 2.12. Any loss, damage, or
injury resulting from the DISTRICT's failure to provide capital as
reasonably required by UMG shall be the sole responsibility of the
DISTRICT provided that UMG has timely notified the DISTRICT of
the need for the capital expenditure and has provided sufficient
lead time for acquisition and utilization of the same. Otherwise any
such loss damage or injury shall be the sole responsibility of UMG.

6.2 The DISTRICT shall keep in force all Project warranties,
guarantees, easements and licenses that have been granted to
DISTRICT and are not transferred to UMG under this Agreement.
UMG shall keep in force all Project warranties, guarantees,
easements and license transferred to them under this Agreement.

6.3 The DISTRICT shall pay all ad valorem, property, franchise,
occupational and disposal taxes, or other taxes associated with the
Project other than taxes imposed upon UMOs net income and/or
payroll taxes for UMG employees.

In the event UMG is required to pay any sales tax or use taxes on
the value of the services provided by UMG hereunder such
payments shall be reimbursed by the DISTRICT unless the
DISTRICT furnishes a valid and properly executed exemption
certificate relieving the DISTRICT and UMG of the obligation for
such tax'. Anyitems purchased'he DISTRICT to savewales----
tax for a purchase UMG is required to make on behalf of the
DISTRICT, shall be reimbursed by UMG within fifteen {15) days
from the date of invoice to UMG. UMG shall make all such
invoices on behalf of the DISTRICT to UMG on the next business
date after the DISTRICT has made any purchase referenced above.

6.4 The DISTRICT shall provide UMG with full use of any and all
pieces of DISTRICT's heavy equipment that are available so that
UMG may discharge its obligations under this Agreement in the
most cost-effective manner.

6.5 DISTRICT shall provide all registration and licenses for DISTRICT's
vehicles used in connection with the Project.

6.6 DISTRICT shall provide for UMGs exclusive use of all vehicles and
equipment presently in full time use at the Project except as may
be otherwise designated from time to time by Agreement.



6.7 DISTRICT shall provide for UMG access to all easements, right-of-
ways, and access to discharge UMG's obligation under this
Agreement.

The DISTRICT may hire an Administrator to assist the DISTRICT in
the oversight of its operations and business affairs. The
Administrator's office shall be located in the DISTRICT
headquarters and the Administrator shall have full access to all of
the DISTRICT's operating and financial records.

UMG agrees to provide administrative assistance to the
Administrator, which shall not exceed fifteen (15) hours per week.

DISTRICT shall promptly review and consider any request by UMG
for any additional Capital Expenditures or Costs incurred by UMG.

6.10 The DISTRICT will be responsible for the purchase of all capital
assets (additions and replacements) that are an integral part of the
DISTRICT's Vfater/Sewer production, treatment, distribution
and/or collection systems.

COMPENSATION

7.1 UMG's compensation under this Agreement shall consist of an
Annual Fee as set forth herein. The Annual Fee for 2014 shall be
47,680,850 ($640,070.83 per month), to be effective January 1,
2'.4 That portion,.of the increased See for .2014, due.-from
January 1, 2014, until the first full bi-monthly payment made
under this agreement shall be spread over the balance of payments
for the 2014 term. The annual fee for 2015 and 2016, shall be
$7,757,660 {4646,471.66per month).

7.2 UMG shall provide the DISTRICT a summarized expenditure report
monthly, and an annual detailed report on or before April 13~ of
each year. Such reports shall allocate expenses between water and
sewer operations.

7.3 In the event the DISTRICT should make application to PSC for a
rate increase in any of its services, UMG agrees to provide the
DISTRICT a copy of any and all necessary information required by
the PSC for such application.

If the DISTRICT elects to verify any information which is required
by the PSC, or to conduct rate study, UMG agrees to allow the



DISTRICT's duly authorized agents'ccess to its records to verify
the information provided by UMG.

7.4 If actual Maintenance and Repair expenditures are less than the
Maintenance and Repair Limit for any Agreement Year, UMG will
rebate the entire difference to the DISTRICT in accordance with
Section 8.3. If actual Maintenance and Repair expenditures exceed
the Maintenance and Repair Limit, the DISTRICT shall pay the
excess to UMG (to the extent UMG has paid the same) in
accordance with Section 8.2. UMG will notify the DISTRICT when
actual Maintenance and Repair expenditures equal eighty percent
(80%) of the Maintenance and Repair Limit in each Agreement Year
throughout the term.

7.5 Any additional expenses, reasonably incurred by UMG, including
overtime wages as a result of severe weather, a natural disaster or
other unplanned events outside of the normal course of operations,
will be invoiced by UMG to the DISTRICT for reimbursement in
accordance with Section 8.2.

Any additional expense, reasonably incurred by UMG as set forth
in the above paragraph, for which the DISTRICT is eligible for
reimbursement by a third party (i.e., FEMA), UMG agrees to defer
payment from the DISTRICT for such expenses until the DISTRICT
receives approval for reimbursement from the third party.

The DISTRICT agrees to pay UMG interest on any expenses paid by
UMG described in the above paragraph at the then prime rate of

- interest-charged by-Coaoaunity- Trust —Bank-of Pikeville-,-Kentucky-.-—
Interest would start to accrue six months after the third party has
approved the DISTRICT's application for reimbursement and run
on the outstanding balance until paid in full. Approval shall be
defined as that date when the third party accepts the DISTRICT's
application for reimbursement. If they DISTRICT's application
does not receive final approval, or final approval is delayed due to
UMG's failure to properly process the application or the
information therein correctly, then the time table for starting the
accrual of interest will not start until the necessary corrections are
approved.

7.6 UMG agrees to forgive 4118,932 of the District's R 5 M overage
due UMG upon execution of this agreement.

PAYMENT OF COMPENSATION



8.1 One twenty-fourth {1/24) of the Annual Fee for each Agreement
Year shall be due and payable on the 1" and the 15+ of each
month during such Agreement Year for service provided in
accordance to Articles 7.1 of this Agreement.

8.2 All other compensation to UMG is due upon receipt of UMG's
invoice and payable within fifteen {15)days, except as provided in
Article 7.6. Any and all request for additional compensation will be
supported by a detailed cost analysis evidenced by appropriate
invoices to be attached to the request.

8.3 DISTRICT shall pay interest at an annual rate equal to the
DISTRICT's designated financial institution's prime rate on
payments not paid and received by UMG within thirty {30)calendar
days of the due date, such interest being calculated from the due
date of the payment. In the event the charges hereunder might
exceed any limitation provided by law, such charges shall be
reduced to the highest rate or amount within such limitation.

SCOPE CHANGES

9.1 A Change in Scope of services shall occur when and as UMG's
Costs of providing services under this Agreement significantly
change as a result of one of the following:

9.1.1 Any change in Project operations, personnel qualifications
or staffing or other cost which is mandated or otherwise...required, by.a change in law, rule. or-regulation- or--an-action---
or forbearance of any governmental body having
jurisdiction to order, dictate or require such change.

9.1,2 The DISTRICT's request of UMG and UMGs consent to
provide additional services beyond what is provided in this
agreement and routine growth of current services,

9.2 For Changes in Scope described in Sections 9.1.1and 9,1.2, the
Annual Fee shall be increased {ordecreased) in an amount equal to
UMG's additional {or reduced) Cost associated with the Change in
Scope.

10. INDEMNITY AND I IABILITY INSURANCE

10.1 UMG agrees to indemnify and hold DISTRICT harmless against any
and all claims, suits, actions, deeds, damages, cost, charge and
expenses, including court cost and reasonable attorney fees, and



against all liability, losses and damage of any nature whatever that
DISTRICT shall or may at any time sustain arising from the
operation of this Agreement other than those arising from the
DISTRICT's negligence or willful misconduct.

10.2 DISTRICT agrees to indemnify and hold UMG harmless against any
and all claims, suits, actions, deeds, damages, cost, charge and
expenses, including court cost and reasonable attorney fees, and
against all liability, losses and damage of any nature whatever that
UMG shall or may at any time sustain as a result of DISTRICT's
negligence or willful misconduct.

10.3 UMG shall be liable for those fines or civil penalties imposed by a
regulatory or enforcement agency for violations occurring on or
after the Commencement Date, of the effluent quality requirements
provided for in Appendices C-1 and C-2 that are a result of UMGs
negligence, DISTRICT will assist UMG in contesting any such fines
in administrative proceedings and/or in court prior to any
payment by UMG. UMG shall pay the cost of any such contest.

10.4 UMG shall be liable for all fines or civil penalties imposed by any
regulatory or enforcement agencies on DISTRICT and/or UMG that
are not a result of DISTRICTs negligence or are otherwise directly
related to the operation of the Project and shall indemnify and hold
DISTRICT harmless from the payment of any such fines and/or
penalties.

10.5 Indemnity agreements provided for in this Agreement shall survive
the termination of the Agreement.

10.6 Each party shall obtain and maintain insurance coverage of a type
and in the amounts described in Appendix E. Each party shall
provide the other party with satisfactory proof of insurance.

11. TERN, TERMINATION AND DEFAULT

The term of this Agreement shall be three (3) years-commencing on
January 1, 2014, and ending on December 31, 2016, Each period
during the term commencing January 1 and ending the following
December 31 shall be referred to as an "Agreement Year. Either
party shall have the right, without cause, to terminate this
Agreement at the end of the second Agreement Year. Notice of
termination shall be given in writing no less than one hundred
eighty (180) days in advance of the effective date of termination,
and notice cannot be given prior to January 1, 2016.



11.2 A party may terminate this Agreement only for a material breach of
the Agreement by the other party, except as provided in Section
11.1 only after giving written notice of breach; and, only after
allowing the other party thirty (30) days to cure or commence
taking reasonable steps to cure the breach.

1 1.3

11.4

In the event this agreement is terminated by the DISTRICT prior to
the DISTRICT's payoff of UMG'S loan dated April 1, 2009, which is
being forgiven over time, the DISTRICT agrees to pay UMG the
unamortized balance of the note as of the date of termination as
set out in Appendix E.
Upon notice of termination by DISTRICT, or the contract is not
renewed, UMG shall assist DISTRICT in assuming or transferring
operation of the Project, for a period up to six (6) months from the
date of notice of termination or non-renewal. UMG's compensation
for such services shall be its costs not otherwise uncured in
operation of the Project. If additional Cost is incurred by UMG at
request of DISTRICT, DISTRICT shall pay UMG such Cost within
thirty (30) days receipt of invoice.

11.5 Upon termination of this Agreement and all renewals and
extensions of it, UMG will return the Project to DISTRICT in the
same condition as it was upon the effective date of this Agreement,
ordinary wear and tear excepted. Equipment and other personal
property purchased by UMG for use in the operation or
maintenance of the Project shall remain the property of UMG upon
termination of this Agreement unless the property was directly
paid for by DISTRICT or DISTRICT specifically reimbursed UMG for

-- the---cost- incurred- to-purchase the property or'his Agreement
provides to the contrary. This provision is subordinated to the
terms set out in Section 2.25.

12. DISPUTES AND FORCE MAJEURE

12.I In the event activities by employee groups or unions unrelated to
UMG cause a disruption in UMGs ability to perform at the Project,
DISTRICT, with UMGs assistance or UMG at its own option, may
seek appropriate injunctive court orders. During any such
disruption, UMG shall operate the facilities on a best-efforts basis
until any such disruptions cease.

12.2 Neither party shall be liable for its failure to perform its obligations
under this Agreement if such failure is due to any Unforeseen
Circumstances.



Both parties indicate their approval of this Agreement by their signatures
below, and each party warrants that all corporate or governmental action
necessary to bind the parties to the terms of this Agreement has been and will
be taken.

MOUNTAI TER DISTRICT

By: n.

Name: A ~a cz Wn ~ e ~

/

Date: .0-2- 2.0/0

UTILITY AGEMENT GROUP, LLC.

Sy:

N~e: 0/PE@ /8A/

Date: 9 cP-7 / K

16 I:ee te
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UTILITY hIANAGEIItIENT GROUP.

Your Utility Experts

November 5, 2014

Roy Sawyer
Mountain Water District

6332 Zebulon Highway

Pikeville, KY 41501

Dear Mr. Sawyer:

This letter is a follow up to our earlier conversation regarding an information request from the Public

Service Commission. For the years 2005, 2006, and 2007 i do not have expense information for the
Mountain Water District project that is categorized into separate water and sewer cost centers. I have

consolidated financials but no departmentalized detail for those three years.

ln 2008, Utility Management Group implemented a new accounting system that compartmentalized

expenses both by project and by departments within each project (ie: water, sewer, customer services,

administration, etc.). Consequently I am able to provide you expense information for water and sewer

beginning in 2008. A copy of the expense information for the years 2008 through 2014 has been
provided to you. The information for the current year, 2014 is year to date data from January 1, 2014
through June 30, 2014.

Please let me know if you need any additional information.

Sincerely,

Robe

287 Island Creek Road - Pikeville, Kentucky 41501
Phone: 606-437-4754 - Far. 606-437-5083



IIOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT
SUMMARY OF WA TER & SEWER EXPENSES 2008 - 2014

2014
Direct Operating Expenses
Admin. & Overhead Expenses
Repair & Maintenance

TOTAL EXPENSES

WATER I

1,942,453
839,401
202,951

2,984,805

SEWER I

414,830
179,262
153,970
748,062;

TOTAL
I

2,357,283
1,018,663

356,921
3,732,867

2013
Direct Operating Expenses
Admin. 8 Overhead Expenses
Repair & Maintenance

TOTAL EXPENSES

3,825,979
1,856,191

398,644
6,080,814

786,648
381,646
275,161

1,443,455

4,612,627
2,237,837

673,805
7,524,269

2012
Direct Operating Expenses
Admin. & Overhead Expenses
Repair & Maintenance

TOTAL EXPENSES

3,694,256
1,776,706

393,938
5,864,900

847,994
407,832
255,836

1,511,662

4,542,250
2,184,538

649,774
7,376,562

2011
Direct Operating Expenses
Admin. & Overhead Expenses
Repair 8 Maintenance

TOTAL EXPENSES

3,789,433
1,862,704

480,722
6,132,859

868,347
426,838
292,388

1,587,573

4,657,780
2,289,542

773,110
7,720,432

2010
Direct Operating Expenses
AUfl ill I. Ot &VLI I lbdU CXpVI leds
Repair & Maintenance

TOTAL EXPENSES

3,551,823
I,OOR,V/6

288,927
5,704,778

720,545
d(5, i%5

112,476
1,211,169

4,272,368
2,848,1 (0

401,403
6,915,947

2009
Direct Operating Expenses
Admin. 8 Overhead Expenses
Repair & Maintenance

TOTAL EXPENSES

3,563,194
2,062,855

420,553
6,046,602

601,358
348,088
213,254

1,162,700

4,164,552
2,410,943

633,807
7,209,302

2008
Direct Operating Expenses
Admin. 8 Overhead Expenses
Repair & Maintenance

TOTAL EXPENSES

3,327,961
2,312,156

512,884
6,153,001

481,859
334,780
59,316

875,955

3,809,820
2,646,936

572,200
7,028,956



$155,616 $195,965 $351,581
$63,249

$414,830

Subtotal
Electric
Total All Direct

ALLOCATION OF SHARED OPERATIONS COSTS:
YTD Costs /o To Total

$414,830 17.6/o
$1,942,453 82.4Y0
$2,357,283 100.0oo

Direct Sewer
Direct Water
Total Direct:

MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT
ALLOCATION OF WATER & SEWER DIRECT OPERATONS

OPERATIONS EXPENSES:
DIRECT
SEWER Trans I

WW Coll. WWT TOTAL Distr

$699,377.
$573,639

$

1,273,007'XPENSES

DIRECT
WATER

WTP TOTAL

$78,105 $777,482
$57,417 $631,047

$0

$135,522 $1,408,529
$533,924

$1,942,453

1/1/2014 through 6/30/2014

Gen Adm ADM Cust Svc

TOTAL
SHARED
COSTS

$6,991 $346,446 $246,701
-$4,369 $58,085 $502

$364,307

$600,138
$54,218

$364,307

$2,622 $768,838 $247,203 $1,018,663
$0

$1,018,663

TOTAL
PROJECT

COSTS

$1,581,259
$833,207
$364,307

$2,778,773
$597,173

$3,375,946

SHARED OPER. COSTS ALLOCATION: $179,262
I I

TOTAL OPERATIONS COSTS: $594,092
'/o TO TOTAL 17.6o/o

$839,401

$2,781,854
82 4o/o

-$1,018,663

$3,375,946

REPAIR & MAINTENANCE EXPENSES
TOTAL R8M EXPENSES: I $153,970 I I $202 9511



MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT
ALLOCATION OF WATER 8 SEWER DIRECT OPERATONS EXPENSES 1/1/2013 thrOugh 12/31/2013 (Calendar Year 2013)

iOPERATIONS EXPENSES:
DIRECT
SEWER

WW Coll. WWT TOTAL

PIR 8 Admin $146,863 $257,103 $403,966
Dir Operations $171,071 $100,690 $271,?61
CorpIOH Exp $0

Trans I
Distr WTP

$1,440,273 $195,122
$1,125,365 $117,537

DIRECT
WATER
TOTAL

$1,635,395
$1,242,902

$0

$14,999 $741,962
$166,300
$790,765

$521,967
$1,844

$1,278,928
$168, l44
$790,765

TOTAL

SHARED
Gen Adm ADM Gust Svc COSTS

TOTAL
PROJECT

COSTS

$3,318,289
$1,682,807

$790,765

Subtotal
Electric
Total All Direct

$317,934 $357,793 $675,727
$110,921
$?86,648

$2,565,638 $312,659 $2,878,297
$947,682

$3,825,979

$14,999 $1,699,027 $523,811 $2,237,83?
$0

$2,237,837

$5,791,861
$1,058,603
$6,850,464

ALLOCATION OF SHARED OPERATIONS COSTS: I

YTD Costs % To Total
Direct Sewer $786,648 17.1%
Direct Water $3,825,979 82.9%
Total Direct: $4,612,627 100.0%

SHARED OPER. COSTS ALLOCATiON: $381,646
l I

TOTAL OPERATIONS COSTS: $1,168,294
% TO TOTAL 17.1%

$1,856,191

$5,682,170
82.9%

-$2,237,837

$6,850,464

REPAIR 8 'MAINTENANCE EXPENSES
TOTAL R8 M EXPENSES: I $275.161 I $398644 I TOTAL RSM EXPENSES ACTUALLY INVOICED TO UMG FOR 2013 I $ 673,805 I



INOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT
ALLOCATION OF WATER ac SEWER DIRECT OPERATONSl EXPENSES

iOPERATIONS EXPENSES: I

1/1/2012 through 12/31/2012

DIRECT
SEWER

WW Coll. WWT TOTAL
Trans I

Distr WTP

DIRECT
WATER
TOTAL Gen Adm ADM Gust Svc

TOTAL
SHARED
COSTS

TOTAL
PROJECT

COSTS

PIR 8 Admin
Dir Operations
Corp/OH Exp

$148,984 $277,260 $426,244
$184,194 $133,214 $317,408

$0

$1,381,113 $204,053 $1,585,166
$1,120,210 $118,060 $1,238,270

$0

$14,402 $759,754
$1,162 $8,887

$889,217

$509,554
$1,562

$1,283,710
$11,611

$889,217

$3,295,120
$1,567,289

$889,217

Subtotal $333,178 $410,474 $743,652
Electric $104,342
Total All Direct $847,994

ALLOCATION OF SHARED OPERATIONS COSTS: I

YTD Costs % To Total
Direct Sewer $847,994 18.7%
Direct Water $3,694,256 81.3%
Total Direct: $4,542,250 100.0%

$2,501,323 $322,113 $2,823,436
$870,820

$3,694,256

$15,564 $1,657,858 $511,116 $2,184,538
$0

$2,184,538

$5,751,626
$975,162

$6,726,788

SHARED OPER. COSTS ALLOCATION: $407,832
I I

TOTAL OPERATIONS COSTS: $1,255,826
% TO TOTAL 18.7%

$1,776,706

$5,4/0,962
81 3%

-$2,184,538

$6,726,788

REPAIR 8c'MAINTENANCE EXPENSES
TOTAL RBM EXPENSES: I $255,836 I I $393 938ITOTAL R8M EXPENSES ACTUALLY INVOICED TO UMG F) $ 649 774 I



MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT
ALLOCATION OF WATER & SEWER DIRECT OPERATONQ EXPENSES 1i1111through 12/31/1 1

PIR 8 Admin

Dir Operations
Corp/OH Exp
Electric

$154,271 $249,746
$201,533 $132,838

$129,959

$404,017
$334,371

$0
$129,959

) OPERATIONS EXPENSES:
DIRECT
SEWER

WW Coll. WWT TOTAL
Trans I

Distr

$1,400,090
$1,088,701

$948,545

DIRECT
WATER

WTP TOTAL

$211,657 $1,611,747
$140,440 $1,229,141

$0
$948,545

Gen Adrn ADM

TOTAL
SHARED

Gust Svc COSTS

$17,232
-$7,700

$862,522 $564,300 $1,444,054
$18,242 $1,498 $12,040

$820,744 $820,744
$12,704 $12,704

TOTAL
PROJECT

COSTS

$3,459,8 l8
$1,575,552

$820,744
$1,091,208

ALLOCATION OF SHARED OPERATIONS
YTD Costs % To Total

Direct Sewer $868,347 18.6%
Direct Water $3,789,433 81.4%
Total Direct: $4,657,780 100.0%

COSTS: I

Total Direct Exp $355,804 $512,543 $868,347 $3,437,336 $352,097 $3,789,433

I

$9,532 $1,714,212 $565,798 $2,289,542 $6,947,322

SHARED OPER. COSTS ALLOCATION:

I

TOTAL OPERATIONS COSTS
% TO TOTAL

$426,838

$1,295,185
18;6%

$1,862,704

$5,652,137
81 4%

-$2,289,542

$6,947,322

REPAIR &'MAINTENANCE EXPENSES
TOTAL R8 M EXPENSES: I I $292.388 I I $480 772I



I

MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT
ALLOCATION OF WATER & SEWER DIRECT OPERATO S EXPENSES 1/1/10 through 12/31/10

iOPERATIONS EXPENSES:

WW Coll. WWT

DIRECT
SEWER
TOTAL

P/R 8 Admin
Dir Operations
Corp/OH Exp

$181,587 $164,507
$195,916 $178,535

$346,094
$374,451

$0

ALLOCATION OF SHARED OPERATIONS
YTD Costs % To Total

Direct Sewer $720,545 16.9%
Direct Water $3,551,823 83.1%
Total Direct: $4,272,368 100.0%

COSTS: I

Total Direct Exp $377,503 $343,042 $720,545

Trans
Distr

I

$1,381,250
$1,692,681

$3,073,8|I1
t

I

DIRECT
WATER

WTP TOTAL

$200,373 $1,581,623
$277,569 $1,970,200

$0

$477,942 $3,551,823

TOTAL

SHARED
Gen Adm ADM Gust Svc COSTS

TOTAL

PROJECT
COSTS

$10,185 $1,003,940 $556,999 $1,571,124
$20,699 $1,497 $22,196

$648,856 $648,856

$3,498,841
$2,366,847

$648,856

$10,185 $1,673,495 $558,496 $2,242,176 $6,514,544

SHARED OPER. COSTS ALLOCATION:

I

TOTAL OPERATIONS COSTS:
% TO TOTAL

$378,148

$1,098,693
16.9~/o

$1,864,028

$5,415,851
83.1%

-$2,242,176

$6,514,544

lREPAIR'& MAINTENANCE EXPENSES
TOTAL RB M EXPENSES- I $112,476 I $185,955I $102,972 R8 M Flood expenses $401,403



MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT
ALLOCATION OF WATER 8 SEWER DIRECT

iOPERATIONS EXPENSES:

OPERATONS EXPENSES 1/1/2009 through 12/31/2009

DIRECT
SEWER

WW Coll. WWT TOTAL
Trans I

Distr j

DIRECT
WATER

WTP TOTAL Gen Adm

TOTAL TOTAL

SHARED PROJECT
ADM Cust Svc COSTS COSTS

P/R & Admin
Dir Operations
Corp I OH Exp

$68,165 $205,406 $273,571
$177,817 $149,970 $327,787

$0

ALLOCATION OF SHARED OPERATIONS
YTD Costs % To Total

Direct Sewer $601,358 14.4%
Direct Water $3,563,194 85.6%
Total Direct: $4,164,552 100.0%

COSTS: I

Total Direct Exp $245,982 $355,376 $601,358

$1,424,010 I

$1,776,710 I

-$596 i

$3,200,124 i

I

$229,633 $1,653,643
$133,437 $1,910,147

-$596

$363,070 $3,563,194

$8,868
$7,988

$988,517 $560,515 $1,55?,900
$11,257 $1,839 $21,084

$831,959 $831,959

$3,485,114
$2,259,018

$831,363

$16,856 $1,831,733 $562,354 $2,410,943 $6,575,495

SHARED OPER. COSTS ALLOCATION.

I

TOTAL OPERATIONS COSTS:
% TO TOTAL

$348,138

$949,496
14 4%

$2,062,805

$5,625,999
85;6%

-$2,410,943

$6,575,495

UNREPAIR 8 NIAINTENANCE EXPENSES
TOTAL R&M EXPENSES: $213 254 I I $420,553I



MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT
ALLOCATION OF WATER & SEWER DIRECT OPERATONS EXPENSES

)OPERATIONS EXPENSES:

1/1/2008 through 1231/2008

PlR 5 Admin
Dir Operations
Corp l OH Exp

WW Coll. WWT

$180,701
$154,575 $146,583

DIRECT
SEWER
TOTAL

$180,701
$301,158

$0

I

Trans I
Distr

I
WTP

!
$1,397,082 $218,005
$1,432,157 $280,717

DIRECT
WATER
TOTAL

$1,615,087
$1,712,874

$0

TOTAL

SHARED
Gen Adm ADM Gust Svc COSTS

$8,544 $1,113,993 $557,404 $1,679,941
$500 $13,265 $1,571 $15,336

$951,659 $951,659

TOTAL
PROJECT

COSTS

$3,475,729
$2,029,368

$951,659

ALLOCATiON OF SHARED OPERATiOAIS
YTD Costs % To Total

Direct Sewer $481,859 12.6%
Direct Water $3,327,961 87.4%
Total Direct: $3,809,820 100.0%

COSTS:

Total Direct Exp $154,575 $327,284 $481,859 $2,829,239 $498,722 $3,327,961

I

$9,044 $2,078,917 $558,975 $2,646,936 $6,456,756

SHARED OPER. COSTS ALLOCATION:

I

TOTAL OPERATIONS COSTS:
% TO TOTAL

$334,780

$816,639
12.6%

$2,312,156

$5,640,117
87 4%

-$2,646,936

$6,456,756

REPAIR & MAINTENANCE EXPENSES
TOTAL R8 M EXPENSES. I I $59,316 I I $512 884I



PSC Request No 4

See separate volume for item 4 due to size of response.



Request no. 5

The district has no non-regulated business activities.



PSC Request No 6 (a}



MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT

CONSTRUCTION PROJECT SUMMARY ~ WATER ONLY

6/30/2014

Various Short Lines 'f,300,000

STER CONSTRUCTION IN PROGRESS (GL ACCT /I 1050-00)
ADDITIONS

BALANCE I JULTO DEC
06/30/I 3 2013PROJECT PHASE

ADDITIONS
JAN TO JUN

2014
BALANCE I

DELETIONS 06/30/14 FUNDING

KIA Coal Severance
KIA Coal Severance

Tank Rehab Southern Corrosion

BAD FORK

Majesterial District 2

Jonican Water
Jonican Water

808,846.00

640,609.34

20,243.44

169,732.80

34,823.58

211,153.57 214,354.45

5,801.22 22,736.86

415,074.62 267,527.44
48,575.64

675,432.92

445,751.46

28,538.08

852,334.86
48,575.64

KIA Coal Severence

AML FUNDING

Coa

KIA

HB3

WATER TREATMENT UPGRADE PROJEC

RUSSELL FORK WTP

Tap Fees

FLOOD PROJECT 2007
Taps
AUTOMATED METER REAC RD LOAN

In-House Projects
Capitalized interest Regions Bank WTP

TOTAL ACCOUNT 1050-00

222,456.00 44,174.87

56,725.40 58,579.55

481,107.54 243,855.49 171,319.73

1,534,149.12 1,011,608.75 783,093.67

GL

115,304.95

46,913.30

162,218.25

266,630.87

1%4I

849,369.46

3,166,633.29

3,225,213.47

(58,580.1 8)

RD INTERIM FINAN

CTB LINE OF GREC

Local

RD LOAN

RD loan



MOUNTAIN ~ ) DISTRICT

WATER PROJECTS
IN-HOUSE CONSTRUCllON PROJECTS BY FUNGOID SOURCES
YEAR ENO 06OBR ~

PROJECT NAIIE
VARIOUS PCFC UNES
201M PCFC AND FIRE HYDRANTS
2010 PCFC AHD FIRE HYDRANTS
2010 PCFC VARIOUS SHORT UNES
AJE PCFC FOR RED ROBIN

35,092.10

35,092.10

35.092.10

35,092.10

202207.10

IOA/COAL SOVERENCf...
TosmaoY 202207.10
LMI TAPS
warm TtewnaN plonl Uagrms

COMPLETEDBOBQ013 PAID JULY DEC PAID JAN JUN TOTAL IY luna 2014

50,000.00
3R3 100.000.00

202207.10
4I4

210JO0.00
400.000.00

CFP
6130O014 Oslo FUNDING 880 xs 2007 1180 05

77,389E\
201,508.15

50,M0.00
100.000.00

150,000.00

63,56735
180.181.83

34,090.62
13,181.91

24.952.82
2,302.M 2J!26.11

Iiac Is 1009 lrxc ls 7010 asc ls 1011 aac la 2011 soo lo 2013 ooc ts zoll
1011

nsv 708 cosag

50,000.00
100,000.00

150.000.00

200,000.00

202.207.10 202,207.10 202.207.10 210,000.00 275.69735 243,749.18 47272.53 27254JIZ 2,826.11 200,000.00vammo warm 8 soom prsoos

VARIOUS WATER UNES
WATER TREATMENT EXPANSION

PRIVATE PROJECTS
CITY OF JENKINS CONNECTOR
UPPER BEEFI805
Ural Fork p ngom Alrar oomosoon
TBCO REIOCATION OF PENNY RD
CAM lanin9

11+3223

11,93223

IOOZEI 0

10,322.10

99,877SB

88,677.90

IM.OOOJI0

100.000.00

'I 1,83223

11,832S3

100,000.00
SO

I 00,000.00

11.83223

11,83223

na
56,70000

56,700.00

56,7M.00

56,700.00

10,322.10
3517.93

13.840.03

89,677.90 100,000M

89 677 gg 100 000 00

56,700.00

56.700.00KOOT PROJECTS
119RELOCATION
MoVEIGIVHUODY
OESIONS CURVE
MEJARD CURVE
CABIN KNOLL
DRAFFIN RELGCAllON
SCOTT FORK

TOTALS

210,0MZI

12.983JO

4l,0771M

Z87,05SOI
481,107A4

109,862.78
47JIBTS0
38.044OI

IM,441>9
Zl3555AB

19283.70
33,652.81

22,09032

6.645.M
81.641JI3

171319.73

338,934.69
81,550.71
38,044OI
12.983.00
22,0S0.32
46,913M
6.645.M

547.15133
896282.76

46,91330

46.913.30
46,913.30

335,934.69
81550.71
38,044.31
12,983.00
22,080.32

8,645.00
500238.03
81427738

861.190.66
278.897.35 393;749.18 47272.53 54.509.64

319,670.59
47,897.90
38,04431
12.983.M

46,913.30

465,509AO
482,175.54

19263.70
33,652.81

22,080.32

6.645.00
81.641JI3

I '71,319.73

319,670.89
47,697.90
38,044.31
12,983.00

462,673.10
869,373.10



Nater Division

Question¹ 6 A

Project Description

Nater Projects

Tank Rehab Southern Corrosion

Bad Fork

Majesterial Dist. 2

jonican Water

Russell Fork MITP (Line Of Credit)

Telemetry

Various Vlaterline

Penny Rd.( TECO)

KOOT/119 Relacation (Stone)

KDOT/IVlcVeigh/Huddy

KDOT/Oeskins

KDOT/Millard

KDOT/Cabin Knoll

KDOT/Scott Fork



Drinking Water Project Profile

Logal Applicant ISountain Water District

Project TkIo:~fgj(jWgfitTe'tltj'I':Reji'at't(lf'ta((o'itf

Project Number. WX2119501T Vlevr Map Submitted Br. BSAOD

Funding Slatua: Partially Funded Prkreuy County. Piko

Project Status: Approved Planning Unk: Pike

Project Schedule: 0-2 Years Mulfi-County No

E-Clearinghouse SAf: KY201202230163 ECH Status: Endorse With Condition

Applicant Entity Type: Water District (KRS 74) ADD WMC Contact Tracy Wireman

Date Approved (W YM Ci; 12-10-2011

Pldlect DesCIIPSon. ~~~~R ACo~ t~ ~<+I~ 438r talc'gcT(e3~, N(ihtog PIE.~~~
~yete'raw'ttje'taid(r'e(tsbiitt't((on o~, 'spitdc SLAM( hj(d j~ktow Q gjcT(c <(capt Ftk„~~@»~<1~'5 ~(tC Sa Mm(2, SaS(tWM ~peNeed for Projcck
Briolfy dcmibe how this prciJecf promotes public beayfr or echi'ops end/ornw'plains corrtplfanco wffh lbe Clean Water Acf or Safe Orbuekg Wafer A-.f:

Insuring the storage facility for water remains in compganco with currenl standards

Project Alternatives:

Alternnle A:

Build new tanks

Alternate 9;
Do nothing

Legal Applicant:

Enlky Type;

Entily Narrac

Web URL:

Oflice EMail.

Office Ptiona:

Mail Address Une 1:
ktlail Address Une 2:
Mail City, State Zip:

ContacL

Water District (KRS 74)

Ittountaln Water District

www.tnountalnwaterdistrictky.corn

gpotteemumgllc.net

6084314I182

PO Box 3152

Toll Free

Plkevllio, KY 41502

Roy Sawyers

Contact Title: District'Administrator

Contact EMail: rsawyers@mtwater.org

Contact Phone: SOS.S31-8162

Contact Celt:

Dale Swee. Kentucky Infrastructure Authority

PSC group IO: 25605

FaX: 606431~ST
Phys Address Line 1:
PI~.Address Line 2:

Phys City, Slate Zip;

Auth Olficiak Rhonda James
'Aulfi,tjfficiaITIIe.'lialipeiSon

Aulh Oftdaf EMail; rbjamesSNImsn,corn

Aufii Olfldol Phone: 605M2-6307

Auth Offickd Cell:

Onto Last Modified: 05.30.2014

Print Dote; I0/50'201 l Kenturky Infmstructure Authoaty I of'0



Doc ID No: PO2 128 1300000964 Page 1 of 18

Irtetfucky Commonwealth of Kentucky
vvnrma ra rv r.,

PURCkASE ORDER Show Doc ID number on all packages,
invoices and correspondence.

Cited Authority: KRS45A.690(1NDl11

Issued By: BETH WILSON

ID'. DeScrlptIon: BAD. FGRKIHARLESS;CREEK WSGIVYSPQQAS'P)KE CO

boc ID No: PO2 126 1300000964 1 (Procurement Folder: 2603641
Procurement Type: MOA/PSC Exception

Administered By: BETH WILSON

Telephone. 502-564-2141

iblOUNTAIN WATER DIST

PO BOX 3157

PIKEVILLE

US

KY 41502-3157

KffectiVe From: 2OI 2-OS.C t Ertortlve To: RO11CS-SS

(.4lriel(~~

I BAO FORKIHARLESS CRFFK FIKF. coo O.OOOOO TOO,OOO OO 7OO,OOO,OO
co soiiia

EiitiirMtitd.nilstirl&'o'i't', .

This Memorandum of Agreement MOA will provide funding in the amount of $700,000,00 Thousand Dollars from the 30th
knnuaL9rartLfor tbeJ3gsktn and Construction of a waterline extension~roject to serve the residents of the Bad Fork and
Harless creek areas located near the community of htarrowbone in Pike county Ky. The. project will be constructed in Pike
County, and operated by Mountain Water District. The entire project wt'll involve the following: Construction of Approximately
Bad Fork 10000 Linear Feet of Line, and 18 Meters, Harless Creek 550 Linear Feet of 4 PE Pipe, 5 water meters. If

addilional information is needed please refer to the Bad Fork and Harless Creek Design Plans for further details. Design and
Construction will be arranged so that bids are received to maximize the amount of waterlines laid and meters set.

257749
DIVISION OF AML - FRANKFORT

2521 OLD LAWRENCEBURG RD

257749
DlVISION OF AML - FRANKFORT

2521 OLD LAWRENCEBURG RD

FRANKFORT

US

KY 4060'I FRANKFORT

US

KY 40601

(t@Ti9gÃeoOgO@l roo,ooc.oo (



Drif)kif)g Water Project Profile

BSADD

Plko

Pike

fio
Endorse With Condition

Tracy Wlroman

Legal AppNcont Mountain Water Dlshlct

Pro)oct Title, 2iKt NN+Istei)al Distr)of Water Llha Extensions.
Project fturnbcr.,W)IIL11961)26 View Slop SuL>nrIIIari Bg.

Funding Status: Fully Funded Prknary County;

Projocl Status Approved Plurvullg Unk,

Pro)oct Schedule: 0-2 Years Mulg County:

E-Clearinghouse SAt KY201403100254 ECH Skrtus:

Appgcanl Entity Type: waler District {KRs74) ADD WMC Contxol:

Dale Approel {AIVMPC); 01-24-2014

Pro)Act )3escdptkrn>

The pro)eel consist of the extension of potable water service to several areas throughout the htaglstsrlal District Nr2 in pike County, Ky, Tho
water Ano exlonslons wgl serve customers In the following locations:
Tunnol Road {atVirgie)
Tunnel Street {atVirgle)
Right Fork of Ntarshall's Branch
Chimney Branch
Little Road of Long Fork
Burko TackeN Road

Iteed for Proicct:
Br>tifly doscn'bo frorrr fbif pejeef promolos prrbl>'c hrra'rh or aclr'ovos arran mrs!alrrs comp/inn>co >nyr lha crrr n ws!cr Act qr $~>%. Dnridrrg v>rotor

Acl.'he

pro)oct promotes public health by providing a more reliable and safe watar supply to customers In the 2nd Magisterial District. Tho
water line extensions wig provide a potable water supply to the residents who sre not currently served by the Mountain Water District
S stem.

Project Altsrnstlvesl

Agernuia A:

Provide potable water to the potential customers by transporting large containers.

Aitcrnale, Ik

Customers will have to,drgl new wells.

Legal Applicant:

ToN 'Froo

Entity Type; Water District {KRS74)

Entity Nome: Nfountain Water District

Wcb URL www.mountainwatorrNstriclky.corn

Oflka ElrtaIL gpottereumggc.nol

NAca Phono: 806431-9162
Mag Address Una I: PO Box 3157
Mall Address Uno 2.
Mail City, Stato 2Ip: Plkovlge, KY 41502

Contact Roy Sawyers

Conlacl Titio: District Administrator

Carried EMail.'sawyers@mtwater.org

Contact Phono: 6084131 0162
Contact

CsN.'ata

Source: Kentucky Infrastructure Authority

PSC Otcup ID.'5605

Fax'. 6064131-3087

Phys Address Uno I:
Phys Addnrss Linn 2:,

Phys City, Slate 2lp:

Auth Offlciot Rhonda James

Aulh Olihkrl Tltkr. Chair Person

Aulh OHickrl EMail; rbjames6emsn.corn

Auth OINckrl Plrona. 60&43241307

Auih Oliiclal Ceil.'ata
Leal hlOdiflcd: 05.30-2014

Print Dakr 10!30r2014 Konlucky Infrasunctuunrr Aulhorky



Dririking Water Project Profile

Legal Appscank Mountain water District

project Title MwD'fdgollne Road Ylt'stir suppfy project section.2 Jonfcan

Project Numboc 'Igt21195838'iew I lap Submitted Sy: BSADD

Funding Sniusi Over Funded Primary County Pike

Project Status: Under Construction Planning Unit; Pike

Projoct Schodultx $1 20 Years kkilS-Ccurityi Nn

E-Ciaaxnghouso SIN, KY201210251139 ECH Status: Endorse With Condition

Applicant EnLty Typo: Wator District (KRS 74) ADD WMC Contart Tracy Wireman

Date Aiiprovcd {AVNIIPC): 0946-2002

Proitfct:t)eicnptiqit'.

Ridgeline road waterline projects consists of 3 sections, this section ls for tho Jonlcan area. Section 2 Jonlcan -approximately 29,000 LJ-.
of 6"snd 4" D.l. Mala waterline, one (1)6" pressure reducing volvo station, one (1)4" pressure reducing valvo station 8806,406.

Need fw Ptojocc
itrjogr describe herr iiJs pro'ucf proraoios pubb'c heo0fr or acpie res end!or res!rva Les ccnrp4fs~ vsrh tbe G'ei yilurar Act or solo Grh &9 6'eier Act

Incroasing the customer base will result In lower water cost and betlor sorvlce for ag customers and establish tho base for future
oxpansions.

Project AltsmaUvos:

Agama'.A',

System mahitalnod well sources

Allernale B:
Guild cistern

Legal Applicant:

loll Froo:

Eat:ty Type; Water District {KRS74)

Entity Name. MountaIn Water District

Wab URL: www.mountalnwaterdistrlctky,corn

Oflice Ehtalt: gpodantumgtlc.net

Olfice Phone 805431-9162
Mnt Address Une 1: PO Box 3157
Ltait Address Linc 2:
Malt.City,,S Iota.~ikevtge,.KY.41502,

Contact: Roy Sawyers

Contact TiNe: District Administrator

Contact EMoil: rsawyersmtwatsr.org

Conloct Phone: 606-631-9162

Contact Colt

Data Source: Kentucky Infrastructure Authority

PSC Gas.p ID: 25605

Fax: 805431-3081

phys Address Line

Phys Adrkoss Uno 2
PI!ks.city slate zip,',

Auth Ofthial: Rhonda James

Auth Oflidal Title: Chair Person

Aulh Of0clsl EMail; rbjames6@msn.con>

Auth Ofgcial Phontr. 608432*8307

Aulh Oflickd Coll:

Date Lasl Modified, '05.30.2014

Print Dsie:ltL'3ty2014 Kentucky Inkaslructure Aullldty 1ot IO



~ 33jXi

:V..'~PIt':
jMonntain Water Districts

P. O. BOX 3157
PIKEVILLE, KY 41602
PHONE: (606) 631-9162
FAX: (606) 631-3087
TDD: (606) 631-3711

September 04, 2012

Rl:: Mountain IVatcr District Financing

Russet l Fork Water Trcalnient Plant ImprovCnlcnts

'1'o whom lt Mny Concern:

Thc hfountain Water District's Russell Fork EVater '1'reatment Plant is in need of improvements l'or

compliance purposes as well as necessary repairs and upgrades due tn its age and continually changing

technological advances, '1'he District has taken quotes/bids for lhc necdcd iniprovemenls and niatcrials

and the costs arc as lollows:

2 Yew Complete Sand Pumps and Appurtenances

Variable Frequency Drive

Filler Media Replacement
SCADA Controls System Upgrades

Repair Dehumidifier/Compressor 1,.'nit

2 Polymer Pumps

2 Chlorine Pumps

1 Fluoride Pump

I Transfer Pump

+Polymer-Mixing-Unit-

Lamella Tubes

lnlinc Micr
TOTAl.

$35,991..80

$27,474,25

$74,544.50
$36~i06,00

$46,321.74
$ 7,365,06
$ 2,513.90
$ 821.10
$ 7,110,45————-Pendingguotc.

$ 5,50o.oo
$ 702.00
$244,550.80

At their regular meeting that was held on August 29, 2012, ihe Board of Conimissioners of the Mountain

KVater Districl authorized a loan in lhe ainount of'vo hundred and sevcnly-tive thousand dollars

{$275,000.00) to be procured for these repairs, which may include some necessary items not listed above

aS repairs arc completed and additional nccds may be discovered. The District has been awarded Coiil

Severance Tax funding for the purpose of repaying debt which will be used to repay this loan when thc

funding from the Department of Local Governinent is received. Thc Board anticipates the receipt of thc

funds in thc Pall nf 2012 or the Spring of 2013.

The District requests lhe tenn ol'thc loan to be as follows:

~ Six (6) month construction period

~ Two {2)year term note based on proceeds of the loan

~ interest rates for thc six {6)month construction period and thc two {2)year term note

~ Firm commitment to loan the money and closing within two weeks aner acceptance of the terms

~ Respond by Scplcmbcr 14, 2012, via letter or email



Ptease find attached our audits for thc fast two years. 2011 Financials„and 2012 3ufy f'inancials year tn

date.

Therefore„ the Mountain Water District Board of Commissioners respectfully requests your consideration

in the linancing of these intprovements to their u uter trcatntcnt plant in thc atnount of two hundred and

seventy-five thousand dollars ($27$,000.00). ft you have any questions, pfease cal1 rnc at, 606-631-9162.

ext. 309, or onail rsawvcr~chritivater.tirg..

Sincerely,

. Sawv

tAd

CC: Rfwnda james, WV/D Chairperson
Mike Spears, Sputa iVanagcmcnt
Grondall potter, Project fvlanager, UMG



Drinking Water Project Profile

Legal Applicant,

Project Tide

Project Number.

Funding Status:

Project Status'.

Projact Schedule;

E-Clearinghouse SAI.

Applicant Entity Type'.

Dale Approved (AWM PC).

Mountain Water District

MWDiT ysdfatty

WX21195735 View Map

Over Funded

Construcled

Constructed

KY200901300057

Water District (KRS 74)
06-'l3-2005

Subrniged By:

Primary Coursy:

Planning Unit;

Mulli-County:

ECH Status;

ADD WMC Contact:

BSADD

Pike

Pike

No

Endorse

Tracy Wireman

.Dsscdpdori'."

Project consists ol the upgrade and Installatkm ol lelemelry lo maintain and Improve water servtce reliability throughout the county.
Telemetry will allow the water system to he remotely monitored from a contral locagon which will Improve reliability and reduce coat by
decreasing the need for actual trips to sits locations.

Need for Project;
BnoNy describe how this project promotoa public health or achieves arxV'or maintains compliance rrlrh the Clean Water Act or Sa(e On'ning Water Acl;

Telemetry wgl allow lhe water syslem to be remotely monitored from a central location which will Improve regablllty and reduce coal by
decreasing the need for actual trips to site locations.

Project Alternatives:

Alternate A:

Do nothing

Alternate 8:
Do nothing

legal Applicant:

Toll Free

Entity Type; Water District (KRS 74)

Endty Name. Mountain Water District

Web URL www~talnwaterdlstrictky.corn
OIN'co EMail: gpoltsrOumgllc.net

ONce Phone; N6481-9162

MsII Address Uno I: PO Box 3157
"—

Mall Address Llrar2.—- ——"-- --- " —---
Mail CIty, StaR Zip: Plkevllle, KY 41502

Conlack Roy Sawyers

Contact Title; Dlstdct Administrator

Contact EMal: leewyeraOmtwater.org

Contact Phone. N$4N 9162
Contact CeI:

Data Source: Kentucky Infrastructure Authorhy

PSC Group ID: 25605

Fax: 606.631 3087

Phys Address Une 1;

Phys-Address One-2:

Phys Cay. Slate Zip;

Auth Oldclal: Rhonda James

Auth Olicial Tiiie: Chair Person

Auth Ofdckd EMsl; rbjemesdOmsn.corn

Auth Olrckd Phone: 505432-6307

Auth Ofticel Ceil:

Data Last Modidcd: 05.30.2014

Pilni Dato: I ti3i2014 Kentucky Infrastructure Auihcrily I oi10



SUB~il I I'[) Form: Kentuci'y WV;!ter Project Proftle Put!e I oi 5

KL>'tÃf UCKY
WATER

PRO.fECT
PROIi'ILL'reas

indicated!vith ('~) arc required tields,

l." Prt>lect Tttle tuse !Itic wl!Ich tvlli bi l(luttululolc by Ioct!I culllnlunlty}:

MWD -Various Wale'r,Line Extensions.

~ ~ P"opia IX»criptiot)'.
Provide a bnct'narrative denoting! t project r. late» tn source, tiistribution, tr.";!!ment, storage or otherl

Tn i:=. pp) ieot 0. I t c(1.le!:ruc" 8:.lel . lee„! fl Val'J.Ol 5 C "t Olid:tllovohGut "..he
:..our ty erd;i'.J'. Provide ee-e. serv'.,;.e ",.".; tcsitlencs "orcestly ~a! I;eel. acr-e;;s

r~tet".'e '~@ter.

Projeit LJ<scriptor; Various '," ster t.ine Ex'.casions

~ O'RIS Project Number (PNI, M}. 0/X21195737

This number is assigned by an ADD through the respective Area 9 atcr Ivfanagcnlcnt plant!lug Col!scil once
the project prot I Ie is approve»l by t..e Council I his number t!es each project to lnappedispatial infonnatin!!
in the!Va'.et Resource information System ('4VRIS). Project protsle» without this number AN I) the required
corfu»petal! n" Inappetl/spatial Info! Blat!on will NO I bc accepted.

"Project County: Pike

* Is it a multi-county project:, Yes ~, No

.'IttjccLSubmittcdJ3y.:~Sandy.

~ Select the PNSIDll from th'ist below;

Available:

0010082
0010702
0020386
0020956
0030007
0030239
0030660
0040016
0040020

Inclvrte >
j

Remove I

Selected:
0980576

3. I.e;,ai Applic;!r!I
" I."gal Applicant; Pike Coun'.y

~}rater Utility which will ovvn proposed tmprovements: Mountain '//ater D,strict
iif difii.rent Irom Legal Applic;tnt)

" Orttauizalionttl Structure: v~'ater District

file: ('.';0(!cuments untI SettingstMIVF.',I xical Settings'. I'ctttp'.>vx2 I I 957371,him I 27/2009



August 29, 2008

Mountain %Vates Dtstiiut

P. O. Bor. 3157
Pikcville. KY 41502

RE.' KVatqj'and. Sewer Linc rel'ocation on Pen'n'y Road

Dear %fountain SVater District.

1 ncloscd herewith please And Premier L'lkhorn Coal Co>npany check nutnbcr 023571 in
the amount of $56,700.00. 'I his check is for relocating water and sewer lines on Penny

Road.

Wc would like to mcct ~vi~J> you prior to any field excavation vvork being> perforrncd in

order to conlirrn the actual area vvhcrc the lines will be relocated. please advise prior to
starting the actual field work so we can mutually discuss and agree on the relocation area.
5'e w~nt to avoid lhe lines being placed in an inconvenient location.

Thank vou I'ory'our help and crx>geration. Please call b1ike Stewart ~at '606) 6~9-7+59 i f
you need Nrther information. WVe look iorward to hearing I'rom you.

Very tfulv yours,

Pike Lctcher Land Company

, ~C c~,"I
(' '..'t~I

Don [lail, hlanagcr



STEvEN L. BESNEAR

GOVERNOR

LEONARD K. PETERs

SECRETARY

ENERGY AND ENYIRONMENT CABINET

DEPARTMENT FOR ENY'RDNWIENTAL PRoTEOTIoN

DlvisioN OF V/ATER

200 FAIR OAK8 LAIIE, 4TH FLOOR

FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY 40601
YeYn>~. kentucky.gov

August 31, 2012

Mr. Roy Sawyers
Mountain Water Districr
P. O. Box 3157
Pikeville, KY 41502

RF.: M(fountain Wttter9istrict '1-Williamson Area
Al N 98304, APE20120001
8WSID 6 0983726- l 2-001
.KY..ltt9 Water'Line: Relocation ()'2'298.40)
Pike County, KY

Dear Mr. SAN'.vers:

Wc have reviewed the plans and speci Jicatit)ns J'or the above refereltced project.:. The
jlans irtehxlc the-.xcIocation,af 1,10'linear feet::of4ihch,lMe t@42,080 Iinear.'feet'of 8:..halL

0,'I.. water: lin@: Tkis is to advise that platies and spcciftcatiotm for the above referenced

project are APPROVED with Tespect to sanitarv features of desilm, as of ibis date with the

rcquircrncttts contained in the attached construction permit.

If you have Any questions concerning this projecL please contact ilvlr. William

Wright at 502-564-8158 x4829.

'Sinccrciy,

MR WW

clark Rasche, P.F..
Supervisor, Engineering Section
Water Infrastructure Branch
Division of Water

Enclosures
C: Kcnvirons, Inc

Pike County l-lealth Department
Public Service Commission
Division of Plumbing

Keuluet Tt,;uhekttecLCpiriI eom
geetueAr ~

Au rquut Ogsutuuity auhpluyee hiÃeD



5TEVEN L BES>ICAA

GQVERhIQR

LEONARD K, Par ERS

SECRETARY

ENERGY AND ENYIRQNMENT CABINET

DEi ART'~IENT FQR EhIVlrhol'I I IEhITAL PROTECTIQhl

Dl'!ISO~I OF WATER

200 FAIR OAKS LAN= 4T>l FLOOR

FRANw;-QRT, KEhrrucKY0060>
.v'.v'.v. ke>>II>.".k'>r. IIov

September 5. 20 l 2

Mf. Roy SIIwyers

Mountain Water District
P. O. Box 3l57
Pikeville, KY 41502

RE: 5'loutttaitt %'ater; Distric( 3-Williamson Area
Al 4 98304> APL'20120002
PW'SlD Il 0983726-12-002
IO,"-199:%fiterline" Retie'ation t 12-':1076!00)
Pike County, KY

Dear tvfr. Suwyers:

Wc have reviewed the plans and speci fications for the above referenced project..T1ie
pIansi inl.lude thc:,. construction':of ttyproxii66telvi 40::littettr-.f&;6f:3-:inch FVC aind i l;090
]iniear feet:of'8: inch. (Dl,: PL'", arid FVC) avatar'line:retocttti6n; This is to advise that plans and

specifications t'or the above rcfcrcnccd project are APPROVED with respect to sanitary

features of desigrn, as ol'his date xvith thc rcquircinents contained in the attached
L'onstruciion pcrnut.

If you have any questions concerning this project, please contact fvfr. Willianl

Wright at 502-564-8158 x4829.

MR:WW

Mark Rasche, P.F,.
Supervisor> Engineering Section
Water Infrastructure Branch
Division of Water

Enclosures
C: Kenvirons, fnc.

Pike County 1lealth Department
Pllwic Scfvicc Coillllllssioil
Division of Plumbing

Ke»I»ekk lI»brl>lle4'ir>Irll.c»>>> A» I:.q»>I Opr»>rlu»ill Em pL>rer M'T"D



Doc ID No: PO2 625 1500000915 1 Page 1 of 2

J(enfuiky Commonwealth
Ver%not rtp tw'pr.

PURCHASE OROER

of Kentucky
t
Show Doc ID number on erl peckepee,
nvoices and correspondence,

Doc Description: Pike County. 12-281.00

Doc ID No: PO2 625 1500000915 1

,Procurement Type:
Administered By:
Telephone:
Doc Description: Deskins Branch Gutve RnektcatNNt

Doc ID No: PO2 625 15000009151
Procurement Type'. MOA/PSC Exception

Administered By: Dean Loy

Ireia phone: 502-782.4943

MOUNTAIN VYATER DIST

~
Procurement Folder.

Cited Authority:

issued By:

( Procurement Folder'. 3492207

Cited Authority: KRS177.035
issued By: Danielle Greene

PO BOX 3157

PIKEVILLE

US

KY 41502-3157

(
Effective From'2010-12-0& Sftectlve To: 201 &.0&*30

, IIIte."-(..:;,,".'.:,.i';",.;;Ct. PeeccrIIktlatt.: '.:,,::;;.I:Duittittii:,.-',.',I;;.'",.,t2tte&ttty,'",.:;"„".;;:.„) ""1"„:I,",',:,'ntt'IP@ikkr'9 J!","COtttrenCtAmtg",':)~,-"0'tttSlfrkilce:1'4)

Pike County. >2-2&1 00 0.00 0.00000 617,13&.50 511,13&.60
Deexlne franc'n Curn Reoceticn

Sdeoititl:Occur'IiitNtit

Install 3,270 feet of 8 inch PVC water main, 800 feet of 8 inch class 200 PE water main, 4,920 feet of 8 inch class 350 Ductile
Iron Water Main, Two (2).each 8 Inch gate valves, five (5}each 8 inch tapping sleeves, 240 feet of 16 inch steel encasement
,'open cut), 1,245 feet of 3/4 or 1 inch service line. ten (10) reconnects to existing service lines. Four {4) each test meter
assemblies, one (1) cut and cap 2 inch line, fle (5) cut and cap 8 inch water line, six (6}each flushing hydrant assemblies,
30 feet of 16 inch steel encasement (road bore), lwo (2) each 1 inch corporation stops and appurtenances.

~i 319217
KYTC DIST 12 - PIKEVILLE DISTRICT OFFICE

109 LORAlhlE ST

PIKEVILLE KY 4'I501tery'RANKFORT
US

KY 40622

429506
KYTC DIV OF RIGHT OF WAY UTIL

200 MERO STREET

got'ai;.0'rder Amount""j'( Str.13&,SO I



STEvEN L, BESHEAR

GOVERNOR

LFQNARD K, PETERs
SEORS ART

ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENT CABINET

DEPART,'.I=htr FOR ENYIROIIII-"haTAI. PRO'TFCTION

DlvlsloN QF vVATFR

200 FAIR OAKS LEONE, 4TH FtOOR

FRAF4<FQRT, KEIITUOKY 40601
wv~~e.kentucky.cjov

1'cbrllary 15, 2013

Mr. Rtly Sawyers, District Adminislr Ilor

Mountain IVttter District Nl

P. 0.Uox 3157
Pikevi1 le. KY 41502

RF.. Mountain. IAJ'ntcr District N - Marrowbone
Area Al 0 3672, APL'20130001
PKVSID 4 0980575-13-001
hail/ard CttA>e%raterline Relocation'Pcirnit
Pike County, KY

Dear Mr. Saivycrs:

9'e h~ore reviewed the plans and speci llcations lor the above rcfcrcnccd project. The
y'lans. ntcli>(k'the. constitLvtion,of approximately.'2p00 I.F jg'-: )0;:>ttch'f)lP:; This is to advise
that plans and spcciflcations for lhe above referenced project are APPRWED with respect
to sanitary leatures of design, as of this date with the requirements contained in the altllched

construction permit.

lf you have any questions concerning this project, plcasc contact Mr, Mortaza
Tal?ayeh at 502-564-il 1 5'xtension 4326.

Sinccrcly,

WR:Mf

Mark Rasche, P.E.
Supervisor, Fnginccring Section
EVater Infrastructure Brunch

Division of 5'atcr

Fnelosures
C: Millard Corev Napicr, Engineer

Pike County Health Dcpartmcnt
Public Service Commission

KcnluckvUnbIidledSpitit.c01n
J(evtaAyg~

ubSINMO SPJslt An Equal Oprxutu1a!y Luuploycr b I/I'TI)



STEvEN L. BESHEAR

GovERNOR

LEONARD K. PETERS
SECRETARY

ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENT CABINET

OEPARTMENT FOR ENVIRQNIIIENTAL PROTECTION

DIVtSION OF WATER

200 FAIR OAKS LANE, 4rN FLOOR

RutNKFGRT, KENTucKY 40601
vnvw.ketttucky.gov

Junc 18, 2014

Mr. Roy 8 Saxvyers

Mountain Water District 41 - IVlarro>vbone Area
P. Q. 13OK 3157
Pikcvillc, KY 41502

RL': Mounter'n'Water Oiitiict 81 - Marrovvbonc Area
A 1 ~n 3672, APF20140003
PIIVSID rI'980575-14-003
Cabin Knoll Water'Lire Relocation Project
Ptkc County, II'Y

Dear Mr. Sawyers:

Wc have rcvievvcd thc p1ans and speciftcations for. thc above referenml project. Thy
pl&i'. jitclete t)ic'.constr'uction,of:a'pproximafcly';360. linear'fcct of..10-;inch.'P'III,"("'e'atcr'ine

r'clou'tion. This is io advise thai plans and spccittcations for the above rcfcrenccd project ax
APPROVED with respect. to sanitary leaiures ol'esiyt, as ol this date tvith the

requirements contained in the attached construction pernlit,

lf you have any questions concerning this project, plrasc contact Mr. Willianl

Wri«ht at 502-5Ci4-3410 extension 4829.

Sincerely,

MR:WW

Mark Raschc. P.E.
Supervisor, Fn«ineering Section
Water. Itrfrastructure Branch
Division of Water

Enclosures
C: L'nvironmcntal Design Consultants, Inc.

Pike County Hralth Department
Public Service Commission (by u-mail only)

Division of Plumbing (by e-ntnil only)

Kcntuct aunbridlcdspirit.cutn
7(evtuckg~

An Equai Op pottunlty EntptoyCr Mavn



STEVEIr L. BEsHEAR

GOVERNOR

«LQI'IAII I) K. Pc; I=„ll';I

'"~'Hhl*<Y

ENERGY ANO ENVIRONMENT CABINET

DEFARTvENT FoR Ei&'IRG>lsIEN "AL PEQTECTIolil

OlvlaIOH oF WAAR

2IIO 1vlr Oxka Lx I=, 4TII;I.IIIIH

FIII I <FOIr r, KEN Iuc~T 40601
.vs A. knnruck~~oy

July 9, 2014

'vlr. Roy B Sawyerw

Mountain Water District N —Marrowbone Area
P, O. Box 3157
Pikevrlle, KY 41502

RE: Mountain Water Dlisliict'P. l - Marrowbone
Area Al N 36'72„APE20140004
PWS(D tl 09SQ575-14-004
Scott-Forlr:%aterline Relocation Project
Pike Countv, KY

Dear Sawyers:

XVe have reviewed the plans and specifications for the above referenced project, The

pla|is::iitclttde the construction of aypro)dtttaiely, 170 LF„'of:10'-.:inch, Dl'wateir lme'," This is to

«dvisc that plans and specificrrtions for the above rcfcrcnccd project are APPROVED with

rcspcct to sanitary features of design, as of this date with thc requirements contained in the

attached construction permit

lf you have any questions concerning this project, please contact iMr, Mortaza

Tabayeh at 502-564-3410 extension 4826.

MR; blT

Mark Rasche, P.E.
Supervisor, Lngineering Section
Water infrastructure Branch
Division of Water

Enclosures
C: Environmental Design Consultants, Inc.

Pike County Health Department

Public Service Commission (by r-mllil oaty)

Division of Plumbing (by c-lait only)

Kenn> k)UabmihdSpint.cow
f(entud~k"

C7ONIINtXO 8PtiW's Fry'ppwtunity Employ-r hrilrrtr
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MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT

CONSTRUCTION PROJECT SUMMARY - SEWER ONLY

30-Jun-1 4

WER CONSTRUCTION IN

PROJECT
Phel pal 8uskirk Smith Fork Ph. II

Various Expenses
Plant Study
Sewer Plant Upgrade
Majestic Alternative

36,143.64
9,928.00

73,531.20
48,910.00

20,551.17
8,200.00

22-Feb COAL SEV
36,143.64 Old Local Accounts
9,928.00 Local

94,082.37 COAL SEV
57,110.00 COAL SEV

PROGRESS (GL ACCT ¹ 1057-17)

BALANCE 0 tADDITIONS JULTO[ ADDITIONS JAN [ BALANCE 0
PHASE 0$30f13 I DEC 2013 l TO JUN 2014

I
DELETIONS [ 06I30f14 FUNDING

Shelby Valley Sewer Project

Douglas Wastewater Treatment

SVWW Ph ill Sec li

SV WW Ph II

PHASE III JUSTICEt
Long Fork Sewer
Various expense
Shelby I justiceville

Study
Long fork Money

27,319.06 27,855.24
8,927.62

55,174,30
8,927.62

ARRA Loan Grant
KIA COAL SEV

10.Apl'OAL SEVERENCE
COAL SEVERENCE
Old Local Accounts
local

local

HENRY CLAY DESIGN
COAL SEV
Loacal

95,031.75
43,000.00

676.16

95,031.75
43,000.00

676.16

Corp of Engineers
COAL SEVERENCE
Operating

SEWER REHAB COAL SEV

SEWER TAP FEES

Shelby Valley 201 Plan LOCAL

SMITH FORK

BELFRY POND SEWER

LGEDF

COAL SEV

In House Sewer Projects IN HOUSE
Caplitallzed Interest SHELBY
Caplltallzed interest Phelps Busklrk

37,587.04

49,900.00

278,207.10

1,818,532.12

2,396,324.87

33,773.55

21.531.52

3,500.00

17,947.80

227,049.31

193,713.43

250,113.90 31,703.79

8,549.41

10,172.27 31.703.79

79,910.00

49,900.00

281,707.10

2,030,193.35

2,841,784.29

14ul

Coal Severance

LOCAL

1<un LGEDF

COAL SEV

LOCAL FISCAL COI



MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRICT

0HHRISE CON TRUCTION PRGIECTS SY FUNOWG SOURCES 6EWER ONLYYEAR END 6730ha

PRCLIECT NAAIE

SO C1441 - Slaex Coal

IOA LGEDF $$CNEY

COMPLETED
CJJ'al~ 08D0713 palD JUL-DEc palo JAILIIw TDTAL IFQNI ~ 06002ela Gala FUNDNG aca 05 a $$ aco xs 1007 aoc xs 1006 aoc xs 1800 ooc xs 1010 aco xa 1011 aoa la 1011 aao la loll aao la 1014

1014
aco

FORREST HILLS PHASE I S
FDRREST HILLS PHASE 8
FDRREST HILL CS
W HOUSE
SEWER REHAS

658.000.CO
1.153.102.33

7370.70 7~re TS/9.70

658,0001D 655.000.CO 658,0001D17,047.$0 otl713A3 1364AI350 IA75.060.00 7350.00O00100.0GLCO 100320.00 'I 00.0CO.ID 10.0C0.00

350521.40
154,625.70

288,47052
026 411 16 57 02SAT 658.000.00

37,047.80 104,0$0117 1.110.000.00
ICOJDC.OO 100,000.00

1.518.532,12 17.01700 ISL713.43 2.030.193.35 0.00 2.041.389.79 1.940.000.00 544.147.10 1,194,$89.68 57.025AT 3704780 20488987 1.01$.000.00



Sewer Division

Question ¹6 B

Project Description

Sewer Projects

Plant Study( Phelps)

Sewer Plant Upgrade( Phelps/Freeburn)

Majestic Alternative

long Fork Sewer I Douglas VlM/TP)

Douglas Wastewater Treatment

Henry Clay

Sewer. Rehab

Shelby Valley 201 Plan

Belfry Pond
Sewer-'orest

Hills Project



Clean Water Project Profile

{J5{"~~~0 KPFi9/hgfQ f DR 7Llg PQGJE{"7 g8'+CZ/PgP~Pj WW+4<nCrp~ ':

Legal Applicant Mountain Water District

Project Title:, Phs)ps f; Freeby'.,WI)VTP;Lipgrsdes Project
'rojoctNumbcc S){2695003', View flap

Funding Status: Fully Funded

Pro)oct Skautc Approved

Project Schedule; 0-2 Years

E-Clootfnghouso SAI. KY201303250268

Applicant Enfly Typo: Water District {KRS74)
Date Approved {AWMPC). 12-10-2010

Submitted
By.'rimary

County:

Planning Unit

!
fukI-County,'CH

Status,

ADD WMC Contact:

BSADD

Plko

Pike

No

Endorso With Condition

Tracy Wkemsn

birr,':,:

The project consists of plant upgrades to Improve performance. These include the Instsllsgon of a fino screen {6mm screen perforsllons)
with emergency bypass snd s liquid chlorine disinfection system, A Prime Solutions Rotary Fsn Press dewstering system wgl be Installed
and backup blower would also he lnstafled, New Instrumentation would be Installed which would include sn Aqua SCADA control system
allowing advance control of the plant from s remolo location, as well ss the flow meters snd samplers.

Need fcr Projoct
Br!s!!ydescribe how fh!s pnjjccfpro mofes peal!chealth or acivevos ond/er mainfavrs compliance wiffr Iho clean )varcrAcf or so e Drvdri~di I vase. Aci

This project will provldo compliant influent discharge

Project Alternatives:

Alternate A:

None

Alternate B:
None

Legal Applicant:

Toll Frsa:

Entity 1'ype: Water District {KRS74)

Entity Norns. 'Nountsln Water District

Wah URI 'ww mountafnwaterdlstrlctky,corn

QIflce EMail. gpotter@wngllc.net

Offlco Phono: 6084314162—-- —~Address.Uno.l'I PO.Box 3157
XrfQ Adirriss Diie 2~"
Mall City, Slate Zip: Pikevlge, KY 41502

Contact; Roy Sswyers

Contact TiNe; District Adminlslrstor

Contmt Ehisil; rsawyersomtwster.org

Contact Phono: 606431-g182

Contact
Cell.'ata

Sourco: Kentucky Infrastructure Authority

PSC Group ID'25605

Fax: 0084I3't.3087

p~dross LlrINL L

Pli$5 Addrogs'Lire'2r

Phys City, Santa Zip:

Auth OfficLal,'honda James
Auth Ogiclst Tltla Chair Person

Auth Oiflcial EMsil: rbjsmes6@msn.corn

Auth Olflcial Phone: 8084324307
Auth Oflcial Cell.

Oslo Last Mcdifled: 05.30.2014

Pdnt Data:103820 I4 Kantuclry Infrastructure Authorily ~ of 10



Clean Water Project Profile

Legal Appoint:

Projecl TiNs:

Project Ncr mbw;

Funding Status:

Proje..l Status:

Prcject Schectuls:

E-Clearinghouse SAI:

Applicant ErrlDy Type:

Date Approved (AWMPC);

fifiocmtain Water District

phejps tFreebucrn'ttthfifyp tfp'grades pr'oJacfi

S)t21805003'ievr t.tap

Fully Funded

Approved

0-2 Years

KY201303250288

Vltster District jkRS T4)

12-10-2010

Submitted 0j.'SADD
Prancrry County: Pike

Planning Unit: Piko

Multi-Coutity: No

ECH Status.'Endorse With Condition

ADD 'c'AIC Contact: Tracy Wireman

Ptcfect Daacttptioru

Tho proJect consists of plan) upgrades ta improve porformance. Theso Include the instagstion ot a tine screen (5 mrn screen perforations)
with emergency bypass and a liquid chlorlno disinfection system. A Prime Solutions Rolary Fan Press dewaterlng system will bo Installed
and backup blower would also be Installed. New instrumentation would be installed which would Include an Aqua SCADA control system
allowing advance conlrot of the plant from a remote location, ss well as the flow meters and sampters.

Nssd for Projoci:
8rirtpj ctcscr'bc trow tire prober promotes puRistreatttr or acti(ebs orr&armointtgrns ccmpttarrce wrih trref'herr ylatsrAct c r Ssfs D 6 rtdcg'Pa'e'rrtct:

This proJoct will provldo compliant influent discharge

ProJoct Alternatives:

Alternate A;

None

Alterlcato
tt'one

Legal Applicant:

Toll Free:

Enfity T)Te; Water Dislrict {KRS74)

Enbty Name; fifiountsin Nates District

Wcb URL.'ww.mountsinwaterdistrlctky.corn

Office Ehtsfi; gpottertNumggc.net

Otfics Phone: 5084314162
Mail Address Lire 1; PO Sox 315T

—-—- ' —-I'.tail Address Line 2:
Meit Cily, State 2tp: Pikevllle, KY 41502

Contact.'Roy Sswysrs

Corrtsct Title; Dislrict Administrator

Contact Email; rsawyersemtwater.org

Contact Phcns; 606431-0182

Contact Cell;

Oats Source: Kentucky Infrastructuro Authority

PSC Grou p ID; 25805

Fax: 605431-3087

Phys Acldress Line 1:
Phys-Adchess Line-2:—

Phys City, Stats Zty:

Auth OIDcisl; Rhonda James

Auth Offirfial Title: Chair Person

Auth O'ficlsl Efrtral: rbjames6@msn.corn

Auth O!8ctsl Phone; 505432-5301

Acrgl Oflicial Cell;

Date Last Madifiet 05.302014

Pnnt Date I D/30t2014 Ksnlucky infrasrf ucturc Acithofrty 1 of 10



Clean Water Project Profile

Legal Applicant;, Motinta)rt+itsrf Jtlatrtct

Project jcfo;
~':fbajeagc-Aftafrnatjvegewar,Project'roject

Number; SX21'l85016 View Map

Funding Status." Over Funded

Project Statua Pending

Project Schedule: 0-2 Years

E-Cfeadngtouse SAt:

Applicant Enbty Type; Water District (KRS 74)

Dale ApprOved (AVVMPC):

Pm)flat Das'crlplfon'.

Installation of allernstive sewer systems In areas of Pike County, Mstsstlc ares.

Submilted By: BSADD

Primary County. 'Pike
Planning Unit: Pike

MWII-County: No

ECH Status;

ADD WMC Contact: Tracy Wireman

Need for Project:
Srieify doscrihe hon this project promotes puhgc hsoffh or achiovos ancVor maintains compliance with lhe Clean Water Acf or Safe Orinfdng Itvafer AcL

pipes.
Project will provide residents cunently not served by public sewer system to be served, ellmlnsgng faglng septic systems and straight

Project Alternatives:

Altomate A:

Leave un served

Alternate 8:
repair septic systems

Legal Applicant:

Toll Free

Entity Type: Water District {KRS74)

Enlity Nano'. Mountain Water District

Wcb URL; w'ww.mountatnwsterdistrtctky.corn

Office EMaif; gpottereumgtlc.net

1

Ofgce Phone: 50twt31 5152

Mal Address Lire 1.'PO Box3157
Mail Addreae Unc 2:
Mag City, State Zip: Plkevllle. KY 41502

Contact: Roy Sawyers

Conlsct Title: District Administrator

Contact Ehks7: rsawyersomtwater.org

Contact Phone. f054314)152
Contact Cell:

Data Sourco: Kentucky infrastructure Authority

PSC Group lD: 25605

Fax; 505 53MOB7

Phys Address Une 1:
Phys Addmss Line 2;

phys.Qty~~
Auth Otticial: Rhonda James

Auth Of5cial Title: Chair Person

Auth Ofbcisl EMail: rbjameabomsn.corn

Aulh Ofttcfst Phone: 505-4324307

Auth Official Cel:
Date Last Modified.'5,30.2014

Print Date:1 fi3f20t 4 Kentucky infrastructure Aulhodty 1 of 10



MEMORANDUNI OF AGREEMENT

between the

i /pe",'.pfgII-'I"~ i

Jl.ij'I 9 (I j(}$~$

v<QI„U/l'{>P,

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
OFFlCE OF THE GOVERNOR

GOVERNOR'S OFFICE FOR LOCAL DEVEI OPI'JIENT

and the

Iljlountaln,9later- District, KENTUCKY

THIS MEMORANOUIvt OF AGREEMENT (hereinafter 'the Agreement') by and between
the Commonwealth of Kentucky, Office of the Governor, Governor's Office for Local
Development {horeinafter 'GOLD', .with address at 1024 Capital Center Drive, Suite
340, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601 and the Mountain Water District, Kentucky, with

address of Post Office Box 3157 —Pikeviile, KY 41602, (hereinafter 'the Recipient') is
made and entered into as of the date fast executed by the parties thereto as evidenced
by the dates written below.

WHEREAS, tho 2006 General Assembly enacted House Bill 380 authorizing the
'Parameters for County Flexibility'Parameters) county grant program; and

WHEREAS, tl;e Parameters program enhanced the.KRS 42.4588 coal yeverance~rant
program administered by GOLD; and

WHEREAS, the Recipient has submitted an application for coal severance funds, with

the application having been approved by GOLD, for the following projoct and in the
following amount: 4kiuntaiA watBr-::platrIct; ~ Lang,: Fork'.":8anitary; sewel.''In'&:..Eg'ensldit
project (heroinafter 'the Project') and is'to be funded in an amount riot to exceed
$111,000.00(ONE HUNDRED ELEVEN Ti-IOUSAND AND 00/100); and

WHEREAS, the Recipient has agreed to the terms and conditions enumerated herein
and has further agreed to effectuate the completion of the Project in accordance with

those terms and conditions.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants, commitments, and
conditions contained herein, GOLD and the Recipient agree as follows:

i QFDF Puler) hj0, 869
Page1of I



Proj ect Number
809 Scope of Work TJ/pe

LGEDF Grani

project Name
Meorllelii vlsler:04lrlnl'; I;eiJJ Fnrk 8'n'rills Seier: Uric ENeiisIori

F<mded AmourIt
$11i,000.00

Document

Si 'ope of Work

FUNDS WILL BE USED TD COMPLETE A SEWER PROJECT )N THE lONG FORK AREA OF PIKE
COUNTY. COSTS INCI.UDE BUT ARE NO'I'IMITED TO LEGAl., LAND, APPRAISALS, ENGINEERING,
PLANNII IG AND ACTUAL CONSTRUCTION.
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Clean Water Project Profile

BSADD

Pike

Pike

Ho

Endorse With Condition

Tracy Wireman

Hasd lor Project:
Br!bify describe bovr ibis pro!!eel pron!ofos pub'0: bee> b or ech'aves anchor r!mielolns con pi>h neo with iha Clean }treier!!Iof cr Safe Dr(nkdxf Ir/efer Ac>:

The proposed expansion will allow thc District to more efficiently servo existing customers snd will provide reserve capacity for the
continued expansion of the collection system. The proJect will enable the Dlstrlcl to maintain compliance with changing EPA I KY-DOW
regulations.

ProJcct Allematives:

Alto!nato A:

Expand Capacity to Ulgmate 400.000 GPD -MBR In Hew Tankago

This alternate would construct a new membrane bioroactor basin on existing plant property and bypass the existing aeration basins. This
would eliminate lhe need for supplemenLal filter systems and clarlf lars.

Legal Applicanl: Mountain'WajdrOj%ttjqt

Project Tide Dotltjjas wwTP. Expansion

Project Number: Q2tt85699: Vlevr Slop Subndliud By:

Fundmg Stalss: Partially Funded Primary Cuunlrc

project StatL!s: Approved PIannir!g Unll;

Pro)oct Schedule: 0-2 Years MulU County:

F:Clearinghouse SAI: KY201307010744 ECH Slalus;

Appkcont Enfily Type: Water District (KRS 74} ADD Wh>IC Coul ask

Dale Approved (AWMPC): 10-26.2009

'r'diect'Dascriptkxx

Mountain Water District seeks to fund and construct an expansion ol tho Douglas Wastewator Treatment Plant from an overage daily flow of
200,000 GPD lo 300,000 GPD with head works doslgned to expand lo 400,000 GPD for future growth. The proposed expansion wig allow tha
Dlslrict to more efficiently serve existing customers and wig provide reserve capacity for tho continued expansion of the collection systom.
Additional CDBG funding is needed lo compensate for less than antlcl paled coal severance funding and recent increases In equipment
costs assoclalsd wllh wastewater treatmont plants.

Akernate 8:
Expand Capacity to 300,000 GPD- NBR in Existing Tankage

This alternate would install membrane bio!sector fMBR) fitters in tho oxlsgng aeration basins, This would egminala the need for
supplomontal filter systems as well as tho nood for ciarlfiers.

MBR planls are sensitive lo and easily fouled by suspended matter. In general, very fine screons are required for an MBR plsnL Particles
must be removed down to the 1 to 3 mm opening sixe, This will generate more trash to be haulod lo lhe landfill th

Entity. Type;

Engly Hams;

Web URL:

OI5ce EMail:

ONlce Phone;

Mall Address Line I;
Mail Acdrem! Line 2:

Mal City, State ZIP;

Contact:

Contact Tkle

Canlact EMail:

Contmt
Phone.'ontact

Cel:
Data Source:

Toy Free:

Pikevllle, KY 41502

Roy Sawyers

District Administrator

rsawycrs@mtwater.org

606431-9162

Kentucky Infrastructure Authority

Water District JKRS 74)

Mountain Water District

Www,mountalnwatenllslrictky.corn

gpotler@umgilc.net

6064L31-9162

PO Box 3157

PSCG!ocp ID: 25605

Fa!c 6064314087
Phys Address l,ine I:
Phys Add<ass Line

2.'hys

City> Stale Zip:

Auth Ofgckd: Rhonda dames

Auth O5ciai Title.'hair Person

Aulh Oil}@at EI>kdl: rbjamesdllmsn.corn

Auth Official Phono: 606M24307
Auth Official Ceh:

Dais Laal Mcdifed; 05.30.2014

Pr}nt Dale:1$3y2014 Kentucky lnfrashuclvre Authority



i Motnttan matt.r mstnctg

P. O. BOX 3157
PIKEVII.LE, KY 41602
PHONE: {606)631-9<62
FAX (606) 631-3087

December 14. 2001

Pastern Kentucky PRIDE ONce
2292 South Hi+~way 27
Somerset, K.Y 42501

RT:.: Hery Clay M';aatesyattn'. 1'roject Si«}ion 531

PRE)E Applicativn

Dear Sir vr Mada~n;

Mountaui 9'atcr Distnct is pleased to subnut 3 copies vf the alorcmennoned yant application. I'hi

application addresses all required criteria proposed by ihe I'.nvironmental Protection Agency„ the PRIDE

proyam and thc US Anny Corps ofEngineers.

5'e are requesting that you consnier our proposat under your Section 531 proJect review cnteria. If
seleci.ed, we would use thc Junds as part of a SJ,lib,859.61 innvvaltve Bower treanueflt project. The

project proposes to construct a collection system that ~vill feed into a large leach field. The surface above

the leach field will tlien be developcrl mto a community snAball field and small park area.

Mountain %ster District has successfully constructed several projects, similar in scope to ibis project.
4Ve appreciate your consideration for potential tunding of this project and look forward to working witlt

yl')ul'rgaYll JAi1011.

If you have any questions, or need an>'urther in t'ormation,. please contact our funding specialist„Peggy
t4snick-Justice, Summit irnginccring, lnc., l31 Stnnmit Drive, pikeville, KY 4150 l or by calhng at your

conv~wtcnce (606) 432-1447 «xt. 360 or Betsie Carroll at the same address and telephone number,

extension 320.

Sincereiy,

'W ill Brome,

Superintendent

Enclosures

CC: File



Clean Water Project Profile

t.egalAppscanL Mountain Water District

Project Tiilc MWD. Rahabilltatfon 'of Lift
Sratlons'ro)oct

Numbed 8)f21$85016 'iew t~lap

Funding Status; Over Funded

Pro)oct Status'. Under Conslructlon

P.ojoct Schedule: 0.2 Years

E-Cleadnghauso SAI: KY201202230184

Applicant Entity Typo: Water District (KRS 74)

Date Approved (AWI IPC)'12-10 2011

Pmjcct Peaefjigon;
rehabllitsllon of sewer lift stations and manholos within mountain water districts exfsting sewer Infrastructure.

Submitted Hy: BSADD

Pdrnary County: Pike

Planning UrhL Pike

MuliICoursy No

ECH Status: Endorse Wilh Condition

ADD WMC ContacL Tracy Vllireman

Alternate 8:
Status quoirepalr es. needing

Legal Applicant:

PSC Grcuu ID; 25605Entily Typo: thloter Dlstrlcl (KRS 74)

Entity Nemo: Mountain Water District

Wab URL', www.mountalnwaierdistrlctky.corn

ONca EMail', gpotteegumgllc.net

Office Phono', 8064314162 Toll Frau: Fax: 806431 3087

Mall Address. LInc 1.'OBox 3157 Phys Address Line
<.'.tall

Address Linc 2: Phys Address Linc 2
Mail City, State Zip; Plkevlile, KY 41502 Phys City, State Zip:

Contact: Roy Sawyors AulhONclaL Rhonda James
'onTacfTifla." DTsTrfcTAdminfsfr'aTor

' ' " ''gth"OfffcA'Tilfo'. ChafrPifrson

Contact EfAaili rsawyers@mtwater.org Auth ONdal EMail: rbjamcs8emsn.corn

Contact Plena".608431-9162 Auth ONclal Phono.'084324307
Contact Cell: Auth ONcial Colt

Data Sourco; Kentucky Infrastructure Authority Data Last kfcdificd 05.30.2014

Need for ProjccC
&IcÃy describe hcw lh!s proper pnxnolss pubes hoaldt cr achieves ancvor mainfafns comp'nce e'ib!he clean H/eierAr'r sais &earing Hln!cr Acr.

This Infrastructure I s subjected to age and corrosive effects due lo the nature of the waste water environment and is roaching it's operation
life expectancy.

*

Project Allemnatlvc:

Alternala AI

Total redesign, replacement of infrastructure

Prinl Dakx1$3$2014 Kentucky Infrastructure Authority I of10



Steven I..Beshear
Governor

+ QQZil fop ~

,4.,~=-,~x~jp

Igl

Energy and Environment Cabinet
Department for Environmental Protection

Division of Water
200 Fair Oaks Lane, 4"Floor

Frankfort, Kentucky 40601
Phone: (502) 564-3410

water,ky.gov

Leonard K. Peters
Secretary

October 15, 201 l

Mr. Roy Sawyers
Mountain 9'ater District
1'0 Box 3157
Pikeville, Kentucky'4l 502

Re: Regiotlal:Pacjlities JPlan, for
I,ower",Shelby": Area,
i%lout!tain':~Vafer:9istric't

Pike County, Kentucky
AI ID: 35"9: PLN20140001

D«ar Mr. Snipers:

'l'hc facilitics plan and environmental docunlcul titled %for,.niacin (Farer District Lever Shelby 20j Facililies Phut
daled January 2013 has been reviewed by this Division and found to conform with the retluirements contained in

administrative regulation 40'I K4k 5:006,

Approval of the Facihties Plan is hereby given based on lhe ullached State Planning and Environmental
Assessment Report. (SPFAR) issued by this Deparnnent on September 1 I, 2014, which has undergone review by
rhc Kentucky Stale Clearing>house (Stale Application Identifier NKY201't0910-0969 ). This approval is subject to

any conditions and mitigative measures in Section F of the SPEAR. or in the State Clcarin~juiusc revievv

Ifyou have any rluestions, please contact us at (502) 564-3410.

Sincerely,

L-
Cindy McDonald, Supervisor
wastewater Planning Section
SVater infrastructure Branch

Attachments

cc: Summit Engineering

KentudqtUnbrldied Spirit corn
gevtqgy~ An Equal Opportunity Employer MIFA)



Clean Water Project Profile

Legal Applicant: Mounlain Water Oislrlcl

Project Title: MWO.I Belfry Pond SeWer'Proje'ct

project Number. Bx2$1$5692 vlcvt t"lap Submlltod By: BSADO

Funding Skitus: Partially Funded prknary Ccuntf, Pike

Project Status: Approved Planning Un'X; Pike

Piojcci Schedule. 0-2 Years hkilti-County! No

E-Clooringhouse SAI: KY201410011038 ECH Siatm:

Applicant EnNy Type: Water Olstricl {KRS74) ADD WMC Contort: Tracy Wireman

Oslo Approved (AWMPC).. 08-13-2008

prcldct ooti~ljoii,
Mountain Waler District socks to fund and construct a ncw waste water trealmanl plant and collection system In tho Belfry area of Pike
Caunty. Tho proposod MBR treatment plant will be located at Pegs Branch and will have a capacity of 300,000 GPO, Collection will bo HDPE
and lines included 13,625 LF of 2", 2,188 LF of 3",9„880 LF of 6", and 12,972 LF of 8" and 20,321 LF of 1.25", Extensions will extend along
U.S. 119north and south of the plant lo serve the groalcr Pond Creek area This Includes s new 500 GPD lift station near Toter and servlco
connecgons to smnhslde Elementary, along with 290 grinder pumps, Belfry Middle school, snd 255 addhlonal businesses and residences
fram Forost Hills to Murphy Bottom In Bolhy. Exisling lines feeding into the Williamson, West Virginia WWTP will ultimately be redirected to
Iho proposed plant.

Need for Praied:
Brioxy dosenbo kaw!tys prati rot promotes pub'ic»ectth nr ar>tovoa iud'~v mamtaihs corn pl ance with Itic 6'osn viator Act ar sofa o vitriry viator Ar':

Most of the project eros currently. has no public sewer system. This project seeks to Improvo tho quality of life, as well ss surface water
quagly, in Iho Pond Creek and Tug Fork watcrsheds by providing an alternative for wastowatcr disposal to those who currently rely an other
disposal methods such as privately owned package plants, septic tanks, or straight pipes. While privately owned package plants and septic
tanks can provide adequate treatment, it is olten tha case that owners tend to neglect these treslment systems over time. This tendoncy
increases the likelihood that these facilities will ovontuagy fall and bogln to directly discharge untreatod waslewatars to Iha onvironment.
When untreated wastewater is released Into the environment, It bocomes s public health hazard and a significant threat to aquatic
ocasy ate ms.

Project Alternagves:

Altercate A!

This alternatd would conshucta force main from lhe exlsUng Forest Hlgs lift station to a new 100,000 GPD wastewater treatment plant at
Pegs Branch near Belhy. This Includos a ncw lift station near Tolcr and service connecgons to Southside Elementary and Belfry Middle
School. No residential service connecgons are included, as Iho Iina from Forest Hills to Belfry wauld be transmission only.

Alternate B:
This alternato would constructs force main from the existing Forest Hills lift station lo'

r'iew 400;000'Gpo voiTei7 iat5rtfgattttonrplattratpegs Branch.nuarBelfiy:- —-—- --- - ---—--—————--———————--——---—- ——.—— i-

Legal Applicant."

Entity Type:

Entity N a file:

Web URL:

ONce Ehtail:

Odeo Phone;

Mail Address Line 1:
hhill Address LAO 2!
Mal City. Stato Zip:

Contact.'ontact

Tigo:

Canisct Ehtail:

Contact Plasm:

Caritact
Celt'ata

Source:

Pllievllle, KY 41502

Roy Sawyera

District Administrator

rsawyersemtwaler.arg

506431.8162

Kentucky infrastructure Authority

Water District (KRS 74)
Mountain Water District

www.mountalnwatardistrictky.corn

gpattereiumgllc.nct

6084I31.8162 Tai

PO Box 3157

PSC Group ID: 25605

Fax 606%31-3087

Phys Address Lino 1:

Phys Acklrasa Linc 2:

Phys Cily, State Zip:

Auth 015cisl: Rhonda demos

Auth Oigcial TNlo! Chair Person

Auth Official EMaI! rbjamss6@msn.corn

Au8i OI5cial Phone; 50th4324507

Auth Official Cel:
Oala Lad htadifiod.'$ ,30.2014

Prinl Oats:10f3$2014 Kentucky Infrastructure Aulhadty I of ID



Clean Nater Project Profile

Legal Applicant:

Projoct Title:

Project Number;

Funding Status:

Project Slatus:

Project Schedule:

E-Clearinghouse SAI:

Applicant Enkty Type:

Dale Approved {AWMPC);

5kntrgat'r) Wati,Dietic
6IWa-.FOREST"HIL@:SEjfyER'PROJECT

SX21165521 View Mac

Partially Funded

Constructed

Constructed

KY200508201011

Water District (KRS 74)
12-18-2003

Submilted By: BSADD

Prknary County: Pike

planning Unit. Pike

Multi-County: No

ECH Stalus: Endorse With Condlllon

ADD WMC Contact: Tracy Wireman

Project.De~'.
THIS PROJECT CONSISTS OF SEWER LINE EXTENSIONS FOR THE FOREST HILLS SECTION OF PIKE COUNTY. THE PROJECT WILl BRING
SEWER SERVICE TO 132 HOUSEHOLDS AND COST APPROXIMATELY 61,170,000.

Nsod for Project:
Bricky describe horv fhls project plornofes pub(ic hoslth or achieves andbr mafntafns nxnpksnce rrffh the Clean Wafer Act or Safe Dn'nhfng water Acr:

INCREASING THE CUSTOMER BASE WILL RESULT IN LOWER SEWER COST AND BETTER SERVICE FOR ALL CUSTOMERS AND
ESTABLISH THE BASE FOR FUTURE EXTENSIONS>

Project Alternatives:

Altomsto A:

BUILD NEW SEWER.

Alternale B:
BUILD PACKAGE TREATMENT PLANT.

Legal Applicant:

Toil Free:

Entity Type: Water District {KRS74)

Entity Name: Mountain Water District

Web URL." www.mountalnwsterdlstrfctky.corn

Office EMail.'potterOumglls.net

OSce Phone: 606431-6162

Mail Address Uno 1.'PO Box 3157
Mail Address Une 2:
Mslf City. Slats Zp: Pikeville. KY 41502

Conlacl: Roy Sswyers

Contact TI6e: District Admlnlslrator

Conlasl EMail: rsawyersOmtwster.org

Contact Phone: 606-631-6182

Conlact Coll:

Data Source: Kentucky Infrastructure Authodty

PSC Group ID: 25605

Fax: 6064I31.3067

Phys Address Une I:
PhyS Addreae Une 2:

Phys Oty, State Zip:

Auth ONckrt Rhenda Jamos

Auth OfikJal Title Chair Person

Auth Oflicial EMas: rbjames6Omsn.corn

Auth ONcfaf PhonL. 606'4324307

Auth Of%sf CeIL

Date Last Meglek 05,30.2014

Print Dais:I1/3/2014 Kentucky tnfrastructure Authority 1of fO


